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PREFACE.

To the average practitioner it matters little by what

mental processes an author is induced to pursue any given

line of investigation, so long as the results of his labor are

embodied in practical form, are accurate in detail, and are

to be relied on as stating the law. I shall therefore make

no apology for presenting to the public this treatise on the

law of " Marine Collisions."

The importance of the subject-matter, the pleasure I

have derived in pursuing this line of investigation, are the

only justification offered.

I have endeavored to state what the general maritime

law governing the navigation of shipping is, rather than

what it should be, as viewed from my point of observation.

I have, however, had occasion in a few instances to dissent

from the established canons of the courts, where it has

appeared to me the reasons for the same are obsolete, and

that a different rule would be better. In all instances, how

ever, I have stated what the weight of authority is, and

have endeavored not to create confusion by substituting my

own views for those entitled to greater consideration.

I desire to acknowledge my indebtedness to the learning

of Mr. Justice Brown of the Supreme Court, and of Judge

Brown of the District Court for the Southern District of

New York, from whose voluminous decisions I have not
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hesitated to appropriate such matter as applied to the work

in hand.

I desire also to express most grateful acknowledgment

to my friend Honorable R. R. Nelson, the learned and ac

complished Judge of the District Court of the United States

for the District of Minnesota, for his encouragement dur

ing the somewhat extended period through which this work

has been in progress, and to express the hope that his faith

in its usefulness may not be wholly unrealized.

If this book fulfills the mission for which it was de

signed, to be of practical use in the every-day business of

the practitioner, the object of the author will have been

accomplished.

Herbert R. Spencer.

Duluth, September, 1895.
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MARINE COLLISIONS.

CHAPTER L

JURISDICTION.

Sec. 1. The maritime laws and courts of the United

States had their origin in colonial times before the forma

tion of the Union between the several states, and were con

tinued until the constitution was finally adopted and the

judicial system thereunder was organized.

It was to the admiralty jurisdiction that existed at the

time, and prior to the framing of the constitution, in the

several states, that the framers of that instrument referred ;

and in determining the extent of the jurisdiction so con

ferred, reference must be had to the laws of the several

states, and the usages of the courts prevailing at that time.1

The power vested in the general government by the grant

of admiralty jurisdiction must be ascertained only by in

quiry as to what cases were cognizable in the courts of those

states exercising maritime jurisdiction at the time the con

stitution was formed.2

The jurisdiction so conferred was not limited to that class

of cases over which the admiralty courts of England exer

cised jurisdiction at the time of the Revolution. Its extent

and nature is co-extensive with the general law of nations and

the usages prevailing in the maritime courts of the various

states at the time the federal government was formed.3

i Cunningham v. Hall, 1 Cliff. 43; parte Easton, 95 U. S. 68; Cope v.

The Lottawanna, 2 Wall. 572. Vallette Dry Dock Co., 10 Fed. R.

2People's Ferry Co. v. Beers, 20 142; Warring v. Clarke, 5 How.

How. 393. 441; Insurance Co. v. Dunham, 11

3 The Seneca, 3 Wall. Jr. 395; Ex Wall. 1.

1
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Tho general policy of admiralty courts is to administer

substantial justice without reference to the restrictions im

posed on the same by the common law, their procedure

partaking much of the nature of equity practice; and the

disposition in this country has been rather to enlarge than

to restrict their powers, giving to the language of the con

stitution the most liberal interpretation in this particular.

See. 2. Courts having jurisdiction.—

District courts: By the judiciary act of September 24,

1789, the constitutional jurisdictional powers of the federal

government over all causes of admiralty and maritime juris

diction were vested in the district courts of the United

States, " saving to suitors in all cases the right of a common-

law remedy where the common law is competent to give it." 1

The admiralty jurisdiction so confered by the constitution

and the acts of congress is exclusive not only of the other

federal courts. but also of the state courts.2 Although the

district courts have jurisdiction at common law as well as

in admiralty, and the same is vested in the same court, yet

these jurisdictions arc distinct and cannot be blended or con

founded with each other;3 and in cases where the common

law affords a remedy, the concurrent admiralty jurisdiction

is not thereby necessarily taken away;4 the libelant hav

ing the choice of forum, and which of the peculiar remedies

he desires to invoke, whether those of tho common law or

of admiralty.5

Circuit courts: The district courts of the United States

only, have original jurisdiction, that of the circuit court of

appeals and the supreme court being purely of an appellate

nature.•

1RS.U. S., sec. 503, par. 8. ■ Chubb v. The Hamburg-Amer-

SThe Hine v. Trevor, 4 Wall. 555; ican Packet Co., 39 Fed. R. 431.

Janson v. Vrow Christiana Mag- b Jansen v. The Vrow Magdalena,

dalena, Bee, 11. Bee, Adm. 11 ; The Hollen, 1 Mason,

3 The Sarah, 8 Wheat. 301. 431.

* Warring v. Clarke, 5 How. 441.
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Sec. 3. Exclusive .jurisdiction.—

Actions in rem: The fact that a cause may be promoted

in admiralty does not imply that it must necessarily be pros

ecuted there, even if that court offers the most direct method

of relief, unless the procedure invoked is of such a nature

that only admiralty courts have authority to act.1

Tinder the clause of the judiciary act of 1789, "saving

the right of a common-law remedy where the common law

is competent to give it," any suitor may proceed in personam

in admiralty, or bring an action in any common-law court

that is open to him, where the subject is of a maritime nat

ure.2 The constitution does not give admiralty courts ex

clusive jurisdiction over those causes where the jurisdiction

was concurrent with the common-law courts at the time of

its adoption, as it was in a large class of cases.3 But where

the vessel or thing itself is proceeded against by an action

in rem, the jurisdiction of admiralty is exclusive. The dis

tinguishing feature between those cases over which admi

ralty has exclusive jurisdiction, and those over which its

jurisdiction is concurrent with the common-law courts, is

that in actions in rem the vessel or thing proceeded against

is itself seized and impleaded as the real defendant in the

action regardless of ownership, and is itself considered an

actor, regardless of the liability of those interested in it.4

"Where process is not directed to the thing itself but against

the owner, although the vessel or thing is attached by col

lateral proceedings, the jurisdiction of admiralty is concur

rent with the courts of common law, even though the subject

of the action is of a maritime nature. In the latter class of

cases the liability of the owner is sought to be enforced

rather than the liability of the thing attached.

State courts: No state court can exercise jurisdiction in

rem upon any maritime contract or tort even if the right to

the process has been conferred by the state statute, such ac-

1 Steamboat Co. v. Chase, 16 sTaylor v. Carryl, 20 How. 583.

"Wall. 522. «The China, 7 Wall. 53; The

2Leon v. Galceran, 11 Wall. 187. Moses Taylor, 4 Wall. 411.
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•

tions being exclusively within the jurisdiction of admiralty.1

Over contracts not strictly maritime in their nature, as con

tracts for ship-building, state statutes may confer a species

of jurisdiction practically amounting in effect to jurisdiction

in rem.1

The jurisdiction of tho federal courts over maritime con

tracts and torts does not prevent suits in personam and at

tachments on vessels in collateral proceedings in the state

courts, the suitors in such cases being confined to the rem

edies the common law or state law afford.'

Sec. 4. State laws.— It may be stated to be a general

rule that the creation of maritime rights in admiralty, is

wholly without the power of any state. That neither state

nor federal statutes can make that a maritime contract or

tort, which is not so by the general maritime law as adopted

and administered by the courts of this country ; nor can they

take away from either its maritime character, nor confer a

right to which the party would not be entitled under the

general maritime law. There are apparently a few excep

tions made to the general rule somewhat anomalous in char

acter, but which have been adopted by the courts and may

now be considered as well-established exceptions to this rule.

In the case of liens upon domestic vessels for supplies and

repairs furnished in their home port the general maritime

law gives no lien. Our courts hold, however, that where

the state statute provides for a lien for such supplies or re

pairs, the lien will be recognized and enforced by the ad

miralty courts.4

Again, it has been repeatedly held that the admiralty

courts in this country will recognize and enforce liens against

vessels created by state laws for negligently causing the

1 The Lottawanna, 21 Watt. 558; Scull v. Shakespeare, 75 Pa. St.

The Hine v. Trevor, 4 Watt. 555 ; 297.

Weston v. Morse, 40 Wis. 455; » The Hine v. Trevor, 4 WalL 555.

Campbell v. Sherman, 35 Wis. 103. *The Lottawanna, 21 Watt. 581.

* Edwards v. Elliott, 21 Watt. 532;
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death of a human being npon navigable waters.1 These

may be considered exceptions to the general rule, but their

adoption into the system of our admiralty jurisprudence is

too well established to be questioned. With a few excep

tions, rights created by statute, unless identical with mar

itime rights, cannot be made the basis of an action in rem

in admiralty.'

The jurisdiction conferred on the federal courts by the

constitution does not abridge or restrict the courts of a

state in seizing and selling on execution, attaching or acting

under a state statute where jurisdiction in rem is not as

sumed.'

In possessory actions where the title to a ship is in ques

tion, the fact that the defendant derives title through or

under a marshal's deed does not prevent a state court from

entertaining jurisdiction in an action of replevin for the

possession of the vessel.4 On the other hand, the pendency

of a replevin suit in the state court, or other^possessory ac

tion therein, does not oust the jurisdiction of admiralty.

The exclusive jurisdiction of the district courts prevents any

foreign power, any state court, or any other federal courts

from exercising jurisdiction over actions in rem, although it

has been held that territorial courts may by the authority

of the local legislature exercise this jurisdiction.6 When a

state law attempts to give its courts jurisdiction over a

vessel without joining, and independent of, its owners, or

attempts to invest its courts with powers partaking of the

essential features of an admiralty procedure in rem, such

attempt to confer jurisdiction is void under the federal con

stitution.4 A state statute creating a lien for all injuries

done by vessels to persons or property cannot give jurisdio-

1 The Harrisburg, 119 TJ. S. 199; »The Hine v. Trevor, 4 Wall. 555.

Welsh v. The North Cambria, 40 4 Dailey v. Doe, 3 Fed. R. 903.

Fed. R. 855; The Alaska, 130 U. a 8 1 Peters, 511; Glass v. The Bet-

201; The Sylvian Glen, 9 Fed. R. sey, 8 DaR 6; The Hine v. Trevor,

835; The Corsair, 145 U. S. 835. 4 Wall. 655.

» The Manhassett, 18 Fed. R. 9ia « The Hine v. Trevor, 4 WalL 555.
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tion in admiralty for injuries the consummation and sub

stance of which are on land.1

Notwithstanding the fact that the federal courts have ex

clusive jurisdiction in proceedings in rem in all matters of

maritime cognizance, in suits in personam, where the com

mon-law liability only of the owner is sought, state courts

have concurrent jurisdiction to enforce personal liability.2

Municipal ordinances have no force in admiralty courts

other than as police regulations, which the courts usually

observe.' Thus the local authorities of a port have a right

to prescribe at what wharf a vessel may He, what anchorage

grounds she may occupy in a harbor, how long it may lie

there, what kind of lights she shall display while in the

harbor, and regulations of a similar nature, which if not in

conflict with any law of congress on the subject will be en

forced by admiralty courts as police regulations of the mu

nicipality by which they are enacted.4 When, however,

municipal or state regulations on the subject of navigation

are repugnant to and inconsistent with the laws of congress,

the former must give way.5

Thus, state statutes requiring the exhibition of particular

lights under certain circumstances, although valid as internal

police regulations, are not applicable to vessels engaged in

general commerce; and a foreign vessel exhibiting lights

within the requirements of the international sailing regu

lations is not at fault for not showing a light conformable

to local statutes of a state.6 While the general right to con-

1 City of Milwaukee v. The Cur- 244; People v. Renselaer, etc. R R.

tis, The Camden and The Welcome, Co., 15 Wend. (N. Y.) 113, 114.

37 Fed. R 707. When a vessel is in the lawful

2 Shoonmaker v. Gilman, 12 Otto, possession of a state court at the

118. time a libel is filed against it in ad-

' The Palmetto, 1 Bias. 140. miralty, it is not subject to seiz-

4 The James Grey v. The John ure thereunder until released from

Fraser, 21 How. 184. the state court. The Ironsides, 4

* Moran v. New Orleans, 112 U. S. Biss. 518; The Redwing, 14 Fed. R.

69; Henderson v. Mayor of New 809; The Oliver Jordan, 2 Curt. 414.

York, 92 U. S. 259, 275; Willson v. « The New York v. Rea, 18 How.

Blackbird Creek Marsh Co., 2 Pet. 223; Snow v. Hill, 20 How. 543;
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trol and regulate the public uses of navigable waters of a

state is in the state, it is subject to the restrictions imposed

by congress under its power to regulate commerce. The

fact that the waters of a state are navigable and are used

by foreign and interstate commerce does not exclude state

legislation governing their use, if such legislation does not

conflict with the laws of congress, or if there is no law of

congress on the subject.1 While the right to regulate com

merce on the navigable waters of the United States is ex

clusive of state authority until action is taken by congress

and regulations prescribed, the states may enact regulations

concerning the same.2 When, however, congress prescribes

regulations, they supersede state laws upon the same sub

ject, but do not repeal them ; and when the law of congress

is repealed, or so modified as to permit the operation of the

state law, it becomes again in force.'

The right of the states to regulate the speed and general

conduct of ships upon its navigable waters is as much within

the power of the state as it is to prescribe laws governing

the use of highways within its borders, subject to the re

striction that such regulations must not in any way conflict

with the regulations which congress may have enacted re

specting their use.4 Over those waters exclusively within

a state and not used for interstate commerce, the state laws

are exclusive, and the regulations prescribed by the acts of

congress are not applicable; but where such waters extend

beyond the limits of the state, it has no power to prescribe

regulations beyond its borders.5

Railway Co. v. Fuller, 17 Wa& 4TheW. H. Beaman, 45 Fed. R.

568. 125.

1 Aldrich v. The W. H. Beaman, 5 Laws may be enacted regulat-

41 Fed. R. 603. ing the running and rafting of logs

2 Sherlock v. Ailing, 93 U. S. 99; coming from one state and passing

Craig v. Kline, 65 Pa. St. 399; Mc- through to another state. 129 Mass.

Reynolds v. Smallhouse. 8 Bush 580 ; 38 Am. R. 887.

(Ky), 447; Morris v. State, 62 Tex. The statutes of New York pro-

728. vide that the East river between

' Joseph Henderson v. Paul N. the Battery and Blackwell's Island

Spofford, 59 N. Y. 131. shall be navigated as nearly as pos-
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The constitutional grant of admiralty jurisdiction to the

federal government does not operate as a cession of entire

jurisdiction over the navigable waters within the borders of

a state. The general jurisdiction over the subject of the

grant adheres to the territory in which these waters are situ

ated. The residuary powers of legislation still remain in

the state, subject to the laws of congress over those matters

within its jurisdiction.1

Sec. 5. Over what waters.— Under the English admiralty

laws the test of jurisdiction is whether the waters are within

the ebb and flow of the tide ; the reason therefor no doubt

being that all navigable rivers in that country are affected

by the tide, and its action is a test of navigability. In a

few of the early decisions in this country, this arbitrary

ruling was followed, but the inapplicability of such a doc

trine in this country to determine the question of jurisdic

tion soon became apparent ; and since the case of The Genesee

Chief,2 the courts have uniformly held that there is nothing

in the ebb and flow of the tide that makes water pecul

iarly suitable for admiralty jurisdiction, or that its absence

renders unfit.

The only test as to whether admiralty jurisdiction attaches

is that the waters are navigable and are used, or are sus-

sible in the middle of the stream, any masts, spars, logs or timber

Held, that the state law was bind- unless the same are formed and

ing and not in conflict with the bound into rafts and placed under

jurisdiction of the United States the care of "a sufficient number

over navigable waters. Aldrich v. of persons to govern the same so

The W. H. Beaman, 45 Fed. R. 125. as to prevent damages thereby."

The laws of the state of New York Held constitutional, even though

imposing a penalty on a steam ves- the logs came from another state

sel for attempting to pass another and passed through Massachusetts

under way nearer than twenty on their way to another state,

yards, held not to be ultra vires. Harrigan v. Connecticut River

The Boston, Olc. 407. Lumber Co., 129 Mass. 580.

The Massachusetts General Stat- 1 United States v. Bevans, 3

utes (eh. 78, sea 5) provide that no Wheat. 336.

person shall cause or permit to be ! 12 How. 443.

floated down the Connecticut river
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ceptible of being used in their ordinary condition, as high

ways of commerce over which trade and commerce may be

conducted.1 Those waters are in law navigable which are

navigable as a matter of fact.2 The jurisdiction of admiralty

in cases of tort, where it occurs on the navigable waters of

the United States, is well settled, even though it occurs

within the body of a county, and this without regard to the

character of the trade in which the vessel is engaged,'

whether it be internal exclusively or interstate: that the

collision occurred on navigable waters is sufficient.4

To bring a collision within the jurisdiction of admiralty,

the vessels need not have been engaged in foreign or inter

state commerce. If the collision occur on navigable waters

of the United States admiralty has jurisdiction, even though

one or both be domestic vessels.5

The waters of a harbor or other navigable stream are

within the jurisdiction of admiralty, even though they lie

wholly within the body of a county,« if they form the high

way of commerce between the several states or foreign coun

tries.

Sec. 6. Navigable rivers.— As before stated, the courts

of this country early came to the decision that the distinc

tion between tide water, and navigation above that limit, was

purely artificial, arbitrary and unjust; that its observance

would subject one part of a public river to the jurisdiction

1The Daniel Ball, 10 Wall. 557; rine tort committed on waters

The General Cass, 1 Brown, 384. which were a highway of com-

* The Genesee Chief, 12 How. 444. merce, it was held that admiralty

*Fretz v. Bull, 12 How. 466; The had jurisdiction regardless of the

Magnolia, 20 How. 296; Hine v. fact that the vessel was custom-

Trevor, 4 Wall. 555; Nelson v. Le- arily employed wholly in Maryland

land, 22 How. 48. waters and not in interstate com-

1 The Commerce, 66 U. S. (1 merce. The Tolchester, 42 Fed. R.

Black), 574; The Brooklyn, 2 Ben. 180.

547 ; The Flora, 1 Biss. 29. 5 The Commerce, 66 U. 8. (1 Black),

Where the liability of the own- 574.

ers of a vessel arose out of a ma- 'The Volunteer, 1 Brown, 159.
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of a federal court and deny it to another part, equally

public, and but a few yards distant ; that no good reason

could be urged for jurisdiction over one part that would not

with equal force apply to any other portion of public waters

used for commercial purposes and foreign trade. As early

as the case of The Genesee Chief, it was held that the ad

miralty jurisdiction of the district court extends over the

entire navigable length of all rivers of the United States,

regardless of the question of the presence or absence of a

tide.1 If a river is capable of being used, and is used, for the

purposes of commerce, it is a navigable river, regardless of

the kind of vessels used in its navigation, and regardless of

the character of its commerce, whether it be foreign, inter

state or internal to the state.2 The fact that the stream

lies wholly within the territory of a single state, or that the

collision occurs within the body of a county, is immaterial,

so far as the jurisdiction of the federal courts is concerned.1

Whenever a river forms by itself or its connections a con

tinuous highway, over which commerce may be carried on

with other states or foreign countries in the usual manner,

admiralty has jurisdiction over vessels navigating it, even

though they are engaged in domestic trade ; 4 and when a

vessel is engaged in navigating the waters of the United

States between ports of the same state, she is subject to the

jurisdiction of admiralty courts.5 Any collision of vessels

or other maritime tort occurring on the navigable waters of

the United States is cognizable in admiralty.6

1 The Genesee Chief. 12 How. 443; * Jackson v. The Magnolia, 20

Hine v. Trevor, 4 Wall. 555; United How. 296; The Montello, 11 Wall.

States v. Cole, 5 McLean, 513. 411 ; In re Long Island North Shore

2 The Montello, 20 Wall. 430; Passenger and Freight Transporta-

United States v. B. & H. County tion Co., 5 Fed. 599.

Ferry Co., 21 Fed. R. 331. »The United States v. The B. &

3 The Magnolia. 61 U. S. (20 How.) H. County Ferry Co., 21 Fed. R. 331.

296; The General Cass, 1 Brown, 6The Commerce. 1 Black, 574;

334; Nelson v. Leland, 63 U. S. (22 Ex parte Boyer, 109 U. S. 629.

How.) 48.
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Sec. 7. The great lakes.— The great lakes of the United

States are high seas for the purposes of navigation ; and

every reason which extends the jurisdiction of admiralty

over the waters of the Atlantic Ocean applies with equal

force to the great inland seas lying in the interior and on

the borders of the country.1 The jurisdiction of admi-

ralty over the great lakes and their adjacent and connecting

waters does not depend upon the act of congress of 1845

which attempts to confer such jurisdiction, but is given by

the constitution itself; the act of congress of 1845 attempting

to grant admiralty jurisdiction over certain waters having

been held to be " only a legislative definition " of the mean

ing of the constitution, but of no force beyond that so far

as the conferring of jurisdiction is concerned, that subject

being wholly governed by the constitution itself.2

Distinctions have been made in questions of contract as to

whether the vessel is engaged in the domestic or internal

trade of a state, or whether it is employed in commerce be

tween the ports of different states; but in questions of tort,

locality alone determines the matter of jurisdiction ; and the

fact that a vessel inflicting an injury on another is engaged

in the domestic trade of a state, or in navigating its internal

waters, does not affect the jurisdiction of admiralty.' Being

on the navigable waters of the United States, admiralty

jurisdiction attaches. Neither the great lakes, nor the navi-

1 The Genesee Chief, 12 How. The East river, so called, is not

443; Parmelee v. The Charles a river within the meaning of the

Mears, Newb. 197; United States v. law, but is a strait, and must be

Rogers, 150 U. S. 249. classed among the coast waters of

2 The Genesee Chief, 12 How. the country. The Garden City, 26

443; The Flora, 1 Biss. 29; Hine v. Fed. R 766.

Trevor, 4 Wall. 555; The Eagle, 8 Long Island Sound is a part of

Wall. 15. the high seas. The Martha Anne,

Admiralty will entertain juris- Olc. 18. So, also, is the mouth of

diction of a suit in rem against a a tidal river a mile and a half

vessel for collision when seized on wide. United States v. Smith, 3

the St. Lawrence river within the Wash. 78.

boundaries of the state of New ' Ex parte Boyer, 109 U. S. 629.

York. The East, 9 Ben. 76.
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gable rivers of the United States, are to be considered as

highways of the states which they adjoin, or through which

they pass, but are to be considered as national highways,

subject, in some particular instanoes, to state regulations of

a police nature. They are as muoh of a national highway

as are the high seas, and admiralty jurisdiction attaches to

the same extent.1

Sec. 8. Inland lakes and waters.— Inland lakes lying

wholly within the limits of a state, having no navigable out

let leading beyond the borders of the state, are not "navi

gable waters of the United States " within the meaning of the

constitutional grant of admiralty jurisdiction, and suits to

enforce obligations arising thereon cannot be enforced in

the federal courts of admiralty jurisdiction; state courts

having exclusive jurisdiction in such cases."

Sec. 9. Canals.— Whenever a stream, either artificial or

natural, forms by itself or its connections a highway over

which oommerce may be carried on with other states or

foreign countries in the usual manner, its" waters are within

the jurisdiction of admiralty.3

When canals connect with navigable waters, they become

and are navigable waters of the United States so far as the

jurisdiction of admiralty courts is concerned ; * and though

wholly within the boundaries of a state and subject to the

1The Daniel Ball, 10 Wall. 557; gable highways of commerce, it

Veazie v. Moor, 14 How. 508; The was held that with respect to such

Belfast, 7 Wall. 024; In re Ixmg tort admiralty has jurisdiction;

Island N. S. P. & F. Transportation and the fact that the vessel was

Co., 5 Fed. R 599. usually employed solely in domes-

2 Stapp v. The Steamboat Clyde, tic trade in Maryland waters, and

43 Minn. 192; United States v. B. not in foreign or interstate com-

& H. Co. Ferry Co., 21 Fed. R 331 ; meroe, was immaterial. The Tol-

The Bolivar, Ola 474; Allen v. Chester, 42 Fed. R. 180.

Newberry, 21 How. 244; The Troy, 3Jackson v. The Magnolia, 20

4 Blatch. 355. How. 290 ; The Daniel Ball, 10 Wall.

Where the liability of the own- 557.

ers of a vessel arose out of a ool- * Ex parte Boyer, 109 U. S. 629.

lision on waters which were navi-
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control of such state, they are nevertheless subject to the

jurisdiction of admiralty courts, as are other navigable

waters, if used for carrying on interstate traffic.1

Sec. 10. Foreigir waters.— In law a vessel upon the high

seas is a portion of the territory of the state or country in

which its owner resides,1 and the fact that a maritime tort,

such as a collision, occurred on navigable waters lying within

the territory of a foreign country, constitutes no objection

to the jurisdiction of the federal courts,3 and suits brought

for the same in the United States are tried according to the

principles and practice of the admiralty courts of this

country,4 unless the law of the flags of the respective ships

be the same and different from the general maritime law

in force here, when the law of the flag will prevail. In con

troversies between foreign ships and ship-owners, the juris

diction of American admiralty courts is purely discretion

ary. The right of federal courts to determine controversies

between foreign vessels when within their jurisdiction is as

full and complete as over ships of the United States, and our

courts rarely refuse to entertain such actions if they deem

it necessary to promote justice and equity.5 And it matters

not that the collision occurred beyond the limits of our

shores and upon the high seas, and between vessels of for

eign ownership and build.8

Collision defined: The term collision, in the strict nautical

and legal acceptation of the term, means the impinging of

1 The B. & G, 18 Fed. R 543; Ma- was a Russian ship owned by resi-

loney v. The City of Milwaukee, 1 dents of Bremen, and the other a

Fed. R 611 ; The Avon, 1 Brown, Dutch ship owned by residents of

Adm. 170; Dwight Scott v. The Holland, held, that the federal

Propeller Young America, Newb. court had jurisdiction. The Jupi-

101; The Monitor, 9 Ben. 78; The ter, 1 Ben. 536.

Oler, 2 Hughes, 12. 5The Maggie Hammond, 9 Wall.

^Crapo v. Kelly, 16 Wall. 610. 435; The Howard, 18 How. 231;

3The Eagle, 8 Wall. 15; The Bel- William Mason v. The Blaireau, 2

genland, 9 Fed. R 576. Cranch, 240.

«The Sailor.s Bride, Brown, Adm. •The Belgenland, 9 Fed. R 576

68. (114 U. S. 855).

Where one vessel in a collision
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vessels together. Common usage, however, has extended the

application of the term so as to include the impact of a ves

sel with other floating objects.1

The term in its strict legal sense does not include the con

tact of vessels with rocks, sunken obstructions or other

fixed structure: losses arising from such mishaps are more

properly embraced within the meaning of the term strand

ing. There are, however, species of losses arising from the

striking of vessels with visible fixed structures, such as

bridges, docks, piei.s, and buildings adjacent to navigable

waters, that cannot properly be regarded as strandings, and

which are a species of collision, though not coming strictly

within the legal definition of that term. So that it may

with no great impropriety be said that collisions are of two

classes: those occurring between vessels and other floating

objects, and those occurring between vessels and fixed or

stationary objects. Some uncertainty has been expressed

as to how far the term " collision " is applicable to impact

between floating bodies. In the case of Richardson v. Bur

rows,2 Lord Coleridge held that the striking of a ship on a

field of ice was not a collision within the meaning of the

terms of a policy of insurance. The French courts restrict

the definition of the term to contact between vessels. It

would seem that this definition is too narrow. Our courts

have repeatedly held that actions may be maintained in ad

miralty for damages arising from the contact of a vessel

with rafts,' and a variety of floating objects, and no reason

is apparent why these mishaps may not be designated as

collisions; and it is not thought that the term is of so fixed

and inflexible a character as to be restricted in its meaning

to the coming together of two vessels, especially in actions

of tort.

Sec. 11. Over what things.— ^Navigability is the test of

admiralty jurisdiction, and it extends over all vessels navi-

1 The Moxey, Abb. Aim. 73. Ties, 40 Fed. R. 500: Muntz v. Raft

s 2 B. R of Timber, 15 Fed. R 535: Cartier v.

'Seabrook v. Raft of Railroad The F. & P. M. No. 2, 33 Fed. Roll.
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gating United States waters, whatever may be the char

acter of the trade in which they are engaged—whether

foreign, interstate, or wholly internal to the state; and irre

spective of the size, form or means of propulsion of the

vessel.1

There was some uncertainty among the earlier decisions

of the courts as to what class of floating property admiralty

could take jurisdiction over. It was at one time held that

a vessel to be within it must be capable of being propelled

by steam or sails as a motive power, and that canal-boats,

barges, small boats, rafts and floating property of similar

character were not within the jurisdiction of the admiralty

courts.2 The disposition of our courts has been to enlarge

their jurisdiction rather than to restrict it, principally be

cause they found that any test that could be applied where

size, form or means of propulsion were taken as a standard

was entirely arbitrary and not based upon any underlying

principle of natural justice ; and the later cases have extended

the scope of admiralty jurisdiction so as to embrace all

classes of floating property when navigating the waters of

the United States.' The variety of such floating craft being

as numerous as their various models, no rule of law is ap

plicable to one class to the exclusion of another.

Congress has defined a vessel as being and " including every

description of water-craft or other artificial contrivance

used or capable of being used as a means of transportation

on the water." 4 While the jurisdiction of our admiralty

courts cannot be limited or restricted by any definitions or

1 The General Cass, Brown, Adm. Endner v. Greco, 3 Fed. R. 411 ; The

334; United States v. The B. & H. General Cass, 1 Brown, 334; Maltby

Co. Ferry Co., 21 Fed. R 332. v. The Steam Derrick Boat, 3

2 The Ann Arbor, 4 Blatch. 205; Hughes, 477; The Elmira Shepard,

McCormick v. Ives, Abb. Adm. 418; 8 Blatch. 341 ; Kearney v. A Pile

Jones v. The Coal Barges. 3 Wall. Driver, 8 Fed. R 246; The Pioneer,

Jr. 53; Gastrel v. Cypress Raft, 2 21 Fed. R. 420; The Alabama, 19

Woods, 213; Raft of Cypress Logs, Fed. R. 544; The Seabrook v. Raft

Flippin, 54a of R R Ties, 40 Fed. R 596.

»Ex parte Easton, 95 U. S. 75; *U. S. Rev. Stat., sec. 8.
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acts of congress, the definition above stated is as compre

hensive as can be given, and would confer jurisdiction quite

as extensive as already existed, had congress had the power

to do so.

Public vessels: All ships or vessels are primafacie sub

ject to the jurisdiction of admiralty courts ; but ships of war

belonging to a friendly foreign nation are by the rule of

international law exempt from seizure.1

Vessels belonging to or operated by a municipal govern

ment on the grounds of public policy have immunity from

arrest.2 The immunity continues, however, only during the

period the vessel is operated by such municipality ; there

being no good reason why a vessel owned by a municipality

and operated for hire by a charterer who runs her independ

ently of the owner should be exempt from the ordinary

burdens imposed upon vessels in general. It may also be

questioned whether such a vessel is exempt from the usual

liability of ships when engaged in other than the public

business of the municipality. When a municipality enters

upon a private enterprise, transacting a private business for

profit, it assumes all the responsibility that attaches to in

dividuals under like circumstances, and is liable to an action

in personam; and it may well be questioned whether the

vessel is not liable in rem.1

While a vessel engaged in the public business is exempt

from attachment, a municipality, when the owner, is not re

lieved from responsibility, but like other owners is respon

sible for the tortious conduct of its vessel when engaged in

performing corporate duties.4

1 Long v. The Tampico and Prog- second circuit that a municipal

ress, 16 Fed. R 401. corporation is not liable for the

* The Fidelity, 16 Blatch. 509. negligence of the members of its

' City of Philadelphia, 62 Fed. R- paid fire department in the man-

617; 69 Fed. R 303. agement of their apparatus, or the

* Workman v. The City of New performance of their duties in ex-

York, 68 Fed. R 298. tinguishing fires; that no recovery

In this case it was held on ap- could be maintained for injuries

peal to the circuit court of the done by a fire tug while in the per-
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Barges and similar nondescript craft having no means of

propulsion, depending entirely on external appliances for

motive power, are vessels within the admiralty jurisdiction.1

Lighters used in loading and unloading vessels are, while

on navigable waters, subject to admiralty process.2 Dredges,'

floating bath-houses,4 a floating elevator,5 wharf-boats,6 rafts,7

canal-boats,« have all been held to be within the jurisdiction

of admiralty courts, so far as actions for tort are concerned.

A floating dry dock 9 has been held to be within the juris

diction of admiralty in actions of the nature of tort, but

not within the jurisdiction in possessory actions when the

ownership of the property is sought to be established.

formance of its duty in extinguish

ing fires; these duties being of a

public nature and such as the cor

poration has no private interest in.

1 The Enterprise, 17 Int. Rev. Rec.

68.

An old steamboat from which

the machinery had been removed,

and which had no means of its

own for propulsion, depending en

tirely upon another vessel for tow

ing, and which had been fitted up

as a dancing hall, was held to be

within the admiralty jurisdiction.

Mosser v. The City of Pittsburg,

45 Fed. R 699; The Dick Keys, 1

Biss. 408.

A barge without sails or rudder,

used for carrying brick, on which

men were employed in transport

ing and delivering brick, was held

to be a vessel within admiralty

jurisdiction. Distrow v. The Walsh

Bros., 36 Fed. R 607.

In the recent case of Wood v.

Two Barges, the circuit court for

the eastern division of Louisiana

held that coal bargee which were

only rough square boxes without

motive power, master or crew were

not ships within the admiralty rule

governing possessory actions, but

held that so far as maritime torts

and certain other maritime con

tracts are concerned, such barges

are within the jurisdiction of ad

miralty. 46 Fed. R 204.

2 The General Cass, 1 Brown, 334;

The D. C. Salsbury, Olc. 71.

' Aitcheson v. The Endless Chain

Dredge, 40 Fed. R 253; The Pio

neer, 30 Fed. R. 206: The Alabama

and Two Scows, 22 Fed. R 449.

* The M. R. Brazos, 10 Ben. 435.

5 The Alabama and Two Scows,

22 Fed. R 449.

« The Old Nachez, 9 Fed. R 476.

' Seabrook v. Raft of Railroad

Ties, 40 Fed. R 596; Muntz et aL v.

Raft of Timber, 15 Fed. R 555;

Cartier v. The F. & P. M. No. 2, 33

Fed. R 511. Per contra, Gastrel v.

Cypress Raft, 2 Woods, 213 ; A Raft

of Cypress Logs, Flippin, 543.

« The Kate Tremain, 5 Ben. 60;

Ex parte Boyer. 109 U. S. 629; The

John B. Cole, 4 N. Y. Leg. Obs. 373;

The Curtis Park, 19 Fed. R 797.

9 Snyder v. A Floating Dry Dock,

22 Fed. R 685; Cope v. Valletta

2
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A floating lath-house designed for navigation and trans

portation is within the admiralty jurisdiction.1

A marine pump weighted with heavy ballast, resting on

piles, but capable of being floated and towed from place to

place, was held not to be within the jurisdiction of admiralty.*

Dredges and scows are subject to admiralty process.*

Bridges, piers and docks: In all cases of maritime torts

the locality of the act complained of, as to whether com

mitted upon navigable waters or not, is the test of jurisdic

tion.4 The consummation of the act must be upon navigable

waters, regardless of where the cause of the injury origi

nated. The cause of the injury may have originated upon

land; but if the thing injured is upon navigable waters at

the time of the consummation of the act, admiralty has ju

risdiction.5 There can be no maritime lien upon bridges,

piers, docks or other objects resting upon land, admiralty

having no jurisdiction over actions for injuries done by ves

sels to such objects.6

In the case of The Arkansas7 Judge Love, of the dis

trict court, southern district of Iowa, argues with some de

gree of cogency that, in the case of injuries to structures

Dry Dock, 10 Fed. R 142; 119 U.S. Chicago & Pacific Elevator Co.,

625. 30 U. S. (L. ed.) 447.

1 The Public Bath, No. 13, 61 Fed. Admiralty courts have no juris-

692; The Hezekiah Baldwin, 8 Ben. diction of a libel in rem against a

556; The Pioneer, 30 Fed. R. 206. vessel navigating a river for dam-

* The Big Jim, 61 Fed. R. 503. ages done to a swing-bridge rest-

' The Starbuck, 61 Fed. R. 502. ing upon a pier in the bed of a

4 The Genesee Chief, 12 How. river. City of Milwaukee v. Cur-

443; The Plymouth, 3 Wall. 20; tis, 37 Fed. R 705.

Warring v. Clarke, 5 How. 441. There is no jurisdiction in admi-

»The Professor Morse, 23 Fed. R. ralty over a pier extending into the

803. North river from the city of New

6 The Rock Island Bridge, 6 Wall. York, it being a part of the land

213. and not of the waters of New York

Where an elevator standing on harbor. Euberweg v. La Cham-

a river bank was injured by being paigne Generale Trans-Atlantiquo

struck by a schooner negligently Transp. Co., 35 Fed. R 428.

towed, it was held that admiralty 7 17 Fed. R 383.

had no jurisdiction. Johnson v.
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lawfully placed in the bed of a navigable stream, admiralty

should have jurisdiction, and that the owner of the structure

should have the right to proceed in rem against the vessel

doing the injury ; that there should be a reciprocal right on

the part of the owner of a lawful structure in a navigable

stream to apply to admiralty for relief in such cases, as well

as the vessel for injuries done to it by such lawful structures.

The law is well settled to the contrary, however, that no

action can be maintained in admiralty for injuries done to a

permanent structure resting upon the earth in a navigable

stream, though the structure is lawfully there.1 It may,

however, entertain actions in personam against the owners

of such permanent structures for injuries to vessels navigat

ing United States waters, the test of jurisdiction being the

location of the thing injured and not that of the instrument

by which the injury is inflicted.2

Ferry-boats or other vessels plying between ports of the

same state upon navigable waters are subject to the juris

diction of maritime courts, although engaged exclusively in

domestic commerce.3 The early decisions were somewhat

at variance upon this question,4 but the law is now well set-

1 The Maud Webster, 8 Ben. 547; passing vessel to a person or prop-

The Neil Cochran, 1 Brown, Adm. erty standing on a wharf, or injury

162; Johnson v. Elevator Co., 119 is done to the wharf itself, admi-

U. S. 397; The Ottawa, 1 Brown, ratty has no jurisdiction. The Ot-

356; The Accame, 20 Fed. R 642; tawa, Brown, Adm. 356; The Maude

The Plymouth, 3 Wall. 20; The Webster, 8 Ben. 547; The Mary

John C. Sweeney, 55 Fed. R 540. Stewart, 10 Fed. R 137.

2City of Boston v. Crowley, 38 Where injuries are done to a

Fed. R 202; Ball v. Trenholm, 45 floating dock or wharf, admiralty

Fed. R 588; Hill v. Board of Free- has jurisdiction although it is

holders, 45 Fed. R 260; Assanti v. moored to the land by chains or

Charleston Bridge Co., 40 Fed. R other appliances. The Ceres, Fed.

765. Cas. 2555.

Where damages are done to a 3 Murray v. Ferry Boat T. B. Nim-

structure on shore by fire commu- ick, 2 Fed. R. 86 ; The Gate City, 5

nicated by a burning vessel, ad- Biss.200; Ex parte Easton, 95 U. S.

miralty has no jurisdiction over 68: The Eagle, 8 Wall. 15.

the tort. The Plymouth, 3 Wall. 20. 4 Moore v. American Transp. Co.,

Where an injury is done by a 24 How. 1; N. Y. Steam Naviga-
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tled that such vessels are within the jurisdiction of admi

ralty.1

Wrecks: The owner of a wrecked vessel at sea may aban

don it, and is not bound to remove it from the path of

commerce, and is not liable personally for an injury sus

tained by another vessel colliding with it.2

Foreign vessels: The admiralty courts of this country have

jurisdiction over collisions occurring on the high seas be

tween foreign vessels,3 if they choose to exercise it, and it is

seldom they refuse to entertain such actions, unless it plainly

appears that justice will be promoted by refusal, and by re

ferring the matter to the courts of their own country.4

Except in rare cases, it is the universal rule of maritime

courts to allow the party aggrieved to proceed in rem wher

ever the offending vessel can be found.

Sec. 12. Over what persons.— The jurisdiction of Ameri

can admiralty courts does not depend upon the nationality

of its suitors, and they usually entertain suits when applied

to by foreigners unless there are treaty stipulations to pre

vent, or unless the ends of justice will be better subserved

by declining to do so. The fact that our courts usually do

entertain jurisdiction does not obligate them to do so, and

they may at any time decline to adjudicate litigation. In

cases of tort the instances are rare where our courts have

declined to act, where the vessels or parties interested are

within reach of their process.5

Collision cases arising on the high seas, when the parties-

tion Co. v. Mercha nts" Bank, 6 How. serve, 5 Fed. R 209; The Russia, 3

344. Benedict, 471; The Jupiter, 1 Ben-

1The Commerce, 1 Black, 574; edict, 536.

The Belfast, 7 Wall. 624; Langley 5 Chubb v. Hamburg-American

v. The Syracuse, 6 Blatch. 2; The Packet Co., 39 Fed. R 431; The

Elmira Shepard, 8 Blatch. 341. City of Carlisle, 39 Fed. R. 807;

2 Ball v. Berwind, 29 Fed. R 541. Peyroux v. Howard, 7 Pet. 324, 342;

1 The Belgenland, 9 Fed. R 576. Thomassen v. Whitwell, 9 Bond,

* The Maggie Hammond, 9 Wall. 113: The Carolina, 14 Fed. R. 424;

435; Boult v. The Ship Naval Re- Civert v. The British Brig Wex-
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are of different nationalities, are prima facie subjects of in

quiry by the admiralty court first obtaining jurisdiction

over the person of the defendant or the offending ship, and

they will not decline to act unless positive grounds can be

shown why they should not do so.1

When the court does decline to take jurisdiction in a con

troversy between foreigners, its decision will not be ques

tioned on appeal unless it is clearly apparent that the

court's discretion has been abused.2 It is the duty of ad

miralty courts to take cognizance of controversies between

foreigners arising under the common law of nations, and

to afford the subjects of a friendly nation facilities for ob

taining redress for injuries received, unless special reasons

are shown to the contrary.3

ford, 3 Fed. R. 577: The Belgen-

land, 114 U. S. 350: The Maggie

Hammond, 9 Wall. 435.

Admiralty will refuse to take

jurisdiction of a libel for personal

injuries inflicted by the master of

a foreign vessel on a foreign sea

man on the high seas where the

relations of libelant to the ship

have been settled by the consuls of

the nations to which the libelant

and the ship belong. Camille v.

Conch, 40 Fed. R. 176.

In the case of Neptune Steam.

Nav. Co. v. Sullivan Timber Co., 37

Fed. R. 159, the court declined to

entertain jurisdiction where it ap

peared the lil>elant was an F.nglish

corporation and the defendant a

corporation not residing within

the jurisdiction of the court, no

reason appearing why justice could

not be administered and relief af

forded at the residence of the de

fendant.

In The Walter D. Wallett. 60

Fed. R. 101 1, where a British sea

man was injured on a British ship

on the high seas and was placed in

an American hospital to be cared

for by the ship, and the British

consul having signified his inten

tion of sending the seaman home

by the next voyage of the ship,

the court declined to take juris

diction of a case brought by the

injured seaman against the ship

for personal injuries received, on

the ground of comity,— declining

to assume jurisdiction against the

expressed wishes of the consul.

1 The Belgenland, 9 Fed. R. 570;

The Russia, 3 Ben. 471.

2 The Sailor.s Bride, Brown, 08;

The Noddleburn, 30 Fed. R. 142.

3The Belgenland, 114 U. S. 356.

The provision of the act of con

gress of March 3, 1887, chapter 373,

section 1, that no civil suit shall

be brought before a circuit or dis

trict court against any person

in any other district than that

whereof he is an inhabitant. does

not apply to causes in admiralty.

In re Louisiana Underwriters, 134

U. 3. 488.
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Sec. 13. What law governs.— Cases of collisions be

tween vessels of different nationalities upon the high seas,

between vessels of different nationalities in foreign waters,

between vessels of the same nation upon the high seas or in

foreign waters, have given rise to questions of much diffi

culty, when redress has been sought in our courts.

It is evident that our tribunals cannot be governed by

the laws of either party when the laws of the flags are not

the same, neither party having any peculiar right to be

judged by the laws of his own country to the exclusion of

the other.

In collisions between foreign vessels upon the high seas

our courts apply the general maritime law of nations as ad

ministered by the courts of this country,1 subject to the

qualification that neither vessel will be held liable for fol

lowing the sailing regulations prescribed by the laws of the

country to which it belongs; and where the laws of the

countries of the colliding ships are the same, they will be

followed, if shown, even though they differ from the law of

the forum.2

The first of these conditions can but rarely occur at the pres

ent time ; for during the past twenty-five years all the princi

pal maritime nations of the world have adopted substantially

uniform regulations governing the conduct of their vessels

upon the high seas, so that these rules have become part of

the maritime law of nations, and will be presumed to be bind

ing upon all foreign ships as well as on our own, unless

the contrary is shown.' Statute regulations of congress

prescribed for the government of American vessels on the

high seas, whore not declaratory of the general maritime

law of nations, are extra-territorial, and are not applicable

to a case of collision on the high seas between vessels of dif-

1The Belgenland, 114 U. S. 355; 926; Leonard v. Whitwell, 10 Ben.

The Belle, 1 Ben. 317, 320; The 638; The Montana, 17 Fed. R. 377.

Scotia, 14 Wall. 170; The Scotland, 'The Belgenland, 114 U. S. 355,

105 U. S. 24, 29. 370; The Scotia, 14 Wall. 170, 187.

2 The A. M. Hathaway, 25 Fed. R.
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ferent nations, where it is shown that the laws of neither

country contain such regulations;1 although in the case of

The Scotland 2 the supreme court applied the rule of limited

liability to the case of a collision between a British and an

American ship, under the limited-liability act of congress, re

garding that act to be declaratory of the general maritime

law to be administered by that court.3 Statutory regulations

governing American ships are obligatory upon them, and

must be observed even though the law of the flag of the

colliding ship imposes upon it no corresponding duty ; and

failure to observe such statute regulations may be taken ad

vantage of and alleged as a fault.4

In the case of a collision occurring in foreign waters, the

law of the high seas prevails, except in the case of vessels

voluntarily entering the ports of a foreign country, in which

ease it becomes subject to its local laws.5 The jurisdiction

of a nation over the waters within the distance of a marine

league of its shores does not extend to vessels merely pass

ing through such waters not bound to a port of the nation,

and a vessel may pass along the shores of a foreign country

without subjecting itself to the laws of the country unless

it voluntarily enters its ports.6 So that it may be stated

as a settled rule, that the maritime law as administered by

the courts of the United States will govern in cases of col

lision occurring on the high seas, where the rights of for

eigners are concerned, except where the laws of both foreign

ships are the same, and different from the maritime laws of

this country ; in which case the law of the foreign country

should be alleged and proved, when it will prevail. When

not alleged and proved, it will be presumed that the foreign

!The State of Alabama, 17 Fed. Local usages growing out of the

R. 847; The Belle, 1 Ben. 317; The observance of the acts of congress

A. M. Hathaway, 25 Fed. R. 926. are binding upon foreign vessels

* 105 U. S. 24. entering our ports. Kennedy v.

3The Belgenland, 114 U. S. 355, The Sarmatian, 2 Fed. R. 911.

370. « Smith v. Condry, 1 How. 28.

«Leonard v. Whitwell, 10 Ben. * The Saxonia, 1 Lush. 410.

«38.
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law is the same as the local law, and the law of the forum

will prevail.1

The law of the high seas does not apply to collisions be

tween vessels bound to a foreign port and within foreign

waters. But the rule of the high seas does prevail if the

vessels are within foreign waters but not bound to a port of

that country.2

Sec. 14. Maritime torts.— The term tort in its maritime

signification means all unlawful or injurious acts done or

committed on the sea, or navigable waters connected with

the sea, or on the navigable waters of the United States.

The term is not confined to injuries committed by direct

force, but includes wrongs suffered by reason of the negli

gence or malfeasance of others, when the remedy at com

mon law would be by an action on the case.3 Their charac

ter as marine torts, and the jurisdiction of admiralty over

them, depends exclusively on the place where they are com

mitted — upon the locality of the thing injured. As before

stated, the substance and consummation of the wrong must

be upon navigable waters, regardless of the location of the

agency by which the injury is committed.4 Where the re

sulting injury occurs on land, admiralty has no jurisdiction,

and the tort is not maritime.5

i The Scotland, 105 U. S. 24; The 209; In re Long Island, etc. Transp.

Scotia, 14 Wall. 170: Thomassen v. Co.. 5 Fed. R. 599.

Whitwell, 12 Fed. R. 891. 4 The Plymouth, 3 Wall. 20; The

2TheSaxonia, 1 Lush. 410; 3 C. Professor Morse, 23 Fed. R. 803;

Rohb. 3-36; Wilson v.McNamee, 102 The Rock Island Bridge, 6 Wall.

U. S. 572. 213; The Ottawa, 1 Brown, 356;

A proceeding in rem by a sea- Price v. The Belle of the Coast, 66

man for personal injuries received Fed. R. 62; N. J. Steam Nav. Co. v.

onboard an English vessel while Merchants" Bank, 6 How. 344; The

within English waters is governed Mary Stewart, 10 Fed. R. 137; The

by the law of England though the H. S. Pickands, 42 Fed. R. 239; The

seamanisan American citizen. The John C. Sweeny, 55 Fed. R. 540; In-

Egyptian Monarch, 36 Fed. R. 773. surance Co. v. Dunham, 11 Wall. 22;

3 The Philadelphia, Wilmington The Mary Garrett. 63 Fed. R. 1009.

& Baltimore R. R. Co. v. The P. & » The Accame, 20 Fed. R 642.

H. Steam Tow-boat Co., 23 How. Where a man standing on a dock
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Sec. 15. Torts resulting in death.— The question as to

whether the admiralty courts of the United States have

jurisdiction over actions for tort resulting in death, irrespect

ive of state, or federal statutes authorizing it, has been a

much-mooted one, and one regarding which the decisions

of the various subordinate courts have been at variance;

and it is still a question that is not yet authoritatively settled

in all respects.

In the case of The Harrisburg,1 Chief Justice Waite, in an

elaborate opinion, discusses the question as to whether ad

miralty courts have authority to inquire into the rights and

liabilities of parties arising from a tort committed on naviga

ble waters, resulting in death, and concludes that, in the ab

sence of an act of congress, or of a state statute giving the

right of action, no suit either in personam or in rem can be

maintained in admiralty for the negligent killing of a human

being on the high seas, or on waters navigable from the sea.

The question was not determined in this case whether an

action could be maintained in admiralty were such a right

given by federal or state statute.

The question was again before the supreme court in the

case of The Corsair,2 and Mr. Justice Brown discusses the

authorities at length ; and, without squarely deciding that

admiralty may entertain jurisdiction where a lien is pro

vided by statute, does decide that an action in rem cannot

be maintained for loss of life where, by the local law, no

specific lien is expressed by the statute. The court by im

plication, both in The Harrisburg and in The Corsair, hold

that where either a federal or a local statute provides a lien

was injured by the falling of a bale was held that admiralty had no

of cotton which was being hoisted jurisdiction, the consummation of

aboard a vessel, it was held that the act being upon land. The

admiralty had no jurisdiction. The Plymouth, 3 Wall. 20.

Mary Stewart, 10 Fed. R 137. 1 119 U. S. 196: Welsh v. The

Where a vessel lying at a wharf North Cambria, 40 Fed. R 05">; The

on navigable waters took fire. Sylvan Glen, 9 Fed. R. 335; The Ida

which was communicated to build- Campbell, 34 Fed. R. 432.

ings and storehouses on a wharf, it 2 145 U. S. 335.
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against a vessel for the negligent killing of a human being,

it may be enforced in admiralty, although it does not squarely

say so.

The question was before the court in the case of The

Alaska,1 where an action in rem was brought against a Brit

ish vessel for a tort resulting in death committed on the high

seas. The court held that an action could not be maintained,

under the authority of The Ilarrisburg.

Where a state statute provides a lien against a vessel for

tort resulting in death, the prevailing weight of authority

is that such lien may be enforced in admiralty. This gives

rise to the question as to how far the effect of the state

statute will extend; whether it is to be limited to torts

committed within the state, or whether the effect of the

statute will follow the ship beyond the confines of the state

to which it belongs. It has been urged that, inasmuch as

in general a ship carries with it the law of the state to which

it belongs, it should be held that a right of action against

the owner should bo maintainable in admiralty for a death

negligently caused on the high seas, when the law of the

state to which the vessel belongs gives such a right of ac

tion, and that an action in rem should be maintainable in

admiralty for such negligence on the high seas where the

state statute prescribes a hen therefor.2

The question as to whether admiralty courts have jurisdic

tion over actions for loss of life on the high seas beyond the

limits of a state was raised in the case of The Alaska,' but

in this case the offending ship was a British vessel, and the

court, without passing directly upon the question as to

whether admiralty could maintain jurisdiction over a tort

committed on the high seas resulting in death, where the

state in which the ship-owner resides provides a lien there

for, or provides for the maintenance of an action inpersonam,

decided that the case was controlled by the decision of The

Ilarrisburg,4 and the case was dismissed. It is manifest that

1 130 u. S. 201. ' u. a 201.

'Benedict's Admiralty, sec. 309. * 110 U. S. 196.
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neither congress nor any state can enact a law that ,will

affect a foreign vessel upon the high seas. Had the Alaska

been an American vessel hailing from a state whose laws

provide a specific lien for torts committed by vessels navigat

ing its waters, a different question would have been pre

sented to the court. While in some particulars it is true that

a ship carries with it the law of the state to which it belongs,

it is not believed, however, to be within the power of a state

to enact laws extra-territorial in their effect. While it is true

that in the absence of a federal statute on the subject, state

laws may be enacted imposing a lien upon all vessels for

torts resulting in death while navigating the waters of the

state, whether the vessels be foreign, American or domestic,

and that such liens may be enforced in admiralty against all

alike,1 it appears to be equally true that the state cannot

enact laws governing the conduct of its citizens while out

side its limits. The citizens of one state or one country

when in another state or country may lawfully do things

positively prohibited by the statute of the state in which

they reside. Under the general admiralty law there is no

liability for causing the death of a human being upon the

high seas. If a state statute can be operative beyond the

borders of a state, it becomes a universal law, and the legis

lature of one state could make laws that would govern the

conduct of individuals while in foreign countries as well as

upon the high seas. Were such powers conceded to the states,

confusion and conflict of law would result. Indeed there

is some question as to how far a law of congress could be

effective on the high seas. But it is believed that a federal

statute, if it were passed, imposing a lien on vessels for torts

committed on the high seas and resulting in death, could be

enforced in admiralty so far as American shipping is con

cerned, but not as against foreign. Where a state law pro

vides for no lien upon the vessel, but provides for a personal

liability, the general right to recover, it has been held, may

1 Armstrong t. Beadle et aL, 5 Saw. 484.
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be en foral in admiralty by an action in personam.1 This

view seems to have been taken by Mr. Justice Brown in The

Corsair.2 He says : " If it (the local law) merely gives a right

of action in personam for a cause of action of a maritime

nature, the district court may administer the law by pro

ceedings in personam."

The law may therefore briefly be stated to be, that in

the absence of a statute, either federal or state, conferring

a lien, no action in rem can be maintained in admiralty for

negligently causing the death of a human being upon the

navigable waters of the United States or the high seas.

That where a lion is given, it may be enforced in admi

ralty, where the cause of action arises within the operation

of the statute. That in cases where the local statute gives a

right of action in personam for a cause of action of a mari

time nature, not embraced in the general maritime law, the

district courts may take jurisdiction of such actions in pro

ceedings in personam . That where the cause of action arises

beyond the reach of the statute, the general maritime rule

prevails, and no action is maintainable in the absence of

a federal statute on the subject. Upon this latter question

there is still some uncertainty, the subordinate courts hav

ing decided both ways.'

1 The City of Norwalk, 55 Fed. R. arose on the high seas, that the

98; 61 Fed. R. 364. law of the home port of the vessel

2 145 U. S. 335, 347; The EL E. in fault applied, and that when it

Willard, 62 Fed. R. 387; The St. provided a remedy an admiralty

Nicholas, 49 Fed. R. 671 ; The Man- court would apply it, on the ground

hassett, 18 Fed. R. 918: McDonald that the vessel was a part of the

v. Mallory, 77 N. Y. 546; Crapo v. territory of the state and subject

Kelly, 8:i U. S. 610; The Chinese to its laws, even though on the high

Cabin Waiter, 13 Fed. R. 256. seas.

' In the case of The E. B. Ward, In order to give admiralty juris-

Jr., 17 Fed. R. 456, the circuit court diction over an action for negli-

of flie eastern division of Louisiana gently causing death, the injury

decided in 1883, in a case involv- must have been received upon nav-

ing the question of jurisdiction, igable waters; and where an in-

where the cause of action, the neg- jury resulting in death occurred

ligent killing of a human being, on land, admiralty cannot enter-
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Sec. 16. Yarious torts cognizable in admiralty.— The

admiralty jurisdiction of the federal courts extends to the

tortious conduct of the ship's officers and crew wherever the

act is committed, when the injury docs not result in death,

■whether inflicted on the high seas or within the body of a

county.1

Fouling anchor: Where a vessel casts her anchor at a

distance in shallow water, without a buoy or other indication

to mark its presence, it has often been held to be such neg

ligence as will hold the vessel in damages for injuries sus

tained by another running foul of it.2

i

Sec. 17. Personal injuries by a collision.— Admiralty

has jurisdiction over actions for personal injuries against the

offending ship wherever the owner of the vessel on which

such persons are injured can maintain an action for damages

done to it.' And where there is a joint liability on the part

of two or more vessels he may proceed against them all in

the same libel,4 and in case of recovery the damages are ap-

tain jurisdiction even though the In the latter class of cases he held

local statutes provide a remedy by that the maritime law affords a

giving a lien on the vessel inflict- remedy irrespective of any statute;

ing the injury. The Mary Stewart, that the cause of action accrues

10 Fed. R 137. for the loss of services; and the

In the case of The Sea Gull, fact that death ensues does not de-

Chase's Dec. 145, Chief Justice prive the libelant of the right of

Chase makes a distinction between action. Being entitled to sue when

that class of cases arising under death does not occur, he ought

a state statute giving a lien to the not to be affected by the aggrava-

personal representatives of a de- tion of the case where death does

ceased person against a vessel for occur.

wrongfully causing death, and 1 Chamberlain v. Chandler, 3

those cases where the libelant sues Mason, 242.

for a direct and personal injury to 2 The Alabama, 18 Fed. R 831 ;

himself as the result of the neg- Phila., W. & B. R Co. v. Ph. & H.

ligent killing of another; as where C. G. St. Co., 23 How. 209, 216.

a father sues for damages for loss ' Dunston v. The R R Kirkland,

of services of a minor child, or 3 Hughes. 641.

where a husband sues for loss of 4 The "Washington, 9 "WalL 513;

services and society of his wife. 2 Ben. 226.
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portioned among the offending vessels. He may proceed

against either vessel separately and recover his full damages

against it alone, and in case of mutual fault the vessel pro

ceeded against may recover from the other its proportion of

the damages assessed.1

The right of recovery for personal injuries resulting to

any member of the ship's company from a collision against

the offending vessel is governed by the same principles that

enable the ship to which he belongs to recover for damages

sustained by it. When it can recover for damages sustained

by it, he may in like manner maintain an action for personal

injuries sustained in the same collision, unless there is a de

gree of personal negligence involved that is not applicable

to his vessel.

A different question, however, is presented in the matter of

one of the offending vessel's company seeking redress against

his own ship for injuries sustained by him while aboard,

resulting from her negligent management. Whether there is

redress for such injuries, that admiralty courts can afford,

is a question not yet authoritatively settled ; the decisions

on the question being somewhat at variance. Prior to the

case of The Titan,2 decided by the circuit court for the

southern division of ISrew York, admiralty courts have uni

formly held that the navigation of ships consists of a com

mon undertaking, for which all the ship's company in

their several stations are alike employed, and that in em

barking upon the voyage, each takes the risk of the others'

negligence in the performance of his duties in the common

employment ; and that in respect to the details of the com

mon undertaking, the ship's company, as fellow-servants, take

the risk of each others' negligence ; and that in the ordinary

work of navigation, no recovery can be had by a seaman

against his vessel for her negligence ; that neither the vessel,

nor its owners, owe any duty to its crew, in respect to the

practical navigation of the vessel, that they do not owe to

l Briggs v. Day, 21 Fed. R. 727. ' 43 Fed. R. 413.
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each other, except that the owners of the vessel are bound

to provide safe and usual appliances for the navigation of

the ship ; and for a collision resulting from neglect in these

particulars the vessel and her owners are liable.1

There has never been any question as to the liability of

the vessel for the crew's wages for the voyage and for the

expenses of the sickness attending personal injuries resulting

from the ship's negligence ; but further than this the courts

have never gone until the case of The Titan, before referred

to,2 in which the court there seeks to establish a different

rule, or at least to greatly modify the former holdings of

the courts. In this case the court held that the master of a

vessel (here a pilot) sustains to his crew the relation of vice-

principal, and that the vessel and its owners were liable for

his negligent acts in the navigation of the vessel. Here the

injury was inflicted upon a deck-hand, who was at the time

off duty, and had no part in the navigation of the vessel.

The court does not state in positive terms that this fact

made any difference in the matter of the vessel's liability, or

that of its owners. The case rests upon the authority of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R. R. Co. v. Ross,3 a case

in which the conductor of a railway train was held to be the

vice-principal in respect to the practical running of his train,

and not a fellow-servant with the other employees on it. It

is doubtful whether the doctrine here announced is appli

cable to actions of a maritime nature, where the relations

of master and crew to their ship are based upon entirely

different conditions than those of the employees of a rail

road train to their employer.

Where, however, the owner of a ship is in command in

person, and personally orders a line of conduct to be pur

sued by the ship, which is negligent, and injuries to his crew

result, there is good reason for holding him and his vessel

1 The Bernina, L. R 13 App. Cas. Quinn v. Lighterage Co., 23 Fed. R

14; The Queen, 40 Fed. R 694; The 363.

City of Alexandria, 17 Fed. R 390; *23 Fed. R 413.

3 112 U.S. 377.
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liable in damages; but in the usual course of navigation,

■where the owners are not present and have nothing to do

with the navigation of the vessel, it is very doubtful if the

doctrine of The Titan will be sustained by the higher courts.

It would be absurd to say that the owners of a vessel owe a

duty to the seamen aboard their ship, to see that she runs

only at a certain rate of speed, or that under certain condi

tions she should luff, or lay to,— these are all duties belonging

to the ordinary work of navigation ; and the master and

crew are common servants of the owner in the enterprise;

and in engaging in such service, the crew are bound to know

that the ship-owners cannot personally see that all the de

tails of navigation are conducted in a lawful manner, and

they are bound to know that errors and mistakes are fre

quently made by masters in navigating ; and in accepting

service they assume this risk, in common with other perils

of their vocation. As to third persons aboard the vessel at

fault, but not connected with it in such manner that they

assume the risks of navigation, the ship and its owners are

liable for negligence resulting in their injury ; 1 though

i The Queen, 40 Fed. R 694.

In the case of Quinn v. The New

Jersey Lighterage Co., 23 Fed. R

363, the circuit court for the east

ern district of New York held that

where the master of a vessel was

engaged in a class of work not dis

tinctly within his line of work as

master, but was performing the

duty of a common laborer, his neg

ligence was not that of a vice-

principal but of a co-laborer, and

no liability ensued foran injury re

sulting from his negligent acts.

The claims of master and seamen

for loss of personal effects through

a collision, share with the faults of

their ship. If both vessels are in

fault and one is lost, ber crew can

recover of the other for but half

of their damage for loss of personal

effects. The City of New York, 25

Fed. R. 149.

In a collision between a steam

boat and a skiff resulting in the

drowning of libelant's minor son,

and injuries to the father, it was

held that the libelant could re

cover for damage to his skiff, for

its use, for libelant's doctor bills,

for his sufferings, and for an esti

mated amount of earnings of his

minor son, of which he was de

prived by reason of his death. Mil

ler v. W. G. Hewes, 1 Wood, 363.

Relatives of persons whose lives

have been lost by reason of collis

ion upon the high seas are entitled

to recover under the general ad

miralty law from the offending
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there are many acts in the management of a ship in which

the master acts as the representative of the owners, and per

i for the loss of the

society and support of their de

ceased relations and for their per

sonal effects. The E. B. Ward, Jr.,

23 Fed. R 901.

In the case of The Titan, 23 Fed.

R. 413, the court held that a deck

hand not on duty at the time of

collision could recover for injuries

inflicted on him by collision, both

vessels being in fault; the pilot,

whowas in command, being treated

as the vice-principal, and his acts

considered as the acts of the owner.

Failing into the hold: It is not

megligence per se for the master of

a ship to leave its hatchways uncov

ered while his vessel is at a dock

taking in or discharging cargo ; and

where injury is sustained by one

falling through such open hatch,

the vessel is not liable where the

circumstances are such that a per

son walking about the decks of the

vessel has notice of the probable

presence of an open hatch or may

reasonably be charged with such

notice. Dwyer v. National Steam

ship Co., 4 Fed. R. 493; The Ger-

xnania, 9 Ben. 353.

In the case of The Carl, 18 Fed.

R. 655, a laborer was employed by

the consignee of a cargo with a

number of other men to remove

the same from between the decks

of a steamer, three hatches above

and three below being open. While

the libelant was at work between

the decks the deck-hands above put

on the hatch covers, while washing

the deck, thus darkening the space

between the decks where libelant

was at work. Forgetting this open

lower hatch he stepped into it and

fell and was injured. Held, that

the libelant was guilty of such

negligence that he could not re

cover.

In the case of The Thereasina, 31

Fed. R. 90, where a stevedore

stepped on a cover of a scuttle

which had been temporarily mis

placed, and was precipated, by its

tipping, into the hold, where the

scuttle was one of common use, and

no actual negligence was shown, it

was held no recovery could be had.

In the case of Doyle v. The Jer

sey City, 46 Fed. R 134, where

a stevedore was employed by a

charterer of a vessel to put a re

frigerator into the hold, and on

leaving his work at midnight fell

down an open hatchway, and li

beled the boat for damages, on the

ground that the hatch was not

covered and the vessel had no

lights to indicate the open hatch;

when the evidence showed that it

was customary to leave the hatches

open until the vessel was loaded,

and the fact of its being open was

known to libelant, it was held that

the ship owed no duty to supply

lights or to cover its hatches.

Where libelant was a workman

engaged in loading a vessel with

grain from an elevator, and, in

moving the grain spouts from one

hold to another, stepped upon a

covered hatch, which, by reason of

its warped condition, gave wayand

precipitated the libelant to the hold

below, it was held that the vessel
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forms the duties and functions of the owners, such as main

taining the ship and her apparel in a safe and seaworthy con

dition, for which, if negligently performed, the vessel and its

was liable. The Yoxford, 33 Fed. R

521.

In the case of Enquit v. The New

Yorkand Cuba Mail S. S. Co., 50 Fed.

R 325, libelant sued for damages

for being precipitated into the hold

of a vessel by reason of the warp

ing of the supports of the hatch-

covers, this fact being unknown to

the libelant, who had recently

shipped. Held, that the vessel was

liable for the resulting injuries.

In the case of Cannon v. The

Protos, 48 Fed. R. 919, it was held

the vessel was liable for damages

for leaving a small hatch un

guarded and exposed when the ves

sel was unloading, where it might

reasonably be expected that per

sons passing, in unloading, might

fell into it, the deck being dark

and unlighted.

Where a workman was trimming

grain under a hatch in the hold of

a vessel, when the seamen were

placing in position the hatch-cover,

he stood aside while it was being

lifted into place, but resumed his

labor on being ordered to do so by

the mate. The seamen, in attempt

ing to crowd the hatch-covers into

place, caused one to slip and fall

through the hatch and into the

hold below, causing injuries for

which the ship was held liabla

Crawford v. The Wells City, 38

Fed. R 47.

Where a steerage passenger, com

ing down from the main deck to

his quarters below, fell through the

fore-hatch in the lower between

decks, the hatch being ordinarily

covered and passengers allowed to

walk over it, there being no light

to enable libelant to see the

changed condition or other pre

cautions to prevent passenger*

walking into it, the vessel was

held liable. Behrens v. The Fur-

nessia, 85 Fed. R 798.

Where a hatch had been left

open so that a roundsman em

ployed as a watch, and coming on

board in the performance of his

duty, without fault on his part fell

into the hold, it was held that the

vessel was liable. The Guillermo.

26 Fed. R 921. Where a landsman

comes aboard a vessel and is in

jured through defective or unpro

tected ladders, hatchways, etc.,

where the owner is at fault for

failing to take ordinary care to

render the same safe, he may re

cover compensation for injuries re

ceived if he is free from negligence.

The Joseph Stickney, 31 Fed. R

150.

A passenger's right to recover

damages for falling down an open

hatchway negligently left open by

the vessel's officers is within the

admiralty jurisdiction of the dis

trict courts, and such liability may

be enforced by proceeding in rem

against the vessel. The City of

Panama, 101 U. S. 453; The Har

monica, 10 Ben. 512.

Vessels are held to a reasonable

degree of diligence in looking after

the welfare and safety of those

who are rightfully upon them, and
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owners are liable; but for the ordinary details of navigation,

the officers and crew are fellow-servants in a joint under-

and it is the duty of those having

a vessel in charge while in port to

protect shore laborers and others

employed about its decks from

falling into open hatches, and for

lack of such reasonable protection

the owners are liable. The Max

Morris, 24 Fed. R 860; affirmed, 28

Fed. R. 881.

are liable for negligence in failing

in any duty it owes to those whose

business or occupation renders

their presence necessary aboard;

and the vessel must provide rea

sonable guards, precautions, lights

and other appliances for the safe

performance of the duty imposed

by it upon those under its employ;

L



CHAPTEK H.

RULES AND REGULATIONa

Sec. 18. Power of congress to prescribe rules of navi

gation.— The constitution gives to congress power to regu

late commerce with foreign nations and among the several

states, and it has always been understood that the power to

regulate commerce includes the power to regulate naviga

tion as fully as if that power had been expressly stated in

distinct terms." The term " commerce " includes navigation,

and extends to all the instrumentalities by which it is car

ried on, whether the same be by land or sea;2 and all laws

passed by congress regulating the management of ships

and shipping, whether foreign, inland or coastwise, are but

the exercise of undisputed authority conferred by the con

stitution.3 The power of congress to regulate commerce

does not extend to that commerce wholly internal to any

particular state, even though it be carried on by means of

navigable waters. The power to regulate commerce applies

only to the external transactions of the nation and to that

internal commerce carried on between the several states.4

Thus, the power of congress to regulate steamboats, requir

ing them to carry life-preservers and appliances for ex

tinguishing fires, requiring their boilers to be inspected, and

other regulations of a general character, do not apply to

vessels navigating between ports of the same state exclu

sively, doing no business outside the limits of that state ; *

i Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wheat. 1; S. 69; Hall v. De Cuir, 95 TJ. S.

The Bark Chusan, 2 Story, 455. 485; Edye v. Robertson, 112 U. &

2 Lord v. Steamship Co., 102 U. S. 580; Pennsylvania v. Wheeling

541, 548; Pacific Coast S. S. Co. v. Bridge Co., 18 How. 421.

Board of R R Commissioners, 18 * The Bright Star, 1 Wood, 266 ;

Fed. R 10. - Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wheat. 1.

3Moran v. New Orleans, 112 U. 5The Thomas Swan, 6 Ben. 42.
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but when vessels are engaged in interstate commerce, no

matter how limited the amount, they are under the laws

of congress, and subject to its regulations.1 Though a vessel

be engaged wholly in the internal commerce of a state, if it

uses the navigable waters of the United States it is subject to

admiralty jurisdiction for all acts committed while on such

navigable water, and is within the laws of congress govern

ing the liability of vessel-owners.2

Sec. 19. International regulations.— Long before stat

ute regulations were adopted by any maritime nation, the

customs and practices of seamen had established certain

rules to prevent collisions, which admiralty courts observed

in their adjudications of causes coming before them, and

which are the foundation of those rules now adopted by

nearly every maritime nation of the globe, and which may

now be said to form part of the general maritime law as

administered by the courts of this country. In the year

1863 England adopted a system of rules, by orders in coun

cil, based upon the navigation rules then prevailing upon

the high seas. These were with some alterations adopted

again in 1868. The English rules of 1863 were substantially

adopted by congress in 1864,3 and were adopted by a largo

part of the maritime world, and have been with slight altera

tions in force ever since. In 1 884 Great Britain adopted

the Revised Code of International Regulations, for preventing

collisions at sea, and in 1885 congress adopted the same.4

In 1889 representatives of over thirty of the maritime na

tions of the world assembled at the city of Washington to

discuss and revise the international code of rules, and to

suggest such further changes and modifications as experience

had shown to be necessary. The recommendations of this

convention were adopted by act of congress August 19,

1890,5 to go into effect when proclaimed by the President.

iThe Daniel Ball, 10 Wall. 557. 3U. S. R. S., sec. 4233.

a Lord v. Steamship Co., 102 U. S. * 23 U. S. Stat. at L. 438.

341. s 26 U. S. Stat. at L. 320.
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On the 13th day of July, 1894, the President issued his proc

lamation designating the 1st day of March, 1895, as the date

for this act to take effect. By act of congress, approved

February 23, 1 895, it is provided that the act of August 19,

1890, shall not take effect as directed by the president's

proclamation, but at some future time, to be determined and

proclaimed by the President. Until the issue of such new

proclamation, the act of March 3, 1885,1 will be observed

and continue in force, except upon the great lakes, where

new rules have been enacted to apply.2

The act of 1885 has given rise to considerable uncertainty

as to the extent of its application in the navigation of har

bors bordering on coast waters, and especially to the navi

gation of the great lakes. The preamble of this act provides

that " the following revised international rules and regula

tions for preventing collisions at sea shall be followed in the

navigation of all public and private vessels of the United

States upon the high seas, and in all the coast waters of the

United States, except such as are otherwise provided for"

The concluding section of this act is a repealing clause, de

claring that " all laws and parts of laws inconsistent with

the foregoing revised international rules and regulations for

the navigation of all public and private vessels of the United

States upon the high seas, and in all coast waters of the

United States, are hereby repealed, except as to the naviga

tion of such,vessels within the harbors, lakes and inland waters

of the United Slates." The clause of the repealing section,

excepting " harbors, lakes and inland waters," has thrown

much doubt upon the extent and scope of the act. In the case

of The Aurania and The Republic,' Judge Brown, of the

southern district of New York, enters into a full discussion of

the question, and with much force of reason concludes that

it could not have been the intention of congress to have two

distinct and conflicting systems of rules by which sea-going

1 23 U. S. Stat, at L, 438. »29 Fed. R. 98.

2 Act approved Feb. 8, 1895.
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vessels are to be governed in navigating harbors bordering

upon the ocean, and holds that so far as sea-going vessels are

concerned, while navigating from the sea into and through

harbors bordering the sea, the international rules govern in

stead of the old rules prescribed by the Revised Statutes of

1878; but in purely harbor navigation by boats and vessels

passing from one part of a harbor to another, beginning

and ending in the harbor, not going to or returning from

the sea, the old rules prevail, and the international rules do

not apply.1

To meet the uncertainty as to the application of the rules

of 1885 in the navigation of harbors, rivers and inland

waters, excepting the great lakes, congress by act of Febru

ary 19, 1895, adopted special rules for the navigation of these

waters, by which it is provided that " on and after March 1,

1895, the provisions of sections 4233, 4412 and 4413 of the

Revised Statutes and regulations pursuant thereto shall be

followed on the harbors, rivers and inland waters of the

United States. The provisions of said sections of the Revised

Statutes and regulations pursuant thereto are hereby de

clared special rules duly made by local authority relative to

the navigation of harbors, rivers and inland waters as pro

vided for in article 30 of the act of August 19, 1890, en

titled ' An act to adopt regulations for preventing collisions

at sea.'

"The secretary of the treasury is hereby authorized, em

powered and directed from time to time to designate and

define, by suitable bearings or ranges with light-houses, light

vessels, buoys or coast objects, the lines dividing the high

seas from rivers, harbors and inland waters.

"The words 'inland waters' used in this act shall not be

held to include the great lakes and their connecting and

tributary waters as far east as Montreal ; and this act shall

not in any respect modify or affect the provisions of the act

entitled 'An act to regulate navigation on the great lakes

1The Green Point, 31 Fed. R 231; The Excelsior, 33 Fed. R 554; The

James Bowen, 52 Fed. R 510.
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and their connecting and tributary waters.' Approved Feb

ruary 8, 1895." 1

While the act of February 8, 1895, regulating the naviga

tion of the great lakes and their connecting waters, clearly

removes these waters from the operation of the international

rules of 1885 and 1890, there yet remains some uncertainty

as to whether congress intended to make an exception of

these waters in the act of 1885. While the question is not

so important since the passage of the special rules govern

ing the navigation of these waters, there yet remains suf

ficient reason for the discussion of the question as to what

law governed the navigation of the great lakes after the

adoption of the international rules of 1885 and the passage

of the act of February 8, 1895.

Whether congress intended to make an exception of the

great lakes in the act of 1885 is somewhat uncertain. In

the absence of an express exception, no good reason can be

urged why a different set of rules should apply to the great

lakes than is applied to the ocean. Their extent, the character

of their commerce, and the size of the shipping vexing their

waters, all urge the conclusion that congress intended to

make no exception to the laws governing their navigation in

the act of 1885. These rules were a revision of the old ones,

and aimed to supply their deficiencies; and as they covered

the whole ground of the former rules, and were plainly de

signed to supersede them on the high seas, there is every

reason to believe that congress intended them to apply to

the great lakes. This opinion is supported by the decision of

the supreme court in the case of United States v. Rogers,2

where the court unqualifiedly holds that the great lakes are

high seas within the meaning of the statute relating to cer

tain crimes. If they are high seas in one case, no good rea

son can be urged why they are not high seas in every other

particular. In the case of The Garden City,3 Judge Brown,

in an extended opinion, again discusses the question at some

length, and concludes that " the act of 1885 was passed with

i Approved February 19, 1895. 3 26 Fed. R. 766.

2 150 U. S. 249.
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reference to the whole country ; the immediate connection

of the words 'inland navigation' with the word 'rivers'

in the statute indicates the sense in which these words were

intended, namely, navigation within the body of the coun

try. . . »

That the great lakes were not intended to be excepted

from the operation of the act of 1885 is evidenced by the

fact that many of the lakes are international in their char

acter, forming the boundary between the United States and

Canada, and are capable of being navigated by the shipping

of the civilized world. The act of 1885 is the result of an

international congress, whose recommendations made no ex

ception of the great lakes. Nearly, if not every, nation

represented at that congress enacted rules substantially as

recommended. By the terms of the rules prescribed by the

convention, Canadian and other foreign vessels, as well as

those of the United States navigating the waters of the

great lakes on the Canadian side of the boundary line, were

bound by the international rales as recommended by the

convention and adopted by Great Britain and other coun

tries participating. It is to be presumed that congress, in

adopting the international recommendations, intended our

shipping to be bound by the same rules by which the ship

ping of other countries was bound ; and it is not probable

that it intended to except from the operation of the act,

the waters of the great lakes, thereby imposing upon Amer

ican as well as foreign vessels one set of rules while navigat

ing the Canadian side of the lakes and a different set of

rules when on the American side. The object of the inter

national congress was to secure a uniform system of naviga

tion, and, if an exception of the great lakes was intended by

the act of 1885, one of the objects of the convention would

have been defeated.

The circuit court of appeals for the sixth circuit held, er

roneously we believe, in the case of The North Star,1 that

the act of 1885 did not apply to the great lakes.

1 82 Fed. R. 71.
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Sec. 20. Rules of the supervising inspectors.— The

board of supervising inspectors derive their authority to

prescribe rules for the government of steam vessels from,

section 4412 of the Revised Statutes of the United States,

which provides that " the board of supervising inspectors

shall establish such regulations, to be observed by all steam

vessels in passing each other, as they shall from time to time

deem necessary for safety." In determining the extent of

the application of this section, to ascertain over what waters

the inspectors' rules extend, it is necessary to construe the

above section of the statutes in connection with section 4400

of the same chapter, which provides that " all steam vessels

navigating any waters of the United States which are com

mon highways of commerce, or open to general or competi

tive navigation, excepting public vessels of the United States

or vessels of other countries, and boats propelled in whole or

in part by steam for navigating canals, shall be subject to the

provisions of this title." By which it is plain that the au

thority of the inspectors to prescribe rules is confined to the

navigable waters of the United States. To ascertain whether

the navigation of an American vessel is subject to the in

spectors' rules, it is only necessary to inquire whether at the

time in question she was navigating " any of the waters of

the United States." If so, she is undoubtedly within the

operation of the rules. If not navigating the waters of the

United States, it is equally clear the inspectors' rules do not

apply.

The navigable waters of the United States are those inter

nal waters of the country which are used as highways of

travel in foreign and interstate commerce. The external

waters are those contained within the coastline of the coun

try and a marine league therefrom, and are commonly des

ignated as the coast waters of the United States, although

the latter term also includes the harbors, bays and inlets

navigable from the sea. While these external waters are

high seas, they are nevertheless American waters, and sub

ject to the inspectors' rules, where they do not conflict with

the international rules prescribed by congress.
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In the recent decision of the supreme court in the case of

The United States v. Kogers,1 the question as to the status

of the great lakes has been authoritatively settled, that they

are high seas. By treaty stipulation between the United

States and Great Britain the boundary line between the two

countries runs through the center of the lakes and waters

forming the boundaries between the two countries; so that

all that portion of the great lakes and connecting rivers on

the American side are waters of the United States. Though

these waters are high seas they still are American waters,

and as such are subject to the inspectors' rules.

These rules do not supersede any positive statutory rule,

and must always be held subordinate to an act of congress

on the same subject,2 which furnishes a paramount rule of

decision whenever the supervisors' rules are not applicable.'

When made within the scope of authority, the supervisors'

rules have all the force of statutory rules, in so far as they

do not conflict with statutory regulations.4

Sec. 21. Local regulations.—

'Municipal ordinances: Municipal corporations, when au

thorized by the state, have the right to make rules and regu

lations of a police nature in respect to the occupancy and

navigation of waters within their limits. They have the

right to prescribe at what wharf a vessel may lie and for

how long a period, where she may unload or take on certain

cargoes, where she may anchor in the harbor and for what

length of time, what description of light she may display at

1 150 TJ. S. 249. The Plymouth Rock, 26 Fed. R 40;

* The Atlas, 4 Ben. 27; The Green- The Lepanto, 21 Fed. R. 651; The

point, 31 Fed. R 231; The John F. & P. M. No. 2, 36 Fed. R 264.

King, 49 Fed. R 464; The B. B. The supervising inspectors' rules

Saunders, 19 Fed. R 118; The Morn- are not repealed by the act of con

ing Star, 4 Biss. 62. gress of March 3, 1885, adopting the

'The City of Washington, 92 U. revised international regulations.

& 31. United States v. Greenman, 37 Fed.

♦The Dentz, 29 Fed. R 525; The R 64.

Grand Republic, 16 Fed. R 424;
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night, and other regulations of a police nature ; and every

vessel entering these waters is bound to take notice of these

regulations and conform to them. Admiralty courts will

observe such regulations when shown, if not contrary to the

laws of congress on the subject, and are of a reasonable

nature. The extent of their applicability the court will de

termine on considering the subject-matter before it.1 Rules

made by municipal authority governing the navigation of

waters within its limits are to be taken as evidence of what

the duties of vessels are navigating such waters ; and although

the mere breach of one or any of them will not be sufficient

reason for holding a vessel liable in damages for a collision,

if following the regulation rules, yet if that breach occasions

or contributes to the collision, the existence of the rule will

afford the best reason for holding the ship violating the or

dinance guilty of a breach of duty.2

Sec. 22. Usage.—Where well-known usage has sanctioned

a particular method of navigating local waters, it is compe

tent for the court to admit evidence of such usage; and if it

be proved that the matter is regulated by general usage, the

court may in its discretion hold the vessel to conform to such

usage.' When in any case a disputed question of navigation

arises in regard to which the general sailing regulations

make no provision, the evidence of experts to show a gen

eral usage regulating the matter is admissible.4 The party

relying upon a particular custom must, however, establish

the usage by clear proof, in order to justify a departure

from the general rules of navigation, as the courts look with

iThe Palmetto, 1 Biss. 140; Cul- (N.S.)233; The Vanderbilt, 6 Wall,

bertson v. The Southern Belle, 1 225.

Newb. 461 ; Harbormaster v. Suth- » The City of Washington, 92 U. S.

erland, 47 Ala. 511; The General 31, 32, 39; St. John v. Paine, 10

Clinch, 21 How. 184; The E. C. How. 557, 579.

Scranton, 3 Blatch. 50; Griswold 4The City of Washington, 9a

v. Sharpe, 2 CaL 17; The Grand Re- U. S. 31; St. John v. Paine, 10 How.

public, 16 Fed. R. 424. 557.

2 The Raithwaite Hall, 30 L. T.
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disfavor upon any departure from the rules of established

usage and custom.1 Independent of statutory provisions, the

managers of vessels majr, as between themselves, make reg

ulations for the passage of their boats, and may waive their

rights under the statute, and adopt a different mode for

their navigation ; and where particular methods have been

agreed upon, the parties thereto are bound to observe the

same.2

Sec. 23. State laws.—A state has no power to regulate

navigation between the several states ; but where a state leg

1The Niagra, 3 Blatch. 37; The

Washington, 3 Blatch. 276.

2 Moore v. Mass, 14 11l. 106, 111;

The Milwaukee, 1 Brown, 313; The

Thomas P. Way, 30 Fed. K. 207.

Where a well-known usage has

sanctioned a particular course for

a steamer navigating a river, and

by reason of obstructions she is

obliged to deviate from the cus

tomary course, she is bound to re

sume the accustomed course as

soon after deviating therefrom as

possible. Failing to do so, and con

tinuing her course directly into

thatwhich an approaching steamer

is coming, she is not entitled to

recover for damages when the ap

proaching steamer did all in her

power to avert the collision. The

John Hasbrouck, 93 U. S. 405.

Where ferry-boats plying be

tween New York and Jersey City

had a custom of their own as to

right of way, in the event of col

lision the court held that the rules

of the board of supervising inspect

ors did not apply. The Pavonia, 26

Fed. R. 106.

In the case of The Indiana, 1

Abb. Adm. 330, the court found

that there was no settled custom

among vessel-men navigating the

Hudson river requiring vessels an

choring over nightto anchorwithin

any particular limits as to the

shore, and that there was no cus

tom enabling a steamboat navi

gating at night to dispense with

any precautions while running in

mid-stream she should employ if

running nearer shore.

Where it was shown that it was

the general custom of steamboats

in New York harbor to run in

thick weather, the court refused to

hold that both vessels were in fault

so as to justify an apportionment

of the damages. The Sylph, 4

Blatch. 2-1.

It being the usage in Chicago

harbor for pleasure boats to carry

a single white light forward of the

mast, where it could be seen at

any point forward of the quarter, a

vessel-master familiar with the

waters of the harbor, and the fact

that such boats carried but one

light, is estopped from saying that

a collision with such a pleasure

boat was caused by its failure to

carry the regular lights. The Ga

zelle, 33 Fed. R. 301.
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islates on a subject involving the interests of its citizens, the

fact that such legislation trenches upon a subject within the

federal power to regulate does not of itself render such

legislation void, if no law of congress has been passed upon

the same subject opposed to the state legislation ; 1 and until

action is taken by congress, the legislature of a state may

make laws relating generally to the rights, duties and lia

bilities of its citizens, in relation to the navigation of waters

within its borders, so long as they are not directed against

commerce or any federal regulations ; and they are of bind

ing force within the territorial jurisdiction of the state, even

though they may indirectly and remotely affect the operations

of foreign or interstate commerce.2 When, however, an act

of the legislature of a state prescribes a regulation of naviga

tion repugnant to and inconsistent with the regulations of

congress, the state laws must give way.3

When a state statute undertakes to impose any greater

burden upon non-residents of the state than is borne by its

own citizens, in relation to the navigation of a river running

through its borders, such legislation is void ; but where its

citizens are equally subject with those of other states to any

inconvenience following such legislation, and no law of con

gress interferes, state laws on the subject are valid.4

State statutes requiring the exhibition of lights under

certain circumstances, although valid as internal police reg

ulations, are not applicable to vessels engaged in general

1 The State v. P. & S. Coal Co., 6 tion of state laws upon the sub-

So. R. 220; Craig v. Kline, 05 Pa. ject ; and when the act of congress

St. 309; The Clover, 1 Low. 342; is repealed, or so modified as to

McReynolds v. Smallhouse, 8 Bush permit the operation of the state

(Ky.), 447; Wilson v. Blackbird law, it again becomes operative

Creek Marsh Co., 2 Pet. (IT. S.) 245; and valid. Joseph Henderson v.

Sherlock v. Ailing, 93 U. a 99. Spofford, 59 N. Y. 181.

2 Sherlock v. Ailing, 93 U. S. 99. * Hutchinson v. Thompson, 9

' Moran v. New Orleans, 112 U. S. Ohio, 52; Sands v. Manistee River

69; Henderson v. Mayor of New Imp. Co., 123 U. S. 288: Green & B.

York, 92 U. S. 259, 275. R Nav. Co. v. Chesapeake, etc. R R,

"Where congress legislates, it does 10 S. W. R 6. ; The Ann Ryan, 7 Ben.

not repeal, but suspends the opera- 20,
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commerce; and a foreign vessel having lights within the re

quirement of the international rules cannot be held for fail

ing to show a light conforming to local statutes.1

Sec. 24. Duty after collision.— The act of congress of

September 4, 1890,2 provides " that in every case of collision

between two vessels it shall be the duty of the master or

person in charge of each vessel, in so far as he can do so

without serious danger to his own vessel, crew and passen

gers (if any), to stay by the other vessel until he has ascer

tained that she has no need of further assistance, and to

render to the other vessel, her master, crew and passengers

(if any), such assistance as may be practicable, and as may be

1 The New York v. Rea, 18 How.

223: Snow v. Hill, 20 How. 543.

The statute of New York en

acted in 1826 and continued in the

Revised Statutes, which requires

every steamboat navigating the

river and lakes of that state in

the night-time to carry and show

two good lights, one near the bow

and the other near the stern, was

held valid and obligatory upon all

such vessels whether navigating

from place to place within the

state or from foreign states under

a coasting license, notwithstand

ing the subsequent enactment of

congress in 1838 requiring every

steamboat navigating at night to

carry one or more signal lights.

Fitch v. Livingston, 4 Sandf. (N. Y.)

492.

Where a collision occurred be

cause one of the vessels violated a

law of New York providing that

the East river between the Battery

and Blackwell.s Island shall be

navigated as nearly as possible in

the middle of the stream, the ves

sel violating the statute was held

responsible for the accident. Aid-

rich v. The W. H. Beaman, 45 Fed,

R.125.

A state law which gives a rem

edy at law in a state court by at

tachment in rem against the vessel

itself for any tort committed while

on the navigable waters of the

United States" within the limits of

the state is in conflict with sec

tion 9 of the judiciary act of 1789,

giving exclusive jurisdiction in

admiralty to the district courts.

Stewart v. Potomac Ferry Co., 12

Fed. R. 296.

State statutes cannot confer ad

miralty jurisdiction on the federal

courts in cases of torts. The con

stitution of the United States con

fers all jurisdiction in admiralty

matters, and the states can neither

enlarge nor decrease it. The Mary

Stewart, 10 Fed. R. 137.

2 26 Stat. at L. 425: The Kenil-

worth, 64 Fed. R. 890; The German-

ica, 21 L. T. (N. S.) 44; The Thurin-

gia, 41 L. J. Adm. 44; The Queen

of the Orwell, 11 N. R 499.
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necessary in order to save them from any danger caused by

the collision, and also to give to the master or person in

charge of the other vessel the name of his own vessel, and

her port of registry, or the port or place to which she

belongs, and also the name of the ports and places from

which and to which she is bound. If he fails to do so, and

no reasonable cause for such failure is shown, the collision

shall, in the absence of proof to the contrary, be deemed to

have been caused by his wrongful act, neglect or default.

That every master or person in charge of a United States

vessel who fails without reasonable cause to render such as

sistance or give such information as aforesaid, shall be

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be liable to a

penalty of one thousand dollars, or imprisonment for a term

not exceeding two years ; and for the above sum the vessel

shall be liable and may be seized and proceeded against by

process in any district court of the United States by any

person; one-half such sum to be payable to the informer,

and the other half to the United States."
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RULES OF 1864.

[U. S. R S., sec. 4233.]

The following rules for preventing collisions on the water shall be

followed in the navigation of vessels of the navy and of the mercan

tile marine of the United States:

STEAM AND SAIL VESSELS.

Rule 1. Every steam-vessel which is under sail, and not under steam,

shall be considered a sail-vessel ; and every steam-vessel which is under

steam, whether under sail or not, shall be considered a steam-vesseL

[The Hyppodame, 6 WalL 216: The Carroll, 8 Wall. 302; The Fairbanks,

9 "Wall. 420; The Corsica, 9 Wall. 630; The Scotia, 14 Wall. 170; The

Continental, 14 Wall. 345; The Chesapeake, 5 Blatch. 411; The Hunts-

ville, 8 Blatch. 228: The Pennsylvania, 19 Wall. 125; The Sunnyside, 91

TT. S. 208; The John L Hasbrouck, 93 U. S. 405; The D. P. (Kelly v.

Thompson), 1 Low. 124; The Santiago de Cuba, 10 Blatch. 444; The

Atlas, 10 Blatch. 459: The Narragansett, 10 Blatch. 475; The Bristol, 10

Blatch. 537; The Leo,. 11 Blatch. 225; The Hammonia, 11 Blatch. 413;

The Porter, 2 Dill. 146.]

LIGHTS.

Rule 2. The lights mentioned in the following rules, and no others,

shall be carried in all weathers, between sunset and sunrise. [The Glau-

cus, 1 Low. 366.]

LIGHTS FOR OCEAN-GOING STEAMERS AND STEAMERS CARRYING SAIL.

Rule 3. All ocean-going steamers, and steamers carrying sail, shall,

when under way, carry —

(a) At the foremast head, a bright white light, of such a character as

to be visible on a dark night, with a clear atmosphere, at a distance of

at least five miles, and so constructed as to show a uniform and un

broken light over an arc of the horizon of twenty points of the com

pass, and so fixed as to throw the light ten points on each side of the

vessel, namely, from right ahead to two points abaft the beam on either

side. [The Ontario, 2 Low. 40; The W. H. Clark, 5 Biss. 295; The Scotia,

14 WalL 170. 183; The Vesper, 9 Fed. R 574; Hoben v. The Westover, 2

Fed. R 91; Marshall v. The Tug Conroy, id. 785; The Glaucus, 1 Low.

366.]

(b) On the starboard side, a green light, of such a character as to be

visible on a dark night, with a clear atmosphere, at a distance of at least

two miles, and so constructed as to show a uniform and unbroken light

over an arc of the horizon of ten points of the compass, and so fixed

as to throw the light from right ahead to two points abaft the beam

on the starboard side. [The Narragansett, 11 Fed. R 918; Carlton v.

4
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United States, 10 Ct. Cl. 492; Clendennin v. The Athambra, 4 Fed. R 86;

The Drew, 25 Fed. R 457, 461; The Howard, 30 Fed. R 280; The Sea

Caucus, 34 Fed. R 68; The Manhassett, 34 Fed. R. 408.]

((!) On the port side, a red light, of suoh a character as to be visible

on a dark night, with a clear atmosphere, at a distance of at least two

miles, and so constructed as to show a uniform and unbroken light over

an arc of the horizon of ten points of the compass, and so fixed as to

throw the light from right ahead to two points abaft the beam on the

port side. [The Santiago de Cuba, 10 Blatch. 444, 453.]

The green and red light shall be fitted with inboard screens, project

ing at least three feet forward from the lights, so as to prevent them

from being seen across the bow.

LIGHTS FOR TOWING-STEAMERS.

Rule 4. Steam-vessels, when towing other vessels, shall carry two-

bright white mast-head lights vertically, in addition to their side-lights,

so as to distinguish them from other steam-vessels. Each of these mast

head lights shall be of the same character and construction as the

mast-head lights prescribed by Rule 3. [The City of Troy, 9 Ben. 466,

469; The Favorite, 9 Fed. R. 709; The Ant, 10 Fed. R 300; United States

v. Miller, 26 Fed. R. 96.]

LIGHTS FOR STEAMERS NOT OCEAN-GOING NOR CARRYING SAIL.

Rule 5. All steam-vessels, other than ocean-going steamers and

steamers carrying sail, shall, when under way, carry on the starboard

and port sides lights of the same character and construction and in the

same position as are prescribed for side-lights by Rule 3, except in the

case provided in Rule 6. [Bragg v. Day, 21 Fed. R 729.]

LIGHTS FOR STEAMERS ON WESTERN RIVERS.

Rule 6. River-steamers navigating waters flowing in the Gulf of

Mexico, and their tributaries, shall carry the following lights, namely:

One red light on the outboard side of the port smoke-pipe, and one green

light on the outboard side of the starboard smoke-pipe. Such lights

shall Show both forward and abeam on their respective sides.

LIGHTS FOR COASTING STEAM-VESSELS AND STEAM-VESSELS NAVIGATING

BAYS, LAKES AND RIVERS.

Rule 7. All coasting steam-vessels and steam-vessels other than

ferry-boats and vessels otherwise expressly provided for, navigating the

bays, lakes, rivers or other inland waters of the United States, except

those mentioned in Rule 6, shall carry the red and green lights as pre

scribed for ocean-going steamers, and, in addition thereto, a central

range of two white lights; the after-light being carried at an elevation

of at least fifteen feet above the light at the head of the vessel. The
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bead-light shall be so constructed as to show a good light through

twenty points of the compass, namely: from right ahead to two points

abaft the beam on either side of the vessel; and the after-lights so as

to show all around the horizon.

THE LIGHTS FOR FERRY-BOATS

shall be regulated by such rules as the board of supervising inspectors

of steam-vessels shall prescribe. (See additional rules below.) [The

Continental, 14 Wall. 345; The Conoho, 24 Fed. R 760; The Glaucus, 1

I*ow. 866; The City of Troy, 9 Ben. 466, 470; Chase v. Belden, 9N.E.R.

852.]

LIGHTS FOR SAILING-VESSELS.

Rule 8. Sail-vessels, under way or being towed, shall cany the same

lights as steam-vessels under way, with the exception of the white

mast-head lights, which they shall never carry. (See Rule 3, 6 and c.)

[The Ontario, 2 Low. 40, 44; The Vesper, 9 Fed. R 574; The Narragansett,

11 Fed. R. 919; United States v. Miller, 26 Fed. R 95; The Scotia, 14

Wall. 170; The "Wanata, 95 U. S. 600; The Huntsville, 8 Bbitch. 228.]

EXCEPTIONAL LIGHTS FOR SMALL SAILING-VESSELS.

RULE 9. Whenever, as in case of small vessels during bad weather,

the green and red lights cannot be fixed, these lights shall be kept on

deck, on their respective sides of the vessel, ready for instant exhibi

tion, and shall, on the approach of or to other vessels, be exhibited on

their respective sides in sufficient time to prevent collision, in such

manner as to make them most visible, and so that the green light shall

not be seen on the port side, nor the red light on the starboard side.

To make the use of these portable lights more certain and easy, they

shall each be painted outside with the color of the light they respect

ively contain, and shall be provided with suitable screens.

LIGHTS FOR STEAM-VESSELS AND SAILING-VESSELS AT ANCHOR.

Rule 10. All vessels, whether steam-vessels or sail-vessels, when at

anchor or in roadsteads or fair-ways, shall, between sunset and sunrise,

exhibit where it can best be seen, but at a height not exceeding twenty

feet above the hull, a white light in a globular lantern of eight inches

in diameter, and so constructed as to show a clear, uniform and un

broken light, visible all around the horizon, and at a distance of at least

one mile. [The Oliver, 22 Fed. R 851 ; The Ant, 10 Fed. R 294, 300; The

Krastus Corning, 25 Fed. R. 572; The Isaac Bell, 9 Fed. R 842.]

LIGHTS FOR PILOT-VESSEI.S.

Rule 11. Sailing pilot-vessels shall not carry the lights required for

other sailing-vessels, but shall carry a white light at the mast-head,

visible all around the horizon, and shall also exhibit a flare-up light
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every fifteen minutes. [The New Orleans, 9 Ben. 303; The Ullock, 19

Fed. R. 210.]

LIGHTS FOR COAL-BOATS, TRADING-BOATS, RAFTS, AND OTHER LIKE CRAFT.

Rule 12. Coal-boats, trading-boats, produce-boats, canal-boats, oyster-

boats, fishing-boats, rafts, or other water-craft, navigating any bay, har

bor or river, by hand-power, horse-power, sail, or by the current of the

river, or which shall be anchored or moored in or near the channel or

fair-way of any bay, harbor or river, shall carry one or more good white

lights, which shall be placed in such manner as shall be prescribed by

the board of supervising inspectors of steam-vessels.

Rule 12 shall be so construed as not to require row-boats and skiffs

upon the River St. Lawrence to carry lights. (Act June 19, 1866.) [The

Alabama, 26 Fed. R. 866; Williams v. The Whisper, 37 Fed. R 495. See

Inspectors' Rules, page 80.]

LIGHTS FOR OPEN BOATS.

Rule 13. Open boats shall not be required to carry the side-lights

required for other vessels, but shall, if they do not carry such lights,

carry a lantern having a green slide on one side and a red slide on the

other side; and, on the approach of or to other vessels, such lantern

shall be exhibited in sufficient time to prevent collision, and in such a

manner that the green light shall not be seen on the port side, nor the

red light on the starboard side. Open boats, when at anchor or sta

tionary, shall exhibit a bright white light. They shall not, however,

be prevented from using a flare-up, in addition, if considered expedient.

[United States v. Miller, 26 Fed. R 95.]

LIGHTS ON VESSELS OF THE UNITED STATES NAVY.

Rule 14. The exhibition of any light on board of a vessel of war of

the United States may be suspended whenever, in the opinion of the

secretary of the navy, the commander-in-chief of a squadron, or the

commander of a vessel, acting singly, the special character of the service

may require it.

FOG-SIGNALS.

Rule 15. Whenever there is a fog, or thick weather, whether by

day or night, fog-signals shall be used as follows:

(a) Steam-vessels under way shall sound a steam-whistle placed before

the funnel, not less than eight feet from the deck, at intervals of not

more than one minute. [The Perkiomen, 27 Fed. R 573; The Leland, 19

Fed. R. 773; The Porter, 2 Dill. 146.]

(b) Sail-vessels under way shall sound a fog-horn at intervals of not

more than five minutes. [The Hammonia, 4 Ben. 517; 11 Blatch. 414;

The Leo, 11 Blatch. 225; The Pennsylvania, 19 WalL 125, 135; The Ne-

gaunee, 20 Fed. R 921; The Monticello, 1 Low. 184.]
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(c) Steam-vessels and sail-vessels, when not under way. shall sound a

bell at intervals of not more than five minutes.

(d) Coal-boats, trading-boats, produce-boats, canal-boats. oyster-boats,

fishing-boats, rafts, or other water-craft, navigating any bay, harbor, or

river, by hand-power, horse-power, sail, or by the current of the river,

or anchored or moored in or near the channel or fair-way of any bay,

harbor, or river, and not in any port, shall sound a fog-horn, or equiv

alent signal, which shall make a sound equal to a steam-whistle, at

intervals of not more than two minutes.

STEERING AND SAILING RULES.

SAILING-VESSELS.

Rule 16. If two sail-vessels are meeting end on, or nearly end on,

so as to involve risk of collision, the helms of both shall be put to port,

so that each may pass on the port side of the other. [The Nichols. 7 Wall.

656; The Dexter, 23 Wall. 69; The City of Washington, 92 U. S. 31; The

Sylvester Hale, 6 Ben. 523, 528; The Maggie J. Smith, 123 U. S. 353;

The Elizabeth Jones, 112 U. S. 514; The Annie Lindsley, 104 U. S. 185;

The Farnley, 8 Fed. R 633; The Adolph, 4 Fed. R 730; The Ping-on v.

Blethen, 11 Fed. R 607; The James Brown, 10 Ben. 430.]

Rule 17. When two sail-vessels are crossing so as to involve risk of

collision, then, if they have the wind on different sides, the vessel with

the wind on the port side shall keep out of the way of the vessel with

the wind on the starboard side, except in the case in which the vessel

with the wind on the port side is close-hauled, and the other vessel

free, in which case the latter vessel shall keep out of the way. But if

they have the wind on the same side, or if one of them has the wind

aft, the vessel which is to windward shall keep out of the way of the

vessel which is to leeward. [The Elizabeth Jones, 112 U. S. 514; The

Aurania, 29 Fed. R 98; The Maria & Elizabeth. 7 Fed. R. 254; The

Osseo, 16 Blatch. 537: 8 Ben. 518; The Pangassett, 9 Fed. R 109; The

F. W. Gilford, 7 Bias. 249; The Nahor, 9 Fed. R. 213; The David Dows. 16

Fed. R 154; The Commodore Jones, 25 Fed. R 506.]

STEAM-VESSELS MEETING.

Rule 18. If two vessels under steam are meeting end on or nearly

end on, so as to involve risk of collision, the helms of both shall be put

to port, so that each may pass on the port side of the other. [The Clif

ton, 14 Fed. R 587; The Manitoba, 122 U. S. 97, 100; The America, 92

U. S. 432; Holland v. Brown, 35 Fed. R 43.]

TWO STEAMERS CROSSING.

RULE 19. If two vessels under steam are crossing so as to involve

risk of collision, the vessel which has the other on her own starboard

side shall keep out of the way of the other. [The Corsica, 9 Wall. 630;
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The Free State, 91 U. S. 200: The Commodore Jones, 25 Fed. R 500;

The Aurania, 29 Fed. R 98; The Cayuga, 14 Wall. 270: The L. P. Day

ton, 120 U. S. 337, 352; The Bristol, 11 Fed. R 156; Greenman v. The

Narragansett, 4 Fed. R 244 ; The Chesapeake, 5 Blatch. 41 1 : The Gallileo,

24 Fed. R 386; The Manhassett, 34 Fed. R 408; The St. Johns, 34 Fed. R

763.]

SAIL AND STEAM-VESSELS MEETING.

Rule 20. If two vessels. one of which is a sail-vessel and the other

a steam-vessel, are proceeding in such directions as to involve risk of

collision, the steam-vessel shall keep out of the way of the sail-vessel.

[The Monticello, 1 Low. 184; The Leo, 11 Blatch. 225.]

STEAM-VESSEL APPROACHING ANOTHER VESSEL, OR IN A FOG.

Rule 21. Every steam-vessel when approaching another vessel, so as

to involve risk of collision, shall slacken her speed, or, if necessary,

stop and reverse; and every steam-vessel shall, when in a fog, goat a

moderate speed. [City of Paris, 9 Wall. 634, 638; The Syracuse, 9 Wall.

676,672; The Fred W. Chase, 31 Fed. R 94; The Allegheny, 9 Wall. 522:

The Gallileo, 24 Fed. R 391; The Jay Gould, 19 Fed. R 765; The Favor

ite, 9 Fed. R 704; The Free State, 91 IT. S. 200; The Huntsville, 8 Blatch.

231, 228; The Baltimore, 34 Fed. R 660; The Brittania, 34 Fed. R 551;

The Vancouver, 2 Saw. 381.J

VESSEL OVERTAKING ANOTHER.

Rule 22. Every vessel overtaking any other vessel shall keep out of

the way of the last-mentioned vessel. [The Aurania, 29 Fed. R 104, 98;

The Commodore Jones. 25 Fed. R 509. 506; The Narragansett, 10 Blatch.

475, 477; Kennedy v. The American Steamboat Co., 12 R L 23; The

W. H. Clark, 5 Biss. 295.]

RIGHT OF WAY.

Rule 23. Where, by Rules 17, 19, 20 and 22, one of two vessels shall

keep out of the way, the other shall keep her course, subject to the

qualifications of Rule 24. [The L C. Harris, 29 Fed. R 926; The Na-

cooche, 22 Fed. R 855; The Columbia, 25 Fed. R 844; The Britannia, 34

Fed. R. 552; McWilliams v. The Vim, 12 Fed. R 906; The Scotts Grey v.

The Santiago de Cuba, 5 Fed. R 369; The John L. Hasbrouck, 93 U. S.

405.]

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS.

Rule 24. In construing and obeying these rides, due regard must be

had to all dangers of navigation, and to any special circumstances

which may exist in any particular case rendering a departure from

them necessary in order to avoid immediate danger. [The Maggie J.

Smith, 123 U. S. 354; St. John v. Paine, 10 How. 582; New York & Liver

pool S. S. Co. v. Rumball, 21 How. 385, 372; The Golden Grove, 13 Fed.

R688; The Negaunee, 20 Fed. R 918; The Sunny Side, 91 U. S. 208; The

Maria Martin, 12 Wall. 31; The Lucille, 15 Wall. 679, 676.]
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SAILING-VESSELS TO BE FURNISHED WITH SIGNAL-LIGHTS AND TO SHOW

TORCHES.

Rule 25. Collectors, or other chief officers of the customs, shall re

quire all sail-vessels to be furnished with proper signal-lights, and every

such vessel shall, on the approach of any steam-vessel during the night

time, show a lighted torch upon that point or quarter to which such

steam-vessel shall be approaching.

INTERNATIONAL RULES 1885.

[23 U. S. Stat. at L, 438.]

STEAM AND SAIL VESSELS

Article 1. In the following rules every steamship which is under

sail and not under steam is to be considered a sailing-ship, and every

steamship which is under steam, whether under sail or not, is to be con

sidered a ship under steam.

LIGHTS.

Art. 2. The lights mentioned in the following articles numbered 3, 4,

5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11, and no others, shall be carried in all weathers,

from sunset to sunrise.

LIGHTS FOR STEAMERS. ,

Art. 3. A sea-going steamship, when under way, shall carry —

(a) On or in front of the foremast, at a height above the hull of not

less than twenty feet, and, if the breadth of the ship exceeds twenty feet,

then at a height above the hull not less than such breadth, a bright

-white light, so constructed as to show a uniform and unbroken light

over an arc of the horizon of twenty points of the compass, so fixed as

to throw the light ten points on each side of the ship, namely, from

right ahead to two points abaft the beam on either side, and of such a

character as to be visible on a dark night. with a clear atmosphere, at

a distance of at least five miles. [The Scotia. 14 "Wall. 183; The Vesper,

9 Fed. R 574; Hoben v. The Westover, 2 Fed. R 91; Marshall v. Conroy,

2 Fed. R 785; The Glaucus, 1 Low. 366.]

(0) On the starboard side a green light. so constructed as to show a

uniform and unbroken light over an arc of the horizon of ten points of

the compass, so fixed as to throw the light from right ahead to two

points abaft the beam on the starboard side, and of such a character as

to be visible on a dark night, with a clear atmosphere, at a distance of

at least two miles. [The Narragansett, 11 Fed. R 918; Carlton v.

United States, 10 Ct. CI. 492; Briggs v. Day, 21 Fed. R 729; Clendenning

v. The Alhambra, 4 Fed. R 86; The Drew, 25 Fed. R 457; The Howard,

30 Fed. R 280; The Sea Caucus, 34 Fed. R 68; The Manhassett, 34 Fed.

R 408.]
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(c) On the port side a red light, so constructed as to show a uniform

and unbroken light over an arc of the horizon of ten points of the com

pass, ho fixed as to throw the light from right ahead to two points

abaft the beam on the port side, and of such a character as to be visible on

a dark night, with a clear atmosphere, at a distance of at least two miles.

(rf) The said green and red side-lights shall be fitted with inboard

screens projecting at least three feet forward from the light, so as to

prevent these lights from being seen across the bow. [The Santiago de

Cuba, 10 Blatch. 444, 453.]

LIGHTS FOR TOWING-STEAMERS.

Art. 4. A steamship when towing another ship shall, in addition to

her side-lights, carry two bright white lights in a vertical line, one over

the other, not less than three feet apart, so as to distinguish her from

other steamships. Each of these lights shall be of the same construc

tion and character, and shall be carried in the same position, as the

white light which other steamships are required to carry. [The City of

Troy, 9 Ben. 466,469; The Favorite, 9 Fed. R 709; The Ant, 10 Fed. R.

300; United States v. Miller, 26 Fed. R. 96.]

VESSELS NOT UNDER COMMAND.

Art. 5. (a) A ship, whether a steamship or sailing-ship, which from

any accident is not under command, shall at night carry in the same

position as the white light which steamships are required to carry, and

if a steamship, in place of that light, three red lights in globular lan

terns, each not less than ten inches in diameter, in a vertical line, one

over the other, not less than three feet apart, and of such a character

as to be visible on a dark night, with a clear atmosphere, at a distance

of at least two miles, and shall by day carry in a vertical line, one over

the other, not less than three feet apart, in front of but not lower than

her foremast head, three black balls or shapes each two feet in diam

eter.

VESSELS LAYING TELEGRAPH-CABLES.

(6) A ship, whether a steamship or a sailing-ship, employed in laying or

in picking up a telegraph-cable, shall at night carry, in the same posi

tion as the white light which steamships are required to carry, and if a

steamship, in place of that light, three lights in globular lanterns, each

not less than ten inches in diameter, in a vertical line. over one another,

not less than six feet apart. The highest and lowest of these lights

shall be red and the middle light shall be white, and they shall be of

such a character that the red lights shall be visible at the same distance

as the white light. By day she shall carry in a vertical line, one over

the other, not less than six feet apart, in front of but not lower than her

foremast head, three shapes not less than two feet in diameter, of which

the top and bottom shall be globular in shape and red in color, and the

middle one diamond in shape and white.
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WHEN TO CARRY SIDE-LIGHTS.

(c) The ships referred to in this article, when not making any way

through the water, shall not carry the side-lights, but when making way

shall carry them.

(d) The lights and shajws required to be shown by this article are to

be taken by other ships as signals that the ship showing them is not

under command, and cannot, therefore, get out of the way. The signals

to be made by ships in distress and requiring assistance are contained

in article 27.

LIGHTS FOR SAILING-VESSELS.

Art. 6. A sailing-ship under way or being towed shall carry the same

lights as are provided by article 3 for a steamship under way, with

the exception of the white light, which she shall never carry. [The

Ontario, 2 Low. 44, 40; The Vesper, 9 Fed. R. 574; The Narragansett, 11

Fed. R. 919; United States v. Miller, 26 Fed. R. 95; The Scotia, 14 Wall.

170, 183; The Wanata, 95 U. S. 600; The Huntsville, 8 Blatch. 228.]

EXCEPTIONAL LIGHTS FOR SMALL VESSELS.

Art. 7. Whenever, as in the case of small vessels during bad weather,

the green and red side-lights cannot be fixed, these lights shall be kept

on deck, on their respective sides of the vessel, ready for use, and shall,

on the approach of or to other vessels, be exhibited on their respect

ive sides in sufficient time to prevent collision, in such manner as to

make them most visible, and so that the green light shall not be seen

on the port side nor the red light on the starboard side. To make the

use of these portable lights more certain and easy, the lanterns contain

ing them shall each be painted outside with the color of the light they

respectively contain, and shall be provided with proper screens.

LIGHTS FOR STEAM-VESSELS AND SAILING-VESSELS AT ANCHOR.

Art. 8. A ship, whether a steamship or a sailing-ship, when at an

chor shall carry where it can best be seen, but at a height not exceed

ing twenty feet above the hull, a white light in a globular lantern of

not less than eight inches in diameter, and so constructed as to show

a clear, uniform and unbroken light, visible all round the horizon at a

distance of at least one mile. [The Oliver, 22 Fed. R. 851; The Ant, 10

Fed. R 294; The Erastus Corning, 25 Fed. R. 572; The Isaac Bell, 9

Fed. R. 842.]

LIGHTS FOR PDLOT-VESSELS.

Art. 9. A pilot-vessel, when engaged on her station on pilotage duty,

shall not carry the lights required for other vessels, but shall carry a

white light at the mast-head, visible all round the horizon, and shall

also exhibit a flare-up light or (a) flare-up lights at short intervals which

shall never exceed fifteen minutes. A pilot-vessel, when not engaged

on her station on pilotage duty, shall carry lights similar to those of

other ships. [The New Orleans, 9 Ben. 903; The Ullock, 19 Fed. R. 210.]
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LIGHTS FOR OPEN BOATS AXD FISHING-VESSELS.

Art. 10. Open boats and fishing-vessels of less than twenty tons net

registered tonnage, when under way and when not having their nets,

trawls, dredges or lines in the water, shall not be obliged to carry the

colored side-lights; but every such boat and vessel shall in lieu thereof

have ready at hand a lantern with a green glass on the one side and a

red glass on the other side, and on approaching to or being approached

by another vessel such lantern shall be exhibited in sufficient time to

prevent collision, so that the green light shall not be seen on the port

side nor the red light on the starboard side.

The following portion of this article applies only to fishing-vessels

and boats when in the sea off the coast of Europe lying north of Cape

Finisterre [United States v. Miller, 26 Fed. R. 95]:

(a) All fishing-vessels and fishing-boats of twenty tons net registered

tonnage or upward, when under way and when not having their nets,

trawls, dredges or lines in the water, shall carry and show the same

lights as other vessels under way.

(6) All vessels, when engaged in fishing with drift-nets, shall exhibit

two white lights from any part of the vessel where they can be best

seen. Such lights shall be placed so that the vertical distance between

them shall not be less than six feet and not more than ten feet, and so that

the horizontal distance between them, measured in a line with the keel

of the vessel, shall be not less than five feet and not more than ten feet.

The lower of these two lights shall be the more forward, and both of

them shall be of such a character and contained in lanterns of such

construction as to show all round the horizon, on a dark night, with a

clear atmosphere, for a distance of not less than three miles.

(c) All vessels when trawling, dredging or fishing with any kind of

drag-nets shall exhibit, from some part of the vessel where they can be

best seen, two lights. One of these lights shall be red and the other

shall be white. The red light shall be above the white light, and shall

be at a vertical distance from it of not less than six feet and not more

than twelve feet; and the horizontal distance between them, if any,

shall not be more than ten feet. These two lights shall be of such a

character and contained in lanterns of such construction as to be visi

ble all around the horizon, on a dark night, with a clear atmosphere,

the white light to a distance of not less than three miles and the red

light of not less than two miles. [Omitted from copy of Revised Regu

lations received from the British government.]

(il) A vessel employed in line-fishing, with her lines out, shall carry

the same lights as a vessel when engaged in fishing with driftnets.

(e) If a vessel, when fishing with a trawl, dredge or any kind of drag

net, becomes stationary in consequence of her gear getting fast to a

rock or other obstruction, she shall show the light and make the fog

signal for a vessel at anchor.
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(/) Fishing-vessels and open boats may at any time use a flare-up in

addition to the lights which they are by this article required to carry

and show. All flare-up lights exhibited by a vessel when trawling,

dredging or fishing with any kind of drag-net shall be shown at the

after part of the vessel, excepting that if the vessel is hanging by the

stern to her trawl, dredge or drag-net they shall be exhibited from

the bow.

(gr) Every fishing vessel and every open boat when at anchor between

sunset and sunrise shall exhibit a white light, visible all round the

horizon at a distance of at least one mile.

(h) In a fog a drift-net vessel attached to her nets, and a vessel when

trawling, dredging or fishing with any kind of drag-net, and a vessel

employed in line-fishing with her lines out, shall, at intervals of not

more than two minutes, make a blast with her fog-horn and ring her

bell alternately.

VESSELS BEING OVERTAKEN.

Art. 11. A ship which is being overtaken by another shall show from

her stern to such last-mentioned ship a white light or a flare-up light.

SOUND SIGNALS FOR FOG, AND SO FORTH.

Art. 12. A steamship shall be provided with a steam-whistle or other

efficient steam sound signals, so placed that the sound may not be in

tercepted by any obstructions, and with an efficient fog-horn, to be

sounded by a bellows or other mechanical means, and also with an effi

cient bell. (In all cases where the regulations require a bell to be used,

a drum will be substituted on board Turkish vessels.) A sailing-ship

shall be provided with a similar fog-horn and bell.

In fog, mist or falling snow, whether by day or night, the signals de

scribed in this article shall be used as follows. that is to say:

(a) A steamship under way shall make with her steam-whistle or other

steam sound signal, at intervals of not more than two minutes, a pro

longed blast. [The Perkiomen, 27 Fed. R 573.]

(6) A sailing-ship under way shall make with her fog-horn, at inter

vals of not more than two minutes, when on the starboard tack one

blast, when on the port tack two blasts in succession, and when with

the wind abaft the beam three blasts in succession. [The Hammonia,

4 Ben. 517: 11 Blatch. 414; The Leo, 11 Blatch. 225; The Pennsylvania,

19 Wall. 135; The Negaunee, 20 Fed. R 921 ; The Monticello, 1 Low. 184.]

(c) A steamship and a sailing-ship when not under way shall, at in

tervals of not more than two minutes, ring the bell.

SPEED OF SHIPS TO BE MODERATE IN FOG, AND SO FORTH.

Art. 13. Every ship, whether a sailing-ship or a steamship, shall, in a

fog, mist or falling snow, go at a moderate speed. [Providence & Ston-

ington S. S. Co. v. Clare's Adm'r, 127 U. S. 45; The Pennsylvania, 19 Wall.
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125; The Colorado, 91 IT. S. 692; The Rhode Island, 17 Fed. R 554; The

State of Alabama, 17 Fed. R 847; The City of New York, 15 Fed. R624;

The Elenora, 17 Blatch. 88; The Bristol, 4 Ben. 397; The Housa, 5 Ben.

502; The Santiago de Cuba, 10 Blatch. 444; The Leland, 19 Fed. R 771;

The Manistee, 7 Biss. 35; Kennedy v. The Sarmatian, 2 Fed. R 911;

McCabe v. Ol.i Dominion Steamship Co., 31 Fed. R 238; The D. S. Greg

ory, 16 Blatch. 542; The Martello, 34 Fed. R 71; The Bristol, 10 Blatch.

537.]

STEERING AND SAILING RULES.

SAILING-VESSELS.

Art. 14. When two sailing-ships are approaching one another so as

to involve risk of collision, one of them shall keep out of the way of the

other, as follows, namely:

(a) A ship which is running free shall keep out of the way of a ship

which is close-hauled. [The Elizabeth Jones, 112 U. S. 514; The Aura-

nia, 29 Fed. R 98; The Maria & Elizabeth, 7 Fed. R 254; The Osseo, 16

Blatch. 537.]

(6) A ship which is close-hauled on the port tack shall keep out of

the way of a ship which is close-hauled on the starboard tack. [The

Maria & Elizabeth. 7 Fed. R 254; The Pangassett, 9 Fed. R. 109; The

F. W. Gifford, 7 Biss. 249.]

(c) When both are running free, with the wind on different sides, the

ship which has the wind ou the port side shall keep out of the way of

the other.

(d) When both are running free, with the wind on the same side, the

ship which is to windward shall keep out of the way of the ship which

is to leeward. [The Nahor, 9 Fed. R. 213; The David Dows, 16 Fed. R

154; The Commodore Jones, 25 Fed. R 506.]

(e) A ship which has the wind aft shall keep out of the way of the

other ship.

STEAM-VESSELS MEETING.

Art. 15. If two ships under steam are meeting end on, or nearly end

on, so as to involve risk of collision, each shall alter her course to star

board, so that each may pass on the port side of the other. This arti

cle only applies to cases where ships are meeting end on, or nearly end

on, in such a manner as to involve risk of collision, and does not apply

to two ships which must, if both keep on their respective courses, pass

clear of each other. The only cases to which it does apply are when

each of the two ships is end on, or nearly end on, to the other; in other

words, to cases in which by day each ship sees the masts of the other

in a line, or nearly in a line, with her own, and by night to cases in

which each ship is in such a position as to see both the side-lights of

the other. It does not apply by day to cases in which a ship sees an

other ahead crossing her own course, or by night to cases where the
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red light of one ship is opposed to the red light of the other, or where

the green light of one ship is opposed to the green light of the other,

or where a red light without a green light, or a green light without a

red light, is seen ahead, or where both green and red lights are seen

anywhere but ahead. [The Clifton, 14 Fed. R 587; The Manitoba, 122

U. S. 97, 100; The America, 92 U. S. 432; Holland v. Brown, 35 Fed. R 43.]

TWO STEAMERS CROSSING.

Art. 16. If two ships under steam are crossing so as to involve risk

of collision, the ship which has the other on her own starboard side

shall keep out of the way of the other. [The Commodore Jones, 25 Fed.

R 506; The Aurania, 29 Fed. R 98; The Cayuga, 14 Wall. 270, 275;

The L. P. Dayton, 120 TJ. S. 337, 352: The Bristol, 11 Fed. R 156; The

Famley, 8 Fed. R 633; The Narragansett, 4 Fed. R 244; The Chesapeake,

5 Blatch. 411; The Corsica, 9 Wall. 630; The Manhassett, 34 Fed. R. 408;

The St. Johns, 34 Fed. R 763.]

STEAMSHIPS TO KEEP OUT OF WAY OF SAILING-VESSELS.

Art. 17. If two ships, one of which is a sailing-ship and the other a

steamship, are proceeding in such directions as to involve risk of collis

ion, the steamship shall keep out of the way of the sailing-ship. [The

Monticello, 1 Low. 184; The Leo, 11 Blatch. 225; The Favorite, 9 Fed. R.

709; The Rhode Island, 17 Fed. R 559; Millbank v. The A. P. Cranmer, 8

Fed. R 523; The Civilta, 103 U. S. 699; The John L Hasbrouck, 93 U. S.

405; The L C. Harris, 29 Fed. R 926; The Benefactor, 102 U. S. 214; The

Belgenland, 114 U. S. 355; The Illinois, 103 U. S. 298; The Adriatic, 107

U. S. 512; McWilliams v. The Vim, 12 Fed. R. 906; The Hypodame, 6

WalL 216.]

STEAM-VESSEL APPROACHING ANOTHER VESSEL.

■ Art. 18. Every steamship, when approaching another ship so as to

involve risk of collision, shall slacken her speed, or stop and reverse, if

necessary. [The Fred W. Chase, 31 Fed. R. 94; The Allegheny, 9 WalL

522; The Gallileo, 24 Fed. R 391; The Jay Gould, 19 Fed. R 765; The

Favorite, 9 Fed. R 709; The Syracuse, 9 Wall. 672; The Free State, 91

TJ. S. 200; The City of Paris, 9 WalL 634; The Corsica, 9 Wall. 630; The

Huntsville, 8 Blatch. 228, 231; The Baltimore, 34 Fed. R 660; The Brit-

tania, 34 Fed. R 551; The Fresia, 28 Fed. R 249; The Vancouver, 2 Saw.

881; The W. G. Hewes, 1 Woods, 363.]

SIGNALS OF STEAMERS SHOWING COURSE.

Art. 19. In taking any course authorized or required by these regu

lations, a steamship under way may indicate that course to any other

ship which she has in sight by the following signals on her steam-

whistle, namely:

One short blast to mean " I am directing my course to starboard."

Two short blasts to mean "I am directing my course to port."
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Three short blasts to mean " I am going full speed astern."

The use of these signals is optional, but if they are used the course of

the ship must be in accordance with the signal made. [The Green

Pomt, 31 Fed. R. 231.]

VESSEL OVERTAKING ANOTHER.

Art. 20. Notwithstanding anything contained in any preceding ar

ticle, every ship, whether a sailing-ship or a steamship, overtaking any

other shall keep out of the way of the overtaken ship. [The Aurania,

29 Fed. R 104 ; The Commodore Jones, 25 Fed. R. 509; The Narragansett,

10 Blatch. 475, 477; The W. H. Clark, 5 Biss. 295.]

STEAMER IN NARROW CHANNEL.

Art. 21. In narrow channels every steamship shall, when it is safe

and practicable, keep to that side of the fair-way or mid-channel which

lies on the starboard side of such ship.

RIGHT OF WAY.

Art. 22. Where by the above rules one of two ships is to keep out of

the way, the other shall keep her course. [The L C. Harris, 29 Fed. R.

926; The Nacoochee, 22 Fed. R. 855; The Columbia, 25 Fed. R. 844; The

Brittania, 34 Fed. R. 552; The Scotts Greys v. The Santiago, 5 Fed. R.

369; McWilliams v. The Vim, 12 Fed. R. 906; The John L. Hasbrouck,

93 U. S. 405.]

SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES AND DANGERS.

Art. 23. In obeying and construing these rules due regard shall be

had to all dangers of navigation, and to any special circumstances

which may render a departure from the above rules necessary in order

to avoid immediate danger. [The Maggie J. Smith, 123 U. S. 354; St.

John v. Paine, 10 How. 582; New York Mail Ship Co. v. Rumball, 21

How. 385, 372; The Golden Grove, 13 Fed. R 688; The Negaunee, 20

Fed. R. 918; The Sunnyside, 91 U. S. 208; Maria Martin, 12 WalL 31;

The Lucille, 15 WalL 679, 676.]

NO SHIP, UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, TO NEGLECT PROPER PRECAUTIONS.

Art. 24. Nothing in these rulesshall exonerate any ship, or the owner,

or master, or crew thereof, from the consequences of any neglect to

carry lights or signals, or of any neglect to keep a proper lookout, or of

the neglect of any precaution which may be required by the ordinary

practice of seamen or by the special circumstances of the case. [The

Elizabeth Jones, 112 U. S. 514.]

RESERVATION OF RULES FOR HARBOR AND INLAND NAVIGATION.

Art. 25. Nothing in these rules shall interfere with the operation of

a special rule, duly made by local authority, relative to the navigation

of any harbor, river or inland navigation. [The Aurania, 29 Fed. R~

102.]
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SPECIAL LIGHTS FOR SQUADRONS AND CONVOYS.

Art. 26. Nothing in these rules shall interfere with the operation of

any special rules made by the government of any nation with respect

to additional station and signal lights for two or more ships of war or

for ships sailing under convoy.

DISTRESS-SIGNALS.

Art. 27. When a ship is in distress and requires assistance from other

ships or from the shore, the following shall be the signals to be used

or displayed by her, either together or separately, that is to say:

In the day-time —

First A gun fired at intervals of about a minute.

Second. The international code signals of distress indicated by N. C.

Third. The distant signal, consisting of a square flag, having either

above or below it a ball, or anything resembling a ball.

At night—

First. A gun fired at intervals of about a minute.

Second. Flames on the ship (as from a burning tar-barrel, oil-barrel,

and so forth).

Third Rockets or shells, throwing stars of any color or description,

fired one at a time, at short intervals.

INTERNATIONAL RULES 1890.

[26 Stat. at L. 320.]

[Public — No. DO.]

An ACT to adopt regulations for preventing collisions at sea.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembled That the following regulations

for preventing collisions at sea shall be followed by all public and pri

vate vessels of the United States upon the high seas and in all waters

connected therewith, navigable by sea-going vessels.

PRELIMINARY.

In the following rules every steam-vessel which is under sail and not

under steam is to be considered a sailing-vessel, and every vessel under

steam, whether under sail or not, is to be considered a steam-vessel.

The word "steam-vessel" shall include any vessel propelled by ma-

cldnery.

A vessel is " under way " within the meaning of these rules when she

is not at anchor, or made fast to the shore or aground.
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RULES CONCERNING LIGHTS AND SO FORTH.

The word " visible " in these rules, when applied to lights, shall mean

visible on a dark night with a clear atmosphere.

Article 1. The rules concerning lights shall be complied with in all

weathers from sunset to sunrise, and during such time no other lights

which may be mistaken for the prescribed lights shall be exhibited.

Art. 2. A steam-vessel when under way shall carry—

(a) On or in front of the foremast, or, if a vessel without a foremast,

then in the fore part of the vessel, at a height above the hull of not less

than twenty feet, and, if the breadth of the vessel exceeds twenty feet,

then at a height above the hull not less than such breadth, so, however,

that the light need not be carried at a greater height above the hull

than forty feet, a bright white light, so constructed as to show an un

broken light over an arc of the horizon of twenty points of the com

pass, so fixed as to throw the light ten points on each side of the vessel,

namely, from right ahead to two points abaft the beam on either side,

and of such a character as to be visible at a distance of at least five

miles.

(b) On the starboard side a green light so constructed as to show an

unbroken light over an arc of the horizon of ten points of the compass,

so fixed as to throw the light from right ahead to two points abaft the

beam on the starboard side, and of such a character as to be visible afr

a distance of at least two miles.

(c) On the port side a red light so constructed as to show an unbroken

light over an arc of the horizon of ten points of the compass, so fixed

as to throw the light from right ahead to two points abaft the beam on

the port side, and of such a character as to be visible at a distance of at

least two miles.

(d) The said green and red side-lights shall be fitted with inboard

screens projecting at least three feet forward from the light, so as to

prevent these lights from being seen across the bow.

(e) A steam-vessel when under way may carry an additional white

light similar in construction to the light mentioned in subdivision (a).

These two lights shall be so placed in line with the keel that one shall

be at least fifteen feet higher than the other, and in such a position

with reference to each other that the lower light shall be forward of

the upper one. The vertical distance between these lights shall be

less than the horizontal distance.

Art. 3. A steam-vessel when towing another vessel shall, in addition

to her side-lights, carry two bright white lights in a vertical line, one

over the other, not less than six feet apart, and when towing more than

one vessel shall carry an additional bright white light six feet above

or below such light, if the length of the tow, measuring from the stern

of the towing vessel to the stern of the last vessel towed, exceeds six

hundred feet. Each of these lights shall be of the same construction
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and character, and shall be carried in the same position, as the white

light mentioned in article 2 (a), excepting the additional light, which

may be carried at a height of not less than fourteen feet above the hull.

Such steam-vessel may carry a small white light abaft the funnel or

aftermast for the vessel towed to steer by, but such light shall not be

visible forward of the beam.

Art. 4. (a) A vessel which from any accident is not under com

mand shall carry at the same height a white light mentioned in article

2 (a), where they can best be seen, and if a steam-vessel, in Lieu of that

light, two red lights, in a vertical line, one over the other, not less than

six feet apart, and of such a character as to be visible all around the

horizon at a distance of at least two miles; and shall by day carry in a

vertical line, one over the other, not less than six feet apart, where they

can best be seen, two black balls or shapes, each two feet in diameter.

(b) A vessel employed in laying or in picking up a telegraph cable

shall carry in the same position as the white light mentioned in article

2 (a), and if a steam-vessel, in lieu of that light, three lights in a vertical

line, one over the other, not less than six feet apart. The highest and

lowest of these lights shall be red, and the middle light shall be white,

and they shall be of such a character as to be visible all around the

horizon at a distance of at least two miles. By day she shall carry in

a vertical line, one over the other, not less than six feet apart, where

they can best be seen, three shapes not less than two feet in diameter,

of which the highest and lowest shall be globular in shape and red in

color. and the middle one diamond in shape and white.

(c) The vessels referred to in this article, when not making way

through the water. shall not carry the side-lights, but when making

way shall carry them.

(d) The lights and shapes required to be shown by this article are to

be taken by other vessels as signals that the vessel showing them is not

under command and cannot therefore get out of the way.

These signals are not signals of vessels in distress and requiring as

sistance. Such signals are contained in article 31.

Art. 5. A sailing-vessel under way and any vessel being towed shall

carry the same lights as are prescribed by article 2 for a steam-vessel

under way, with the exception of the white lights mentioned therein,

which they shall never carry.

Art. 6. Whenever, as in the case of small vessels under way during

bad weather, the green and red side-lights cannot be fixed, these lights

shall be kept at hand. lighted and ready for use; and shall, on the ap

proach of or to other vessels, be exhibited on their respective sides in

sufficient time to prevent collision, in such manner as to make them

most visible, and so that the green light shall not be seen on the port

side nor the red light on the starboard side, nor, if practicable, more

than two points abaft the beam on their respective sides.

5
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To make the use of these portable lights more certain and easy the.

lanterns containing them shall each be painted outside with the color

Of the light they respectively contain, and shall be provided with

proper screens.

" Art. 7. Steam-vessels of less than forty, and vessels under oars or

sails of less than twenty tons gross tonnage, respectively, and rowing

boats, when under way, shall not be required to carry the lights men

tioned in article 2 (a), (6) and (c), but if they do not carry them they

shall be provided with the following lights:

"First. Steam-vessels of less than forty tons shall carry—

" (a) In the fore part of the vessal, or on or in front of the funnel*

where it can best be seen, and at a height above the gunwale of not

less than nine feet, a bright white light constructed and fixed as pre

scribed in article 2 (a), and of such a character as to be visible at a dis

tance of at least two miles.

" (6) Green and red side-lights constructed and fixed as prescribed in

article 2 (b) and (c), and of such a character as to be visible at a dis

tance of at least one mile, or a combined lantern showing a green light

and a red light from right ahead two points abaft the beam on their

respective sides. Such lanterns shall be carried not less than three

feet below the white light.

"Second. Small steamboats, such as are carried by sea-going vessels,

may carry the white light at a less height than nine feet above the gun

wale, but it shall be carried above the combined lantern mentioned in

subdivision 1 (b).

" Third. Vessels under oars or sails of less than twenty tons shall

have ready at hand a lantern with a green glass on one side and a red

glass on the other, which, on the approach of or to other vessels, shall

be exhibited in sufficient time to prevent collision, so that the green

light shall not be seen on the port side nor the red light on the star

board side.

" FourtK Rowing boats, whether under oars or sail, shall have ready

at hand a lantern showing a white light, which shall be temporarily

exhibited in sufficient time to prevent collision.

" The vessels referred to in this article shall not be obliged to cany

the lights prescribed by article 4 (a) and article 11, last paragraph."

Art. 8. Pilot-vessels, when engaged on their station on pilotage duty,

shall not show the lights required for other vessels, but shall carry a

white light at the mast-head, visible all around the horizon, and shall

also exhibit a flare-up light or flare-up lights at short intervals, which

shall never exceed fifteen minutes.

On the near approach of or to other vessels they shall have their

side-lights ready for use, and shall flash or show them at short inter

vals, to indicate the direction in which they are heading, but the green

light shall not be shown on the port side, nor the red light on the star
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board side. A pilot-versel of such a class as to be obliged to go along

side of a vessel to put a pilot on board may show the white light in

stead of carrying it at the mast-head, and may, instead of the colored

lights above mentioned, have at hand, ready for use, a lantern with a

green glass on the one side and a red glass on the other, to be used as

prescribed above.

Pilot-vessels, when not engaged on their station on pilotage duty,

shall carry lights similar to those of other vessels of their tonnage.

Note.—By the law of congress approved May 28, 1894, article 9 of

the International Rules of 1890 was repealed. 28 Stat. at L. 83.

Article 7 of the International Rules of 1890 was amended to read as

above, by act of congress approved May 28, 1891. 2S Stat. at L. 83.

Aet. 10. A vessel which is being overtaken by another shall show

from her stern to such last-mentioned vessel a white light or a flare-up

light.

The white light required to be shown by this article maybe fixed and

carried in a lantern, but in such case the lantern shall be so constructed,

fitted and screened that it shall throw an unbroken light over an arc of

the horizon of twelve points of the compass, namely, for six points from

right aft on each side of the vessel, so as to be visible at a distance of at

least one mile. Such light shall be carried as nearly as practicable on

the same level as the side-lights.

Aet. 11. A vessel under one hundred and fifty feet in length, when at

anchor, shall carry forward, where it can best be seen, but at a height not

exceeding twenty feet above the hull, a white light in a lantern so con

structed as to show a clear, uniform and unbroken light visible all

around the horizon at a distance of at least one mile.

A vessel of one hundred and fifty feet or upwards in length, when at

anchor, shall carry in the forward part of the vessel, at a height of not

less than twenty and not exceeding forty feet above the hull, one such

light, and at or near the stern of the vessel, and at such a height that

it shall be not less than fifteen feet lower than the forward light, an

other such light.

The length of a vessel shall be deemed to be the length appearing in

her certificate of registry.

A vessel aground in or near a fair-way shall carry the above light or

lights and the two red lights prescribed by article 4 (a).

Aet. 12. Every vessel may, if necessary in order to attract atten

tion, in addition to the lights which she is by these rules required to

carry, show a flare-up light or use any detonating signal that cannot be

mistaken for a distress signal.

Aet. 13. Nothing in these rules shall interfere with the operation of

any special rules made by the government of any nation with respect

to additional station and signal-lights for two or more ships of war or

for vessels sailing under convoy, or with the exhibition of recognition
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signals adopted by ship-owners, which have been authorized by their

respective governments and duly registered and published.

Akt. 14. A steam-vessel, proceeding under sail only but having her

funnel up, shall carry in the day-time, forward, where it can best be seen,

one black ball or shape two feet in diameter.

SOUND SIGNALS FOR FOG, AND SO FORTH.

Art 15. All signals prescribed by this article for vessels under way

shall be given:

1. By " steam-vessels," on the whistle or siren.

2. By " sailing-vessels and vessels towed," on the fog-horn.

The words " prolonged blast " used in this article shall mean a blast

of from four to six seconds duration.

A steam-vessel shall be provided with an efficient whistle or siren,

sounded by steam or by some substitute for steam, so placed that the

sound may not be intercepted by any obstruction, and with an efficient

fog-horn, to be sounded by mechanical means, and also with an efficient

bell. [In all cases where the rules require a bell to be used, a drum may

be substituted on board Turkish vessels, or a gong where such articles

are used on board small sea-going vessels.] A sailing-vessel of twenty

tons gross tonnage or upward shall be provided with a similar fog-horn

and bell.

Tn fog, mist, falling snow, or heavy rain-storms, whether by day or

night, the signals described in this article shall be used as follows, viz.:

(a) A steam-vessel having way upon her shall sound, at intervals of

not more than two minutes, a prolonged blast.

(6) A steam-vessel under way, but stopped, and having no way upon

her, shall sound, at intervals of not more than two minutes, two pro

longed blasts, with an interval of about one second between them.

(c) A sailing vessel under way shall sound, at intervals of not more

than one minute, when on the starboard tack one blast, when on the

port tack two blasts in succession, and when with the wind abaft the

beam three blasts in succession.

(d) A vessel when at anchor shall, at intervals of not more than one

minute, ring the bell rapidly for about five seconds.

(e) A vessel at anchor at sea, when not in ordinary anchorage ground,

and when in such a position as to be an obstruction to vessels under

way, shall sound, if a steam-vessel, at intervals of not more than two

minutes, two prolonged blasts with her whistle or siren, followed by

ringing her bell; or, if a sailing-vessel, at intervals of not more than

one minute, two blasts with her fog-horn, followed by ringing her bell.

(/) A vessel when towing shall, instead of the signals described in

(a) and (c) of this article, at intervals of not more than two minutes,

sound three blasts in succession, namely, one prolonged blast followed
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by two short blasts. A vessel towed may give this signal and she shall

not give any other.

(g) A steam-vessel wishing to indicate to another " The way is off my

vessel, you may feel your way past me," may sound three blasts in suc

cession, namely, short, long, short, with intervals of about one second

between them.

(h) A vessel employed in laying or picking up a telegraph cable shall,

on hearing the fog-signal of an approaching vessel, sound in answer

three prolonged blasts in succession.

(i) A vessel under way, which is unable to get out of the way of an

approaching vessel through being not under command, or unable to

maneuver as required by these rules, shall, on hearing the fog-signal of

an approaching vessel, sound in answer four short blasts in succession.

Sailing-vessels and boats of less than twenty tons gross tonnage shall

not be obliged to give the above-mentioned signals, but, if they do not,

they shall make some other efficient sound-signal at intervals of not

more than one minute.

SPEED OF SHIPS TO BE MODERATE IN FOG, AND SO FORTH.

Art. 16. Every vessel shall, in a fog, mist, falling snow, or heavy

rain-storms, go at a moderate speed, having careful regard to the exist

ing circumstances and conditions.

A steam-vessel hearing, apparently forward of her beam, the fog-

signal of a vessel, the position of which is not ascertained, shall, so far

as the circumstances of the case admit, stop her engines, and then navi

gate with caution until danger of collision is over.

STEERING AND SAILING RULES.

PRELIMINARY— RISK OF COLLISION.

Risk of collision can, when circumstances permit, be ascertained by

carefully watching the compass bearing of an approaching vessel. If

the bearing does not appreciably change, such risk should be deemed

to exist.

ART. 17. When two sailing vessels are approaching one another, so

as to involve risk of collision, one of them shall keep out of the way of

the other, as follows, namely:

(a) A vessel which is running free shall keep out of the way of a ves

sel which is close-hauled.

(6) A vessel which is close-hauled on the port tack shall keep out of

the way of a vessel which is close-hauled on the starboard tack.

(c) When both are running free, with the wind on different sides, the

vessel which has the wind on the port side shall keep out of the way of

the other.
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((I) "When both are running free, with the wind on the same side, the

vessel which is to the windward shall keep out of the way of the vessel

which is to the leeward.

(e) A vessel which has the wind aft shall keep out of the way of the

other vessel.

Art. 18. When two steam-vessels are meeting end on, or nearly end

on, so as to involve risk of collision, each shall alter her course to star

board, so that each may pass on the port side of the other.

This article only applies to cases where vessels are meeting end on, or

nearly end on, in such a manner as to involve risk of collision, and does

not apply to two vessels which must, if both keep on their respective

courses, pass clear of each other.

The only cases to which it does apply are when each of the two ves

sels is end on, or nearly end on, to the other; in other words, to cases

in which, by day, each vessel sees the masts of the other in a line, or

nearly in a line, with her own; and by night, to cases in which each

vessel is in such a position as to see both the side-lights of the other.

It does not apply by day to casas in which a vessel.sees another ahead

crossing her own course; or by night, to cases where the red light of

one vessel is opposed to the red light of the other, or where the green

light of one vessel is opposed to the green light of the other, or where

a red light without a green light, or a green light without a red light,

js seen ahead, or where both green and red lights are seen anywhere

but ahead.

Art. 19. "When two steam-vessels are crossing, so as to involve risk

of collision, the vessel which has the other on her own starboard side

shall keep out of the way of the other.

Art. 20. "When a steam-vessel and a sailing-vessel are proceeding in

such directions as to involve risk of collision, the steam-vessel shall

keep out of the way of the sailing-vessel.

Art. 21. Where by any of these rules one of two vessels is to keep

out of the way, the other shall keep her course and speed.

Art. 22. Every vessel which is directed by these rules to keep out of

the way of another vessel shall, if the circumstances of the case admit,

avoid crossing ahead of the other.

Art. 23. Every steam-vessel which is directed by these rules to keep

out of the way of another vessel shall, on approaching her, if necessary,

slacken her speed or stop or reverse.

Art. 24. Notwithstanding anything contained in these rules, every

vessel, overtaking any other, shall keep out of the way of the overtaken

vessel.

Every vessel coming up with another vessel from any direction more

than two points al>aft her beam, that is, in such a position, with refer

ence to the vessel which she is overtaking, that at night she would be

unable to see either of that vessel's side-lights, shall be deemed to be
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an overtaking vessel; and no subsequent alteration of the bearing

between the two vessels shall make the overtaking vessel a crossing

vessel within the meaning of these rules, or relieve her of the duty of

keeping clear of the overtaken vessel until she is finally past and

clear.

. As by day the overtaking vessel cannot always know with certainty

-whether she is forward of or abaft this direction from the other vessel,

she should, if in doubt, assume that she is an overtaking vessel and

keep out of the way.

Art. 25. In narrow channels every steam-vessel shall, when it is safe

and practicable, keep to that side of the fair-way or mid-channel which

. lies on the starboard side of such vessel.

Akt. 26. Sailing-vessels under way shall keep out of the way of sail

ing-vessels or boats fishing with nets, or lines, or trawls. This "rule

shall not give to any vessel or boat engaged in fishing the right of

obstructing a fair-way used by vessels other than fishing-vessels or

boats.

Art. 27. In obeying and construing these rules due regard shall ba

had to all dangers of navigation and collision, and to any special cir

cumstances which may render a departure from the above rules neces

sary in order to avoid immediate danger.

SOUND-SIGNALS FOR VESSELS IN SIGHT OF ONE ANOTHER.

Art. 28. The words " short blast " used in this article shall mean a

blast of about one second's duration.

When vessels are in sight of one another, a steam-vessel under way,

in taking any course authorized or required by these rules, shall indi

cate that course by the following signals on her whistle or siren, namely:

One short blast to mean, " I am directing my course to starboard."

Two short blasts to mean, "I am directing my course to port."

Three short blasts to mean, " My engines are going at full speed astern."

NO VESSEL. UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, TO NEGLECT PROPER PRECAU

TIONS.

Art. 29. Nothing in these rules shall exonerate any vessel, or the

owner or master or crew thereof, from the consequences of any neglect

to carry lights or signals, or of any neglect to keep a proper look-out,

or of the neglect of any precaution which may be required by the or

dinary practice of seamen, or by the special circumstances of the case.

RESERVATION OF RULES FOR HARBORS AND INLAND NAVIGATION.

Art. 30. Nothing in these rules shall interfere with the operation of

a special rule, duly made by local authority, relative to the navigation

of any harbor, river or inland waters.
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DISTRESS SIGNALS.

Art. 31. When a vessel is in distress and requires assistance from

other vessels or from the shore, the following shall be the signals to be

used or displayed by her, either together or separately, namely:

In the day-time—

First. A gun or other explosive signal fired at intervals of about a

minute.

Second. The international code signal of distress indicated by N. O.

Third. The distance signal, consisting of a square flag, having either

above or below it a ball or anything resembling a ball.

Fourth. A continuous sounding with any fog-signal apparatus.

At night—

First. A gun or pther explosive signal fired at intervals of about a

minute.

Second. Flames on the vessel (as from a burning tar-barrel, oil-bar

rel, and so forth).

Third. Rockets or shells throwing stars of any color or description,

fired one at a time, at short intervals.

Fourth. A continuous sounding with any fog-signal apparatus.

Note.— Article 31 of the act of 1890 was amended as above by the

act of congress approved May 28, 1894.

RULES GOVERNING THE NAVIGATION OF THE

GREAT LAKES.

Am Act to regulate navigation on the Great Lakes and their connect

ing and tributary waters.

PRELIMINARY.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembled, That the following rules for

preventing collisions shall be followed in the navigation of all public

and private vessels of the United States upon the Great Lakes and their

connecting and tributary waters as far east as Montreal.

STEAM AND SAIL-VESSELS.

Rule 1. Every steam-vessel which is under sail and not under steam

shall be considered a sail-vessel ; and every steam-vessel which is under

steam, whether under sail or not, shall be considered a steam-vessel.

The word " steam-vessel " shall include any vessel propel led by machinery.

A vessel is under way within the meaning of these rules when she is

not at anchor or made fast to the shore or aground.

LIGHTS.

Rule 2. The lights mentioned in the following rules and no others

shall be carried in all weathers from sunset to sunrise. The word " via
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ible " in these rules, when applied to lights, shall mean visible on a dark

night with a clear atmosphere.

Rule 3. Except in the cases hereinafter expressly provided for, a

steam-vessel when under way shall carry:

(a) On or in front of the foremast, or, if a vessel without a foremast,

then in the forepart of the vessel, at a height above the hull of not less

than twenty feet, and, if the beam of the vessel exceeds twenty feet,

then at a height above the hull not less than such beam, so, how

ever, that such height need not exceed forty feet, a bright white light

so constructed as to show an unbroken light over an arc of the horizon

of twenty points of the compass, so fixed as to throw the light ten points

on each side of the vessel, namely, from right ahead to two points abaft

the beam on either side, and of such character as to be visible at a dis

tance of at least five miles.

(b) On the starboard side, a green light, so constructed as to throw

an unbroken light over an arc of the horizon of ten points of the com

pass, so fixed as to throw the light from right ahead to two points abaft

the beam on the starboard side, and of such a character as to be visible

at a distance of at least two miles.

(c) On the port side, a red light, so constructed as to show an un

broken light over an arc of the horizon of ten points of the compass, so

, fixed as to throw the light from right ahead to two points abaft the

beam on the port side, and of such a character as to be visible at a dis

tance of at least two miles.

(d) The said green and red lights shall be fitted with inboard screens

projecting at least three feet forward from the light, so as to prevent

these lights from being seen across the bow.

(e) A steamer of over one hundred and fifty feet register length shall

also carry when under way an additional bright light similar in con

struction to that mentioned in subdivision (a), so fixed as to throw the

light all around the horizon and of such character as to be visible at a

distance of at least three miles. Such additional light shall be placed

in line with the keel at least fifteen feet higher from the deck and

more than seventy-five feet abaft the light mentioned in subdivision (a).

LIGHTS FOR VESSELS TOWING.

Rt/le 4. A steam-vessel having a tow other than a raft shall in ad

dition to the forward bright light mentioned in subdivision (a) of Rule 3

carry in a vertical line not less than six feet above or below that

light a second bright light of the same construction and character and

fixed and carried in the same manner as the forward bright light men

tioned in said subdivision (a) of Rule 3. Such steamer shall also carry

a small bright light abaft the funnel or aftermast for the tow to steer

by, but such light shall not be visible forward of the beam.

Rule 5. A steam-vessel having a raft in tow shall, instead of the

forward lights mentioned in Rule 4, carry on or in front of the foremast,
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or, if a vessel without a foremast, then in the forepart of the vessel, at

a height above the hull of not less than twenty feet. and, if the beam

of the vessel exceeds twenty feet, then at a height above the hull not

less than such beam, so, however, that such height need not exceed forty

feet, two bright lights in a horizontal line athwartships and not less

than eight feet apart, each so fixed as to throw the light all around the

horizon and of such character as to be visible at a distance of at least

five miles. Such steamer shall also carry the small bright steering

light aft, of the character and fixed as required in Bute 4.

LIGHTS FOR VESSELS TOWED.

Rule 6. A sailing-vessel under way and any vessel being towed shall

-carry the side-lights mentioned in Rule 3.

A vessel in tow shall also carry a small bright light aft, but such

light shall not be visible forward of the beam.

LIGHTS FOR TUGS TOWING AND FOR FERRY-BOATS, RAFTS, CANAL-BOATS

AND BOATS ON THE ST. LAWRENCE.

Rule 7. The lights for tugs under thirty tons register whose principal

business is harbor towing, and for boats navigating only on the River

Saint Lawrence, also ferry-boats, rafts and canal-boats, shall be regu

lated by rules which have been or may hereafter be prescribed by the

board of supervising inspectors of steam-vessels.

LIGHTS FOR SMALL VESSELS.

Rule 8. Whenever, as in the case of small vessels under way during

bad weather, the green and red side-lights cannot be fixed, these lights

shall be kept at hand lighted and ready for use, and shall, on the ap

proach of or to other vessels, be exhibited on their respective sides in

sufficient time to prevent collision, in 6uch manner as to make them

most visible, and so that the green light shall not be seen on the port

side, nor the red light on the starboard side, nor, if practicable, more

than two points abaft the beam on their respective sides. To make the

use of these portable lights more certain and easy, they shall each be

painted outside with the color of the light they respectively contain,

and shall be provided with suitable screens.

LIGHTS FOR VESSELS AT ANCHOR.

Rule 9. A vessel under one hundred and fifty feet register length,

when at anchor, shall carry forward, where it can best be seen, but at

a height not exceeding twenty feet above the hull, a white light in a

lantern constructed so as to show a clear, uniform and unbroken light,

visible all around the horizon, at a distance of at least one mile.

A vessel of one hundred and fifty feet or upward in register length,

when at anchor, shall carry in the forward part of the vessel, at ft
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height of not less than twenty and not exceeding forty feet above the

bull, one such light, and at or near the stern of the vessel, and at such

a height that it shall not be less than fifteen feet lower than the for

ward light, another such light.

LIGHTS FOR PRODUCE-BOATS AND CRAFT ON BAYS, HARBORS AND RIVERS.

Rule 10. Produce-boats, canal-boats, fishing-boats, rafts, or other

water-craft navigating any bay, harbor or river, by hand-power, horse

power, sail, or by the current of the river, or which shall be anchored

or moored in or near the channel or fair-way of any bay, harbor or

river, and not otherwise provided for in these rules, shall carry one or

more good white lights, which shall be placed in such manner as shall

be prescribed by the board of supervising inspectors of steam-vessels.

LIGHTS FOR OPEN BOATS.

Rule 11. Open boats shall not be obliged to carry the side-lights re

quired for other vessels, but shall, if they do not carry such lights, carry

alantern havinga green slide on one side and a red slide on the other side ;

and on the approach of or to other vessels, such lantern shall be exhib

ited in sufficient time to prevent collision, and in such a manner that the

green light shall not be seen on the port side, nor the red light on the

starboard side. Open boats, when at anchor or stationary, shall exhibit

a bright white light. They shall not, however, be prevented from

using a flare-up in addition if considered expedient.

LIGHTED TORCH.

Rule 12. Sailing-vessels shall at all times, on the approach of any

steamer during the night-time, show a lighted torch upon that point

or quarter to which such steamer shall be approaching.

" LIGHTS ON VESSELS OF WAR, ETC.

Rule 13. The exhibition of any light on board of a vessel of war or

revenue cutter of the United States may be suspended whenever, in the

opinion of the secretary of the navy, the commander-in-chief of a squad

ron, or the commander of a vessel acting singly, the special character

of the service may require it.

FOG SIGNALS.

Rule 14. A steam-vessel shall be provided with an efficient whistle,

sounded by steam or by some substitute for steam, placed before the

funnel not less than eight feet from the deck, or in such other place as

the local inspectors of steam-vessels shall determine, and of such char
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acter as to be heard in ordinary weather at a distance of at least two

miles, and with an efficient bell; and it is hereby made the duty of the

United States local inspectors of steam-vessels, when inspecting the

same, to require each steamer to be furnished with such whistle and

belL A sailing-vessel shall be provided with an efficient fog-horn and

with an efficient belL

Whenever there is thick weather by reason of fog, mist, falling snow,

heavy rain-storms, or other causes, whether by day or by night, fog sig

nals shall be used as follows:

(a) A steam-vessel under way, excepting only a steam-vessel with

raft in tow, shall sound at intervals of not more than one minute three

distinct blasts of her whistle.

(6) Every vessel in tow of another vessel shall, at intervals of one

minute, sound four bells on a good and efficient and properly placed

bell, as follows: By striking the bell twice in quick succession, followed

by a little longer interval, and then again striking twice in quick suc

cession (in the manner in which four bells is struck in indicating time).

(c) A steamer with a raft in tow shall sound at intervals of not more

than one minute a screeching or Modoc whistle for from three to five

seconds.

(d) A sailing-vessel under way and not in tow shall sound at inter

vals of not more than one minute: If on the starboard tack with wind

forward of abeam, one blast of her fog-horn. If on the port tack with

wind forward of the beam, two blasts of her fog-horn. If she has the

wind abaft the beam on either side, three blasts of her fog-horn.

(e) Any vessel at anchor and any vessel aground in or near a channel

or fair-way shall at intervals of not more than two minutes ring the

bell rapidly for three to five seconds.

(/) Vessels of less than ten tons registered tonnage, not being steam-

vessels, shall not be obliged to give the above-mentioned signals, but if

they do not they shall make some other efficient sound signal at inter

vals of not more than one minute.

(g) Produce-boats, fishing-boats, rafts or other water-craft navigating

by hand-power or by the current of the river, or anchored or moored

in or near the channel or fair-way and not in any port, and not other

wise provided for in these rules, shall sound a fog-horn, or equivalent

signal, at intervals of not more than one minute.

MODERATE SPEED IN THICK WEATHER.

Rule 15. Every vessel shall, in thick weather, by reason of fog, mist,

falling snow, heavy rain-storms, or other causes, go at moderate speed.

A steam-vessel hearing, apparently not more than four points from right

ahead, the fog signal of another vessel, shall at once reduce her speed

to bare steerageway, and navigate with caution until the vessels shall

have passed each other.
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STEERING AND SAILING RULES.

SAILING-VESSELS.

Rule 16. When two sailing-vessels are approaching one another so

as to involve risk of collision, one of them shall keep out of the way of

the other, as follows, namely:

(a) A vessel which is running free shall keep out of the way of a ves

sel which is close-hauled.

(6) A vessel which is close-hauled on the port tack shall keep out of

the way of a vessel which is close-hauled on the starboard tack

(c) When both are running free, with the wind on different sides, the

vessel which has the wind on the port side shall keep out of the way of

the other.

(d) When they are running free, with the wind on the same side, the

vessel which is to windward shall keep out of the way of the vessel

which is to leeward.

STEAM-VESSELS.

Rule 17. When two steam-vessels are meeting end on, or nearly end

on, so as to involve risk of collision, each shall alter her course to star

board, so that each shall pass on the port side of the other.

Rule 18. When two steam-vessels are crossing so as to involve risk

of collision, the vessel which has the other on her own starboard side

shall keep out of the way of the other.

Rule 19. When a steam-vessel and a sailing-vessel are proceeding

in such directions as to involve risk of collision, the steam-vessel shall

keep out of the way of the sailing-vessel.

Rule 20. Where, by any of the rules herein prescribed, one of two

vessels shall keep out of the way, the other shall keep her course and

speed.

Rule 21. Every steam-vessel which is directed by these rules to keep

out of the way of another vessel shall, on approaching her, if necessary,

slacken her speed or stop or reverse.

Rule 22. Notwithstanding anything contained in these rules, every

vessel overtaking any other shall keep out of the way of the overtaken

vessel.

Rule 23. In all weathers every steam-vessel under way in taking

any course authorized or required by these rules shall indicate that

course by the following signals on her whistle, to be accompanied,

whenever required, by corresponding alteration of her helm; and every

steam-vessel receiving a signal from another shall promptly respond

with the same signal, or as provided in Rule 26.

One blast to mean, "I am directing my course to starboard."

Two blasts to mean, " I am directing my course to port." But the

giving or answering signals by a vessel required to keep her course

shall not vary the duties and obligations of the respective vessels.
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STEAMERS IN NARROW CHANNELS.

Rule 24. That in all narrow channels where there is a current, and

in the rivers Saint Mary, Saint Clair, Detroit, Niagara and Saint

Lawrence, when two steamers are meeting, the descending steamer

shall have the right of way, and shall, before the vessels shall have ar

rived within the distance of one-half mile of each other, give the signal

necessary to indicate which side she elects to take.

Rule 25. In all channels less than five hundred feet in width, no-

steam-vessel shall pass another going in the same direction unless the

steam-vessel ahead be disabled or signify her willingness that the

steam-vessel astern shall pass, when the steam-vessel astern may pass,

subject, however, to the other rules applicable to such a situation. And

when steam-vessels proceeding in opposite directions are about to meet

in such channels, both such vessels shall be slowed down to a moderate

speed, according to the circumstances.

DIRECT SIGNALS.

Rule 26. If the pilot of a steam-vessel to which a passing signal is

sounded deems it unsafe to accept and assent to said signal, he shall

not sound a cross-signal; but in that case, and in every case where the

pilot of one steamer fails to understand the course or intention of an

approaching steamer, whether from signals being given or answered

erroneously, or from other causes, the pilot of such steamer so receiving

the first passing signal, or the pilot so in doubt, shall sound several

short and rapid blasts of the whistle; and if the vessels shall have ap

proached within half a mile of each other, both shall reduce their speed

to bare steerageway, and, if necessary, stop and reverse.

IMMEDIATE DANGER.

Rule 27. In obeying and construing these rules due regard shall be

had to all dangers of navigation and collision, and to any special cir

cumstances which may render a departure from the above rules neces

sary in order to avoid immediate danger.

NEGLECT OF PRECAUTIONS, ETC.

Rule 28. Nothing in these rules shall exonerate any vessel, or th»

owner or master or crew thereof, from the consequences of any neg

lect to carry lights or signals, or of any neglect to keep a proper look

out, or of a neglect of any precaution which may be required by the

ordinary practice of seamen, or by the special circumstances of the

case.

FINE.

Sec 2. That a fine not exceeding $200 may be imposed for the viola

tion of any of the provisions of this act. The vessel shall be liable for

the said penalty, and may be seized and proceeded against, by way of

libel, in the district court of the United States for any district within

which such vessel may be found



 

AUTHORITY TO MAKE REGULATIONS.

Sec 3. That the secretary of the treasury of the United States shall

have authority to establish all necessary regulations, not inconsistent

with the provisions of this act, required to carry the same into effect.

The board of supervising inspectors of the United States shall have

authority to establish such regulations to be observed by all steam-

vessels in passing each other, not inconsistent with the provisions of

this act, as they shall from time to time deem necessary; and all regu

lations adopted by the said board of supervising inspectors under the

authority of this act, when approved by the secretary of the treasury,

shall have the force of law. Two printed copies of any such regula

tions for passing, signed by them, shall be furnished to each steam-ves

sel, and shall at all times be kept posted up in conspicuous places on

board.

REPEAL OF INCONSISTENT RULES.

Sec. 4. That all laws or parts of laws, so far as applicable to the

navigation of the Great Lakes and their connecting and tributary

waters as far east as Montreal, inconsistent with the foregoing rules, are

hereby repealed.

Sec. 5. That this act shall take effect on and after March 1, 1895.

Approved February 8, 1895.

Rules foe the Navigation of Harbors, Rivers and In

land Waters of the United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembled, That on and after March 1,

1895, the provisions of sections 4233, 4412 and 4413 of the Revised Stat

utes, and regulations pursuant thereto, shall be followed on the harbors,

rivers and inland waters of the United States.

The provisions of said sections of the Revised Statutes and regula

tions pursuant thereto are hereby declared special rules duly made by

local authority relative to the navigation of harbors, rivers and inland

waters as provided for in article 30 of the act of August 19, 1890, en

titled " An act to adopt regulations for preventing collisions at sea,"

Sec 2. The secretary of the treasury is hereby authorized, empowered

and directed from time to time to designate and define by suitable

bearings or ranges with light-houses, light-vessels, buoys or coast ob

jects, the lines dividing the high seas from rivers, harbors and inland

waters.

Sec. 3. Collectors or other chief officers of the customs shall require

all sail-vessels to be furnished with proper signal lights. Every such

vessel that shall be navigated without complying with the statutes of

the United States, or the regulations that may be lawfully made there
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under, shall be liable to a penalty of $200, one-half to go to the informer;

for which sum the vessel so navigated shall be liable, and may be seized

and proceeded against by way of libel in any district court of the

United States having jurisdiction of the offense.

Sec. 4. The words " inland waters " used in this act shall not be held

to include the Great Lakes and their connecting and tributary waters

as far east as Montreal; and this act shall not in any respect modify or

affect the provisions of the act entitled " An act to regulate navigation

on the Great Lakes and their connecting and tributary waters," ap

proved February 8, 1895.

RULES OF THE SUPERVISING INSPECTORS.

PILOT RULES FOR ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC COAST INLAND

WATERS.

Mules and regulations for the government of pilots of steamers navigat

ing harbors, rivers and inland waters (except tlie Great Lakes, the

Red River of the North, and rivers emptying into the Gulf of Mexico,

and their tributaries) when meeting or approaching each other,

whether by day or night, and as soon as fidly within sound of the

steam-whistle. Adopted by the Board of Supervising Inspectors,

June, 1871; amended January, 1875, 1881, 1882, 1893, 1895.

Rule L When steamers are approaching each other "head and

head," or nearly so, it shall be the duty of each steamer to pass to the

right or port side of the other; and the pilot of either steamer may be

first in determining to pursue this course, and thereupon shall give, as

a signal of his intention, one short and distinct blast of his steam-

whistle, which the pilot of the other steamer shall answer promptly by

a similar blast of his steam-whistle, and thereupon such steamers shall

pass to the right or port side of each other. But if the course of such

steamers is so far on the starboard of each other as not to be consid

ered by pilots as meeting " head and head," or nearly so, the pilots so

first deciding shall immediately give two short and distinct blasts of

his steam-whistle, which the pilot of the other steamer shall answer

promptly by two similar blasts of his steam-whistle, and they shall

pass to the left or on the starboard side of each other.

Note— In the night steamers will be considered as meeting "head

and head " so long as both the colored lights of each are in view of the

other.

Rule IL When steamers are approaching each other in an oblique

direction (as shown in diagram of the fourth situation) they shall pass

to the right of each other, as if meeting " head and head," or nearly so,

and the signals by whistle shall be given and answered promptly, as

in that case specified.
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Rule ILL If, when steamers are approaching each other, the pilot of

either vessel fails to understand the course or intention of the other,

whether from signals being given or answered erroneously, or from

other causes, the pilot so in doubt shall immediately signify the same

by giving several short and rapid blasts of the steam-whistle; and if

the vessels shall have approached within half a mile of each other, both

shall be immediately slowed to speed barely sufficient for steerageway

until the proper signals are given, answered, and understood, or until

the vessels shall have passed each other.

Vessels approaching each other from opposite directions are forbid

den to use what has become technically known among pilots as "cross-

signals" — that is answering one whistle with two, and answering two

whistles with one. In all cases, and under all circumstances, a pilot

receiving either of the whistle signals provided in the rules, which for

any reason he deems injudicious to comply with, instead of answer

ing it with a cross-signal, must at once observe the provisions of this

rule.

Rule IV. When steamers are running in a fog or thick weather, it

shall be the duty of the pilot to cause a long blast of the steam-whistle

to be sounded at intervals not exceeding one minute.

Steamers, when drifting or at anchor in the fair-way of other vessels

in a fog or thick weather, shall ring their bells at intervals of not more

than two minutes.

Rule V. Whenever a steamer is nearing a short bend or curve in

the channel, where, from the height of the banks or other cause, a

steamer approaching from the opposite direction cannot be seen for a

distance of half a mile, the pilot of such steamer, when he shall have

arrived within half a mile of such curve or bend, shall give a signal by

one long blast of the steam-whistle, which signal shall be answered by

a similar blast, given by the pilot of any approaching steamer that may

be within hearing. Should such signal be so answered by a steamer

upon the farther side of such bend, then the usual signals for meeting

and passing shall immediately be given and answered; but, if the first

alarm signal of such pilot be not answered, he is to consider the chan

nel clear and govern himself accordingly.

When boats are moved from their docks or berths, and other boats

are liable to pass from any direction toward them, they shall give the

same signal as in case of boats meeting at a bend. But immediately

after clearing the berths so as to be fully in sight, they shall be gov

erned by Rule L

Rule VL The signals, by the blowing of the steam-whistle, shall be

given and answered by pilots, in compliance with these rules, not only

when meeting *' head and head," or nearly so, but at all times when

passing or meeting at a distance within a half mile of each other, and

whether passing to the starboard or port.

6
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Rule VII. When two steamers are approaching the narrows known

as " Hell Gate," on the East River at New York, side by side, or nearly

so, running in the same direction, the steamer on the right or starboard

hand of the other (when approaching from the west), when they shall

have arrived abreast of the north end of Blackwell's Island, shall have

the right of way, and the steamer on the left or port side shall check

her way and drop astern. In like case when two steamers are approach

ing from the east and are abreast at Negro Point, the steamer on the

right or starboard hand of the other shall have the right of way, and

shall proceed on her course without interference, and the steamer on

the port side of the other shall keep at a safe distance astern (not less

than three lengths) until both steamers have passed through the diffi

cult channel.

Rule VIIL When steamers are running in the same direction, and

the pilot of a steamer which is astern shall desire to pass on the right

or starboard hand of the steamer ahead, he shall give one short blast of

the steam-whistle as a signal of such desire and intention, and shall

put his helm to port; or if he shall desire to pass on the left or port

side of the steamer ahead, he shall give two short blasts of the steam

whistle as a signal of such desire and intention, and shall put his helm

to starboard, and the pilot of the steamer ahead shall answer by the

same signals, or if he does not think it safe for the steamer astern to

attempt to pass at that point he shall immediately signify the same by

giving several short and rapid blasts of the steam-whistle, and under

so circumstances shall the steamer astern attempt to pass the steamer

ahead until such time as they have reached a point where it can be

safely done, when said steamer ahead shall signify her willingness by

blowing the proper signals. The boat ahead shall in no case attempt

to cross the bow or crowd upon the course of the passing steamer.

Every vessel coming up with another vessel from any direction more

than two points abaft her beam, that is, in such a position with refer

ence to the vessel which she is overtaking that at night she would be

unable to see either of that vessel's side-lights, shall be deemed to be an

overtaking vessel, and no subsequent alteration of the bearing between

the two vessels shall make the overtaking vessel a crossing vessel

within the meaning of these rules, or relieve her of the duty of keep

ing clear of the overtaken vessel until she is finally past and clear.

N. B.— The foregoing rules are to be complied with in all cases ex

cept when steamers are navigating in a crowded channel or in the

vicinity of wharves; under such circumstances steamers must be run

and managed with great caution, sounding the whistle as may be nec

essary, to guard against collision or other accidents.

Section 4^33, Revised Statutes.— Rule XXIV.— In construing and

obeying these rules, due regard must be had to all dangers of naviga

tion, and to any special circumstances which may exist in any particu

lar case rendering a departure from them necessary in order to avoid

immediate danger.
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RULE IX All double-ended ferry-boats on lakes and seaboard shall

carry a central range of clear, bright, white lights, showing ail around

the horizon, placed at equal altitudes forward and aft, also such side

lights as specified in section 4233, Revised Statutes, Rule III, paragraphs

B and C.

Local inspectors in districts having ferry-boats shall, whenever the

safety of navigation may require, designate for each line of such boats

a certain light, white or colored, which shall show all around the hor

izon, to designate and distinguish such lines from each other, which

light shall be carried on a flagstaff amidship, fifteen feet above the

white range light.

The line dividing jurisdiction between pilot rules on western rivers

and lakes, and seaboard at New Orleans, shall be the lower limits of the

city.

Rule X Lights for barges and canal-boats in tow of steam-vessels.

On the inland rivers, bays, sounds and harbors of the United States, ex

cept on the waters of the Hudson river and its tributaries, from Troy

to Sandy Hook, the waters of the East river, and Long Island Sound,

and the waters entering therein, and to the Atlantic ocean, to and in

cluding Narragansett Bay, R. L, and tributaries, and Lake Champlain,

barges and canal-boats towing astern of steam-vessels, when towing

singly, or what is known as tandem towing, shall each carry a green

light on the starboard side and a red light on the port side. When two

or more boats are abreast, the colored lights shall be carried at the outer

sides of the bows of the outside boata

Barges or canal-boats towing alongside a steam-vessel shall, if the

deck, deckhouses or cargo of the barge or canal-boat be so high above

water as to obscure the side-lights of the towing steamer, when being

towed on the starboard side of the steamer, carry a green light upon

the starboard side, and, when towed on the port side of the steamer, a

red light on the port side of the barge or canal-boat; and if there is

more than one barge or canal-boat abreast, the colored lights shall be

displayed from the outer side of the outside barges or canal-boats.

Barges and canal-boats, when being towed by steam-vessels on the wat

ers of the Hudson river and its tributaries from Troy to Sandy Hook,

the East river and Long Island Sound (and the waters entering therein,

and to the Atlantic ocean), to and including Narragansett Bay, R. L,

and tributaries, and Lake Champlain. shall carry lights as follows:

Barges and canal-boats being towed astern of steam-vessels, when

towing singly or what is known as tandem towing, shall each carry a

white light on the bow and a white light on the stern.

Barges and canal-boats when towed at a hawser two or more abreast,

when in one tier, shall carry a white light on the bow and a white light

on the stern of each of the outside boats; when in more than one tier,

each of the outside boats shall carry a white light on its bow; and the
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outside boats in the last tier shall each carry, in addition, a white light

on tha outer, after part of stern.

Barges or canal-boats towed alongside a steam-vessel, if on the star

board side of said steam-vessel, shall display a white light on her own

starboard bow; and if on the port of said steam-vessel, shall display a

white light on her own port bow; and if there is more than one barge

or canal-boat alongside, the white lights shall be displayed from the

outboard side of the outside barge or canal-boat.

When barges or canal-boats are massed in tiers and towed at a haw

ser, as is usual on the Hudson river, there shall be carried on the for

ward port side of the port boat of each tier a white light, and on the

forward starboard side of the starboard boat in each tier a white light,

and on the after port side of the port boat in the stern tier a white

light, and on the after starboard side of the starboard boat in the stem

tier a white light.

The white lights for barges and canal-boats referred to in the pre

ceding rules shall be carried at least ten feet and not more than thirty

feet abaft the stem or extreme forward end of the vessel, above the

deck rail of the vessel on single-decked vessels, and on the upper deck

of double or three-decked barges or canal-boats; and shall be of such a

character as to be visible on a dark night, with a clear atmosphere, at

a distance of at least five miles.

The colored side-lights referred to in the foregoing rules must be

fitted with inboard screens, so as to prevent them from being seen

across the bow, and of such a character as to be visible on a dark night,

with a clear atmosphere, at a distance of at least two miles, and so con

structed as to show a uniform and unbroken light over an arc of the

horizon of ten points of the compass, and so fixed as to throw the light

from right ahead to two points abaft the beam on either side. The

minimum size of glass globes used shall not be less than six inches in

diameter and five and one-half inches high in the clear.

Any barge or canal-boat in tow of a steam-vessel, when the last boat

of a tow, and not required by these rules to carry a light on the stern—

except upon rivers whose waters flow into the Gulf of Mexico — on

being overtaken by another vessel shall show from her stern to such

last-mentioned vessel a flare-up light ; or, in lieu thereof, a white light

fixed and carried in a lantern, which shall be so constructed, fitted and

screened that it shall throw an unbroken light over an arc of the hori

zon of twelve points of the compass, viz., for six points from the right

aft on each side of the vessel, so as to be visible at a distance of at least

one mile.

These rules for lights on barges and canal-boats shall take effect at

sundown May 1, 1894, and the lights provided therein shall thereafter

be carried from sunset to sunrise at all times when being navigated.

Provided, that nothing in these rules shall be construed as compelling
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barges or canal-boats in tow of steam-vessels, passing through any

waters en route or directly to or from a port where lights for barges or

canal-boats are different from those of the waters whereon such vessels

are usually employed, to change their lights from those required on the

waters from which their trip begins or terminates; but should such

vessels engage in local employment on waters requiring different lights

from those where they are customarily employed, they shall comply

with the local rules where employed.

PILOT RULES FOR WESTERN RIVERS.

Rules and regulations for the government of pilots of steamers navigat

ing the Red River of the North and rivers whose waters flow into the

Gulf of Mexico, and their tributaries. Adopted by the Board of

United States Supervising Inspectors of Steam-vessels, June, 1871;

amended January, 1875, February, 1880 and 1895, to take effect March

1, 1805.

Rule L When steamers are approaching each other from opposite

directions, the signals for passing shall be one blast of the steam-whistle

to pass to the right, and two blasts of the steam-whistle to pass to the

left.

The pilot on the ascending steamer shall be the first to indicate the

side on which he desires to pass; but if the pilot on the descending

steamer shall deem it dangerous to take the side indicated by the pilot

of the ascending steamer, he shall at once signify that fact by sounding

the alarm or danger signal of three or more short blasts of the steam-

whistle, and it shall be the duty of the pilot of the ascending steamer

to answer by a similar signal of three or more blasts of the whistle,

after which the pilot of the descending steamer may indicate by his

whistle the side on which he desires to pass, and the pilot of the ascend

ing steamer shall govern himself accordingly, the descending steamer

being entitled to the right of way. The signals for passing must be

made, answered and understood before the steamers have arrived at a

distance of eight hundred yards of each other. Provided, however, that

when a steamer on the Mississippi river is about to enter the Ohio river

at the same time that a steamer on the Ohio river is about to enter the

Mississippi river, at Cairo Point, the steamer on the Mississippi river

shall give the first signal. But in no case shall pilots on steamers at

tempt to pass each other until there has been a thorough understand

ing as to the side each steamer shall take.

Rule IL If from any cause the signals for passing are not made at

the proper time, as provided in Rule I; or, should the signals be given

and not properly understood, from any cause whatever, and either boat

become imperiled thereby, the pilot on either steamer may be the first

to sound the alarm or danger signal, which shall consist of three or
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more short blasts of the steam-whistle in quick succession. Whenever

the danger signal is given, the engines of both steamers must be stopped

and backed until their headway has been fully checked; nor shall the

engines of either steamer be again started ahead until the steamers can

safely pass each other. Vessels approaching each other from opposite

directions are forbidden to use what has become technically known

among pilots as " cross-signals " — that is, answering one whistle with

two, and answering two whistles with one. In all cases, and under all

circumstances, a pilot receiving either of the whistle signals provided

in the rules, which for any reason he deems injudicious to comply with,

instead of answering it with a cross-signal, must at once observe the

provisions of this rule.

Rule IIL When two boats are about to enter a narrow channel at

the same time, the ascending boat shall be stopped below such channel

until the descending boat shall have passed through it; but should two

boats unavoidably meet in such channel, then it shall be the duty of

the pilot of the ascending boat to make the proper signals, and, when

answered, the ascending boat shall lie as close as possible to the side of

the channel the exchange of signals may have determined, as provided

by Rule I, and either stop the engines or move them so as only to give

the boat steerage way, and the pilot of the descending boat shall cause

his boat to be worked slowly until he has passed the ascending boat.

When two steamers are approaching a bridge span or draw from

opposite directions, and the passing signals as provided in Rule I have

been given and understood, should the pilot of the descending steamer

deem it dangerous for the steamers to pass each other between the

piers of such span or draw, he shall sound the alarm or danger signal,

and it shall then be the duty of the pilot of the ascending steamer to

answer with a similar alarm signal, and to slow or stop his engines

below such span or draw until the descending steamer shall have passed.

Rule IV. When a steamer is ascending and running close on a bar

or shore, the pilot shall in no case attempt to cross the river when a

descending boat shall be so near that it would be possible for a collision

to ensue therefrom.

Rule V. When any steamer, whether ascending or descending, is

nearing a short bend or point where, from any cause, a steamer ap

proaching in an opposite direction cannot be seen at a distance of six

hundred yards, the pilot of such steamer, when he shall have arrived

within six hundred yards of that bend or point, shall give a signal of

one long sound of his steam-whistle, as a notice to any steamer that

may be approaching; and should there be any approaching steamer

within hearing of such signal, it shall be the duty of the pilot thereof

to answer such signal by one long sound of his steam-whistle, when

both boats shall be navigated with the proper precautions, as required

by preceding rules.
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RULE VL When a steamer is running in a fog or thick weather, it

shall be the duty of the pilot to sound his steam-whistle at intervals

not exceeding one minute.

Steamers on rivers whose waters flow into the Gulf of Mexico, lying

to during fog or thick weather, when the fog-whistle or any sound is

heard indicating the approach of another steamer, shall, if lying on the

right shore, or right bank, give one tap of the bell; if lying on left

shore, or left bank, give two taps of the bell, at intervals of not more

than one minute, to indicate their presence, which signals shall con

tinue until the approaching steamer has passed. Right and left shore

or hank is understood by facing down stream, or with the flow of the

current.

Rule VTL When steamers are running in the same direction, and

the pilot of the boat astern shall desire to pass either side of the boat

ahead, he shall give the signal as in Rule I, and the pilot of the boat

ahead shall answer by the same signal; or, if he prefer to keep on his

course, he shall make the necessary signals, and the boat wishing to

pass must govern herself accordingly; but the boat ahead shall in no

case attempt to cross her bow or crowd upon her course.

Every vessel coming up with another vessel from any direction more

than two points abaft her beam, that is, in such a position with ref

erence to the vessel which she is overtaking that at night she would

be unable to see either of that vessel's side-lights, shall be deemed to be

an overtaking vessel; and no subsequent alteration of the bearing be

tween the two vessels shall make the overtaking vessel a crossing

vessel within the meaning of these rules, or relieve her of the duty of

keeping clear of the overtaken vessel until she is finally past and clear.

Rule VIIL When boats are moved from their docks or berths, and

other boats are liable to pass from any direction toward them, they

shall give the same signal as in case of boats meeting at a bend; but

immediately after clearing the berths so as to be fully in sight they

shall be governed by Rule L

Rule IX. The lights for barges and canal-boats, when towed ahead

or alongside of the steamer, as is customary upon rivers whose waters

flow into the Gulf of Mexico, shall be as follows:

When one barge is towed by a steamer and such barge is towed

ahead, such barge shall have a green light on the starboard bow and a

red light on port bow. When such barge is towed alongside of the

steamer, on the starboard side, such barge shall have a green light on the

starboard bow. When such barge is towed alongside of a steamer, on

the port side, such barge shall have a red light on the port bow. When

two barges are towed alongside of a steamer, one on the starboard and

one on the port side, the starboard barge shall carry a green light on

the starboard bow, and the port barge shall carry a red light on the

port bow. When two or more barges are towed ahead, the green light

shall be placed on the starboard bow of the starboard barge, and a red
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light on the port bow of the port barge, and at a distance of not less

than ten feet above the surface of the water. The colored side-lights

referred to in the foregoing rules must be fitted with inboard screens,

so as to prevent them from being seen across the bow, and of such a

character as to be visible on a dark night, with a clear atmosphere, at a

distance of at least two miles, and so constructed as to show a uniform

and unbroken light over an arc of the horizon of ten points of the com

pass, and so fixed as to throw the light from right ahead to two points

abaft the beam on either side. The minimum size of glass globes used

shall not be less than six inches in diameter, and five and one-half

inches high in the clear.

Rule X. Signal lights for steamers under way are provided by law

as follows, the same to bs carried between sunset and sunrise:

For ocean steamers and steamers carrying sail, a bright white light

at the foremast head, to throw the light through ten points of the

compass on each side of the ship, viz., from right ahead to two points

abaft the beam, and to be visible at least five miles. On the starboard

side a green light, and on the port side a red light, each to throw the

light through ten point of the compass on their respective sides, viz.,

from right ahead to two points abaft the beam, and to be visible at

least two miles. These colored lights are to be fitted with inboard

screens, projecting at least three feet forward from the light, to pre

vent them from being seen across the bow.

For steamers navigating waters flowing into the Gulf of Mexico and

the Red River of the North, a red light on the outboard side of the port

smoke pipe, and a green light on the outboard side of the starboard

smoke pipe — these lights to show both forward and abeam on their re

spective sides.

For coasting steamers and those navigating bays, lakes or other in

land waters, other than ferry-boats and those above provided for, the

red and green side-lights as prescribed for ocean steamers, and a cen

tral range of two white lights, the after-light being carried at an eleva

tion of at least fifteen feet above the light at the head of the vessel :

the head-light to show through twenty points of the compass, namely,

from right ahead to two points abaft the beam on either side of the

vessel; and the after-light to show all around the horizon.

For steamers towing other vessels, the colored lights will be the same

as prescribed for ocean steamers; and two white mast-lights shall also

be carried vertically, to distinguish them from other steamers; the

white lights to show through twenty points of the compass, viz., from

right ahead to two points abaft the beam on either side of the vessel.

RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE BOARD OF SUPERVISING INSPECTORS OF

STEAM-VESSELS, JANUARY 25, 1889, RECOMMENDING LIGHTS FOR TOW-

BOATS.

Resolved, That it is the sense of this board that where tow-boats nav

igating rivers whose waters flow into the Gulf of Mexico find it neces
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sary to use a signal light or lights on the stern of their boats, they are

advised to use, uniformly, two white lights, one above the other, three

feet apart, the upper light not to be less than fifteen feet above the roof

of the upper deck, on the afterpart of the stern of the steamer.

Rule XI. A bright white light, not exceeding twenty feet above the

hull, shall be exhibited by all steamers when at anchor between sunset

and sunrise, in a globular lantern of eight inches in diameter, so placed

as to throw a good light all around the horizon.

Rule XII. The signal lights on ferry-boats on waters flowing into

the Gulf of Mexico and their tributaries shall be the same as those on

all other steamboats on the same waters, except double-ended ferry

boats shall carry a central range of clear, bright, white lights, showing

all around the horizon, placed at equal altitudes forward and aft; also

such side-lights as specified in section 4233 of the Revised Statutes, rule 3,

paragraphs B and C.

Rule XIII. All other steamers, ferry or otherwise, having but one

chimney, shall have brackets securely fastened to each side of the same,

so as to carry the red and green lights the same as passenger steamers.

Rule XIV. The line dividing jurisdiction between the pilot rules

on western rivers and harbors, rivers, and inland waters at New Or

leans, shall be the lower limits of the city.

EXTRACTS FROM REVISED STATUTES.

Sec. 4233. The following rules for preventing collisions on the water

shall be followed in the navigation of vessels of the navy and of the

mercantile marine of the United States:

STEAM AND SAIL VESSELS.

Rule L Every steam-vessel which is under sail and not under steam

shall be considered a sail-vessel; and every steam-vessel which is under

steam, whether under sail or not, shall be considered a steam-vesseL

LIGHTS.

Rule II. The lights mentioned in the following rules, and no others,

shall be carried in all weather, between sunset and sunrise:

Rule III. All ocean-going steamers and steamers carrying sail shall,

when under way, carry—

(a) At the foremast head, a bright white light of such a character as

to be visible on a dark night, with a clear atmosphere, at a distance of

at least five miles, and so constructed as to show a uniform and un

broken light over an arc of the horizon of twenty points of the com

pass, and so fixed as to throw the light ten points on each side of the

vessel, namely, from right ahead to two points abaft the beam on either

side.

(6) On the starboard side, a green light, of such a character as to be

visible on a dark night, with a clear atmosphere, at a distance of at least
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two miles, and so constructed as to show a uniform and unbroken light

over an arc of the horizon of ten points of the compass, and so fixed as

to throw the light from right ahead to two points abaft the beam on

the starboard side.

(c) On the port side, a red light, of such a character as. to be visible

on a dark night, with a clear atmosphere, at a distance of at least two

miles, and so constructed as to show a uniform and unbroken light over

an arc of the horizon of ten points of the compass, and so fixed as to

throw the light from right ahead to two points abaft the beam on the

port side.

The green and red lights shall be fitted with inboard screens, pro

jecting at least three feet forward from the lights, so as to prevent

them from being seen across the bow.

Rule IV. Steam-vessels when towing other vessels shall carry two

bright white masthead lights vertically, in addition to their side-lights,

so as to distinguish them from other steam-vessels. Each of these mast

head lights shall be of the same character and construction as the

masthead lights prescribed by Rule III.

Rule V. All steam-vessels, other than ocean-going steamers, and

steamers carrying sail, shall, when under way, carry on the starboard

and port sides lights of the same character and construction and in the

same position as are prescribed for side-lights by Rule III, except in the

case provided in Rule VI.

Rule VL River steamers navigating waters flowing into the Gulf

of Mexico, and their tributaries, shall carry the following lights, namely :

One red light on the outboard side of the port smoke pipe, and one

green light on the outboard side of the starboard smoke pipe. Such

lights shall show both forward and abeam on their respective sides.

Rule VII. All coasting steam-vessels, and steam-vessels other than

ferry-boats and vessels 'otherwise expressly provided for, navigating the

bays, lakes, rivers or other inland waters of the United States, except

those mentioned in Rule VI, shall carry the red and green lights, as pre

scribed for ocean-going steamers; and in addition thereto a central

range of two white lights, the after-light being carried at an elevation

of at least fifteen feet above the light at the head of the vesseL The

head-light shall be so constructed as to show a good light through

twenty points of the compass, namely, from right ahead to two points

abaft the beam on either side of the vessel; and the after-light so as to

show all around the horizon. The lights for ferry-boats, barges and

canal-boats, when in tow of steam-vessels, shall be regulated by such rules

as the board of supervising inspectors of steam-vessels shall prescribe.

When towing, the law will be complied with by having an additional

light aft two or three feet below the proper after-light, also showing

around the horizon, and from a flagstaff of sufficient height put any

where abaft the pilot-house.
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Lights so displayed on towing vessels without masts are considered

the equivalents of the two masthead lights required by Rule 4, sec

tion 4233, Revised Statutes.

(Decision of the secretary of the treasury, No. 3838, dated January 8.

1879.)

AS TO RAFTS, ETC.

The board of supervising inspectors on February 3, 1891, adopted the

following resolution:

Resolved, That all coal-boats, trading-boats, produce-boats, oyster-

boats, fishing-boats and other water-craft navigating any bay, harbor

or river, propelled by hand-power, horse-power, sail or by the current

of the river, or which shall be moored in or near the channel or fair

way of any bay, harbor or river, shall carry one bright white light for

ward not less than six feet above the rail or deck. Rafts of one crib

and not more than two in length shall carry one bright white light on

a pole not less than twelve feet high. Three or more cribs in length

shall carry one white light at each end of the raft at the same height.

Boom-rafts with cross-binders towed ahead of steamers on the Missis

sippi and Ohio rivers and other waters flowing into the Gulf of Mexico,

and on the Red River of the North, shall carry a white light twelve

feet high at the forward end of the raft, and one such light each side

midway between the forward and after end.

Rafts of more than one crib abreast shall carry one white light on each

outside corner of the raft, making four lights in all. Bag or boom rafts

navigating or anchored in the fair-way of any bay, harbor or river shall

carry a white light at least twelve feet high at each end of the raft,

and one of such lights on each side midway between the forward and

after end. Row-boats shall carry one white light two feet above the

stern.

Note.— For Pilot Rules for the Great Lakes and their connecting

and tributary waters as far east as Montreal, see pout, page 439.



CHAPTER III.

LIGHTS.

Sec. 25. Visibility.— The word "visible," in the rules of

navigation, when applied to lights means capable of being

seen on a dark night with a clear atmosphere.1 It is the

duty of every vessel at night, whether under way or at rest,

to exhibit the regulation lights prescribed by law, or in case

of their absence, by reason of accident or other unavoidable

cause, to exhibit such other lights as will indicate its posi

tion to approaching vessels, and it will be held at fault for

assuming a position in which its lights cannot be seen.2 A

vessel assuming a position in which her colored lights are

obscured does not comply with the law requiring lights to

be visible for ten points around the horizon.'

1 26 U. S. Stat, at L. 320.

'The Howard, 30 Fed. R 280;

The Sea Caucus, 34 Fed. R 68; The

Manhassett, 34 Fed. R. 408.

»The Sea Caucus, 34 Fed. R 68;

The Charles L. Jeffrey, 55 Fed. R

685.

Where a tug in towing a barge

placed it in such a position as to

obscure one of her side-lights with

out having any corresponding light

on the barge to take its place, it

was held that such omission was

negligence. The Howard, 30 Fed.

R 280; Tug No. 13, 50 Fed. R 628.

In a collision between two sail

ing-vessels meeting nearly end on,

one was held in fault for placing

her red light near the taffrail where

it was liable to be obscured by the

sails and by the shape of the ves

sel's sides. The Johane Auguste,

21 Fed. R 134.

In a collision between a sailing-

vessel and a steamer the side-lights

of the schooner became obscured

by her jib, and were not visible to

approaching steamers. It was held

that the schooner was alone at

fault. The Vesper, 9 Fed. R 569.

Where officers and crew of a

steamer testified that no green

light was visible on a schooner

with which they collided, and after

collision it was ascertained that

the lights were dim and insuffi

cient, it was held that such evi

dence overbalanced the evidence

of the schooner's witnesses that

the light was properly set and was

burning brightly. The La Cham

pagne, 60 Fed. R 299.
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While the lights required to be carried must be of suffi

cient brilliancy to be plainly visible, they must not be so

powerful nor placed in such position that they blind the

lookout or prevent him from seeing ahead.1 Approaching

vessels have the right to expect that others in their course

will comply with the requirements of the law and exhibit

the statutory lights, and are bound to act accordingly. A

vessel exercising proper vigilance and skill, but misled by

tbe irregular exhibitions of lights by another vessel, is not

responsible in damages, unless the collision might have been

avoided by good seamanship after the danger of collision

was discovered.2

Sec. 26. When lights are doubtfnl.— On making the

lights of another vessel, if there is any uncertainty as to its

position or direction, ordinary prudence requires the vessel

thus situated to reduce its speed, stop, or change its course

sufficiently to place itself beyond harm. This is especially

the duty of a steam-vessel. Keeping a steamer under way

at full speed when there is any uncertainty as to the mean

ing of the lights carried by another vessel is negligence

per 8e? When by reason of smoke, steam or fog the side

light of an approaching vessel are rendered doubtful or un

certain, it is the duty of the steamer observing them to

slacken its speed or stop, and blow an alarm whistle until

the uncertainty as to the movements of the approaching

vessel are passed.4

Sec. 27. Failure to see lights.—A failure to see the

lights of an approaching vessel is negligence where there is

nothing to prevent them from being seen by an attentive

watch. Where the collision is the result of a failure to see

•The R R Forbes, 1 Sprague, Illinois, 5 Blatch. 256; Bradley v.

328; Pope v. The R. R Forbes, 1 The John Pridgeon, Jr., 88 Fed. R.

Cliff. 331. 261.

'The Continental, 8 Blatch. 3. 4 The Ping-on v. Blethen, 11 Fed.

3The Ogdensburg, 1 Newb. 189; R. 607.

The Potteville, 24 Fed. R 655; The
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lights properly displayed, when they can be discerned in

time to avoid it, due diligence being exercised by the look

out, such failure is sufficient to subject the vessel to dam

ages.1 Where, however, the approaching vessel has pursued

a course which of itself would have sufficed to produce a

collision, the fact that the light on the injured vessel was in

visible will not, on that account alone, render her guilty of

contributory negligence.2 When the lights actually ex

hibited are sufficient to put an approaching vessel on her

guard, though not the lights prescribed by statute, and a

collision occurs as a result of the failure of the approaching

vessel to observe those actually displayed, rather than as a

result of the nature of the lights, the fact that the statutory

lights are not displayed will not bar a partial recovery, if

the collision occurs as a result of not keeping a proper look

out, or as the result of other neglect on the part of the

approaching vessel.'

Duties imposed by the sailing regulations are reciprocal

between two vessels approaching,— the duty imposed by

law upon one to exhibit proper lights being no greater than

the duty imposed by law upon the other to provide suffi

cient lookouts to observe such lights when displayed.4

1 The Niagara County, 25 Fed. R

208; The City of Chester, 27 Fed.

R 319; The Decatur H. Miller, 62

Fed. R 92; The Fanita, 14 Blatch.

545; The Zodiac, 9 Ben. 171; The

Sea Caucus, 34 Fed. R 68; The City

of Savanah, 41 Fed. R 891.

2 Beal v. Marchais, The Bangain-

ville, L. R (N. S.) 316.

'The Roman, 12 Fed. R 219.

A bark and a steamer collided

on the open ssa at night ; the bark

had proper regulation lights burn

ing and held her course. The

steamer's single lookout failed to

see the bark's lights, although they

were visible and were seen by a

passenger. It was held that the

steamer was in fault. The Belgen-

land, 114 U. S. 355, 856.

4 A schooner was sailing east

ward by night, through Long Isl

and Sound, when she observed,

nearly ahead and at some distance,

the lights of a steamer. A collis

ion ensued. The evidence showed

that the schooner's lights were

burning and that she kept her

course. The schooner's lights were

observed, but not in time to avoid

collision, or, if observed, the steam

er's course was not changed in

time to avoid collision. Held, that

the steamer was in fault for not
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Sec. 28. Displaying wrong light.— A vessel which by

displaying a wrong light conveys an erroneous impression,

resulting in collision, is liable in damages, unless the collid

ing vessel might have avoided the other after discovering

the mistake, which it is bound to do if possible ; and the

fact that an improper light is carried does not absolve the

other from the duty of observing any other indications suffi

cient to make known the character of the approaching ves

sel.1 When proper lights are displayed, the fact that the

master of a vessel mistakes them for other lights is not

sufficient justification to prevent a recovery, where the col

liding vessel takes no further steps to verify its conclusion ;

proper lights being shown, the fact that they are not under

stood imposes no liability on the vessel displaying them.2

The failure of a vessel to comply with the navigation

laws in regard to lights is such negligence as will defeat re

covery by the owners of the delinquent vessel for injuries

received by it, if the absence of the proper lights in any way

contributed or tended to bring about the collision, the other

observing the lights in time to ceeding down the bay of New York,

prevent collision. The City of to sea, when the master observed a

Truro, 35 Fed. R. 317. white light ahead but could dis-

Where lights of a sailing-vessel cover no colored lights. He con-

were plainly exhibited to a eluded the vessel was going in the

steamer, but were not actually same direction with his steamer,

seen by it until the sailing vessel and changed his course sufficiently

was too close upon her to avoid to avoid the light, had his conclu-

collision, it was held that the sion been correct. Instead of going

steamer was in fault for not ob- in the same direction the vessel

serving the lights in time to pre- was proceeding into port. As soon

vent collision. The Samuel H. as the steamer discovered this fact

Crawford, 6 Fed. R. 906. it stopped and reversed, but too

1The Continental, 14 Wall. 347; late to avoid a collision. Held, that

The Grey Eagle, 9 Wall. 505; The the sailing-vessel was in fault for

Frank P. Lee, 34 Fed. R. 480; 1 exhibiting a white light and in

Newb. 227; Beyer v. The Nurenberg, failing to exhibit a green light.

3 Hughes, 505; The Hoverton, 31 Bryant v. The Excelsior, 39 Fed. R.

Fed. R. 56a 393.

A steamer properly manned, with 2 Nelson v. Leland, 22 How. 48.

proper lights displayed, was pro-
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vessel not being at fault. But where the evidence shows

that the collision resulted from other causes, and not from.

such failure to exhibit proper lights, the delinquent vessel

is entitled to recover notwithstanding such fault.1 Prima

facie, a vessel with no lights, or with imperfect or misplaced

ones, is at fault ; and where it appears that at the time of

collision the injured vessel was at fault in not exhibiting

proper lights, the court must be satisfied, and it must clearly

appear, that their absence did not contribute to the collision,

before recovery can be had.2 Where it is shown that there

was no lookout on the colliding vessel, the want of proper

lights on the injured ship will not prevent a recovery, the

absence of such lights making no difference in the result

where there is no one to observe them if properly displayed.3

i White Hall Trans. Co. v. N. J.

Steamboat Co., 51 N. Y. 369; The

Northern Warrior, 1 Hask. 314;

The Haverton, 31 Fed. R 508; The

Buckeye, 7 Biss. 23.

2 The Hibemia, 31 L. T. (N. S.) 805.

3 Cohen v. The Mary T. Wilder,

Taney, 567; Farwell et al. v. The

Steamboat John H. Starin, 2 Fed.

R. 100.

An approaching vessel, seeing

only a white light on another ves

sel, and regulating her movements

on the assumption that such ves

sel was at anchor, was held not at

fault in case of collision, the white

light, when used alone, being the

light used by vessels at anchor.

The Concho, 24 Fed. R 758.

Where a vessel approaches a

crowded harbor and fails to ex

hibit a light under circumstances

such that one would have been

seen by a good lookout, and a col

lision thus prevented, she cannot

recover damages for an injury re

ceived as a result of such failure.

The R B. Forbes, 1 Spr. 328; 1

Cliff. 331.

Where a vessel mistakes the

lights of another and takes no fur

ther steps to verify its conclusion,

but proceeds without stopping un

til collision ensiles, it is guilty of

negligence. It is the duty of an ap

proaching vessel to stop until there

is certainty as to the location of a

light visible; and the fact that the

master supposed the light ahead to

be on a landing place instead of on

a vessel is no excuse for his vessel

going ahead until the nature of the

light was fully determined. Nel

son v. Leland, 22 How. 48.

A close-hauled vessel exhibiting

lights other than those required by

law was run into by a vessel run

ning free, and whose duty it was

to keep out of the way, but which,

by reason of its having no proper

lookout, did not discover a vessel

approaching close-hauled, or her

lights, till the instant of collision.

The court held that, inasmuch as
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Where the lights carried by a vessel are not those which

are prescribed by law, other vessels may not wantonly in

flict injury on her, and are not to be excused from the exer

cise of proper care in approaching her.1 A vessel with

proper lights is bound to do everything possible to avoid a

collision with one without them, and is liable for injuries that

might have been avoided by careful seamanship.2 A strict

compliance with the statutory regulations in regard to lights

does not in all cases show a full performance of duty ; cir

cumstances frequently arise calling for extraordinary dili

gence to observe all possible precautions ; and where a vessel

simply relies on the fact of her own lawful equipment, and

does not use every other reasonable means for avoiding a

collision, she is liable in damages notwithstanding.'

the proper lights would not have

been seen even if they had been dis

played, the absence of such lights

could not be held to have contrib

uted to the collision, and that the

vessel infringing the statutory reg

ulations could not be deemed in

fault. The Englishman, 37 L. T.

<N. S.) 412.

In the case of The Samuel H.

Crawford, 6 Fed. R 906, this court

hald that where a collision occurred

at sea between a sailing-vessel

bound to New York, and a steamer

bound to the Delaware river, where

each libeled the other for dam

ages resulting from collision, where

the lights on one were misplaced,

though visible, the faulty location

of the lights did not conduce to

the collision, when, as a matter of

fact, they were observed, and the

vessel was not liable for such dis

placement.

In the case of The Leopard, 2

Low. 238, a collision occurred be

tween a schooner and a steamer at

night. The schooner neglected to

show proper lights, but such as

were exhibited by the schooner

were observed in time to have

avoided the collision. The steamer

was held in damages, notwith

standing the absence of lights.

An American vessel carried at

night in mid-ocean a white light

hung at her bow, fastened low

down, with no colored lights. It

was held that an approaching ves

sel was excusable for mistaking

her for a steamer at a distance.

The Scotia, 14 Wall. 170.

1 Hoffman v. Union Ferry Co., 47

N. Y. 176; The Empire State, 2

Biss.216; The Gazelle, 33 Fed. R

301; The Buckeye, 9 Fed. R 666.

2 Meigs v. The Northerner, 1

Wash. Ter. 91; The Frank Moffat,

2 Flip. 291; The Louisiana v. The

The Isaac Fisher, 21 How. 1; The

Avon, 22 Fed. R 905.

3The R W. Burrows, 7 Blatch.

374.

7
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Sec. 29. Defective lights.— The lights required by stat

ute must not only be exhibited, but they must be in such

condition that they perform the functions required of them ;

when they are misplaced, become obscured, broken, or per

mitted to convey any other warning than that for which

they are intended, they cease to become an element of safety,

and may become one of positive danger.1

i The Mary Augusta, 55 Fed. R

843; The Wisconsin, 23 Fed. R 831.

In the case of The Mary Morgan,

28 Fed. R 333, a steamer with

proper lights displayed came into

collision with a barge, whose lights

were out of repair and in bad con

dition. Held, that the barge was

in fault for maintaining lights in

a defective condition.

Where a schooner allowed her

side-lights to become obscured by

oil and smoke so as not to be dis

tinguishable other than a colorless

light, it was held to be contributory

negligence on the part of the

schooner when collision ensued.

The Narragansett, 11 Fed. R 918.

Where a collision occurred be

tween a steamer and a sailing-ves

sel on a clear night, and it appeared

that the sailing-vessel's red light,

if properly arranged and burning,

should have been visible to the

steamer at least six minutes prior

to the collision, a proper look

out being on duty on board the

steamer, and the red light of the

schooner not being seen by him

until about a minute and a half be

fore the collision, it was held that

this fact was sufficient proof that

the red light was defective. The

Alaska, 22 Fed. R. 548.

Where the side-lights of a

schooner were so placed that when

one stood at the stem of the ves

sel he could see both red and green

lights at the same time, it was

held that the schooner was in fault

for carrying lights so arranged that

an approaching vessel was misled

as to the course she was pursuing.

Clendinin v. Steamship Alhambra,

4 Fed. R 80.

Where the required light on a

vessel was extinguished in an at

tempt to turn it up to burn more

brightly, and a collision occurred

before it could be relighted, it was

held that the case was not one of

inevitable accident, and that the

vessel was liable for not exhibiting

a proper light. Killam v. The Eri,

3 Cliff. 450.

Where a lamp was removed from

its proper place from the fore part

of the rigging to mid-ships in order

to clean it, and no substitute was

provided for it, the vessel was held

in fault for a collision occurring at

that moment. Rogers v. The St.

Charles, 19 How. 108.

On an issue as to whethera steam

ship before a collision showed a

white light at her mast-head, the

positive testimony of witnesses

that the light was properly burn

ing there immediately before and

after the collision is not out

weighed by testimony of witnesses

on the other vessel that they did
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Sec. 30. Lights for vessels under way.—

Side-lights: The international sailing rules provide that

both steam and sail-vessels when under way " shall carry on

the starboard side a green light so constructed as to show

an unbroken light over an arc of the horizon of ten points

of the compass, so fixed as to show the light from right ahead

to two points abaft the beam on the starboard side, and of

such a character as to be visible at a distance of at least two

miles ;" and " on the port side a red light so constructed as

to show an unbroken light over an arc of the horizon of ten

points of the compass, so fixed as to throw the light from

right ahead to two points abaft the beam on the port side,

and of such a character as to be visible at a distance of at

least two miles." 1

The side-lights must not only be of the proper construc

tion and size,— they must be situated on the sides of the

vessel ; and when placed in any other situation than that pre

scribed by statute, they are not fulfilling the requirement of

the law.2 When the absence of statutory lights misleads an

approaching ship, there can be no recovery for damages done

by it by one guilty of such omission, unless there is corre

sponding negligence on the part of the colliding vessel.3

And when a vessel voluntarily puts itself in a situation

where her colored lights will for some time continue to be

obscured over a considerable part of the area in which other

vessels are moving, she is not complying with the law re

quiring her colored lights to be visible for ten points around

not see the light, nor by the sug- placed in the center of a schooner,

gestion that the light was so hung separated only by a board, it was

that it was liable to be obscured held not a sufficient compliance

by the foretop-mast stay-sail. The with the statute. The Empire State,

Thingvallia, 1 U. S. App. 32. 2 Biss. 216.

1 26 Stat. at L. 320 ; 23 U. S. L. 438. 3 The Mary Lord, 26 Fed. R 862 ;

2The Empire State, 2 Biss. 216; The Charles L. Jeffreys, 55 Fed. R

Robert F. Silliman v. Edward 685.

Lewis et al., 49 N. Y. 379. The rule for the Great Lakes is

Where a green and red light were the same. See page 73, rule 3.
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the horizon.1 In the case of The Manhassett * it was held

. that a car-float was not required by the rules of navigation

to carry any side-lights when in tow, and that when it was

being towed stern first in such a manner that the side-lights

carried by it were not visible, there was no liability for col

lision arising from such omission. The navigation laws of

1885 s provide for the exhibition of colored lights by a " sail

ing-ship under way, or being towed" but are silent as to

the exhibition of such lights by vessels other " than sailing-

ships " when in tow. This rule is in opposition to all good

seamanship. Ordinary prudence requires of any vessel large

enough to do harm, when being towed in such a manner or

in such places that there is risk of collision, to have colored

lights, and to place them where they will be seen. This de

fect in the regulations of 1885 has been remedied in the

rules of 1890, which require all vessels when in tow to ex

hibit such Mghts.4

Sec. 31. Vessels towing.— The international rules of

1890 provide that "a steam-vessel when towing another ves

sel shall, in addition to her side-lights, carry two bright

white lights in a vertical line, one over the other, not less

than six feet apart, and when towing more than one vessel

shall carry an additional bright white light six feet above or

below such light, if the length of the tow, measuring from

the stern of the towing vessel to the stern of the last vessel

towed, exceeds six hundred feet. Each of these lights shall

be of the same construction and character, and shall be car

ried in the same position, as the white lights mentioned in

article 2 (a), excepting the additional lights, which may be

1 The Sea Caucus, 34 Fed. R. 68. forty degrees on each side of the

' 34 Fed. R. 408. See, also, United line on which the boat was mov-

States v. Miller, 26 Fed. R 95. ing were colored by it, was held to

' 23 Stat, at L. 439, art. 6. be a sufficient green light within

4 26 Stat, at L. 320, art. 5. the rule prescribed for canal-boats.

A light in a glass lantern, to McCausland v. The Delaware, 3

which was fitted a piece of green Fed. R 878.

glass of such size that the rays for
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carried at a height of not less than fourteen feet ahove the

hull. Such steam-vessel may carry a small white light abaft

the funnel or after-mast for the vessel towed to steer by, but

such light shall not be visible forward of the beam." 1

The rule of 1885 is: "A steamship when towing another

ship shall, in addition to her side-lights, carry two bright

white lights in a vertical line, one over the other, not less

than three feet apart, so as to distinguish her from other

steamships. Each of these lights shall be of the same con

struction and character, and shall be carried in the same

position, as the white light which other steamships are re

quired to carry."2

The rule for vessels towing upon the Great Lakes is : "A

steam-vessel having a tow other than a raft shall, in addition

to the forward bright light mentioned in subdivision (a) of

rule 3, carry in a vertical line, not less than six feet above

or below that light, a second bright light of the same con

struction and character. and fixed and carried in the same

manner as the forward bright light mentioned in said sub

division (a) of rule 3. Such steamer shall also carry a small

bright light abaft the funnel or after-mast for the tow to

steer by, but such light shall not be visible forward of the

beam." 3

The object of the additional lights at the mast-head is to

give information to approaching vessels that the steamer

carrying them is not acting independently, and when there

is not ample sea-room, approaching vessels must act accord

ingly. Steamers having vessels in tow are not in an inde

pendent situation to act at their pleasure. The safety of the

tow as well as her own must always be considered. And in

crowded channels an approaching vessel, whether steam or

sail, must demand loss of one having a tow than if acting

independently and alone.4 When a steam-vessel with a tow

1 Art. 3, International Rules, of the Great Lakes, rule 4, page

1890, 24 Stat. at L. 320. 72.

*23 U. S. Stat. at L. 438, art. 4. «The Syracuse, 9 Wall. 672;

8 Rules governing the navigation United States v. Miller, 26 Fed. R 96,
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is on the open sea and has ample room to maneuver, the fact

of its having a tow does not relieve it from the timely ob

servance of other duties prescribed by the statute. It is her

duty to avoid sailing-vessels and to take such measures to

avoid collision as would be imposed upon her were she act

ing alone.1

Sec. 32. Vessels towed.—"A sailing-vessel under way,

and any vessel being towed, shall cany the same lights as

are prescribed by article 2 for steam-vessels under way, with

lights being visible only from

ahead to two points abaft the

beam. There was no light on the

raft, but there was a lighted lan

tern, giving a white light, dis

played from a yawl-boat at the

rear of the raft. A propeller ap

proaching the harbor mistook the

light in the yawl for a vessel at

anchor. The tug, observing the

approach of the steamer, blew a

danger signal, which was under

stood by the steamer to come from

some boat in the harbor. A second

signal of warning was given by

the tug, and the steamer reduced

her speed and circled out to avoid

the supposed vessel at anchor, and

collided with the raft. Held, that

Navigation Rule No. 12 of the

United States Revised Statutes,

section 4233, did not require rafts

in tow to exhibit lights; that there

was no regulation of congress pre

scribing the character and number

of lights to be exhibited by rafts

in tow, and that the rule did not

authorize the board of supervising

inspectors to prescribe what lights

rafts were to carry when in tow.

The F. & P. No. 2, 30 Fed. R. 264.

Where the failure to display tow

ing lights did not contribute to

iThe Favorite, 9 Fed. R. 709;

The City of Troy, 0 Ben. 466.

In the case of The Ant, 10 Fed.

R. 294, the district court of the

eastern district of New Jersey

held that the statutory rule re

quiring a steam-vessel having a

vessel in tow, to exhibit two white

lights at her mast-head, applies to

vessels in motion only, and where

such vessel or her tow is aground

or not in motion the rule does not

apply.

Under rule 4, General Statutes

1878, section 4233, a ste;nu-tug hav

ing no masts by which it could

carry a light at the mast-head, was

held bound to carry two bright

white lights, vertically arranged, of

a character to be visible five miles

on a dark night with a clrar at

mosphere, and so constructed as

to show a uniform and unbroken

light ahead and from ten points

on each side to ten points on the

other side of the tug. The Jesse

Williamson, Jr., 17 Blatch. 106.

A tug having a raft of logs of

sufficient width to fill the channel

arrived off aha rbor at night. The

tug showed the regulation green

and red lights and two vertical

white lights indicating a tow, the
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the exception of the white lights mentioned therein, which

they shall never carry." 1

Under both the rules of 1804 and the international rules

of 1885,2 only sailing-vessels in tow were required to carry

side-lights, the rules making no provision for other classes

of vessels. The objection to the old rule is apparent upon

its face ; there being no reason why a steamboat, a barge, or

any other type of vessel capable of doing injury or receiv

ing it, should be placed on any different footing from a

sailing-vessel,—there being no special reason why they should

be required to carry such lights rather than any other ves

sel. The rules of 1890 extend the requirement to "any

vessel being towed." The rule is broad enough to embrace

within its terms any type of water-craft coming within the

meaning of the term " vessel."

The rule for vessels navigating the Great Lakes is : "A

sailing-vessel under way, and any vessel being towed, shall

carry the side-lights mentioned in rule 3. A vessel in tow

shall also carry a small bright light aft, but such light shall

not be visible forward of the beam." '

Sec. 33. Lights to be displayed by vessels at anchor.—

The international rule of 1890 provides that " a vessel under

one hundred and fifty feet in length when at anchor shall

carry forward, where it can best be seen, but at a height

the collision, the night being light

enough to discern the tow with

out the aid of the lights, held, tho

steamer colliding was liable, not

withstanding the absence of lights.

The City of Troy, 9 Ben. 466; Cocks

t. The fonawanda, 8 Fed. R 588.

A tug is bound to keep her col

ored lights so as not to be obscured

by her tow. Briggs v. Day, 21

Fed. R 727; The Tug Conroy, 2

Fed. R 785.

1 Art. 5, International Rules,

1890.

2 23 Stat, at L. 439, art. 6; The

Ontario, 2 Low. 44; The Vesp. r, 9

Fed. R. 574; The Narragansett, 11

Fed. R 919; The Manhassett, 34

Fed. R 408; United States v. Mil

ler, 26 Fed. R 95; The Scotia, 14

Wall. 170; The Wanata. 95 U. S.

600; The Huntsville, 8 Blateh. 228.

' Rule 0, Regulations for the

Navigation of the Great Lakes. See

page 72.
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not exceeding twenty feet above the hull, a -white light in a

lantern so constructed as to show a clear, uniform and un

broken light, visible all around the horizon at a distance of

at least one mile. A vessel of one hundred and fifty feet or

upwards in length, when at anchor, shall carry in the fore-

ward part of the vessel, at a height of not less than twenty

and not exceeding forty feet above the hull, one such light,

and at or near the stern of the vessel, and at such a height

that it shall be not less than fifteen feet lower than the for

ward fight, another such light. The length of a vessel shall

be deemed to be the length appearing in her certificate of

registry." 1

The international rule of 1885 is as follows: "A ship,

whether a steam-ship or a sailing-ship, when at anchor, shall

carry, where it can best be seen, but at a height not exceed

ing twenty feet above the hull, a white light in a globular

lantern of not less than eight inches in diameter, and so con

structed as to show a clear, uniform and unbroken light,

visible all around the horizon at a distance of at least one

mile."2

The rule for the Great Lakes is substantially like the in

ternational rule of 1890.3

Irrespective of statutory requirements, and before their

enactment, the general custom of the sea required a vessel at

anchor, where other vessels were liable to pass, to keep an

anchor-light burning of such brilliancy as to inform ap

proaching vessels of its situation. The custom of the sea

required this to be a bright light, visible all around the hor

izon, hung high enough in the rigging to be seen at a distance

sufficient to give ample warning to approaching vessels.'

The law of congress of 18645 expressed the rule that had

been observed by the maritime world for a long period prior

to its enactment, requiring a bright light to be exhibited

126 TJ. S. Stat. at L. 320, art. 11. «The Brig James Grey v. The

323 U. S. Stat. at L. 439, art. 8. Ship John Fraser, 21 How. 184.

3Rule 9, Rules for Navigation »U. S. Rev. Stat., sec. 4233, rule 10.

of Great Lakes. See page 72.
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by vessels anchored in roadsteads or fair-ways. Where,

however, the vessel was anchored out of the usual course

of vessels, and in a situation that the approach of other

vessels might not reasonably be expected, no light was re

quired.1

The term " fair-way," as used in the above rule, was in

tended to mean navigable water on which vessels of com

merce habitually move; and as to smaller vessels it meant

any situation on navigable waters where vessels might rea

sonably be expected to pass.2 The acts of congress of March

3, 1885, and of August 19, 1890,3 modify this rule, and re

quire all vessels when at anchor to exhibit a clear bright

light; thus making it obligatory upon vessels to show an

anchor-light regardless of the place where anchored. Under

the former rules, the material question was as to whether

the vessel was anchored in a fair-way, in such a position

that she might reasonably expect other vessels to pass.

Under the modified rules no such question can arise. A ves

sel, anchoring and failing to exhibit an anchor-light of the

character prescribed by law, takes the attending risk, and, in

the absence of fault on the part of the approaching vessel,

cannot recover for damages by collision resulting from fail

ure to exhibit such a light. A ship lying at anchor is bound

to keep her anchor-light burning and visible. It is no justi

fication for the omission of a light to show that it had been

lighted, but that it had gone out, and this fact was unknown ;

or that it was down for cleaning or temporary repairs, if a

collision occurs during its absence. It is the duty of the

vessel to provide other lamps to take the place of those

needing repairs and to see that they are constantly burning.

This requirement under the former rule would apply only

when anchored in a fair-way, but under the revised rules it

applies to vessels whenever and wherever at anchor. An

exception seems to have been made by the courts in the

iCnlbertson v. Southern Belle, 2 The Oliver, 22 Fed. R. 848.

18 How. 584; L'Hommedieu v. The 3 23 U. S. Stat. at L. 439; 26 U. S.

Mischief, 39 Fed. R. 510. Stat. at L. 320.
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case of a vessel not anchored, but fastened to the shore at

a place set apart for mooring vessels.1

It is no justification for the absence of an anchor-light

to show that the custom of the port dispenses with such

exhibition, statutory requirements and general maritime

usage being superior to the laws of local custom, especially

where ordinary prudence requires the exhibition of such

lights.2 If the absence of the statutory lights does not con

tribute to the collision, and this is clearly shown, recovery

may he had against the offending vessel, guilty of reckless

navigation, for her proportion of the loss. It must, how

ever, be clearly established that such omission did not con

tribute to the injury.'

1 Culbertson v. The Southern

Belle, 18 How. 584; L'Hommedieu

v. The Mischief, 39 Fed. R. 510.

2 The Lion, 1 Spr. 40; Kelly v.

Cunningham, 1 Cal. 305.

' The Scottish Bride v. Kelly, 1

Pa. L. Gaz. 289; Hoffman v. Union

Ferry Co., 47 N. Y. 176; White

Hall Transp. Co. v. New Jersey

Steamboat Co., 51 N. Y. 369.

Where a vessel had anchored at

night in the harbor of New York

and exhibited a light sufficient to

give ample warning of its situa

tion, though not such as was pre

scribed by the statute of the state

of New York, it was held that her

failure to comply with the statute

in that particular was not a bar to

a recovery for an injury received

by collision. Steamer New York

v. Rea, 18 How. 223.

Where a vessel anchored in a

narrow channel in the track of

other vessels without displaying

any light, and without having any

lookout, it was held liable for all

damages sustained by a vessel col

liding with it. Cohen v. The Mary

T. Wilder, Taney, 567.

Where a vessel had anchored in

a fog, but had failed to keep a vig

ilant watch, it was held to have

been guilty of contributory negli

gence in case of collision with a

steamer running at too great a

speed, and the damages were di

vided. The Bristol, 6 Ben. 470; 10

Blatch. 537.

Where a steamboat was pursu

ing her usual course by night in

ordinary weather, and ran into a

vessel lying at anchor without dis

playing an anchor-light, the steam

boat was held not liable when it

appeared she reversed as soon as

the other was visible. The West-

field, 38 Fed. R 306.

A bark was anchored on a dark

night in the " ballast grounds " of

the harbor of Port Townsend, in a

course usually traveled by vessel*

entering the same, although not

within the legally reserved fair

way. A lantern suspended in the

rigging failed to give a steady
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Sec. 34. Anchoring in an improper place.— There is

nothing in the international regulations requiring vessels to

avoid anchoring anywhere; and unless the local regulations

specify particular anchorage grounds, a vessel may lawfully

anchor wherever desired. But where a vessel anchors in a

roadstead or crowded harbor, the duty it owes to other ves

sels to guard against accident is increased in proportion to

the exposed position it occupies. When the anchorage is a

dangerous one by reason of the presence of other vessels, a

greater degree of vigilance is required than if anchored in

a remote and less open situation, where the probability of

collision is less.

Although a vessel is anchored on grounds forbidden by

local regulations, wilful negligence, or negligence of so gross

a character as to amount to wilful negligence, on the part

she is not seen. The Lady Frank

lin, 2 Low. 220.

Where a vessel was anchored in

the Patapsco river, out of the usual

course of navigation, but did not

display the required lights and had

no watch, the weather being foggy,

and was run into by a steamer hav

ing no lookout, both were held

at fault. The Cambridge v. The

Omega, 5 Hughes. 487.

Where a ferry-boat, far out of

her course in a fog, collided with a

sloop at anchor, but showing no

lights and keeping no watch, where

the sloop gave no fog signals and

disregarded the ferry-boat's whis

tle, both were held at fault. The

Lydia, 4 Ben. 523; 11 Blatch.415.

Where a steamer collided with a

vessel at anchor in a fair-way or

roadstead of a navigable river,

with no anchor-light burning and

with no lookout, the vessel was

held to be wholly at fault. Byer

v. The Nurenberg, 3 Hughes, 505.

light, and was the only light to

give warning of her presence. A

steamer entered the harbor at full

speed and collided with the bark,

which was not discovered by the

lookout of the steamer. It was

held that both vessels were guilty

of negligence; the bark for not

showing a proper light, and the

steamer for entering the harbor at

too great a rate of speed; the dam

ages were divided. Fristad v. The

Premier, 51 Fed. R. 766.

The schooner Foam, while lying

at anchor in the harbor of New,

Haven, was run down at night by

the steamer C. Held, that the

schooner was wholly in fault for

the collision in having no anchor-

light properly burning. The Eras-

tus Corning, 25 Fed. R 572.

A vessel at anchor is not bound

to take any active measures to get

out of the way of an approaching

vessel under command, in broad

daylight, nor to hail her, unless

the anchored vessel discovers that
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of the approaching vessel, entitles the anchored vessel to re

cover. In the case of The Bedford 1 the court held that wil

ful negligence would, under such circumstances, entitle the

anchored vessel to recover only divided damages. The gen

eral rule of damages is that where both parties are doing an

unlawful thing, the damages are divided, in the absence of

wilfulness; but when the damages resulting are from the

wanton and wilful conduct of one, a full recovery may be

had.

1 5 Blatch. 200.

While vessels have the right to

anchor in a crowded harbor, a fail

ure to use the utmost diligence to

prevent collisions while at anchor

in an exposed situation will pre

vent a full recovery for injuries re

ceived by collision resulting there

from. The Plain field, 2N.J.L 331 ;

The Ogemaw, 32 Fed. R 919.

No law or custom being shown

prohibiting vessels from anchoring

in the St. Clair river below Port

Huron, held, that a vessel was not

in fault for anchoring there, where

she leaves plenty of room on both

sides of her for vessels to pass. She

is bound, however, to keep a vigi

lant anchor-watch. The Master, 1

Brown, 342.

Where a vessel came into New

York harbor during a thick fog.

and, fearing to proceed, anchored

in an improper place, but used due

precautions to give notice of her

position, when a ferry-boat having

knowledge of her situation collided

with her, the ferry was held wholly

in fault. The D. a Gregory, 2 Ben.

106.

Where a tug with two tows was

going down the Mississippi river

and one of the tows collided with

a vessel at anchor in mid-stream,

where the river was sufficiently

wide for the tug and tows to have

passed on either side, it was held

that the tug was presumably at

fault. Culberg v. The Continental.

3 Woods, 32.

Where a collision occurred at

night between a steamboat under

way and a schooner at anchor in

the middle of the Hudson river

opposite Fort Lee, it was held that

the anchoring of a vessel in the

middle of a river was not an act

of negligence The Indiana, Abb.

Adm. 330.

Anchoring in a river or other

roadstead is not necessarily of

itself negligence, but great care

must be exercised to leave ample

room for passing vessels. The

Oscar Townsend, 17 Fed. R 93;

The J. W. Everman, 2 Hughes, 17;

The S. S. Shaw, 6 Fed. R 93; The

Lady Franklin, 2 Low. 220.

A vessel anchored in the middle

of a river about one thousand nine

hundred feet wide, where, vessels

were frequently passing, but leav

ing sufficient room on either side

for vessels to pass. Held, this was

not of itself an improper place, but

its position required great vigilance

in guarding against approaching

vessels. The Ogemaw, 32 Fed. R 919.
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Sec. 35. Anchor-watch.— The international regulations

make no provision for an anchor-watch. This fact, however,

will not justify its omission where the vessel is anchored in

any position where there is liability of danger from passing

vessels. The international rules do not pretend to give every

precautionary measure that should be adopted by vessels.

It would be impossible to frame regulations for every set of

circumstances that may arise. They simply specify a few

of the most apparent necessities, and the law imposes upon

a vessel the duty to take such other precautions for self-pres

ervation and to protect others as circumstances may require.

It is certainly not sufficient to say that a vessel has fol

lowed the letter of the rules where it has omitted other

duties equally binding.

It is not snfficient that the regulation anchor-lights be

burning. It is the duty of every vessel to keep an anchor-

watch on deck, where it is able not only to know that the

lights are burning, but also to watch for approaching vessels,

and use whatever means may be required to notify an ap

proaching vessel of its presence if the anchor-lights give

insufficient notice.

A vessel, in case of collision, must not only show that the

lights were placed in position, but it must show to the satis

faction of the court that the lights were burning at the time

of the collision, and this can be done in no other way than

by having men on deck whose duty it is to know that the

lights are kept burning.1

Under the rules an anchor-light is indispensable. The

absence of an anchor-watch may be justified where the cir

cumstances are such that there is no reason to believe that

a vessel will pass ; 2 but when the situation is an exposed

one, and there is a frequent passage of vessels, or there is

reason to believe that vessels will pass, the omission of an

anchor-watch is such negligence as will defeat a recovery, in

1 The Sapphire, 11 Wall. 164; The 572; The W. J. McCaldin, 35 Fed.

Oliver, 22 Fed. R 848. R. 330.

2The Erastus Corning, 25 Fed. R.
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the absence of contributory negligence on the part of the

colliding vessel.1 The watch must be one whose duty it is

to keep a lookout for approaching vessels. The fact that the

usual deck-watch was kept was held insufficient in the case

of The Henry Warner,2 although in the case of The Clarita

and The Clara 3 Justice Clifford held that a vessel at anchor

in a proper place, with a proper anchor-light, and with one

of her crew on deck, is sufficiently watched. The sufficiency

of the watch must depend upon the circumstances of the

case, a stricter watch being required when the danger from

passing vessels is greater.

Sec. 36. Flare-up lights by vessels at anchor.— Article

12 of the regulations of 1890 provides that "every vessel

may, if necessary in order to attract attention, in addition to

iThe Indiana, Abb. Adm. 330;

The Henry Warner, 29 Fed. R. 601.

2 29 Fed. R. 601.

3 24 Wall. 1.

Where a vessel was anchored

within the Delaware breakwater,

where she had been for twenty-

four hours, on a dark and stormy

night when other vessels were con

tinually coming within the break

water to escape the storm, no

watch being set, it was held that

she alone was responsible for an

ensuing collision. The Clara, 102

U. S. 200.

Unless a vessel, which is moored

in the usual track of shipping, keeps

a watch anil sets a light on a dark

night, she cannot recover damages

for being run into by a steamer, if

the latter be not grossly negligent,

nor intentionally a wrong-doer.

Innis v. The Steamer Senator, 1

Cal. 409.

Where a vessel floating in a

strong current down a river when

there was no breeze failed to obey

her helm and collided with a boat

at ancher, held, that the latter was

liable for damages for failing to

keep a watch, when it appeared

that by porting her helm the col

lision could have been avoided.

Buzzard v. The Petrel, 6 McLean,

491.

An anchor-watch is not bound

to take active measures to get the

vessel out of the way of an ap

proaching ship in broad daylight,

unless it is discovered that the

approaching vessel is not under

control, or does not discover the

anchored ship. The Lady Frank

lin, 2 Low. 220.

A schooner was run down at

night, while at anchor, by a

steamer; she exhibited an anchor-

light, the night being good for see

ing lights. It was held that if the

lookout on the steamer had ob

served due vigilance he would

have discovered the light in time

to have avoided the collision; but

there being no anchor-watch on
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the lights which she is by these rales required to carryr

show a flare-up light, or use any detonating signal that can

not be mistaken for a distress signal."

Irrespective of any rule, it is the duty of a vessel at an

chor to exhibit not only her regular anchor-light, but, -when

there is reason to believe that it is not seen, to exhibit any

other light or make any detonating signal that av ill attract the

attention of the approaching vessel. Under the rule a flare-

up light may be used, although its use is not obligatory if any

other device, light, or sound signal can be made to better

answer the purpose. The object of a flare-up light is to at

tract attention. If this knowledge is furnished in any other

way, the office of the flare-up light is performed and its ex

hibition is immaterial.1 Failure to display a lighted torch,

or to use other signals of a reasonable nature to attract the

attention of the approaching vessel, is such negligence as will

prevent but a partial recovery, if there is any reasonable-

probability that the collision would have been prevented

had this been done. Where such additional precautions would

make no difference in the result, a full recovery is not

barred by a vessel complying with the rules in every other

respect.2

the schooner, when lying in an ex- any reason to believe that her reg-

posed situation, she was also held ular anchor-light is not observed

in fault and the damages divided. by the approaching vessel; but

The Guyandotte, 39 Fed. R 575; when her own lights are properly

The Achilles, 13 Phila. (Pa.) 463. set and burning, and there is no-

1 The Schooner Margaret v. The reason to suppose that they can-

C. Whiting, 3 Fed. R 870; The not be seen, a failure to exhibits

Buckeye, 9 Fed. R 666; The Lizzie torch is not such a fault on the

Henderson, 20 Fed R 524; The part of the anchored vessel as will

Avon, 22 Fed. R 905; The Isaac warrant a division of damages.

Bell, 9 Fed. R 842. where the approaching vessel is

2 The Frank P. Lee, 34 Fed. R. shown plainly to be in fault. Eng-

480; The Marion, 56 Fed. R 271; strom v. The Howard B. Peck, 48

The Erastus Corning, 25 Fed. R Fed. R 334; The Avon, 22 Fed. R

574; The Isaac Bell. 9 Fed. R 842. 905.

Under the international rules a Under section 4234 of the Revised

vessel at anchor is in duty bound Statutes of the United States, it

to show a lighted torch if there is was held, in the case of The Lizzie
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Sec. 37. Lights by vessels aground.— Article 11 of the

rules of 1890 requires every vessel aground at night, in or

near a fair-way, to exhibit the lights prescribed for vessels

at anchor, and, in addition thereto, " two red lights pre

scribed by article 4 (a) of these regulations," to wit: " Two

red lights in a vertical line, one over the other, not less than

six feet apart, to be hung where they can best be seen."

A vessel aground is in circumstances similar to one at

anchor, and should exhibit the same lights and use the same

precautions that are required of a vessel at anchor.1

Sec. 38. Lights on vessels at wharf.— The international

rules make no provision for the exhibition of lights by ves

sels when moored at wharves or docks, and there is no

established maritime rule requiring the exhibition of any

lights by vessels when so situated, unless there are special

circumstances of danger making the display of a light neces

sary ; and a vessel is under no legal obligation to exhibit any

light unless the local harbor regulations require it;1 and

when properly moored out of the usual track of moving

vessels, she is under no legal duty to maintain a watch, nor

to warn approaching vessels of danger.5 The law imposes

a duty upon all vessels navigating in the vicinity of wharves

to navigate with such caution that injury will not follow.

Where there is an established custom of the port, or where

there are local regulations requiring a vessel moored at her

Henderson, 20 Fed. R 524, that a a light or some other sufficient

vessel at anchor was under obliga- means. The Philotax, 37 L. T.

tion to exhibit not only her regu- (N. S.) 540. See " Anchor-lights,"

lar anchor-light, but also a torch sec. 24.

or flare-up, on the approach of a 1 The Frank Moffatt, 2 Flip. 291 ;

steamer, and a failure to do so was The Ant, 10 Fed. R 294.

negligence, 2The Bridgeport, 14 WalL 116;

A steamer maneuvering to come 7 Blatch. 361; Hadden v. The J. H.

to an anchor in a place and man- Rutter, 35 Fed. R 365; The Granite

ner such that her regular lights State, 3 WalL 311.

cannot be seen by an approaching 11 Amoskeag Mfg. Co. v. The John

vessel is bound to give timely no- Adams, 1 Cliff. 404; The Express,

tice of her presence by showing 48 Fed. R 323.
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dock to exhibit lights, she must of course comply with such

requirements.1

By rule 12 of the rules of 1864,2 as supplemented by the

rules adopted by the board of supervising inspectors, " coal-

boats, trading-boats, produce-boats, canal-boats,oyster-boats,

rishing-boi.ts, rafts or other water-craft navigating any bay,

harbor or river by hand-power, horse-power, sail or by the

current of the river, or which shall be anchored or moored in

or near the channel or fair-way of any bay, harbor or river,

shall carry one or more good white lights, which shall be

placed in such manner as shall be prescribed by the board of

supervising inspectors of steam-vessels." This rule requires

all small craft moored near a navigable channel to exhibit a

light, but is not applicable to vessels moored at a wharf or

dock out of the regular channel for passing boats. However

appropriate it may be for vessels moored at a dock, put of the

regular course of passing vessels, to exhibit lights at night,

there is nothing in maritime regulations requiring it.3

1 Shields v. Mayor, 18 Fed. R 748;

Cnlbertson v. Southern Belle,

>-ewb. 461.

In Case v. Perew, 4<5 Hun, 57, it

was held that plaintiff's omission

to have his boat, lying at a pier, ex

hibit the light required by a city

ordinance, was a fact for the con

sideration of the jury, on the

ground of plaintiff's negligence,

but that such omission was not

negligence per se.

-V. S. R S., sec. 4233. See rule

10 of the rules for navigation of

the Great Lakes, and rules of su

pervising inspectors, pages 72, 80.

Where a derrick-boat at a pier

was run into by a steamer at night

and had failed to exhibit a light

as required by rule 12, it was held

that she could not recover dam

ages, although the colliding

steamer was not in the regular

channel. The Alabama, 26 Fed. R

866.

Where a coal-barge was made

fast to the bank at a plantation

on Bayou Lafoursche, La., and

failed to carry a bright light as re

quired by Revised Statutes, section

4333, it was held she could not re

cover for damages sustained by

collision. The St. John, 54 Fed. R

1015.

3 Where a vessel is moored along

side others attached to a dock or

pier, no light is required, especially

if such place is set apart for such

purposes. Culbertson v. Southern

Belle, 18 How. 584; L'Hommedieu

v. The Mischief, 39 Fed. R 510.

Where a boat or vessel of any

kind is fastened for the night at a

landing place to which other boats

may have occasion to make a land

ing in the night, it is prudent that

8
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Sec. 39. Exhibiting torch or flare-up light.— The in

ternational rules of 1890 provide that " a vessel which is

being overtaken by another shall show from her stern to

such last-mentioned vessel a white light or a flare-up light." 1

" Every vessel may, if necessary in order to attract at

tention, in addition to the lights which she is by these rules

required to carry, show a flare-up light, or use any detonat

ing signal that cannot be mistaken for a distress signal." !

The rule of 1885 ' as to the exhibition of flash-lights is the

same as article 10 of the rules of 1890. The rules of 1885

limit its use to vessels being overtaken. Those of 1890 extend

its use to every situation where it may be necessary to at

tract the attention of an approaching vessel, whether it ap

proaches from astern or elsewhere.

The rules governing the navigation of the Great Lakes

provide that " sailing-vessels shall at all times, on the ap

proach of any steamer during the night-time, show a torch

upon that point or quarter to which such steamer shall be

approaching." 4

The international rules of 1885 and 1890, it will be ob

served, differ somewhat from the old rule,5 and from the

rules governing the navigation of the Great Lakes, on this

subject. By the old rules, in force prior to the adoption of

the international rules of 1885, every sailing-vessel was re

quired to show a lighted torch from that quarter to which

a steam-vessel might be approaching. The rule limited the

exhibition to sailing-vessels on the approach of a steam-

vessel. The present international rules are broader in scope,

and require every vessel, whether steam or sail, to exhibit a

white light or a torch from its stern on the approach of any

other vessel astern, whether such overtaking vessel be steam

or saiL The old rule permitted a flash-light or torch to be

her position should be designated 2 26 U. S. Stat. at L. 320, art. 12.

by a light, on her own account as ' 23 U. S. Stat, at L. 440, art. 11.

well as on account of others mak- 4 Rule 11. See rules governing

ing a landing. Ure v. Cobbman, navigation of Great Lakes, page

19 How. 56. 72.

126 U. S. Stat. at L. 320, art. 10. 5 U. S. R. S., sec. 4234.
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used only when overtaken.1 The new rules permit its use

under any and all circumstances to attract attention, when

a vessel has reason to believe its other lights are not ob

served or its presence known. Under which circumstances,

the new rules are quite as positive in their requirement

that a white light or torch be exhibited as was the old rule;

and under the rules of 1890 it may be exhibited from any

portion of the vessel affording the best facilities for its ob

servation. Under the rule of 1885 the flare-up must be ex

hibited from the stern. It is only where it clearly appears

that its exhibition could not have served any useful purpose,

or given any additional information, that the omission is

immaterial.2 The international rule of 1890 s permits a

steady white light to be carried permanently astern. " This

white light may be fixed and carried in a lantern, but in

such case the kmtern shall be so constructed, fitted and

screened that it shall throw an unbroken light over an arc

of the horizen of twelve points of the compass, namely, for

six points from right aft on each side of the vessel, so as to

be visible at a distance of at least one mile. Such light

shall be carried as nearly as practicable on the same level

as the side-light." Rule 3 (e) for the Great Lakes, provid

ing for a range-light, practically amounts to the same.

When a fixed stern-light or range-light is carried, the ex

hibition of a flash-light is not required in the case of over

taking vessels, except where it becomes apparent that the

stern-light is not observed, when the flash-light or torch

should be used. In the absence of the fixed white light astern,

the statute of 1890 makes the exhibition of a white light or

flare-up compulsory, whether the leading vessel is observed

1The Algiers, 38 Fed. R. 526; celsior, 12 Fed. R 203; The Algiers,

Kennedy v. The Sarmatian, 2 Fed. 21 Fed. R. 345; The Pennland, 23

R 916; The Golden Grove, 13 Fed. Fed. R. 556; The Hercules, 17 Fed.

R. 686. R 606 ; 20 Fed. R 205; The Mar-

' The Oregon, 27 Fed. R 757; The garet, 3 Fed. R 870; The Tona-

Leopard, 2 Low. 241, 238; Farwell wanda, 3 Fed. R. 588.

v. The J. H. Starin, 2 Fed. R. 100; '26 U. S. Stat. at L. 320, art. 10.

The Oder, 8 Fed. R 172; The Ex-
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or not. Under the rules of 1890 the flare-up may be exhib

ited as well by the overtaking as the overtaken vessel. Under

the 1885 rule and the rules for the Great Lakes, only over

taken vessels are permitted to exhibit the light; unless indeed

it may be said to be the duty of a vessel to use any means

it has at hand to attract attention, where collision is immi

nent. In such cases, if a flare-up or torch will better render

its position known than any other means, it clearly becomes

its duty to use it, irrespective of the statute.

The rules for the Great Lakes conform more nearly to the

requirements of the old rules of 1804, limiting the use of the

flare-up to sailing-vessels on the approach of a steam-vessel.

It would seem that the rule is defective, in that it does not

embrace all classes of vessels in any situation, where the dis

play of a flash-light may be necessary. No good reason can

be urged why any other vessel should not be required to

display the light as well as a sailing-vessel, and no reason is

apparent why the light should not be displayed when a sail

ing-vessel is overtaking, as well as when the overtaking ves

sel is a steamer. The 1 800 international rules recogpize this,

and have made it applicable on the approach of any vessel.

The rules of 1885 repealed those of 1804 and subsequent years,

so far as sea-going vessels are concerned.1

Under the old rule requiring the overtaken vessel to ex

hibit a flare-up light when approached, whenever it became

apparent that such flash-light was not observed and that col

lision was likely to follow, it was the duty of such vessel,

irrespective of the statute, to give warning by any detonate

ing signal of danger or any other means at its command, or

that good seamanship or ordinary prudence would suggest ;-

so that the rule of 1890 is but a declaration of the duty that

every overtaken vessel owes to the one following, in the ab

sence of such statutory provision.

1 The State of California, 49 Fed. 2 Kennedy v. The Sarmatian, 2

R 172: The Haverton, 31 Fed. R. Fed. R. 916; The Samuel & Craw-

563; Wise v. The Carrie F. Bron- ford, 6 Fed. R 906; The Anglo

son, 8 U. S. App. 1 ; The Lepanto v. Indian, 33 L. T. (N. S.) .233; The

Bennett, 50 Fed. R. 234. Stranger, 44 Fed. R 815.
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In order to charge an overtaken vessel with a violation

of the statute, in not exhibiting a torch or white light, the

approaching vessel must exhibit the proper lights, or such

lights that the vessel ahead may know that it is being ap

proached,1 unless it appears that the leading vessel has knowl

edge of the approach, when it becomes her duty to show a

flare-up, or use detonating signals to warn the approaching

ship.

The requirement of the statute as to the display of a

flare-up or torch by ah overtaken vessel does not dispense

with any of the other requirements of diligence on the part

of the overtaking ship, to keep a careful lookout, and to

keep out of the way of the vessel ahead. Though the lead

ing ship fail to display the statutory lights or give proper

warning of her presence, the burden of proof is on the one

overtaking to show that she used all reasonable diligence

to avoid the leading vessel, where it seeks to recover for

such failure to exhibit proper lights on being overtaken.2

Neither an overtaken nor an approaching vessel has any

right to disregard the rule as to flash-lights, or any other

means that may be at hand to convey intelligence of its

proximity, when there is any reason to apprehend that she

is not observed. Each must take proper measures to make its

presence known, when occasion requires, or take the conse

quences of such failure.' By article 2 of the regulations of

1885 a vessel is forbidden to display a flare-up light to an

approaching vessel except when being overtaken,4 and such

exhibition must be from the stern.5 By the rule of 1890 the

iThe New Orleans. 9 Ben. 303. Fed. R. 911; The Frank P. Lee, 30

*The City of Merida. 24 Fed. R Fed. R 277.

229. In the case of Farwell v. The

'The Elenora. 17 Blatch. 88; The John H. Starin, 2 Fed. R 100, it

Narragansett, 11 Fed. R, 918. was held that section 4234 of the

4 The Algiers, 38 Fed. R 526. United States Revised Statutes,

sThe Oder. 21 Blatch. 26; The requiring sailing-vessels at night

Excelsior, 39 Fed. R 393; The Al- to show a light on that point or

giers, 21 Fed. R 343; The Kirkland, quarter towards which a steam-

2 Hughes, 208; The Sarmatian, 2 vessel is approaching, applied only
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light may be displayed on any portion of the vessel best

adapted to attract attention of the approaching ship.

to a case where, from the close

vicinity of the steamer, it can be

said that she is approaching some

particular point on the sailing-

vessel.

Section 4234 of the United States

Revised Statutes required a lighted

torch to be exhibited by a sailing-

vessel to an approaching steamer,

whether the steamer were ap

proaching from forward or abaft

the beam, and where such torch

was not exhibited the sailing-ves

sel was held in fault. The Samuel

H. Crawford, 6 Fed. R 906; Brain-

ard v. The Narragansett, 3 Fed. R.

251; Kennedy v. The Sarmatian, 2

Fed. R 911.

Where a steamer approached a

sailing-vessel during the night

time, under section 4234, United

States Revised Statutes, the sailing-

vessel was required to exhibit a

flare-up light and hold her course.

The Excelsior, 33 Fed. R 554; The

Pottsville, 24 Fed. R 655; The Liz

zie Major, 8 Ben. 333.

The lights to be exhibited by the

sailing-vessel was under the old

rule required to be upon that point

or quarter to which the steam-

vessel was approaching. The Sara

toga. 37 Fed. R. 119; The Elenora,

17 Blatch. 88; The Golden Grove,

13 Fed. R. 700; The Oder, 13 Fed. R

272; The Rhode Island, 17 Fed. R

554; Kennedy v. The Sarmatian, 2

Fed. R 911; The Algiers, 28 Fed. R

240.

Where a vessel casting off from

her moorings in a navigable stream

placed herself at night across a

fair-way so that her regulation

lights were not visible, it was held

that she was bound to make use of

some conspicuous signal to warn

passing vessels of her location.

The John Fenwick, 3 L R Adm.

500.

A schooner and a steamer came

in collision. The schooner's side

lights were not burning properly

and were not seen by the steamer,

though a vigilant watch was kept.

As soon as discovered, the steamer

did everything possible to avoid

the collision. The schooner ex

hibited no flare-up torch, although

she saw the steamer approaching.

Held, that the schooner alone was

at fault. The Narragansett, 20

Blatch. 87; 11 Fed. R 9ia

When a sailing-vessel fails to

show the torch prescribed by law

upon the approach of a steamer,

and collision occurs, which pre

sumably would not have occurred

had the torch been exhibited, the

burden of proving negligence on

the part of the steamer is on the

sailing-vessel, she being the viola

tor of the rules, and such con

tributory negligence will not be

found upon uncertain proof. The

Roman, 14 Fed. R 61; The Lehigh,

43 Fed. R 597.

Where the light actually exhib

ited by the sailing-vessel should

have been seen by those in charge

of a steamer in time to have

avoided the collision, and the fail

ure to see such light as was dis

played contributed to the collision,

it was held that both were in fault,
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Sec. 40. When failure to exhibit flare-up light or torch

is excusable.— The object of having a flare-up light or torch

exhibited is to attract the attention of the other vessel, and

and the damages were divided.

The Roman, 12 Fed. R 219.

"Where several competent per

sons on watch, attentive to their

duties, can see no lights on an ap

proaching vessel during a period of

considerable time, when, if such

lights were visible, they should

have been seen, held, the defect

will be ascribed to the other ves

sel, even when the exact reason

why the lights are not visible is

unknown. Albertson v. The Mon

mouthshire, 44 Fed. R. 697.

In the case of The L C. Harris,

29 Fed. R. 926, where a schooner

and steamer collided, the schooner

had the proper lights burning, but

failed to exhibit a torch upon that

-quarter where a steamer was ap

proaching, and the latter failed to

observe the schooner's lights, al

though they were burning and

there was nothing to prevent their

being seen. Held, that both parties

were at fault; the schooner for not

exhibiting a torch, and the steamer

for not keeping a proper lookout.

The Revised Statutes, section

4234, did not apply to every in

stance where a steamer and a sail-

vessel passed near each other. If

the steamer and sail-vessel did not

approach each other in " the nauti

cal sense," the statutes did not

apply. The Tonawanda, 11 Phila.

516.

A schooner was overtaken in

the night-time and run into by a

steamer on the same course. The

steamer's lookout did not discover

the schooner until within twenty

or thirty feet of her, although she

must have been visible for three-

quarters of a mile. Held, that both

vessels were at fault; the schooner

for not exhibiting a torch, the

steamer for not keeping a proper

lookout. The City of Savannah, 41

Fed. R 841.

The fact that the side-lights of a

sailing-vessel were discovered from

the steamship as early as the torch

could have been, will not relieve

the sailing-vessel from the charge

of negligence in failing to exhibit

the torch. The Pennsylvania, 12

Fed. R 914.

The Revised Statutes (sea 4234),

requiring a flash-light to be ex

hibited to an overtaking vessel, are

not applicable, as the law of the

forum, to a collision between ves

sels belonging to two different for

eign nationalities, neither of which-

requires such a light according to

its own maritime laws. The State

of Alabama, 17 Fed. R 847; The

Oregon, 45 Fed. R 62; Leonard v.

Whitwell, 10 Ben. 638; The A M.

Hathaway, 25 Fed. R 926.

A becalmed pilot-boat was run

into by a steamer which could

have been stopped after seeing the

former. The pilot-boat used no

flare-up. Held to be a case for di

vision of damages. The Colum

bia, 27 Fed. R 23a

Pilotrboats are within the rule

requiring a sailing-vessel to exhibit
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Adhere this is done in any other way than by exhibiting the

flare-up, the office of torch or flare-up is performed and

its exhibition is irrtrhaterial.1 When the failure to exhibit a

flare-up light does not tend to produce the accident, which

would have occurred in spite of such display, its absence is

not a bar to recovery.2 When, however, there is a possibility

that the display of the flare-up or torch would have avoided

a collision, a vessel is at fault for not complying with the

statute ; and the burden of proof to show that such omission

did not contribute to the collision is on the vessel failing to

comply with the statutory requirements.' Failing to prove

this to the satisfaction of the court, she will be held in fault,

a torch when off pilotage grounds.

The New Orleans, 9 Ben. 303.

Placing a service-lantern, ordi

narily used to give light in dis

charging a cargo, over the stern of

a vessel is not sufficient precaution.

The John Fenwick, 3 L. B, Adm.

500 ; 41 L. J. Adm. 38.

Where a schooner failed to show

a torch on first hearing a' steamer's

fog-whistle, and made no attempt

to do so, and it was Shown that

such display would probably have

kept the vessels apart, it was held

that the schooner was guilty of

such cotitributory negligence in

not displaying a torch as would

warrant a division of damages, the

colliding vessel being also at fault.

Hood v. The Lehigh, 43 Fed. R 597.

A schooner knowing that her

colored lights were not visible to

an overtaking steamer was held

liable in not exhibiting a flash-light

to indicate her presence to the ap

proaching ship. The Saratoga, 37

Fed. R 119.

If the lights of an approaching

vessel are seen by a steamer and

then disappear, it becomes the duty

of the steamer to check her speed

and stop, if necessary, until the

1 ights are discovered. The, Illinois,

5 Blatch. 256.

The failure of a sailing-vessel

meeting a steamer on a clear night

to show a torch, held to be imma

terial where the night was so clear

that the ordinary lights were

plainly visible to the approaching

steamer. The Robert Holland and

Parana, 59 Fed. R 200.

1The Margaret v. The Steamer

Whiting, 3 Fed. R 870; The Bttct-

eye, 9 Fed. R 666.

* Farwell v. The John H. Starin,

2 Fed. R 100; Perkins v. The Her

cules, 1 Fed. R 925; The Oder, 8

Fed. R 172; The Pennland, 23 Fed.

R 551; The Oregon, 27 Fed. R 751 ;

The Empire State, 2 Biss. 216; The

Santa Claus, 1 Blatch. 370; The C.

Whiting, 14 Phila. 566.

'The Frank P. Lee, 30 Fed. R

277; The Samuel H. Crawford, ft

Fed. R 906; The Excelsior, 12 Fed.

R 195; The City of Savannah, 41

Fed. R 891.
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and cannot recover, unless there is such negligence shown on.

the part of the other as to warrant a division of damages.11

Sec. 41. Burden of proof.—In cases of collision between

vessels carrying lights and those not lighted as prescribed by

law, the vessel whose lights are not in accordance with the

statute has the burden of proving, by clear proof, that the

omission did not contribute to the collision, or that there

was contributory negligence on the part of the other vessel.

The burden of proof is on the vessel whose lights are at

tacked to show that they were properly placed and properly

burning. The duty of maintaining proper lights is so im

perative that the courts hold that it is not sufficient that *

vessel comply with the law,— she must be in position where

she can prove herself to have complied with it; and it is this

fact that renders the presence of a watch of such imperative

necessity, not only to guard against the approach of other

vessels, but to see that the lights of the ship are properly

placed and properly burning.2

1 McCabe v. Old Dominion S. S. stances as good seamanship would

Co., 31 Fed. R 234. require its exhibition. The Roman,

The exhibition of specific lights 12 Fed. R 219.

may as well be entirely disregarded In the case of The Badger State,

as to be only partially complied 15 Fed. R 346, it was held that a

with, and in a way which fails to vessel is not guilty of negligence

indicate to other vessels the posi- in not displaying a flare-up unless

tion and course of the one carrying there is apparent danger,

them. The Titan, 23 Fed. R 418. 1 Chapin et al. v. The Hattie Ross,

The fact that the side-lights of a 5 Fed. Cases, No. 2598; The Conoho,

vessel could have been seen by a 24 Fed. R 758; The Roman, 14 Fed.

careful lookout from a steamer R 61; The Ontario, 2 Low. 40;

will not excuse the former for Taylor v. Harwood, Taney, 437;

negligence in failing to exhibit a The Albert Mason, 2 Fed. R 821 ;

torch which might have prevented The Parkersburg, 5 Blatch. 247;

the collision. The Algiers, 21 Fed. The Lafayette Lamb, 20 Fed. R. 319.

R 343. Where it clearly appears that a

The fact that a vessel carries a lighted torch exhibited to an ap-

deck load of combustible material proaching steamer could not have

does not relieve it from exhibiting conveyed any additional informa-

* flare-up under such circum- tion of use to such approaching
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ship, the omission of it is not the

proximate cause of the collision

and is immaterial The burden of

proof, however, to establish this

fact is upon the vessel omitting to

show such torch or flare-up. The

Pennland, 23 Fed. R 551 ; The Caro,

23 Fed. R 734.

Where a sailing-vessel omitted

to exhibit the torch prescribed by

statute to be shown by an over

taking vessel, it was held that the

burden of proof was on the ap

proaching vessel to show that she

used all reasonable diligence to

avoid the vessel ahead. The City

of Merida, 24 Fed. R 229.

In a collision between a steamer

and a schooner approaching in a

dense fog, in such a manner as to

involve risk of collision, the steamer

with proper lights displayed, but

going at an immoderate speed,

and the schooner going without

the proper lookout, it was held

that the burden of proof was on

the schooner to show that the

omission of a proper lookout did

not contribute to the collision,

and in failing to do this she must

be held in fault and could only re

cover divided damages. McCabe

v. The Old Dominion S. 8. Co., 81

Fed. R 234.

In a collision case, where there is

a dispute about lights and their

bearings, or the lack of a proper

lookout, the absence of his testi

mony has great weight against

the vessel, unless satisfactory rea

son is given for not producing his

evidence. The Rabboni, 53 Fed. R.

952.

Where negligence is proven on

the part of a colliding vessel, the

court will not impute negligence to

the other because it failed to see a

light that was exhibited on the de

linquent vessel. The Algiers, 28

Fed. R 240.



CHAPTER IV.

NAVIGATING IN FOGGY OR THICK WEATHER.

Sec. 42. Navigating in fog, mist, falling snow, etc.—

There is no situation so fraught with danger to navigation

as that of a vessel -obscured from the vision of others ap

proaching. A large percentage of the collisions occurring

result from inattention to the rules while navigating in

thick weather. There is no subject over which admiralty

courts are so universally agreed as in the necessity of a strict

observance of the rules while navigating in weather obscured

by fog, mist, or other manifestation of the elements. Irre

spective of statutory provisions the law is strict in its re

quirement that vessels proceeding in a fog, or in close

proximity thereto, shall act with the utmost prudence and

caution. The international rules are well calculated to re

duce the danger of collision to a minimum if carefully ob

served. And the courts are strict in requiring a careful

compliance with them, where vessels are prevented from ob

serving the motions of each other. The necessity for the

utmost care exists not only when a vessel is herself enveloped

in fog or mist, but also when she is so near to it that others

within it require notice of her position.1 It is the duty of a

steam-vessel in a fog, under ordinary conditions, to take no

chances that can be avoided.' The rules requiring a fog

signal to be given when navigating in thick weather are in

tended to apply only when there is fog or obscuration

enough to shut out the view of an approaching vessel ; and

the presence of a slight degree of obscurity, not sufficient to

form any appreciable obstruction to the vision, does not

necessitate the use of fog signals, and a vessel is not charge-

iThe Perldomen, 27 Fed. R 573; - The Mattiawan, 4 Ben. 106.

The Saale, 63 Fed. R 478.
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able with negligence in omitting to sound the statutory sig

nals under such conditions.

Sec. 43. Sound-signals and appliances.— The interna

tional rules for 1890 1 provide that "all signals prescribed

by this article for vessels under way shall be given—

" 1st. By ' steam-vessels,' on the whistle or siren.

" 2d. By ' sailing-vessels and vessels towed,' on the fog

horn.

" The words ' prolonged blast,' used in this article, shall

mean a blast of from four to six seconds duration.

" A steam-vessel shall be provided with an efficient whistle

or siren sounded by steam, or by some substitute for steam,

so placed that the sound may not be intercepted by any ob

struction, and with an efficient fog-horn to be sounded by

mechanical means, and also with an efficient bell.

(" In all cases where the rules require a bell to be used, a

drum may be substituted on board Turkish vessels, or a

gong where such articles are used on board small sea-going

vessels.)

" A sailing-vessel of twenty tons gross tonnage or upward

shall be provided with a similar fog-horn and bell. In fog,

mist, falling snow, or heavy rain-storms, whether by day or

night, the signals described in this article shall be used as

follows, viz.:

" (a) A steam-vessel having way upon her shall sound, at

intervals of not more than two minutes, a prolonged blast.

" (5) A steam-vessel under way, but stopped, and having

no way upon her, shall sound, at intervals of not more than

two minutes, two prolonged blasts with an interval of about

one second between them.

" (c) A sailing-vessel under way shall sound, at intervals

of not more than one minute, when on the starboard tack, one

blast ; when on the port tack, two blasts in succession ; and

when with the wind abaft the beam, three blasts in succes

sion.

1 26 U. S. Stat. at I* 320, art. 15.
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" (d) A vessel when at anchor shall, at intervals of not

more than one minute, ring the bell rapidly for about five

seconds.

" (e) A vessel at anchor at sea, when not in ordinary an

chorage ground, and when in such a position as to be an

obstruction to vessels under way, shall sound, if a steam-

vessel, at intervals of not more than two minutes, two pro

longed blasts with her whistle or siren, followed by ringing

her bell ; or, if a sailing-vessel, at intervals of not more than

one minute, two blasts with her fog-horn, followed by ring

ing her bell.

" (f) A vessel when towing shall, instead of the signals

prescribed in subdivisions (a) and (c) of this article, at inter

vals of not more than two minutes, sound three blasts in

succession, namely, one prolonged blast, followed by two

short blasts. A vessel towed may give this signal and she

shall not give any other.

" (g) A steam-vessel wishing to indicate to another, ' the

way is off my vessel, you may feel your way past me,' may

sound three blasts in succession, namely, short, long, short,

with intervals of about one second between them.

" (k) A vessel employed in laying or picking up a tele

graph cable shall, on hearing the fog signal of an approach

ing vessel, sound in answer three prolonged blasts in succes

sion.

" (*) A vessel under way, which is unable to get out of the

way of an approaching vessel through being not under com

mand, or unable to maneuver as required by these rules,

shall, on hearing the fog signal of an approaching vessel,

sound in answer four short blasts in succession. Sailing-ves

sels and boats of less than twenty tons gross tonnage shall

not be obliged to give the above-mentioned signals, but if

they do not, they shall make some other efficient sound sig

nal at intervals of not more than one minute."

The international rules of 1885 ! provide that—

" A steamship shall be provided with a steam-whistle or

123 U. S. Stat, at L. 440, art. 12.
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other efficient steam-sound signals, so placed that the sound

may not be intercepted by any obstructions, and with an

efficient fog-horn to be sounded by a bellows or other me

chanical means, and also with an efficient bell. (In all

cases where the regulations require a bell to be used, a drum

will be substituted on board Turkish vessels.) A sailing-ship

shall be provided with a similar fog-horn and bell.

" In fog, mist or falling snow, whether by day or night,

the signals described in this article shall be used as follows,

that is to say:

" (a) A steamship under way shall make with her steam-

whistle or other steam sound signal, at intervals of not more

than two minutes, a prolonged blast.

" (b) A sailing-ship under way shall make with her fog

horn, at intervals of not more than two minutes, when on

the starboard tack, one blast ; when on the port tack, two

blasts in succession ; and when with the wind abaft the beam,

three blasts in succession.

" (c) A steamship and a sailing-ship when not under way

shall, at intervals of not more than two minutes, ring the

bell."

The rules for the navigation of the Great Lakes provide :

" A steam-vessel shall be provided with an efficient whistle,

sounded by steam or by some substitute for steam, placed

before the funnel, not less than eight feet from the deck, or

in such other place as the local inspectors of steam-vessels

shall determine, and of such character as to be heard in or

dinary weather at a distance of at least two miles, and with

an efficient bell ; and it is hereby made the duty of the United

States local inspectors of steam-vessels, when inspecting the

same, to require each steamer to be furnished with such

whistle and bell. A sailing-vessel shall be provided with an

efficient fog-horn and with an efficient bell.

" Whenever there is thick weather by reason of fog, mist,

falling snow, heavy rain-storms, or other causes, whether

by day or by night, fog signals shall be used as follows :

" (a) A steam-vessel under way, excepting only a steam
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vessel with raft in tow, shall sound at intervals of not more

than one minute, three distinct blasts of her whistle.

" (I) Every vessel in tow of another vessel shall, at inter

vals of one minute, sound four bells on a good and efficient

and properly placed bell as follows: By striking the bell

twice in quick succession, followed by a little longer inter

val, and then again striking twice in quick succession (in the

manner in which four bolls is struck in indicating time).

" (c) A steamer with a raft in tow shall sound at intervals

of not more than one minute a screeching or Modoc whistle

for from three to five seconds.

"(d) A sailing-vessel under way and not in tow shall sound

at intervals of not more than one minute, if on the starboard

tack with wind forward of abeam, one blast of herfog-horn.

" If on the port tack with wind forward of the beam, two

blasts of herfog-horn.

" If she have the wind abaft the beam on either side, three

blasts of her fog-horn.

"(e) Any vessel at anchor, and any vessel aground in or

near a channel or fair-way, shall, at intervals of not more

than two minutes, ring the bell rapidly for three to five sec

onds.

"(f) Vessels of less than ten tons registered tonnage, not

being steam-vessels, shall not be obliged to give the above-

mentioned signals ; but, if they do not, they shall make some

other efficient sound signal at intervals of not more than one

minute.

"(g) Produce-boats, fishing-boats, rafts or other water-

craft, navigating by hand-power or by the current of the

river, or anchored or moored in or near the channel or fair

way and not in any port, and not otherwise provided for in

these rules, shall sound a fog-horn or equivalent signal at

intervals of not more than one minute." 1

The old rules of 1864 * were silent as to the kind of sig-

1 Rule 14, Act for the prevention * U. S. R. S., sec 4233, rule 13.

of collisions on the Great Lakes.

Approved February 8, 1895.
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nal to be given by a steamer under way, the only require

ment being that a steam-vessel under way shall sound a

steam-whistle at intervals of not more than one minute.

The rules of 1885 are more comprehensive and specific

in their requirements both of steam and sailing-vessels, and

are in most respects an improvement upon the old rules.

The alterations are mainly such as experience showed to be

necessary to reduce the liability of collision to the minimum.

The rule of 1885 requires a steamer under way to give a

prolonged blast of her steam-whistle, or other appliance for

giving signals, at intervals of not more than two minutes.

The 1890 rule is the same as that of 1885. The objection

that has been found to this rule is that it is liable to be mis

taken for a passing signal, although passing signals in fog,

or when vessels are not in sight of each other, are not per

mitted ; 1 yet in practice it has been found that the desire to

make time is often too strong a temptation for navigators,

and that passing signals are relied on often when there is

not the absolute certainty of position that sight affords.

To remedy this seeming defect, the rules for the govern

ment of the navigation of the Great Lakes ! provide that a

signal of three distinct blasts of the whistle shall be given

when navigating in thick weather.

For sailing-vessels substantially the same signals are pro

vided by the rules of 1885 that are by those of 1890, except

that in the latter the time is reduced from two minutes be

tween blasts of the fog-horn to one minute.

Sound signals used in foggy or thick weather, to comply

with the statute, should be clear and full ; and where a ves

sel runs through a dense fog with her whistle or fog-horn

operating so feebly and imperfectly that it gives no notice

of her position, it is a fault for which liability will follow

in case of collision arising from such defective signals.'

iThe Parthian, 55 Fed. R 426; 2 Rule 14.

The City of New York, 147 U. S. »The Luray, 24 Fed. R 751.

72, 84; The Bolivia, 49 Fed. R. 169; A sailing-vessel using a fog-horn

The Nacooche, 137 U. S. 330, 338. sounded by the breath, instead of
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Sec. 44. Kate of speed in fog, mist or thick weather.—

The international rule for 1S001 provides that "every per

son shall, in a fog, mist, falling snow or heavy rain-storms,

go at a moderate speed, having careful regard to the exist

ing circumstances and conditions.

"A steam-vessel hearing, apparently forward of her beam,

the fog signal of a vessel, the position of which is not ascer

tained, shall, so far as the circumstances of the case admit,

stop her engines and then navigate with caution until dan

ger of collision is over."

The international rule of 1885 on the subject is as follows :

"Every ship, whether a sailing-ship or a steamship, shall, in

a fog, mist or falling snow, go at a moderate speed." 2

The rules for the navigation of the Great Lakes provide that

" every vessel shall in thick weather, by reason of fog, mist,

falling snow, heavy rain-storms or other causes, go at mod

erate speed. A steam-vessel hearing, apparent!y, not more

than four points from right ahead, the fog-signal of another

vessel, shall at once reduce her speed to bare steerage-way,

one sounded by mechanical means,

as required by article 12 of the

sailing rules of 1885, is guilty of

negligence. The Catalonia, 43 Fed.

R. 396.

A sailing-vessel will not be per

mitted to substitute for the fog-

born provided by statute, an in

strument blown by steam, which,

in the opinion of the owner, is

more effective than the horn pre

scribed by the sailing regulations.

The Parathon, 55 Fed. R. 427; The

Trave, 55 Fed. R. 426.

A ferry-boat had made its way

across the Hudson river, and was

inside the dock lines maneuvering

to land alongside its dock. It

ceased using its fog signals when

within the dock lines, and collided

with another vessel. Held, that

the ferry-boat was not bound to

continue its fog signals within the

dock limits. The Princeton, 61

Fed. R. 116.

A sailing-vessel is bound to have

and use in a fog mechanical means

for sounding her fog-horn. The

Wyanoke, 40 Fed. R 702; Adams

v. The Bolivia, 43 Fed. R. 17&

When a fog was such that a

steamer used her fog-whistle and

a sailing-vessel her fog-horn, held,

that the latter's blowing three fog

horns continuously from the time

the steamer was seen, was a suffi

cient observance of the former

English rule as a signal to an over

taking steamer. The State of Ala

bama, 17 Fed. R. 847.

1 26 U. S. Stat. at L. 320, art. 16;

The City of Guatemala, 7 Ben. 521.

2 23 U. S. Stat, at L. 441, art. 1&
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and navigate with caution until the vessels shall have passed

each other." 1

The moderate rate of speed required by the rules must

depend upon the circumstances of the case. What might be

considered as moderate speed in unfrequented waters might

be immoderate in a situation where the presence of other

vessels might reasonably be expected.2

Ordinarily moderate speed is such a rate as will give suffi

cient steerage-way, so that a vessel can be readily controlled

and stopped within such distance as other vessels can be

seen or heard, taking into consideration the fact that both

vessels are approaching.5 No specific rate of speed has ever

been established by which to determine the lawful rate per

missible in a fog. It would be difficult, if not impossible, to

establish a fixed rate of speed for all vessels and on all oc

casions, beyond which it would be negligence to go. What

would be immoderate speed for one vessel might not be im

moderate for another of different construction, having dif

ferent appliances for its propulsion and control. The term

" moderate speed " has reference to all the circumstances

affecting the ability of a vessel to keep out of the way of

others, to be quickly checked, stopped and reversed in mo

tion. A greater rate of speed would be tolerated in a ship

provided with powerful engines, by which her speed can be

more quickly reduced, than would be the case with a vessel

of less powerful machinery and appliances less effective in

her control. The courts, however, hold that no steamer's

speed is moderate, in the sense of the rule, so long as she is

going at her ordinary full speed. A ship is required to

1 Rules for the navigation of the Alexandria, 31 Fed. R 427; The

Great Lakes, approved February 8, Pennsylvania, 19 Wall. 125; The

1895. Page 72. State of Alabama, 17 Fed. R 847;

s The James Adger. 3 Blatch. 515; The Lawrence, 54 Fed. R 542.

The City of New York, 35 Fed. R 3The City of Paris, 9 Wall. 634;

604; The Leland, 19 Fed. R 771; McReady v. Goldsmith. 18 How. 89;

The Milwaukee, 2 Biss. 509; The The Louisiana, 2 Ben. 371; The

Britannic, 39 Fed. R 395; The Mar- Free State, 91 U. S. 200; The Bo-

tello, 34 Fed. R 71; The City of livia, 49 Fed. R 169.
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moderate her speed according to the density of the fog or

obscured condition of the atmosphere, and the increased

difficulty of discovering danger; and she is bound to adopt

timely means to avoid it.1

The rule adopted by some maritime courts is, that a steam

ship should always be under such control that it can be

stopped, and its direction of speed reversed, within the dis

tance at which an approaching vessel can be seen.2 It would

seem that the better rule requires an account to be taken of

the speed of the approaching vessel. It might be possible

to stop the speed of a vessel within the distance at which a

ship is first discovered, were it at rest, but be utterly impos

sible to stop way within that distance, as reduced by the for

ward movements of both vessels.

The practice of running a steamship at full speed during

a fog, upon the theory that the time of exposure is thereby

lessened, and in case of collision the chances of injury to it

thereby lessened, is a dangerous practice and one that the law

will not permit, and it cannot be too severely condemned.

Keeping a powerful steamer at full speed through an ob

scured atmosphere is negligence per se. The law imposes

npon every vessel the duty of slackening her speed according

to the density of the fog and the difficulty of clear vision,

even to the lowest point consistent with maintaining steer

age-way.' There is no absolute rule that a vessel shall lay

to during a fog. Usually a steamship is better able to avoid

collision when under steerage-way than if at rest. Her duty

in this particular, in all cases, is a question of prudence under

all the circumstances.4 The criterion of moderate speed in

1 The State of Alabama, 17 Fed. R. 535; Cunard Steamship Co. v.

R. 847; The Pottsville, 24 Fed. R Fabre, 53 Fed. R 288; The Penn-

655. sylvania, 4 Ben. 257; 19 Wall. 125.

2 The Saale, 63 Fed. R 478; Mo- 4 Hoffman v. Union Ferry Co., 68

Cabe v. Old Dominion Steamship N. Y. 385; The Joseph W. Gould,

Co., 31 Fed. R. 234, 237; The Bolivia, 19 Fed. R 787; The Morning Light,

49 Fed. R 169. 2 Wall. 550.

'Clare v. P. & S. S. Co., 20 Fed.
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all cases is the ability of the ship to stop immediately in the

presence of danger.1

Every vessel navigating in a fog has the right to presume

that every other vessel aproaching will give the regulation

notice of her situation, and she may base her own conduct

upon the presumption that the approaching vessel will com

ply with the requirements of the law.'

1 The Leland, 19 Fed. R. 771 ; The

Allianca, 39 Fed. R. 476.

In the case of The City of New

York, 147 U. a 72, it was held that

there is no such certainty of the

position of a horn sounded in a fog

as will justify a steamer in assum

ing that by a change of course on

Its part it will avoid the approach

ing vessel, without taking the fur

ther precaution of slowing down

until the location of the vessel is

absolute.

A steamer was held guilty of

negligence for continuing at nearly

full speed in a fog, although the fog

came up suddenly and the collision

occurred within two or three min

utes after entering the fog bank;

it not appearing that the fog came

up so suddenly that by prompt or

ders the speed of the ship might

not have been reduced. The Trave,

55 Fed. R. 117.

2 Kennedy v. The Sarmatian, 8

Fed. R. 911.

A steamship failing to reduce

her speed when going through a

fog in one of the main lines of

ocean travel to such rate as will

admit of her being stopped within

the distance at which she can dis

cover another vessel is guilty of a

fault that will render her liable

for damages resulting therefrom.

Adams v. The Bolivia, 49 Fed. R. 169.

Excessive speed—Seventeen miles

per hour.—Running a steamer of

one thousand five hundred tons

burden on a dark night at the rate

of seventeen miles per hour along

a track frequented by vessels, when

it is impossible to discover an ap

proaching vessel in time to avoid

colliding, is excessive speed. The

Northern Indiana, 3 Blatch. 92;

McReady v. Goldsmith, 18 How.

89; The Flyer, 62 Fed. R 615.

Sixteen miles per hour held ex

cessive.— The Iberia, 40 Fed. R 89a

Fifteen miles per hour held im

moderate.— Fifteen miles per hour

in a dense fog is not that moderate

speed required by the statute,

when, by running at a reduced

rate, the collision might have been

avoided. The Rhode Island, 17 Fed.

R. 554; The Iberia, 40 Fed. R 893;

The Trave, 55 Fed. R. 118; The

Britannic, 39 Fed. R 395; The Law

rence, 54 Fed. R. 542; The Saale, 59

Fed. R 716.

Twelve knots an hour is excess

ive speed when maintained by a

vessel in a dense fog, in the pres

ence of an approaching vessel. The

Parthian, 55 Fed. R 426.

Eleven knots an hour immoder

ate.— When the fog is so thick

that a vessel can be but dimly seen

at a quarter of a mile, eleven miles

an hour was held to be immoderate
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Sec. 45. Moderate speed.— The term " moderate speed,"

as required by the rules, is that degree of speed which will

enable a vessel to stop after seeing a vessel or hearing a fog-

signal of an approaching ship, in time to avoid the vessel

speed. Barry v. Steamship Utopia,

1 Fed. R 892; The City of New

York, 35 Fed. R.004; The Charlotte

Webb, 43 Fed. R 151; The Britan

nic, 39 Fed. R 395.

Ten miles held to be immoderate

speed.— In a fog so dense that a

vessel cannot be distinguished ex

cept at a very short distance, ten

miles an hour was held to be im

moderate speed even in mid-ocean.

Hardy v. The Fulda, Dist. Ct. S. D.

N.Y., July 29,1892; The Westphalia,

4 Ben. 404; The Marathon v. The

Andrew Hicks, 24 Fed. R 653; La

Normandie, 58 Fed. R 427; The

Saale, 63 Fed. R 478.

Where two steamers are navigat

ing the most frequented waters of

Lake Superior by night in a dense

fog, one running at the rata of ten

miles per hour, and the other at

the rate of six miles, each hearing

several signals from the other in

dicating that they were approach

ing each other, it was held that

both vessels were at fault for ex

cessive speed. The Alberta, 23 Fed.

R807.

Where a steamer in a dense fog

kept on at the usual spsed of ten

knots an hour after hearing the fog

horn of a sailing-vessel about a

point on her starboard bow, and

starboarded her helm without mod

erating her speed, until she saw the

bark coming across her bow about

an eighth of a mile distant, a collis

ion ensuing, it was held that the

steamer was at fault for maintain

ing too great a rate of speed. The

City of New York, 15 Fed. R 624.

Nine knots an hour immoderate.

Steaming nine miles an hour on a

foggy night in the path of other

vessels, no pressing emergency ex

isting, held to be excessive speed.

Prescott v. The United States, 19

Ct. CL 684; The Pennsylvania, 13

Fed. R 914; The Blenheim, 14 Fed.

R 797.

Moderate speed means reduced

speed; therefore, when a steamer

whose full speed is nine knots an

hour was moving at that rate in a

fog through which lights could be

seen but about a quarter of a mile

away, it was held immoderate

speed. The City of Atlanta, 26

Fed. R 450"; Hood v. The Lehigh,

43 Fed. R 597.

Eight miles an hour held excess

ive.— Eight miles an hour in a fog

and in the usual track of vessels

approaching a harbor is excessive

speed. The City of Panama, 5

Saw. 63; The Martello, 34 Fed. R

71 ; The City of Guatemala, 7 Ben.

521; Leonard v. Whitwell, 10 Ben.

638.

Seven miles per hour excessive.—

A steamer running at the rate of

more than seven knots an hour in

a fog so dense that a ship can

hardly be seen at the distance of a

ship's length is guilty of negli

gence. The Catalonia, 43 Fed. R

396; Leonard v. Whitwell, 10 Ben.

638; The Pennsylvania, 19 WalL

125; 9 Blatch. 451; 4 Ban. 257; The
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complying with the law in giving it,1 due allowance being

made for the approach of each.

Sec. 46. What speed is permissible.— The courts re

quire a strict compliance with the rule requiring moderate

speed in a fog or thick weather. There may, however, con

ditions arise where, under the peculiar circumstances of the

case, this rule would not be adhered to with the usual de

gree of strictness; but a violation of the rule can only be

justified by the existence of a present and threatening dan

ger, and a neoessity to go at a higher rate of speed than

would otherwise be permitted, to avoid this danger. Tim

peril, however, must be a present one; and a belief on the

part of the ship's officers that danger, under certain circum

stances, may arise in the, future, is not a sufficient excuse to

Magna Charta, 25 L. T. (N. S.) 512;

The Wyanoke, 40 Fed. R 702; The

Nacoochee, 22 Fed. R 855; 11 8. CU

122; 137 U. S. 330; The Allianca,

89 Fed. R 476.

Six miles held excessive. — A

steamer moving at the rate of six

miles per hour down a river fre

quently used by passing boats, held

liable for excessive speed. The

John K Berwind, 49 Fed. R 956;

1 U. S. App. 72; The Wyanoke, 40

Fed. R 702; The Energy, 42 Fed.

R 301; The Michigan, 63 Fed. R

280; The Fulda, 52 Fed. R 400.

Five miles an hour held excessive.

Five miles an hour in a thick fog

is not the moderate speed required

by the International Rules, article

13, of a steamer nearing New York

port, whose full speed is twelve

knots an hour. The Martello, 84

Fed. R 71; 39 Fed. R 505; Hardy

v. The Raleigh and The Niagra,

44 Fed. R 781.

It is faulty navigation for a ves

sel to continue Jier course at a.

speed of over five miles an hour

unnecessarily in a river in a dense

fog, on a course where other vessels

are liable to be encountered. The

Raleigh, 41 Fed. R 527: The Luray.

24 Fed. R 751; The Pottsville, 12

Fed. R 631.

Four milesper hour held excessive.

A sailing-vessel in a fog, and in a

situation where other vessels are

likely to pass, is bound to moderate

her speed, and four miles per hour

in a sailing-vessel approaching New

York harbor in a thick fog held

excessive. The Martello, 34 Fed.

R 71.

1 The Michigan, 63 Fed. R 295.

Moderate speed,— In the case of

Bradley v. The John Pridgeon, Jr.,

88 Fed. R 261. the court held that

a speed of five miles an hour, when

there was some sea and wind, did

not show such negligence as would

render the vessel liable, and was

moderate speed under the circum

stances.

A steamer running at half her
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permit the violation of the rule.1 It is no excuse for viola

tion of the rule that the vessel is employed on public busi

ness requiring haste, such as carrying the mails, bearing

government dispatches, or other public business. The rule

is inflexible, and must bear alike upon all who come within

its force.2

Sec. 47. Stopping and reversing.— The international

rules of 1890 provide that "every steam-vessel which is di

rected by these rules to keep out of the way of another ves

regular speed in a snow-storm at

night when the lights of approach

ing vessels were visible one-third

of a mile distant, within which

distance the steamer is able to stop

and back, so as to effectually avoid

a collision, was held to be running

at a moderate rate of speed. The

Allianca, 39 Fed. R 476.

Where a steamer was going in a

fog at about three and a half miles

per hour, which was, according to

her master's testimony, as slow as

she could go against sea and wind,

it was held that her speed was

moderate. The Johns Hopkins, 13

Fed. R 185.

"Where a vessel requires four

knots an hour for steerage-way,

sufficient to give control over her,

four knots an hour at the entrance

to New York harbor, in a thick

fog. will not render her liable for

excessive speed. The Martello, 39

Fed. R 505; The Lorenzo D. Baker,

24 Fed. R. 814.

•The Iberia, 40 Fed. R 893.

« Rogers v. The St. Charles, 19

How. 108; The James Adger, 3

Blatch. 515; The Northern Indiana,

3 Blatch. 92.

In the case of The Nacooche, 28

Fed. R 462, where a steamer col

lided with a vessel which it was

seeking to rescue, the court held

that notwithstanding the laudable

enterprise in which it was engaged,

in seeking to aid those supposed to

be in distress, she was nevertheless

liable for immoderate speed.

A concurrent fault will not ex

cuse either of the parties violating

the rule. The fact that one of two

vessels in a fog did not reduce her

speed is no excuse to the other for

violating the rule. Appleton v.

The Kate Irving, 2 Fed. R 919; The

City of New York, 15 Fed. R 624.

It was held that where a steamer

hears another.s fog-signal, when at

a distance of three miles, with such

distinctness as to enable her to

locate the other correctly, it is

chargeable with notice of subse

quent signals indicating a chango

of course ; and if through inatten

tion she fails to hear the subse

quent signals, but continues on her

course at full speed until a near

approach renders the situation

critical, and reversing fails to pre

vent collision, she is chargeable

with contributing fault. The Kate

Butteroni, 59 Fed. R 494.
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sel shall, on approaching her, if necessary, slacken her speed,

or stop or reverse." 1

The international rules of 1885 provide that "every steam

ship, when approaching another ship so as to involve risk of

collision, shall slacken her speed, or stop and reverse, if

necessary." 2

The rule governing the navigation of the Great Lakes '

is the same as the international rule of 1890. It will be ob

served that there is something of a change in the require

ment of the rule of 1890. The rule of 1885 requires a steam-

vessel, when approaching another so as to involve risk

of collision, to slacken her speed, or stop and reverse, if

necessary — the rule requiring the vessel to both stop and

reverse. The rule of 1890 is so modified that the necessity

of either slackening speed, stopping or reversing must be

apparent, and the vessel may either slacken speed without

reversing or may slacken speed and reverse.

It may be stated, as a general rule, that it is necessary for

a steamer to stop and reverse in a dense fog when a whistle or

fog signal is heard approaching on either bow, and apparently

in the vicinity, unless the fog signals of the approaching ship

unequivocally indicate that it is headed so as to pass clear,

without involving risk of collision. Where two steamships

are invisible to each other in a dense fog, and find them

selves drawing near together, ordinary prudence requires

them to stop or reverse, without waiting until they be

come visible to each other, unless there are attending cir

cumstances of unusual character which make it more dan

gerous to stop or reverse than to advance.4 Such danger,

126 U. S. Stat. at L. 320, art. 23; Phila. 521; The Britannic, 89 Fed.

The North Star, 62 Fed. R. 71; Alex- R. 395; The Lepanto, 21 Fed. R.

ander v. Machan, 147 U. S. 72. 651; The Pottsville, 24 Fed. R 655;

2 23 U. S. Stat. at L. 441, art. 18. The City of Atlanta, 26 Fed. R 456;

3 Rules governing the navigation The Stamford, 27 Fed. R 227; The

of the Great Lakes, Rule 21. Ap- State of Alabama, 17 Fed. R 847;

proved February 8, 1895. Page 72. Washington Steamboat & Transp.

«The Lebanon v. The Cilo, L. R Co. v. Geo. E. Storr, 47 Fed. R 749;

14 App. Cas. 070; The Anna, 14 The Charles Allen, 11 Fed. R 317;
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however, must not be imaginary or speculative, but must

be a positive, present and imminent one. In the absence of

such imminent danger as prevents stopping or reversing, it

is the duty of steamers approaching on opposite courses to

stop until they come to a clear understanding with regard

to their respective positions and courses ; and where there is

any confusion of signals or any other apparent risk of collis

ion, it is their duty not only to stop but to reverse until all

way is lost.1

It is not sufficient that a steamer proceeding in a thick

fog change her course merely, after hearing the signal of

an approaching ship, when the fog is so dense that the ap

proaching vessel is not visible, and her exact location can

not be definitely determined. The rule requires a steamer

under such circumstances to proceed with the utmost cau

tion, and not to change her course without knowing the

position and direction of the other ; and when the signals of

the approaching vessel indicate a near approach, it is the

nals and to slacken her speed, and

if necessary to stop and reverse, on

meeting a vessel whose situation

and course are uncertain. The

Ping-on v. Blethen, 11 Fed. R 607;

The D. S. Gregory, 16 Blatch. 542;

The Pennland, 23 Fed. R 551.

On making the light of another

steamer, or hearing her fog signal,

if there is the least uncertainty as

to her position and direction, speed

should be instantly checked, and,

if occasion requires, the vessel

should be backed ; keeping a power

ful steamer at full speed under

such circumstances is negligence

per se. The Ogdensburg, 1 Newb.

139; The Pottsville, 24 Fed. R 655;

Bradley v. The John Pridgeon, Jr.,

38 Fed. R 261; The Wydale, 37

Fed. R 710; The Illinois, 5 Blatch.

256.

McWilliams v. The Vim, 12 Fed. R

906; Hoben v. The Westover, 2 Fed.

R 91 ; The Havanna, 54 Fed. R 411.

1The North Star, 43 Fed. R 807;

62 Fed. R 71.

When two steam-vessels are ap

proaching each other from oppo

site directions, if from darkness,

fog or haziness of the atmosphere

it is difficult to ascertain the char

acter, position or direction of each

other, it is the duty of each, when

the other is observed, to instantly

check its speed, and if necessary to

stop and reverse. Ward v. Ogdens

burg, 5 McLean, 622.

When by reason of smoke or fog

the side-lights of an approaching

vessel cannot be readily ascer

tained, it is the duty of a steamer

navigating under such circum

stances to give frequent sound Big-
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duty of both to stop and reverse;1 but where the sound

signal apparently comes from a definite direction, a steamer

is justified in steering away from it. If, after such change

of course, the approaching vessel appears to be nearer, it is

the duty of the steamer to stop and reverse until the posi

tion of each is understood.2

As before stated, there is no absolute rule requiring a

vessel to lay to during a fog. Such a course of action might

be more dangerous than to continue under way under

moderate speed. Nor can it be said that it is the duty of a

steamer to stop and reverse every time the fog signal of an

other is heard. Such a requirement would not only become

burdensome, but would be impracticable. Where the sound

signals of an approaching vessel appear to be on either bow,

and approaching, and in the near vicinity, this rule requires

the vessel hearing to stop and reverse.'

Sec. 48. Error in locating vessel in fog.— Inability to

determine the position of a ship in a fog is not of itself

negligence where the vessel uses all means within its power

to discover the exact situation and direction of the ship giv

ing the sound signals. If a sound signal appears to come from

a certain definite direction, there is no liability for a failure

to make allowance for the deflection of the sound by reason

of the fog, and a vessel is justified in acting upon the appar

ent direction of the sounds.4 And where it appears that a

iThe Britannic, 39 Fed. R 395; omission to do so, except upon

The Kate Butteroni, 59 Fed. R 494. clear proof that such failure was

2 The Lepanto, 21 Fed. R. 651 ; rendered necessary by the circum-

The City of Atlanta, 26 Fed. R stances of the case or that it did

456. not contribute to the collision.

a The Britannic, 39 Fed. R. 395; The Jay Gould. 19 Fed. R 765.

The Pottsville, 24 Fed. R. 655; The 4 The Oregon, 27 Fed. R 751; The

City of Atlanta, 26 Fed. R. 456; The City of Atlanta, 26 Fed. R 456.

Stamford, 27 Fed. R227. Where an injured vessel did not

Where a vessel is placed in hear the fog-horn of one colliding

danger by the fault of another, with it, the evidence showing that

she is bound to stop and reverse, such fog signals were given, it was

and will not be excused for an held that the failure of the injured
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vessel has used ordinary prudence under all circumstances,

the courts are very slow to hold her in damages for inabil

ity to account on scientific principles for her failure to hear

and locate fog signals shown to have been given.1 Where the

noise created by the passage of a vessel through the water,

either from the working of her machinery or otherwise, is

sufficient to prevent the sound signals of an approaching

vessel from being heard, it becomes her duty to stop occa

sionally and listen for sound signals of vessels that may be

approaching, or to slow down to such a degree of speed that

the noise of her own passage through the water will not

interfere with ability to hear the approach of others.2

The known presence of other vessels in foggy weather im

poses upon those knowing such fact a higher degree of cau

tion than if such presence were unknown ; a higher degree

of caution being required in the presence of a known danger

than when it is remote or uncertain.3

Sec. 49. Navigating in fog near docks and piers.4 —A

greater degree of vigilance is required of a ship navigating

the waters of a harbor in foggy or thick weather, where the

passage of vessels is of frequent occurrence, than on the

boat to hear them did not of itself attributed to inevitable accident

render the vessel liable for the in- and the loss remain where it fell.

jury. Proof that the signals were The Lepanto, 21 Fed. R 651.

given, but not heard, only shows There is no statutory rule re-

that the besMtnown precautions quiring signals to be given by a

may at times fail of securing large fleet of canal-boats in tow in

safety. The Negaunee, 20 Fed. R a fog. And where a large fleet of

918. such boats is entirely under the

1 The Leland, 19 Fed. R. 771. control of the tug, it is treated as

2 The Oregon, 27 Fed. R 751. one vessel, so far as signals go, and

Where a steamer is properly offi- the duty of giving the proper and

cered and manned, and they are necessary fog-signals devolves en-

attentive and alert and locate a tirely upon the tug. The James

whistle to the best of their judg- Berwind. 44 Fed. R 698.

ment, if not negligent in other 3The Nacoochee, 22 Fed. R 855;

particulars, and a collision ensues Rogers v. The Phoenix and The

on account of an erroneous loca- Atlanta, 50 Fed. R 330.

tion of the fog signal, it must be * See Inspectors' Rule V.
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high seas, where the liability of meeting others is less. A

vessel has no right to run in a dense fog near piers, docks

and anchorage grounds, where vessels usually tie up or are

moored, except at the slowest rate of speed possible, con

sistent with steerage-way, and with a due observance of

every other precaution that can be invoked to guard against

collision.1

Sec. 60. Sailing-vessels navigating in fog.— The inter

national rules provide that " a sailing-vessel of twenty tons

gross tonnage or upwards shall be provided with a fog-horn

and bell."

" A sailing-vessel under way shall sound, at intervals of

not more than one minute, when on the starboard tack, one

blast ; when on the port tack, two blasts in succession ; and

when with the wind abaft the beam, three blasts in succes

sion."

" Every person shall, in a fog, mist, falling snow or heavy

rain-storm, go at a moderate speed, having careful regard to

the existing circumstances and conditions." 2

Ordinary prudence and good seamanship alike require a

sailing-vessel navigating in foggy weather to go at a mod

erate rate of speed and to use all possible precautions

against collisions by making some sort of detonating signal,

whereby other ships may be apprised of its presence and

situation ; and this, irrespective of any rule on the subject,

1The St. John, 29 Fed. R. 221; usual course of ferry-boats passing

The Howard, 30 Fed. R. 280; The there, and allowed her bow to

Demorest, 25 Fed. R. 921. swing off some distance in the

A steam-tug moving in a slip in channel, it was held that the tug

a fog and inside the ends of the was in fault for unnecessarily and

piers is not required to sound her imprudently mooring in the ex-

whistle as a signal to a steamer posed situation, when she might

moving in the channel outside the have gone in alongside the pier.

slip and beyond the ends of the Mews v. The Maria Hoffman, 46

piers. The Shady Side, 17 Blatch. Fed. R 408.

132. 2 20 U. S. Stat. at L. 320, arts. 15, 10 ;

Where a tug had tied up to the 23 U. S. Stat. at L. 440, arts. 12, 13;

water-end of a pier, in a fog, in the Rules for the Great Lakes, rule 14.
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especially in a thoroughfare where other vessels may be ex

pected to pass. A high rate of speed in a dense fog is less

justifiable in a sailing-ship than in one propelled by steam,

as she has less facilities for quickly stopping and changing

her movements. The rule of moderate speed is enforced

with the same or a greater degree of strictness in the case

of sailing-vessels than in the case of steamships.1 They

must reduce their speed when occasion demands, or abide the

consequences of a failure to do so.2 Circumstances so unusual

as to justify a sailing-vessel from taking the ordinary pre

cautions to guard against collision by reducing speed, using

a fog-horn, or complying with other statutory requirements,

would exonerate a steamer for violating the same rules

under like circumstances.3

•The Rhode Island, 17 Fed. R

554; The Johns Hopkins, 13 Fed. R.

185.

2 The Louisiana, 2 Ben. 371 ; The

Chancellor, 4 Ben. 153; The Black-

stone, 1 Low. 487, 485; The Monti-

cello v. Mollison, 17 How. 152.

3 The Bay State, Abb. Adm. 235.

A sailing-vessel is bound under

the rules to have and use mechan

ical means for sounding her fog

horn; and a sailing-ship using a

fog-horn sounded by the breath in

stead of one sounded by a bellows

is not complying with the rules,

and is guilty of negligence in this

respect. The Wyanoke, 40 Fed. R.

702; The Catalonia, 43 Fed. R. 390;

The Energy, 42 Fed. R 301.

Where a sailing-vessel in a fog,

in a common thoroughfare of ship

ping, heard fog signals from ves

sels obscured from its view, and

did not display a lighted torch or

sound proper fog signals, it was

held that she should have ex

hibited a lighted torch, and that

nothing short of absolute certainty

that it would have done no good

would justify an omission to obey

the rule in this regard. That she

was in fault for sounding one blast

only of her fog-horn, when on her

port tack, instead of two; and that

she was in fault also for sailing

short-handed in a fog, having only

two men on deck, one attending to

going about and one acting as look

out. The Elonora, 17 Blatch. 88;

Elliott v. Stafford, 37 Fed. R 811.

Where the fog was so thick as

to obscure a steamer's lights, it was

held carelessness in a sailing-vessel

not to reduce her speed in a course

where she was likely to meet other

vessels. The Vesper, 9 Fed. R 509;

Adams v. The Bolivia, 43 Fed. R

173.

A sailing-vessel tacking in a fog

is not relieved from giving the fog

signals prescribed by the rules dur

ing the process of coming in stays.
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Sec. 51. Vessels anchored in a fog.— The international

rules of 1890 provide that:

"(d) A vessel when at anchor shall, at intervals of not

more than one minute, ring the bell rapidly for about five

seconds."

"(e) A vessel at anchor at sea, when not in ordinary

anchorage ground, and when in such a position as to bo an

obstruction to vessels under way, shall sound, if a steam-

vessel, at intervals of not more than two minutes, two pro

longed blasts with her whistle or siren, followed by ringing

her bell, or, if a sailing-vessel, at intervals of not more than

one minute, two blasts with her fog-horn, followed by ring

ing her bell." 1

The international rules of 1885 provide that "a steam

ship and a sailing-ship when not under way shall, at inter

vals of not more than two minutes, ring the bell." 2

The regulations for the Great Lakes provide that " any

vessel at anchor, and any vessel aground in or near a channel

It is her duty, until she gets the

wind on the other tack, to treat

herself as still on the same tack as

when she began to come in stays,

and only change it when she gets

the wind for the other tack. The

Constanta, 62 L. T. (N. S.) 236.

A vessel is under obligation to

give sound signals on her fog-horn

not only when she is actually en

veloped in a fog, but also when she

is so near it that it is necessary

that her position should be known

to any vessel that may happen to

be within it. The Perkiomen, 27

Fed. R. 57a

A sail-vessel is under no duty to

disregard the rule requiring it to

hold her course because in a dense

fog the bearing of an approaching

steamer does not appear to change

as determined by her fog signalu

La Normandie, 58 Fed. R. 427.

Where two sailing-vessels are

proceeding in a dense fog, one hav

ing the wind free, the other close-

hauled on the starboard tack, the

rules required that the vessel hav

ing the wind free should pass

astern of the other, the one close-

hauled keeping her course. Not

being able to do this with safety,

they both changed their courses,

but without slackening speed, and

ran nearly parallel for a short time,

when they resumed their former

course and came in collision. Held.

that both were at fault and the

damages were divided. The S. An

derson, 27 Fed. R. 392.

1 26 U. S. Stat, at L. 320, art, 15.

2 23 U. S. Stat, at L. 441, art. 12 (c).
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or fair-way, shall, at intervals of not more than two min

utes, ring the bell rapidly for three to five seconds." 1

Before the passage of the statutory rule prescribing the

kind of signal to be given, a vessel anchored in a fair-way,

or in a situation where the passage of vessels might reason

ably be expected, was required to indicate her presence and

situation by some sound sufficient to give warning to ap

proaching vessels. No particular device was required so

long as the sound emitted was sufficient.*

Sec. 52. Substitution of signals.— A vessel failing to

give the proper signals in a fog is prima facie at fault even

though other sound signals are substituted ; and vessels will

not ordinarily be permitted to show that such substituted

signals are equally as effective as those required by the stat

ute. Statutory rules, being positive requirements of law,

cannot be avoided by showing that something else would

answer the purpose as well.3

1 Regulations for the navigation

of the Great Lakes, approved Feb.

8, 1895, Rule 14 (e). Page 72.

A tug with a tow was anchored

in the Hudson river at a place

where vessels were liable to pass.

The tow of canal-boats extended

from the tug a distance of about

eight hundred or a thousand feet.

The tug sounded the required sig

nals, notwithstanding which, col

lision occurred between the tow

and the passing boat. The tug in

charge was assisted by another

tug situated about midway in the

raft. The assistant tug failing to

sound signals as required by the

statute, the court held that this

neglect on the part of the subor

dinate was sufficient to charge the

principal, and the tug in charge

was held liable. Hardy v. The

Raleigh and The Niagra, 44 Fed.

R781.

2 The Rockaway, 25 Fed. R 775;

The Chancellor, 4 Ben. 153; The

Scotia, 7 Blatch. 308; The Porter,

2 Dill. 146; The Exchange, 10

Blatch. 108.

A sail-vessel hove to in a fog

should ring a bell instead of blow

a fog-horn. The Alfredo, 32 Fed.

R240.

' Bradley v. The John Pridgeon,

38 Fed. R. 201; Elliott v. Stafford,

37 Fed. R. 811; The Milwaukee, 2

Biss. 509; The Exchange, 10 Blatch.

168; The Porter, 2 Dill. 146; Rog

ers v. McCane, 19 Ma 557; The

Parthian, 55 Fed. R 426.

Where a vessel.s mechanical fog

horn had become out of order and

the vessel was run down in a fog

while using an ordinary mouth
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See. 53. Sound signals for Tessels towing and towed.—

The rules of 1890 provide (art. 15) "that a vessel when tow

ing shall, instead of the signals prescribed in subdivisions (a)

and (c) of this article, at intervals of not more that two min

utes, sound three blasts in succession, namely, one prolonged

blast followed by two blasts. A vessel towed may give this

signal and she shall not give any other." 1

Where a vessel is in tow of a tug or steam-vessel by a line

she should give the statutory signals required by the above

rule.2 But where the tow is lashed alongside, there is not

the necessity for additional fog-signals and they should be

given by the tug alone.

The rules governing the navigation of the Great Lakes

provide that —

" Every vessel in tow of another vessel shall, at intervals

of one minute, sound four bells on a good and efficient and

properly placed bell, as follows: By striking the bell twice

in quick succession, followed by a little longer interval, and

then again striking twice in quick succession (in the manner

in which four bells is struck in indicating time)."

" (c) A steamer with a raft in tow shall sound, at intervals

of not more than one minute, a screeching or Modoc whistle

for from three to five seconds/' '

horn as a substitute, and the evi

dence indicated that a mechanical

fog-horn might have given reason

able warning, it was held that the

vessel was in fault for using an

improper signal. The Trave, 55

Fed. R 118; The Wyanoke, 40 Fed.

R. 702.

126 TJ. S. Stat, at L. 320, art. 15.

2 The Peshtigo, 25 Fed. R 488 ; 31

Fed. R 427.

A tug towing a dredge to Sandy

Hook in a fog with a line some

four hundred or six hundred feet

long, moving across the course of

a steamer, was held grossly in fault

where she neither blew a fog-signal,

as required by the statute, nor the

signal of three distinct blasts, as

required by the inspectors' rule

then in force, where the tug was

subject to the orders of the master

of the dredge. The latter was held

liable also, having a steam-whistle

by which its position could be indi

cated, and failing to use it. The

City of Alexandria, 31 Fed. R 427;

The Ludwig Holberg, 36 Fed. R

914.

' Rules for the navigation of the

Great Lakes, rule 14.
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Sec. 54. Passing signals in fog.— By article 28 of the

international rules of 1890, the use of passing signals pre

scribed for vessels in sight of each other is not permitted by

a vessel under way and in a fog or other atmospheric con

dition when sight is cut off. Passing signals are to be em

ployed only by ships in sight of each other, and they can

only be permitted where there is absolute certainty of posi

tion that sight alone affords, and it is a prerequisite to their

use.1 Article 19 of the international rules of 1885 is to

the same effect. The rules governing the navigation of the

Great Lakes provide that " in all weathers every steam-

vessel under way, in taking any course authorized or re

quired by these rules, shall indicate that course by the

following signals on her whistle, to be accompanied, when

ever required, by corresponding alteration of her helm ; and

every steam-vessel receiving a signal from another shall

promptly respond with the same signal or as provided in

rule 26. One blast to mean: 'I am directing my course to

starboard.' Two blasts to mean : ' I am directing my course

to port.' But the giving or answering signals by a vessel

required to keep her course shall not vary the duties and

obligations of the respective vessels." 2

This rule, it will be observed, permits passing signals to

be used when vessels are not in sight of each other. It is a

radical departure from the international rules, and from the

law that governed the navigation of the Great Lakes prior

to the passage of the act of February 8, 1895. It is, how

ever, not altogether an experiment, as the former rules,

not permitting passing signals when not in sight of each

other, had been for many years almost wholly disregarded

upon the Great Lakes. The present rule was framed to com

ply with the custom that had grown up on these waters, to

use passing signals in all kinds of weather, thus legalizing

by statute what it has heretofore been unlawful to do.

1 The Parthian, 55 Fed. R 426 : 2 Rules governing the navigation

The City of New York, 147 U. S. of the Great Lakes, approved Feb-

72, 84; The Bolivia, 49 Fed. R 169; ruary 8, 1895, rule 23. Page 7i

The Nacooche, 137 U. S. 330, 338.

10



CHAPTER Y.

COLLISIONS BETWEEN SAILING-VESSELS.

Sec. 55. Steering and sailing rnles.— The rules adopted

by the various international conferences for the prevention

of collisions at sea are the result of the wisdom and practical

experience of the maritime world, and the courts are strict

in their requirements that the rules shall be complied with,

unless it is clearly shown that a strict compliance with them

in the particular instance would tend to produce rather than

avoid collision ; and, unless there is some substantial reason

given arising from the special circumstances of the case,

every vessel will be held to a strict compliance with the

regulations. It is not to be supposed that rules can be made

that will afford a guide in every emergency that may arise,

and a vessel may be placed in a situation where to follow

the letter of the law would invite rather than prevent col

lision. In such cases the master must act upon his own

judgment as to the best means of protecting his ship; and

if upon judicial investigation the ship's maneuvering is shown

to have been done in a seamanlike manner and as well as

could be done under the circumstances, no liability will

arise.

Sec. 56. Sailing free and close-hauled.— The interna

tional rules of 1890 1 and 1885, and the rules for the Great

Lakes, provide that —

"Where two sailing-vessels are approaching one another

so as to involve risk of collision, one of them shall keep out

of tho way of the other, as follows :

1 Rules for 1890, art. 17; 26 Stat. art. 14; Rules for the Great Lakes,

At L 320; International Rules 1885, rule 16. Page 72.
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" (a) A vessel which is running free shall keep out of the

way of a vessel which is close-hauled."

This rule, like most of the other international rules, is but

declaratory of the laws of the sea that had existed long be

fore any statutory rules were enacted on the subject.1 The

term " close-hauled " as used in the rules is not restricted in

its meaning so as only to include vessels sailing as close to

the wind as is possible. It is to be taken in its usual nau

tical signification, and includes a vessel on the wind, even

though it be possible for her to sail a point or more without

losing her wind. The term is used in its ordinary meaning,

of sailing as close to the wind as is practical to make the

best progress to windward, reference being had and due al

lowance made for the state of wind and sea.2 A vessel

close-hauled, meeting another sailing free, has the right of

way, and her duty is to keep her course regardless of

what tack she may be on ; ' the reason being that the ship

sailing free can more readily control her movements, and

can more easily change her course without loss of ground,

than can one whose objective point is to windward. The

duty of a close-hauled vessel to keep her course is correla

tive with the duty of one sailing free to avoid her, and the

law is as strict in requiring this duty of the one as of the

other.4 A close-hauled ship has the right to rely to the last

moment on the ability and skill of another meeting her,

with the wind free, to avoid collision ; and it is equally true

i The Havilah, 33 Fed. R 875; 50 Fed. R 98: Dickinson v. The Gore,

Fed. R 332; The Ella Warner, 30 1 Newb. 45; The Blossom, Olc. 188;

Fed. R 203; The North Star, 29 Fed. The Emily, Olc. Adm. 132; 1 Blatch.

R. 151 ; The S. S. Anderson, 27 Fed. 236 ; The North Star, 29 Fed. R 151 ;

R 392; The Osseo, 8 Ben. 518; The The Havilah, 33 Fed. R 875; The

Elizabeth Jones, 112 U. S. 514. Erastus Wiman, 20 Fed. R 245;

2 Chadwick v. Doublin Steam Stetson v. The Pepito, 3 Hughes,

Packet Co., 6 E. & B. 771 ; The Ada 483.

A. Kennedy, 33 Fed. R 023. 4 The F. W. Gifford, 7 Biss. 249;

'The Catherine v. Dickinson, 17 The Maria and Elizabeth, 7 Fed. R

How. 170; St. John v. Paine, 10 253; The Robert Graham Dunn,

How. 557, 579; The Mary Augusta, 63 Fed. R 167.

55 Fed. R 343; The Aurania, 29
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that the one sailing free has the right to rely on the other

to keep her course. Each may rely on the other to perform

its duty until it is seen that collision is imminent, when such

measures may be adopted as the exigencies of the case seem

to require. Where a close-hauled vessel has kept her course

until there is imminent risk of collision, a wrong movement

on her part in endeavoring to avoid collision, caused by the

negligent action of the other, will not subject her to dam

ages, unless it is clearly shown that there was time after the

risk of collision becomes apparent to avoid it, and such

measures were not taken as good seamanship, under the cir

cumstances, would require.1 The primary duty of a vessel

close-hauled is to hold her course and not to deviate there

from so as to interfere with the one sailing free and en

deavoring to avoid her.2

The right of way given by the statute to a close-hauled

vessel when meeting one sailing free does not warrant the

former in disregarding any means the situation offers for

avoiding a collision, there being no absolute right of wny at

the peril of collision. It is the duty of both, in the presence

of immediate danger, to do what they can to avoid it, and

they are liable for damages in failing to do so.' Slight de

viation from its course, on the part of a close-hauled vessel,

1 The Havre, 16 Blatch. 427. ship must keep her course: and a

4 The A. R Weeks, 26 Fed. R 654; luff on her part which might be

The Argus, Olc. Adm. 304. only an error if she otherwise had

Where a schooner with the wind obeyed the rule, became a fault if

aft attempted to go astern of an- there was failure to otherwise ful-

other close-hauled on the port tack, fill the requirements of the law.

smd the close-hauled vessel at the The David Dudley, 11 Fed. R 522;

same time came about, causing col- Kirk v. The Osseo, 8 Rep. 328.

lision, it was held that the close- In a collision between sailing-

hauled vessel was in fault for not vessels meeting nearly end on, one

keeping her course. The Richard having the wind free, the other

R. Higgins, 1 Low. 290. close-hauled, it was held that the

Where two vessels were ap- vessel having the wind free was

preaching each other, one free and bound to keep out of the way. The

one close-hauled, it was held that Robert Healey, 51 Fed. R 462; The

the first must keep out of the way Havilah, 1 U. S. App. 138.

of the other, and the close-hauled 'The Nonpareille, 33 Fed. R 524
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will not subject it to damages, especially where the devia

tion is in the nature of a luff and its tendency is to avoid

rather than promote collision ; ! but where an unnecessary

luff on the part of a close-hauled vessel contributes to the

collision, the rule is different, and she is liable in damages.2

The same is true of a slight change of course by falling

off the wind. Where the change is slight, and does not pro

mote the collision, no liability can arise therefrom; but

where the falling off is unnecessary, and contributes to the

collision, damages will be awarded. Where, however, the

change of course occurs in extremis, the courts will excuse a

•The Amelia, 29 L. T. (N. S.) U&

* The Ella Warner, 30 Fed R. 203;

The North Star, 29 Fed. R. 151.

A vessel running free has no

right to cross the bows of a beat

ing vessel unless she clearly has

room to do so without disturbing

her course; nor has she the right

to come so close up astern of a

close-hauled ship as to cause alarm

for her safety. The Argus, Olc.

304; The North Star, 29 Fed. R. 151.

The rule requiring a vessel sail

ing free to keep out of the way of

one sailing close-hauled applies to

all species of sailing-boats, whether

upon the high seas or upon the

harbors and coast waters. The

Clement, 2 Curt. 363.

A vessel has no right to navigate

in such a manner as to mislead an

other approaching, or in its vicin

ity; nor to navigate in such a man

ner as to cause alarm for her safety ;

and where a vessel close-hauled,

under misapprehension of the

movements of another unneces

sarily near, executes a maneuver

under the belief that she is in im

minent danger and thereby collides

with the one running free, the lat

ter cannot recover, the primary

fault being hers. The Osseo, 16

Blatch. 537 ; The B. C. Terry, 30 Fed.

R.711.

A close-hauled vessel is justified

in luffing so as to bring her as close

to the wind as she can get without

losing command, after she has

sighted another vessel; and such

luffing is not such a deviation from

her course as will render her liable

for damages. The Marmion, 27

L. T. (N. S.) 255; The Eliza. S. Pot

ter, 31 Fed. R. 687.

A false maneuver of a vessel, to

be excused as being in extremis,

must be produced by the fault of

the other vessel. The Elizabeth

Jones, 5 S. Ct. 468; 112 U. S. 514.

Where two vessels are approach

ing each other on converging

courses, one sailing free and the

other close-hauled, and collision

occurs, the burden of proof is upon

the former to show that all possi

ble skill and care were exercised

on its part, and that the collision

did not occur from any fault or

neglect on its part. The Clement,

2 Curt. 363.
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wrong maneuver, made under sudden impulse, in the pres

ence of danger, the vessel in other respects having complied

with the law.

Sec. 57. Both close-hauled.—"A vessel which is close-

hauled on the port tack shall keep out of the way of a vessel

which is close-hauled on the starboard tack." 1

The courts are very zealous in requiring a strict observance

of this rule as well as the preceding one. The requirements of

both vessels are mutual. The duty of the vessel on the port

tack, close-hauled, to give way, is no greater than that im

posed upon the one on the starboard tack to hold her course.'

To relieve a vessel on the starboard tack from liability for

failing to keep her course, she must clearly show that no

substantial change was made until it became apparent that

a collision was inevitable, and that the change was made to

escape apparent injury.' The law requires her, however, to

take advantage of what other circumstances she can to avoid

collision.4 A change of course is required under circumstances

where good seamanship would suggest such action. A ves

sel on the starboard tack is not justilied in running out her

tack, where by doing so a collision is precipitated which can

be avoided by a change.5 A strict compliance with the stat

ute cannot be set up as a defense by a wrong-doer, as it offers

1International Rules, 1885, art.

14; 23 U. S. Stat, at L. 441 ; Rules for

the Great Lakes, rule 16(6); 26 U. S.

Stat. at L. 320; Reg. 1890, art. 16.

2 The F. W. Gifford, 7 Biss. 249;

The Essex, 50 Fed. R 586.

'The Richard R. lliggins, 1 Low.

290.

4The Lady Anne, 1 Eng. L. &

Eq. 670; The Pangussett, 9 Fed. R

109.

• The French v. The Victoria, 10

Phila. 292.

Where two sailing-vessels, both

closu-hauled, are sailing upon con

verging courses on the same tack,

and the convergence is caused by

the ability of one to lie nearer the

wind than the other, the latter

must give way. The Clement, 1

Sprague, 257.

Where a vessel sailing on the

starboard tack crosses the track of

another sailing in the opposite di

rection on the port tack, and the

latter fails to fall off and give the

right of way. the former, on finding

that collision is imminent, is justi

fied in starboarding and letting her

main sheet run out in order to les
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no protection where the letter of the law has been complied

with rather than its intent.

Sec. 58. Both sailing free.— " Where both are running

free with the wind on different sides, the vessel which has

the wind free on the port side shall keep out of the way of

the other. When both are running free with the wind on

the same side, the vessel which is to windward shall keep

out of the way of the vessel to leeward. A vessel which

has the wind aft shall keep out of the way of the other ves

sel." 1 •

sen the force of the collision. The

Eliza S. Potter, 31 Fed. R 687.

Two schooners were sailing in

the same general direction close-

hauled on the port tack. The

6wifter vessel passed the other to

the leeward and then came about

on the starboard tack and was

struck before she had fairly gath

ered headway. There was sea-room

enough for the one rounding to to

have kept her course. It was held

that the one keeping her course

had the right to assume that the

other would beat out her tack, and

that for failure to do so she was

liable. The Robert B. King, 50

Fed. R 781; The Mary Lymburner,

id.

It is a rule of the sea, of long

standing, that a vessel on the star

board tack, close-hauled, has a

right to continue on her course

when meeting another close-hauled

on the port tack, and the latter

must give way or be answerable

for the consequences. The rule,

however, does not apply when the

latter is to the windward, and

ahead of hel in a narrow channel,

where a strict observance would

probably produce a collision. The

Ann Caroline, 2 Wall. 538.

Where two schooners were close-

hauled on the starboard tack, and

one of them came about on the

other tack and collided with the

one still on the starboard tack, it

was held that it was the duty of

the one on the port tack to give

way even though she had but

barely started on her tack. The

Essex, 50 Fed. R. 586.

Where two schooners were sail

ing in the same general direction

close-hauled on the port tack, and

one of them being swifter than the

other passed to windward and

came about on the starboard tack,

and was struck before she had

gathered headway, there being sea-

room enough, it was held that the

vessel on the port tack had the

right to assume that the one com

ing about would beat out her tack,

and that for coming about so soon

as to produce collision was negli

gence. The Mary Lymburner, 50

Fed. R 781; The Alaska, 7 Ben.

183; The Nonpareille, 33 Fed. R 524.

1 Rules 1885, art. 14; 23 U. S. Stat,

at L 441 ; Rules for the Great Lakes,
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"Where two vessels are approaching each other and

both have the wind free, the vessel on the port tack must

give way and each pass to the right.1 The same rule gov

erns vessels on the wind and approaching each other when

it is doubtful which is to the windward. Where two ves

sels are approaching each other and there is probability of

collision, it is the duty of the vessel on the port tack to give

way at once without stopping to consider whether the other

may not be a point or two to leeward.

For the safety and protection of life and the great inter

ests that are at stake in the navigation of the great water

ways, exceptions to general rules, if there are any, must be

clear, definite and intelligible. The courts will not permit

the general rule, that, where two vessels are meeting,

each shall go to the right, to be violated by allowing the

one on the port tack to show that she was a possible point

or two to windward of the other, unless she is at such a dis

tance to windward that the fact is open and apparent to

both vessels, and so far that the risk of collision would be

enhanced by her falling off and passing port to port. It is

her duty to observe the general rule and pass port to port.

Sec. 59. Meeting end on.— " If two sail-vessels are meet

ing end on, or nearly end on, so as to involve risk of collision,

the helms of both shall be put to port so that each may pass

on the port side of the other." 2

This rule is undoubtedly repealed by the act of 1885 so far

as the high seas and coast waters are concerned, but in re

spect to the inland waters of the country not navigable by

rule 16; Rules 1890, art. 17; 26 U. S. «U. S. Rev. Stat., sec. 4233, rule

Stat. at L. 320. 16; The Maggie J. Smith v. Walker,

1 St. John v. Paine, 10 How. 579; 123 U. S. 349; The Annie Lindsley,

The Thomas Martin, 3 Blatch. 517, 104 U. S. 185; The Dexter, 23 Wall.

519; Law v. The Rolf, 47 Fed. R 220. 69; The Sylvester Hale, 6 Ben. 523;

Where both vessels are going in The Nichols, 7 Wall. 656; The Clif-

the same course in a narrow chan- ton, 14 Fed. R. 586; The Adolph, 4

nel the one to windward is to keep Fed. R 730.

away.
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sea-going vessels, and not embraced within the Great Lakes

and tributary waters, the above rule is still in force.

Upon the high seas, under the international rules as they

now are, the burden of acting when both are sailing-vessels

is upon one—the one whose situation is best calculated to aid

her in maneuvering; as, where two sailing-vessels meet end

on, or nearly end on, it is the duty of the one having the

wind on the port side to fall off and give way to the other

if both are sailing close-hauled, or, if both are sailing with

the wind free, the same action is necessary; while under

the old rule, still prevailing upon the minor lakes and inland

waters, where two vessels meet end on, or nearly end on, it

is the duty of both to put their helm to port and pass to the

right, it being the duty of both to act instead of only one.

Sailing-vessels are meeting " end on " when they are ap

proaching each other from opposite directions or on parallel

lines so as to involve risk of collision on account of their

proximity.1 Yessels are not " end on " when, if both keep

their respective courses, they will pass clear of each other.

They are meeting end on when by day each vessel sees the

masts of the other in a line or nearly in a line with her own,

and when at night each vessel is in a position to see both

of the other's side-lights.2

iThe Nichols, 7 WalL 656; The

Farnley, 8 Fed. R. 629; The Dexter,

23 WalL 69.

The rule that it is the duty of

vessels to port the helm does not

apply in a case where they are ap

proaching in opposite directions in

straight courses which lie to the

starboard of each other with suffi

cient berth to exclude the possi

bility of coming together. The At

lantic, 1 Newb. 139.

1 About 1 o'clock of a clear morn

ing on Lake Michigan the schooner

L., close-hauled on the starboard

tack, headed south one-half west,

sighted and was seen by the

schooner M., headed north by west.

With the wind free the M. put her

helm hard aport and let go her

main sheet, swinging six or seven

points to starboard. When the ves

sels were five or six lengths apart

the L. starboarded and swung to

port until she was across the bows

of the M. It was held that, whether

the vessels were approaching end

on or on converging lines, the L.

should not have starboarded, and

was charged with the collision.

Larsen v. The Myrtle, 44 Fed. R.

779.
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Sec. 60. Change of course.— The international rules of

1890 provide that " where, by any of these rules, one of two

vessels is to keep out of the way, the other shall keep her

course and speed." 1 The international rules of 1885 are that

" where, by the above rules, one of two ships is to keep out

of the way, the other shall keep her course." 2

The rule for the Great Lakes is the same as the interna

tional rule of 1890.J It will be observed that the rule of

1890 is different from the rule of 1885 in this respect: that

under the former a vessel is not only required to keep her

course, but her speed also; under the rule of 1885 there is no

statutory requirement for a vessel to maintain her speed,

although the general maritime law of the sea and good sea

manship would require this to be done in situations where

a change of speed would mislead the vessel whose duty it is

to keep away, so that the new rule may be considered to be

declarative of the general law.

The duties imposed upon vessels are of a mutual char

acter; and where the statute directs one to give way to the

other, it imposes an equal duty upon the latter to continue

on its course, and a change of course on its part is as unlaw

ful as it would be for the other to revise to yield the right

of way.4 A vessel on the wind has the right to the last

moment to rely on the ability and care of the other with

the wind free to avoid her, and she is bound to keep her

course and not to interfere with the other in the perform

ance of its duty to avoid her, and for neglect to do this she

is liable in damages.5

Luffing as close as possible to the wind is not of itself

such a deviation from the course of a vessel as will render

her liable for colliding with one whose duty it is to keep

1 26 TJ. S. Stat, at L. 320, art. 21; New York & Liverpool S. S. Co.

The L C. Harris, 29 Fed. Rep. 926. v. RumbaU, 21 How. 372.

-23 U. S. Stat, at L. 442, art. 22. »The Argus, Olc Adm. 304; The

' Rule 20 of the act approved Feb- John Stewart, 4 Blatch. 444; The

ruary 8, 1895. Page 72. Richard Higgins, 1 Low. 290; The

4 The Nacooche, 22 Fed. R 855; Catherine v. Dickinson, 17 How.

170, na
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off;1 but where a vessel unnecessarily luffs to such an ex

tent that it becomes a substantial change of course, she will

be held in fault.2

It is one of the conditions of the duty " to keep out of

the way," that the other vessel shall act intelligently, and

afford reasonable evidence of her intentions; while it is

doubtful what the other will do, the former should hold her

-course.3 Like all other rules for the prevention of collisions

at sea, there may be special circumstances which would war

rant a ship in departing from her course, where collision ap

pears inevitable by pursuing it ; indeed, it is her duty to do

so ; but until it plainly appears that there is no other alter

native, a vessel should hold her course when in a position

required to do so by the statute.4 In crowded channels or

harbors, where the vessels to be met with are much more

numerous than on the open seas, the rule in regard to a sail

ing-vessel holding her course cannot be followed with the

same degree of strictness as on open waters.5 In all cases,

however, where a sailing-vessel seeks to justify for not hold

ing her course, the obligation rests upon her to show suffi

cient excuse for not complying with the rule ; and in justifying

her departure from this rule, she assumes the burden of show

ing both that her departure was at the time it took place

necessary, in order to avoid immediate danger, and also that

the course prescribed by her was reasonably calculated to

avoid that danger," and one that an ordinarily skilful nav

igator would pursue under like circumstances.7

•The Amelia, 29 L. T. (N. S.) 118. «The C. C. Vanderbilt, 1 Abb.

2 The Ella Warner. 30 Fed. R. Adm. 361; The Maggie J. Smith v.

203; The North Star, 29 Fed. R 151; "Walker, 123 U. S. 349.

The Columbia, 25 Fed. R. 844; 3The C. C. Vanderbilt, 1 Abb.

Scotts Greys v. The Santiago, 5 Adm. 361.

Fed. R. 369; The Britannia, 34 « The Gratitude v. The Eutaw, 14

Fed. R. 552; McWilliams v. The Fed. R 479; The Elizabeth Jones,

Vim, 12 Fed. R 906; The John L. 112 U. S. 514.

Hasbrouck, 93 U. S. 405. 7The Richard R Higgins, 1 Low.

3 The B. C. Terry, 30 Fed. R. 711 ; (U. S.) 290.

The Gypsum Prince, 57 Fed. R. 859.
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A change of course in extremis is not negligence,1 and

will not impair the right to recover for the injuries resulting

from a collision, if the vessel is otherwise without fault.5

Even though the maneuvering may be a mistake, it is not

sufficient to render the vessel liable, if the change of course

was made to avoid impending collision.3

1 The Eliza S. Potter, 85 Fed. R

220; Waldorf v. The New York, 1

Flip. 49.

2 The Fairbanks, 9 Wall. 420;

The Western Metropolis, 6 Blatch.

210; Baker v. Steamship City of

New York, 1 Cliff. 75; The Belle,

1 Ben. 317; The Jupiter, 1 Ben.

636; Bentley v. Coyne, 4 Wall. 509.

' The Havilah, 33 Fed. R 875;

The City of Paris, 1 Ben. 529; The

Jupiter, 1 Ben. 536; The Rumball,

21 How. 372.

In the case of The Ella Warner,

30 Fed. R 203, it was held that

where a collision was caused by a

luff on the part of a schooner

whose duty it was to keep her

course, being close-hauled, meeting

a ship sailing free, the close-hauled

ship was liable to damages for not

having shown that the change of

course was done to avoid imme

diate collision.

Where two schooners, the P. and

the R, were sailing on the same

tack in the East river, the overtak

ing vessel sailing a little faster

and a little closer to the wind than

the other, it was held that it was

the duty of the leading vessel to

hold her course and that the over

taking vessel should keep off to

leeward. Failing in this she was

held liable in damages.

The rules require both vessels to

give way in the presence of im

mediate danger. The danger must,

however, be immediate and near

at hand to warrant a change of

course. The Warren, 18 Fed. R

559; The Golden Grove, 13 Fed. R

700.

The exception to the general

rule that a sailing-vessel must keep

her course cannot be allowed ex

cept when it is entirely clear not

only that by changing her course

she would in fact have avoided

the collision, but that under thn

circumstances of the moment, as

they appeared to the sailing-vessel,

that this means of escape was so ob

vious to one of ordinary nautical

judgment that it was clear negli

gence to omit it.

The burden of proof is on the

vessel violating the rule requiring

her to hold her course, and she

must show by a preponderance of

the evidence that the movement

was made to avoid impending

peril, and was such as a reasonably

prudent seaman would adopt un

der the circumstances. The Tracy

J. Bronson, 3 Ben. 341; The Frank

P. Lee, 30 Fed. R 277; The Mina

A. Reade, 80 Fed. R 205; The B. C.

Terry, 30 Fed. R 711; The Martha

Bruner, 27 Fed. R 513.

Where a collision was caused by

a change of course when the vessel

should have held her own, it was

held liable for the resulting dam-
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Sec. 61. Overtaking vessels.— The international rules of

1890 provide that, " notwithstanding anything contained in

these rules, every vessel overtaking any other shall keep out

of the way of the overtaken vessel. Every vessel coming

up with another vessel from any direction more than two

points abaft her beam, that is, in such a position with refer

ence to the vessel which she is overtaking that at night she

would be unable to see either of that vessel's side-lights,

shall be deemed to be an overtaking vessel; and no subse

quent alteration of the bearing between the two vessels

shall make the overtaking vessel a crossing vessel within the

meaning of these rules, or relieve her of the duty of keeping

clear of the overtaken vessel until she is finally past and

clear. As by day the overtaking vessel cannot always know

with certainty whether she is forward of or abaft this direc

tion from the other vessel, she should, if in doubt, assume that

she is an overtaking vessel and keep out of the way." l

The international rules of 1885 provide that, " notwith

standing anything contained in any preceding article, every

ship, whether a sailing-ship or a steamship, overtaking any

ages. Rogers v. The S. B. Wheeler,

4 Cliff. 189; The Johanne Auguste,

21 Fed. R 134; The Freddie L. Por

ter, 8 Fed. R 170; The Wesley Sey

mour, 7 Ben. 539 ; The Nahor, 9 Fed.

R 213; The Pride of the Ocean, 10

Ben. 610; The Negaunee, 20 Fed.

R 918; The North Star, 29 Fed. R

151; The Cambusdoon, 30 Fed. R

704.

Where two vessels are approach

ing at night under such circum

stances that one of them is bound

to keep out of the way of the

other, and the former alters her

course so as to cross the course of

the other, very great allowance

should be made to the one whose

duty it is to avoid the other for

thus suddenly being placed in dif

ficult circumstances by the wrong

ful act of the other. The Tas

mania, L. R 15 App. Cas. 223; The

Pangussett, 9 Fed. R 109.

A vessel approaching another is

bound to pursue a consistent and

steady course, and not to embar

rass or confuse the other by un

necessary changes of course. The

Jay Gould., 19 Fed. R 765.

A sailing-vessel beating in a

channel is not obliged to run out

her tacks to her disadvantage in a

tide or current, providing she does

not mislead or embarrass other

vessels that are required to avoid

her. Irons v. The Coe F. Young,

45 Fed. R 505.

1 26 U. S. Stat. at L. 320, art. 24;

The Aurania, 29 Fed. R 104.
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other shall keep out of the way of the overtaken ship." 1

The rules for the Great Lakes provide that, " notwithstand

ing anything contained in these rules, every vessel overtak

ing any other shall keep out of the way." s

In all cases where a vessel is being overtaken it is her

duty to hold her course, if in such proximity to the other

that there is danger of collision liable to follow any change

of course. Where the leading vessel changes her course so

suddenly that the one following has not sufficient time to

adapt her movements to the changed situation, she is liable

in damages.' The duty of the leading vessel to continue its

course, and at night to indicate its position by displaying

the statutory signals, is as positively prescribed by statute

as is the duty of the one following to keep out of the way.4

The general rule is that the overtaking vessel must keep

out of the way, and the burden of proof rests upon her to

show why she is not liable for the damages arising from a

failure to do so.5

1 26 Stat, at L. 442, art. 20; The

Commodore Jones, 25 Fed. R 509;

The Narragansett, 10 Blatch. 475,

477; The W. H. Clark, 5 Biss. 295.

2 Rules governing the navigation

of the Great Lakes, rule 22.

'The Grace G. Miller, 7 Wall.

196.

♦ The Morning Light. 2 WalL 550.

5 Sampson v. Spreckles, 8 Saw.

(U. S.) 229; The Peter Ritter, 14

Fed. R 173; The Nellie D., 5 Blatch.

245; The Leo, 34 Fed. R 140;

Whitridge v. Dill, 23 How. 448;

Forsyth v. The Schooner George

A. Brandreth, 3 Fed. R 414.

The law requiring a sailing-ves

sel to exhibit a lighted torch upon

the approach of a steamship im

plies that the display of such torch

will aid in preventing a collision;

and the failure to exhibit such

torch must be regarded as a con

tributory fault in all instances ex

cept where it is clearly shown that

owing to the attending circum

stances it could have had no ef

fect upon the result. The Penn

sylvania, 12 Fed. R 914.

Where one vessel is following

another on the same tack she is

bound to know that the one ahead

is obliged to come about on run

ning out her course, and to know

about the time and place the ma

neuver must take place, and to

take timely means to permit this

movement to be made. The Nellie

D., 5 Blatch. 245.

Where two vessels were sailing

on courses slightly differing, one

gradually overhauling the other,

the two embarrassed by a third, it

was held to be the duty of the one
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Sec. 62. Crossing courses.— Where sailing-vessels are

crossing each other's course in opposite directions, and

there is the least doubt of their going clear, the one on

the starboard tack should hold her course and the other

take such measures as may be necessary to avoid her.1

"Where they are crossing on converging courses, the one

having the other on the starboard hand is bound to get

out of the way.2 Where the one on the port tack of two

vessels meeting going in opposite directions fails to fall off

or avoid the one whose duty it is to maintain her course,

and collision is imminent, the vessel holding her course is jus

tified in adopting any measures necessary to lessen the shock

if it cannot be entirely avoided.3 The duties of vessels sail

ing on cross-courses to observe the rules governing their

conduct begin at the time that necessity for p*recaution be

gins, and the duty to observe them continues so long as

to windward to keep watch of the

others and to tack in time to keep

out of the way of the one to lee

ward. The Commodore Jones, 25

Fed. R 506.

Where two schooners were beat

ing up the coast, one following the

other, the rear one gaining slightly

on the other, the leading vessel went

about, and immediately afterwards

the one following attempted to do

so but mis-stayed, and gathering

8ternway got under the bow of the

leading vessel and was struck by

her. She had mis-stayed once be

fore that morning. It was held

that the collision was due to the

fault of the rear vessel. in tacking

so close to the other, knowing her

liability to mis-stay. The Stephen

Bennett, 42 Fed. R 336.

Where vessels are sailing on con

verging courses, the range of the

colored lights (t. e., two points abaft

the beam) may be taken as the di

viding line in determining whether

the vessels are crossing or overtak

ing; if bearing less than two points

aft of the beam, when the need of

precaution begins, they are cross

ing vessels, under this rule. The

Aurania, 29 Fed. R 98.

An overtaking vessel is one com

ing up astern of the proper range

of the leading vessel's colored side

lights more than two points abaft

the beam. The State of Alabama,

17 Fed. R 847.

1 St. John v. Paine, 10 How. 579,

581.

2 The Aurania, 29 Fed. R 9a

3 The Eliza Potter, 31 Fed. R 687.

Vessels converging three points

and differing in speed more than

one-half a knot per hour are cross

ing vessels, and the one having the

other on the starboard hand is

bound to keep out of the way.

The Aurania, 29 Fed. R 98.
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the means and opportunity to avoid danger continue. The

obligation to observe the sailing rules does not apply to ves

sels when at so great a distance from each other that means

of precaution are not required, and they do not continue

when vessels are so near together that collision is inevitable.1

The law imposes upon the ship and her owners the duty of

having only competent and careful navigators in charge of

her, and the owner is responsible and the ship liable for

damages resulting not only from want of care and attention

on the part of those in charge, but also for the want of

proper knowledge and skill to enable them to manage her

according to established nautical rules ; and an error of judg

ment will be no defense if it is a result of incompetency and

inability to do whatever good seamanship would require.2

An error in extremis, however, on the part of a vessel's officers

not otherwise at fault is not such an error as will render the

vessel liable.'

Sec. 63. Sailing-vessels disabled.—Where two sailing-

vessels are approaching, one in a crippled condition and the

other not, it is the duty of the latter to give way, if possible,

to the one disabled, whose duty it is to make known her

condition as soon as the approach of the other is observed ;

especially is this true if the disabled vessel is upon a course

requiring her to make way for the one approaching.4 A dis

abled ship must, however, execute any practicable maneuver

to avoid a vessel having the right of way, and to apprise

her of her condition, and failing to do this she cannot re

cover from a vessel colliding with her, not otherwise at fault,

and in ignorance of her unmanageable condition.8

i The Dexter, 23 WalL 69. 2 St. John v. Paine, 10 How. 559.

In navigating in the night-time ' The F. W. Gilford, 7 Biss. 249.

and in plenty of sea-room, the ob- 4 Thorp v. Hammond, 42 How.

ligation upon a vessel to keep her (N. Y.) Pr. 314; Wilson v. Canada

course arises at the time when the Shipping Co., 2 L R App. 384;

lights of the other are seen or The Lake St. Clair v. The Under-

ought to be seen by a proper look- writers, 36 L. T. (N. S.) 155.

out. McWilliams v. The Vim, 12 5 Where it is shown that the in-

Fed. R. 1>06. jured vessel was " in stays " at the
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Sec. 64. In stays.— A sailing vessel " in stays " is in the

condition of a vessel at rest, and approaching vessels are

bound to observe its helpless condition and take timely

measures for its avoidance. An approaching ship has no

right to anticipate the movements of a vessel in this condi

tion, nor speculate upon the chances of her coming com

pletely about and getting under way before there is danger

of collision from a near approach. The fact being shown

that she is in stays, the burden of proof is upon the colliding

ship to show that it was not at fault.1

time of collision, the burden of

proof is on the colliding ship to

show that she was not in fault.

The Charlotte Robb, Brown's Adm.

453.

A vessel meeting another "in

stays" is not justified in taking

any risk that she will come about

in time to avoid her. It is its duty

to take such means as are neces

sary to avoid her. Jbid.

A vessel reefing her sails while

under way is not a crippled vessel,

and is not relieved of any of the

duties of navigation as to keeping

out of the way of other vessels

having the right of way, nor is she

relieved from keeping a lookout,

especially when sailing in the prob

able vicinity of other vessels.

Thorp v. Hammond, 12 WalL 408.

Where a vessel is tacking and is

not under command, other vessels

must avoid her. She must not,

however, tack so near other vessels

that with the exercise of ordinary

skill the latter cannot avoid her.

The A. G. Brooks, 1 Low. 299.

11

In the case of The Stephen Ben

nett, 42 Fed. R. 336, two schooners

were beating up the coast, the B.

following close behind the C, and

gaining slightly. The C. went

about and the B. attempted to do

the same, but missed stays and

collided with the C. The B. hav

ing mis-stayed once before that

morning, it was held that the col

lision was due to the fault of the

B. in tacking so close to the C.

knowing that she was liable to

mis-stay.

1The Charlotte Robb, Brown's

Adm. 453; The Clytie, 10 Ben.

588.

Where it was known to those in

charge of a schooner that she some

times mis-stayed, the schooner

was held in fault for colliding

with another leading on the same

tack, the collision occurring by

reason of the former missing stays

in coming about when the leading

vessel came about on a new tack.

The Stephen Bennett, 54 Fed. R.

207.
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Sec. 65. Where two steamers meet end on.—The inter

national rules of 1890 provide that " where two steam-ves

sels are meeting end on, or nearly end on, so as to involve

risk of collision, each shall alter her course to starboard, so

that each may pass on the port side of the other. This ar

ticle only applies to cases where vessels are meeting end on, or

nearly end on, in such a manner as to involve risk of collision,

and does not apply to two vessels which must, if both keep

on their respective courses, pass clear of each other.

" The only cases to which it does apply are where each of

the two vessels is end on, or nearly end on, to the other.

In other words, to cases in which, by day, each vessel sees

the masts of the other in a line, or nearly in a line, with her

own, and by night, to cases in which each vessel is in such a

position as to see both the side-lights of the other.

" It does not apply, by day, to cases in which a vessel sees

another ahead crossing her own course, or, by night, to cases

where the red light of one vessel is opposed to the red light

of the other, or where the green light of one vessel is op

posed to the green light of the other, or where a red light

without a green light, or a green light without a red light,

is seen ahead, or where both green and red lights are seen

anywhere but ahead." 1 The international rule of 1885 is sub

stantially the same.2 The rules for the Great Lakes provide

that " when two steam-vessels are meeting end on, or nearly

end on, so as to involve risk of collision, each shall alter her

course to starboard so as that each shall pass on the port

side of the other." '

1 26 U. S. Stat. at L. 320, art. 18. * Rules for the navigation of the

1 28 U. & Stat, at L. 441, art. 15. Great Lakes, rule 17; The Clifton,
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The duties imposed upon steamers by all existing rules,

by those of the supervising inspectors as well as the statu

tory rules of 1864, when meeting end on or nearly so, are

substantially the same. They require vessels meeting on

courses parallel, and so close together as to render collision

probable, to alter their courses to starboard and pass port

to port.1 The rule does not apply to approaching vessels

on courses sufficiently distant to exclude the possibility of

collision if each pursues its course, especially if the vessels

have each other on their own starboard hand, as the rule

would, under such circumstances, tend to promote rather

than avoid collision.2 The obligation to port the helm de

pends upon the distance apart the respective courses are, and

does not prevent passing on the starboard side, if the move

ment is made in ample time to avoid danger ; the rule to port

being imperative only when meeting " so as to involve risk

of collision." * It must be observed when there is any prob

ability of collision resulting from keeping the course pur

sued. It is no justification for the party departing from the

rule to show that collision would not have occurred had the

other kept her course ; it must be clearly proven that the

other vessel ought to have perceived, and could have seen

by the use of ordinary judgment, that by reason of the dis

tance between their respective courses there was no probable

chance of collision by keeping them.4 Vessels are meeting

" end on," within the meaning of the rule, when approach

ing each other from opposite directions, or on such parallel

lines as to involve risk of collision on account of their prox

imity.5

By the new rules the term " end on " is defined and lim-

14 Fed. R 587; The Manitoba, 122 Wheeler, 4 Cliff. 184; The Santa

U. S. 97; The America, 92 U. S. 432; Claus, Olc. Adm. 428.

Holland v. Brown, 35 Fed. R. 43. 3The James Bowen, 10 Ben. 430.

1 The Sarah Thorp, 50 Fed. R 587; * Wheeler v. The Eastern State,

Hunt v. Hoboken Land Imp. Co., 1 2 Curt. 141.

Hilt. (N. Y.) 161. »The Nichols, 7 Wall. 656; The

*Ward v. The Ogdensburg, 5 Mc- Dexter. 23 Wall. 69; The Farnley,

Lean, 622; Rogers v. The S. B. 8 Fed. R 629.
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ited to those cases ,where each of the approaching ships by

day sees the masts of the other in a line, or nearly in a line,

with her own, and by night where each is in such a position

us to see both the side-lights of the other. AVhen approach

ing in opposite directions and on lines so near that prudence

suggests a change of course to avoid misapprehension or

chance of collision, they are meeting " nearly end on " within

the meaning of the statute, and each should put her helm to

port.1 This rule, like all others, does not apply when there

are circumstances rendering such a maneuver unsafe.2 In

such cases due regard must be had to all the dangers, and

such means taken as the conditions require. In the absence

of peculiar and unusual circumstances the rule requires each

vessel to port, and failing to do this she is liable in damages.'

Where one of two approaching steamers observes the rule

and the other does not, the one failing to comply with the

rule must prove justification in order to avoid the conse

quences of the failure, and the burden of proof is on her to

make out a justification.4

1 26 U. S. Stat. at L. 320, art. 18;

The Manitoba, 2 Flip. 241.

2 Cooper v. Eastern Transp. Co.,

75 N. Y. 116; The Santa Claus, Olc.

Adm. 428; Ward v. Ogdensburg, 5

McLean, 622.

' The Johnson, 9 WalL 146; The

Mary Sanford, 3 Ben. 100 ; The North

Star, 8 Blatch. 209; The Clipper, 14

Fed. R 586; The Nautilus, 1 Ware,

529; The Frostberg, 25 Fed. R 451;

The Niagra, 3 Blatch. 37: The

Comet, 9 Blatch. 323.

4 The Washington, 3 Blatch. 276.

Where a tug was bound to keep

out of the way of another, both be

cause she agreed to a signal by the

latter, and because she had the

latter on her starboard hand, it

was held the burden of proof to

show fault on the part of the other

was on her. The Edwin H. Web

ster, 18 Fed. R 724.

The Britannia and the Beacons-

field exchanged signals to pass port

to port. When about a half mi In

apart the former touched bottom,

and toavoid grounding went ahead

at full speed forabouthalf a minuU\

Her helm was then put to port, but

her swing to starboard was retarded

by the tide and wind. The move

ments of the Britannia not indi

cating that she was porting, the

Beaconsfield blew a single blast of

its whistle, and hearing no answer

reversed, the danger of collision

continuing. The Britannia then

began to swing to starboard, and it

appeared that if the Beaconsfield

had continued her course no col

lision would have occurred. There
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Sec. 6(5. Crossing courses.— The international rules pro

vide '; that when two steam-vessels are crossing so as to in

volve risk of collision, the vessel which has the other on her

own starboard side shall keep out of the way of the other." 1

being a reef of rocks ahead prevent

ing a continuance of her course,

it was held the Britannia was

wholly in fault. The Britannia, 42

Fed. R 67.

Where two propellers, B. and T.,

were approaching in such a way

that the B. had the T. on her star-

lward side, it was held that it was

the duty of the B. to keep out of the

way of the other, and she was lia

ble in damages for failing to do so.

The Peshtigo, 25 Fed. R 488.

Rule 2 of the supervising inspect

ors, which required a steamer in

the fifth situation, having the other

on her own starboard bow, to go to

the right, was held not in conflict

with rule 19 of the Revised Stat

utes, section 4233. though it took

away the option existing under

the latter to go to the right or left.

The Grand Republic, 16 Fed. R 424.

In the case of The Sampson, 3

Wall. Jr. 14. it was held that the

rule requiring vessels meeting to

turn to the right did not apply to

a tug moving slowly against the

tide towing a heavy vessel out of

the center of a channel left en

tirely free to ;he other vessel.

A steamer and a tug collided on

Long Island Sound on a dark

night, each having proper lights

displayed. When first sighted they

were about a mile distant. The

tug ported her wheel one point,

and when about a half mile dis

tant from the steamer ported an

other point and blew one whistle,

whereupon the steamer blew two

whistles and shaped her course

across the bows of the tug, under a

starboard wheel. The tug sounded

a danger whistle and backed at

full speed, but too late to avoid

collision. Held, that the steamer

was wholly at fault. Thomas Tow-

boat Co. v. The Sarah Thorpe, 44

Fed. R 637.

A steamer bound to keep out of

the way must at her peril shape

her course for a safe margin,

against the contingencies of navi

gation and the effects of tide and

currents. The City of Springfield,

29 Fed. R 923.

Two steamers, C. and M., ap

proached one another on nearly

parallel lines, at a speed of nine

and eleven miles respectively,

showing their green and white

lights. When about two miles

apart, the M. starboarded her

wheel half a point. When within

four hundred and fifty feet of each

other, the C. suddenly ported,

showed her red light, and sheered

across the course of the M., which

starboarded but did not reverse

until the moment of collision.

Neither vessel signaled. Held, that

the vessels were not meeting end

on. The M. was not in fault for

starboarding prior to the collision,

but was in fault for not signaling,

slowing up and reversing when the

collision became imminent. The

Manitoba, 7 S. Ct. 1158.

1 23 U. S. Stat. at L. 441, art. 16,
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" Every vessel which is directed by these rules to keep out

of the way of another shall, if the circumstances of the case

admit, avoid crossing ahead of the other." l This rule re

quiring the vessel having the other on her own starboard

hand to keep out of the way is not to be construed so as to

mean in all cases putting her wheel to port. She may,

within the meaning of this rule, keep out of the way by any

other means by which the object may be most safely at

tained,—by stopping, reversing, goingahead, starboarding or

other maneuver required by the circumstances or emergen

cies of the case.2 The rule only applies to the case of vessels

crossing and on courses so interfering as to involve risk of

collision. The obligation to keep out of the way imposed

by the rule begins as soon as there is risk of collision if the

course is pursued, and continues until all danger is past. It

does not permit the vessel charged with the duty of keeping

out of the way to continue its course if there is any risk in

volved in doing so, even though there is a possibility or

probability of collision not ensuing. If there is any risk

whatever attending, the rule becomes inoperative, and the

vessel must take such measures as are necessary to keep out

of the way, and that without approaching the other so near

as to create any uncertainty as to her intentions and ability

to do so.3 So long as the vessel bound to keep out of the

Rules 1885; Rule 18, Regulations Ross, 41 Fed. R 826; TheWaverly,

for the navigation of the Great 41 Fed. R 607; The Thingvalla, 42

Lakes; 26 U. S Stat. at L. 320, Fed. R 831; The St. Johns, 42 Fed.

art. 19, Rules 1890. R 75; The Knight, 43 Fed. R 895;

1 26 U. S. Stat. at L. 320, art. 22. Ocean S. S. Co. v. The Talisman, 36

2 30 L. T. (N. S.) 576 ; The Oceanic, Fed. R 600 ; The Commodore Jones,

61 Fed. R 338. 25 Fed. R 506; The Aurania, 29

Where collision occurs by reason Fed. R 98; The Cayuga, 14 Wall.

of the violation of this rule by the 270; The L. P. Dayton, 120 U. S.

vessel whose duty it is to keep out 337; The Bristol, 11 Fed. R 156;

of the way, she should be held in Greenman v. The Narragansett, 4

fault, unless by clear and undis- Fed. R 244; The Chesapeake, 5

puted evidence she establishes her Blatch. 411; The Corsica, 9 Wall.

freedom from fault. Meyers Ex- 630; The Manhassett. 34 Fed. R408.

cursion Co. v. The Emma Kate 3The Farragut 35 Fed. R 617;
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way has clearly time and space enough to do so, and there

are no indications of any contrary intent, the other vessel

has the right to presume that she will do her duty, and is

not required, unless under special circumstances, to take

other precautionary measures than to continue on her course,

until it is seen that there is risk of collision, when it becomes

the duty of the vessel having the right of way to take such

additional measures as the circumstances require. The law

forbids any relaxation of the rule that requires, in the face

of impending danger, that each vessel shall take such suit

able measures to avert it as are within her power, without

reference to the original right of way of either.1

In order to prevent confusion and the fatal results that

would often arise if both vessels were to undertake the duty

of avoiding each other, the rules impose upon one of them,

primarily, the whole duty of taking active measures to keep

out of the way and require the other to keep her course. In

selecting the method of keeping out of the way, it is the

duty of the vessel required to do so to take into considera

tion all the circumstances of the situation, the speed of both

vessels, and any other facts that tend to make the situation

dangerous. It is no less the duty of the vessel having the

right of way to continue on her course, and she has no right

to change either her direction or her rate of speed to the

other's prejudice, especially after the other's maneuvers are

known, unless there are circumstances that make such a

change imperative.2

Where a vessel, bound by rule to keep out of the way of

another on her starboard hand, signals her intention to pur

sue a certain course, she is not relieved thereby from com

plying with the requirements of the rule, and an assenting

The Baltimore, 34 Fed. R 660; The R 844; The Cayuga, 14 WalL 270;

Britannia, 34 Fed. R 546; The The Pennsylvania, 3 Ben. 215; The

Greenpoint, 31 Fed. R 231; The Chesapeake, 5 Blatch. 411; The

America, 37 Fed. R 813; The Fan- Helena, 26 Fed. R 46a

wood, 28 Fed. R 373; The Frisia, 1The Baltimore, 34 Fed. R 660;

28 Fed. R 249; The Bay Queen, 27 The Warren, 25 Fed. R 782.

Fed. R 813; The Columbia, 25 Fed. The Britannia, 34 Fed. R 546.
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signal on the part of the other does not relieve the latter

from holding her course; and the former must, notwith

standing such assenting signal, keep out of the way of the

latter.1

Where the fault, primarily, is on the part of the vessel re

quired to keep out of the way, the other having the right

of way will not be held in fault except on a preponderance

of proof that she did not take reasonable measures to avoid

collision as soon as she had reason to apprehend danger.2

Under this rule, if a collision occurs by reason of the fail

ure of the vessel whose duty it is to hold her course to do

so, the obligation rests upon her to show sufficient excuse

for a departure from the rules, if she desires to avoid the

consequences attending her unlawful act.3 A vessel has no

right to assume that another which she meets will act in

any other manner than that directed by the rules, and it is

no justification by a vessel in fault to show that her error

was committed upon an assumed movement of the other, in

violation of the rules, which movement was not made.4 Nor

is it a justification on the part of a vessel whose duty it is

to avoid another, to show that a miscalculation was made

as to the force of wind or current that lessened the distance

between them, and tended to bring about a collision. It

being her duty to keep out of the way, she is bound to keep

at such distance that neither winds nor current can inter

fere,5 and is liable for any miscalculation as to the force of

1 The Admiral, 39 Fed. R. 574; answered and the approaching

The Columbia, 29 Fed. R 716. vessel is seen to be swinging as

2 The Cement Rock, 38 Fed. R. though to cross her bow. The

764: Meyers Excursion & Nav. Co. Waverly, 41 Fed. R. 607.

v. The Emma Kate Ross, 41 Fed. R. 3The Corsica, 9 Wall. 630; The

826. Chesapeake, 5 Blatch. 411.

Where two steamships are on 4 The Hudson, 14 Fed. R. 489.

crossing courses, the vessel having »The Franz Siegel, 14 Blatch.

the other on her port hand is not 480; The Nevada, 3 Fed. R. 928;

in fault for keeping her wheel The City of Chester, 11 Fed. R.

steady nor for slackening her 924; The Hansa, 2 Ben. 299; The

speed, when her whistles are not Standard, 23 Fed. R 207.
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either. Where a steamer has the right of way, and another

approaches so as to involve risk of collision, the approach

ing steamer has no right to attempt to pass starboard to

starboard unless there is an imperative necessity for so

doing, if by doing so she causes a change of course or

speed by the one having the right of way, until she has ob

tained the consent of the other and a complete understand

ing is reached.1

1 The E. H. Coffin, 16 Match. 421 ;

The Clarion, 27 Fed. R 128; The

Alaska. 33 Fed. R 527; The City of

Albany, 34 Fed. R 812; The Colum

bia, 10 Wall. 246; The E. A. Packer,

20 Fed. R. 327; The Brothers, 30 Fed.

R. 75; The America, 37 Fed. R 813.

In the case of The Ocean S. S.

Co. v. The Talisman, 36 Fed. R

600, a steamer was coming into

North river from the sea, meeting

a tug and tow going down the

river, on courses not crossing. The

steamer, to approach her slip, at

tempted to cross the bows of the

tow, colliding with it. It was held

that the steamer was at fault in

attempting to cross the other's

bows.

Where a steamship was going

up North river in the day-time and

met a ferry-boat about five points

off her starboard bow, on a con

verging course, it was held that so

long as the steamer knew the ferry

boat was on a converging course,

and the steamer continued its

course until she was unable to meet

the emergency, she was at fault.

The Eider, 37 Fed. R 903.

Where two steamers met at sea on

crossing courses, the T., seeing the

red light of the G., ported her helm

and continued under a port helm.

The G. starboarded and shortly

thereafter showed her green light.

It was held that the T. was not in

fault for continuing under a port

helm, as she had the right to as

sume that the G. would correct

her error. The Thingvalla, 42 Fed.

R 331. See, also, The Lagonda, 42

Fed. R. 304; The Iberia, 40 Fed. R.

8'J3; The St. Johns, 42 Fed. R. 75.

Two steam - vessels were on

courses bearing from two to three

points forward of each other's

beams, and proceeding at nearly the

same speed. It was held that in

such a situation they were not

overtaking vessels, but were cross

ing, within the meaning of the

rules, and the one having the other

on her starboard hand was bound

to keep out of the way. The Au-

rauia, 29 Fed. R 98.

A collision occurred at night

between two steamers, the V.

and the L., the L. being an in

coming anil the V. an outgoing

steamer, on the Patapsco river.

The L. signaled her intention of

taking the southerly side of the

channel, which was on her port-

side. The V. gave no assenting

signal, and was unable, by reason

of the channel being obstructed

by other vessels, from keeping out

of the way of the L. It was held

that the I* was in fault, first,
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Sec. 67. One steamer overtaking another.— The inter

national rules provide that, " notwithstanding anything con

tained in these rules, every vessel overtaking any other shall

keep out of the way of the overtaken vessel. Every vessel

coming up with another vessel from any direction more than

two points abaft her beam, that is, in such a position with

reference to the vessel which she is overtaking that at night

she would be unable to see either of that vessel's side-lights,

shall be deemed to be an overtaking vessel, and no subse

quent alteration of the bearing between the two vessels

shall make the overtaking vessel a crossing vessel within the

meaning of the rules, or relieve her of the duty of keeping

clear of the overtaking vessel until she is finally past and

clear. As by day the overtaking vessel cannot always know

with certainty whether she is forward of or abaft this direc

tion from the other vessel, she should, if in doubt, assume

that she is an overtaking vessel and keep out of the way." 1

for putting her helm to starboard

and taking the side of the channel

which was on her port, without

getting an assenting signal from

the V.; also, in not keeping out

of the way of the V. The Vir

ginia and The Louise, 49 Fed. R

84. See, also, The Columbia, 29 Fed.

R 716; The Servia, 30 Fed. R 502;

The Pequot, 30 Fed. R 839.

Where a steamer was about nine

hundred feet out from a slip from

which another steamer was start

ing, the latter being on the star

board hand of the former, and on

crossing courses, it was held that

the former was bound to keep out

of the way, and was liable for fail

ure to do so. Greenman v. The

Steamboat Narragansett, 4 Fed. R

244.

The tug M., with three boats

lashed to her sides, was coming out

of the Kills into New York bay,

and came into collision with the

tow of another tug, the S., bound

down the bay. Prior to colliding

the S. gave two whistles, indi

cating that she would pass to the

left, to which the M. replied with

two blasts. The S. did not change

her course after signaling, but

continued in a straight line. The

M. changed her course in accord

ance with her whistles, and stopped

and backed when she saw collision

imminent. Both boats were held

at fault,— the S., because having

the M. on her starboard hand, she

did not change her course to corre

spond with her whistles, and to

keep out of the way of the other;

the M. for not changing her course

earlier. The Standard, 23 Fed. R

207.

1 26 U. S. Stat. at L. 320, art. 24;

23 U. S. Stat. at L. 442, art. 20;

International Rules 1885; Rule 22

for the Great Lakes.
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" A vessel which is being overtaken by another shall show

from her stern to such last-mentioned vessel a white light or

a flare-up light. The white light required to be shown by

this article may be fixed and carried in a lantern, but in such

case the lantern shall be so constructed, fitted and secured

that it shall throw an unbroken light over an arc of the

horizon of twelve points of the compass, namely, for six

points from right aft on each side of the vessel so as to be

visible at a distance of at least one mile. Such light shall

be carried as nearly as practicable on the same level as the

side-lights." 1

Sec. 68. Overtaking vessel defined.— The act of 1890 de

fines an overtaking ship as " every vessel coming up with

another vessel from any direction more than two points

abaft her beam, that is, in such a position with reference to

the vessel which she is overtaking that at night she would

be unable to see either of that vessel's side-lights." - This

definition had been adopted by the federal courts prior to

its embodiment in the statute— the range of the colored

side-lights being taken as the dividing line determining

-whether a vessel was overtaking or crossing the course of

the one carrying the lights. If bearing less than two points

abaft the beam they were considered crossing, and if bear

ing more than two points abaft the beam they were con

sidered overtaking vessels, and are so defined by the present

rules.3

1 Art. 10, International Rules a crossing vessel within the mean-

1890; The Aurania and The Repub- ing of the rules although there is

lie, 29 Fed. R 98; The Commodore a difference of three points in the

Jones, 25 Fed. R 506; The Narra- course of the two vessels. Aldrich

gansett, 10 Blatch. 475; Kennedy v. Clausen, 42 Hun (N. Y.), 47a

v. The American Steamboat Co., In the case of The Venetian, 29

12 R L 23; The W. H. Clark, 5 Fed. R 460, where a ferry-boat

Biss. 295. started out of her slip astern of. a

2 26 U. S. Stat. at L. 442, art. 24. vessel passing on to her own slip,

3 The Aurania, 29 Fed. R 98; The the court held that any subsequent

State of Alabama, 17 Fed. R. 847. position of the ferry, as where she

A ship is an overtaking and not attempted to cross the bow of the
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Sec. 69. Duties of overtaking vessels.— Where two ves

sels are running in the same direction, one astern of the

other, the law imposes upon the one following the obliga

tion of exercising a greater degree of care to avoid collision

than is imposed upon the other; the statute requiring every

vessel, whether steamship or sailing-vessel, when overtaking

another, to keep out of the way of the one overtaken.1

The duty of an overtaking vessel to keep out of the way

is especially imperative when it is a steamer, as it has

control over its motive power, and can promptly and ac

curately govern her own movements.2 The duty of avoid

ing the leading ship being imposed by law upon the one

following, in case of collision the burden of proof is cast

upon the latter to show the prudence of her own conduct,

the negligence of the one leading, and that the collision was

not caused by fault on her own part.' The duties imposed

by law upon vessels are increased in proportion to their

ability to keep out of the way; as where the overtaking

ship is large and powerful, of great speed, and equipped with

appliances for quickly regulating her movements, and the

leading vessel is small, slow and less readily handled, the

superiority of the overtaking vessel increases her obligations

in like proportion.4

Under the rules no subsequent alteration of the position

of the vessels can make the one following other than an over-

steamer, did not alter her relations

to the steamer, and that she was

still an overtaking, and not a cross

ing, vessel.

1 23 U. S. Stat, at L. 442, arts. 20,

11; 28 U. S. Stat, at L. 320, arts. 10,

24; The Governor, Abb. Adm. 108;

The Rhode Island, Abb. Adm. 100;

The Bay Queen, 27 Fed. R 813; The

Columbia, 10 Wall. 246; McNally

v. Myer, 5 Ben. 239; The Helen

Hasbrouck, 29 Fed. R 463; The

Great Republic, 23 WalL 20; The

Sylvan Grove, 29 Fed. R 336;

The Ellen, 4 Blatch. 107; The Ve

netian, 29 Fed. R 460; The Cepha-

lonia, 29 Fed. R. 332; The Dentz,29

Fed. R 525; The City of Brocton.

37 Fed. R 897; The Eider, 37 Fed.

R 903.

*The Ellen Howgate v. The Illi

nois, 6 Rep. 40; 13 Phila. 470.

'The Continental. 31 Fed. R. 166;

The George A. Brandreth, 3 Fed.

R 414; The Governor, Abb. Adm.

108; Simpson v. Spreckles, 13 Fed.

R 93.

*The Great Republic, 23 Wall. 20.
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taking vessel, or relieve her from the duty of keeping clear

of the leading ship until fully past and clear ; 1 and it is her

duty to take such seasonable precautions as may be neces

sary to avoid the other, the burden of proof being upon her

to show that such precautions were timely and sufficient.2

While the leading vessel has the right of way, she may not

wilfully cross the path of the other without forfeiting all

right of recovery for collision ensuing therefrom, even

though the overtaking vessel be not wholly without fault.'

The vessel following must keep at a distance sufficient to

avoid causing confusion or alarm on board the other, and

to give sufficient room for her own and the other's ma

neuvers.4

126 U. S. Stat, at L. 320, art. 24;

The Brothers, 30 Fed. R 75; The

Oceanus, 12 Match. 430; Kennedy

v. American Steamboat Co., 12

R L 23.

2 Forsyth v. The George A.

Brandreth, 3 Fed. R 414; The

Venetian, 29 Fed. R 460.

» The Boston, Olc. Adm. 407; The

St. Paul, 3 Cin. L. Bui. 321.

* The Hackensack. 32 Fed. R 800.

Iu this case it was held a fault in

a vessel following another and

going with a flood-tide in the East

river to approach so near the lead

ing vessel as to be unable to avoid

her in case of a stop on her part.

Under the New York statutes

one steamer cannot approach an

other within a distance of twenty

yards in attempting to pass. The

Rhode Island, Olc. Adm. 505; The

Boston, Olc. Adm. 407; The D. M.

Anthony, 10 Fed. R 700; Standard

Oil Co. v. The Garden City, 38 Fed.

R 800.

The steam-tug H. was going out

of the Bay of New York toward

the Scotland light-ship; overtak

ing her was the steamer B. As the

latter came up with and began to

draw ahead of the H., the latter

gave a sudden sheer and went ir.to

the side of the steamer. Both ves

sels were damaged and cross-

libels filed. It appearing that the

H.'s sheer was caused by the suc

tion from the wheel of the other,

the court held that the collision

was caused by the failure of the

R, as the overtaking vessel, to

keep at a sufficient distance to

pass in safety. The City of Broctoc,

87 Fed. R 807.

Where the steamboat O. over

took the steamer S. and collided

with her, in a suit brought for

damages the O. defended by alleg

ing a sheer on the part of the lead

ing vessel. The evidence showing

that the vessel following had ap

proached dangerously near the

other without giving the signal

required by the rules, it was held

that the following vessel was at

fault for approaching too close,

even though the other did sheer.

The Osceola, 30 Fed. R 383.
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Sec. 70. Duty of leading vessel.— The general rule is that

the leading ship must keep her course, and is not bound to

give way or to facilitate the movements of the other, although

she may not embarrass her movements by maneuvers tending'

to prevent the latter from passing.1 Under circumstances-

where it is doubtful which of two vessels is leading, as where

their movements are simultaneous, neither can lawfully dis

regard the other or oblige her to keep out of the way. It is

the duty of each to avoid the other.2 The fact that an over

taking vessel gives warning signals of her approach to a

steamer in advance, furnishes no excuse for not avoiding her,

and the leading vessel may rely upon the duty and ability of

the other to keep out of the way.' The duty of the leading

ship is simple and not easily misunderstood, that is, to con

tinue her course without swerving. It is a want of prudence

on the part of the leading vessel to cross the other's track

without first coming to a full understanding as to the course

pursued. Where the leading vessel, by her own original sig

nal, expresses her desire to have the one following pass, she

is in duty bound to slow down and to afford all facilities

within her power to enable the other to accomplish the

maneuver.

The statute and the usages of the sea require the vessel

overtaken to hold its course. It must, however, so use its

privilege of right of way as not intentionally to thwart or

prevent the one overhauling from using her superior speed

to advantage. While she is not bound to accommodate the

overtaking ship by moving to either side to give more room,

she may not wilfully prevent such passing. Her duty is to

hold her course and to leave to the passing ship the burden

of selecting the time and place for passing.4 This duty of

the leading ship to hold her course does not release her from

avoiding collision by any means possible when it becomes

apparent that collision is liable to ensue, and she is bound to

1 The Governor, Abb. Adm. 108. 4 The Governor, 1 Abb. Adm. 100,

'The Boston, Olc. Adm. 407. 108; The Sainniie, 36 Fed. R. 568.

» The Cephalonia, 29 Fed. R. 332.
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refrain from any maneuver calculated to embarrass the lat

ter in attempting to pass. Where the following ship at

tempts to pass at a place where such passage is dangerous,

and the leading vessel disregards her efforts to do so, and

keeps on her course and comes into collision when it might

easily be avoided, both vessels are held to be in fault ; the one

following for attempting to pass when in a dangerous place,

the other for disregarding the general rule requiring vessels

at all times to avoid collision when it can be done.1

While the law imposes upon the passing vessel the duty of

avoiding the other, the leading ship is not without correla

tive obligations. She is bound to maintain a proper look

out, to keep her course, and not to change it at a time or

under circumstances such as would involve danger of collis

ion, nor may she pursue a line of conduct tending to mis

lead the other.2

In those waters subject to the supervising inspectors'

rules, it is the duty of the leading vessel to answer all sig

nals given by the following steamer indicating a disposition

to pass, and in no case will it be permitted to cross the bow

of the following vessel or crowd upon the course of the pass

ing steamer, other than as required by the nature of the

waters navigated.3

Where the leading vessel has replied to the signals of the

one passing, and has agreed to the same, she is bound to

continue her course without change, if it can be done with

out immediate danger to herself or other vessels.4

1 West Va. Cent. & P. R. R. Co. way, that seasonably indicates to-

v. The Isle of Pines, 24 Fed. R. 498. another by her own original signal

2 The Charles Morgan, 6 Fed. R. that the latter shall go ahead, takes

913; The Ellen Holgate, 6 Rep. 40; on herself the duty to go astern,

13 Phila. 470; The W. H. Clark, 5 and is bound to give way or stop

Bias. 295. in time to prevent collision. The

3 Supervising Inspectors' Rules Susquehanna, 35 Fed. R 320.

1895, rule 8. Where a steamer astern signals

4 The Charles Morgan, 6 Fed. R. that she wishes to pass the steamer

913. ahead, the latter should answer;

A steamer having the right of but her neglect to do so does not
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Sec. 71. Steamers passing — Duty of vessel passing.—

A vessel of superior speed running astern of a slower one is

not obliged to retard its own speed because of the inability

of the leading ship to proceed at as great a rate. It has the

right to pass if it can do so with safety to both. It must be

its own judge as to the matter of safety; and if the result

shows it to have been in error as to the propriety of pass

ing, it must suffer the consequences of its act; and the bur

den of proof rests upon it to show not only the prudence of

her own conduct, but also the negligence of the other, where

negligence is charged ; and, failing to do this, she must be

hold accountable for the result.1 While a vessel of greater

speed has the legal right to pass one of inferior speed lead

ing, it must choose such a time and place to do so as will not

inflict injury upon the one having the right of way. A

steamship attempting to pass another in a passage difficult

of navigation, or where there is not sufficient room to do so

in safety, acts at her peril and is liable for damages result

ing.2 If a steamer astern cannot safely pass on either side

of a leading vessel, it is her duty to wait until a point is

reached where she can do so in safety. While a passing ves

sel takes upon herself the peril of determining the propriety

and safety of passing, and is liable for an error of judgment,

she has the right to assume that the other is well equipped

and willbe managed with ordinary prudence, and that she will

observe the statutory requirements governing her conduct.3

It is the duty of an overtaking steamer, before attempting

to pass another, to give information to it of such intention

by the statutory signal therefor.

excuse the former for passing care- of a misjudgment in that respect.

lessly. The D. Newcomb, 16 Fed. The Charles Morgan, 6 Fed. R 913.

R274. 2 The Rhode Island, 1 Blatch.

1 The Governor, 1 Abb. Adm. 108; 363; 7 N. Y. Leg. Obs. 38; The

The Sammie. 36 Fed. R 568. Charles Morgan. 6 Fed. R 913;

A passing vessel takes upon her- The Narragansett, 5 Ben. 255; 10

self the peril of determining what Blatch. 475; Milliken v. The C. H.

is a safe distance, in passing an- Northam, 37 Fed. R 238.

other going in the same direction, 3The Charles Morgan, 6 Fed. R

and must bear the consequences 913.
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Under the international rules of 1885 1 the use of signals

designating the course to be pursued was optional; but

under the rules of 1890,2 and under the inspectors' rules

when applicable, the use of such signals is imperative, ex

cept when the distance between the vessels is so great as to

render such signals unnecessary.

The supervising inspectors' rules' require the steamer

astern to first obtain consent of the leading vessel to pass

before it is allowed to do so. This rule is operative so

far as inland navigation is concerned, and over those waters

subject to the inspectors' rules ; but upon the high seas the

international rules apply, except as provided for the navi

gation of the Great Lakes, and on these the inspectors' rules

apply when not in conflict with the statute. Where there is

room for the vessel astern to pass, she is not bound to heed a

signal of the leading ship not to do so, when no danger is ap

parent.4 It, however, assumes the risk in doing so. In passing

under signals mutually agreed upon, the passing vessel is still

bound to follow the statutory requirement and keep out of

the way of the other, and in passing to give the other a wide

berth. The fact that signals of passing are agreed upon

does not relieve the overtaking vessel of any duty it other

wise owes to keep out of the way.5 The passing vessel has the

right to rely upon the affirmative reply of the one leading, to

her signal indicating the course to be pursued in passing.6

1 23 U. S. Stat. at L. 441, art. W. Where two steam-vessels were

2 26 U. S. Stat, at L. 320, art. 28. going in the same direction, one in

' Rule 8. advance of the other, and the rear

4 Bedouin Steam Navigation Co. boat signaled a desire to pass the

v. The City of Macon, 47 Fed. R other to starboard, and the leading

'919. vessel signaled a desire to continue

'The Dentz, 29 Fed. R 525; The her course, but neither fully com-

Armitage v. Brearley, 9 Ben. 108 ; plied with its signal, and a collis-

The Standard Oil Co. v. The Garden ion resulted, it was held that each

City, 38 Fed. R 860; The St. Johns, contributed to the result and each

34 Fed. R 763; The W. H. Vander- was equally liable for the damages,

bilt, 37 Fed. R 116. The Captain Miller, 33 Fed. R 585.

6 The Charles Morgan, 6 Fed. R An overtaking vessel is bound to

$13. avoid doing injury to one it over

12
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Sec. 72. Damage by suction and displacement-wares.—

An overtaking and passing vessel is bound not only to avoid

colliding with the vessel passed, but is bound to pass at such

a distance that no harm will result to the other from the

suction produced by her passage through the water or from

her displacement wave ; 1 and she is bound to know the effect

takes; and the fact that the over

taking vessel does not alter her

course, although signaled to do so,

does not excuse the one overtaking

for the collision. The Cephalonia,

29 Fed. R 332; The Sylvan Grove,

29 Fed. R 336.

Where the signals of the vessel in

tending to pass are not understood

or are not responded to, and there

is a possibility of collision if pass

ing is insisted upon, it is the duty

of the vessel following to wait

until the danger is past, and, if

necessary, to slacken speed and

change its course. The Pegassus,

15 Fed. R. 921 ; Greenwood v. The

William Fletcher, 38 Fed. R 156.

The signal of the vessel intend

ing to pass must be repeated if not

responded to, in situations where

the consent of the leading vessels

is first to be obtained. Ibid.

Where a tug was overtaken by

a steamer which passed at so short

a distance that the tug was caused

to give a sudden sheer caused by

the suction of the passing steamer,

it was held that the steamer was

responsible for not having kept off

to a greater distance in passing.

The City of Brocton, 37 Fed. R 897.

An overtaking vessel continues

to be an overtaking vessel until it

has entirely passed the other, and

until all danger of collision is past.

The fact that the overtaking ves

sel is at the moment of collision

slightly in advance does not re

lieve it of the character of being

an overtaking vessel. The Jesse

Spalding, 50 Fed. R 583.

1 The New York, 34 Fed. R 757;

The New Brunswick, 43 Fed. R

174; The City of Brocton, 37 Fed.

R 897; The Columbia, 61 Fed. R

220; 55 Fed. R 766; Boyer v. The

Connecticut, 45 Fed. R 374; The

Monmouth and The Raritan, 44

Fed. 809.

The Drew, 22 Fed. R. 852. In

this case a barge had grounded on

the eastern bank of the Hudson

and could not be liberated. A

steamer coming down observed

the barge's signals and slowed

down, but did not keep off, as she

might have done, and when abreast

of the barge resumed her former

speed. The suction and swell from

her passage caused the barge to

pound upon the rocky bottom and

a hole was punctured through the

vessel. Held, that the steamer was

liable. The Charley A Reed, 19

Fed. R 111.

Where in a narrow channel a

steamer passed a tug with a num

ber of boats in tow, which were

driven into collision with each

other by the swell created by the

steamer by reason of her passing

too near and at a high rate of

speed, it was held that the steamer
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of her swell, and to pass at a distance sufficient to avoid

danger therefrom, or to reduce her speed to such a degree

that a displacement-wave will be avoided. It is the duty of

steam-vessels passing near docks or other mooring places to

pass at such a rate of speed that no danger will result from

her swell.1

In navigating rivers and harbors where small boats are

accustomed to ply and may reasonably be expected, steam

ers are bound to navigate with the utmost caution and at a

rate of speed sufficiently slow to avoid damage from her at

tending swell.2 It is negligence in a large and powerful

steamer to work her wheel in a narrow and crowded slip,

whereby a current is produced sufficient to injure other

craft lawfully there; nor may she leave a crowded slip

The steamerwas bound to know the depth of

water and whether her swell would

injure the tow, and was liable in

damages. The C. H. Kortham, 13

Blatch. 31.

In the case of Nelson v. The Ma

jestic, 48 Fed. R 730, 1 U. S. App.

16, the court held that where an

ocean steamer overtook and passed

a tug with a heavily laden canal-

boat lashed to either side, and a

displacement-wave produced by

the steamship struck the tug with

such force as to damage the tow,

the steamship was liable for the

injuries done; and that it was no

defense that her displacement-

wave did not render navigation

more perilous than would a high

wind, and that she was navigated

at a rate of speed usual with

steamers of her class.

i The Morrisonia, 13 Blatch. 512.

In this case a sailing-vessel was

properly fastened to a pier, and a

steamer passed with such speed

that she created a swell throwing

the vessel against another and in

flicting damages,

was held liable.

1 Netherlands Steamboat Co. v.

Styles, 40 Eng. L. & Eq. 19; The

Massachusetts, 10 Ben. 177; The

Southfield, 19 Fed. R 841; The

Rhode Island, 24 Fed. R 295;

The New York, 34 Fed. R 757; De

Lelle v. The Atlanta, 34 Fed. R

918.

The steamers D. and F. with the

schooners M. and N. in tow were

passing to the starboard of each

other in a narrow channel. The

force of suction gave the D. a

sheer to starboard and across the

course of the M. The speed of the

F. and her tow was at least seven

miles an hour. Held, that the col

lision was caused by the negli

gence of the F. in running at an

excessive rate of speed, and to that

of the M. in not anticipating the

result of the suction of the D.

Chisholm v. The Alex. Folsom, 44

Fed. R. 932; reversed, 52 Fed. R.

403.
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without taking the utmost care to prevent a disturbance of

the water by her propeller and by suction of her own dis

placement.1

Sec. 73. Holding course.— The international rules of

1890 and the rules for the Great Lakes provide that " where

by any of these rules one of two vessels is to keep out of

the way, the other shall keep her course and speed." * The

new rules are different from the old ones of 1885 ' in this

particular: that the vessel whose duty it is to hold her course

is also required to keep her speed.

The duty imposed by the statute upon vessels under cer

tain conditions to keep out of the way of another is correla

tive with the duty of the other to hold her course and speed.

Their duties are reciprocal ; the rule being as imperative that

the one shall hold her course and speed as that the other

shall avoid doing her injury. The vessel whose duty it is to

keep out of the way must in all instances shape her course

i The Nevada, 17 Blatch. 122.

Where the pilot in charge of a

tug and tow sees a large vessel

rapidly approaching, and observes

that her displacement-wave will

he dangerous to his tow, it is his

duty to turn the tow so as to take

the waves end on; and he will be

held in fault for failing to do so.

The Nelson, The Majestic, The Nan

nie Lamberton, 44 Fed. R. 813.

A steamer going at full speed in

a narrow part of the Delaware

river met a barge in tow with

three other barges. The steamer's

swell was sufficiently great to

cause the barges to collide. Held,

that the steamer, having failed to

slow down as was her duty when

meeting tows of this sort, was

liable for the injury. The Ellen

Heron, 55 Fed. R 766.

"Where a steamer was running at

a moderate rate of speed, and met

a tug with a barge in tow loaded

with a deck-load of iron, and it ap

peared by the evidence that the

displacement-waves of the steamer

were not large enough to cause ap

prehension of danger on the part

of those having the tug and tow in

charge, the steamer was held not

liable. The Pilgrim. 57 Fed. R

670.

2 26 U. S. Stat. at L. 320, art. 21

Rules for the Great Lakes, rule 20

The L C. Harris, 29 Fed. R 928

The Naccochee. 22 Fed. R 855; The

Columbia, 25 Fed. R. 844; The Brit-

tania, 34 Fed. R 546; The Scotte

Greys v. The Santiago de Cuba, 5

Fed. R 369; McWilliams v. The

Vim, 12 Fed. R. 906; The John L.

Hasbrouck, 93 U. S. 405.

» 23 U. a Stat, at L. 442, art. 22.
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-with reference to the speed and direction of the other, and

the latter, after the other's maneuvers are known, has no

right to change her course or speed, to the other's injury,

while sufficient maneuvers are being executed to keep out

of the other's way, unless special and imperative reasons

exist therefor.1 This rule, like all others, is to be construed

together with all the other rules for the prevention of col

lisions, and is to be applied so as to avoid them; and where

a strict observance of the rule would only invite instead of

prevent accident, a departure is justifiable. As Judge Blatch-

ford, in the case of The Columbia,2 says : " The duty of ono

vessel to keep her course is not intended by the rules as a

privilege conferred, but as an obligation imposed, in order

to enable the other vessel with certainty to keep out of the

way." In order to warrant a vessel to either change her

course or speed, there must be reasonable certainty that the

other is not doing her duty, and that the situation imper

atively demands a departure from the rules.3 It is the duty

of the vessel required to keep out of the way to give an

early and intelligible expression of her intentions to do so;

and while there is any doubt as to what her actions will be,

the vessel required to hold her course may presume that the

other will act intelligently and lawfully, and she should hold

her course until the contrary appears.4 It is no excuse for

1 The Britannia, 34 Fed. R 546; adhere to the rule so strictly as to

The Illinois, 103 U. S. 299; The run into danger when by depart-

Nutmeg State, 62 Fed. R. 847; The ing from her course she may pro-

Free State, 91 U. S. 200, 205; vent it. The Warren, 18 Fed. R

The Adriatic, 107 U. S. 512. 559.

* 25 Fed. R 845. 3 The Britannic. 34 Fed. R 54B.

The rule requiring a vessel to 4 The B. C. Terry, 30 Fed. R 711:

hold her course must give way to Couover v. The City of Chester, 24

the general rule applicable in all Fed. R 91 ; The Hudson, 14 Fed. R.

cases, that regard must be had to 489; The John H. Dillon, 30 Fed.

all dangers of navigation and to R 285; Kirman v. The Leonard

any special circumstances which Richards, 38 Fed. R 767.

may render a departure necessary; Where two steamers were ap-

and in the presence of immediate proaching each other on courses

danger a vessel is not required to not involving collision, and one of
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a vessel taking a course forbidden by law that the unlaw

ful course was the best one. In taking a course in violation,

of the statutory rule she does so at her peril.1

Sec. 74. Change of course.— The general rule where two

steamers are crossing courses is that the one having the

other on her own starboard side shall keep out of the way,

and that the latter shall hold her course ; and where collision

occurs by reason of a failure on the part of the latter to do

so, the obligation rests upon her to show sufficient cause

warranting a departure from the rule.2 It is the duty of a

steamer navigating in the known or probable presence of

other vessels to pursue a steady and consistent course, and

to avoid a sudden change of direction whereby the other's

safety is prejudiced. Where a steamer changes her course

suddenly and attempts to cross the course of another, she

takes the risk of her own conduct.' Where a steamer by

her own original signal expresses a desire to take a particu

lar course, and the same is consented to by the other, the

latter has a right to rely upon an adherence to the course

selected. And where the former deviates from the same,

without reasonable necessity, and without giving sufficient

previous notice of her disposition to do so, she is liable for

them changed her course so as to ferry-boat, and continued to swing

involve collision, without having until collision followed, the court

given sufficient time for the other held that the collision was the

to accommodate her actions to the fault of the tug in not holding her

changed situation, it was held course. The Transfer No. 4, 44

that the vessel changing her course Fed. R. 303.

■was at fault. The Bermuda, 11 2 The Corsica, 9 Wall. 630; Case

Fed. R. 913; The Negaunee,20 Fed. v. The Susquehanna, 35 Fed. R

R. 918. 325; The Hudson, 14 Fed. R. 489;

i Clare v. P. & S. S. Co., 20 Fed. The Transfer No. 4, 44 Fed. R. 303;

R. 535. The Farragut, 35 Fed. R 617.

Where a tug having the right of ' The Wolverton, 28 Fed. R. 381 ;

way whistled to a ferry-boat on a The Britannia, 42 Fed. R 67; 34

crossing course that she would Fed. R. 546; The Jay Gould, 19

cross her bow.s, but instead changed Fed. R 765.

her wheel to swing away from the
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resulting collision.1 It is a general rule that neither of two

approaching vessels should deviate from the course pre

scribed by law where there is no sufficient indication on the

part of the other to do so.

Sec. 75. Sound signals for vessels in sight of each

other.— The international rules of 1890 provide that, " when

vessels are in sight of one another, a steam-vessel under way,

iThe Standard, 23 Fed. R 207;

The Quickstep, 2 Biss. 291; The

W. H. Vanderbilt, 37 Fed. R 116

The City of Albany, 34 Fed. R 812

The Minnie R Childs, 9 Ben. 200

The Bermuda, 11 Fed. R 913.

A tug-boat approaching a

steamer takes the risk when sig

naling what course she will take

and then suddenly abandoning it.

The Gratitude v. The Eutaw, 14

Fed. R. 479.

Two ships met in mid-ocean at

night nearly end on. The T. altered

her course to starboard in compli

ance with the rules, the G. swerv

ing in the same direction. The

court held that whether the two

vessels were meeting end on or on

crossing courses, in either case the

change of course of the G. was in

violation of the rules; and that as

the T. did not know but that the

G. would again change her course

so as to conform to the rule, the

T. was justified in not changing

her course to port when she saw

the mistaken maneuver of the G.

The Thingvalla, 42 Fed. R. 331; 48

Fed. R 764.

Where a tug had a steamer on

her port-hand side and at a dis

tance so great that they would

pass in safety had both pursued

their course, and she attempted to

cross the course of the steamer at

a point where the peculiarities of

navigation made it difficult to pass,

and at a distance of less than a

quarter of a mile, it was held

that, in the absence of a signal

from the approaching steamer con

senting to such change of course,

the tug was liable for ensuing col

lision. The Steamer Franconia, 3

Fed. R 397.

A steamer and a tug collided on

Long Island Sound at night. The

tug on discovering the steamer

ported her wheel one point, and

again ported another point when

a half mile distant, blowing one

whistle. The steamer replied by

giving two blasts of her whistle,

and put her wheel to starboard

across the course of the tug. The

tug at once backed and gave dan

ger signals. It was held that the

steamer was responsible for the

collision following. The Thames

Tow-boat Co. v. The Sarah Thorp,

44 Fed. R 637.

Where the measures taken by a

steamship to avoid collision would

have been successful had not they

been counteracted by the improper

conduct of the other, the former

is not liable. Nichols v. The Ser-

via, 149 U.'S. 144.
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in taking any course authorized by these rules, shall indicate

that course by the following signals on her whistle or siren,

namely : One short blast to mean, ' I am directing my cours»

to starboard ; ' two short blasts to mean, ' I am directing my

course to port ; ' three short blasts to mean, ' My engines are-

going at full speed astern.' " !

This rule is substantially the same as the rule of 1885,*

except that in the latter the use of the signals is not im

perative, the statute making their use optional ; but if used,

the course of the signaling ship is to be in conformity with

the signals made, these being the same as prescribed by the

rule of 1890. The latter rule is imperative, and requires

vessels approaching to indicate their course by the use of

the prescribed signals, when taking any course provided by

the rules, when in sight of each other. This qualifying clause

is to be taken in its usual sense, meaning that they are to

be used when vessels are sufficiently near each other to make

the use of signals necessary to an understanding of each

other's course. Passing signals, under the international rules,

are only permissible when vessels are in sight of each other,

and cannot be used as a means of communication when they

are not visible to one another. They are not to be used in

a fog or other state of the atmosphere when sight is cut

off. Their use is only permitted when there is absolute

knowledge of the relative positions of the vessels such as

sight alone can convey. As the court says in the case of The

Parthian : J " There is no such certainty of the exact posi

tion of a horn blown in a fog as will justify a steamer in

i 26 U. S. Stat at L. 828, art. 28. lowed as indicated by the signal.

The provisions of the rule en- until a new maneuver becomes

abling vessels to make use of sig- necessary. The La Champagne, 47

nals to indicate the course they Fed. R. 122.

propose to follow does not permit 2 23 U. S. Stat. at L. 441, art. 19.

the vessel to navigate in the direc- 3 55 Fed. R. 426. See, also, The

tion indicated for a brief time City of New York, 147 U. S. 72, 84;

merely and then to change her The Nacoochee, 137 U. S. 330, 338,

course without warning, but the 339.

course must be consistently fol-
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speculating upon the probability of avoiding it by a change

of the helm without taking the additional precaution of

stopping until its location is definitely ascertained."

The rules prescribed for the navigation of the Great Lakes

are somewhat different, and provide that " in all weathers

every steam-vessel under way, in taking any course author

ized or required by these rules, shall indicate that course by

the following signals on her whistle, to be accompanied,

whenever required, by corresponding alteration of her helm ;

and every steam-vessel receiving a signal from another shall

promptly respond with the same signal, or as provided in

rule 26 : One blast to mean, ' I am directing my course to

starboard; ' two blasts to mean, ' 1 am directing my course

to port ; ' but the giving or answering signals by a vessel

required to keep her course shall not vary the duties and

obligations of the respective vessels." 1

Sec. 76. Signals to be timely.— A very large proportion

of the collisions occurring are the result of a lack of timely

precautions on the part of those charged with the duty of

acting. The fact that nothing more could have been done

at the moment of collision, by either party, does not absolve

either from liability for failing to take seasonable measures

to avoid the happening of the event, when opportunity for

avoidance is ample. Precautions not seasonable are of little

or no value; nor do such efforts constitute a compliance with

the statutory requirements. Precautions must be timely

in order to be effectual ; and if they are not, it is no justifica

tion to show that nothing more could have been done than

was done, nor that the necessity was not perceived until too

late to be of avail.2 If is the duty of steam-vessels approach

ing each other to indicate by proper signals the course to be

taken by them, and this should be done when at a distance

1 Rule 23. By this rule it will be

observed that the use of these sig

nals is not restricted to vessels in

sight of each other, but they may

be used at all times, whether there is

clear vision or otherwise.

2 The Sunny Side, 1 Otto, 208; The

T. B. Van Houten, 50 Fed. R 590.
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apart sufficient to enable each to shape its course accord

ingly, so that there may be no misunderstanding regarding

the same.1 Where a vessel is in an unusual position, or

.where she has no right to be, it is her duty to take ade

quate means to notify others of her presence, and such noti

fication must be of a character to fully disclose her situa

tion.2 In the navigation of harbors and streams choked

with shipping, an additional burden of watchfulness is im

posed, and on the promptitude of signals given and answered

depends half their value in promoting security of naviga

tion.' The signals required by the rules should be given at

a distance sufficient to avoid confusion resulting from haste

or misunderstanding.4

Signals to he certain: In the use of the signals prescribed

by statute and the inspectors' rules, a steamer is not justi

fied, when within reach of a sound signal, in acting upon a

supposition or conjecture as to what will be the movements

of another vessel. The statute prescribes a method for the

exchange of information by signals; and the movements of

an approaching vessel, when unknown, should first be ascer

tained before any uncertain experiments or maneuvers are

made.5 When a steamer desires to pass in any other man

ner than that prescribed by rule, and signals to that effect,

she has no right to change her course to execute the move

ment until it is certain that she has made the other hear

I The Rooilia, 25 Fed. R 111; The 2 The Thomas Carroll, 23 Fed. R.

Wesley A. Gove, 27 Fed. R. 311; 912.

The Farragut, 35 Fed. R. 617; The ' The James M. Thompson, 12

Amos C. Barstow, 50 Fed. R 620; Fed. R 189; The Edwin H. Webster,

The Michael Davitt, 28 Fed. R 886; 22 Fed. R. 171.

The Manitoba, 122 U. S. 97; The Nothing appearing to the con-

Dorris Eckhoff, 32 Fed. R. 555. trary, a signal made and assented

In river and harbor navigation to. without any signal of misunder-

■b. signal is not timely when it standing, will be presumed to have

would compel the other vessel to been made within the proper dis-

wtop in order to avoid a collision, tance. The Charles Morgan, 115

unless in a situation where there U. S. 69.

*is no alternative. The Garden 4 The Aurania, 29 Fed. R 98.

City, 19 Fed. R. 529. » The Great Republic, 23 Wall. 20.
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and that her signals are understood ; ! she has no right to

assume that the other consents to such a movement because

no answer is returned to her signals.2

Sec. 77. Answering signals.—Under the inspectors' rules

it is the duty of a vessel to promptly answer when signaled,

either by assenting to or dissenting from the signals received.3

Under the international rules of 1890, it is the duty of every

steamer meeting another to indicate what course it proposes

to pursue by the statutory signals; and common prudence

requires that they be given timely and that prompt replies

be returned before other maneuvers are made, otherwise the

object of the rule would be defeated.4 The international

rules of 1885 do not require answering signals to be given,

but common prudence and good seamanship require it. The

rules governing the navigation of the Great Lakes especially

provide that " every steam-vessel receiving a signal from an

other shall promptly respond with the same signal or as

provided in rule 26." s

Where a vessel, bound by the rules to avoid another, sig

nals that she intends to pursue any particular course, an as

senting signal by the one having the right of way is merely

an announcement to the other that her signal is understood.

This assenting signal gives the other, whose duty it is to

avoid her, no immunity from the responsibility cast upon

her by law to avoid the other, and by an assenting signal

the vessel having the right of way relinquishes no right she

would otherwise have.6

Under the inspectors' rules requiring signals to be promptly

1 The Johnson, 9 Wall. 146; The February 5, 1895, for the naviga-

Bermuda, 11 Fed. R. 913. tion of the Great Lakes.

2 The Pavonia, 26 Fed. R 106; «The Nereus, 23 Fed. R. 448; The

The City of Chester, 24 Fed. R 91. Admiral, 39 Fed. R. 574; The Green

si The Garden City, 19 Fed. R 529; point, 31 Fed. R. 231 ; The William

The Roslyn, 22 Fed. R 687. H. Payne, 20 Fed. R. 650.

4The B. B. Saunders, 19 Fed. R A steam-vessel at rest in a stream,

118. where there is sufficient room for

5 Rule 23 of the act approved vessels to pass, is not bound, by
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answered, the omission to do so is not negligence, unless

such failure contributed to the resulting collision ; and that

it did not must be shown by the vessel failing to answer ;

the rule of law being that, when a vessel has violated a

known rule of navigation, and that violation of duty may

have contributed to the disaster, the burden of proof is on

her to show that such violation did not contribute to the

collision.1 A steamer cannot escape responsibility by merely

showing that the other did not respect her signals as re

quired by the rules, she must show that she herself acted

prudently, and took such measures as the law requires to

avoid the collision.2 Instead of affording the signaling vessel

any excuse for its own want of care, that its signals were

not answered, this fact calls for special caution on its part,5

reason of her answer to the signals

of an approaching vessel, to sus

pend the business in which she is

engaged, and proceed in either

direction. Such response is only a

signal of acquiescence with the

other's signal—an agreement that

she will do nothing to embarrass

the other's passage. The George L.

Garlick, 20 Fed. R 647.

1 Dougherty v. The Franconia, 3

Fed. R 397; The Garden City, 19

Fed. R 529; The Leland, 19 Fed.

R 771; The Mary Ida, 20 Fed. R

741.

Where a vessel having the right

of way fails to respond to the sig

nal of the vessel whose duty it is

to keep out of the way, the latter

has no right to assume that, be

cause of such silence, the for

mer abandons her right of way.

The Louis Dole, 5 Biss. 172; The

Pavonia,26Fed. R100. And where

an affirmative response is given by

a vessel ahead to one following,

requesting permission to pass, it

does not imply any relinquishment

of the right of way, except so much

as may be required to execute the

maneuver. The Dentz, 29 Fed. R.

525.

The duty of a steamer approach

ing another in a narrow channel

at night, whose signals are not an

swered, to stop and reverse, on

losing sight of the starboard-light

of the other steamer, is not excus

able by the fact that neglect in an

swering signals is common. A ves

sel not receiving an answer to its

signal has no right to assume that

her presence is known until her

signals are answered. The New

York, 53 Fed. R 553.

s The Mary Ida, 20 Fed. R 741 ;

The Pavonia, 20 Fed. R 100; The

Mary Shaw, 0 Fed. R 918.

'The D. Newcomb, 16 Fed. R.

274; The Pegasus, 15 Fed. R 921;

The Hudson, 14 Fed. R 489.

In the case of Ronan v. The

Orange, 48 Fed. R 411, a tug with

a tow on her port side was cross
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and she is required to use the greatest care to avoid the

other, and must take such precautions as the exigencies of

the case demand.1

Where passing signals are given by an approaching

steamer, and consented to by the other, the latter has the

right to rely upon the one first proposing, to abide by its

selection of a course, and the former has no right to change

its course as agreed on without first obtaining the other's

consent, and will be held in fault for so doing.2 A steamer

has no right to pass another otherwise than as required by

the rules without first announcing to the other its intention

of so doing, by appropriate signals, and obtaining the con

sent of the other; and until such final and mutual under

standing is reached, it is the duty of both to pursue the

course prescribed by the rules.3 The rule is strictly enforced

by the courts that the steamer undertaking to reverse the

statutory method of passing assumes the risk of any mis

understanding of the signals.4

ing the course of a ferry at night,

the ferry-boat having the tug on

her starboard hand. The tug blew

one whistle, and, receiving no reply,

kept up her speed. Blowing again

she received no reply, and there

upon she increased her speed to

pass ahead of the ferry-boat, col

lision following. The court held

that the fact that no reply was

made by the ferry-boat was notice

that the signal was not heard, and

it was the duty of the tug to stop

at once.

Where a steamer crossed the

bows of a sailing-vessel, apparently

proceeding under sail, but which

was being towed by a tug con

cealed from view by the sails and

hull of the vessel, and which failed

to respond to the steamer's signal,

it was held the tug was at fault

for not answering the steamer's

signal, and for not disclosing its

presence. Carter v. Morrisania, 3

Fed. R 925.

1 Kiernan v. The Leonard Rich

ards, 38 Fed. R 767; Greenwood v.

The Grape Shot, 88 Fed. R 156;

The Minnie, 31 Fed. R 301; Tho

Roslyn, 22 Fed. R 687; The Sammy,

35 Fed. R 327; The City of Albany,

34 Fed. R 812; The W. M. Wood, 31

Fed. R 569; Conover v. The City of

Chester, 24 Fed. R 91.

2 The Bermuda, 11 Fed. R 913.

3 The Panama, 46 Fed. R 496;

The Nereus, 23 Fed. R 448; The

Edmund Levy, 6 Ben. 371; The

Bristol, 11 Fed. R 156; The Clifton,

14 Fed. R 586; The Jay Gould, 19

Fed. R 765; The Grand Republic,

16 Fed. R 424; The Garden City, 19

Fed. R 529.

«The Frostberg, 25 Fed. R 451.
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Sec. 78. Danger signals.— It is the duty of a steamer to

give warning signals to approaching vessels when it is in a

situation involving danger, especially if in such position that

the danger threatened is of such a nature as not to be ob

servable by the approaching boat.1 The design of the rule

for signals is not to make them a substitute for a continual

lookout, nor to relieve the vessel from any other measures

of precaution that prudence would suggest, but to add to

these and supplement the means of safety that should other

wise be provided.2

Sec. 79. Reducing speed— Stopping and reversing.—

The rules of 1890 provide that " every steam-vessel which

is directed by these rules to keep out of the way of another

vessel shall, on approaching her, if necessary, slacken her

speed, or stop or reverse." 3

The international rule for 1885* provides that "even-

steamship, when approaching another ship so as to involve

risk of collision, shall slacken her speed, or stop and reverse,

if necessary."

The rules governing the navigation of the Great Lakes

provide that " every steam-vessel which is directed by these

rules to keep out of the way of another vessel shall, on ap

proaching her, if necessary, slacken her speed, or stop or re

verse." 5

1 The Blue Bonnet, 10 Fed. R 150.

When by reason of the obscura

tion of the lights of a vessel her

situation and course are not ap

parent, it is the duty of an ap

proaching vessel to give such dan

ger signals as may be necessary

to come to a full understanding as

to the relative situation of each.

The Ping-On v. Blethen, 11 Fed. R.

607.

2 The Chicago, 61 Fed. R 521;

The City of Savannah, 41 Fed. R.

891; The Clara, 49 Fed. R 765; The

Ice King, 52 Fed. R 894.

326 U. S. Stat. at L. 327, art. 23;

The Fred W. Chase, 31 Fed. R 91;

The Allegheny, 9 Wall. 522; The

Galileo, 24 Fed. R. 386; The Jay

Gould, 19 Fed. R 765; The Favor

ite, 9 Fed. R 709; The Syracuse, 9

Wall. 672; The Free State, 91 U. S.

200; The City of Paris, 9 Wall. 634;

The Corsica, 9 Wall. 630; The Balti

more, 34 Fed. R. 660; The Britannia,

34 Fed. R 546; The Vancouver, 2

Saw. 381 ; The Portia, 64 Fed. R 811.

4 23 U. S. Stat. at L. 441, art. 18.

5 Rules governing the navigation

of the Great Lakes, approved Feb

ruary 8, 1895, rule 21.
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The rule of 1890 is somewhat different in phraseology than

the rule of 1885, in that it primarily imposes, by express

language, upon the vessel whose duty it is to keep out of

the way, the duty of stopping or reversing. The effect

of both rules, however, is the same when construed with

all the other rules. Under the rules of 1885 it is the duty

of a steamer having the right of way to continue her course,

imposing thereby upon the other the duty of avoiding her,

and of primarily assuming the whole duty of taking active

measures to keep out of the way ; these measures include

the necessity of stopping or reversing, if the exigencies of

the case require it. Under the old rules it became appar

ent that if both vessels were primarily to undertake the

duty of avoiding each other, confusion and fatal results would

often ensue from conflicting movements,—the maneuvers of

one being neutralized by the efforts of the other. Taken by

itself, article I8 of the rules of 1885 might be taken to mean

that both vessels should slacken speed, stop or reverse when

approaching and in positions liable to produce collision; but

the rules are to be taken and construed together and with

reference to each other,1 and the object for which they were

created,— the prevention of collision. So construed, the rule

of 1885 does not explicitly state the real object sought to be

obtained by it. It was evidently the intention of the framers

of the rule to throw the primary burden of acting entirely

upon the vessel required to keep out of the way. The rule

of 1890 is substantially the same as that of 1885 in effect;

the language of the rule of 1890 being explicit in stating

what the rule of 1885 only implies when construed with the

other rules. The former rule explicitly requires every steam-

vessel, whose duty it is to avoid another, to stop or reverse,

- if necessary, thus primarily casting upon it the responsibil-

' ity of deciding upon the necessities of the occasion. It is

liable for an error of judgment in failing to comply with

iThe Cayuga, 14 WalL 270; The Side, 91 U. S. 208; The Columbia,

Benares, 9 Prob. Div. 16; Sunny 25 Fed. R. 844.
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the rule when the exigencies of the occasion require it.1

Where danger of collision is obvious, a steamer takes on

herself the risk of the consequences if she departs from the

rule.2 A steamer bound to keep out of the way has the

right to assume that the other will perform her duty and

pursue the ordinary and accustomed course, and the rules

do not require her to stop or reverse until the situation in

volves risk of collision. The burden of proof, however, is

upon her to show the absence of reasonable cause to appre

hend danger.3 While the rule does not contemplate a re

duction of speed until there is risk of collision, where vessels

are in situations open and visible to each other, it does not

mean that they may wait until the danger is imminent be

fore the rule becomes operative ; nor does it mean that a

vessel is to be excused from slacking speed because of a

fault in the other. When the necessity becomes apparent

the reversing should be prompt and effective,—liability will

follow delay.4

Where one of two methods of avoiding a collision is safe

and certain, and the other is doubtful and attended with

danger, ordinary prudence requires that the steamer should

select the course attended by the least danger.5 So long as

a vessel bound by the rules to keep out of the way clearly

has time and space enough to do so, and there are no certain

indications of a contrary intent, the other has a right to

presume that she will do her duty, and is not bound to stop

and reverse. Until it appears that the other is not keep

ing off, and there is risk of collision, then, and only then,

may she stop, reverse or depart from her course. Mere

doubt or apprehension that the vessel required to keep off

will not do so is not sufficient to justify the other in depart

ing from the rule. There must be a reasonable certainty

i The Fountain City, 62 Fed. R Servia, 30 Fed. R 502; La Cham-

87; The Midland, 48 Fed. R 331. pagne, 47 Fed. R 122.

* The City of Atlanta, 26 Fed. R * The State of Alabama, 17 Fed. R

456. 847 ; The Breakwater, 39 Fed. R 51 1.

3The Galileo, 24 Fed. R386; The "The John King, 49 Fed. R 469.
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that the vessel required to keep away is not doing her duty,

and cannot or will not keep away, before the other can act

independently, or execute a counter-movement of her own

by stopping or reversing.1

The rule is imperative that where risk of collision appears,

it is the duty of the steamer primarily required to act to

slacken her speed, and not to trust to the other for means

for avoiding collision;2 and the risk begins as soon as vessels

have approached so near that collision may occur by any

departure from the rules, and continues up to the time

when they have so far progressed that no such result can

ensue.3

Sec. 80. In ease of doubt.— Under the rules the obliga

tion to reduce speed arises whenever there is any uncertainty

as to a vessel's own position or the movements or course of

an approaching vessel sufficiently near at hand to render

her a menace to the other's safety.4 Where uncertainty of

position or of course is coupled with dangerous proximity,

both vessels should reverse and come to a stop until all un

certainty as to each other's situation is determined.5

1 The Britannia, 34 Fed. R. 546;

The Aurania, 29 Fed. R. 98; The

Columbia, 25 Fed. R. 844; The Bal

timore. 34 Fed. R. 660; The Free

State, 91 U. S. 200; The Catskill,38

Fed. R. 367; The St. Johns, 34 Fed.

R 763; The John Kin;*, 49 Fed. R.

469; Homer Ramsdell Transp. Co.

v. Compagnie Generale Trans-

Atlantique, 63 Fed. R. 845.

When two steamers are approach

ing on courses so that it is the duty

of one to keep out of the way and

the other to hold her course, if the

latter does not slacken speed or

reverse when required in the pres

ence of immediate danger the bur

den of proof is upon her to show

that to continue her speed was the

best maneuver that could be exe

cuted under the circumstances.

The Memnon, 62 L. T. 84.

A steamer that fails to stop and

reverse, as required by the rules of

navigation when risk of collision is

obvious, takes on herself the risk of

departing from them. The City of

Atlanta, 26 Fed. R 456.

2 The Huntsville, 8 Blatch. 228.

3The Milwaukee, Brown, Adm.

8ia

4 The Manitoba, 2 Flip. 241; The

Kate Irving, 2 Fed. R. 919: The

Scotts Greys v. The Santiago de

Cuba, 19 Fed. R 213; The Louis

iana v. Fisher, 21 How. 1.

*Fabre v. Cunard Steamship Co.,

53 Fed. R. 288; The Teutonic, 23

13
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Sec. 81. Speed.— "Whenever a steamer is in a situation

where the frequent passing of vessels may reasonably be ex

pected, or where the known difficulties of navigation render a

high rate of speed dangerous, common prudence requires her

to go at a rate commensurate with the attending dangers.

The rule does not make a steamer at fault for not reducing

her speed so long as she is situated so that the ordinary pre

cautions and rules of navigation, if observed, would prevent

collision. Nor does the rule contemplate a case where col

lision is the result of sheer negligence or disobedience of

well-known rules ; but applies to cases where the emergency

is such that, notwithstanding the presumption that the par

ties intend to perform their duties and are able to do so, there

is still danger that collision may ensue.1 In the navigation

of harbors and crowded channels a steamer is permitted to

proceed only at such a rate of speed as to enable her easily

to stop and change her course from a forward to a backward

one, within the distance she is liable to sight approaching

vessels, making due allowance for the other's speed. It is

especially dangerous for a steamer to proceed at a high rate

of speed in a harbor near piers and docks where vessels are

constantly entering and emerging from their slips.2 A

steamer entering a harbor should use the utmost caution as

to its speed, and its officers are required to be in positions

where the vessel's movements may be directed with the ut

most promptitude.' Navigating a steamer at a high rate of

WalL 77 ; Eber B. "Ward v. The Pro- 2 Greenman v. The Narragansett,

peller Ogdensburg, Newb. 139; The 4 Fed. R 244; The Favorite, 8

D. S. Gregory, 16 Blatch.542; Jenks Blatch. 539; Eber Wood v. The

v. The Midland, 48 Fed. R 331. Rossitter, 1 Newb. 225; The Bay

In the case of The George Starr, State, 1 Abb. Adm. 235; The D. R

47 Fed. R 749, it was held that stop- Martin, 10 Ben. 532 ; Case v. The Sus-

ping in a dense fog where the posi- quehanna, 35 Fed. R 325; The St.

tion of the respective vessels was John, 29 Fed. R 221 ; The Araeri-

not clearly known was not a fault, can Eagle, 29 Fed. R 302; The City

even though such stopping con- of Paris, 9 WalL 634; The Eider, 37

tributed to bring the vessels to- Fed. R 903.

gether. s The Alaska, 22 Fed. R 548.

iThe Free State, 91 U. S. 200.
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speed imposes the duty of increased vigilance, proportion

ately greater as there is liability of meeting other ships and

difficulties in navigation.1 No absolute rate of speed can be

established for all vessels on all occasions ; it must depend

upon the locality and the peculiar circumstances of the case ;

but it must not be such that it cannot be maintained with

out probable risk to the lives and property of others. Ex

cessive speed is a question of fact, to be determined largely

by the locality, the hour, the state of the weather, and the

ability of the vessel to be promptly controlled. What might

be moderate speed for one vessel might be excessive for an

other in the same situation. What might not be excessive

speed in a steamer of great power, with engines of great

strength, and appliances by which it is easily and quickly

handled, stopped and backed, might be excessive in another

going at the same rate, having less powerful machinery and

less ability for prompt action ; so that reference must be had

to all the circumstances affecting the ability of a steamer to

keep out of the way in determining her liability under the

rules.* It may be stated as a general rule that there is no

obligation on the part of a steamer to slacken her speed on

meeting another whose course and position are known, where

there is plenty of room for passage, when a mere change of

the helm is sufficient to put them on courses where collision

is impossible.3 The rule is equally clear that where there is

doubt or uncertainty as to the position or course of an ap

proaching steamer, the one observing should slacken speed

until all uncertainty is settled, when there is any reason to

apprehend danger.4

1 The Alaska, 22 Fed. R. 548. 77; Eber B. Ward v. The Atlantic,

2The State of Alabama. 17 Fed. Newb. 139.

R 847; The Northern Indiana, 3 In the case of The Buckeye, 9

Blatch. 109. Fed. R 666, it was held negligence

3 The Free State, 91 U. S. 200. in a steamer to navigate the Chi-

4 The Mary Sanford, 3 Ben. 100; cago river between Main-street.

Dyer v. National Steam Nav. Co., 3 bridge and Allen's slip, when the

Ben. 173; The Teutonia, 23 Wall. river is crowded with boats, at a
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Sec. 82. Right of way.— Under certain conditions the

rules require one vessel to keep out of the way, and the

other to hold its course. The latter is then said to have the

right of way. The right of way conferred on a vessel re

greater rate of speed than three

miles an hour. See The Allegheney,

2 Biss. 29 j also, The Little Giant, 2

Biss. 23.

In the case of Greenman v. The

Narragansett, 4 Fed. B, 244, a stat

ute of the state of New York im

posing a penalty for navigating

along the piers of the harbor at a

greater rate than ten miles an hour

was set up as a defense for navi

gating at an excessive rate of

speed. The court held that the

statute imposing a penalty for a

greater rate did not imply that a

rate less than ten miles per hour

might not be dangerous and im

prudent. See, also, The "Warren,

25 Fed. R 782.

In the case of The Badger State,

15 Fed. R 346, the court held that

it was negligence for a steamer to

enter the harbor of Chicago at

night at a speed of ten miles an

hour.

Where two large steamers were

approaching each other on con

verging courses at the rate of

fifteen and sixteen miles per hour,

and no effort was made to reduce

their speed until within two hun

dred and fifty or three hundred

feet of each other, both were held

at fault. The Aurania, 29 Fed. R

98.

A steamer running seven miles

an hour, half her regular rate, and

when the lights of approaching

vessels could be seen at a distance

of half a mile, within which dis

tance the steamer could be stopped

and backed, was held to be going

at a moderate rate of speed. The

Allianca, 39 Fed. R 476.

Where two steamers were ap

proaching each other in danger of

collision, and contrary signals

were given, and neither steamer

slackened speed until within two

or three lengths of each other,

both were held in fault The

Grand Republic, 16 Fed. R 424.

A collision occurred at the junc

tion of the Fort McHenry and

Brewerton channels of the Patap-

sco river, between two steamers,

the Virginia and the Louise, the

Louise ascending and the other

descending. The Louise, at a

proper distance, signaled the other

by two whistles that she desired

to take the southerly side of the

channel. Without receiving any

reply she put her helm to starboard

and continued at full speed, eleven

miles an hour, until within about

one-fourth of a mile from the Vir

ginia, when she repeated the signal.

The Virginia being on the same

side of the channel, and unable to

avoid the Louise by reason of the

presence of another vessel, collision

ensued. It was held that the

Louise was in fault for starboard

ing before obtaining permission

from the other, and was negligent

in not stopping and reversing.

The Virginia was held in fault for

continuing at a high rate of speed

in a dangerous situation. The
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quired to hold its course is not a privilege or peculiar ad

vantage bestowed upon it that the other does not enjoy ; it

is rather an obligation imposed upon it to keep its course,

to enable the other vessel with certainty to keep out of the

way.1 It is rather a rule of conduct than a right of way.

So far as freedom of action is concerned, the vessel required

to keep out of the way has greater opportunity for the se

lection of its methods of avoiding the other than has the

ship having the right of way.

In the presence of immediate and impending danger, there

is no absolute right of way. Both vessels are then bound to

give way, and, if necessary, to depart from the usual rules,

if such departure will plainly avoid the collision,2 regardless

of the original right of way or special privileges of either; *

failing to do this, both are liable. Mere failure to respond

to the signals of another by a vessel having the right of

way is not an abandonment of her intention to pursue her

course, and her silence confers no rights upon the other

bound to avoid her, nor imposes any additional obligations

on her.4 Where, however, the vessel having the right of

way stops, changes its course, or pursues any other course

than as directed by the statute, it is an abandonment of her

right of way.5 The primary duty of avoiding a collision is

on the vessel required to keep out of the way, and the ves

sel having the right of way will only be held in fault where

it clearly is shown that she did not stop and reverse as soon

Louise, 52 Fed. R 885; affirming R 495, the court held that, on a

49 Fed. R 84. clear day in a harbor not crowded

A steamer, while backing out of with shipping, fifteen miles per

her slip two-thirds of a mile out hour was not excessive speed in

into the stream for the purpose of an ocean steamer,

turning around, is not entitled to 1 The Britannia, 34 Fed. R 546.

the privileges of a vessel getting «The America, 82 Fed. R 845.

under way, but must observe the 3The Baltimore, 34 Fed. R 660;

ordinary rules of navigation, her The Seuff, 32 Fed. R 237.

stern being for the time her bow, «The Pavonia, 26 Fed. R 106; The

and her port her starboard side. Dentz, 29 Fed. R 525.

The Servia, 30 Fed. R 502. » The Garden City, 19 Fed. R 529.

In the case of The Frisia, 24 Fed.
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as she had reason to apprehend danger,1 or that she did not

take such measures to avoid collision as the exigencies of

the situation and good seamanship required.

Sec. 83. In narrow channels.— The international rules

provide that : " In narrow channels every steam-vessel shalL

where it is safe and practicable, keep to that side of the

fair-way or mid-channel which lies on the starboard side of

such vessel." 2

The rules for the navigation of the Great Lakes provide

that : " In all narrow channels where there is a current, and

in the rivers Saint Mary, Saint Clair, Detroit, Niagara and

Saint Lawrence, when two steamers are meeting, the de

scending steamer shall have the right of way, and shall,

before the vessels shall have arrived within the distance of

one-half mile of each other, give the signal necessary to in

dicate which side she elects to take."

" In all channels less than five hundred feet in width, no

steam-vessel shall pass another going in the same direction

unless the steam-vessel ahead be disabled or signify her will

ingness that the steam-vessel astern shall pass, when the

steam-vessel astern may pass, subject, however, to the other

rules applicable to such a situation. And where steam-vessels

proceeding in opposite directions are about to meet in such

channels, both such vessels shall be slowed down to a mod

erate speed, according to the circumstances." '

Where a steamer is passing through a narrow passage,

1 The Cement Rock, 88 Fed. R

764; The Catskill, 38 Fed. R 367.

In narrow channels.— The rule

that a vessel going with the tide

or current through a narrow chan

nel has the right of way, and that

an ascending vessel is bound to

wait until the descending vessel is

safely through, is not applicable

when the descending vessel has

several available channels. The

City of Springfield, 26 Fed. R 158.

Under the inspectors' rules a tug

with a tow descending the Ohio

river and passing through a nar

row channel has the right of way,

and an ascending boat must re

main below until the descending

vessel has passed. The Rescue, 24

Fed. R 44.

» 23 U. S. Stat. at L. 442, art. 21;

26 U. S. Stat. at L. 320, art. 25.

' Rules for the navigation of the

Qreat Lakes, rules 24 and 25.
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where the presence Of other vessels may reasonably be ex

pected, it is her duty to proceed with the utmost circum

spection, not only to be better enabled to avoid collision,

but to avoid danger from passing too near other vessels

liable to be encountered.1 The ordinary rules of navigation

applicable to places having ample sea-room are not at all

times applicable to vessels navigating in narrow and danger

ous channels ; and where the rules cannot be followed with

exactness, the vessel must do the best the circumstances of

the situation permit. It is her duty to pay due regard to all

the dangers of navigation and to any special circumstances

that may exist rendering a departure from the general rules

necessary and proper.2 Under ordinary circumstances it is

the duty of vessels to keep to that side of the channel on

the starboard hand, and any departure therefrom will only be

permitted under special circumstances warranting the same.3

Excessive speed in narrow channels: It is negligence in

a steamer to navigate a narrow, crowded stream other than

at a slow rate of speed.4

1 The Kate Irving, 2 Fed. R. 919; steamships approached each other

The Minnie, 20 Fed. R. 543. on the same side of a narrow,

2 The Negaunee, 20 Fed. R. 918; curving channel, across which a

The Santiago de Cuba, 5 Fed. R. flood-tide was running, one vessel

369; The Blue Bonnet, 10 Fed. R. being deeply laden and coming

150; Miller v. The Argonaut and with the tide, the other light and

The J. C. Ingram, 37 Fed. R 910. stemming it, and at the point

3 In the case of The Mary Shaw, where it seemed probable they

6 Fed. R. 918, the court held that would meet they could not pass

there was no local custom in the without danger, it was the duty

channels of the Patapsco river, and of the light vessel to have slowed

in the Chesapeake bay at its mouth, down until the other had passed

for large vessels descending the the dangerous place, and was liable

channels to take the easterly side, for resulting damages in not hav-

and that the establishment of such ing done so. and in having at-

a custom, not being called for by tempted to run across the track of

any necessity, is to be deprecated the laden ship when they were in

as a dangerous departure from the dangerous proximity. The Scotts

settled rules of navigation. Greys v. The Santiago de Cuba, 19

In the case of Scotts Greys v. Fed. R 213.

The Santiago de Cuba, 5 Fed. R. * The Buckeye, 9 Fed. R 686. In

369, it was held that where two this case the court held that it was
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Sec. 84. Sudden sheer.— It is the duty of steamers meet

ing, overtaking or passing to keep at a sufficient distance

from each other so as to be safe from the emergencies that

are liable to arise at any time in the navigation of vessels.

The effect of wind, tide, currents, suction, and the various in

fluences by which vessels are deflected from their course, is

so uncertain and capricious, that common prudence requires

a sufficient distance apart to be maintained to avoid possible

injury from the movements of the other, which in every ship

are more or less uncertain, and must be from the nature of

the forces with which she contends.1 It is negligence to ap

negligence for any craft to navi

gate the Chicago river between

Main-street bridge and Allen's slip,

during the season of navigation

when the stream was crowded

with other craft, either moving or

moored to the bank, at a greater

rate of speed than three miles an

hour.

A steamer is bound to slacken

her speed when approaching an

other vessel in a narrow channel,

and nine miles an hour under such

circumstances is negligence. The

Blenheim, 14 Fed. R 797.

Where a steamer, overtaking an

other just leaving her pier and not

straightened up on her course, in a

narrow channel with barely suffi

cient water to float her, proceeds

at full speed with the intention of

passing, she was held at fault. The

City of Macon, 51 Fed. R. 949.

Navigating Hell Gate.— Where

large vessels attempt to pass each

other in the easterly channel of

Hell Gate, each, on the inter

change of signals, must keep to its

side of the channel. The Mary

McWilliams, 47 Fed. R. 833.

Where one of the barges of a tow

passing between Sunken Meadows

and Middle Ground, beyond Hell

Gate, was forced on the rocks by a

sheer to port caused by a steamer

passing at a speed of ten miles, it

was held that both tug and steamer

were at fault,— the tug in going

too near the rocks, and the steamer

for traveling at too great a speed

under the circumstances. The

Minnie, 31 Fed. R 301.

iWhere a steam-tug was going

out of New York bay and was

overtaken by a steamship, which

passing so close caused a strong

suction by the action of her wheel,

causing the tug to suddenly sheer

and collide with her, the court

held that the collision was caused

by failure of the steamer to pass

at sufficient distance to free the

tug from the influence of the

other's passage through the water,

and the steamer was liable in dam

ages. The City of Brocton, 37

Fed. R 897; 42 Fed. R 928.

In the case of The Alexander

Folsom, 52 Fed. R 403, a steamer

passing down Lake George met a

steamer with two barges in tow,

the latter having their canvass
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proach so near another vessel in motion that there is danger

from her movements, or so near as to endanger her by the

movements of the approaching vessel.1

Sec. 85. Departure from the rales.— The statutory rules

of navigation are imperative, and admit of no option or

choice. If subject to the caprice or election of navigators,

they would not only be of little value but worse than useless.

As Judge Hughes says : 2 "If the statutory rules of naviga

tion were only optionally binding, we should be launched

upon an unbounded sea of inquiry in every collision case,

without rudder or compass, and be at the mercy of all the

fogs and mists that would be made to envelop the plainest

case, not only from conflicting evidence as to the facts, but

from the hopelessly conflicting speculations and hypotheses

of witnesses and experts, as to what ought to or might have

been done before, during and after the event, the statutory

regulations that have been wisely and charitably devised for

the governance of mariners furnish an admirable chart by

which the courts may disentangle themselves from conflict

ing testimony and speculation and arrive at just conclusions

in collision cases."

A large proportion of the collisions occurring on naviga

ble waters are the result of failure to comply with the rules

of navigation. It oftener happens that collisions follow

from a too loose observance than from a too strict adherence

to them.

In construing the provisions of the statute for prevent

ing collisions at sea, courts always bear in mind that the

navigation rules were adopted to save life and property, and

set, but not drawing to any extent, sheered to starboard and collided

all three relying on the motive with one of the barges. It was

power of their steamer. Where held that neither the ascending

passing the channel was about one steamer nor her tow was in fault.

hundred and eighty feet wide, and 1 The Osceola, 30 Fed. R. 383.

a distance of about sixty feet was 2The Clara Davidson, 24 Fed. E.

left between the passing vessels. 763.

The descending steamer suddenly
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vessels are never permitted to justify a plain error in ma

neuvering, by invoking a general rule, when it clearly appears

that the case falls within an exception to it. Where the or

dinary rules of navigation are clearly inapplicable, and spe

cial circumstances exist rendering a departure necessary to

avoid immediate danger, the rule must be modified to meet

the exigencies of the case, and it is the duty of the vessel to

depart from the general rule when no other method of se

curing the desired end is expedient.1 This exception to the

general rule, required by special circumstances, is recognized

in article 23 of the rules of 1885, and by article 27 of the

rules of 1S90,2 wherein provision is made that, "In obeying

and construing these rules, due regard shall be had to all

dangers of navigation and collision, and to any special cir

cumstances which may render a departure from the above

rules necessary in order to avoid immediate danger." The

statutory rules of navigation so well embody the results

of long experience and practical seamanship that the cases

where a ship is required to disobey a positive rule, and is

chargeable for failure to do so, are very rare, and seldom, if

ever, occur.3 In all such cases the burden of proof is upon

the party seeking to enforce the liability, and he must show

the prudence of such a course, and that the omitted maneu

ver would have prevented the collision had it been adopted.

Neglect to comply with the rules of navigation is itself a

fault ; and if collision ensues it is incumbent on the delin-

quent vessel, in order to escape liability, to show clearly that

the neglect to comply with their requirements in no way

contributed to the result.4 To justify a departure it must

appear that the ordinary rules of navigation are insufficient

for the occasion, and the proof must be clear and unequivo-

1The Sunny Side, 1 Otto, 208; 3 Farwell v. The John H. Starrin,

The Santiago de Cuba, 14 Phila. 2 Fed. R. 100; The George E. Starr,

574; The Santa Claus, Ola Adm. 47 Fed. R 749; The Clement, 2 Curt.

428. 363.

2 23 U. S. Stat. at L. 442; 26 U. S. « The City of New York, 15 Fed.

Stat. at L, 320; Rule 27 for the R 624; 8 Blatch. 194; The America.

Navigation of the Great Lakes. 37 Fed. R 813.
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cal that such departure was necessary under the circum

stances ; that it did not contribute to the collision, and was

reasonably well calculated to avoid the danger.1 It must

be shown that the occasion for a departure was an impera

tive necessity. A mere supposition that to follow the rule

would be dangerous, or a mere apprehension of danger, be

cause the other vessel takes no steps to get out of the way,

the danger not being imminent, is not sufficient.2 The pre

sumption of law is that the statutory method prescribed for

the avoidance of collisions is the best method, and it affords

no justification to show that the unlawful way was the best

way. Where a known rule of navigation is violated, and

that violation may have contributed to the disaster, the bur

den of proof is on the offending vessel to prove that such

fault did not contribute to the result.'

The question as to which of two vessels is in fault for com

ing into such close proximity with the other as to create

risk of collision is often of more importance in determining

liability than is the question of prudence or lack of judgment

in maneuvers hastily planned and poorly executed ; or a de

parture from the rule after peril has become imminent.

When at a distance and before there is any excitement at

tending the movements of a ship, she may be held to a stricter

observance of the rules than under circumstances of close

proximity naturally calculated to create alarm and confu

sion ; and she will be held to a stricter accountability, hav

ing had time to regulate her conduct, than will a ship sud

denly brought into a position of great peril.4 Where a

departure from the rules is made at such a distance from the

point of collision that sufficient time is had by both vessels

to adapt their courses to the altered situation, and where the

departure does not directly contribute to the collision, it is

1 The Jay Gould, 19 Fed. R 765; Fed. R. 397; The Leland, 19 Fed. R.

The Clement, 2 Curt. 363. 771; Clare v. Providence S. S. Co.,

2The Illinois, 103 U. S. 298; The 20 Fed. R. 535.

General Grant, 6 Ben. 465. 4 The Favorite, 1 Biss. 525.

5 Daugherty v. The Franconia, 3
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the remote and not the proximate cause, and carries no lia

bility.1 The navigation rules are obligatory upon vessels

from the time necessity for precaution begins, and continue

so long as the means, necessity and opportunity to avoid

danger remain. Their strict observance by a vessel having

the right of way is modified by the presence of immediate

and impending peril, and they are equally inapplicable to

vessels when so far distant from each other that measures of

precaution are not required to avoid collision.' It is no

justification for a departure from the rules that the other

vessel is also guilty of a like omission of duty. The fact

that one vessel is disregarding a known duty does not au

thorize the other to proceed with less caution. Instead of

affording any relaxation of vigilance on the part of the

vessel complying with the law, it imposes upon her the duty

of special care ; every vessel is bound to use all reasonable

vigilance and skill, no matter what the prior fault of the

other.' It may be stated as a general rule that a vessel

undertaking to reverse the statutory rules and to navigate

contrary to their requirements assumes the risk attending,

and of any misunderstanding that may arise as to the nature

or sufficiency of the signals of either.4

Where it is sought by a vessel departing from the rules to

1 The Maryland, 19 Fed. R 551. 40; Chamberlain v. Ward, 21 How.

Where two vessels were navi- 548.

gating, in violation of local stat- 4 The Frostberg, 25 Fed. R 451 ;

utes, with plenty of time and space The Titan, 49 Fed. R 479; The John-

to avoid each other, the violation son, 9 WalL 146; The Clarion, 27

of the statute was held immaterial, Fed. R 128.

as not a fault proximately oon- In the case of The Gratitude v.

tributing to the result. The E. A. The Eutaw, 14 Fed. R 479, the

Packer, 20 Fed. R 827. court held that, where a vessel de-

i New York and Liverpool Mail parts from the ordinary rules of

S. S. Co. v. Rumball, 21 How. 372. navigation to escape liability from

' The Sunny Side, 1 Otto, 203; The a collision, she must clearly show

Warren, 18 Fed. R 559; The Louis that the other disregarded her sig-

Dole, 5 Biss. 172; The New York, 53 nals and imperiled her own safety

Fed. R 553; Swift v. Brownell, 1 by faulty navigation.

Holmes, 467; The Ontario, 2 Low.
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charge the other with the neglect of some duty arising from

a consent on her part to such departure, the burden. of

proof is upon the former to show that the signals requesting

such consent were heard and understood by the latter, and

that she accepted the course suggested instead of the course

prescribed by law. A mere naked consent on the part of a

vessel that another may depart from the rules, there being

sufficient opportunity to execute the maneuver, of itself

affords no guaranty of success on the part of the signaling

vessel that her maneuver will prove successful. Such assent

means nothing more than that the assenting vessel under

stands the maneuver and will do nothing to thwart its exe

cution ; and such consent does not release the vessel violating

the rules from the consequences of such departure, where it

produces or contributes to the collision. Where, however,

consent is given for another to depart from the rules, and

at the time of such consent risk of collision is apparent, the

irregular maneuver being made, both are liable for the con

sequences resulting ; otherwise the assenting vessel is under

no obligations to take measures to facilitate the execution

of the movement1 until risk of collision is apparent, when

she is bound to do all she can to avoid collision.1

Departure from the rules cannot be justified on the ground

that custom gives consent. Where custom is opposed to

statutory provision the former must give way ; 5 and a very

1 The Sammy, 35 Fed. R. 327; The

Greenpoint, 31 Fed. R. 231; The

Deutz, 29 Fed- R. 525; The Nereus,

23 Fed. R 448.

Where an erroneous maneuver

is proposed by one vessel and as

sented to by another having the

right of way, whereby a prescribed

rule of navigation is violated in a

dangerous place and collision fol

lows, both vessels are in fault. The

Plymouth Rock, 26 Fed. R 40; The

City of Hartford, 17 Int. Rev. Rec.

125; liBlatch.72.

2 The Nereus, 23 Fed. R 448.

» The Pequot, 30 Fed. R 839; The

A. Demorest, 25 Fed. R 921;

Wheeler v. The Eastern State, 2

Curtis, 141 ; The L. Lamb, 20 Fed.

R. 319; The Hand of Providence,

Swa. 107.

In the case of The James Bowen,

52 Fed. R. 510, the court held that

the established custom of the port

of Philadelphia, that in navigating

the Delaware river between League

island and Walnut street wharf,

that vessels going up shall keep in
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clear case must be made out before a vessel can be held

in fault for adhering to the rules instead of departing from

them.1

shore and those passing down shall

keep in the channel, supersedes

the regulations prescribed by con

gress in the rules of 1885.

iThe Clement, 2 Curtis, 363;

Baker v. City of New York, 1 Cliff.

75; The Sunny Side, 1 Brown, Adm.

227; McCoy v. Currituck, 2 Hughes,

01; The Golden Grove, 13 Fed. R

688; The Britannia, 34 Fed. R 553;

The Emma Kate Ross, 41 Fed.R 828.

Where a steamer invites a de

parture from the ordinary rules

of navigation by giving signals

therefor, it was held that she takes

the risk of her own signals be

ing heard and understood, and

cannot invoke any rule of the su

pervising inspsctors to justify her

departure, in the absence of proof

that her signals were heard and

were understood by the other ves

sel. The John King, 49 Fed. R 469.

Stopping a vessel in accordance

with the rules of navigation is not

a fault, although it contributes to

the collision. The George E. Starr,

47 Fed. R 749.

Where a steamer approached

another end on, or nearly so, it

was held to take all risk of her

ability to pass to starboard, by sig

naling and obtaining the other's

consent to a departure from the

rule requiring them to pass port to

port, and was solely at fault for a

collision that would not have hap

pened had not the latter taken a

sudden sheer to starboard through

the force of the tide. The Titan,

44 Fed. R 510.



CHAPTER VII.

COLLISIONS BETWEEN STEAM AND SAIL-VESSELS

Sec. 86. Duty of steamer.— The international rules pro

vide that, " when a steam-vessel and a sailing-vessel are pro

ceeding in such directions as to involve risk of collision, the

steam-vessel shall keep out of the way of the sailing-vessel." 1

The hurden imposed by statute on a steam-vessel, requir

ing it to keep out of the way, is because it is under more im

mediate control, and is less subject to adverse influences of

wind and tide than are vessels dependent upon the wind for

motive power. Being self-reliant, with the ability to regu

late its movements at will despite the elements, its greater

independence and unhampered power of movement impose

upon it greater care and exertion than is required of a sail

ing-vessel, whose movements are entirely dependent upon ex

ternal and uncertain forces over which it has no control.2

A steamer has been likened to a sail-vessel having the wind

free, and for that reason bound to avoid one sailing close-

hauled.' While there may be some analogy between them,

the burdens imposed by law upon a modern steamer are far

more onerous than are those placed on sailing-vessels with

the wind free. Its ability to stop, reverse and regulate its

movements at will impose a duty proportioned to the su-

1 26 U. S. Stat. at L 327, art. 20; Washington Irving, Abb. Adm. 386;

23 U. S. Stat, at L 441, art. 17; rule The Johnson, 9 WalL 146; The Liz-

19 for the navigation of the Great zie Henderson, 20 Fed. R. 524; The

Lakes. Falcon, 19 WalL 75; The Narra-

! Baker v. The City of New York, gansett, Olc. 246 ; The R. B. Forbes,

1 Cliff. 75; The Adriatic, 107 U. S. 1 Spra. 328; The Illinois, 103 U. &

512; St. Johns v. Payne, 10 How. 298.

557; Ward v. The Fashion, 6 Mc- 'The New Jersey, Olc. Adm. 415;

Lean, 152; Dickinson v. Gore, Newb. The Neptune, Olc. Adm. 483; The

45; The New Jersey, Olc. 415; The Leopard, 2 Ware, 197.
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perior facilities for its acting. It is not only required to do

all a ship sailing with the wind free can do, but as much more

as its ability to act freely is superior to the hampered move

ments of the other. There is nothing it may leave undone

consistent with its own safety and within its ability.1 Nor

does it afford any justification for negligent conduct or vio

lation of the rules that the other has also been guilty of

misconduct. A steamer must, notwithstanding the previous

faults of a sailing-vessel, pursue with promptness and dili

gence all means reasonably within its power to avoid it; in

default of which it is liable.2

When duty begins: The rule becomes operative the mo

ment the vessels are within such distance of each other that

collision may ensue if the steamer pursues its course and

fails to keep away, and imposes upon the steamer the duty

of observing with the greatest care the movements of the

other from the time it is first sighted, and continues until

all danger of collision is passed ; and for any omission to act

with promptitude and intelligence it is liable in damages.3

The rule is general in its terms, and prescribes no particular

method of keeping out of the way, leaving the steamer free

to adopt such maneuvers as are least dangerous, and best

adapted to the end sought ; the means of accomplishing this

being left to the discretion of the steamer at the time when

necessity of precaution begins. Everything prior to that is

immaterial, except so far as it may give to the steamer

knowledge of the other's approach. The rule is applied

more strictly at soa and in open waters than in narrow chan

nels and crowded harbors, where the movements of each

must depend largely upon the circumstances of the moment.4

A sailing-vessel in mid-ocean may pursue its course and with

i Inman v. Reck, The City of Ant- The Beta, 40 Fed. R 899; The Car

werp, 87 L. J. Adm. 25. roll, 8 Wall. 302; The Thomas P

2McWilliamsv.TheVim, 12 Fed. Way, 22 Fed. R 739; The Iron

R 906. Chief, 63 Fed. R 289.

3The Alhambra, 2 Ben. 158; The «The L C. Harris, 29 Fed. R 926

City of Springfield, 29 Fed. R 928;
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propriety rely upon an approaching steamer to keep out of

the way ; but in a crowded harbor the circumstances may

be such as to relieve the steamer from the burden of acting,

and cast upon the other the responsibility of doing so. The

circumstances may be such that for a large and cumbrous

ship to attempt to sail to her moorings in a crowded harbor

of limited proportion, when her movements must necessar

ily be obstructed, is of itself negligence. In the navigation of

narrow and difficult passages, a steamer has a right to act

upon the presumption that the other will not intentionally

run into a dangerous situation, whereby its maneuvers will

be embarrassed by reason of the natural difficulties of the

situation. But if these dangers are not reasonably certain,

the steamer has no right to anticipate that the sailing-vessel

will vary from its course, and is bound to regulate its con

duct so as to give the other plenty of space in which to

maneuver. In case of doubt as to what will be the course

of a sailing-vessel navigating in the direction of known or

probable danger, the law imposes an additional obligation

on a steamer to take timely measures not to embarrass the

other, nor to add to the difficulties of the situation by

thwarting her movements by dilatoriness in keeping out of

the way.1

Sec. 87. Giving wide berth.— The rule requiring a

steamer to keep out of the way of a sailing-vessel requires

it to do more than merely shape its course so as to pass

without striking. It must allow sufficient margin for safety,

taking into consideration all the contingencies of naviga

tion. Where a steamer permits itself to be brought danger

ously near a sailing-vessel, one of the risks assumed is that

those in charge of it are liable to lose their presence of mind

or adopt a mistaken policy as to what their line of conduct

should be.3 It is an unwarrantable risk for a passing vessel,

1The Washington Irving, Abb. 2 The Columbia, 9 Ben. 254; The

Adm. 336; Height v. Bird, 26 Fed. R. Fred Jansen, 49 Fed. R. 251.

539; The Iron Chief, 63 Fed. R. 289.

14
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either steam or sail, to navigate so close to another that a

momentary mistake, misapprehension of an order, slight

error on the part of either, or unexpected deflection of course,,

would involve collision. While the rule requires a sailing-

vessel to hold its course, it does not require it to do so with

mathematical precision. The effect of wind, tide and sea

upon sailing-vessels is so uncertain that another approach

ing so close as to be exposed to the vicissitudes attending

the navigation of a ship does so at its peril. Even with the

most skilful handling, the movements of a sailing-vessel are

not to be absolutely relied on ; and a steamer approaching

must make sufficient allowance for these contingencies or

suffer the consequences.1 It is negligence for a steamer to

approach a sailing-vessel so near that its presence is calcu

lated to cause alarm and confusion among seamen of ordi

nary skill and courage, and it is held to strict accountability

for permitting so near an approach. Having the ability to

keep away, the fault of permitting a dangerously near ap

proach outbalances any error of management the sailing-

vessel may make while trying to escape from a situation,

of peril imposed upon it by the negligent conduct of the

other.2

There is no definite limit of distance prescribed, deter

mining what is a safe distance within which vessels may ap

proach each other. Circumstances would modify any specific

rule that could be adopted. The courts have, in some in

stances, held that the distance the colored lights of a vessel

are required to be visible at night— two miles — should be

adopted as the limit within which a vessel approaches at its

1 The Laura v. Rose, 28 Fed. R. 2 The Schmidt v. The Reading, 4a

104; The Aurania, 29 Fed. R. 98; Fed. R. 398; The Chatham, 52 Fed.

Wells v. Armstrong, 29 Fed. R 216; R. 396; The Carroll. 8 WalL 302.

The Jesse W. Knight, 45 Fed. R. Where a tug met a sloop tack-

590 ; Sanders v. The Santee, 48 Fed. ing near the shore, and passed so

R. 126; The George Murray, 22 near that the sloop collided with

Fed. R. 117; The Chatham, 44 Fed. it in coming about on another

R. 384; The William Young, Olc. tack, the tug was held in fault for

38; The Norman, 52 Fed. R. 237. passing so close as to involve dan
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peril. It must, however, depend largely upon the situation

of the vessels. At sea with plenty of room, it may be neg

ligence for a steamer to permit a nearer approach than two

miles, while in narrow passages, harbors or waters rendered

dangerous by natural obstructions, a much shorter distance

must be allowed from the very nature of things. In all

cases, however, it must be such a distance that the vessel

charged with the duty of keeping away may with certainty

and safety discharge the duty imposed upon it by law. It

is that distance within which the other vessel is not per

mitted to chance its course.1

ger of collision in case the sloop

should not beat out her tack to

the full extent. The Relief, 63

Fed. R. 169.

iMcWilliams v. The Vim, 12

Fed. R. 906; The Scotia, 5 Blatch.

227. In the case of The Ancon v.

Thompson, 17 Fed. R. 742, a steamer

discovered a sailing-vessel when a

mile and a half distant, and so

situated that there was plenty of

room for keeping out of the way.

It was held that it was inexcusable

negligence for it under such cir

cumstances not to keep out of the

way. See, also, The City of Truro,

35 Fed. R 317.

In the navigation of a steam

ship it is not to be understood that

it is necessary to change its course

immediately upon sighting a sail

ing-vessel, when the distance is

so great that there is no possi

bility of danger, especially where

the apparent course of the vessel

when first seen is such that no col

lision is probable. But if a change

is made by the sailing-vessel to a

course which, if pursued, would

involve collision, it then becomes

its duty to regulate its course to

correspond with the change. The

Scotia, 14 WalL 170.

Where a steamer crossed the

bows of a sailing-vessel at a place

where there was plenty of room,

it was held that the fact of the

steamer's liability to a sudden

sheer offered no shield to its lia

bility. Its known aptitude for

doing so imposed upon its navi

gators a greater degree of care in

not coming so near another that

its known proclivities might oper

ate to the disadvantage of the

other. The Norwalk, 11 Fed. R

922.

Where a steamer came into a

harbor difficult of entrance in the

wake of a sailing-vessel, it was held

to the utmost caution; and where

it approached so near that its prox

imity was gross carelessness, it was

held that the fact that the sailing-

vessel committed errors contribu

tory to the result did not relieve

it from liability or charge the other

with it. Ward v. Dousman, 6 Mc

Lean, 231.

Where a steamer overtaking a

tug attempted to pass so near that

the tug was caused to sheer by
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Sec. 88. Stopping, slackening speed and reversing.—The

statutory duty imposed on a steamer to keep out of the way

of a sailing-vessel requires it to do so by invoking any means

consistent with its own and the other's safety ; and where

the approach is sufficiently near to involve risk of collision,

it becomes the duty of the steamer to stop and reverse.1

Where the proximity of the sailing-vessel is unknown, or

there is any uncertainty in the situation of either, ordinary

prudence requires the steamer to stop until its own and the

other's situation is known. That the steamer may comply

with the rule it must know the position and course of the

other; and where its movements are uncertain and fluctu

ating, prudence requires that the steamer should, if near

enough to involve risk, slacken its speed or stop until the

position, movements and course of the other are ascertained.-'

The fact that the steamer conformed to the rules and the

sailing-vessel did not is not of itself sufficient to relieve the

steamer from liability; it must appear that such failure on

the part of the sailing-vessel produced or contributed to the

collision, and not any want of care on the steamer's part.'

force of the suction created by the 91 ; The R R Kir . and, 48 Fed. R.

overtaking; steamer, held, that the 760.

steamer was at fault for not keep- ' Ward v. The Fashion, 1 Newb.

ing away a sufficient distance. 8; The Brinton, 5!) Fed. R 714.

The City of Brocton, 37 Fed. R The steamship S., bound for the

897. port of San Francisco, sighted at

Where a steamer has voluntarily night the sailing-vessel P. about

placed itself in a dangerous situa- two miles off her starboard bow.

tion, it is not sufficient to relieve There being no lights visible on

it from liability that it did every- the sailing-vessel, the master of the

thing that good seamanship would steamer supposed the courses of

suggest after danger of collision the two vessels to be parallel and

arose. The City of Paris, 1 Ben. continued on his course at the

174. same speed. Instead of being on

1 See Stopping and Reversing, a parallel course the sailing-vessel

page 135. was on a course nearly at right

2 The Jesse W. Knight v. Wm. R. angles with the course of the

McCabe, 45 Fed. Ri590; The Schmidt steamer. Collision following, the

v. The Reading, 43 Fed. R 815; court held that the steamer was in

Haven v. The Westover, 2 Fed. R fault, on sighting the sailing-vessel.
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I

Sec. 89. Duty of sailing-vessel — Holding its coarse.—

The international rule of 1 885 provides that " where by the

above rules one of two ships is to keep out of the way, the

other shall keep her course." 1 The rules of 1890 provide

that " where by any of these rules one of two vessels is to

keep out of the way, the other shall keep her course and

speed." 2 It is one of the fundamental rules of the sea, ob

served by admiralty courts ever since the adaptation of

steam as a motive power for ships, which the statute recog

nizes, that where a sailing-vessel and a steamer are pro

ceeding in a direction that may involve collision, the duty of

the former is to hold its course, while the latter keeps out

of its way. The duty imposed by the statute upon a sailing-

vessel to hold its course is reciprocal to that imposed upon a

steamer to keep out of its way ; the observance of the rule

is no more strictly required of one than of the other. The

duty of a sailing-vessel to hold its course and do nothing to

embarrass the other in keeping out of its way is as strictly

enforced as is the obligation of the other. The require

ments of the rule are more in the nature of a burden im

posed upon a sailing-vessel — a method of action to be

strictly followed — than a privilege conferred upon it. The

rule creates a mutual obligation, whereby the sailing-vessel

is required to bold its course in order that the other may

know its position and not be led into erroneous maneuvers

in endeavoring to comply with the requirements of the

statute; and that there may be no misunderstanding or con

fusion resulting from mutual endeavors to avoid each other,'

the rule is imperative and admits of no option or choice.

in not slackening speed, until the Rule 20 for the navigation of the

course of the sailing-vessel was as- Great Lakes; The Philadelphia1],

certained for a certainty, and in 0I Fed. R. 862; The Brinton, 59-

not reversing after approaching so Fed. R. 714; The Circassia, ~>o Fed.

near as to render collision inimi- R. 113.

nent. The State of California, 49 a New York, etc. S. S. Co. v.

Fed. R. 172. Rumhall, 21 How. 872; The Ness-

128 U. S. Stat, at L. 442, art. 22. more, 41 Fed. R. 437; The Golden

»2« U. S. Stat, at L. 320, art. 21; Grove, 13 Fed. R. 700.
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A sailing-vessel has no right to act at its own discretion as

to whether it will hold its course or not, where there is

nothing to prevent its doing so. If the sailing rules could

he avoided or modified according to the caprice of every

navigator they would be worse than useless. They yield

only to actual and obvious necessity, and nothing but ob-

solute peril will excuse a sailing-vessel for not holding its

course when sufficiently near a steamer to be in risk of col

lision. Whether the steamer can safely keep away, and

how it is to do so; whether it is safer to pass on one side

than on another, are questions the sailing-vessel is not per

mitted to decide under ordinary circumstances. And it is

in order that the steamer may not be deprived of the means

of wisely determining upon what its conduct shall be, that

the rule requires the sailing-vessel to keep its course, and

permits it to adopt such measures of precaution as it may

deem best suited to the exigencies of the occasion.1

Although the primary duty of acting is placed upon the

steamer, the other is under no less an obligation, and the

steamer may presume, and it is its duty to assume, that

the other will comply with the requirements of the law, and

in shaping its course it is not bound to wait and see that it

does so.2 This rule like all others is not to be so strictly

construed as to forbid variations in the course of a vessel

necessary to enable it to avoid immediate danger, or the

natural obstructions of navigation, and does not apply after

iThe Fannie, 11 Wall. 208; The reetion through a narrow chan-

Oregon v. Racco, 18 How. 570; The nel, and the steamer did not keep

R. R. Forbes, 1 Spra. 328; The Fal- away, relying on the sailing-vea-

con, 19 Wall. 75; The Narragansett, sel to come about on another tack,

Ola Adm. 240. enabling her thereby to pass astern,

2 Sunders v. The Santee, 48 Fed. the court held that it was the duty

R. 126; The Free State, 1 Otto, 200; of the steamer to presume that the

The Nichols. 7 Wall. 656; The sailing-vessel would perform its

Scotia, 14 Wall. 170; The Cadiz, 20 duty and run out her tack, and

Fed R 157; The Illinois, 103 U. S. that it should have governed itself

298. accordingly. The Bridgeport, 6

Where a steamer and a sailing- Blatch. 3.

vessel were going in the same di-
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the approach is so near as to render collision inevitable.1

Where a steamer is so situated that it cannot give way or

avoid the other without peril, the sailing-vessel is bound to

do so if it can be done with safety, although it is not bound

to run into danger or incur probable injury by so doing.

Where a sailing-vessel persists in its course, knowing the

embarrassed situation of the other, it cannot recover for

damages sustained, unless the prior negligence of the steamer

in running into the embarrassing situation is such as to ren

der it liable ; 2 and even where the steamer is primarily at

fault in not keeping at a sufficient distance, the sailing-vessel

is not justified in holding its course so persistently as to

make collision probable, or so as to force the steamer into a

dangerous situation, if it can avoid it without danger to

itself.' While the law is strict in requiring a steamer to

keep out of the way of a sailing-vessel, it is no less so in re

quiring the latter to also comply with the statute, and afford

the other every opportunity of keeping away that good sea

manship and ordinary prudence suggests. If it neglect to

do so, and through this neglect collision occurs, it is liable

and must bear the whole or its share of the loss, as its fault

is the whole or partial cause of the loss.4

As before stated, the rule requiring a steamer to keep out

of the way is based upon its freedom of movement and ability

to keep away. When, however, the conditions are reversed,

and the sailing-vessel is placed in a situation where the con

trol of its movements is superior to those of a steamer, and

the inability of the steamer to act is apparent, the case is

exceptional, and falls within the rule requiring all vessels to

be governed by the special necessities of the case ; and it is

the duty of the sailing-vessel to shape its maneuvers to avoid

1 The John L. Hasbrouck, 93 U. S. 2 The Pilot, 1 Bias. 159.

405; The Fairbanks, 9 Wall. 420; 'The Cornelius Vanderbilt, Abb.

The Western Metropolis, 6 Blatch. Adm. 361.

210; The City of New York, 1 *The Golden Grove, 13 Fed. R.

Cliff. 75; Peck v. Sanderson, 17 674; The Lizzie Henderson, 20 Fed.

How. 178. R. 524.
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the other, even though it may necessitate a complete change

of course.1 A sailing-vessel, however, has the right to rely

upon the ability of a steamer to keep out of the way, and

upon the skill and competency of its master and crew to do

so, and upon their disposition to obey the law, until the con

trary appears, and until then it is its duty to hold its course.2

When a steamer permits itself to approach so near a sailing-

vessel that the alarm and confusion incident to such proxim

ity results in a mistaken maneuver on its part, whereby

collision ensues, the steamer is not absolved from blame by

such mistake of the other, but is held accountable for the

error in permitting itself to approach within such danger

ous nearness; an error of judgment in a movement of peril

not being sufficient to charge it with misconduct, where the

impending danger is brought about by the unlawful conduct

of the steamer. All that is required of a sailing-vessel under

such circumstances is that it act with reasonable skill and

judgment in view of all its surroundings.'

Sec. 90. Beating out its course.— The reasons which re

quire a sailing-vessel to hold its course when approaching a

steamer require it to beat out its tack, where the latter has

shaped its course to conform with such continuance, and

where by a change of tack they would be brought into dan

gerous relations.4 The rule, however, is not so strict as to

require the sailing-vessel to beat out its course, where by

reason of obstructions, adverse currents, tides or other nat

ural disadvantages it is impracticable to do so, nor where

grounding, shipwreck or other danger would be incurred if

the course be pursued.5 Having finished its tack, it is its

iThe Rose Caulkin, 52 Fed. R 115; The Illinois, 103 U. S. 298; The

328; The Pilot, 1 Bias. 159; The Cor- Philadelphian, 61 Fed. R 862.

nelius Vanderbilt, Abb. Adm. 361. 5 Irons v. The Coe F. Young, 45

2 The Renovator, 30 Fed. R 194. Fed. R 505; 49 Fed. R 167; The

a The Lucille, 15 WalL 676; Farr John L. Hasbrouck, 93 U. S. 405;

v. The Farnley, 1 Fed. R. 631; The The Clara Davidson v. The Vir-

Relief, 63 Fed. R 169. ginia, 24 Fed. R 763.

4 The A. W. Thompson, 39 Fed. R Where a tug in a narrow chan
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duty to come about as quickly as possible upon the other

tack. It is not required to remain in stays to enable a

steamer to pass when it has sufficient room to get out of

the way, especially where by so doing it would be subjected

to danger.1 Every vessel is bound to know the character

of the waters it is navigating, and to shape its actions so as

to conform to the probable actions of another in her vicin

ity, resulting from the known peculiarities of the place ; and

where a sailing-vessel changes its course because of well-

known obstructions, a steamer navigating in close proximity

is bound to foresee what movements the necessity of the

situation imposes upon it and to shape its own actions to

correspond.2

Sec. 91. Change of course.— A sailing-vessel departing

from its course when it should have maintained it is liable

for the results following such change, if it contributes to

nel maintained a course on the

chance that a sailing-vessel beat

ing, in plain sight of it, which it

was in duty bound to avoid, would

break its tack and come about, it

was held liable for not keeping out

of the way, knowing it to be the

duty of the vessel to beat out its

tack.

1 Whitney v. The Empire State, 1

Ben. 57; The W. C. Redfleld. 4 Ben.

227; The Bridgeport, 6 Blatch. 3;

The Mary Ann, 11 Fed. R. 336.

Where a sailing-vessel and a

steamer were proceeding in oppo

site directions on crossing courses,

the steamer held its course and

neglected to get out of the way,

believing it impossible for her to

continue her tack, and that it

could come about and enable the

steamer to pass in safety. Collis

ion ensuing, it was held that the

steamer was liable, and had no

right to rely upon the inability of

the other to sail out its tack, unless

the obstacles to prevent were pal

pable and apparent. The Wash

ington Irving, Abb. Adm. 336.

In the case of The Nevada, 3

Fed. K. 928, a sailing-vessel was

beating up East river, and, standing

over towards the New York shore,

crossed the course of the steamer

Nevada. Instead of holding its

course well over to the New York

shore it came about in the vicinity

of the steamer, and collision fol

lowed; the reason given for not

holding its course was that an

eddy ahead made it imprudent to

do so. Held, that the eddy was

not such a danger as warranted

the sailing-vessel in abandoning

her course when sufficiently near

another to render collision liable.

2 The D. S. Stetson, 4 Ben. 50a
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the collision. The rule rendering it liable does not apply

unless the collision is promoted by or results directly from

such departure. The presumption is that the vessel depart

ing from the rule is responsible, unless the contrary is shown,

and the burden of proof is on it to show that such irregular

ity did not contribute to the result; and unless this is shown

by clear and satisfactory evidence, the presumption of its

negligence will prevail. A change of course, if made at such

a distance that it does not contribute to the collision in any

degree, or a departure shown to be immateral or caused

by the steamer's fault, will not subject a sailing-vessel to

damages.1 The rule requiring a sailing-vessel to hold its

course does not take effect until the vessels are in a position

where collision may be promoted by a change ; and until

they have approached a point of danger that brings the

rule into operation and makes its observance necessary, both

are free to navigate at will.2

A steamer is not relieved from her duty to act with

promptness and good judgment, and to make such practical

changes in her own navigation as may be necessary to es

cape the faulty acts of the other, even though the latter

may not have complied in all respects with the rules.3 In

stead of affording an excuse for its own misconduct, the fact

that an approaching vessel is being navigated in an unskil

ful and unlawful manner imposes added watchfulness and

care upon the steamer to take such timely precautions as it

may, to get at a distance sufficient to avoid the misconduct

of the other.4 The fact that a steamer neglects to keep out

of the way, and offers no indication of an intention to do

so, is no justification for a sailing-vessel to violate the rule

and depart from its course, unless in exceptional situations

where danger of collision is imminent ; for the reason that a

.. Baker v. The Steamship City of 3 McWilliams v. The Vim, 12

New York, 1 Cliff. 75; The Thomas Fed. R. 906; The A. W. Thompson,

P. Way, 22 Fed. R. 739. 39 Fed. R. 115.

- The Monticello v. Mallison, 17 * Boggs v. Parr, 3 Hughes, 504.

How. 152.
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departure might, if made before necessity demands it, em

barrass the other and neutralize the execution of any ma

neuver it might contemplate, and increase instead of dimin

ish the risk of collision.1

Mere apprehension of danger is not sufficient to exonerate

a sailing-vessel for failure to hold its course, even though

the movement is made under the belief that its presence is

not discovered.2 When, however, it is apparent that col

lision is imminent, it is bound to change its course, if thereby

the danger is lessened; failing to do so, or to use every

means, time and opportunity offer to avoid collision or abate

the consequences of the same, it is guilty of contributory

negligence.3

Where a steamer by its own negligence or breach of a

statutory duty places a sailing-vessel in peril, it is not re

lieved from the results of its own conduct by the fact that

in a moment of peril the latter did something, or neglected

to do something, that might have avoided the collision.4 And

where an error is made in selecting the end desired, the erring

vessel is not responsible for the fault, if made under circum

stances produced by the unlawful conduct of the other. It

is no fault of a vessel, otherwise acting within the require

ments of the law, that it declines to undertake a hazardous

experiment in trying to avoid another by whose fault it is

brought into danger.5 A vessel suddenly brought face to

face with imminent peril is not held to that cool and care

ful discrimination of ways and means for escaping peril that

is required of a vessel having plenty of time for considera

tion and opportunity for executing movements tending to

avoid danger. Where a steamer takes precautions sufficient

to avoid collision, and they are rendered ineffective by fail

ure of the other to keep its course, it is thereby absolved

iThe High Gate, 62 L, T. 841; 3The B. & C, 18 Fed. R 543; The

The Martello, 30 Fed. R 505. Nacoochee, 22 Fed. R 855.

2 The Scotia, 5 Blatch. 227; The 4The Ella B., 19 Fed. R 702; The

William Young, Olc. 38. America, 4 Fed. R 337.

* The John Mitchell, 12 Fed. R 511.
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from liability, unless it clearly appears that it might have

avoided the sailing-vessel, notwithstanding its error; but

the evidence must be clear and convincing to establish such

liability.1 It is not always necessary that there should be

an absolute change of course to render a sailing-vessel lia

ble.2 Its movements may be such as to create a constructive

departure; as where her apparent course is rendered delusive

by unusual leeway, of which those in charge are aware,

which an approaching steamer has no means of knowing.

The latter may rely upon the apparent course of a sailing-

vessel ; and where this course affords no reasonable apprehen

sion of collision, the steamer is not bound to take precautions

against leeway so unusual as not to be reasonably appre

hended.5

Where a change of course is made as a last resort, after

holding its course until collision appears to be inevitable if

pursued, it is the duty of the sailing-vessel to take such ac

tion as the circumstances demand, and there is no liability

for a departure.4

i The Potomac, 8 Wall. 590; The

Adriatic, 107 U. S. 512; Baker v.

The City of New York, 1 Cliff.

75.

'-' Fair v. The Farnley, 1 Fed. R

631; The Galileo, 24 Fed. R 386;

The Renovator, 30 Fed. R 194; Mc-

Cormick v. The Gladys, 35 Fed. R

160; The Chatham, 52 Fed. R 396;

44 Fed. R 384; The Roanoke, 45

Fed. R 905; The Excelsior v. The

Bruce, 38 Fed. R 271; The Allianca.

39 Fed. R 476; The City of New

York, 35 Fed. R 604.

'The A. P. Cranmer, 8 Fed. R

523; 19 Blatch. 507.

*The State of Alabama, 17 Fed.

R 847.

A tug with a tow going through

the Arthur Kills perceived a

schooner near the Jersey shore.

The schooner was apparently under

way. When the tug had ap

proached so near that it could not

avoid it, it was ascertained it was

drifting. Where it appeared that

the schooner could have dropped

its anchor and avoided the col

lision, it was held the tug was not

liable. Daly v. The Media, 45 Fed.

R 79.

A sailing-vessel and a steamer

were approaching, and. before they

were near enough to make a chango

of course excusable as an error in

extremis, the wheelman of the

sailing-vessel, by mistake, disobeyed

his orders, and, by porting his helm

instead of starboarding, the vessel

was thrown across the course of

the steamer, and collision followed.

It was held the sailing-vessel was
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Sec. 92. Exception to the rule.— The rule requiring a

sailing-vessel to keep her course when approaching a steamer

is modified when they are brought suddenly and unexpect

edly close to each other, under such circumstances that col

lision may be apprehended in case the rule is complied with.

Under such circumstances each must act according to the

emergency.1 If there are special circumstances from which

alone at fault. Carlisle v. The

Pomona, 35 Fed. R. 921.

Where a sailing-vessel was beat

ing up East river, and a steamer

descending attempted to keep out

of the way by passing as close to

the shore as was practicable, giv

ing sufficient room for the maneu

vers of the other, the sailing-vessel

was held at fault for either inten

tionally changing her course by

paying off towards the steamer, or

negligently paying off more than

was required in its proper manage

ment. TheRosedale,22Fed.R737.

A steamer and a sailing-vessel

were approaching on a clear moon

light night off the Jersey coast.

The steamer, observing the green

light of the other disappear and

her red light come into view, put

her wheel hard aport and con

tinued to go under a port helm;

the vessels being distant from each

other about half a mile. When

very close together the green light

of the sailing-vessel appeared, upon

which the steamer backed. Held,

that the collision was the result of

a change of course on part of the

sailing-vessel.

A sailing-vessel of eight hundred

tons overtook a small steamer,

which passed to one side out of the

course of the other at sufficient

distance to be out of its way.

When nearly opposite to the

steamer the sailing-vessel sud

denly changed its course and col

lided with the other and made no

effort to assist the sinking steamer.

Held, that the sailing-vessel was

liable for all damages sustained

and for injuries to the crew. The

Latona, 19 P. R 131.

A schooner on Long Island Sound

was proceeding to its anchorage

grounds followed by a steamer at

a distance of between four and

five hundred feet. The sailing-ves

sel, when abreast of her anchorage

grounds, changed her course to

starboard. The steamer, not know

ing that it was about to anchor,

also ported, and collision followed.

It was held that the porting of the

sailing-vessel presented no unusual

difficulty to the steamer had it

taken timely measures to pass

astern. The Continental, 50 Fed.

R 142.

Where a steamer and a schooner

were sailing on converging courses,

and after the steamboat passed the

point of intersection of the two

courses it put its helm to port and

again came upon the course of the

other, collision resulting, it was

held that the steamer was in fault.

The Lepanto, 50 Fed. R 234.

1 Peck v. Sanderson, 17 How. 178;

The Sunny Side, 1 Otto, 208.
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it clearly appears that the sailing-vessel can prevent col

lision otherwise inevitable, it is her duty to depart from the

rule ; 1 but to justify such a departure it must clearly be

shown that the observance of the rule would occasion, col

lision, while a departure would prevent it. It must be an

exceptionally strong case to render a sailing-vessel liable for

obeying the rule ; and it must be clearly shown to the satis

faction of the court that a deviation would have prevented

the collision, and that the sailing-vessel was guilty of cul

pable want of seamanship in not observing the necessity for

the departure.2 It must not only be proven by clear and

sufficient evidence that a departure from the rules would

have avoided the collision; it must be shown that the situa

tion was such that the means of escape by a deviation were

so obvious to one of ordinary nautical judgment that it was

clear neerlitrence to omit it.1

Sec. 93. Presumptions.— The presumption of law is

always in favor of the vessel complying with the rule,

and against the one departing from it. Where a sailing-

vessel and a steamer collide, the presumption of law is that

the steamer is at fault, being required to keep out of the way,

and nothing but inevitable accident or the misconduct of the

sailing-vessel can overcome this presumption ; and the fault

of the sailing-vessel must be clearly proven by the steamer.

The fact of a collision being shown, the burden of proof is on

the steamer to show the prudence of its own conduct and the

negligence of the other. Where there is no decisive evidence

of fault on the part of the sailing-vessel, the steamer must

answer for the collision.4 Prima facie it is at fault ; to es

cape which it must show misconduct on the part of the other,

and such a compliance with the rules on its own part as to

absolve it from fault.5 The presumption of law is that a ves-

1The Cornelius C. Vanderbilt, ' Haight v. Bird, 26 Fed. R 539.

Abb. Adm. 361; The Iron Chief, 63 4 The City of Truro, 35 Fed. R.

Fed. R. 289. 317.

2 Crockett v. The Isaac Newton, 'The Scotia, 14 WalL 170; The

18 How. 581. Badger State, 8 Fed. R 526; The
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sel will act lawfully, and will hold its course where required

to do so, and that it will pursue the customary track of ves

sels holding her course, and that it will regulate its actions

so as to avoid danger rather than to incur it.1 A steamer

may presume, in regulating her conduct in a narrow chan

nel, that a sailing-vessel will not intentionally run into dan

ger or into a situation where it must become disabled or

embarrassed in its movements by reason of the natural diffi

culties of navigation.2 The mere fact of collision between

a steamer and a sailing-vessel being shown, unaccompanied

by circumstances exonerating it, a presumption at once arises

that the steamer is at fault, to be relieved from which it must

show affirmatively the prudence of its own conduct and the

fault of the other,'— the burden of proof resting upon the

steamer.4

New York, etc S. S. Co. v. Rum-

ball, 21 How. 372; The George Mur

ray, 22 Fed. R 117; The Oregon v.

Rocco, 18 How. 570; The Colorado,

91 U. S. 692; The Fannie, 11 WalL

238; The Pennland, 23 Fed. R 551.

iThe Harrisburg, 9 Fed. R 169;

The Kanawha, 28 Fed. R 329; The

Free State, 91 TJ. S. 200.

In the case of The Agnes Man

ning, 44 Fed. R 110, in a collision

between a steamer and a sailing-

vessel, where the evidence was

conflicting as to the sailing-vessel

departing from the rules, held, the

presumption of law that it com

plied with the rules would prevail

over conflicting evidence to the

contrary.

2 The Washington Irving, Abb,

Adm. 336.

'The Wenona, 8 Blatch. 499.

4 Perkins v. The Hercules, 1 Fed,

R 925; The Seneca, 47 Fed. R 87;

The Fannie, 11 WaU. 238; Butter-

field v. Boyd, 4 Blatch. 356; Farr v.

The Farnley, 1 Fed. R 631; The

Pennland, 23 Fed. R. 551; McGuire

v. The Sylvan Glen, 2 Fed. R 905,

Where a steamer sighted a sail

ing-vessel at a distance of about

three miles on a clear day in mid-

ocean, it was held that the steamer

was liable in damages for collision

without further proof of fault on

its part. The Benefactor, 102 U. S,

214.



CHAPTER VIII.

COLLISIONS BY VESSELS NOT UNDER "WAY.

Sec. 94. Between vessels leaving slip and vessels

moored.— The busy traffic of harbors often produces situa

tions not provided for by the international rules, and which

can only be regulated by the general maritime law or local

regulations. When such local regulations are prescribed by

municipal ordinances or state laws, all vessels entering the

harbor are subject to them so long as they do not conflict

with the laws of the United States. The navigation of har

bors being of especially dangerous character, the law imposes

upon vessels the duty of moving with the utmost caution,

especially in the vicinity of docks and piers. The practical

necessity for this is manifest ; and if a vessel leaves a slip or

enters it at such a rate of speed that it cannot avoid a pass

ing vessel it is liable for its negligent conduct, notwithstand

ing the fact that the other may have passed too near the

entrance.1 In leaving its slip a vessel is required to act

with the utmost caution to avoid contact with or injury to

other vessels moored there, and not to move with such haste

or disregard of ordinary precautions as to injure others pass

ing or entering.2 Where the situation of a vessel moored

to a dock is such in respect to others moored there that it

cannot move without injury to them, ordinary prudence re

quires it to give ample notification of its intention to move,

1 The Monticello, 15 Fed. R 474; to see what vessels were approach-

The Fulton, 62 Fed. R 604. ing, and to give the required sig-

2 The Express, 49 Fed. R. 764. nal before proceeding to cross the

In The Rio Grande, 38 Fed. R latter's course, even though it had

849, it was held that where a tug the right of way, and that the ap-

was towing a sailing-vessel out proaching vessel was bound to

from a slip by a hawser, from be- stop and back as soon as the intent

hind a covered pier, it was bound of the other was perceived.
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when it becomes the duty of the. other to take such precau

tions as may be necessary to render its situation safe. The

fact that a slip is crowded, and that egress is difficult, is not

sufficient to prevent a vessel from leaving her moorings,

but it must do so with the utmost caution ; and it is tbe duty

of an impeding vessel to render such assistance as may be

necessary, from its own obstruction, even though it necessi

tates moving on its part, to facilitate the progress of the other.1

Ordinary prudence requires a vessel leaving a slip to give

sufficient warning of her intention, by way of signals, to in

form passing vessels that it is about to move out.-

The fact of collision between a moored vessel and one

moving being shown, the burden of proof is upon the one

moving to show that it was free from fault ; and it must

repel the presumption of its negligence or suffer the dam

ages incurred.3

Where a vessel is so situated at a dock that it cannot

move without danger to others, duty requires it to guard

against contact with them by providing and using the cus

tomary and proper stay-lines.4

iDuane et al. v. The Emma J. In the case of The Titan, 8 Ben. 7,

Kennedy, 5 Fed. R 206; The Moly- a tug entering a slip, in which a

neaux, 26 Int. Rev. Rec. 38: The canal-boat was moored to the dock,

City of Augusta, 30 Fed. R. 844. -was pressed against the side of the

Two vessels were lying along- latter, and held so firmly by the

side in a slip, and one, desiring to tide that, in attempting to move,

move, notified the other and re- the canal-boat was torn from its

quested it to cast off its lines. moorings and injured. The tug was

Failing to cast off one of several held liable for placing itself in a

lines, collision ensued. Held, that position where it could be held

the departing vessel was liable for against the canal-boat, and for at-

the injury, it being her duty to as- tempting to move out before it

certain that all the lines were cast had become detached from the

off. other, notwithstanding the fact it

2 The Eldorado, 47 Fed. R. 71. had notified the canal-boat of its

3 The City of Augusta, 30 Fed. R intention to move, and requested

844; The Brady, 24 Fed. R 300. it to strengthen its lines, which it

4 Downs v. The Excelsior, 40 Fed. neglected to do.

R 271; The British Empire, 24 Fed. Where a schooner was unlaw-

R 493. fully moored at a dock in a position

15
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Sec. 95. Navigating near piers.— The law imposes upon

vessels passing the ends of docks, slips and piers the duty

of keeping out in the stream a distance sufficient to avoid

injury to vessels moored therein by reason of the agita

tion of the water, and to avoid vessels entering or emerg

ing therefrom.1

The regulations which require vessels to keep away from

the ends of wharves and slips when passing is not intended

to relax in the least the obligation resting on vessels emerg

ing therefrom to observe that degree of watchfulness and

care the dangerous situation demands. The busy traffic of

harbors, the frequency of egress and ingress of vessels to

their dock, unite in condemning the practice of navigating

near the ends of docks, piers and slips as dangerous and un

justifiable.2 And where a vessel, in the prosecution of an

illegal undertaking, such as navigating across the entrance

to slips, in dangerous proximity thereto, places itself in

a position where it is not possible for it to avoid another

lawfully there, it has no right to complain of damages sus

tained by it, and is liable for damages inflicted.3

contrary to the rules of the harbor, field, 19 Fed. R 841; The Rhode

in a situation where collision would Island. 24 Fed. R 295; The Charles

likely follow on the moving of a H. Seuff, 53 Fed. R 669.

steamer moored therein, and refus- The Morisania, 13 Blatch. 512. In

ing to move on being asked todo so, this case a vessel was properly

the steamer, in attempting to pass moored at a pier, and was thrown

out, collided with it, doing some against another vessel, by which it

injury. Held, that both were liable ; was damaged, by the swell of a

the steamer because of its attempt passing steamer. The latter was

to move knowing the dangerous held at fault for passing at such a

situation of the other — its duty rate of speed that it produced a

being to notify the harbor author- swell, and in such proximity to the

ities and have it moved. The sail- dock that vessels lying there would

ing-vessel was held liable for moor- be injured by its displacement-

ing in a wrongful situation and in wave.

not moving when directed. The 2 The Relief, Olc. 104; The Active,

Westernlaud, 24 Fed. R 703. 22 Fed. R 175; McFarland v. Selby

•The Baltic, 41 Fed. R 603; The Smelting Co., 17 Fed. R 253; The

Tiger Lily, 11 Fed. R 744; The R H. Williams, 46 Fed. R 414.

Fanwood, 61 Fed. R 523: The Chi- 3The Columbia, 8 Fed. R 716;

cago, 01 Fed. R 521; The South- The Hattie M. Spraker, 29 Fed. R.
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Sec. 96. Between vessels entering slip and vessels

moored there.— Where a vessel is moored at a private dock,

where others are not permitted to enter, it may rely upon

the security of its position, and is not bound to take active

457; The John S. Darcy, 29 Fed. R.

644.

Where a steamer descending the

Mississippi river, at New Orleans,

injured her rudder and became un

manageable, and collided with a

boat lying at a wharf, it was found

by the court that the steamer had

unnecessarily kept too close to the

neighborhood of the moored ves

sel, and that such needless prox

imity was the real cause of the in

jury and not inevitable accident.

The Trudeau, 48 Fed. R 847.

In the case of The Express, 48

Fed. R 323, a steamer was navi

gating the narrow channel of Little

Hell Gate at night and in a fog.

Knowing the existence of a dock

situated there, it proceeded with

out taking precautions to ascer

tain by lead and line whether it

was in the channel or not, and col

lided with a steamer lying at a

well-known dock. Held, that the

moving steamer was solely at

fault; a fog-bell near the dock hav

ing been frequently rung to give

notice of the dangerous location.

Where a tug backed out of a slip

without heeding the signals of a

tug approaching, it was held that

the approaching tug, in voluntarily

navigating near piers, waived its

priority of right of way, and was

bound to take notice of vessels

emerging, and both were held

liable; the one emerging for not

observing the approach of the

other, and the other for failing to

reverse, and for navigating dan

gerously near the pier. The Ko-

muk, 50 Fed. R. 618.

In the case of The Nettie, The

William Orr, The A. C. Hopson, 35

Fed. R 615, a tug and its tow were

held liable for navigating so close

to the end of a dock that the tow

on a long hawser sheered and col

lided with a vessel moored at its

dock. The tug was held liable for

navigating so near the dock as to

render danger liable, and the tow

for permitting itself to be tied on

a line so long as to be dangerous.

In the case of The Venetian, 29

Fed. R 460, a ferry-boat was mov

ing out of its slip just as a steamer

was passing by the entrance to it.

As the former reached the entrance

of the slip the steamer had passed,

so that the ferry-boat was passing

astern of it. The latter attempted

to go ahead of the steamer and

collided with it. Held, that the

ferry-boat was an overtaking and

not a crossing vessel within the

rules, and bound to avoid the

other.

Where a steamer moved out of

her regular slip in a careful and

proper manner after due notice to

a couple of canal-boats in the slip

of her intention to do so, it was

held that the steamer was not lia

ble for damages resulting from so

doing. The Express, 49 Fed. R

764.

In the case of The Hudson City,

38 Fed. R 446, a ferry-boat started
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measures to guard against unlawful entry by other vessels;

but where a vessel is moored at a public dock, where others

come and go at uncertain and frequent periods, though law

fully there, it may not so wholly rely upon the security of

its situation as to be unmindful of danger liable to arise

from the passing of vessels seeking berths therein. "While

the burden of acting is primarily upon the moving vessel,

the one at rest is under obligation to render such reason

able assistance as it can to facilitate the other in passing,

and to throw out such safeguards as may be necessary to

render its own position more secure. The duty of avoiding

vessels moored at a dock is upon the one entering ; and where

the space for passage is doubtful, or the necessities of the

situation require any unusual crowding, the vessel at rest

should be notified of the intention to pass, and sufficient op

portunity given it to render its situation secure. It is negli

gence per se for a vessel to enter a slip at a high rate of

speed where the presence of other vessels may reasonably

be expected.1 The hazardous character of the situation re

quires an entering vessel to do so with the utmost caution,

and to have her movements so well guarded by lines that it

cannot do injury to others by sudden or unexpected swing

ing.2 A steam-vessel approaching her dock is bound not

out of her slip on a dark night and caused to sheer by the passing of

collided with a sailing-vessel pass- an overtaking vessel and caused

ing the entrance to it; a passing to collide with a canal-boat lying

car-float intervened between the at an adjacent wharf, where it ap-

ferry-boat and the sailing-vessel, peared that the tug pursued tin-

rendering the presence of the lat- usual and customary course, and

ter unknown. The court held the that the distance from the dock

ferry-boat was in fault for starting was ordinarily a safe one, the tug

out at a time when its inability to was held not bound to anticipate

see beyond the intervening ob- any such occurrence as took place.

struction rendered collision with and it was held that the sole cause

a vessel beyond possible. of the collision was due to the neg-

Where a tug with a boat lashed ligence of the passing vessel. The

on her port side was slowly ap- Mascott, 60 Fed. R. 74.

proaching a draw-bridge and at a 1The Shady Side, 17 Blatch. l..i2.

safe distance from it, when it was - The British Empire, 24 Fed. R.
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only to observe the motions of vessels situated therein,1 but

is bound to observe the motions of vessels emerging from

adjoining slips so closely situated to her own proposed place

of entry as to render their movements dangerous. Where

an entering vessel has approached so near her own slip as to

be impeded by it in her own movements, an emerging ves

sel from the same or an adjoining slip should hold its de

parture in abeyance until the former has safely entered.

Where the emerging vessel has proceeded at such a distance

from its slip that it can no longer protect itself or regulate

its movements by the usual stay-lines, it becomes the duty

of the approaching vessel to keep at such a distance as not

to impede the other's progress ; and it is bound to observe

the effect of wind and tide upon the one emerging, to ob

serve the sufficiency of its steerage-way, and the visible

difficulties which render its navigation uncertain or difficult.2

A vessel entering a slip where others are moored is bound

to observe the force of wind and current, or other difficul

ties, by which its landing may be rendered dangerous, and

is liable for damages resulting from a lack of prudence in

venturing into known or probable danger without sufficient

safeguards to prevent accident. It is the duty of a vessel

entering a slip to be provided with lines for checking its

movements, and with the usual appliances for the proper

operation of the same.' An entering vessel is presumed to

know of the presence of vessels moored there, and must take

all possible precautions to avoid doing them injury.

493; Wilsey v. The Celestial Em

pire, 2 Fed. R. 651.

iThe Hackensack, 5 Fed. R. 121.

2 The Rescue, 51 Fed. R 927.

'The British Empire, 24 Fed. R

493.

In the case of The Columbia, 48

Fed. R 32.>, a steam elevator hav

ing a large surface exposed to the

action of the wind, in attempting

to move alongside some barges col

lided with and sank them. Held,

that the elevator was liahle for

venturing in a strong wind to

come alongside a vessel, knowing

the difficulty with which it could

be handled, and that for lack of

the care and caution a vessel

should exercise under such cir

cumstances it was liable.

Where a large river steamer

landed at a wharf-boat, and al-
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Sec. 97. Duty of vessel moored.— A vessel moored in a

slip or dock where there is a more or less constant shift

ing of vessels is bound to use all reasonable means at her

command to facilitate the movements of others lawfully

moored there, as necessity arises. While there is less activity

demanded of it to guard against danger than of one in mo

tion, yet it is bound to enjoy its position at the dock with a

due regard to the rights of others. It may not unreason

ably obstruct the passage of others; and when warned of

the approach of another in such manner as to involve risk

of injury, it is its duty to take such measures as may be re

quired to avert danger. When requested by a vessel law

fully within the slip, having the right to pass, it is bound to

render such assistance as it can to enable the other to pass

to its berth, even though it may necessitate temporarily

moving to another location to enable the passage;1 and

where the moored vessel is unattended, the one entering,

and entitled to pass, or occupy its berth, may move it to

another situation, providing it is done in a careful and skil

ful manner, and safely moored elsewhere.2

lowed its stern to swing round Where a tug which was ordered

and collide with a smaller steam- to move a vessel from its place at

boat lawfully moored at an adjoin- a dock did so against the protest of

ing wharf, the former was held the officers of the vessel, and in

liable for the damages. The John doing so the vessel collided with

C. Fisher, 50 Fed. R 703. another caused by the defective

A tug in towing a schooner into condition of the vessel's hawser,

her slip, which was filled with ice, held, that, it being its duty to

passed so near a canal-boat moored have ascertained that the hawser

there that the latter was injured was safe, they were liable. The

either by a direct blow from the Ben Hooley, 6 Fed. R 318.

steamer or pressure of ice against A tug was ordered by the own-

it. Held, immaterial from which ers of a steamship to assist it in get-

cause it arose,— the tug was re- ting into its slip, and in doing so

sponsible; its duty being to place took a position under the starboard

its tow in such a manner as not quarter of the steamship. Without

to injure vessels moored. The its knowledge the steamer started

Reba, 22 Fed. R 546. its machinery; the suction of the

1 The Phoenix, 3 Blatch. 273. propeller drew the tug under and

2 The Lime Rock, 55 Fed. R 126. sunk it- Held, that the tug was
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A vessel lying at its dock has no right to use its position

to the injury of others lawfully there. A steamer moored

in a slip must refrain from the use of its machinery, if by so

doing injury is liable to be done to others lawfully moored

there.1

The general sailing rules make no provision for the main

tenance of lights when lying at a dock or wharf; neverthe

less, prudence requires a ship to designate its presence by

sufficient lights at night, when lying at a public dock, or

where the presence of others may reasonably be expected.

The exhibition of such lights is a reasonable precaution,

whether required by local regulations or not. There is sub

stantially the same reason for requiring a light to be exhib

ited by a vessel in a crowded slip, where shipping is constantly

coming and going, as there is in the case of a vessel anchored

in navigable waters.2 Where, however, a vessel is moored

at a place out of the usual track of passing vessels, where

the presence of others may not reasonably be expected;

where it does not impede, obstruct or hinder the passage of

others, there is no requirement of law obliging it to exhibit

a light at night, or to maintain a watch either by day or

night.3 It is incumbent upon vessels mooring at a dock to

negligent in assuming such a posi- In the case of The Nevada, 17

tion, and no recovery could be had. Blatch. 122, it was held to be negli-

The City of New York, 54 Fed. R gence for a large steamer to leave

181. its moorings in a slip crowded with

1 The Leo, 3 Ben. 569; Ramsey v. other craft by the use of its own

The City of Macon, 20 Fed. R 159; propeller, without taking the ut-

The Nevada, 106 U. S. 159; The most care to prevent accident from

Scotia, 63 L. T. 324. the disturbance of the water.

In the case of The Colon, 8 Ben. 2 Shields v. Mayor, etc., 18 Fed.

512, a steamer was coaling from a R 748; Ure v. Coffman, 19How. 56;

canal-boat lying alongside. To fa- The Alabama, 26 Fed. R 866.

cilitate loading the canal-boat was 3 Amoskeag Mfg. Co. v. The John

cut loose from the steamer. The Adams, 1 Cliff. 404; Hadden v. The

screw of the steamer being re- J. H. Rutter, 35 Fed. R 365; The

volved, the suction of the wheel Mischief, 39 Fed. R 510.

pulled the canal-boat over until it Where a boat was moored to the

was struck by the screw and sunk bank of a river in an unfrequented

.Steamer held liable. spot out of the line of customary
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do so in such a manner that it will not interfere with others

lawfully moored or passing in the slip, and it must dispose

of its tackle and hamper so as to avoid injury to others law

fully approaching or moored where injury is liable to occur.1

In mooring it is the duty of a vessel to secure a position suf

ficiently remote from others as circumstances permit, in

order that damage may not result from surging or other

movements of the vessel, and to keep its lines sufficiently

taut to prevent sagging against others near by.2

Sec. 98. Mooring alongside other vessels.— Where a slip

is crowded and access to a vessel's dock is prevented by the

intervention of others, the one entering is not bound to re

main outside, but may enter and moor alongside those near

est its destination, unless there are circumstances brought

to its notice, or which it is presumed to know of, rendering

such a course imprudent. When an entering vessel thus

moors alongside another, all those intermediate are bound

to furnish a safe passage-way across their decks for the ac

commodation of persons seeking to communicate with the

shore, and to those on shore desiring to communicate with

the exterior vessel.' In mooring alongside the outer vessel

is bound to do so in an easjr manner without injury to the

other, and is responsible for all damages resulting from an

unusual and unnecessary blow in coming together, and for

navigation, held, there was no oc- convenience of the latter in un-

casion or requirement for the ex- loading, the latter being moored so

hibition of a light. near the other that damage was

1 Price v. Sontag, 40 Fed. R. 174. inflicted by it by the surging of the

A vessel lying at a dock, with its scow caused by a passing steamer,

yards squared, is liable to vessels It was held that the scow was not

entering or departing and injured liable for the acts of those moving

by such overhanging tackle. Pierce it and imperfectly fastening it to

v. Lang, 1 Low. 65; The Monitor the dock, and the canal-boat could

and Hill, 3 Bias. 24. not recover.

In Morrell v. Rheinfrank. 24 Fed. 2 The Greenpoint, 18 Fed. R. 186.

R. 94, a scow lying at a dock was ' Anderson v. Scully, 31 Fed. R.

moved by those in charge of a 161.

canal-boat lying astern, for the
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all injuries that ordinary prudence can avoid.1 Old and

weak vessels ought not to expose themselves to the hazard

of ordinary contact with vessels moored alongside without

giving notice of their condition. The exterior vessel in

mooring alongside may presume that the other is of a con

struction suitable to withstand the ordinary and usual con

tact of vessels at wharves, in the absence of notice to the

contrary; but where notice of the unfitness of the interior

vessel is given, it becomes the duty of the other to take

proper means to relieve it from the usual strain, and when

unable to do so it becomes its duty to go elsewhere.2 Fail

ing to notify a vessel mooring alongside of any reason known

to the one interior why it is dangerous to do so, it will be

presumed to have given its consent.5

A vessel has no right to moor alongside another if by

doing so the risk of the latter is increased.4 Notification of

danger by the interior vessel is required not only where

there is but one exterior, but also where others seek to moor

alongside. Any interior vessel has the right to object to

additional moorings if the situation of the objecting vessel

thereby becomes more hazardous. On such notification an

objecting vessel receiving injuries has a right of action

against the exterior ship causing the injury, even though

iThe Harry, 15 Fed. R. 161; Van

Tine v. The Lake, 2 Wall. Jr. 52.

In the case of The John F. Wins-

low, 50 Fed. R 478, it was held to

be negligence to land a heavy ves

sel in a strong tideway outside of a

light vessel lawfully moored at a

dock, and it is at the risk of the

vessel so attempting to moor.

a The N. B. Starbuck, 29 Fed. R

797.

3 The Chas. R Stone, 9 Ben. 182.

In this case a tug was caused to sag

against an exterior vessel moored

at a pier by the action of the tide,

and an interior vessel was injured

by the peculiar bows of the vessel

next alongside. Held. that the tug

was not liable for the injury, it

being the duty of the interior ves

sel to see that no vessel moored

alongside having a construction

liable to do it injury.

* The Pangburn v. The Gunn, 3

Fed. R 3.3. In this case a sailing-

vessel during a squall endeavored

to moor alongside another at a

pier, and by so doing both broke

away and collided with a canal-

boat lying opposite. The exterior

vessel was held liable. See, also,

Pope v. Seekworth, 47 Fed. R 830.
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there may be any number of intermediate vessels, if the

cause of action arises from the conduct of the one exterior,

and not from the misconduct of any of the others.1 When

ever after mooring alongside the situation of the interior

vessel becomes hazardous, and demand is made for the others

to move, it becomes their duty to do so, or to take effective

means to prevent injury. In the absence of notification it is

the duty of the exterior vessel, when moored in an exposed

situation where it is liable to damage the other by pounding

against it, to use reasonable diligence in watching for ap

proaching danger, and to take effective and prompt measures

to guard against it.2 Where there is no necessity for moor

ing alongside, and there is sufficient opportunity for mooring

elsewhere, a vessel mooring unnecessarily near another is

liable for the damages resulting from such proximity.' A

vessel mooring alongside another without its permission does

so at its own risk, the interior one owing it no duty to see

that its position is a safe one. In assuming its position it

does so with all its concomitant surroundings and liabilities.4

A vessel crowding into a slip where there is not sufficient

room, and between vessels, is prima facie liable for inju

ries received or inflicted.5

1 The Moxey, Abb. Adm. 73.

In the case of The Moonlight, 50

Fed. R 478, it was held negligence

for a large and heavy vessel to at

tempt to land outside a light one

in a strong tideway.

2 The Lillian 11 Vigus, 22 Fed. R

747.

s The Greenpoint, 18 Fed. R 186.

* The John Cottrell, 34 Fed. R

907.

In the case of Call v. The Addie

Schlaefer, 37 Fed. R 382, a schooner

was moored alongside a canal-boat,

which was unloading at a dock.

The canal-boat informed those

aboard the schooner that there

was danger of damage on their

part by grounding at low-tide; no

attention was paid to the warning.

The vessels grounded, and the canal-

boat sustained damages by reason

of the other careening against it.

The schooner was held in damages

for negligently mooring in a situ

ation liable to injure another.

» The John W. Hall, 13 Fed. R 394.

In The Adelina v. The Gulf of

Tarento, 65 Fed. R 622, a steamer

entering a dock already occupied

by a vessel, the dock being so small

that at low-water the steamer ca

reened against the vessel, was held

at fault. That the harbor-master
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Sec. 99. Mooriug in an unlawful place or exposed situ

ation.— A vessel mooring in an unlawful place or exposed

situation does so at its peril, and must take the consequences

fairly resulting from its own conduct. The fact of its being

directed it to enter there was held

no justification.

In the case of The America, a

Tessel of much larger size moored

alongside a smaller one at a dock

at a place where the water was

not of sufficient depth to accom

modate the larger one, which

grounded with the low-tide and

listed towards the interior and

smaller vessel, thereby damaging

it. The court held the one mooring

alongside at fault, and liable for

the damages incurred. Myers v.

The America, 38 Fed. R 256. See,

also, The Addie Schlaefer, 37 Fed.

R. 382.

A canal-boat M.,and sailing-vessel

S., were lying at the same dock,

the latter about five feet astern of

the other, with her in-shore anchor

hanging at her bow. By the re

ceding of the tide the anchor

caught under the bilge of the canal-

boat, on the starboard quarter,

causing a leak from which she

sank in a few hours. There being

no opportunity for the canal-boat

to get away, the court found the

sailing-vessel guilty of negligence

for not properly stowing her anch

or, and liable for the damages done.

Price v. The Sontag, 40 Fed. R.

174.

In the case of The Behera, 0 Fed.

R. 400, where a barge was forced

into a dock at high-water between

two large vessels and was injured

by the vessels careening towards

each other at low-tide, crushing it,

the barge was held to be at fault,

and not entitled to recover, because

it knew the danger to which it was

exposed and made no efforts to re

move therefrom.

Where those in charge of a steam

ship, for their own convenience

hauled a canal-boat into a position

where it was injured by the ca

reening of the steamer when the

tide fell, the canal-boat being used

to coal the steamer, and being un

able to extricate itself from the

situation, it was held that the

vessel was liable in damages for

not removing the canal-boat before

the tide fell and before the danger

arose. The Ponca, 19 Fed. R. 223.

In the case of The Energy, 10

Ben. 158, two steamboats were

moored at a pier alongside each

other, with other vessels moored

astern; all being laid up for the

winter. The owner of a couple of

barges desiring to moor them fur

ther up the slip moored them over

night alongside the two steam

ers, being prevented by ice from

taking them to their quarters far

ther up the slip. It was generally

known that at flood-tide, with the

wind in an easterly direction, ice

was liable to drive into the slip

with great force. During the night

the ice jammed into the slip, carry

ing away the two barges, and driv

ing the two steamers to which they

were moored against the vessels

astern of them, injuring one of the

steamers. It was held that the
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in an unlawful place will not, however, excuse another from

using all reasonable precautions for avoiding it, consistent

with its own safety.1 It is negligence for a vessel to moor

so near the entrance to a harbor that shipping entering in

stress of weather is liable to become embarrassed by its

presence; and where the usual difficulties of navigation

make the entrance to a harbor a dangerous undertaking, it

is especially reprehensible for a vessel to moor in a situa

tion tending to increase those difficulties.2 A vessel moored

in a place safe, except as the same is rendered otherwise by

a passing or entering vessel, is not barred in its right of ac

tion, although it appears that such mooring was without

permission, where the injury complained of is inflicted by

another also a trespasser ; nor is a vessel mooring under au

thority from the owner of the dock excused from neglect for

failure to use ordinary precautions, although the vessel in

jured has no lawful right to be there.

Sec. 100. Obstructing entrance to slip.— A public slip

is a public highway, and no single vessel has a right to ob

struct its entry to the public disadvantage. An entering

vessel has a right to use such measures as mav be necessarv

to enable it to reach its berth, consistent with the rights of

others, and it is the duty of arriving or departing vessels to

regulate their movements to conform to those of one at

tempting to enter. Where the operations of such entry

necessitate the obstruction of the entrance of a slip, it should

be for as brief a space as possible; and when at night, suffi

cient notice should be given of the maneuvers being exe

cuted and of the obstructions that exist.' Where necessity

requires a vessel entering to check its movements, it may

barges were improperly moored, 106; The City of Lynn, 11 Fed. R.

and that they were liable for the 339; Cummins v. Spruance, 4 Harr.

damages which might reasonably 315; Strout v. Foster, 1 How. 89;

be expected from their negligent Knowlton v. Sanford, 32 Me. 148.

mooring. 2 The Jeremiah Godfrey, 17 Fed.

1 Bequette v. People's Transp. Co., R 739.

2 Oreg. 200; Moore v. Mass, 14 I1L »The Fulda, 81 Fed. R 351; The
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extend a line across a slip ; the obstruction should only be

temporary.

Sec. 101. Yessels projecting beyond pier or dock.— The

right to moor at a public dock or wharf is a right that is as

fully protected by the law as is the right to navigate the

waters of a public channel; but the right to the use of piers,

docks and wharves must be exercised with a due regard to

the rights of entering vessels, as must the use of navigable

channels be enjoyed with due regard to the rights of vessels

moored therein ; and any unnecessary encroachment upon

the channel, which imperils entering craft or vessels law

fully navigating near the entrance to slips is unlawful.1 In

the absence of local regulations the ordinary use of a pier or

dock extending into navigable waters contemplates the oc

cupation of sufficient space at its outer extremity as well as

its sides for the accommodation of vessels mooring, and it is

in recognition of this rule that vessels are prohibited from

navigating so near the ends of docks and piers as to render

contact with shipping moored there possible. The mere fact

that a vessel lying at a pier allows a portion of its hull or

rigging to extend out into the stream beyond the end of the

dock is not, if unaccompanied by other circumstances of neg

ligence, a sufficient cause for holding it in damages for col

lision with a passing boat. But where the situation is such

that the projecting vessel improperly obstructs access of the

colliding vessel to its dock, or egress therefrom, or in some

way complicates or impedes its movements, it is liable for

South Brooklyn, 50 Fed. R. 588; that the tug would get out of the

Knowlton v. Sanford, 32 Me. 148. way, and was not liable where all

A tug has no right to unneces- efforts possible were made by the

sarily maneuver at the entrance of ferry to avoid the other after col-

a slip so long as to obstruct the lision became imminent. The West

free passage of others: and where Brooklyn, 49 Fed. R. 688.

seasonable warning was given of 1 The St. Lawrence, 19 Fed. R.

its approach, it was held that a 328; The South Brooklyn, 50 Fed.

ferry-boat accustomed to enter R. 588.

there was justified in assuming
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encroachment upon the public way.1 It has been held by

some authorities that the projection of a vessel beyond the

dock line out into the channel is negligence per se, when

voluntarily or unnecessarily allowed.2 The weight of au

thority, however, appears to be, that in respect to vessels

passing along near to the ends of docks and piers, such pro

jection is not negligent, as it is the duty of such vessels to

keep at a distance ; but as to vessels entering the slip or de

parting therefrom, such projection is unlawful and negligent,

where it unnecessarily impedes access to or egress from the

slip by vessels lawfully attempting to do so; that vessels

may rely on the entrance to their slip being open and free

from obstructions to the established dock line.

1The Canima, 32 Fed. R 302;

The Mary Powell, 36 Fed. R 598.

*The Canima, 17 Fed. R 271;

The Baltic, 2 Ben. 452; The Cora-

wall, 8 Ben. 212; The Avid, 3 Ben.

434; Shields v. Mayor, etc., 18 Fed.

R. 748.

In the case of The Fort Lee, 31

Fed. R 570, the court held that a

vessel moored at a pier with its

bowsprit extending beyond the end

of the pier, in violation of local

regulations, being in the usual

track of vessels accustomed to

enter the slip, was at fault even

though the obstruction was visible

and might have been avoided by

the entering vessel if it had had a

proper lookout.

In the case of Castle v. The South

Brooklyn, 50 Fed. R 588, a canal-

boat projected some thirty feet

across the mouth of a slip. Its

lights being obscured by the pres

ence of a tug-boat, an approaching

ferry-boat collided with it. The

court held that such obstruction

was negligence and that the ferry

boat was not at fault. That it

might be presumed that the en

trance of the slip was open and

unobstructed.

In the case of The Martino

Cilento, 22 Fed. R 859, a canal-

boat unloading at the end of a

pier had moved forward for the

purpose of enabling her to reload

from the afterhatch. which caused

its bow to project somewhat into

the adjoining slip, out of which a

sailing-vessel was being moved by

a tug. There being sufficient room

for the vessel to pass out, and the

circumstances of the situation not

being such as to indicate any dan

ger to the canal-boat, it was held

not liable for collision ensuing.

In the case of The Margaret 3.

Sandford, 30 Fed. R 714; 37 Fed. R.

148, a tug having in tow a car-float

alongside attempted to pass along

a narrow channel between the

bows of two vessels projecting

into the channel, one on each side.

The court found the tug negligent

in attempting to pass in the face

of a known danger, and the vessel

with which the float collided
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Sec. 102. Leaving vessel unattended.— A vessel at a

private dock, where the entrance of others is not permitted,

is not bound to provide a constant watch for the approach

of others, and is not liable for collision resulting from an un

expected entry of a vessel having no right to do so, and

which might have been prevented had a watch been kept.

The incoming vessel, being a trespasser, is bound to know

the result of its actions before committing an unlawful act.

But where a vessel is moored in a public slip where the ar

rival and departure of others may reasonably be expected,

and where they have a right to come and go at pleasure,

prudence requires a vessel moored there to keep on deck a

sufficient watch to guard against the approach of others, and

to be ready to afford the proper protection to itself as occa

sion requires.1

held guilty of carelessness in per

mitting its bow to project so far

into the navigable channel as to

impede passing navigation.

In the case of The Michigan, 52

Fed. R. 501, it was held not an un

lawful act, or an obstruction to

navigation, for a vessel which had

passed through the St. Mary's

canal to tie up to the north pier,

where the canal is three hundred

feet wide, at a place designated by

the overseer of the canal for such

purposes, and if struck by an incom

ing vessel the presumption is that

the latter is at fault.

In the case of Fawcett v. Steam

Tow-boat L. W. Morgan, 6 Fed. R.

200, some barges were moored so as

to project into the navigable chan

nel of the Ohio river and in the

way of passing boats. It was held

such mooring was negligent and

an unlawful obstruction of the

channel, and that recovery could

not be maintained for damages in

flicted by a descending tow of sev

eral barges.

i TheCanima. 17 Fed. R. 271; The

Burke, 4 Cliff. 582.

Where a barge was lying at a

dock by night unattended, at the

stern of a steamer, by whose pro

peller it received injuries by which

it sunk, it was held that it was at

fault for being alone; that while

the steamer was guilty of negli

gence, the barge was also negligent ;

that had there been any one left

in charge the accident might have

been avoided. The Scotia, 63 L. T.

324.

Where the owners of a vessel at

anchor had omitted to keep any

one on board to care for it, and

collision occurred by another ves

sel being driven against it after

having come to anchor, it was held

that the owners of the vessel, in

leaving it unattended, had omitted

a reasonable and ordinary precau

tion, and that no recovery could be
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Sec. 103. With vessels moored at river bank.— It is the

duty of vessels navigating rivers to keep out in the stream

a sufficient distance to avoid striking vessels moored to the

shore, and especial watchfulness is required when navigate

ing in the vicinity where they may reasonably be expected.1

But where river-boats are moored in exposed and injudi

cious situations, they are liable if moored so as to obstruct

the navigable channel.2

Sec. 104. Liability of dock-owner.—Where a vessel is

directed by the owner of a dock to enter a berth for the

purpose of unloading, there is an implied warranty on his

part that the dock is free from obstructions or dangerous

agencies, and fit for the occupation of the vessel; that

there is a depth of water sufficient for her to ride in safety,

and that the appliances for fastening are safe and in good

repair. While the dock-owner is not to be considered as an

insurer of the safety of a vessel moored at his dock, he is

required to have it in such a state of repair as to be reason

ably safe for the ordinary use of vessels permitted to use it.'

had for damage to the vessel. Clapp water swung around and collided

v. Young, 1 Spr. 40. with the steamer. The court held

A vessel moored at a dock well that inasmuch as the master of the

lighted by electricity was held not schooner knew that no watch was

at fault for being left alone, and a kept on the steamer, and knowing

tug colliding with it was held to the danger of his situation, it was

he solely at fault. The Hornet negligence on his part to leave his

(Div. Ct.),P. 361. vessel without a watch, and was

In the case of Humphrey v. not excusable by failure of the

Charles Warner Co., 45 Fed. R 270, steamer to notify him of impend-

a heavily-loaded schooner, while ing danger.

being towed to her dock, grounded 1 The Bella Donna, 1 Newb. 510.

in a situation where she would be 2 The L. W. Morgan, 6 Fed. R.

liable to swing against a steamer, 200.

moored at a dock near by, unless ' Vantine v. The Lake, 2 Wall.

prevented by proper stay-lines. Jr. 52; The John Berkman, 6 Fed.

The schooner's master, being aware R 535; Christian v. Van Tassel, 12

that no watch was kept on the Fed. R. 884; Leonard v. Decker, 22

steamer, kept no watch on the Fed. R 741.

grounded vessel, which on a rise of
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Sec. 105. Tessels breaking from moorings.— Where

collision occurs by a vessel breaking from its moorings by

reason of negligent or defective fastenings, the loss rests

upon the one guilty of the neglect ; but when the injury is

caused by the breaking of fastenings sufficient for all ordi

nary emergencies, the fact of unusual conditions arising,

whereby the vessel is forced from its moorings, does not

impose upon it the additional burden of liability for the

damage resulting to others. This must be borne by the party

upon which it falls, and is to be attributed to inevitable ac

cident— one of the perils of the sea to which vessels are at

all times subject, and which is one of the risks they volun

tarily assume.1 In making fast to docks and piers, vessels

are required to provide only against ordinary contingencies

such as may reasonably be anticipated. They are not required

to make fast by lines so numerous or so strong as to resist

unusual forces not reasonably to be expected.2 The burden

of proof, however, is upon the vessel so breaking from its

moorings to show that ordinary care and caution were taken

in securing its fastenings, and that the place of mooring was

not unlawful, and that the damages incurred were the re

sult of inevitable accident, and not from negligence on its

part.'

A vessel moored in an unlawful place, or secured to de

fective fastenings, assumes the risk attending its unlawful

conduct. It is the duty of a vessel mooring to a dock to

inspect the appliances provided for attaching its lines, so far

as open defects are concerned ; and it should avoid mooring

to a post or other device that is openly defective and inse

cure.4 It is not liable for damages arising from the brcak-

lArbo v. Brown, 9 Fed. R. 318; 46 Fed. R. 869; Neel v. Blythe, 42

Jerome v. Floating Dock, 3 Hughes, Fed. R. 457.

508; The Christopher Columbus, 8 'The Louisiana, 3 Wall. 164; The

Ben. 239; Bodin v. The Thule, 3 John Tucker, 5 Ben. 366; The Fre-

Woods, 670. mont, 3 Saw. 571.

2 Morrisey v. The Nora Costello, 4 The Johannas, 10 Blatch. 478.

16
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ing of defective dock equipments that are latent and not

observable by ordinary prudence on examination.1

A vessel lawfully mooring to a dock has a right to pre

sume that it is in a safe condition of repair, and that the

appliances for mooring are ordinarily safe and sufficient,

except as the contrary is open and observable.2 It is not

sufficient that the appliances are sufficient for fair weather;

they must be sufficient to withstand tempestuous weather

as well.

Where a vessel lawfully moored to a dock is obliged to

move its position to avoid collision arising from the negli

gence of another, and in doing so sustains an injury, the

damages resulting are deemed attributable to the miscon

duct of the vessel necessitating the maneuver; but where

the damages received from such shifting are not the result

of defective mooring or subsequent negligence on the part

of the other, it is to be attributed to the ordinary perils of

the sea. A vessel in mooring is bound to the exercise of

reasonable judgment and skill in making its attachments, in

the absence of which it can recover but partial damages,

even though the other be primarily at fault.3

Sec. 106. Collisions with vessels at anchor.— Where a

vessel is at anchor in a proper place, and is observant of the

precautions required by law, it is not liable for damages

sustained by a vessel in motion colliding with it ; but where

it anchors in an unlawful situation, or fails to observe the

1 The Mary L. Cushing, 60 Fed. Where three loaded scows broke

R 110. loose from their fastenings and

2 The Fremont, 3 Saw. 571; The collided with a vessel at anchor,

Wier v. Padre, 29 Fed. R. 335. the scows having been so disposed

3 The Grace Girdler, 7 Wall. 196; that the head-lines of one of the

The Austria, 9 Fed. R 916. scowswas caused to bear the strain

It was held to be negligence for of all three and of a tug, without

the owners of a vessel to moor it, other additional fastenings, it was

using only a single seven-eighths held that the tug placing them in

inch chain, in a high and increas- the situation was solely liable.

ing wind. The Lotty, Olc, Adm. The P. J. Nevins, 67 Fed. R 158.

329.
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statutory requirements and such other precautions as good

seamanship would suggest, it must suffer the consequences

attending a violation of the law.1 It is not always sufficient

to relieve a vessel from liability that it literally complies

with the statute. Where situations arise requiring other

precautions than those prescribed by the statute, the general

maritime law will hold the vessel responsible for failure to

take such other measures as ordinary prudence and good

seamanship would suggest.- The fact that a vessel is anch

ored in a situation designated for that purpose, or in a sit

uation where vessels may usually be expected, is sufficient

to put all approaching vessels upon their guard, and to

charge them with negligence in case of collision, even though

the former may have omitted to comply strictly with all

the statutory requirements.'

1Strout v. Foster, 1 How. 89;

The Buffalo, 55 Fed. R 1019; The

John H. May, 52 Fed. R 882.

2 Wells v. Armstrong, 29 Fed. R

216.

Where a sailing-vessel at anchor

was about to change its position,

and while in process of raising its

anchor was run into and sunk by

a steamer, it was held immaterial

whether the anchor had actually

left the ground or not; The failure

to change the fog signal from bell

to fog-horn was not a fault con

tributing to the injury, as the ves

sel had not gathered headway. The

Obdam, 60 Fed. R 637.

3 Fristad v. The Premier, 51 Fed.

R 766.

Where there are known indica

tions of danger from any unusual

cause, ordinary prudence requires

the vessel to take such precautions

to avoid disaster as the circum

stances may require. The Anerly,

58 Fed. R 794; The Sapphire, 11

Wall. 164; The Energy, 10 Ben.

158; The John Tucker, 5 Ben. 366;

The Eloina, 10 Ben. 458; The Lill

ian M. Vigus, 22 Fed. R 747; The

Mary Fraser, 26 Fed. R 872.

Where a barge anchored in a

place where numerous other ves

sels were at anchor under orders

from the harbor-master, as had

been the custom at that port for a

long period of time, and such cus

tom was known, it was held not

at fault for a collision caused by a

steamer aware of its presence and

running out of its course in a fog

at a dangerous rate of speed. The

Laurence, 54 Fed. R 542.

A schooner properly anchored,

with the regulation lights set, was

held not at fault for collision with

a ship in tow of a tug, where the

anchored vessel was plainly to be

seen by both the tug and tow at a

distance sufficient to enable them

to have avoided it. The Percy

Birdsall v. The Invertrossacks, 55

Fed. R 683.
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Sec. 107. Anchor-lights.1— When a vessel is anchored in

a situation out of the usual track of vessels, it has been held

that the omission of an anchor-light at night affords no ex

cuse to a colliding vessel, even though the navigation of the

vessel in motion is with ordinary prudence and caution. In

the case of The New York & Virginia Steamship Co. v.

Calderwood,2 the supreme court held that " neither rain nor

the darkness of night, nor the absence of a light from a barge

or sailing-vessel, nor the fact that the steamer was well

manned and furnished, and conducted with caution, will ex

cuse the steamer from coming in collision with a barge or

sailing-vessel at anchor, or sailing in a thoroughfare out of

the usual track of the steam-vessel." This decision was ren

dered in 1850, before the adoption by the civilized world of

the international regulations, which may now be considered

to be a part of the law of the sea, and observed in all mari

time courts. By these regulations vessels at anchor in navi

gable waters are required to exhibit specified lights, there

being' no exception in terms as to whether anchored in fre

quented, or unfrequented waters. When anchored in un

frequented waters, where there is no reasonable ground

to apprehend the approach of others, the courts do not re

quire so strict an observance of the details of watchfulness

as they do when anchored in a more public situation. The

statute does not relieve a vessel from the exhibition of an

anchor-light, wherever anchored. The right of one vessel

to navigate public waterways is as good as another's, and

the laws governing their use are as democratic as their use

is universal. The right of a vessel to navigate unfrequented

waters without observing the statutory rules is as great as

that of another to anchor there in violation of the same

rules. A vessel navigating a public waterway has a right

to rely upon obedience to the law by others ; and the require

ment of the statute, that an anchored vessel shall exhibit

certain lights when at anchor, ought to be as obligatory upon

it as are the burdens imposed by the same statute upon a

1 See Anchor-lights, page 103, ante. 2 19 How. 241.
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vessel in motion. No reason can be given why the same re

laxation afforded an anchored vessel from a strict observance

of the rules, in unfrequented waters, should not be extended

to a vessel under way navigating the same. So that it ap

pears that the doctrine stated by the supreme court above

quoted, however applicable when rendered, is not now the

law, and is inapplicable to modern requirements; and that

where a vessel is at anchor, though in unfrequented waters,

it is required to exhibit an anchor-light, in the absence of

which it is chargeable with unlawful conduct.1 Under the

general maritime law as it existed prior to the adoption of

the international rules at present in force, a vessel at anchor

was only required to maintain an anchor-light when in the

vicinity of a roadstead or fair-way ; and when anchored in

situations remote from the usual track of navigation no

anchor-light was required.2 It was with reference to the gen

eral maritime law as it then was that the supreme court

enunciated the doctrine in the case of The New York *fc

Virginia Steamship Co. v. Calderwood, before referred to.

The same provision was embodied in the old rules embraced

in section 4233 of the Revised Statutes of the United States.

The new rules are much broader in scope, and are not re

stricted to roadsteads and fair-ways. A vessel suing for

damages must show that its anchor-lights were set and were

burning.5 The absence of an anchor-light will not bar a par

tial recovery where the night is sufficiently light for an

approaching vessel, using ordinary care, to see another, not-

lThe Oregon, 45 Fed. R 62; The hawser as soon as it might, owing

State of California, 49 Fed. R 172; to the momentary excitement pre-

The Buffalo, 50 Fed. R 630; The vailing aboard the tow.

Oliver, 22 Fed. R 848. 2Culbertson v. The Southern

In The George W.Childs, 67 Fed. Belle, 18 How. 584; The Erastus

R 269, it was held that a sloop Corning, 25 Fed. R 572; The Cam-

which was anchored at night with- bridge v. The Omega, 5 Hughes, 487 ;

out an anchor-light could not com- Beyer v. The Nurenberg, 3 Hughes,

plain because a tow, which was 505.

brought into immediate danger of 3 The Middlesex Quarry Co. v. The

collision without fault on its part, Albert Mason, 2 Fed. R 821.

did not drop its anchor or cut its
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withstanding the absence of a light.1 But where a vessel

under way, in pursuing its usual course collides with a ves

sel having no anchor-light, no recovery can be had when the

vessel under way uses ordinary care and caution in its navi

gation.2

Sec. 108. Maintaining anchor-watch.' — Where a vessel

is at anchor in a place where there is reasonable expectation

of the passage of others, prudence requires not only the

maintenance of an anchor-light, as the statute prescribes, but

also an anchor-watch, to see that the regulation lights are

displayed, and to keep a lookout for approaching vessels.

The more frequent the passage of shipping, the more exposed

the situation and difficult the navigation, the greater the

degree of watchfulness required.4 It cannot be said that

the law requires an anchor-watch to be maintained under

all circumstances. The statute does not prescribe it, and

maritime usage does not demand it, under all conditions. A

vessel anchored in a proper place in fair weather is not

ordinarily required to maintain an anchor-watch, especially

when anchored out of the usual course of vessels; but when

anchored in the usual course of shipping, or where natural

causes are liable to render the situation dangerous, a vessel

may become liable for failure to maintain a watch.5 As

Judge Hughes, in the case of The Oliver,* says: "The law

of navigation which requires vessels lying at anchor in a fair-

i The John Frazer, 21 How. 184.

a The Westfield, 38 Fed. R 306.

'See Anchor-watch, page 109,

ante,

1 The Henry Warner, 29 Fed. R

601; The Guyandotte, 39 Fed. R.

575; The Clara, 13 Blatch. 509; 102

U. S. 200; The Worthington &

Davis, 19 Fed. R 836; The Oliver,

22 Fed. R. 848.

s The Erastus Corning, 2.r> Fed. R

572; The W. J. McCaldin, 35 Fed.

R 331; The Clara, 102 U. S. 200.

6 The Oliver, 22 Fed: R 848.

In the case of The Lion, 1 Spra. 40,

a vessel was left at anchor, unat

tended and alone, in a situation

where there was more or less of

shipping liable to pass. Held, that

recovery could not be had, because

of the omission of the reasonable

and usual duty of maintaining a

light: and a custom of the place

being opposed to maritime usage,

offered no justification for the.

omission.
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way to have a light up is imperative. It must be obeyed.

It must be effectually obeyed. It will not do for the master

to hang up a light after nightfall, and then go to bed, trust

ing to the moon to serve as a light in the event that the

wind or other cause shall put out the light. Obedience to

this important requirement of law must be certain and un

remitted. The master must know that the light is continu

ally up ; conjecture will not do. When lying in a fair-way,

the anchor-light must be known to be all the time up, and

this cannot be with certainty unless a watch is kept on deck

to keep it burning, and to be able to say positively that the

light was up in the event of collision." 1 To relieve a vessel

from the fault of failure to maintain a watch, it must appear

that the situation was such that the passage of vessels might

not reasonably have been expected, or that the omission did

not contribute to the result, and that the presence of a watch

would not have prevented the collision.2

Sec. 109. Duty of anchored vessel to move.— Ordinarily

a vessel at anchor is not required to move from its situation

to accommodate passing vessels, nor to take active measures

to avoid colliding with them. It has the right to assume

that an approaching vessel will take the necessary precau

tions to keep out of the way, where her own lights are prop

erly displayed and there is nothing to prevent their being

seen.3 Usually an anchored vessel is so situated that it is

impossible to move, and the most that is usually required is

that it afford ample warning of its position to an approach

ing vessel.4 Where, however, the approaching vessel is seen

to be not under command, and there is sufficient time to slip

its cable or otherwise avoid the approaching vessel, the cir-

1 The Oliver, 22 Fed. R. 848; The 3 The Avon, 22 Fed. R. 905.

Lucy L\, 21 Fed. R. 142; Pierce v. «The Lady Franklin, 2 Low. 220;

The J. R P. Moore, 45 Fed. R. 267. Engstrom v. The Howard B. Peck,

"The Altenower, 39 Fed. R 118; 48 Fed. R. 334

Williams v. The Whisper, 37 Fed.

R. 495; O.Neal v. Sears, 2 Spra. 52.
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cumstances may be such as to render the anchored vessel

liable for failure to do so, where such measures can be re

sorted to without danger, and are but acts of common pru

dence.1

Sec. 110. Anchoring in exposed situations — Crowded

harbors.— Local regulations, municipal or state, may pre

scribe harbor regulations, and designate what places are to

be used for anchorage grounds and what places are not *

Where necessity requires a vessel to anchor in an unlawful

place or an exposed situation, it becomes its duty to use the

utmost diligence to avoid collision by making its situation

known to passing vessels by every means at hand ; and hav

ing done this it is not chargeable with fault, the exigencies

of the case affording justification for an otherwise fault. It

should, however, occupy such unlawful anchorage no longer

than necessity demands. The mere fact of anchoring in a

dangerous situation is not of itself sufficient to charge a

vessel with negligence, unless the situation is such that col

lision is reasonably to be apprehended in the ordinary

course of navigation. The mere fact that the situation is

so exposed that injury may be received through some mis

chance, or mistake of navigation, is not sufficient to render

such anchorage negligence per se. The situation must be

such as to make collision reasonably to be apprehended as

liable to occur.3 In the absence of local regulations, vessels

have the right to anchor in harbors wherever convenience

suggests, so long as they do not unnecessarily obstruct nav

igation, and so long as they observe precautions to guard

against injury proportioned to the exposed situation.4 Ves-

1 Wells v. Armstrong, 29 Fed. R A vessel ought not to anchor in

216; The Richmond, 63 Fed. R. a channel or entrance to a port

1020; The Anerly, 58 Fed. R 794; thronged with shipping except in

The Clarita, 23 Wall. 1. cases of necessity, and then only

2 The Lady Franklin, 2 Low. 220; to remain there so long as the ne-

The E. A. Parker, 10 Ben. 520. cessity continues. The Scioto, Da-

3 The Mary Powell, 31 Fed. R vies, 359.

622. « Brush v. The Plainfield, 2 N. J.
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sels navigating in harbors are required to do so with the

utmost caution. It is negligence to navigate across well-

known anchorage grounds except with the utmost care;

and where the state of the weather is such as to render

vision obscured, or navigation especially difficult, an attempt

to cross such anchorage grounds may be negligence per se.

Sec. 111. Anchoring in navigable channels.— It is not

negligence, necessarily, for a vessel to anchor in a navigable

channel or passage-way used by commerce so long as suffi

cient room is left for the passage of shipping, proper precau

tions being used to notify others of its situation. However

much more prudent it may be for a vessel coming to anchor

L. J. 331; The D. S. Gregory, 2 Ben.

168.

In the case of The E. A. Parker,

10 Ben. 520, a vessel was held not

at fault for anchoring in an ex

posed situation within three hun

dred feet of the end of a pier,

where vessels were in the habit

of anchoring, notwithstanding the

fact it was contrary to the harbor

regulations.

Where a ferry-boat in a dense

fog ran into a bark which was

anchored within the regular anch

orage grounds in the harbor of

New York, whose position was well

known, it was held to be negli

gence to attempt to cross the anch

orage grounds under the circum

stances. The Ophelia, 44 Fed. R

941.

Where a steamer on a clear day,

in attempting to pass an anchored

vessel, passed so near that it

grounded, and swinging round col

lided with it, it was held that the

master was bound to know the

channel, and the steamer was lia

ble. Commercial Steamboat Co.

v. Dutton, 2 Cliff. 537; The Dela

ware, 12 Fed. R 571; The Planet,

1 Brown, 124.

Where there is a common and

known passage-way in a river for

vessels to go to a certain wharf, no

one has a right to obstruct access

to it by anchoring so as to pro

hibit entrance, or so near as to ex

pose vessels entering to unusual

danger in doing so. In cases where

necessity compels anchoring in

such a situation, it should be for as

brief a period as possible, and while

there the master must exercise

reasonable skill and care to avoid

injury to others. Knowlton v.

Sanford, 82 Me. 148.

In the case of The Lucy D., 21

Fed. R 142, it was held that where

a vessel anchors in a narrow stream

where there is a frequent passage

of shipping, occupying nearly all

the stream, it is under obligations

to use extraordinary precautions

to give notice of its situation, and,

on receiving notice of actual dan

ger, it becomes its duty to move
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to withdraw entirely to one side of the channel, there is

nothing in the general maritime law requiring it to do so ;

the only restriction imposed by law being that additional^

watchfulness and care are required where the situation is an

exposed one.1 "Where the channel is so narrow as not to

afford sufficient room for the safe passage of vessels on one

side at least of the anchored ship, such anchorage is unlaw

ful.2

Although the anchorage is unlawful, it affords no justifica

tion for wilful conduct on the part of another in colliding

with it, nor for conduct so negligent in its character as to

amount to wilfulness. Nor will such improper anchorage

exempt another from bearing its proportion of the loss,

where it appears that the collision might have been avoided

by the use of ordinary prudence.3 An approaching vessel is

bound to use ordinary care and skill, notwithstanding the

other is unlawfully anchored. "Where the unlawful anchorage

is not justified by stress of circumstances the negligence of

both will divide the damages. Where the occupation of

prohibited anchorage is excusable by reason of necessity, and

ordinary care and precaution are taken, improper anchorage

will not bar a full recovery for damages resulting from the

negligent conduct of the other.4

1 The Oscar Townsend, 17 Fed. R. 148; The Indiana, 1 Abb. Adm. 330;

03; The Indiana, Abb. Adm. 330; The Scioto, 2 Dav. 359; Ware, 360.

The Worthington & Davis, 19 Fed. Anchoring in the middle of a

R. 836; The J. W. Everman, 2 navigable river nineteen hundred

Hughes, 17; The S. Shaw, 6 Fed. R. feet in width, leaving sufficient

93; The Masters, 1 Brown, 342; The room on eitherside for the passage

Electro, 6 Ben. 189; Green v. The of vessels, was held not to be im-

Adelaide, Taney, 575; The Marcia proper. The Ogemaw, 32 Fed. R.

Tribon, 2 Spr. 17; The Ogemaw, 32 919.

Fed. R. 919. In the case of The Alabama, 18

2 The Milligan, 12 Fed. R. 338. Fed. R. 831, it was held to be an

3 The Bedford, 5 Blatch. 200; The unlawful and negligent act for a

Hhaw, 6 Fed. R 93; Green v. The vessel to cast its anchor in shallow

Helen, 1 Fed. R. 916; Adnisv. Wig- water, where other vessels are ao-

gins, 27 Mo. 95. customed to pass, without indieat-

«Knowlton v. Sanford, 32 Me. ing its presence by a buoy, and
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Sec. 112. Dragging anchor.— It is the duty of a vessel

at anchor not only to select a lawful situation, but to anchor

with all precautions the situation admits of. It is not re

quired that a vessel shall cast its full complement of anchors

under all circumstances, but it is required to put out enough

to maintain it in position and to prevent it from coming in

contact with others. In case of neglect to put out additional

anchors, or to give sufficient cable for the proper operation

of the anchor already out, it will be held liable for dam

ages, where it appears that the collision might have been

avoided had additional precautions been taken.1 Where,

however, the circumstances of the case are such that an

additional anchor will not prevent the collision, or will be

unavailing if cast, a ship will not be held at fault for not

attempting to do a useless thing.2 Where vessels are brought

into such close relations through the failure of their anchors

to hold, it becomes the duty of the one best situated to do

so, to move as soon as the exigencies of the case permit,

that a vessel so anchoring is liable

for injuries received by another

ooming in contact with the anchor.

In the case of Morton v. Five

Canal-boats, 24 Fed. It. 500, it was

held that in the absence of neces

sity it was negligence to anchor

near the entrance to a slip on a

cable extended so that the vessel

almost reached the wharf, and

lying diagonally across a slip, the

rules of the port forbidding anch

oring nearer to shore than two

hundred feet.

Where a sailing-vessel, proceed

ing down the Delaware river, anch

ored at night in mid-channel, in

range of the government lights,

and a tug following, not observing

that she was at anchor, collided

with it, it was held that the con-

■duct of the sailing-vessel tended

to produce the collision and it was

in fault. The 8. Shaw, 6 Fed. R 93.

"Where a sloop anchored near the

range lights in a narrow channel,

leaving only eighty feet for the

passage of vessels, it was held to

be negligent in anchoring in so

exposed a situation without leav

ing suflicient space for the passage

of others. The Brazil, 12 Fed. K.

338.

1 The Anerly, 58 Fed. R. 791; The

Energy, 10 Ben. 158; The John

Tucker, 5 Ben. 366; The Wier v.

The Padre, 29 Fed. R 335; The

Lillian 11 Vigus, 22 Fed. R 747 ; The

Sapphire, 11 Wall. 164; The Eloina,

10 Ben. 458; The Queen of the East.

4 Ben. 103; The Mary Frazer, 26

Fed. R 872.

s The Carl Frederick, 33 Fed. R.

589.
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without incurring additional risk.1 It is the duty of vessels

to be provided with the usual number of anchors, of a char

acter adapted to the vessel they are designed to serve, and

with such appliances for their use as are usual and necessary.2

Sec. 113. Yessels drifting.— It is negligence to cast a

A.essel helplessly adrift in a crowded thoroughfare where

there is danger of collision by reason of inability to control

its movements. A vessel so cast adrift assumes all risk from

the danger it invites.3 The law presumes that every vessel

is provided with anchors, and the necessary equipments

requisite to its proper navigation, and a crew sufficient to

manipulate the appliances aboard, and, in the absence of evi

dence to the contrary, it will be presumed that a drifting

vessel does so voluntarily, and will be held accountable for

the danger it inflicts.4 Where it appears that the vessel was

set adrift by the negligence or wilfulness of another, whose

duty it is to protect it, not only the drifting vessel is liable

for the damage it inflicts, but also the party by whom it

is set adrift.5 But where there is no duty owing by the party

abandoning it, there is no personal liability for damages done-

by it, where it does not appear that the party abandoning

it does so with the design of inflicting injury, or under such

circumstances that it is negligence of itself to cast adrift a

1 The Wallace, 41 Fed. R 894. to put out a second anchor until

2 Hadden v. The J. H. Rutter, 35 after the storm had reached such a

Fed. R. 365. height that the additional anchor

Where the owner of an anchored became of no avail, it was held

-vessel has reasonable notice of the that the vessel was solely at fault

insufficiency of his anchorage and for a collision between it and a

the danger of dragging his anchor, vessel properly moored at a safe

he takes the risks of remaining in distance. The Carl Konow, 64 Fed.

the position, and is liable for dam- R 815.

ages that might have been avoided 3 Wilson v. The Envoy, 1 Phila.

by moving. The Sharpee She, 60 138; Parrott v. Knickerbocker Ice

Fed. R 928. Co., 2 Sweeney (N. Y.), 93.

Where a vessel dragged her 4The A. R. Wetmore, 5 Ben. 147;

anchor during a storm, the ap- The Austria, 9 Fed. R 916; The

proach of which was plainly visible, Media, 45 Fed. R 79.

and the officers and crew neglected » The Chickasaw, 38 Fed. R 358.
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dangerous instrument in a situation where it is likely to

damage others.1 Where collision occurs by reason of the

voluntary casting adrift of a vessel to prevent sinking at its

dock, it is liable for ensuing damages.2

Sec. 114. Vessels getting under way.—When anchored

in the vicinity of others it is the duty of a vessel getting

under way to make careful observance of the direction and

for-ce of the wind and current, and their probable effect in

getting under way. When a vessel hoists her anchor, and,

before steerage-way is obtained, drifts against another, it is

liable for the damages it inflicts. The fact that the vessel

getting under way first came to its anchorage, is no justifi

cation for negligence in leaving it, unless it is shown that

the other came to anchor dangerously near, and the result

ing damage was caused by such unlawful proximity, when

the damages may be divided. Under such circumstances it

is the duty of the one desiring to get under way to remain

at its place, where it is apparent that collision will follow

any attempt to move; and the other, if better situated,

should move to a distance sufficient to enable the one de

siring to move to get under way in safety.3

Getting under way in the presence of others is negligence,

if sufficiently near to render collision possible, where the

vessel is not sufficiently manned for the usual requirements

of navigation.4

i The Chickasaw, 41 Fed. K. 627. etc. City of New York, 64 Fed. R.

2 Sherman v. Mott, 5 Ben. 372. 869.

Where a scow Was moored to a 3 Mayo v. The John S. Smith, 27

stake-boat and went adrift with Fed. R. 398; The Julia M. Hallock,

the stake-boat because of the 1 Spr. 539; O'Neil v. Sears, 2 Spr.

anchor of the latter becoming un- 52; The Petunia, 8 Ben. 349; Byrnes

serviceable on account of entangle- v. The Alexandria, 8 Rep. 390; Fed.

ments which were not straight- Cases, 2273.

ened, it was held that the scow 4Comerford v. The Melvina, 43

was not properly moored, and that Fed. R. 77.

the defendant was liable for the A steamship collided with a bark

damages resulting from such neg- lying at anchor in New York har-

ligent mooring. Hastorf v. Mayor, bor, engaged at the time in get-
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Sec. 115. To anchor at a distance.— It is the duty of a

vessel coming to anchor in the vicinity of another to keep

at a distance sufficient to avoid coming in contact with it

while swinging at anchor by the wind or tide; and it should

anchor at such a distance that it can get under way without

injury to others in its vicinity or being injured by them in

doing so. It should anchor at a distance sufficient to avoid

danger from the dragging of anchors, reasonably to be antici

pated ; and when it anchors imprudently near another, and

is injured by reason of its fault in coming so close, it must

bear the injuries sustained, and is liable for those inflicted.1

ting under way. At the time of

collision the anchor had not left

the ground, Held, that the steam

ship was at fault for venturing

upon anchorage grounds, and un

necessarily running the risks of

collision by so doing. The Aller

and The America, 59 Fed. R. 491.

In the case of The Gevalia, 39

Fed. R 47, two yachts were at

anchor in the vicinity of each other,

and both dragged their anchors

during the prevalence of a storm.

One seeking to go to another har

bor, to avoid going astern tripped

its anchor and attempted to pass

out. In so doing it crossed the

line of the other's cable, and not

having housed its own anchor it

caught in the cable of the other

and both went ashore. Held, that

the one crossing the other's cable

was liable in damages for negli

gently leaving its anchor hanging

and for its inability to slip its cable

when necessity arose.

In the case of The Addie B.,

43 Fed. R 103, a yacht lying at

anchor became in danger of going

ashore in a tempest. A tug, for the

purpose of rendering salvage serv

ice, attempted to tow it out. The

anchor of the yacht remaining

down, caught in the cable of an

other yacht and loosened it from

its moorings and it went ashore.

The fact of the anchor being down

and known to the tug, and no at

tempt to raise the same being

made, the tug was held liable.

1The Lincoln, 1 Low. 46; Beane

v. The Mayruka, 2 Curt. 72.

In the case of The Julia M. Hal-

lock, 1 Spr. 539, it was held that

coming to anchor at a distance of

one hundred and fifty fathoms

from another was not negligence.

A sailing-vessel having come to

anchor about eight hundred feet

distant from another, it was held

not so dangerously near the other

as to render it liable to the charge

of negligence for anchoring in a

foul berth. The Mary Fraser, 26

Fed. R 872.

In the case of The Beaver. 2 Ben.

118, it was held to be negligence

for a vessel to cast anchor within

four hundred feet of another in a

strong wind and heavy sea.
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Sec. 116. Tessels at rest, not anchored.— The situation

of a vessel at rest upon the water, but not anchored, is anal

ogous to that of a vessel at anchor, and an approaching ves

sel is required to keep out of the way.1 The rules applicable

to vessels under way do not apply to vessels one of which

is under way and one at rest.2

A vessel not in motion, on the approach of another has no

right to assume the attitude of a vessel at anchor and also

of one in motion. If it desires to remain at rest, duty re

quires it to continue in that position, and not to embarrass

the one approaching by signals indicating that it is in mo

tion. Where it gives such answering signals as vessels in mo

tion are required to give, it is its duty to comply with the

intelligence conveyed by its signals, and move in the direc

tion indicated.'

Sec. 117. Collisions with vessels aground.— The situa

tion of a vessel aground is analogous to that of a vessel at

anchor or moored, the duty of avoiding it being wholly upon

the one in motion. Where a vessel is aground at night

the statute prescribes that lights indicating its situation shall

be exhibited, and prudence requires that in the day-time

sufficient indication of its helplessness be given an approach

ing vessel in time to enable it to avoid approaching too near.*

Where a vessel is aground in a narrow passage, or in a sit-

1 Maine Steamship Co. v. The cuse given by the tug being that

Cyclops, 45 Fed. R. 122. the sun blinded the pilot's eyes so

2 The America, 29 Fed. R. 304. that he could not see the steamer.

'The Bristol, 11 Fed. R. 156. The tug was held liable for not

Where a steam-tug was resting slowing up or stopping if the pilot

in fine weather in a fair-way wait- was unable to see distinctly, as in

ing for employment, it was held a crowded harbor he might reason-

, bound to keep out of the way of ably expect to meet other vessels,

passing sail-vessels. The steamer was also hold liable for

A steamer moving in a harbor not sounding its alarm-whistle,

came to a stop in order to avoid The Wesley A. Gove. 27 Fed. R. 311.

colliding with a sailing-vessel. 4 Article 11, International Rules,

While lying motionless it was run 1890; Lenox v. Winisimmet Co., 1

into by a tug under way, the ex- Spra. 160; The Ant, 10 Fed. R. 294,
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uation such as to make the passage of others dangerous, it

is the duty of approaching vessels, on being apprised of the

fact of grounding, to keep off until the other is released,1

failing to do which they assume all risk attending an attempt

to pass.2

Sec. 118. Dredges and wrecking vessels.—A dredge law

fully fixed in a channel for improving it is to be considered

as a vessel at anchor, and is under obligation to use the

same precautions to guard against collisions that a vessel at

anchor is, in respect to the exhibition of lights, maintaining

a watch, and measures calculated to make its situation

known.5 But when the dredge is not stationary the same

rules apply to its movements that do to those of any other

vessel under way.4

Sec. 119. Launching.— Liability for collision may arise

by reason of defective or negligent launching. Where defects

in marine-ways or other defective appliances precipitate a

vessel on them against another afloat, liability on the part

of the one inflicting the injury arises.5 The launching of a

ship being an event of an unusual nature, the builder is re

quired to take the utmost caution not to do injury to ship-

1 The Merrimac, 14 Wall. 199,203; appearance of the water indicat-

The Stromless, 1 Low. 153; The ing that the wheels of the grounded

Frank Moflatt, 2 Flipp. 291; The boats had been in motion, the pass-

Sarah, 52 Fed. R 233; The H. S. ing steamer might reasonably have

Nichols, 53 Fed. R 665. anticipated that they would re-

- The Ellen S. Terry, 7 Ben. 401 ; sume, and it was in fault for pass-

The Industry, 40 L. J. Adm. 26; 3 ing so near.

L. R Adm. 303. 3 American Dredging Co. v. The

In the case of Plathner v. The Bedouin, 26 Int. Rev. 38; The Aus-

F. & P. M. No. 1, 45 Fed. R 703, a tin, 3 Ben. 11; The Ciampa Emilia,

steamer passed between two others 53 Fed R 155; Joseph Edward

aground, and near to a schooner Dredge Co. v. The Nantique, 44 Fed.

moored at a dock, against which R 399.

the passing steamer was thrown 4TheNorge, 55 Fed R 347; The

by the current produced by the Lynn, 21 Fed R 815.

propellers of the grounded vessels. 5 Baker v. Power, 14 Fed. R 483.

The court held that because of the
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ping, and is required to keep sufficient watch to prevent the

near approach of passing vessels, and other precautions com

mensurate with the hazardous undertaking.1

Sec. 120. Presumptions.—Where a vessel in motion comes

into collision with one properly moored at a dock, at anchor,

or not in motion, the presumption of law is that it was the

fault of the one under way, and it is presumptively liable

until the contrary is shown, the burden of doing which is

upon the vessel under way.2

Where the vessel at rest is shown to be at anchor, or

moored in an unlawful situation, the burden of proof is upon

it to show that the collision did not occur by reason of its

exposed or unlawful situation, and that it did occur by rea

son of the negligent conduct of the other.

The presumption of fault on the part of a moving vessel

may be rebutted by showing that it exercised ordinaiy skill

and caution, and that the collision occurred through unusual

and extraordinary forces of nature, such as are not to be

reasonably expected, and which amount to inevitable acci

dent; and it must show that it was not in its power to

prevent collision by any practicable precaution, or such pre

sumption may be rebutted by showing that the collision was

caused solely by the fault of the vessel at rest.3

iTheGlengary,30L.T.(N.S.)341: Hallock. t Spra. 539; TheOgemaw,

The United States, 12 L. T. (N. S.) 33. 32 Fed. R 919.

2 The City of Lynn, 11 Fed. R. Where a vessel, after a collision

339: The Rockaway 19 Fed. R. 449; at a dock with a ship in motion,

The Echo, 19 Fed. R 453; The Mich- allows a number of days to inter-

igan, 52 Fed. R501; The Baltic, 2 vene without making complaint

Ben. 452; The Beaver, 2 Ben. 118; for the damages, and in the mean-

The Brady, 24 Fed. R 300; The time has been navigating under

Helen R Cooper, 7 Blatch. 378; such circumstances that it might

The Jeremiah Godfrey, 17 Fed. R have received the damages from

738. other sources. the burden of proof

3 The Worthington & Davis, 19 is upon it to show that it received

Fed. R. 836; The Granite State, 3 the damages complained of by col-

Wall. 310: The Virginia Ehrman liding with the vessel charged

v. Curtis. 97 U. S. 309; The El Do- with inflicting them. The Mary-

rado, 27 Fed. R 762; The Julia M. land, 14 Fed. R 367.

17



CHAPTER IX.

TUGS AND TOWa

Sec. 121. Relation of tug to tow.— In the early history

of maritime jurisprudence in this country there was much

uncertainty as to the exact relation of a tug to its tow.

Among the early decisions the courts were disposed to con

sider the tug merely the servant of the vessel towed, and

that the latter was responsible for the acts of its agent, the

tug.1 This doctrine, however, was disapproved in the case

of Sturgis v. Boyer,2 where the supreme court say : " When

ever a tug, under charge of her own master and crew, and

in the usual and ordinary course of such employment, un

dertakes to transport another vessel, which for the time being

has neither her master nor crew on board, from one point

to another over waters where such accessory motive power

is necessary or usually employed, she must be held respon

sible for the proper navigation of both vessels." This case

was decided upon facts that have been thought insufficient

to establish a rule so general in its character as the language

of the court would indicate. In this case the tug was in

entire control of the tow, whose officers were not aboard ;

and it has been urged that under different conditions, as

when the officers and crew of the tow are present and par

ticipate in its management, the doctrine in this case would

be modified. In the case of The Dorris Eckhoff,3 Judge

Brown, of the southern district of New York, after an ex

haustive examination of the subject, concludes that the

supreme court in the case before cited did not intend its

language to be applicable to any other conditions than those

presented by the case at bar, and that where the tow is

i Smith v. The Creole, 2 Wall. Jr., 3 24 How. 110.

485; The Sampson, 3 Wall. Jr., 14. s32 Fed R. 555.
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officered and manned by its own men, and in their charge,

a different rule prevails. The learned judge says :

" A more difficult question is, whether the schooner is to

be held jointly answerable for the damage caused. . . .

The injury was received by the schooner while she was nav

igating in an unlawful place. Upon the general principles

and analogies of the maritime law, the schooner, as the of

fending thing, would be held in fault, and answerable to

third persons, where her navigation was faulty and the in

jury did not happen by inevitable accident. Looking to the

maritime law alone, the mere fact that the owners might

not be chargeable with personal fault, or themselves stand

in any relation of personal responsibility, would not exempt

the ship, which is regarded by the maritime law as responsi

ble to third persons for her proper navigation, by whomso

ever conducted. As respects third persons injured by the

faulty navigation of a vessel, it is immaterial what arrange

ment the owners of the offending vessel may have made in

respect to her navigation, whether by a master and crew

engaged by themselves, or by a master and crew engaged

by a charterer, to whom the vessel may have been let by a

contract of charter, or by a tug-boat, with which the owners

may have contracted for the navigation of the vessel from

one place to another. This rule is applied without question

in cases of charter-parties, where the possession of the ship

is delivered to the charterers, who navigate her on their

own account exclusively, through persons employed by them,

without any right of selection or control by the owners. In

all such cases the ship, to her whole value, is chargeable for

any faults in her navigation or management that causes in

jury to herself or to other vessels or to the cargo of either.

It is no defense to the ship that those having charge of her

are in no respect under the direction or control of the own

ers. The ship is regarded as the offending thing, to which

persons suffering from her management and navigation are

entitled to look for redress, and the owners of the ship must

look for their indemnity to the persons in whose charge they
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have voluntarily placed her. So the faults of a pilot com-

pulsorily taken are by the law of this country faults of the

ship, for which the ship is held answerable in damages.

The analogies to be drawn from these undoubted cases of

charter-parties, and from the well settled law of this country

holding the ship responsible for the faults of a pilot compul-

sorily taken on board, would seem to favor the right of third

persons to look for redress directly to the ship that does the

damage, though a tow, leaving the owners of the latter to

their legal remedy against the tug, in whose charge they

have placed her. There are also important practical consid

erations of general policy and justice which would sustain

this claim of third persons to resort to the offending ship, for

otherwise the owners of large ships may escape all responsi

bility for the injuries inflicted upon other vessels by simply

making a contract of towage, and when other vessels and

their cargoes sustain great loss through the fault of the tug,

since the tug is usually of comparatively small value, the in

jured parties, under the limited liability act, would have no

adequate redress. It would seem to be just that the naviga

tion of large vessels should not by this means be allowed to

be conducted with comparative immunity for any damage

inflicted on others, but that the tug should be held only the

servant of the ship that employed her. The general direc

tion of the course of the two vessels is determined by the

tug; the tow follows her lead; but the tug, in directing

her course out of the middle of the river, contrary to law,

was at the same time violating her implied contract of tow

age. The tow was not bound to acquiesce, and to follow the

tug, rather than obey the statute. A large vessel like the

Flint has it in her power to control very considerably her

own course and that of the tug; she is bound to exercise this

power so far as she reasonably can when she is being di

rected illegally by the tug, to the imminent peril, as in this

case, of other vessels. . . . The Flint, by her master

and crew, participated in navigating the vessel in a way that

was contrary to the statute, and in a position that was

. . . i mm a
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plainly perilous to other vessels, and the master made no use

of the means in his power to correct the error until too late/'

It is to he frankly admitted that the learned judge here

gives some very cogent reasons why the vessel doing injury

should be held liable in damages, regardless of the fact that

it is in tow of another, to which added reasons might be

given, among which is the greater care it would inspire in

masters of tows to select only tugs of recognized power and

completeness of equipment to conduct the movements of

vessels where such vast property interests and the lives of

multitudes of human beings are involved. The views ex

pressed by the court in the above case were not concurred

in by the circuit court of appeals; 1 and it may be taken as

settled that the above rule of liability does not prevail in

this country, at least until the supreme court sees fit to

modify its doctrine in the case of Sturgis v. Boyer ; and that,

so far as the proper navigation of the tug is concerned, the

tow is not responsible, her duty being to follow the guidance

of the former, to keep in its wake and conform to its direc

tions.2

Sec. 122. Liability of tug.—Where a tug, in charge of its

own master, in the ordinary course of its employment un

dertakes to tow another vessel from one point to another

by the use of its own motive power, having entire control of

the course and direction of the movements of the latter, it is

responsible for the proper navigation of both; and where

injury is received under such circumstances, the aggrieved

party must look to the tug and its owners for compensation,

and not to the tow.'

A tug, in profferring its services to another, impliedly rep-

iThe Dorris Eekhoff, 50 Fed. R Dorris Eckhoff. 50 Fed. R. 134; The

134. Martin Kalbfleisch, 55 Fed. R. 330;

'The John Fraser. 21 How. 184; The Anglo-Australian Steam Navi-

The Margaret. 94 U. S. 494; The Ration Co. v. Cornell Steamboat

Mabey and Cooper, 14 WalL 204. Co., 32 Fed. R 798; The New York

' Sturgis v. Boyer. 24 How. 110: & Baltimore Transp. Co. v. Phila-

The John Fraser. 21 How. 184: The delphia, etc. Nav. Co., 22 How. 401;
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resents itself to be of sufficient power and equipment, and

sufficiently well officered and manned to perform the services

required, and that it is sufficiently well acquainted with the

waters through which it is required to pass to conduct the

tow in safety to its place of destination. It is also bound to

know the general condition and nature of the craft seeking

towage, the conditions of the weather, the natural obstacles

to be met with, and to observe all other patent and well-

known conditions which effect the safety of the tow and that

of others with whom it is liable to be brought into relation.1

It is not to be considered a common carrier in the usual ac

ceptation of that term, and is not required to insure the

safety of its tow other than against its own negligence, in

competence or misconduct, and is bound only to the exercise

of reasonable skill and care in the execution of the task for

which it is employed.2 As before stated, the law is well set

tled that a tow does not, by employing a tug, necessarily con

stitute the tug, or its master and crew, its agent in perform

ing the service ; that the tug, notwithstanding the contract

of towage, is an independent vessel so far as its individual

liability is concerned, and is liable for its acts of negligence.

Where, however, the tow is not under the sole control of the

tug, but is under partial control of its own crew, the sole re

sponsibility of the tug depends upon the question of its sole

negligence. Where the tow alone is at fault, it alone is respon

sible ; where the tug alone is negligent, it must alone be held

responsible ; and where both are at fault, both are liable. As

between the tug, its tow and a third vessel, the tug or tow,

in addition to the right of action each may have against the

other, may severally proceed against such third vessel con

tributing to the injury, irrespective of what the conduct of

The Herbert Manton, 14 Blatch. 37; Beaman, 45 Fed. R 126; The Mas-

The Civilita, 103 U. S. 699; The City cot, 57 Fed. R 512; 48 Fed. R 917.

of Alexandria, 31 Fed. R 427. 2 The Annie Williams, 20 Fed. R

iHadden v. The J. H. Rutter, 85 866; The B. B. Saunders. 23 Blatch.

Fed. R 365; The Nettie, 85 Fed. 378; The City of Springfield, 29 Fed.

R 615; The Nicholson and The R 923; The City of Norwich, 8 Ben.

Adams, 28 Fed. R 889; The W. H. 206.
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the other has been; and the fact that either the tug or tow-

has been at fault constitutes no bar to the right of the other

to recover. In like manner they are severally liable to such

third vessel for injuries inflicted by them in their individual

capacities.1

Where a tug under the exclusive charge of its master is

employed in the usual course of its business in towing a ves

sel, when the latter does not direct or undertake to manage

its navigation, but follows as nearly as possible its lead, the

tow is under no obligation to see that the tug is navigating

in a safe and proper manner, and that it is complying with

the rules of navigation. It has a right to rely upon the

ability of the tug to direct it in a proper course, and that

its navigation will be lawful and regular. Its duty consists

in following the course of the tug without deviation; this

done its liability ceases.2

Sec. 123. When treated as a single vessel.— A tug and

its tow are treated as one vessel under certain circumstances

and as individual vessels under others. In respect to a

compliance with the general navigation rules the tug and

tow are treated as one vessel, and that a steamer, subject to

the rules applicable to steam-vessels ; the reason being that

the tow is dependent upon the other for its motive power

1 The Alabama, 1 Ben. 476. tered and the master employed a

2 The Dorris Eckhoff, 50 Fed. R tug to take it out to sea upon the

135; The Margaret, 94 U. S. 494; request of the owner of the cargo,

The Charles Allen, 11 Fed. R. 317; it was held that the fact that a

The Alabama, 1 Ben. 476; 11 Blatch. pilot in the general employment

482; 92 U. S. 695; The Belknap, 2 of the cargo owner was employed

Low. 281 ; Westhoff v. The Oluff, 3 by the tug to pilot the tug and tow

Woods, 667. across a bar did not create a liabil-

Where a steam-tug had a ship in ity on the part of cargo owner;

tow and both vessels were in charge that the pilot so employed was the

of a pilot appointed by the owners servant of the tug and not of the

of the ship, and the tug negligently tow, and that the tug was liable

caused the ship to collide with an- for negligently running the tow

other, it was held that the tug was aground. The Martin Kalbfleisch,

liable. The Rescue, 2 Spra. 16. 55 Fed. R. 336.

Where a sailing-vessel was char-
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aml has no control over its own movements.1 "Where, how

ever, the tow is attached to the tug in such manner that it

has a semi-independence of movement, it is considered an

independent vessel so far as its unlawful acts are not attrib

utable to the tug and are the result of its own misconduct,

as where it fails to follow the wake of the tug or deviates

from the course of the other. So far as its own negligent

acts are concerned it is a separate and independent vessel,

solely liable, as the damages result from its own conduct.2

Under situations where its acts are not identical with those

of the tug, but are independent of it, the tow and not the

tug is responsible. Where there are several distinct mem

bers to the tow, there may be a liability on the part of the

tug to some and not to others; and as between themselves

the various members of the tow may have a right of action

against each other independent of the tug, or jointly with

it, against each other. The fact that one of the members

of the tow is guilty of contributory negligence is no bar to

the right of the others to recover.'

It is not the policy of the courts to require as strict a com

pliance with the navigation rules on the part of a tug in

cumbered with an unwieldy tow as is demanded of a vessel

free to act independently, for the reason that it has not the

same control over its movements and the freedom of action

that an ordinary steamer has. As between a steamer and a

1 The James Berwind, 44 Fed. R.

693; The Herbert Manton. 14 Blatch.

:!7; The Express, Olc. 258; Stetson

v. The Gladiator, 41 Fed. R 927;

The Fred W. Chase, 31 Fed. R 91;

The J. H. Gautier, 11 Am. L. Reg.

769; The Favorite, 9 Fed. R 709;

The Ant, 10 Fed. R. 294 ; The Civilita,

13 Otto, 699; The Pennsylvania, 3

Ben. 215; The Sam Ratan, 20 Fed.

R333.

1 The Percy Birdsall v. The Inver-

trossocks & The James McCauley,

55 Fed. R 683; Sturgis v. Boyer, 24

How. 110; The Annie Williams, 20

Fed. R 866.

' The Morton, Brown, Adm. 137;

The Galileo, 28 Fed. R. 469.

In the case of The Uncle Abe, 18

Fed. R. 270, a canal-boat having

broken from its tug fastened on to

the tow of another tug by the tacit

consent of the latter, its lines being

insufficient to withstand the strain

caused by an effort of the tug to

avoid collision. Held, that the tug

was not liable.
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tug with a heavy tow, the tug and tow are to be treated as

a sailing-vessel, and the duty of avoiding them is imposed

upon the steamer.1 As between it and a sailing-vessel, the

tug and tow, as a general rule, are obliged to keep out of the

way; but where the sailing-vessel has the wind free and is so

situated that it can easily avoid the tow, especially when

the latter is large and cumbersome, the circumstances may

be such as to hold the sailing-vessel liable for a failure to

keep out of the way, especially if it has the wind free and

can without difficulty do so.2 In situations where the tug,

from its peculiar incumbrance, is unable to comply with the

navigation rules, it should give sufficient notice to an ap

proaching vessel of such inability ; and until this is shown, an

approaching vessel may rely upon it to comply with the

rules.' The duty imposed on a tug to exercise great care in

the management of its tow is augmented by the fact that

it is a cumbrous and difficult thing to handle. Its care is

increased in proportion to the embarrassment it has to en

counter; and where its tow is under any known impediment,

it is the duty of the tug to avoid enhancing its dangerous

condition,4 and it is under added obligations to shield it from

further injury. It is the duty of a tug to protect its tow by

every means within its power, and to put itself in such rela

tion to it that it can handle it to the best advantage, and it

is liable for assuming such a position in respect to it that it

cannot observe the ordinary dangers incident to navigation.5

Sec. 124. Liability of tow.— Where the tow is so situated

that it acts independently of the tug, it is responsible for its

own acts, so far as they are negligent, irrespective of the

1The Mayumba, 21 Fed. R 476; Transp. Co. v. The Philadelphia <fc

The B. B. Saunders, 25 Fed. R. 727. Savannah Steam Navigation Co.,

2 The Marion W. Page, 36 Fed. R. 22 How. 461; The Lucy D., 21 Fed.

329; Eldridge v. The Rose Culkin, R. 142.

52 Fed. R 328; The Minnie C. Tay- 5 The Pennsylvania, 9 Ben. 536.

lor, 52 Fed. R. 323. Where a tug put itself between

'The C. F. Ackerman, 9 Ben. 179. its tow and a vessel about to strike

4 The New York & Baltimore it, to ward off the blow, by which
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negligence of the tug, or the misconduct of other members

of the tow. It is the duty of a tow, when following its tug,

to do so in strict conformity to its course, and in obedience

to its orders ; and where it is negligently permitted to sheer

from the course of the other, by defective steering or other

wise, and collision ensues, it alone is responsible for the dam

ages following from its neglect of duty.1

Where a tug is under the entire control of the tow, merely

furnishing the motive power, while the guidance and direc

tion is left to the tow, the latter is solely responsible ; 2 but

where the tug acts under the direction of its own master or

pilot, it is liable and the tow is not responsible, where there

is no independent or concurrent negligence on its part.3 A

tow is not absolved from the duty of taking all reasonable

means to avoid collision that prudent and careful navigation

requires, merely because it relies upon the tug for its motive

power. It is its duty to follow the course of the other and

to conform to its movements, and to perform all the duties

which nautical skill demands, in order to secure such obedi

ence to the tug, relying upon it not to lead it into danger;

but where it appears that it cannot do so with safety, and

the situation is such that collision is imminent, it becomes

its duty to take such means as it can, or such as good sea

manship would suggest, to escape injury to itself, or avoid

the vessel was injured, it was held deck of the tow, unless the seaman

that it was the duty of the tug to was fully competent for that duty.

protect its tow by any means at The Drew, 25 Fed. R 457.

hand, and that the tug was not 1 The Sagua v. The Grace and

liable to the injured vessel in en- The Rescue, 42 Fed. R 461; The

deavoring to prevent a more in- Frank Moffatt, 2 Flip. 291 ; Bissell

jurious collision with its tow. The v. Twe Alexander, 3 Fed. R 671 ; The

George L. Garlick, 20 Fed. R 647. Herald, 8 Ben. 263; The Ciampa

It was held not prudent naviga- Emilia, 46 Fed. R 866 ; 53 Fed. R 155 ;

tion for a tug having a higher ves- The Invertrossocks, 59 Fed. R 194;

sel lashed to its side, by which the The Jacob Brandow, 39 Fed. R 831.

vision of the tug*s pilot was ob- 2The Edgar Baxter, 8 Ben. 162;

scured, and where directions were The General Clinch, 21 How. 184;

given for the movement of the tug The Percy Birdsall, 55 Fed. R 683.

by a seaman standing on the upper 3 The Charles Allen, 11 Fed. R 317.
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doing injury to another.1 Where a tow is so identified in

conduct with its tug that the fatilt of the latter becomes

the fault of the tow, it has no other or greater right and no

higher standing in court, in case of injury received by it,

than has the tug to which it is attached.2

See. 125. Joint liability.— Where a tug and tow are

under the joint management of one person having control

over both, both are liable for damages arising from a joint

act of negligence; and where the tow has such control over

the tug that it may direct its movements at pleasure, it may

become jointly liable for an error of navigation committed

by the tug, which the two could have prevented by prompt

interference, and may be liable for omitting to do so.3

Where the damages arise from the fault of both tug and

tow, or where a third party is injured by the concurrent

negligence of both, the injured party may proceed against

the tug and tow, either jointly or severally, to recover the

entire damage sustained; and where the individual liability

of either is sought to be enforced by proceedings against it

for the whole loss, the owner of the one required to respond

for the entire loss may compel a contribution by the other.4

1 The Oallileo, 28 Fed. R 469. 281 ; Sturgis v. Boyer, 24 How. 110;

Where a tow at a critical point, The Civilita, 103 U. S. 699; The

-when passing into a dangerous sit- Percy Birdsall v. The Invertros-

uation, carries such sail as to take socks and The James McCauley. 55

it out of the control of the tug, Fed. R 683; The Einor v. The

either as to its headway or course, Ivanhoe, 45 Fed. R 497, 500; The

the tug is not liable for damages Maggie S. Hart, 38 Fed. R 765.

arising from the exclusive negli- * The E. A. Packer, 49 Fed. R 92;

gence of the tow. The Express. 46 Fed. R 860; The

Where a tow was being towed in John F. Winslow, 50 Fed. R 478;

a plainly negligent manner, it was The Franconia, 16 Fed. R 149; The

held to be negligence for the tow Virginia Ehrman v. Curtis, 97 U. S.

to obey a signal by the tug direct- 309; The Maley and Cooper, 14

ing it to go still further into a dan- Wall. 204; The A. Demerest, 25

gerous situation. The J. H. De Fed. R 921 ; The Silica v. The Lord

<iraf, 66 Fed. R 351. Worden. 27 Fed. R 467; The Ex-

2McNally v. The L. P. Dayton press, 52 Fed. R 890; Brady v. Jef-

Bk.. 30 U. S. I- ed. 669. ferson, o Del. 60.

3 The C. P. Raymond, 26 Fed. R
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In the employment of tugs for steamers entering or mov

ing about in harbors, it is a common custom for the steamer

to move by the use of her own motive power, using the tug

merely to indicate the channel and to assist in making turns

in narrow places, in entering docks and similar maneuvers.

The liability of the tug in these situations depends wholly

upon the question of its direct contribution to the injury.

If the.damages inflicted are caused by the movements of the

vessel, independent of the tug, in a situation where it is pro

ceeding under its own motive power, although following

the lead of the tug, it is responsible; but if the negligent

conduct of the tug contributes to or produces the injury, the

tug is liable in whole or in part, as its negligence appears,

for the injury done.

Sec. 126. Negligent towing.— "Where a tug, in the usual

course of its business, undertakes to tow a vessel, there is

an implied contract that it is seaworthy, equipped with the

usual and proper appliances for the undertaking it is enter

ing upon, that it is well officered and manned, with a crew

having the necessary skill and experience to perform the

duties required of them in a seaman-like manner, and that

they are sufficiently well acquainted with the waters to be

traversed to conduct the tow in safety to its place of des

tination ; and where collision ensues by reason of the lack of

these essential qualifications, the tug and its owners are

responsible.1

1The Allie, 24 Fed. R745, 749; The of using a chain or metal line,

W. E. Gladwish, 17 Blatch. 77; The which was at hand, the tow-line

Butler, 62 Fed. R. 612: The Em- burning off, the vessel drifted

peror, 61 Fed. R 990: Hadden v. against a schooner at anchor in a

The J. H. Rutter, 35 Fed. R. 365; proper place, and set it afire. Held,

The Nettie, 35 Fed. R. 615; The that the tug was negligent in at-

Jonty Jenks, 54 Fed. R 1021; The tempting to tow by a line that

Nicholson, 28 Fed. R. 889; The W. could be destroyed by fire, where it

H. Reaman, 45 Fed. R 125. could have secured a metal one,

Where a tug undertook to tow and was liable for the damages

out from a dock a burning ferry- sustained. The Clarita, 23 Wall. 1.

boat by a hempen hawser, instead
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It is negligence and a breach of the implied contract of

towage for a tug of insufficient power to attempt to tow a

vessel, when in a situation where injury is liable to be re

ceived or inflicted, when its power is insufficient to meet the

requirements usually incident to such an undertaking. It

must be capable of handling its tow with promptness and

safety under the ordinary difficulties of navigation.1 It must

not only have sufficient power to manage its tow in fair

weather, but must have sufficient power to meet the emer

gencies of such tempestuous weather as may reasonably be

expected and it is liable to incur in the ordinary course of

navigation. As before stated, the tug impliedly contracts

that it is familiar with the channel through which it is to

proceed; and where it negligently takes a course whereby it

is grounded or strikes an obstruction, the presence of which

is well known or may reasonably be expected, the tow may

recover.2 While a tug is not bound for the absolute safety

of a tow, and is not to be regarded as an insurer of its safety,

it is bound to know such facts in connection with the usual

course of navigation as render it competent to perform the

duties for which tugs are usually engaged, such as the depth

of water in a channel, obstructions, the state of the tides

and currents, and any other conditions essential to the safe

performance of its undertaking.3

It is the duty of a tug to conduct its tow through chan

nels that are safe ; and where it unnecessarily adopts a dan

gerous course, when a safe one is at hand, it is liable for

running the unnecessary risk.4

1The Howard Carroll, 41 Fed. R 1 Brown, 110; The Robert H. Bur-

159; Wilson v. Sibley, 36 Fed. R. nette, 30 Fed. R 214.

379. 3 The T. J. Schuyler v. The Isaac

2 The Sally McDevitt, 24 Fed. R. H. Tillyer, 41 Fed. R 477.

302; 29 Fed. R 798; The Minnie, 31 «The George A. Dentz, 12 Fed. R

Fed. R 301; The Mary N. Hogan, 575; The Mascotte, 48 Fed. R 917.

35 Fed. R 554; Dubois v. Nichols, Failure of the master of a tug to

53 Fed. R 665; Pettie v. Boston be present at a time when special

Tow-boat Co., 49 Fed. R 464; The skill and care are required, such

Taurus, 63 Fed. R 137; The Zanove, as he alone can afford, is sufficient
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In the navigation of harbors and crowded channels a tug-

should at all times have its tow under such control that it

can stop it, or alter its movements, within such distance as

it is liable to meet other vessels. The requirements in

crowded situations are more strict than when navigating1

less frequented waters.1

Sec. 127. Promoting dangerous situation.— A tug hav

ing the power of directing its movements at will is bound

to pursue a safe and consistent course and not to lead its

tow into an unnecessarily exposed or hazardous situation,

and is liable for failure to take such timely means to avoid

the same as ordinary prudence requires. It is no defense

that it used all reasonable means to avoid danger after hav

ing brought its tow into the dangerous situation.2 It is the

duty of a tug having a tow whose condition is such that it

can with difficulty be handled, before leading it into a situa

tion where it may injure others by reason of its unmanage-

to charge the vessel with damages

for loss of the tow. Bouker v.

Smith, 40 Fed. R 839.

A steam-barge, having in tow

three schooners, allowed herself to

approach so near a lee shore that

in endeavoring to turn about the

roar vessel was stranded. The

steamer was held at fault for not

keeping out in the lake further.

The Elfinmere, 39 Fed. R. 909.

1 The American Eagle, 29 Fed. R.

302.

Where a tug undertook to tow a

boat over a bar, the conditions of

which were unknown to the tow,

it was held that the tug was bound

to ascertain the draft and not to

attempt to cross it if the water

were insufficient; but that where

a tow is taken in the course of

long-continued dealing, and the

master of the tug has no reason to

suppose that the tow is loaded

deeper than usual, and by reason

of the unusual draft it grounds, no

liability arises on the part of the

tug, it being the duty of the tow

to give information of its in

creased draft. The Harry and

Fred, 55 Fed. R 426.

2 The Osceola, 33 Fed. R. 719;

The Syracuse, 12 WalL 167; 18 Fed.

R. 828; Giovanna v. The City of

Philadelphia, 59 Fed. R. 303; The

David Morris, 1 Brown, 273.

Where a tug proceeding with a

tow permitted it to get into such

a position that unusual strain was

brought on its hawser, causing it

to break, precipitating a collision

between the tow and another ves

sel, the tug was held liable for

ensuing damages. The Alpha, 27

Fed. R. 759; The City of Philadel

phia v. Gavagnin, 62 Fed. R. 617.
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ability, to see that it is rendered as safe as the nature of the

tow will permit; and if of such a character that its danger

ous features cannot be eliminated, it should not be brought

into a position whereby it is liable to do injury. The degree

of care required on the part of a tug must be measured by

the nature and condition of its tow ; the more dangerous the

character of the latter, the greater is the care required of

the other.1 A tug will be held responsible for voluntarily

assuming to tow a dangerous craft, under circumstances

rendered dangerous by its own lack of power to handle it.2

On approaching a narrow channel or dangerous situation,

it is the duty of a tug to ascertain that the channel is not

obstructed, and that there is sufficient room for its tow to

pass in safety ; and when the approach of another is observed,

at a point where it is difficult to pass, it is the duty of the

one navigating against the current to stop before reaching

the dangerous situation, and wait for the one descending to

pass.' Extraordinary precautions are required of a tug

navigating a narrow channel with a tow so large as to oc

cupy the larger portion of the channel.4

1 The Nicholson, 28 Fed. R 889. In the case of The Pennsylvania,

2 The Gratitude, 31 Fed. R 232; 3 Ben. 215, a tug was held liable

Hadden v. The J. H. Rutter, 35 for stopping in a situation whereby

Fed. R 365; The Gorgus, 10 Ben. its tow spread by the force of the

541 ; The Howard Carroll, 41 Fed. current so as to obstruct the chan-

R 159. nel, whereby it was injured by a

Where a propellor towed a barge passing steamer,

so near a vessel at anchor that col- In the case of The Nicholson v.

lision occurred by reason of a sud- The Adams, 28 Fed. R 889, it was

den sheer of the tow, held, that the held to be negligence for a tug

propellor was at fault. The Ce- to tow a large and deeply-laden

ment Rock, 8 Ben. 443. schooner up a narrow channel dur-

5 The Osceola, 50 Fed. R 326; The ing the prevalence of a hard storm.

Senator D. C. Chase, 46 Fed. R 874; with its sails unfurled, and in such

The T. W. Snook, 49 Fed. R 686; a condition as to cause the vessel

The Dasori, 47 Fed. R. 330; Miller to become unmanageable, whereby

v. The John C. Ingram, 37 Fed. R a collision ensued.

910; The Drew, 38 Fed. R 858. Where a tug with a tow in a

4 The Lucy D., 21 Fed. R 142; The narrow channel crowded between

Iron Chief, 63 Fed. R 289. two passing tows, when it could
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A tug may be liable for starting out from a place of safety

with its tow under circumstances where a reasonably care

ful and prudent navigator would not do so. The law does

not require that a tug shall start on a voyage or trip only

when there is no possibility of danger; from the nature of

its occupation it is required to navigate in foul as well as

fair weather, although it is not justified in starting out with

a tow in the face of danger so threatening that a reasonably

prudent man would not go. Tugs undertake to bring to

their work of towing such prudence and nautical skill as is

ordinarily required in the species of navigation in which

they are engaged. And the question is the same whether

it arises where the adequacy of the tug for the work re

quired is questioned, whether it was seaworthy and properly

equipped, or whether otherwise negligent. The question is

always one of reasonable prudence and judgment; and there

is no other final or better criterion than the judgment of

practical men, schooled in the usages and requirements of

the occupation in which the tug is engaged.1

have just as well have followed the

one ahead, it was held guilty of

negligence and liable for resulting

damages. The William Orr, 54

Fed. R. 904.

i The Allie, 24 Fed. R 745; The

Hercules, 63 Fed. R. 268; The Argus,

31 Fed. R 481; The Flyer, 62 Fed.

R. 612: The Hercules. 55 Fed. R 120;

The Vandercook and The Thomas

Purcell, Jr., 65 Fed. R 251.

A tug with two vessels in tow

bound down Lake Huron was

struck by a gale with heavy snow.

The master, finding the water rap

idly shoaling, stood out to sea. In

executing this maneuver the tow-

line parted, and the tow went

ashore. Held, that the tug was

liable for bringing the tow so near

to the shore. The S. S. Wilhelm, 59

Fed. R 109.

Where a tug with two tows

tandem entered the Chicago river

abreast of a steamer going in the

same direction, and the tug by in

creasing its speed brought the

rear tow into such relations with

the steamer that it was caused to

sheer by the suction of the latter,

and came into collision with an

other vessel, the tug was held

responsible for bringing the tow

into a situation where it was liable

to receive or inflict injury.

Where a steamboat had in tow

a canal-boat on a hawser, and the

latter came into collision with a

vessel by reason of the defective

steering of the canal-boat, the

master of the steamer being pre

viously warned of her liability to

sheer, and that it steered badly,

and advised to take the boat along-
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Sec. 128. Excessive length of tow-line.— It is negli

gence for a tug to tow a vessel, and for a vessel to consent

to be towed, on a hawser that is so long that it is unman

ageable, and liable to sudden sheer, especially when navi

gating a narrow channel, where the presence of shipping

may reasonably be expected.1 It is not sufficient that con

venience and speed are promoted by length of line. The

rights of passing shipping are superior to any inconveniences

that may arise from abbreviating a dangerous length of

line. It is not negligence under all circumstances to tow a

vessel with a great length of line ; and, to render either the

side, it was held that the steam

boat was liable; that its master,

knowing the liability of the canal-

boat to sheer, owed a duty to ap

proaching vessels to have it under

such control that it could not in

jure others. The Express, 1 Blatch.

365; The Favorite, 5 Saw. 226.

Where a tug with two schooners

in tow was ascending a river and

met a raft, followed by a steamer

with three schooners in tow, the

tug in avoiding the raft grounded,

and the descending steamer, in at

tempting to pass, permitted its tow-

line to slacken, fouling with the

raft, whereby one of the descend

ing schooners collided with the

tow of the ascending tug. Held,

that the descending steamer was

liable for allowing its tow-line to

slacken, so as to foul with the raft.

The Charles Hebard, 46 Fed. R 137.

A tug, while attempting to assist

a drifting steamer that was blow

ing distress signals, and was in

great peril, accidentally collided

with and sunk it. Held, the tug

having acted in good faith in in

tending to go to its assistance, and

itself incurring danger, was not

liable for the accident. Gilman v.

The Tyler, 3 Woods, 111.

A tug in a dense fog went to the

assistance of a disabled canal-boat

lying in an exposed situation. Ow

ing to the disabled condition of

the boat it could not be steered

properly, and caused the tug to

sheer, while passing a dangerous

obstruction, and collided with the

spars of a sunken vessel, damaging

the sunken boat. Held, that the tug

was not negligent in going to the

assistance of the boat in a fog, and

that the accident was caused by

the condition of the disabled ves

sel, for which the tug was not re

sponsible. The Edwin Hawley, 41

Fed. R 606.

Where a tug in attempting to

get a line to a sailing-vessel was

interfered with, and prevented

therefrom by another, it was held

that the grounding of the vessel

was not chargeable to the negli

gence of the former. The E. D.

Holton, 55 Fed. R. 1010.

i The Robert Robinson, 55 Fed. R.

123; The Nettie, The William Orr,

The A C. Hopson, 3D Fed. R. 615.

18
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tug or tow liable, it must be shown by a fair preponderance

of proof that the collision resulted from such dangerous

length of line.1 Under all circumstances, however, where

the control of the tow is rendered difficult or uncertain by

reason of the length of line, great vigilance is required of

the tug in situations of difficulty or danger.2

Where a tug is proceeding in foggy or thick weather with

a tow on a long hawser, prudence requires the tow to take

such means for its safety as it would were it independent

and alone. While there is no statute that in definite terms

requires this, yet the general maritime law requires a vessel

navigating in thick weather to give reasonable notice of its

situation; and where it is at such a distance from its tug

that a passing vessel may be likely to regard it as being inde

pendent, there is every reason why it should be required to

use fog-signals.' And where the circumstances are such as

to make it proper, a tug having a vessel in tow, on a line of

such length that the tow is obscured by the thickness of the

weather, ought to notify passing vessels of the fact.4 To

1 The Ashford, 44 Fed. R 703. trossocks and The James McCau-

2 The Percy Birdsall, 55 Fed. R. ley, 55 Fed. R. 68a

683. It is negligence for a tug to tow

A sailing-vessel lay at anchor a vessel through the draw of a

well over to the western side of bridge with a hawser thirty-five

the Delaware river, where there fathoms or more in length, at

was sufficient width of channel, night. Booge v. L'Engle, 57 Fed. R.

with anchor-light properly set. A 306.

tug with a vessel attached to a In The Josephine B.. 58 Fed. R.

long tow-line was coming up the 813, it was held that it was not

westerly side of the river, and col- negligence for a tug to take a

lided with the anchored vessel, schooner through Hell Gate on a

Held, that both tug and tow were hawser two hundred and fifty feet

responsible,— the tug for running in length, in the absence of any

too near the westerly side of the special regulation to the contrary,

channel, and approaching unnec- 'The Peshtigo, 25 Fed. R. 488;

essarily near the anchored ship; The Ludvig Holsberg, 36 Fed. R.

that the fact of having the tow by 914; The City of Alexandria, 31

so long a hawser imposed upon the Fed. R. 427.

tug and tow unusual vigilance. 4The Jesse Williamson, Jr., 17

The Percy Birdsall v. The Inver- Blatch. 106.
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tow a vessel in a thick fog on a hawser of great length

across a fair-way, in a harbor where the passage of shipping

is constant, is such negligence as will render one or both

liable.1 The international rules of 1890 provide that a ves

sel towed may give a signal of three blasts of its fog-horn

in succession, namely, one prolonged blast followed by two

short blasts. By these rules the vessel towed is prohibited

from using any other signal.2 The use of the fog-signal is

not made peremptory by the rule, further than good sea

manship would require the use of such signals.

Sec. 129. Right of way.— While a tug and tow are ordi

narily considered as one, and that a steam-vessel, subject to

the general sailing regulations,3 yet as between a tug incum

bered with a heavily-laden tow, and a steam-vessel whose

movements are unhampered, the tug and tow have the right

of way and the other should avoid them.4 As between a tug

with a heavy tow and a sailing-vessel, there are exceptions

to the general rule requiring it to keep out of the way of the

latter ; as where a vessel with the wind free, with plenty of

iThe City of Alexandria, 31 Fed. known. The Tug Sears, 8 Fed. R

R 427. In this case it was held to 805.

be negligence for a vessel to be Where a steamer on a clear

towed across a fair-way in a heavy night met, on converging courses,

fog on a line four hundred to six a tug with two barges in tow on

hundred feet in length. long lines, and the steamer, not dis-

2 26 U. S. Stat. at L. 320, art. 15. F. covering the forward tow until well

A tug having two scows in tow on to it, stopped and backed and

on a two hundred foot hawser came into collision with the second

proceeded down a river where an- tow, held, that the steamer was

other tow was lying waiting for negligent for attempting to cross

its tug to move. The tug neglect- between the tug and the forward

ing to shorten its tow-line, the barge, even though it supposed the

first of the scows struck the tow barge was an independent vessel.

inflicting injuries. It was held The Rhode Island, 8 Ben. 50.

that the tug was negligent in at- 3The Civilito, 6 Ben. 309.

tempting to pass where there was 4 The Brothers, 30 Fed. R 75; The

not plenty of sea-room, without Ontario, 4 Pa. L. J. 812; The May-

shortening its hawser, especially umba, 21 Fed. R 476.

where the presence of others was
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sea-room, meets a tug with a heavy tow, the sailing-vessel,

being better able to control its movements than the other, is

required to keep out of the way. It may with propriety be

said that the meeting of a tug and tow with a sailing-vessel,

under such circumstances, is an exception to the general rule

requiring a steam-vessel to avoid a sailing-vesseL and falls

within the rule of special circumstances rendering a depart

ure from the general rule justifiable.1 Tugs with heavy and

uumberous tows are not held to that degree of strictness in

observing the general rules of navigation that vessels unin

cumbered are.2

A vessel with a tow passing through a narrow and danger

ous channel, with the current or tide, has the right of way

over a vessel or tow passing against it ; and it is the duty of

the latter to remain below, while the other passes, where

the channel is so narrow as to make passage abreast danger

ous.5

Sec. 130. Obstructing narrow channels.— The naviga

ble highways of commerce are free to the common use of

all, and the regulations concerning their use are as liberal

as their use is universal. A vessel under ordinary circum

stances is not obliged to delay its own movements to facili

tate the movements or comply with the convenience of

another ; at the same time the law requires the navigable

channels to be used so that the greatest good may result to

the greatest number of persons. An obstruction of naviga

tion by a vessel is not of itself actionable unless wilful and

unnecessarily continued. In the absence of local regulations

there is nothing to prevent a tug to proceed with its tow,

however large, notwithstanding it may obstruct the passage

of others and cause inconvenience and delay. Where a tug

with its tow finds it necessary for its passage through a

narrow channel to do so to the disadvantage of others, pru-

1 The Marion W. Page, 86 Fed. R » The Osceola, 50 Fed. R. 326; The

329. Dasori, 47 Fed. R 330; The T. W.

2 The Manhassett, 34 Fed. R 408. Snook, 40 Fed. R 686.
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dence requires it to seasonably warn approaching vessels of

the dangerous obstruction, and the passage should be as

speedy as circumstances permit. In the absence of necessity

a tug should not occupy more of a narrow channel than is

absolutely required, when by so doing the progress of an

other is impeded.1 A tug with a large tow, in navigating

narrow channels, is required to use extraordinary precaution,

especially when its tow occupies a large part of the channel.2

Sec. 131. Making up tow.— It is the duty of a tug in

making up a tow to so arrange the various members con

stituting it that it can be handled with safety to them and

to shipping with which it is liable to come in contact. When

the master of the tow has no voice in its arrangement, it is

the duty of the tug to see that its members are securely at

tached and that its lines are sufficient for the purpose, irre

spective of the question as to whether they are furnished by

the tow or by the tug. Presumably from the nature of its

business the officers of the tug are better qualified to judge

of the sufficiency and character of the lines than is the tow,

and the law imposes upon it the duty of seeing that they

are sufficient.' While the tug is responsible for the negli

gent arrangement it makes of its members, when under

command of their several officers, the various members of

the tow may also be liable in damages where they consent

to an arrangement so negligent in its character that it

should be observable by persons of ordinary experience in

such matters.4 But where the arrangement is not so defect-

1 The Blue Bonnet, 10 Fed. R. 150; known to bo unreliable and sub-

The Swan, 19 Fed. R. 455. ject to sudden sheer; and the tujj;

2 The Lucy D., 21 Fed. R 142; was also held liable for negligently

The Brinton, 50 Fed. R. 581. placing the tow on the end of a

5 The Quickstep. 9 Wall. 0OS. long hawser, when in a situation

4 The Nettie, 85 Fed. R 615. where it was liable to produce col-

In this case it was held that a lision, and for keeping it there

canal-boat was negligent in per- when it was known that its steer-

uiitting itself to be towed with a ing was uncertain and unreliable,

long line when its steering was
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ive as to be readily apparent, the tow is not liable, as it may

rely upon the superior qualifications of the tug, whose busi

ness may be presumed to better qualify it to judge of the

sufficiency of the arrangement than the tow, whose business

is of a passive nature, and not of such a character as neces

sarily to qualify it to determine the proper arrangement of

a tow. The tug, being responsible for the safety of the tow,

has the right to require its several members to assume such

positions as appear to the master of the tug most suitable

for towing, and least dangerous to its several members

and shipping to be met with, and the tow is bound to obey

all proper orders so long as it remains in tow ; and when it

refuses to do this, or neglects the usual duties pertaining to

a tow, the tug is relieved from the consequences attending

such conduct. But when the tug has no charge of the male-

ing up of the tow, and is simply engaged to tow it, the tug

is not responsible for the negligent arrangement, so far as

the members of the tow are concerned, but may be liable to

third parties, where the defect is patent, and sufficient to

attract the attention of ordinarily careful seamen skilled in

the navigation of tugs and tows.1

A tug and tow may remain at rest in a thoroughfare

while its»towv is being made up, so long as it does not un

necessarily obstruct navigation and leaves sufficient passage

way for others.

Sec. 132. Shifting tow.— A tow while lying at rest upon

the water for the purpose of shifting its members to differ

ent situations is in a position somewhat analogous to a ves

sel at anchor, and is not to be considered as a vessel under

way, so far as the giving of signals to approaching boats, re-

1 The Anglo-Austrian Stecim tached. winch breaking loose col-

Navigation Co. v. Cornell Steam- lided with another. Held, that the

boat Co., 32 Fed. R. 798. In this tug was not liable, as it had no

case a tow, over which the tug had means of knowing that the tow

no supervision in its make-up, sig- was not in readiness as its signal

naled a tug to proceed before one indicated,

of its members was properly at-
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<juired by the general sailing rules, is concerned ; but so far

as the tug in charge is concerned, when actually moving from

one part of the tow to another, it is to be considered underway

.and subject to the observance of the general navigation rules

in respect to an approaching vessel. When the latter ob

serves a tug and tow in this situation, it is the duty of the

approaching vessel not to intrude within the waters used by

the tow in shifting, but to keep at a distance sufficient to

prevent danger, interference or annoyance.1

Sec. 133. Dangerous tow.— A tug is bound to know the

character of the tow it is engaged in handling; and where

it is of such a dangerous nature that damage to others is

liable to follow a near approach, prudence requires the tug

to keep at such a distance that there may be no exposure to

risk; but when a near approach is unavoidable, sufficient

warning should be given of the dangerous nature of the tow,

that an approaching vessel may take all possible precautions

to incur as little risk as circumstances permit.2

Sec. 134. tlnseaworthy tow.— It is primarily the duty

of those in charge of a tow to see that it is in fit condition

to be towed. It is also the duty of those in charge of the

tug to make such an inspection of the tow as may be neces

sary to ascertain its condition. By this is not meant a mi

nute inspection of every timber, plank or line composing the

1 Phoenix Ins. Co. v. The Quaker held liable for damages incurred

City and The Isabella, 38 Fed. R. by another of the tow, injured by

153. the breaking in two of the water-

2 Benham v. The Niagra, 44 Fed. logged boat, even though the con-

R. 775; The Edmund Levy, 8 Ben. tinuance was at the request of the

144; Orhanovich v. The America, master of the water-logged boat;

4 Fed. R. 337 ; The Express, 1 Blatch. that it was improper to continue

365; The Niagra, 20 Fed. R. 152. towing, in a flotilla, a boat filled

Where a tug was engaged in tow- with water after its dangerous con-

i ng a flotilla of canal-boats, one of dition became known to the master

which filled and became water- of the tug. Scott v. Cornell Steam-

logged, and the master of the tug boat Co., 59 Fed. R. 638.

Jtnew of its condition, the tug was
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tow, bat a general inspection of those features readily ascer

tainable and open to the observation of a careful and pru

dent navigator. A tug is relieved from responsibility if

the unseaworthy condition of the tow is such that it is not

ascertainable from such examination as a prudent person

would bestow upon it before proceeding with the voyage.

Where, however, the defects of the tow are such that the

attention of the tug is called to its unseaworthiness, or could

be readily ascertained, it is negligence for the tug to proceed

until the tow is rendered safe and seaworthy.1 But it is no

defense to the liability of the tug that the tow was old and

unseaworthy, where loss occurs by striking well-known ob

structions in a channel which by ordinary prudence could

have been avoided.'

Sec. 135. Leaving tow exposed.— The duty of protect

ing its tow begins the moment a tug takes it in charge, and

continues until the tow is conducted to its destination.

Where convenience or the necessities of the case require a

tug to leave its tow at any intermediate point, without the

consent of its master or owner, the liability of the tug con-

lThe Favorite, 50 Fed. R 569; held not at fault for loss of the

The Wm. Kraft, 33 Fed. R 847; scow by reason of the giving way

The Nicholson, 28 Fed. R 889. of the bits of the scow, in a heavy

A tug towing a dredge was held sea, because of the age and inse-

not liable for proceeding on its curity of the fastenings of the

course when it was ascertained scow.

there was some sea but not enough Where a tug agreed to tow a

to be dangerous had the dredge barge that was known to be unsea-

been seaworthy, the cause of its worthy, the towing to be at the

foundering being the breaking of owner's risk, it was held to be

a chain by which the heavy dip- the duty of the tug, notwithstand-

per and crane was operated, the ing such agreement, to use ordi-

chain being insufficient for the use nary and reasonable care to pre-

to which it was applied. The Her- vent damage; and where the tug

cules, 55 Fed. R 120. » failed to use ordinary and reason-

2 Pettie v. The Boston Tow-boat able care and prudence in towing

Co, 49 Fed. R 464. it, it was held liable in damages.

In The R C. Veit, 56 Fed. R 122, McCormick v. Jarrett, 37 Fed. R.

a tug towing a dumping-scow was 380.
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tinues, and it is responsible for loss resulting from mooring

it in a dangerous situation, or for neglecting ordinary means

of prudence for its safety.1

Sec. 136. Abandonment of tow.— It is the duty of a tug

in charge of a tow to use every reasonable effort to conduct

it in safety to its destination, and it is liable for abandoning

it when absolute necessity for doing so is not shown. It is

not required that a tug shall imperil its own safety in order

to protect its tow, where the chances of imperiling itself are

as great as affording protection to its tow. It is, however,

required to do all that good seamanship can do to convey

the tow to a place of safety. Having done all that ordi

nary prudence and good seamanship requires, it has no

further liability.2

1 The American Eagle, 54 Fed. R

1010; Phoenix Towing & Transp.

Co, v. Mayor, 60 Fed. R 1019;

Morse v. The Charles Runyan, 56

Fed. R 312; 46 Fed. R 813; The

Battler, 55 Fed. R 1006.

Where a tow, at the beginning

of an unusual storm, was left in a

place of usual safety, but broke

adrift and collided with another

vessel, the evidence showing that

the place of mooring was one

of safety under ordinary circum

stances, and that the ice-floe by

which it was cut adrift was not

reasonably to be anticipated, the

tow being secured in an ordinarily

safe manner, it was held that nei

ther it nor the tug was liable.

Wishing v. Transfer No. 2, 56 Fed.

R313.

Where a tug left a canal-boat

alongside a pier where there was

not sufficient water, if the situation

was one that ought to have been

known by the master of the tug,

and the owner of the tug neglected

to remove the boat after notice of

the danger, the tug was held liable.

Morse v. The Charles Runyan, 56

Fed. R 312.

2 The John M. Nichol, 63 Fed. R

275.

In the case of Wirth v. The Will

iam Murtagh, 6 Fed. R 192, a tow

in charge of a tug sunk in a chan

nel-way and was abandoned by the

tug. Two days later collision oc

curred by another vessel running

into the sunken wreck. Suit be

ing brought against the tug for

leaving the wreck in a dangerous

situation, it was held that the tug,

having done all it could to relieve

the tow in its distress, had a right

to terminate its connection with it

when it was found to be beyond

its power to keep it afloat, and

that it was not liable for permit

ting it to remain in the channel-

It is not incumbent on the owner

of a vessel sunk in a collision to,
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Sec. 137. Towing rafts.—The same rule of law applies to

the towing of rafts that does to the towing of vessels, so far

us their management is concerned. The tug, having entire ,

charge of their movements, is wholly responsible for the gen

eral direction of the raft, and is bound to navigate it in such

a manner as not to do injury to others.1 Where the raft is

proaching steamer of the presence

of the raft. Believing it to be a

vessel at anchor, the steamer, as it

supposed, gave sufficient berth for

avoiding it, and attempting to

enter the harbor ran into the raft.

Held, that rule 12 of the navigation

laws, requiring rafts moored in a

bay, river or harbor to carry one or

more good white lights, did not au

thorize the regulations made by

the board of supervising inspect

ors, prescribing that rafts in tow

should carry certain white lights,

and that the tug did not violate

any statutory regulations in not

lighting the raft, The F. & P. M.

No. 2, 86 Fed. R. 264.

Where a steamer had in tow a

large raft proceeding down the St.

Clair river, and the raft breaking

its fastenings spread so as to oc

cupy substantially all the naviga

ble channel, and a vessel meeting it

■was injured by the raft, held, that

the tug having the raft in tow was

liable in damages for not repairing

the same, and for not giving the

necessary danger signals to the ap

proaching vessel. Benham v. The

Niagra, 44 Fed. R. 775.

In the case of The Reid Towing

& Wrecking Co. v. The Athabasca,

45 Fed. R 651, two tugs had in

charge a raft of logs about one

thousand two hundred feet in

length, conducting the same down

the Sault Ste. Marie river. Ap-

go to any expense in removing it

from the channel. The Franconia,

16 Fed. R 149. Contra, The Mis

souri River Packet Co. v. Hanni

bal & St. J. R R Co., 2 Fed. R 285.

Where the master and crew of a

coal barge in the Gulf of Mexico

signaled the tug, in whose charge

it was, that the tow was in a

dangerous condition, and lowered

a boat and abandoned the tow,

going on board the tug, it was

held that the quitting of the barge

by her master and crew, without

the intention of returning, severed

the legal relation created by the

contract of towage between the

tug and tow. The W. J. Keyser,

56 Fed. R 731.

iThe W. H. Clark, 5 Biss. 295;

Texley v. The Carl Gustaf, 53 Fed.

R 846; The Charles Hebard, 56 Fed.

R 315.

Where a tug left a raft before

reaching its destination, without

properly securing the same against

accident, and the raft was carried

away by the action of the wind

and tide, the tug was held respon

sible. The Henry Buck, 38 Fed. R.

611.

A tug having in tow a raft of

logs of sufficient width to fill the

channel was approaching a harbor.

The tug had the regulation lights,

visible from ahead, but with no

lights on the raft. A lighted lan-

iern in a yawl gave notice to an ap-
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under control of its owners, and fails through their fault

to follow the lead of the tug, there is no reason why, like a

vessel under such circumstances, it does not become liable

for its misconduct.

Sec. 138. Striving for precedence.— In the sharp com

petition for business among towing vessels there is constant

temptation to omit those prudential regulations necessary

in the navigation of such dangerous instrumentalities. While

the policy of the law is adverse to racing, and holds those

so engaged as wrong-doers, it recognizes the spirit of legiti

mate enterprise in the activity of vessels in securing em

ployment, and its policy is to encourage promptitude of

service so long as it is conducted in such a manner as not to

engender recklessness, and is conducted in compliance with

those safeguards prescribed by the general regulations.

The established custom for the approach of a tug to a

vessel requiring assistance is for the tug following the wake

of the vessel to come up on the starboard side of the tow,

and to continue alongside. A tug coming up at the same

time from any other direction should round to and come up

on the opposite side, so that the direction of the tug shall be

the same as the direction of the tow.1

Where a tug is entitled to its position by the general rules

of navigation the other must keep out of its way.2

proaching a narrow portion of the raft end on. Held, that it was a

river, where the raft would occupy hazardous undertaking to take a

nearly all the channel, one of the raft of the size of the one in ques-

tugs proceeded down stream to tion down the Sault Ste. Marie

notify vessels below of the ap- river, and knowing the attending

proach of the raft. It failed to perils, the owners undertook the

notify the Athabasca, a large pas- feat with all its attending perils,

senger steamer, whose smoke could and must suffer the consequences

be seen approaching from below. resulting from their own miscon-

Proceeding, the latter, observing duct; that the steamer was justi-

the descending tow, sheered over fled in taking the means necessary

as far as possible to one side of the to protect itself from danger.

channel. The channel being so 1 The Sturgis v. Clough, 21 How.

narrow that collision was inevita- 451.

ble, the steamer went through the 2 The R. L. Maybey, 4 Blatch.
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While courts recognize legitimate enterprise on the part

of tugs seeking tows, they will not shield one wantonly im

periling the safety of another in striving for precedence.1

Sec. 139. Presumption of fault.— The presumption of

law is that where a tow is brought into a situation where

collision ensues, the tug is responsible. This is based upon

the fact that the tug has control of its own and the other's

movements, and the contract of towage imposes upon the

tug the duty of avoiding situations where collision or injury

to the tow may ensue.2 But where it is shown that the con

tract of towage was made in view of peculiar peril to be

encountered by both the tug and tow, and that the liability

for error in navigation was fully considered and submitted

to as part of the risks to> be borne by the tow, the ordi

nary presumption of negligence on the part of the tug is not

such as to warrant a court in pronouncing it in fault with

out strict proof of the same by the party alleging.3

Mere proof of a loss suffered by a tow, however, does not

alone raise a presumption of negligence against the tug in

the absence of affirmative evidence of negligence.4

88; The Jesse Spalding, 50 Fed. R ton conduct of the H., and that it

583. was liable for the resulting dam-

1The E. D. Holton, 55 Fed. R ages.

1010; Latham v. Hamilton & Mer- 2 The Delaware, 20 Fed. R 797.

riam Co., 63 Fed. R 856. a The Packer, 24 Blatch. 27; The

In Slyfield v. Pen fold, 66 Fed. R Wm. Kraft, 33 Fed. R 847.

632, a schooner coming into a har- * The A. R Robinson, 57 Fed. R

bor signaled for a tug. Two rival 667; The Webb, 14 Wall. 406.

tugs, the H. and the C, responded. Where the master of a tug had

The schooner accepted the services no license for the waters he was

of the H., but after making a num- navigating, but the master of the

ber of unsuccessful efforts to catch tow had, and both the tug and tow

the tow-line, the schooner, which were under his control, it was.

was then in danger of grounding, held that the fact that the master

ordered the H. to leave and ordered of the tug had no license raised no

the C. to come to its rescue; the presumption of negligence con-

H. backing in between the other tributing to the collision, the

and the schooner, causing it to master of the tow skilfully per-

ground. Held, that the proximate forming the duties of both. The

cause of the damage was the wan- Charlotte, 51 Fed. R 455.
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RIVER AND HARBOR NAVIGATION.

Sec. 140. The act of congress of February 18, 1895, pro

vides that—

" On and after March 1, 1895, the provisions of sections

4233, 4412 and 4413 of the Revised Statutes, and regulations

pursuant thereto, shall be followed on the harbors, rivers

and inland waters of the United States. The provisions of

said sections of the Revised Statutes and regulations pur

suant thereto are hereby declared special rules duly made by

local authority, relative to the navigation of harbors, rivers

and inland waters, as provided for in article 30 of the act of

August 19, 1890, entitled ' An act to adopt regulations for

preventing collisions at sea.'

" Sec. 2. The secretary of the treasury is hereby author

ized, empowered and directed from time to time to designate

and define by suitable bearings or ranges, with light-houses,

light vessels, buoys or coast objects, the lines dividing the

high seas from rivers, harbors and inland waters.

" Sec. 3. Collectors or other chief officers of the customs

shall require all sail-vessels to be furnished with proper

signal-lights. Every such vessel that shall be navigated

without complying with the statutes of the United States,

or the regulations that may be lawfully made thereunder,

shall be liable to a penalty of $200, one-half to go to the in

former; for which sum the vessel so navigated shall be

liable, and may be seized and proceeded against by way of

libel in any district court of the United States having juris

diction of the offense.

" Sec. 4. The words 1 inland waters ' used in this act shall

not be held to include the Great Lakes and their connecting

and tributary waters."
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The passage of this act in effect restores the old rules of

1864,1 as amended, and as supplemented by the supervising

inspectors' rules, on the harbors, rivers and inland waters of

the United States, excepting the Great Lakes and their trib

utary and connecting waters.

Under the act of 1885 it was held that in the local navi

gation of harbors the old rules of 18C4, supplemented by the

inspectors' rules, were applicable ; but that where the harbors

were so situated as to be accessible directly from the sea, a

vessel entering therefrom and proceeding through it to its

destination continued to be governed by the international

rules.2 Under the act of 1890 no such distinction can arise,

as the act by its terms governs the navigation of all vessels

of the United States " upon the high seas and in all waters

connected therewith navigable by sea-going vessels." The

act of February 8, 1805, however, places at rest all question

as to whether the international rules have any application

in harbor navigation. Under the statute of 1885 it often

becomes a question of great difficulty to determine just

where the international rules are suspended and those gov

erning the navigation of harbors and rivers begin. Under

the present statute the secretary of the treasury is authorized

to designate and define lines dividing the high seas from

rivers, harbors and inland waters, and when this is done all

uncertainty will be removed.

Sec. 141. Western rivers — Inspectors' rule I— Right

ofway.— " When steamers are approaching each other from

opposite directions, the signals for passing shall be one blast

of the steamer's whistle to pass to the right, and two blasts

of the steam-whistle to pass to the left. The pilot on the

ascending steamer shall be the first to indicate the side on

which he desires to pass ; but if the pilot in the descending

steamer shall deem it dangerous to take the side indicated

1 U. S. R S., §§ 4233, 4412, 4413.

sThe Greenpoint, 31 Fed. R 231;

The Aurania and The Republic, 29

Fed. R 98; The Excelsior, 33 Fed.

R 564.
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by the pilot of the ascending steamer, he shall at once sig

nify that fact by sounding the alarm or danger-signal of

three or more short blasts of the steam-whistle, and it shall

be the duty of the pilot of the ascending steamer to answer

by a similar signal of three or more blasts of the whistle,

after which the pilot of the descending steamer may indi

cate by his whistle the side on which he desires to pass, and

the pilot of the ascending steamer shall govern himself ac

cordingly, the descending steamer being entitled to the right

of way.

" The signals for passing must be made, answered and un

derstood before the steamers have arrived at a distance of

eight hundred yards of each other. ' Provided, howeverr

that when a steamer on the Mississippi river is about to

enter the Ohio river at the same time that a steamer on the

Ohio river is about to enter the Mississippi river at Cairo

Point, the steamer on the Mississippi river shall give the

first signal. But in no case shall pilots on steamers attempt

to pass each other until there has been a thorough under

standing as to the side each steamer shall take.' " 1

By this rule the descending steamer has the right of way.

If it fails to adopt the course indicated by the one ascend

ing, when the descending steamer fails to observe the rule

and makes no signal of approval or disapproval of the course

designated, or returns a signal which is not understood by

the one ascending, it is the duty of the latter to stop and

not proceed until a full understanding is reached as to what

direction each will take. The fact that either does an unlaw

ful act does not excuse the other, and each is liable for the

consequences of its unlawful conduct.2

The primary right of selecting the course to be pursued

is conferred by the rule on the ascending boat, the other

having the right to refuse to comply with its selection. The

right of way being with the descending steamer, the other,

on receiving notification of its course, must govern itself ac-

1 Rule 1 for Western Rivers, In- ' United States v. Keller, 19 Fed.

sectors' Rules, 1895; The Wydale, R 63a

37 Fed. R 716.
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cordingly.1 The descending boat having the right to insist

that its designation of course be observed, confers upon it

no right to insist upon its selection, when by so doing risk

of collision is enhanced.3 The rules are to be liberally con

strued with the end in view that they are established for the

prevention of collisions, and the courts will not tolerate

captious or capricious conduct by insisting on the observance

of a rule where it is not clearly within the spirit of the gen

eral regulations. The rule giving the ascending vessel the

right to select its course, if not disputed by the other, can

not be understood as giving the up-stream boat the right,

under all circumstances, of choosing its line of navigation ;

as where the ascending vessel is on one side of the river and

the one descending is on the opposite side, with sufficient

depth and width of river between, the law will not permit

the one having the right of way to captiously insist that

the other shall cross over and pass at its dictation.3

As between steamboats and flat-boats, and similar craft

floating down stream, the right of way is with the latter, and

the steamer is obliged to avoid them. In case of collision,

the presumption of fault is against the steamer and in favor

of the flat-boat. As between a descending tug with a tow,

and one ascending a river in a narrow channel or in a bend

of a river, the descending vessel has the right of way.4

Sec. 142. Inspectors' rule II.—" If from any cause the sig

nals for passing are not made at the proper time, as provided

in rule I, or should the signals be given and not properly

understood from any cause whatever, and either boat be

comes imperiled thereby, the pilot on either steamer may

be the first to sound the alarm or danger signal, which shall

consist of three or more short blasts of the steam-whistle in

quick succession. Whenever the danger signal is given, the

engines of both steamers must be stopped and backed until

1 Rule 1, Supervising Inspectors' 3 Thorp v. The Defender, 1 Bond,

Rules, 1895. 397.

2 Schenok v. The Fremont, 1 * The Marshall, 12 Fed. R. 921.

Bond. 57.
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their headway has been fully checked. Nor shall the en

gines of either steamer be again started ahead until the

steamers can safely pass each other. Vessels approaching

each other from opposite directions are forbidden to use

what has become technically known among pilots as " cross-

signals;" that is, answering one whistle with two, and an

swering two whistles with one. In all cases and under all

circumstances a pilot receiving either of the whistle signals

provided in the rules, which for any reason he deems inju

dicious to comply with, instead of answering it with a cross-

signal must at once observe the provisions of this rule."

Sec. 143. Narrow channel — Inspectors' rule III.—

" When two boats are about to enter a narrow channel at the

same time, the ascending boat shall be stopped below such

channel until the descending boat shall have passed through

it; but should two boats unavoidably meet in such channel,

then it shall be the duty of the pilot of the ascending boat to

make the proper signals ; and when answered, the ascending

boat shall lie as close as possible to the side of the channel

the exchange of signals may have determined, as provided

by rule I, and either stop the engines or move them so as

only to give the boat steerage-way, and the pilot of the de

scending boat shall cause his boat to be worked slowly until

he has passed the ascending boat. When two steamers are

approaching a bridge-span or draw from opposite directions,

and the passing signals as provided in rule I have been given

and understood, should the pilot of the descending steamer

deem it dangerous for the steamers to pass each other be

tween the piers of such span or draw, he shall sound the alarm

or danger signal, and it shall then be the duty of the pilot

of the ascending steamer to answer with a similar alarm sig

nal and to slow or stop his engines below such span or draw

until the descending steamer shall have passed." 1

1 Rule III, Board of Supervising The Scotts Greys v. The Santiago

Inspectors, 1895; Canfield v. The de Cuba, 19 Fed. R. 213; The City

F. & P. M. No. 2, 44 Fed. R 698, of Springfield, 26 Fed. R 158.

701; The Cherokee, 15 Fed. R. 119;

19
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Every steamer navigating the rivers and interior waters

of the country is presumed to know the situation and

character of narrow and dangerous places in the waters

it is navigating. The omission of a descending vessel to

give the usual warning signal required by the rule will not

justify an ascending steamer aware of its presence from

failing to remain below the dangerous passage while the as

cending boat passes.1

Sec. 144. Inspectors' rule IV.— "When a steamer is as

cending and running close on a bar or shore, the pilot shall

in no case attempt to cross the river, when a descending

boat shall be so near that it would be possible for a collision

to ensue therefrom."2

Sec. 145. Inspectors' rule V— Bend of river.—" Where

any steamer, whether ascending or descending, is nearing a

short bend or point where from any cause a steamer ap

proaching in an opposite direction cannot be seen at a dis

tance of six hundred yards, the pilot of such steamer, when

he shall have arrived within six hundred yards of that bend

or point, shall give a signal of one long sound of his steam-

1 The Rescue, 24 Fed. R. 44; West- aground, it appearing that there

ern Ins. Co. v. The Goody Friends, was sufficient room to pass, the as-

1 Bond, 459. cending vessel was held not at fault

In The Monitor, 4 Biss. 503, a tug for collision resulting from an un-

and tow were navigating a narrow expected drifting of one of the

channel, and collided with a canal- barges. The Cherokee, 15 Fed. R.

boat lawfully moored at the side 119.

of the channel, caused by the sue- It is negligence for a steamer, in

tion created by the passage of an- a narrow channel only seven hun-

other vessel. Held, that the tug dred or eight hundred feet wide,

was liable for attempting to pass where the presence of shipping

in a dangerous situation while an- may reasonably be expected, to

other was making the same pas- run at the rate of fourteen knots

sage. per hour on a dark night. The

Where an ascending vessel en- Saratoga, 87 Fed R 119.

tered a narrow channel of a river * Rule IV, Supervising Inspect-

where a tug with barges in tow ors. Rules 1895.

were situated with one barge
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whistle, as a notice to any steamer that may be approach

ing; and should there be any approaching steamer within

hearing of such signal, it shall be the duty of the pilot

thereof to answer such signal by one long sound of his

steam-whistle; when both boats shall be navigated with the

proper precautions, as required by the preceding rules." '

In the navigation of most western rivers the custom is for

ascending boats to navigate near the points, and the de

scending boats to run the bends. Where this custom pre

vails and is not observed, and collision results, it has been

held that the boat failing to conform to the custom will be

liable.2 In running a bend, neither of two approaching boats

has a right to rely upon the other to hold its exact course.

It is only required to keep its relative course.3

Sec. 146. Inspectors' rule VI — Navigating in fog.—

" When a steamer is running in a fog or thick weather, it

shall be the duty of the pilot to sound his steam-whistle at

intervals not exceeding one minute. Steamers on rivers

whose waters flow into the Gulf of Mexico, lying to during

fog or thick weather, when the fog whistle or any sound is

heard indicating the approach of another steamer, shall, if

lying on the right shore or right bank, give one tap of the

bell ; if lying on the left shore or left bank, give two taps

of the bell at intervals of not more than one minute, to indi

cate their presence, which signals shall continue until the

approaching steamer has passed. Right or left shore or

bank is understood by facing down stream or with the

flow of the current." This rule is not prohibitory, and is

not intended to prevent boats from running in a fog; it

1 Rule V, Supervising Inspectors' A tug with a heavy tow, coming

Rules 1895; The City of Spring- down a river with the current,

field, 26 Fed. R 158; The Lucy, 44 having to pass a sharp bend where

Fed. R. 938; Stark v. The F. & P. the tide sweeps rapidly toward the

M. No. 2, 44 Fed. R 701. opposite shore, has the right of

2 Shirley v. The Richmond, 2 way over an ascending tug and

Woods, 58. tow. The Marshall, 12 Fed. R.

3The W. EL Beaman, 18 Fed. R 92L

£14.
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simply throws about their navigation such safeguards as it

can to reduce the risks of collision. The propriety of navi

gation under the particular circumstances must in all cases

be left to the decision of the vessel at the time.1 While the

mere act of navigating in a fog is not unlawful, if it is

coupled with the navigation of a dangerous situation, the re

strictions imposed are proportioned to the dangers of the

situation.2

Sec. 147. Passing —Inspectors' rule Til.3— "Where

steamers are running in the same direction, and the pilot of

the boat astern shall desire to pass either side of the boat

ahead, he shall give the signal as in rule I, and the pilot of

the boat ahead shall answer by the same signal, or, if hepre-

fers to keep on his course, he shall make the necessary sig

nals, and the boat wishing to pass must govern herself

accordingly ; but the boat ahead shall in no case attempt to

cross her bow or crowd upon her course.

"Every vessel coming up with another vessel from any

direction more than two points abaft her beam, that is, in

such a position with reference to the vessel which she is

overtaking that at night she would be unable to see either

of that vessels side-lights, shall be deemed to be an overtak

ing vessel, and no subsequent alteration of the bearing be

tween the two vessels shall make the overtaking vessel a

crossing vessel, within the meaning of these rules, or relieve

her of the duty of keeping clear of the overtaking vessel

until she is finally past and clear."

In the navigation of rivers, as in the navigation of larger

bodies of water, the law requires vessels to keep at a dis

tance from each other in passing and in following, sufficient

to enable each to avoid the other in case of mishap or con

tingency liable to arise. In the navigation of narrow

streams and doubtful channels, a vessel following another

1 The Joseph W. Gould, 19 Fed. a For further inspectors' rules

R. 785. see page 80.

2 The St. John, 29 Fed. R. 221.
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should keep so far astern that in case of sudden stop or mis

hap it will have sufficient room to keep away.1

Where two vessels are ascending a river abreast of each

other, the outer one having the greatest amount of sea-room

is obliged to give way to the inner one and to keep at suffi

cient distance to avoid danger of collision.2

Sec. 148. Dangerous rate of speed.—ISTo rate of speed

can be prescribed for the navigation of rivers that would be

applicable at all times and all places. The rule as to reason

able speed is the same as that applicable to deep-water navi

gation. It must be such a speed as to enable the vessel to

avoid one approaching within such distance as it is observ

able, taking into consideration the speed of both vessels.3

In navigating in foggy weather near piers or where the

presence of boats may be reasonably expected, or in navi

gating a narrow channel, prudence demands the greatest

care, and the speed should be reduced to a point where the

forward direction of the boat may be changed on approach

of danger.4 The fact being shown that such excess of speed

did not contribute to the injury, no liability is thereby in

curred. The proof, however, should be clear and positive,

and the burden of showing that it did not contribute to the

collision is upon the party asserting the fact.5

1 The Hackensack, 32 Fed. R. 800. a narrow channel nearly end on,

5 W. J. Portevant v. The Bella with a combined speed of nearly

Donna, 1 Newb. 510. nine miles per hour, was held to be

3Seven or eight miles an hour is running at excessive speed. The

too great a rate of speed for a San Carlos, 14 Fed. R 797.

steamboat having barges in tow, 5 The City of Macon, 47 Fed. R.

in foggy weather, at a dangerous 919.

point on the Mississippi river. Se- In the case of The Florida, 4

curity Ins. Co. v. The Milwaukee, Blatch. 470, it was held that nine

4 Am. L. T. (U. S. Cts.) 147. miles an hour was exceasive speed

«The St. John, 29 Fed. R. 221; in a river crowded with shipping.

Crey v. The Jessie Russell, 5 Fed. In the case of The Morning Star,

R 639; The Minnie, 20 Fed. R 543. 4 Biss. 62. twelve and a half miles

A steam-vessel approaching a without a competent lookout was

Bailing-vessel in the night-time in unreasonable speed in a river where
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Sec. 1+0. Hugging shore.— It is the usual custom for

boats ascending western rivers to hug the shore to avoid the

retarding influence of the current, while the descending boat

is entitled to the middle of the stream, to take advantage of

its current. It is customary for an ascending steamer to

take the bank to her right, but it may lawfully take the

other, when the necessary precautions are given to inform

others of its situation.1 It is the duty of an ascending boat,

when proceeding against the current, to hug the shore as

near as it safely may, where it is necessary to do so to afford

the one descending sufficient room to pass, the latter having

the right of way as against the other in narrow passages.2

Sec. 150. To keep middle of river.— It is the custom of

steamers navigating western rivers for descending vessels

to navigate in mid-stream as nearly as possible, and for as

cending vessels to navigate inshore ; the reason being that

the steamer navigating inshore is less impeded by the cur

rent than if in mid-stream, while the force and direction of

the current are to the advantage of the one descending.'

The custom of navigation on western rivers requires a de

scending boat to run down the bend where it finds the

strongest current and the deepest water, and the ascending

boat to keep as close as possible to the shore, where the cur

rent is least resistful.4 Neglect of this custom of navigation,

it has been held, will render the one violating it— if such

neglect produces the injury— liable in damages.5 Although

the passage of boats was fre- Relief, Olc. 104; The Bridgeport, 1

quent. Ben. 65; Shirley v. The Richmond,

In the case of The Little Giant, 2 "Woods, 58; The Scranton, 5

2 Biss. 23, over five miles an hour Blatch. 400; The Belle, 34 Fed. R

by a tug in a crowded thorough- 669; Barrett v. Williamson, 4 Mc-

fare was held unreasonable speed. Lean, 580.

1 Schenck v. The Fremont, 1 * Key v. The Ambassador, 1 Bond,

Bond, 57; Keys v. The Ambassador, 237.

1 Bond, 237. »Sinnot v. The Dresden, Newb.

2 The Annie E. Valentine. 22 Fed. 474; Shirley v. The Richmond, 2

R. 620. Woods, 58.

3The Natchez, 1 Newb. 489; The The rule of navigation on the
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the usual rule requires a descending boat to keep in the

middle of the river, it may hug the shore so long as it does

not interfere with the rights of others ascending; when,

however, an ascending boat is met and indicates its disposi

tion to hold the shore, the descending boat must give way.1

Sec. 151. Usage.— "When well-known usage has sanc

tioned the employment of a specific course for ascending and

another for descending vessels, the usage, if not in violation

of the statute, should be observed ; and where either, for suf

ficient cause, deviates from the established course, it should

resume it as soon as the necessity for such deviation is

passed.2 A steamer navigating a river should comply with

the known customs so far as they are not in violation of

law. But where a custom is in violation of an express stat-

ute the custom is subordinate to the statute.'

Chicago river is that a steamer

must take the starboard side of the

channel both in ascending and de

scending. The Brothers, 2 Biss. 104.

The custom of the Mississippi

river is for the ascending steamer

to keep the right-hand bank. Qos-

lee v. Shute, 18 How. 463.

i Thorp v. The Defender, 1 Bond,

397.

Where two vessels were ap

proaching each other in a narrow

and winding part of a river under

such circumstances that neither

was entitled to the use of the cen

ter of the stream over the other,

there being nothing to prevent

each from keeping its own side of

the stream, the court found both

at fault where the collision oc

curred in mid-stream. The Nau

tilus, 1 Ware, 529.

'The Magenta, 2 Abb. 495; The

A. Demerest,25 Fed. R 921; The

John L. Hasbrouck, 93 U. S. 405.

In the case of The Niles "Works

v. Page, 24 How. 228, it was held

that a steamboat ascending the

Ohio river was liable for colliding

with a flat-boat descending, when

it was shown that the custom of

steamboats was to avoid them.

Where by a custom on the Ohio

it was shown that descending boats

were in the habit of keeping the

middle of the river, and on meet

ing an ascending boat to stop its

engines and float, leaving the

choice of sides to the one ascend

ing, the descending boat was held

liable for failure to comply with

the custom. Barrett v. William

son, 4 McLean, 589.

' The Pequot, 30 Fed. R. 839.

In Titus v. The James Bowen, 52

Fed. R. 510, the district court for

the eastern division of Pennsyl

vania held that the established

custom of the port of Philadelphia,

that on the Delaware river between
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Sec. 152. Obstructing channels.— It is not unlawful to

temporarily obstruct the navigable channel of a river where

the necessity of the situation demands it. It becomes unlaw

ful only when unnecessarily prolonged. Where a boat is

navigating a river at a point where there is a well-known

custom to obstruct navigation for the more convenient pass

ing of natural or artificial difficulties, it becomes the duty

of an approaching boat to navigate in compliance with the

known custom.1 Where one negligently obstructs naviga

tion he must suffer the attending consequences, unless there

is such contributory negligence as will render the other

liable.2

Sec. 153. Eastern rivers.— The navigation of the rivers

flowing into the Atlantic ocean, as well as all other rivers,

and inland waters of the United States, excepting the Great

Lakes and their connecting and tributary waters, are, under

the act of congress of February 18, 1895, governed by the

rules prescribed by sections 4233, 4412, 4413 of the Revised

Statutes * of the United States, and the regulations of the

supervising inspectors made pursuant thereto.4 In many

states local statutes prescribe rules for the government of

river navigation within their borders, which must be ob

served, and which have the full force of federal regulations

when not in conflict with the laws of congress. When in

conflict with federal regulations, the latter prevail.

Sec. 154. Collisions at bend of river and near docks or

piers.— " Whenever a steamer is nearing a short bend or

curve in the channel, where from the height of the banks

League Island and Walnut-street 328; The Fawcett v. The L. W.

wharf, vessels ascending at ebb tide Morgan, 6 Fed. R. 200.

shall keep in shore, and those pass- ' See Rules for Navigation of

ing down shall keep in the channel, Harbor and Inland Waters, page-

supersedes regulations prescribed 79.

by the act of 1885. 4 For Rules of Supervising In-

1 The Echo, 19 Fed. R 453. spectors, see page 80.

2 The St. Lawrence, 19 Fed. a
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or other causes a steamer approaching from the opposite di

rection cannot be seen for a distance of half a mile, the pilot

of such steamer, when he shall have arrived within half a

mile of such curve or bend, shall give a signal by one long

blast of the steam-whistle, which signal shall be answered

by a similar blast given by the pilot of any approaching

steamer that may be within hearing. Should such signal

be so answered by a steamer upon the further side of such

bend, then the usual signals for meeting and passing shall

immediately be given and answered ; but if the first alarm.

signal of such pilot be not answered, he is to consider the

channel clear and govern himself accordingly. When boats

are moved from their docks or berths, and other boats are

liable to pass from any direction toward them, they shall

give the same signal as in case of boats meeting at a bend;

but immediately after clearing the berths so as to be fully

in sight, they shall be governed by rule 1." 1

Sec. 155. East river.— The statute of New York requires

vessels navigating East river to keep as near the center of

the stream as possible. The presence of so much shipping

makes the navigation of this river especially dangerous; and

a vessel failing to keep as near to the center of the stream

as practicable does so at its peril.2

The violation of the statutory rule is not sufficient to

charge a vessel with damages unless the violation contrib

utes to the collision ; the rule being that if the navigation

of a vessel contrary to the statute produces difficulty or em

barrassment, the violation is held to be a contributory fault,5

1 Rule V, Supervising Inspectors' 2The Maryland, 19 Fed. R. 551;

Rules, 1895, for Western Rivers. The Monticello, 15 Fed. R. 474; The

In the case of The City of Spring- Pequot, 30 Fed. R 839; The Doris

field, 26 Fed. R. 158, it was held Eckhoff, 32 Fed. R 555; The W. H.

that a long whistle given in pur- Beaman, 45 Fed. R 125.

suance of the above rule is not an 3The Clara, 49 Fed. R 765; The

indication of the course to be pur- Columbia, 29 Fed. R 71 6.

sued where there are several avail- Where a vessel, failing to comply

able channels around the bend. with the statutory requirement to
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but if no embarrassment is caused by sucb violation no lia

bility follows.1

Sec. 156. Navigation of Hell Gate.— "When two steam

ers are approaching the narrows known as 'Hell Gate' on

the East river at New York, side by side or nearly so, run

ning in the same direction. the steamer on the right or star

keep in the middle of the river,

hugs the shore, and to avoid collid

ing with vessels about the docks

sheers out into mid-stream and col

lides with a vessel lawfully passing

in the middle of the river, the

former was held liable. The Bay

State, 3 Blatch. 48: The City of

Chester, 24 Fed. R 91.

1 The Titan. 44 Fed. R 510: 49

Fed. R 479; The Emperor, 46 Fed.

R. 143.

A vessel following another on

flood-tide in the East river is re

quired by good seamanship to keep

a sufficient distance away, so as to

be able to avoid the one leading

in case she makes a stop. The

Hackensack, 32 Fed. R 800.

The statute of New York requir

ing vessels navigating the East

river to keep in the middle of the

river does not apply above the

southerly end of Blackwell.s Island,

The Rosedale, 22 Fed. R 737.

In the case of McCaldin v. The

Amos C. Barstow, 50 Fed. R 62A,

a vessel rounded the Battery and

entered the East river six hundred

or seven hundred feet from the

ends of the piers, at a rate of speed

of at least ten knots per hour.

Collision ensuing, it was held at

fault for failing to keep in the

middle of the stream, and for going

at immoderate speed in that situa

Where a state statute required

vessels to keep on the right-hand

side of a river, it was held that a

colliding vessel was not in fault

merely because it was in the wrong

part of the river, if there was time

and space to avoid the collision.

The Britannia, 34 Fed. R 546.

A vessel which kept close to the

New York shore, coming up the

East river, without justification,

in violation of the statute requir

ing her to keep in the middle of

the river, and crossed the bows of

an approaching vessel, without an

assent thereto on the part of the

latter, was held liable for ensuing

damages. The Rockaway, 38 Fed.

R856.

The obligation to exhibit a flash

light in the North river under sec

tion 4234 was held applicable to all

sailing-vessels, and not merely to

those of which the collector or

general officers of the customs

have jurisdiction. The Saratoga,

37 Fed. R 119.

A steamer was held at fault for

attempting to pass another going

in an opposite direction, starboard

to starboard, instead of keeping in

the middle of the river, and passing

port to port as required by the in

spectors' rules and the statute of

New York. The Empire, 63 Fed.

R476.

tion.
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board hand of the other (when approaching from the west),

when they shall have arrived abreast of the north end of

Blackwell's Island, shall have the right of way, and the

steamer on the left or port side shall check her way and

drop astern. In like case, when two steamers are approach

ing from the east, and are abreast of Negro Point, the

steamer on the right or starboard hand of the other shall

have the right of way, and shall proceed on her course with

out interference, and the steamer on the port side of the

other shall keep at a safe distance astern (not less than three

lengths) until both steamers have passed through the diffi

cult channel." 1

iRule "VII, Supervising Inspect

ors' Rules, 1895.

Where two steamers passing

through this channel exchange

their signals, amounting to an

agreement that the one astern

might pass the other, held, that

such agreement implies that the

overtaking vessel will fulfill her

statutory duty, and keep out of

the way of the other, and that the

latter will keep its course. The

Dentz, 29 Fed. R 525; The Plym

outh Rock, 26 Fed. R 40.

A vessel ascending the river at

Hell Gate at ebb-tide has the right

to presume that descending vessels

will take the other passage, and

that they will not take the east

passage. The City of Springfield,

26 Fed. R 158.

A steamer proceeding from Har

lem to New York city met a sail

ing-vessel with her canvass up, ap

parently in motion, proceeding

towards the Sound. Being early in

the morning, before it was light,

the steamer sounded its whistle to

ascertain whether the vessel was

under way or not, and receiving

no answer assumed that it was

under way, and took a course

which would have avoided it had

it been alone, but being in tow of

a tug which was concealed from

view of the steamer, collision fol

lowed. Held, that the steamer

was not at fault. Carter v. The

Morrisania, 3 Fed. R. 925.

Where a tug and tow met a

steam yacht in the east channel

of Hell Gate, and the tug omitted

to change its course to conform to

the given signals for passing, it

was held that the yacht was not

necessarily negligent in taking the

east channel. The Peerless, 55 Fed.

R 342.

A steamboat bound west through

Hell Gate on a flood-tide is not at

fault for taking the east channel

after giving one signal to an ap

proaching tow. Union Insurance

Co. v. The Bridgeport, 35 Fed. R

222.

The supervising inspectors' rule

virtually forbids one vessel to pass

another at all while going around

Negro Point near Hell Gate, and if

a vessel attempts to pass another
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The navigation of this narrow and difficult passage is so

fraught with danger that a special rule has been prescribed

by the inspectors for its navigation, which is strictly en

forced in all matters of local navigation.

Sec. 157. Harbor navigation.— The care required in the

navigation of crowded harbors must be commensurate with

the increased risk attending this spec ies of navigation. What

would be ordinary care at sea, where room is abundant, and

where shipping is to be met with at rare intervals only, may

be wholly insufficient in a harbor alive with craft of all

sorts, and where room for maneuvering is limited.1 Espe

cially is added vigilance required when entering at night or

under circumstances where vision is obscured, and the vessel

has not a clear and uninterrupted view of the movements

of craft about the harbor. Navigating a harbor at night or

in a thick fog is not of itself negligence; the only burden

imposed by such navigation being the added care and watch

fulness required to avoid danger.-'

In entering harbors and in approaching the vicinity of

docks, slips and other mooring places, prudence requires a

moderate rate of speed and the greatest watchfulness and

care that the vessel is under absolute control.'

on the north side of the channel,

she must go to starboard in com

pliance with rule 8. Milliken v.

The C. H. Northam, 37 Fed. R 238.

iThe Allegheny, 9 Wall. 522; The

Corsica, 9 WalL 030; The City of

Paris, 9 Wall. 634; Culbertson v.

The Southern Belle, 18 How. 584.

» The Sylph, 4 Blateh. 24; Ward

v. The A. Rossiter, 6 McLean, 63;

Ward v. The Dousman, 6 McLean,

S!l ; The Scioto, 2 Ware, 360 (Dav.

359); The Wesley A. Gove, 27 Fed.

R. 311.

'The D. R. Martin, 10 Ben. 532;

The Howard, 30 Fed. R. 280; The

Allegheny, 9 WalL 522; The City

of Paris, 9 WalL 034; The Badger

State, 15 Fed. R. 340.

A steamer running at the rate of

nine miles an hour in a dense fog

in the vicinity of Chicago harbor

was in fault for excessive speed.

The Peshtigo, 25 Fed. R. 488.

The sailing rules prescribed by

congress in 1885 held to yield in

part to local regulations and cus

toms. The James Bowen, 52 Fed.

R. 510.

Vessels of moderate size moving

at moderate speed in the harbor of

New York in clear weather were

held not guilty of culpable negli

gence in passing each other at a
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Sec. 158. Local ordinances.— State laws or municipal

ordinances may be made regulating the navigation of har

bors; and such regulations, when not in conflict with the

laws of congress, must be observed with the same degree of

respect that are due the latter. Port regulations prescribing

anchorage grounds, and all matters of a public nature, are

strictly within the province of state or municipal control,

and are enforceable like any other law.1

distance of one hundred feet. The

St. Johns, 34 Fed. R. 70S.

"Where a ferry-boat ran in a har

bor on a dark night in a situation

where vessels were accustomed to

anchor, using a defective compass,

it was held to be such negligence

as to render it liable. Lenox v.

Winisimmet Co., 1 Spra. 160.

Where a steamer navigating the

waters of a harbor passed a slip

at a distance of about nine hun

dred feet, out of which another

steamer was emerging, the latter

being on the starboard hand of the

other, and in full view of it, it was

held that the nineteenth rule was

clearly applicable and the former

vessel was required to keep out of

the way. Greenman v. The Narra-

gansett, 4 Fed. R. 244.

Where a vessel navigated a har

bor in a dense fog at half its usual

speed, and failed to observe the

whistle of an approaching boat

proceeding at about the same rate,

both were held liable, the former

for failing to stop and reverse as

soon as the signal of the other in

dicated a nearness rendering risk

of collision. The Stamford, 27 Fed.

R 227.

Before emerging from slips it is

the duty of vessels to give suffi

cient signals to warn passing ves

sels of such emergence, and the

greatest caution is required, both

in the matter of speed and observ

ance of others, to guard against

collision. The Edmund Levy, 8

Ben. 144; The Nevada, 17 Blatch.

122.

1 The James Gray v. The John

Fraser, 21 How. 184.

Where a ship is required by local

statutes to obey the direction of a

harbor-master, and in following

such directions in entering a dock

or slip collision ensues, the vessel

is not responsible where the direc

tions of the harbor-master are

strictly followed. The Belbao,

Lush. 149.
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MISCELLANEOUS COLLISIONS.

Sec. 159. Ferry-boats.— The law applicable to the navi

gation of ferry-boats is the same that governs the conduct

of other craft. A ferry-boat is bound to observe the usual

rules of navigation for vessels in like situations, and is not

entitled to any exemption from liability for failure to ob

serve such regulations by reason of its occupation.1 They

have no prior rights over other classes of water-craft, and in

entering or emerging from their docks and in their general

navigation are subject to the same rules that govern other

vessels ; ' and where so situated that collision is liable to

ensue by emerging from their slip, they are required Like

other vessels to wait within until the danger has passed,

notwithstanding its schedule time for leaving has arrived.5

Where ferry-boats, by reason of their frequent navigation

of the same waters, and for mutual convenience, observe a

custom as to right of way or other details of navigation

not in harmony with the general rules, as between each

other they may be held to the observance of such agreement

or custom where the same is fully established to the satisfac

tion of the court; 4 but as between themselves and third par-

1The Baltimore, 34 Fed. R 660; R 460; The Hackensack, 5 Fed. R.

The E. C. Scranton, 3 Blatch. 50; 181.

The America. 10 Blatch. 155. * The Pavonia, 26 Fed. R. 106.

2 The Manhassett, 34 Fed. R 408; Where a ferry-boat on the East

The Pavonia, 23 Fed. R 204; Ham- river, having occasion to go in the

ilton v. The John King, 49 Fed. R vicinity of piers appropriated by

409. law to the special use of canal-

' The Columbus, 1 Abb. Adm. boats, attempted to pass between

384; Case v. The Susquehanna, 35 tugs lying off those piers, waiting

Fed. R 325; The Hudson City, 38 for their tows, at a distance of two-

Fed. R 446; The Venetian, 29 Fed. or three hundred feet, it was held
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ties, no custom opposed to the general rules governing their

conduct can be shown in defense for a violation of a stat

utory rule.

Sec. 160. Collision with small boats — Row-boats.—

Row-boats are not " vessels " within the meaning of the sail

ing rules prescribed by statute, and a steamer is not bound

to slacken its speed or change its course on observing a row-

boat ahead under such condition that the row-boat can

easily avoid the other. Row-boats being of such a character

as to admit of easy and speedy movement are required to

keep out of the way of larger and more cumbersome vessels,

whose movements are laborious and less under command.

While a steamer is not justified in recklessly colliding with

a row-boat, yet when the latter is observed at a distance,

apparently under command, and so situated that a few

strokes of the oar will remove it from danger, the larger

vessel may rely on its doing so.1 A steamer may assume,

until the contrary appears, that a row-boat is properly

manned and equipped and will take the usual precautions to

avoid danger; and where it appears that collision ensues as

a result of ignorance and mismanagement of the row-boat,

no liability follows on the part of the colliding vessel.2

Where the row-boat is observed to be mismanaged or labor

ing under disadvantages such as to render its ability to avoid

an approaching vessel doubtful, it becomes the duty of the

latter to avoid approaching near enough to inflict damage.

It is negligence for an inexperienced oarsman to attempt to

at fault. Conover v. The City of withstanding the fault of the other.

Cheater, 24 Fed. R 91. See, also, The C. H. Seuff, 32 Fed.

In The John S. Darcey, 29 Fed. R 237.

R 644, it was held that a tug in 1 Fischer v. Camden & P. Steam-

navigating about the entrance to boat Co., 124 Pa. St. 154; TheMissis-

a slip was chargeable with notice quoi, 8 Ben. 6.

of the ordinary course of a ferry- 2 The Plymouth, 26 Fed. R 879;

boat in making her slip. The ferry Philadelphia, etc. R R Co.

was held liable where it could Adams, 89 Pa. St. 31; Brown v.

have avoided the collision, not- French, 104 Pa. St. 604.
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cross the path of a steamer but a short distance in front

of it.1

Sec. 161. Sail-boats.— The duty imposed upon steamers

in respect to small sail-boats is somewhat different from the

rule applied to steamers and row-boats. The latter, being

capable of self-propulsion, independent of external forces, are

held to a greater degree of responsibility to avoid danger

than are sail-boats whose means of propulsion are dependent

upon the caprice of wind and weather. It may be stated

as a general rule that steamers are bound to avoid sailing-

boats,2 especially when they are seen to be becalmed, or in a

situation where their movements cannot be controlled; but

when a sail-boat is provided with oars, or other means at

hand for self-propulsion, it is its duty to apply such means

to remove it from danger, and for failure to do so may be

held responsible for ensuing damages. In the case of small

sail-boats under way, and a steamer approaching, the latter

is primarily bound to keep out of the way, although the

other is not excused from failure to do as much as it can to

keep away after collision becomes apparent.'

1 Sekerek v. Jutte, 153 Pa. St. 117. of the steamer, and that there was

In Beck v. East River Ferry Co., no liability on the part of its

6 Robt. (N. Y.) 82, plaintiff's intes- owners.

tate with two others was out row- Where persons in a row-boat had

ing in the harbor of New York, crossed the path of an approach-

where they were overtaken and ing steamer, but which, by reason

run down by a steamer. Just be- of the loss of an oar, was thrown

fore collision took place intes- again in the path of the steamer,

tate jumped overboard and was it was held that no liability arose

drowned. It appearing that those on the part of the steamer where

on board the row-boat had not it appeared that those in charge of

discovered the approach of the it did everything possible to avoid

steamer until it was nearly upon danger after it was discovered, and

them, and that they lost their where everything was done that

presence of mind, but for which could be to save the occupants

they might have avoided the from danger. Sekerek v. Jutte, 25

steamer. The court found that AtL R 494; 158 Pa St. 117.

those in the row-boat were negli- 2 The Plymouth, 26 Fed. R 879.

gent in not observing the approach ' The Bay Queen, 42 Fed. R 271 ;
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Sec. 162. Pilots and pilot-boats — Pilots.— The fact that

a state law compels a vessel on arriving or departing to take

on a licensed pilot affords neither its owners or master ex

emption from liability for collision resulting from the neg

ligence or misconduct of such pilot, unless the law requiring

pilotage in terms exempts them from liability when comply

ing with its requirements.1 The observance of usage, at a

port where pilots are required, is as binding upon foreign

vessels as upon American shipping, and the employment of

pilots is not only to enable vessels to keep a proper course,

but to enable them to observe those local customs and usages

that a foreign vessel is not supposed to be familiar with, and

would otherwise be unable to observe.2

A pilot is bound to use due diligence and care, and to be

possessed of and use reasonable skill in the exercise of his

important trust, and is answerable in damages for any neg

lect, fault or want of the necessary skill while a vessel is

under his control. He is not an insurer of the safety of the

vessel intrusted to his care, and is only chargeable in case

of a failure to use the care, skill and knowledge required of

persons in his vocation.'

The A. A. Washburn, 19 Fed. R

788.

iCook v. Curtis, 58 N. H. 507;

The Lotty, Olc. Adm. 329; The E.

M. Norton, 15 Fed. R 686; Smith

v. Condry, 1 How. 28; Smith v.

The Creole, 2 WalL Jr. 485; The

China, 7 Wall. 53; The Alabama, 1

Ben. 476; Schuyler v. The Corsica,

37 How. Pr. 262; The Merrimac, 14

Wall. 199, 203; The Julia M. Hal-

lock, 1 Spr. 539; The Carolus, 2

Curt. 69.

2 Kennedy v. The Steamer Sar-

matian, 2 Fed. R 911.

Where there is a joint act of

negligence on the part of the mas

ter, the crew and a licensed pilot,

it was held the owners were not

exempt from liability for damages

by reason of having such pilot, and

being under his charge. The Neth

erlands Steamship Co. v. Styles, 40

Eng. L. & Eq. 19.

"Wilson v. Charleston Pilots

Ass'n, 57 Fed. R 227; The James

A. Garfield, 21 Fed. R. 474; Mason

v. Erwin, 27 Fed. R 459; The New

World v. King, 16 How. 469; Mc

Donald v. The Tom Lysle, 48 Fed.

R. 690.

While the navigation of a steam

ship entering or departing from a

port is under the control of a duly

authorized pilot of the port, the

master is not at fault for failing to

interpose his authority to avoid

danger from under-currents or
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Sec. 163. Pilot-boats.— Pilol^boats are subject to the

usual rules of navigation, and are liable to the same extent

that other vessels are for negligent navigation.1 The nature

of their business requires a nearer approach to the one whose

patronage is solicited than is usual for vessels under ordi

nary circumstances to approach each other. A pilot-boat

must not, however, approach so near another vessel as to

render risk of collision, nor may it approach in any other

manner than in conformity to the sailing rules.

A vessel will not be held in fault for collision, occurring

while trying to avoid the negligent approach of a pilot-boat,,

even though the latter be trying to approach for the pur

pose of offering pilot service. Failure to respond to the

flash-light signal of a pilot-boat offering service is not suffi

cient to render a vessel liable for collision resulting from

the negligent navigation of the other.2

Where a pilot-boat approaches a vessel to proffer services,

which are accepted, it is the duty of the vessel in need of

such services to stop while the pilot is being brought aboard,

and the pilot-boat is bound to keep away during the execu

tion of this maneuver, and is liable for collision inflicted by

reason of such failure.'

Sec. 164. Fishing-boats.— The ordinary rules of naviga

tion as modified by the international rules, applicable to this

class of vessels, are to be observed by fishing-boats, not only

when on fishing grounds but elsewhere.4

other obstructions, the knowledgo on stations to carry a white light

of which the pilot is charged with, at the mast-head, visible all around

Homer Ramsdell Transp. Co. v. the horizon. The Haverton, 31

Compagnie Generate Transatlan- Fed. R 563.

tique, 63 Fed. R. 845. 2 The Cambusdoon, 30 Fed. R

iThe Blossom, Olc. Adm. 188. 704; The Blossom, Olc. Adm. 188.

A pilot-boat waiting for ships re- 'The Leo, 34 Fed. R 140; The

quiring pilots, although miles off Alaska, 33 Fed. R 107; The Colum-

the port to which it belongs, is a bia, 27 Fed. R 704.

pilot-boat engaged on pilotage 4 The Summit, 2 Curt. 150; The

duty within article 9 of the act of Englishman, 37 L. T. (N. S.) 412-,

March 3, 1885, requiring pilot-boats The Olivia, Lush, 497.
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Sec. 165. Flat-boats.— Steamers are required to avoid

boats drifting with the current, depending on it for their

means of movement. The superior facility of the steamer

in directing its movements casts upon it the duty of avoid

ing a boat destitute of means within itself for keeping away.1

In case of collision between a steamer and such boat the

presumption of law is that the steamer was at fault.2

Sec. 166. Canal-boats.— The federal courts have jurisdic

tion over canals where they connect with navigable waters

or form highways of interstate commerce. The rules gov

erning the navigation of their waters are for the most part

prescribed by local regulations, and the federal courts will

observe the rules prescribed by state statutes so long as they

are not in conflict with federal laws ; and where the state

statutes do not form a rule of action, local customs adopted

by navigators of that class of craft, when shown, will be

taken by the court as the governing law. In the navigation

of canal-boats not on canals, but navigating the public waters

of the United States, the same laws are applicable that apply

to other craft navigating those waters.'

1 Wiggins Ferry Co. v. Redding, ranged that the green rays of the

34 I1L App. 260; Fritz v. Bull, 12 flame extended forty degrees on

How. 466; The Culbertson v. The each side of the line of movement

Southern Belle, 1 Newb. 461 ; Beg- of the boat, was a sufficient compli-

ley v. Williams, 80 Pa. St. 187. ance with the rules governing navi-

* Seaman v. The Crescent City, 1 gation on the Delaware and Rari-

Bond, 105. tan canaL

* Where a canal-boat was left in Where a collision occurred on a

an unusual position in a canal canal on a bright star-light night,

where it had no right to be, it was between two boats going in oppo-

held necessary for it to take sufti- site directions at a rate of about

cient means to inform others of its three miles per hour, it was held

situation, and was liable for failure that under such conditions it could

so to do. The Thomas Carroll, 23 not be attributable to inevitable

Fed. R 912. accident. The Thomas Carroll, 23

In the case of McCausland v. Fed. R. 912.

The Steam Propeller Delaware, 3 In the case of The Milwaukee, 14

Fed. R 878, it was held that a globe Fed. R 365, it was held that it was

lantern with a green glass, so ar- the duty of a canal-boat, tying up
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Sec. 167. Collision with rafts.—The early authorities

held that admiralty had no jurisdiction over actions in rem

against rafts;1 the reason given being that they were not

ships within the meaning of that term. It would seem that

the objection was more fanciful than real ; that no substan

tial reason can be given why a maritime right of action can

not with as much propriety be maintained against a raft,

for the negligent conduct of those in charge of it, as against

a barge or other species of craft for the negligence of those

in control. No species of water-craft has such inherent

independence of action as to be guilty of tort, irrespective

of the negligence of those under whose control it is. A

ship is guilty of tortious conduct because those in charge

of it are negligent. To say that a raft of any description

is without the pale of admiralty jurisdiction because it is of

different construction than a ship, or because not provided

with motive power of its own, is indeed a reason so devoid

of reason that the later decisions have not followed the lead

of those above referred to. In cases of salvage it has been

held that rafts are within admiralty jurisdiction.2 And in

the recent case of Seabrook against A Eaft of Railroad Ties.'

Judge Simonton, of the district court of South Carolina, has

carefully collected the authorities bearing on this question,

during a fog on a canal, to select

the berme bank, and that if it ties

up to the tow-path side the burden

of proof is upon it to show that it

took sufficient precaution to warn

approaching boats of its situation.

The Milwaukee, 14 Fed. R. 365.

"Where a steam canal-boat at

tempted to pass a canal-boat towed

by horses, and by the displacement

wave and suction of its propeller,

caused by its passage through the

water, caused the boat being passed

to collide with another canal-boat

approaching, the steam-boat was

held at fault for attempting to pass

while the other two were approach

ing and so near together. The

Charley A. Reed, 19 Fed. R 111.

1 Tome v. Four Cribs of Lumber,

Taney, 533; Jones v. The Coal

Barges, 3 WalL Jr. 53; Gastrel v.

A Cypress Raft, 2 Woods, 213.

»Muntz v. A Raft of Timber, 15

Fed. R 555, 557; Fifty Thousand

Feet of Timber, 2 Low. 64; A Raft

of Spars, 1 Abb. Adm. 485.

a 40 Fed. R 596. See, also, United

States v. One Raft of Timber, 13

Fed. R 796 ; The Rock Island Bridge,

6 Wall. 213.
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and with much learning held the raft liable in rem for col

lision with a vessel on navigable waters. So that while the

question has not been decided by the higher courts, the

weight of the recent decisions, together with the enlarged

views our courts are taking on questions of admiralty juris

diction, is in favor of the rule that admiralty has jurisdiction

over rafts, when navigating waters of the United States, in

all matters of tort. Although the early decisions denied

jurisdiction in rem over rafts, it has never been questioned

but that an action in personam will lie in admiralty for the

negligence of those in charge of a raft, or in rem against a

vessel towing or having a raft in charge.1

Sec. 168. Collision with wrecks.— The maritime law cre

ates no liability on the part of the owner of a vessel for

abandoning it, in navigable waters, in the ordinary course

self-preservation that it pursued

this course. Reid Towing &

Wrecking Co. v. The Athabasca,

45 Fed. R 651.

Where a tug towed a raft down

the St. Clair river in such condi

tion that it spread out and occu

pied the larger part of the navi

gable channel, it was held liable

for damages inflicted upon an as

cending vessel in tow of a tug,

struck by the raft, the raft tug

having failed to notify the ascend

ing tug and tow of the dangerous

character of the raft, and having

given it a signal to pass on the side

where the collision occurred. Ben-

ham v. The Niagara, 44 Fed. R 775.

Where a boom was rightfully in

place, in a situation where navi

gation was not obstructed, and was

run into by a vessel knowing its

situation, the latter was held liable

for the injury done. The John Spry

Lumber Co. v. The C. H. Green, 76

Mich. 320.

iThe F. & P. M. No. 2, 33 Fed. R

611; Benham v. The Niagara, 44

Fed. R. 775.

Where a raft about twelve hun

dred feet long and two hundred

and fifty feet wide, containing

loose logs in a sack boom, consist

ing of logs fastened together end

to end, with cross-cables to pre

vent spreading, in charge of two

tugs stationed at either end, at

tempted to pass a long and narrow

channel of the Sault Ste. Marie

river, where the current is rapid,

without having given sufficient

warning to vessels approaching

from below, and met an ascending

vessel in a situation where there

was great danger of the vessel being

crowded onto the rocks, and the lat

ter, being unable to pass without

colliding with the raft, went

through it, end on, by which the

raft was destroyed, held, that the

ascending vessel was not at fault,

it appearing that it was a matter of
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of navigation;1 nor on the part of the wreck itself for col

lision with it. Whore a navigable stream is used for the

location of submerged obstructions, which turn the natural

current of the stream in such a manner as to be dangerous

to navigation, such use carries with it the liability for dam

ages resulting therefrom.2

While there is no liability on the part of the owner of a

wreck for failure to remove the same from navigable waters,

the rule is different in the case of private canals or slips,

where vessels are permitted to enter upon payment of fixed

charges. Under such circumstances the owner of a vessel,

colliding with a wreck or other obstruction negligently left

in an exposed situation, without sufficient safeguards about

it to prevent collision, may recover for injuries received by

reason of such obstructions ; there being an implied warranty

on the part of the owner that the canal or slip is in fit con

dition for use.' There being no liability on the part of the

owner for abandoning a wreck, there is no liability on the

part of a ship for colliding with it.4

Sec. 169. Collisions with fixed structures — Bridges.—

As stated in a preceding section,5 admiralty has no juris

diction to try the question of injuries to structures fixed

permanently to the land, or resting permanently upon it,

1 Ball v. Berwind, 29 Fed. R. 541;

The Franeonia, 10 Fed. R. 149.

2 Missouri River P. Co. v. Hanni

bal & St. J. R. Co., 2 Fed. R 283.

' Pajewsky v. Carondalet Canal

& Nav. Co., 11 Fed. R 313.

Where a lighter hud sunk at a

dock, and there was a delay of six

days before it was raised, and in

the meantime several vessels had

occupied the slip, it was held that

no recovery could l«; hail for in

jury to the wreck, as libelant could

not clearly show that any particu

lar boat was at fault.

4 The Atlee, 12 Fed. R 734.

After the sinking of a sloop by

collision with a tug in a narrow

channel, the tug seeing the float

ing wreckage made fast to it and

towed it several hundred feet, and

dragged the hull by means of the

wire rigging, causing some injury

to it. It was held that the tug was

liable for the damages done by

such dragging, as it did not appear

necessary to remove the wreck

from the channel as a public nui

sance. The Brenton, 66 Fed. R 71.

4 Sec. 6, ante.
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locality in all matters of maritime torts being the test of

jurisdiction. Although admiralty has jurisdiction over ac

tions for injuries to vessels, it has no authority to try actions

for damages by vessels to permanent structures upon the

land, although they are lawfully situated there.1

The law imposes upon the owners of bridges over nav

igable waters the duty of maintaining ample facilities for

the passage of shipping, and the custodians of such struct

ures are bound to use great care to avoid accidents to ves

sels passing.2 The duties owing by the owners of bridges

to passing shipping are reciprocal to the duty owed by ship

ping to such structures. The right of navigating public

waters is no greater than the right to bridge the same, when

lawful authority is given therefor,3 both being means of

-commercial transportation. The use of the one is not par

amount to the use of the other.4 The right of navigation

must be exercised with due regard to the interests of others,

as must the operation of bridges be conducted with due re

gard to the rights of shipping.5

The use of navigable waters by the public is subject to

the general rules and restrictions applicable to public high

ways of commerce. And in the operation of bridges over

navigable waters the same principles apply. The bridge

must be operated in such a manner as to least inconvenience

1 The Rock Island Bridge, 6 Wall. * Gilman v. Philadelphia, 8 Wall.

213; Homer Ramsdell Transp. Co. 713, 729; 2 Am. & Eng. Ency. of

v. Compagnie Generate Transat- Law, 540.

lantique, 63 Fed. R 845; The City s Dunes v. Petty, 15 Q. B. 276; 16

of Milwaukee v. The Curtis, 37 Fed. Am. & Eng. Ency. of Law, 269.

R 705; Euberweg v. La Compagnie Where the opening of a railroad

Generate Transatlantique, 35 Fed. bridge over a navigable stream

R 428; The Accame, 20 Fed. R was so unreasonably delayed, after

-642; The Professor Morse, 23 Fed. proper signals of passage were

R 803. given, that a tug with its tow were

2 Edgerton v. Mayor, 27 Fed. R unable to pass in safety, and the

230; Leonard v. Decker, 22 Fed. R tow was injured, it was held that

741; Charleston Bridge Co. v. The the bridge owners were liable.

John C. Sweeney, 55 Fed. R 536. Central R Co. of New Jersey v.

3 38 111. Ill, 467; 51 111. 266. Pennsylvania R Co., 59 Fed. R 192,
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navigation, and at the same time subserve the interests of

the public to the greatest extent. Under ordinary circum

stances the custodians of a bridge should give the right of.

way to shipping, for the reason that public travel on a bridge

is less liable to injury by stoppage than is a vessel approach

ing, owing to the uncertain elements with which it has to

contend. There is no great hardship inflicted on the travel

ing public approaching a draw-bridge to await the passage

of a vessel approaching, while the danger to the latter from

a closed bridge is often great, by reason of its inability to

control its movements. The right of way, if it may be

termed such, is not because of any greater right of passage

possessed by shipping, but because of the more dangerous

element with which it has to contend.

Under ordinary circumstances it is the duty of a ship in pass

ing through a draw to do so at right angles to it, but failure

to do so will not relieve the bridge owners for failure to favor

the vessel's passage by any means at hand.1 It is negligence

under any circumstances to approach a bridge at such a rate

of speed that the movements of the vessel are not under such

command that it can be stopped within the distance that

obstructions should be discovered by careful navigators.2

A vessel may not assume that the draw is open or will be

open in time to let it through ; and if it approaches the bridge

so closely that collision cannot be avoided, before ascertain

ing that the draw is closed, recovery may be had against its

owners. It is the business of a vessel to know that a bridge

is open before approaching so close that retreat is impos

sible.3

1 Edgerton v. Mayor, 27 Fed. R. long hawser to attempt to take her

230. tow through the draw of a bridge

2 Jones v. The St. Nicholas, 49 on a course diagonal to the draw.

Fed. R. 671. Where a pilot was mistaken in his

3 Gilmour v. Bay of Quinte Bridge position, and attempted the danger-

Co., 20 Ont. App. 281. ous passage of a bridge at night at

In the case of Booge v. L'Engle, a high rate of speed and without

57 Fed. R. 306, it was held to be a lookout, the vessel was held

negligence for a tug towing on a liable for collision with a barge
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Sec. 170. Collision with wharves and docks.— The own

ers of a vessel are liable to the dock-owner for damages aris

ing by reason of negligent mooring, although the case may

not be triable in an admiralty court, and is not, if the dock

is a permanent fixture, attached to the earth; but where the

landing place is a floating wharf or wharf-float, admiralty

jurisdiction extends over it.

Conversely, the owner or occupant of a dock is liable in

damages to a person who, by invitation, makes use of it, for

injuries caused by any defect in the dock, negligently per

mitted by the owner or occupant, the vessel using ordinary

care to protect itself. While the owner or occupant of the

dock is not an insurer of the safety of vessels moored there,

he is bound to use reasonable care to keep his dock in

moored to a pier of a bridge out

of the usual channel, which might

have been avoided by careful navi

gation. Baltimore, eta R R Co.

v. W. Transp. Co., 32 Ohio St. 116.

A schooner was proceeding up

the Chicago river in tow of a tug

going at moderate speed. Ap

proaching a bridge, the usual sig

nal for passing was given by the

tug, and the bridge-tender rang

the usual bell, indicating that the

bridge was about to be opened.

The machinery to the bridge not

responding to the effort to open it,

the bridge-tender, instead of warn

ing the tug to hold back, attempted

to repair the machinery, by which

delay the tow collided with the

bridge. Held, that the bridge was

alone at fault; that although the

ringing of the bell was a warning

to foot-passengers, yet the tug

might well consider it a signal of

permission to continue. Manistee

Lumber Co. v. City of Chicago, 44

Fed. R 87.

In the case of The Arkansas, 17

Fed. R 883, the court attempts to-

draw a distinction between torts

arising from the collision of boats

with structures lawfully placed in

the navigable bed of a river, and

those resulting from collision with

structures along the shore, holding

that over the former admiralty has

jurisdiction. The weight of author

ity, however, does not sustain this

view.

A bridge company owning a

draw-bridge across a navigable

stream was held not responsible

for a collision occurring between

a schooner and a bridge, when the

vessel in passing through sheered

from its course and struck the

bridge. Even though the bridge

was so defective in construction

as to amount to an obstruction of

navigation, when this fact did not

contribute to the collision the

owner was not at fault. The John.

C. Sweeney, 55 Fed. R 530.
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such a condition as to be used in safety by vessels invited to

enter.1

Sec. 171. Collisions with obstructions to navigation.—

Vessels on the navigable waters of the United States have

no such exclusive right of use that they may wholly disre

gard the light of occupancy or use by others. Navigable

waterways must always be so used that the greatest good

and the least inconvenience will result. Even where the

occupancy of a navigable channel is illegal, it affords no

justification for wilful injury nor for injuries that might

with reasonable care be avoided.2

1 The John A. Berkman, 6 Fed. R.

535.

Where a schooner came in col

lision with a wharf-boat by reason

of dragging its anchor during a

severe gale, the vessel was held not

in fault for refraining from putting

to sea when the approach of the

storm was observed, it appearing

that everything was done that pru

dence and good seamanship would

suggest. It was held to be a case

of inevitable accident. Stearns v.

Hooper, 20 Pac. R. 734.

In The Henry Clark v. O'Brien,

65 Fed. R. 815, where a vessel going

out of harbor, and out of her course,

was injured by striking a pier, the

owner of the pier was held not

liable although the pier was an un

lawful obstruction, the vessel being

at fault for attempting to start in

the then state of wind and tide,

and at fault for not anchoring

when it became apparent that it

could not get to sea.

2 In Hogan v. Brockie, 11 Fed. R

745, it was held that where an in

jury was inflicted on a vessel by

reason of a previous displacement

of piles in dredging, not known or

suspected by the owner of the slip,

neither he nor the charterer of the

vessel was liable for resulting dam

ages sustained by the ship.

It was held to be negligence on

the part of the owner of a canal

charging tolls to leave sunken piles

or other obstructions in position

where they were liable to interfere

with navigation, and inflict injury,

without providing sufficient dan

ger signals. Pajewski v. Caronde-

let Canal Co., 11 Fed. R 31a

A vessel has no right to obstruct

the channel of a navigable stream

by stretching a line across it; and

in doing so it will be liable for the

resulting damages. McCord v. The

Tiber, 6 Biss. 409.

No one has the right to obstruct

navigable waters unless acting

under special authority to do so,

and then only in such manner as

to do the slightest amount of in

convenience. Where the littoral

owner of a navigable stream erects

projections from his shore into the

navigable portion of the stream, he

is liable for damages done to pass
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ing vessels, in the absence of spe

cial authority to do so. Atlee v.

Packet Co., 21 Wall. 389.

Where the channel of a stream

is lawfully used, the user is charge

able with negligence in its use, if

done in such a manner as to un

necessarily obstruct navigation.

Where the screw of a propeller

became entangled in a telegraph

cable laid under navigable waters,

it was held that the owner was

bound to lay it in such a manner

as not to cause an obstruction, and

was liable for laying it in such a

manner that it became entangled

in the wheeL Stephens, etc Transp.

Co. v. Western Union Telegraph

Co., 8 Ben. 502.

Where, under state authority, a

pipe was laid across the bed of a

navigable stream, allowing it to

rest on the bed of the stream in

stead of burying it underground,

the owner was held liable for dam- ;

ages to a vessel injured by reason

of it. Onslaer v. Pennsylvania Co.,

31 Fed. R. 354.

Where the owner of a sunken

vessel in a navigable stream or

channel neglected to raise her, he

cannot recover for damages done

by a vessel running upon her and

doing injury. The Atlee, 12 Fed.

R. 734.



CHAPTER XII.

NEGLIGENCE IN GENERAL.

Sec. 172. Lookouts.— While the international rules make

no provision for lookouts, there is no rule of navigation more

strictly enforced against all classes of vessels, regardless of

size or condition, than the one requiring competent persons

to be stationed in situations where there is an unobstructed

opportunity to observe the movements of approaching ves

sels and the presence of pending danger.1 A competent and

vigilant lookout, stationed in the forward part of a vessel

under way, in a position best adapted to observe the presence

of an approaching or overtaking vessel, is a measure so in

dispensable that admiralty courts have at all times been pro

nounced in their disapproval of its non-observance, and have

not hesitated to impose damages for remissness in this most

important particular.2 Approaching vessels have the right

to assume that the other is being navigated in compliance

with the rules and customs of the sea, and that it is provided

with proper and watchful lookouts both by day and night.'

Where there is any known impediment under which the

ship is laboring there is an added necessity for vigilance.4

1 The Marion, 56 Fed. R 271. this duty and has no special privi-

2 St. John v. Paine, 10 How. 557. lege exempting it that other ves-

' Irons v. The Coe F. Young, 49 sels do not enjoy. The Manhassett,

Fed. R 167; The New Orleans, 106 34 Fed. R 40a

U.S. 13; The Columbia, 9 Ben. 254; A schooner that was towed

McCormick v. The Gladys, 35 Fed. through a narrow passage where

R 160. the wheelman's view was ob-

4 The Agnes Manning, 44 Fed. R structed was held at fault for not

110. keeping a lookout posted. The

The necessity of a lookout prop- Raritan, 32 Fed. R 847.

erly stationed on a steamer navigat- In the case of The Lynn, 21 Fed.

ing a harbor at night is imperative, R. 815, it was held that where a

and a ferry-boat is not exempt from collision was brought about by a
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Sec. 173. Sufficiency of lookout.— The law imposes

upon a ship the duty of employing only competent persons

to act as lookouts ; and where there is a failure to select

persons of suitable age, intelligence, experience and phys

ical qualifications, the ship and owners are responsible,

where such neglect contributes to the collision.1 A proper

lookout means not merely some one on deck who can see

approaching danger if his attention is directed to it, but

some one in a favorable position to observe, whose especial

and sole business it is to watch and see that the vessel has

an unobstructed course ; and who is in such direct communica

tion with the helmsman and officers in command, that prompt

report may be made of the presence of danger of any sort.2

It has been repeatedly held that the master of a vessel is

not a proper lookout. Having the general care of the ship,

he cannot give that entire and undivided attention to the

duties of a lookout required of one in that important posi

tion. It may well be said that public policy forbids the

master of a vessel, to whose judgment and care the lives

and property of multitudes of people are intrusted, to bo

distracted from the general supervision of the ship by the

lack of watchfulness and care on been upon the water but a few

the part of those on board a steam- weeks, as lookout. Held, that he

vessel colliding with a schooner in was insufficient, and that the ship

charge of a tug, the failure of a was liable for failing to select a

whistle on part of the tug, which competent person,

might have attracted the attention That a vessel has an incompe-

of the steamer, did not relieve the tent lookout is not a fault if his

latter from the duty of having a incompetency does not contribute

competent lookout. to the disaster. Chapin v. The

1The Pottsville, 12 Fed. R. 631; Hattie Boss, Fed. Cas. No. 2598.

The Avon, 22 Fed. R 905; The Blue See, also, The Young America, 1

Jacket v. Tacoma Mills Co., 144 Brown, Adm. 549; The Victor, 1

U. S. 371. Brown, Adm. 449; Shirley v. The

In this case a steamship, navi- Richmond, 2 Woods, 58; The Atlas,

gating at the rate of four miles an 4 Ben. 27; The Pennsylvania, 9

hour in a rough sea and dense fog, Blatch. 451; The Empire State, 2

in one of the most frequented parts Biss. 216.

of the Atlantic, had placed a boy 2 The Genesee Chief v. Fitzhugh,

of sixteen years of age, who had 12 How. 443.
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petty details of its navigation, especially where the duties

of the situation are so exacting as not to permit of divided

attention,1 as are the duties of a lookout.

It may be stated as a rule that no person is a competent

lookout whose other duties are such that he caunot give his

constant attention to the requirements of that position.*

The supreme court by a recent decision holds that, to charge

a vessel with fault because it requires or permits its lookout

to perform other services, it must be shown by the party

alleging the fault that such added employment interferes

with his duties as lookout.3 The size of the vessel, its

equipment, the nature of its occupation, its situation and

construction, are elements the court will take into considera

tion in determining the sufficiency of the lookout.4 Where

from the size and construction of the ship a single lookout

is not sufficient to observe the approach of vessels from any

1The Tillie, 13 Blatch. 514; Bill

v. Smith, 39 Conn. 206; The Ottawa,

3 Wall. 208; The New York v. Rea,

18 How. 223; The City of New

York, 8 Blatch. 194; Larsen v. The

Myrtle, 44 Fed. R 779; The Express,

55 Fed. R. 340; The George W.

Childs, 67 Fed. R 269; Chamber

lain v. Ward, 21 How. 539, 548:

Irons v. The Coe F. Young, 45 Fed.

R505.

2 The Golden Grove, 13 Fed. R

674; The Nautique, 44 Fed. R 399;

The Northern Indiana, 3 Blatch.

92; The Ant. 10 Fed. R 294; The

Morning Star, 4 Biss. 62; The Bes

sie Morris, 13 Fed. R 397; The Ga

zelle, 33 Fed. R 301; The Hausa, 5

Ben. 501; The Twenty-one Friends,

33 Fed. R. 190; Amoskeag Mfg. Co.

v. The John Adams, 1 Cliff. 404;

Eber B. Ward v. The Ogdensburg,

1 Newb. 139; The Amboy, 22 Fed.

R. 555.

3The Nacooche, 137 U. S. 330.

Tugs dispensing with a separate

lookout must take the risk of being

held in fault for an accident which

might have been prevented if a

lookout had been on duty, although

the pilot may ordinarily be suffi

cient. Cianchninos Tow& Transp.

Co. v. The Ripple, 41 Fed. R 63.

When the only persons on deck

of a sailing-vessel in a fog were the

lookout and the man at the wheel,

the latter a man of little experi

ence, the lookout, in addition to

his duties as lookout, having gen

eral charge of the navigation of

the vessel, sounding its fog-horn

and other duties, while the master

and nine men were below, the

sailing-vessel was held in fault for

the collision, because it was sub

stantially without a lookout. The

Energy, 42 Fed. R 301.

* The Morning Light, 2 Wall. 550;

The Blossom, Olc 188.
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t

direction, others must be provided.1 Where the station of

the lookout is one from which the view is obstructed, it is not

a compliance with the law.2 It is not at all times sufficient

that a lookout be stationed in the forward part of the ship.

It is equally as necessary that watch be kept on the sides

and stern when in a situation where there is a known or

probable presence of others,3 although ordinarily a lookout

stationed where he has an unobstructed view in the direc

tion the vessel is moving is sufficient.4

Sec. 174. Where stationed.— To comply with the law

the lookout must be stationed in a situation where he has

an unobstructed view;5 the usual position being at the for

ward end of the vessel6 when it is taking a forward direc

tion, and at the stern when backing. The position should

not be so elevated that details in observation are likely to

be omitted ; nor should the station be one subject to obscura

tions or interruptions in the navigation of the ship; but one

where clear vision is possible, and where there is easy com-

1 Kennedy v. The Sarmatian, 2 not be attributed to the want of a

Fed. R 911. lookout when the vessel had a

2 New York, eta Transp. Co. v. mast-head lookout, and the other

Philadelphia Steam Nav. Co., 22 vessel was seen at a sufficient dis-

How. 461. tance to enable her to be avoided

3The Nevada, 100 U. S. 154: Ken- had it maintained its course.

nedy v. The Sarmatian, 2 Fed. R. Where there were three experi-

911. enced seamen on the poop-deck,

* The Colon, 8 Ben. 512; Dunstan having an unobstructed view all

v. The Kirkland, 3 Hughes, 641; around, it was held that the ab-

The Morning Star, 4 Biss. 62; Mc- sence of a special lookout did not

Farland v. Selby Smelting & Lead contribute to the collision. The

Co., 17 Fed. R. 258. Ping-On v. Blethen, 11 Fed. R 607.

In The Mabel Cimeaux, 24 Fed. 3 New York, etc. Transp. Co. v,

R 490, it was held that it was not Philadelphia & Savannah Steam

a fault that the master of a steamer Nav. Co., 22 How. 461; The Java,

was not on the hurricane-deck, his 14 Blatch. 524 ; The St. Nicholas, 49

usual place of duty, he being at Fed. R 671.

dinner at the time of the collision, 6 Erwin v. Neversink Steamboat

and the mate was on watch. Co., 23 Hun (N. Y.), 573; 88 N. Y.

In The Thingvalla, 42 Fed. R 331, 184.

it was held that collision could
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munication with the officer in charge.1 The international

rule providing that " a ship which is being overtaken by

another shall show from her stern to such last-mentioned,

ship a white light or a flare-up light " * contemplates the

keeping of a sufficient watch over the stern and sides of the

vessel to enable it to comply with the rule. As Justice TVaite,

in the circuit court of the district o/ Maryland,5 said : " The

office of a lookout is to watch for and report dangerfrom

whatever quarter it may be expected. It can come from

behind ; he must look there enough to see when it is ap

proaching and give the necessary warning. He must be

stationed where, under the circumstances of the situation,

he can best perform all his duties, and if one cannot do all

that is required another must be added. Ordinarily on a

sailing-vessel in open waters, one is enough for all purposes,

and his station should be at or near the bow ; but whether

there or elsewhere, it is clear the rule contemplates the

keeping of a sufficient watch over the stern to enable the

vessel to perform her duty, and if the situation is such that

one lookout is not enough there must be more." 4

When the nature of the weather is such as to call for

especial vigilance, and to render the usual number of look

outs insufficient, ordinary prudence requires that others be

added. Reference must be had to all the circumstances in

determining the number necessary.'

1Newton v. Stebbins, 10 How.

.586; Haney v. Baltimore Steam

Packet Co., 23 How. 267; Chamber-

lain v. Wood, 21 How. 548; West

ern Ins. Co. v. The Goody Friends,

1 Bond, 459.

2 Inter. Reg. 1885, art. 11; Inter

national Rules 1890, art. 10.

3 Kennedy v. Steamer Sarmatian,

2 Fed. R. 911; The Kirkland, 3

Hughes, 641; The Colon, 8 Ben. 512.

♦The Nevada, 106 U. S. 154; 17

Blatch. 12a

'Jensen v. The Steamship Bel-

genland, 5 Fed. R. 86.

In The Johns Hopkins, 13 Fed. R,

185, where, besides a man stationed

forward as a lookout, there were

two other persons on watch in the

wheel-house, it was held to be suf

ficient.

In The Ping-On v. Blethen, 11

Fed. R. 607, there were three capa

ble and experienced seamen on the

poop-deck with an unobstructed

view in all directions. Held, that
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Sec. 175. Failure to observe approaching vessel.— The

law not only requires a ship to be provided with competent

lookouts, but it requires them to be vigilant and observant

of their duties. Vigilance as well as experience is required

of a lookout, and if he is inattentive to his duty it is not a

sufficient excuse to say that he was competent to perform

the duties required of hira,1 when it is shown that the ap

proach of a vessel might have been observed in time to

have avoided collision had the lookout been watchful. The

fact that it was not seen is evidence of such a lack of care

as will render the vessel liable.2 The fact being shown that

an approaching vessel was not observed, under circum

stances when it could have been seen, the law will presume

negligence.'

The fact that one vessel discovers the other sooner than

the latter is aware of its presence is not material in deter

mining which is at fault, if the latter makes the discovery

the absence of a lookout did not

contribute to the collision.

Where a vessel had two expe

rienced seamen stationed as look

outs, in the "eyes of the ship," it

was held to be a sufficient com

pliance with the rule. Bradley v.

The John Pridgeon, Jr., 38 Fed. R

261.

The pilot-house of a steamer is

not a proper place for a lookout,

especially where he is the only one

on duty. Haney v. The Baltimore

Steam Packet Co., 23 How. 287;

The Northern Indiana, 3 Blatch. 92.

In The City of Philadelphia v.

Gavagnin, 62 Fed. R 617, it was

held that the duty of keeping a

lookout was not complied with,

when only the officer in charge of

a tug, with a tow, kept a lookout

from the pilot-house. The pilot

house of a tug is not a proper lo

cation for a lookout to be stationed.

1 The Sunny Side, 1 Otto, 208.

2 The Atlas, 34 Fed. R 543; The

Roman, 12 Fed. R 219; Jensen v.

The Belgenland, 5 Fed. R 86; 9 Fed.

R 126; The Samuel H. Crawford, 6

Fed. R 906; The Margaret v. The

C. Whiting, 3 Fed. R 870; The

Nessmore, 50 Fed. R 616; The Wav-

erly, 41 Fed. R 607; The Helena, 34

Fed. R. 425; The Schmidt v. The

Reading, 43 Fed. R 815; The J. H.

Starin, 2 Fed. R. 100; The Abby

Ingalls, 12 Fed. R 217; The Sara

toga, 37 Fed. R. 119; The Nellie

Clark, 50 Fed. R. 585; The Nahor, 9

Fed. R 213; The Java, 14 Blatch.

524; Haney v. Baltimore Steam

Packet Co., 23 How. 287.

'The Pavonia, 26 Fed. R. 106; The

Alabama, 10 Fed. R. 394; The

Roman, 12 Fed. R 219; The State

of Texas, 20 Fed. R 254; The Sam

uel H. Crawford, 0 Fed. R. 006.

21
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of the other's approach in season to adopt all possible

precautions, and does adopt them.1 Vigilance is a compara

tive term. The degree of attention which might be consid

ered sufficient under some circumstances might be wholly

insufficient under others. Increased probability of danger

requires a corresponding increase of care and attention to

avoid it. Where the probability of danger is great, a like

degree of vigilance is required.2

Sec. 176. Absence of lookout excusable.— A lookout is

but one of many other equally prudent requirements to

guard against danger, and where his absence does not in

any way contribute to the collision, where it could not

have been guarded against by a lookout, no liability can be

charged for such omission ; ' but it is only where a lookout

1 CroweU v. The Radama, 2 Cliff.

551.

2 Kelly v. Barney. 2 Kern. 425;

The Grace Seymour, 63 Fed. R 163.

A steamer and a schooner were

approaching on a clear night on

opposite courses. When within a

few lengths of each other, the

schooner was first discovered by

the other, though she could have

been seen with ease a mile and a

half distant, the steamer having

only one man on lookout duty. It

was held that the lookout was in

sufficient and at fault, and the

steamer was held liable in dam

ages. The Manhattan v. The Agnes

Manning, 44 Fed. R. 110.

Where a collision occurred in

mid,ocean between a steamer and

a sailing-vessel, the latter sailing at

a speed of about four or five miles

per hour, close-hauled on a course

north one-half west, the other

steaming eleven or twelve miles

per hour on a course west by north

one-half west, there being no ques

tion as to the liability of the lights

of the sailing-vessel, the court held

that the inference was irresistible

that the cause of the collision was

the failure of the steamer to keep

a proper lookout. The Steamship

Oder, 8 Fed. R 172.

In The Robert Robinson, 55 Fed.

R 123, a tug approached another

having a large scow in tow whose,

white lights were displayed and

visible. It was held at fault for

failure to observe it until it had

approached within one hundred or

two hundred feet, the night being

clear and vision unobscured.

' The Farragut, 10 Wall. 334; The

Fannie, 11 WalL 238; The Wanata,

5 Otto, 600; The Blue Jacket, 144

U. S. 371; Churchill v. The Alte-

nower, 39 Fed. R. 118; Shirley v.

The Richmond, 2 Woods, 58; The

Eider, 37 Fed. R. 903; Myers Ex

cursion & Nav. Co. v. The Emma

Kate Ross, 41 Fed. R 826; The At-
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would have been of no service in guarding against collision

that his absence is excusable.1

The absence of a lookout is prima facie evidence that the

collision was the result of such omission. The fact being

shown that there was no proper lookout in performance of

his duties, the burden of proof is upon the delinquent vessel

to show that such absence did not contribute to the result.2

It affords no justification for such omission that the look

out had been called to assist in another part of the ship, ex

cept in case of imminent peril; it being the duty of the

ship to have sufficient crew to perform the usual duties of

navigation without taking the lookout from his station and

duties.3

Circumstances of great peril and of an unusual nature

may of course arise where the master would be justified in

ordering the lookout from his post to perform other service.

The situation of the vessel and stress of circumstances must

determine whether such removal is justifiable.4 Where a

vessel is navigating waters thick with shipping, the law im

poses upon a lookout sleepless watching; a higher degree

lanta, 41 Fed. R 639; The Genesee of itself sufficient to charge the

Chief v. Fitzhugh, 12 How. 443; schooner. The Nessmore, 41 Fed.

The Iberia, 40 Fed. R 893; The R. 487.

William Orr, 54 Fed. R 904; Law v. 1 The Titan, 23 Fed. R 418.

Baker, 26 Fed. R 164; The Ping-On 2 Jones v. The St. Nicholas, 49

v. Blethen, 11 Fed. R 607; McCabe Fed. R 671.

v. Old Dominion S. S. Co., 31 Fed. 3The Catherine v. Dickinson, 17

R 234; The Bermuda, 17 Fed. R How. 170; Rusk v. The Free Stone,

397; The George Murry, 22 Fed. R 2 Bond, 234; The Fannie Crocker,

117. 23 How. 448.

Where a lookout on a schooner In The Riverdale, 53 Fed. R 286,

was not in his place at the time of a schooner being dropped by a tug,

the collision with a steamer, where employed all hands in making sail

it appeared that the schooner con- and paid no attention to the dan-

tinued to hold its course, and there ger signals of an approaching

were no facts that made it her steamer. Held liable for failure

duty to do otherwise, it was held to have a proper lookout.

that such absence, unless con- * The Southern Home, 16 Blatch.

tributing to the collision, was not 447.
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of vigilance than if navigating unfrequented places, where

the presence of others might not reasonably be expected.1

The presumption of negligence for omitting a lookout is

conclusive unless the offending vessel clearly shows that such

omission did not contribute to the result. It is no justifica

tion to show that it is the custom for vessels of the class in

question to run without a watch or lookout. A custom so

fraught with danger cannot be countenanced, and admiralty

courts will not permit such practice to mitigate the burden

the law imposes upon those guilty of such negligent conduct.2

Sec. 177. When at anchor.— It is the duty of vessels at

anchor to keep a proper lookout on duty when in a situa

tion where the approach of others may reasonably be ex

pected ; the measure of whose vigilance is determined by

the nature of the situation,— a greater degree of vigilance

being required of a ship anchored in a crowded channel or

thoroughfare than if in a situation where there is little like

lihood of others passing.3

Sec. 178. Liability of ship not under control of owners.

Vessels engaged in navigation in charge of officers and crew

selected by the owners are not only liable for damages in

flicted, but also render the master and owners liable as well,

where the damages inflicted are occasioned by the negligence

!The Ariadne, 13 Wall. 475; In The Dexter, 23 Wall. 69, where

Cohen v. The Mary T. Wilder, the officer in charge of the deck

Taney, 567. saw the approaching vessel when

2 The Rebecca, 1 Bl. & How. 347; so far distant that precautions

Jones v. The St. Nicholas, 49 Fed. against collision were not neces-

R 671. sary, it was held that the absence

In The Milwaukee, Brown, Adm. of a lookout did not contribute to

313, it was held that the presence the collision, and did not relieve

or absence of a lookout is not ma- the other vessel from the results

terial where it appears that the of its conduct.

officer in command was in posses- 3 The Henry Warner, 29 Fed. R.

sion of all the information a look- 601; Churchill v. The Altenower,

out could have given him, in time 39 Fed. R. 118; The Ophelia, 44

to have avoided the collision. Fed. R 941.
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or want of care and skill on the part of those employed in

their navigation.1 But where the ship is under the entire

control of a charterer or other person, over whom the owner

has no control, the liability of the owner ceases.2 Whether

the ship itself is absolved from liability for the tortious con

duct of those in charge of or directing it, when not in com

mand of the owners or persons selected by them, has been

a question of much speculation. In the case of The Clarita

and The Clara ' Mr. Justice Clifford says : " Owners appoint

the master and employ the crew and are responsible for

their conduct. "Whenever, therefore, a fault is committed

whereby a collision ensues, that fault is imputed to the own

ers, and the vessel is just as much liable for the consequences

as if it had been committed by the owner himself. Conse

quences of this kind, however, do not follow when the per

son committing the fault does not in fact or by implication of

law stand in the relation of agent to the owners. Unless the

owner and the person or persons in charge of the vessel sus

tain in some way to each other the relation of principal and

agent, the injured party cannot have his remedy against the

colliding vessel." The law as stated by the court is doubtless

correct as it applied to the case then under consideration,—

a case where a vessel was in charge of a tug. Under such

circumstances the law is well settled that the tug, having

full charge of it, is responsible for the damages done by col

lision, where the vessel is not guilty of independent wrong.

But where a ship is acting independently and alone, it is it

self an actor and is a responsible thing, irrespective of the

question of ownership ; otherwise the owners of vessels could

escape all liability, both on their own account and on the

part of the ship, by chartering it to an irresponsible person.

In permitting a vessel to go into the hands of another, the

owners may be said to constitute such person their agent

for the navigation of the vessel, so far as binding it for the

i Sturgis v. Boyer, 24 How. 110.

- Workman v. The City of New

York, 63 Fed. R. 298.

' 23 WalL 1-19.
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torts arising from its navigation is concerned; and that

it is one of the risks assumed by the owner that the char

terer or person intrusted with their property will navigate

it in a safe and lawful manner, and that failing to do so the

ship may become responsible.1 So that the law as stated

by Mr. Justice Clifford, it would seem, was not intended to

state the general irresponsibility of a ship for collision when

in charge of a charterer or one having entire and independ

ent control of it acting independently of the owners. Cir

cumstances doubtless may arise where a vessel is not liable

for the acts of those in control of it, as where it is stolen or

navigated by persons against the will of and without the

permission of the owner ; but where the owner voluntarily

permits his vessel to be navigated by another, he thereby

assumes the risk that the vessel will become liable for the

torts of those navigating it, so far as its liability for collisions

is concerned. To relieve the owner from personal responsi

bility it must appear that the entire control is assumed by

the persons in charge and that the owner has no voice in its

management.2

Sec. 179. Defective appliances.— It is the duty of the

owner to provide his ship with the usual and proper appli

ances for its navigation, although the law does not require

him to adopt every new device that may be had, notwith-

1 The Lymington, 32 L. T. (N. S.) the ship, it was held that he was

69; The Freeman v. Buckingham, the owner pro hac vice and person-

18 How. 182, 183; The Alert, 61 ally liable for a collision. Thorp

Fed. R 113. v. Hammond, 12 Wall. 40a

2 Richardson v. Winsor, 3 Cliff. In the case of The Siren, 7 WalL

395; The T. A. Goddard, 12 Fed. R 152, where a prize, in charge of a

174. prize-master and crew, while on

Where one of several owners its way to port came into collision

sailed a vessel on shares under an with a vessel and sunk it, it was

arrangement between himself and held that the owners of the sunken

the other owners, whereby he be- ship were entitled to recover for

came in effect the charterer, hiring the negligence of those in charge

his own crew, paying and victual- of the prize,

ing them, having entire control of
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standing it may be better than the one in use, providing the

latter is safe and reasonably well calculated to perform the

service required of it. It is negligence on the part of a

master to proceed on a voyage where the equipments of his

vessel are in such condition as to make her navigation dan

gerous and uncertain : the want of usual and proper appli

ances by which the navigation of a vessel is rendered diffi

cult and dangerous is as much a fault as is the want of

proper skill and diligence on the part of the officers and

crew, and the vessel is liable to the same extent.1 The stat

ute provides that all vessels shall be provided with certain

mechanical devices for their better and safer navigation, and

they are not only bound to be provided with such appliances

but they are bound to use them when occasion requires, and

to keep them in condition fit for use.2

'When a vessel is built and equipped in the mode usual and

customary for vessels of its class, and in a manner approved

by nautical experience, and collision occurs by reason of a

latent defect, no recovery can be had.' The law only re-

1 The Austria, 9 Fed. R 916; The of negligence either by showing

Edith Godden, 23 Fed. R. 43. the cause which broke the rope, or

2 The Wyanoke, 40 Fed. R. 702. that the breaking was the result of

The statute requires that sailing- inevitable accident. Where the

vessels shall be provided with a evidence showed that the rope was

fog-horn of mechanical construe- one of the usual kind used for that

tion. Where it uses a horn sounded purpose, was purchased of a repu-

by the breath instead of the one table dealer, that there were no in-

provided by statute it is guilty of dications of defects, and that it

negligence. The Catalonia, 48 Fed. had recently been examined by the

R 396; Adams v. The Bolivia, 43 ship's officers and found in proper

Fed. R 173. condition, the collision was held

A vessel navigating with a de- to be the result of inevitable acci-

fective compass is guilty of negli- dent. The Olympia, 61 Fed. R. 120.

gence where this contributes to the ' The Lizzie Frank, 31 Fed. R

collision. The Mohawk, 42 Fed. R 477; The Titania, 19 Fed. R 101;

189. The Flower Gate, 31 Fed. R 762.

Where the tiller rope to a steamer Where the rudder chain of a

broke, causing collision, it was steamer was shown to have been

held that the burden of proof was reduced in strength by long and

upon her to rebut the presumption constant use, and collision resulted
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quires reasonable care on the part of the ship-owner; such

care as is usual in similar cases, and has been found by ex

perience to be sufficient for the preservation of life and prop

erty.1 "Where the defect is latent and cannot with due dili

gence and proper inspection be detected, no liability arises

for an injury therefrom.2 The owner of a vessel does not

undertake either with those employed on his ship, or with

the public, to guaranty his ship's appliances to be absolutely

perfect, nor does the law require him to insure their perfec

tion. He is obliged to use all reasonable care and prudence

to provide suitable appliances, and his obligation is satisfied

by the exercise of reasonable diligence in providing such

appliances, and reasonable care in observing that they are

kept in repair.

Sec. 180. Insufficient manning.— A ship may become

liable for damages arising from insufficiency of help for her

practical navigation as well as for a violation of any other

rule of navigation. It is the duty of the ship-master to pro

vide a sufficient number of men, having proper nautical

skill, for the practical working of the ship, and this duty is

as imperative as the providing of other appliances and equip

ments suitable for the vessel for the trade in which it is

engaged.3 Where the collision does not occur from the lack

of help, nor from the lack of skill employed, as in other

cases, no liability arises. The insufficiency of manning must

contribute to produce the collision in order to render the

ship liable.4 The fact that the officer or person employed is

from its breaking, the steamer was wheelsman on deck, with no look-

held at fault. The Riversdale, 53 out, is not sufficiently manned.

Fed. R. 286. The Nabob, 1 Brown, 115.

1 The Grace Girdler, 7 Wall. 196. *The Young America, 1 Brown,

3 The France, 59 Fed. R. 479; The 549.

Maharajah, 40 Fed. R. 784. Failure to have a licensed en-

' The Coleman, 1 Brown, 456; gineer, where this did not contrib-

The Young America, 1 Brown, 549; ute to the collision, will not pre-

The Colorado, 1 Otto, 692; The Con- vent a recovery where the vessel

tinental, 14 Wall. 345. is not otherwise at fault. The Van-

A tug with only the mate and couver, 2 Saw. 381.
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not licensed to act, where a license is required by law, is not

of itself sufficient to create liability for insufficient manning,

where the skill and experience of such person is in question,

where his acts do not contribute to the collision.1

Sec. 181. Negligence of officers.— Vessels engaged in

commerce are liable for damages occasioned by the want of

care and skill on the part of those in charge of them. It is

the duty of the ship-owner not only to properly equip the

vessel with fittings suitable for its safe and usual method of

navigation, but also to provide it with competent and skil

ful officers, of sufficient experience and judgment to perform

their duties intelligently under all circumstances, and in

conformity with established nautical rules and methods. It

is also the duty of the ship-owners or master to provide com

petent subordinate officers to take command in the absence

of their superiors. Error of judgment is no defense where

it is the result of incompetency. It is the duty of the own

ers to see that only competent officers are provided.2 Not

only are the owners liable for the incompetency of the offi

cers and insufficiency of the crew, but the ship and its master

are liable.'

Sec. 182. Liability of the master.— The party injured

by collision may not only look to the vessel inflicting the

damages to the extent of its actual value, and to its owners

1 The Gratitude v. The Eutaw, 14 inexperienced and unlicensed per-

Fed. R. 479; The Hunter No. 2, 22 son, when the boat was in a diffi-

Fed. R 795; Haley v. Earle, 30 N. Y. cult and dangerous situation, and

208. injury resulting in death followed,

If the number of officers and the tug was held liable. Killien v.

crew of a vessel on duty when a Hyde, 63 Fed. R 172.

collision occurs is sufficient for its 2 St. John v. Paine, 10 How. 557;

proper navigation, it is immaterial The Continental, 14 Wall. 345.

that she is short of her full com- ' The Lotty, Olc, 829.

plement of seamen and officers. The fact that the master of a

La Normandie, 58 Fed. R. 427. tug had no license was held to be

Where the owner of a tug was no presumption of negligence con-

master, and placed at the wheel an tributing to the collision, where
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to the extent of their interest in the vessel, but he may hold

the master of the vessel liable. The master is not only re

sponsible for his own conduct but also for the acts of his

crew.1 Where, however, it is shown that the master takes all

precaution that a man of ordinary prudence and skill exer

cising reasonable forethought would take to avoid danger,

although some possible precaution not taken might have

avoided the collision, neither he nor the owners are liable,

the law only requiring the use of ordinary care under all the

circumstances.'

Sec. 183. Liability of seamen.— Where there is no wil

ful fault on the part of seamen there is no personal liability

on their part below the rank of master, either for damage

received by their own ship or cargo, or for loss sustained by

the other vessel, by reason of the fault of the vessel to which

they belong; the personal liability in such instances being

confined to the owners and master. Subordinates are not

responsible to third persons for neglect of duty in the gen.

eral course of their employment.' Where damage to ship

or cargo is wilful, the individual liability of the various mem

bers of the crew for the result of their wilful acts attaches,

and they are liable to the same extent that other persons are

responsible for their individual acts.

Sec. 184. Fellow-servants.— The master of a vessel, when

in command and directing its movements, is treated as a

vice-principal of the owner, and is not a fellow-servant with

the other members of the crew.4 In admiralty the negli

gence of a fellow-servant affords no grounds for recovery

the master of the tow was in charge

of both, and was competent, and

the master of the tug skilfully per

formed the duties he was required

to perform. The Charlotte, 51 Fed.

R 455.

i The Lotty, Olc. 829.

2 The Lindsay, 5 L, R P. C. 338.

' Story on Agency, 314, 317: The

City of New York, 25 Fed. R 149.

4 The Transfer No. 4, 61 Fed. R

364; Railroad Co. v. Ross, 112 U. S.

377; Miles v. The Servia, 44 Fed.

R 943; The Islands, 28 Fed. R 478.
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either against the ship or its owner.1 The master of a ves

sel when in command sustains a different relation to the ship

and its owners than do the other members of the ship's

company. He is the personal representative of the owners,

and in their stead has authority to obligate the ship and is

personally responsible for its navigation. When the master

is absent, or conditions arise where the mate or next in com

mand assumes and exercises the duties of the master, such

subordinate officer may for the time be considered to repre

sent the owner and is not a fellow-servant.

The fact that a fellow-workman or member of a ship's

crew occupies a different grade of service in the common

employment of the ship, or that one has a higher position

or authority over another, does not necessarily make an ex

ception to the general rule of non-liability of the ship and

owner for the negligence of a fellow-servant.2 And where

the master is engaged in doing the labor of a co-employee

and is not acting in the capacity of master, no reason is ap

parent why he should not be considered as a fellow-servant

with those with whom the services are performed.'

1 The Frank & Willie, 45 Fed. R to assist in trimming the grain

494; The Sachem, 42 Fed. R 66; with which a vessel was loaded

The Titan, 23 Fed. R 413. was not the fellow-servant of a

2 Coyne v. Riilway Co., 133 U. S. sailor belonging to the ship.

870; Steamship Co. v. Merchant, In The Titan, 23 Fed. R 413, it

133 U. S. 375; Anderson v. Wins- was held that a deck-hand who

ton, 31 Fed. R 528; Quinn v. New was not on duty and had no part

Jersey Lighter Co., 23 Fed. R 363; in the navigation of the vessel was

The Queen, 40 Fed. R 694. not a fellow-servant with a pilot

'Quinn v. New Jersey Lighter who was in command at the time

Co., 23 Fed. R 363. and through whose negligence the

In Anderson v. The Ashebrook, damage was received.

44 Fed. R 124, it was held that the In The Caroline, 30 Fed. R 199,

fact that the libelant's fellow-serv- it was held that one of a gang

ants were negligent did not pre- of longshoremen engaged in dis-

vent a recovery where negligence charging a ship's cargo was not a

on the part of the ship was shown, fellow-servant with the ship's offi-

In Crawford v. The Miles City, 38 cers. Per contra, see The Furnes-

Fed. R 47, it was held that a grain sia, 30 Fed. R 878.

trimmer employed by a contractor In The Egyptian Monarch, 36
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Sec. 185. Seaworthiness.— The presumption of law is

that every vessel engaged in navigation is staunch, strong

and well able to meet the strains usually incident to the

navigation of ships of its class.

It is the duty of those navigating vessels of weak and in

ferior construction to refrain from voluntarily placing them

in a situation where they are unable to withstand the ordi

nary strains incident to navigation.1

It is no defense for an offending vessel to show that the

other was old and weak, unless it is shown that it was in a

situation where it might reasonably have expected contact

with others. Even under such circumstances it is no justifica

tion to show the age and weakness of the injured ship, where

the colliding vessel strikes with unnecessary force.2

It is as much the duty of the ship-owner to see that his

vessel is seaworthy as it is that it shall comply with the

rules of navigation.'

Sec. 186. Burden of proof.— To entitle a recovery in

collision cases it is not sufficient that negligence is shown on

the part of the colliding vessel. The libelant must go fur

ther and show that due precaution and care on his part was

taken. Where the proof fails to show prudence on the part

of the libelant, full recovery cannot be had.4 The court will

Fed. R 773, it was held that a sec

ond mate who superintended the

reeling in of a hawser was a fellow-

servant with a seaman engaged in

the turning of the reel.

1 The N. B. Starbuck, 29 Fed. R.

797.

2 The Quaker City, 19 Fed. R. 141 ;

Inman v. Funk, 7 B. Mon. (Ky.)

338.

'The Washington, 3 Blatch, 276;

The Caledonia, 50 Fed. R 567; Cook

& S. v. Parkham, 24 Ala. 21; The

Continental, 14 WalL 345; The

Gerrard Stuyvesant, 8 Ben. 183.

Where a canal-boat was injured

by being thrown against a dock by

the swells of a passing boat, it ap

pearing that the canal-boat was

old and weak and unable to stand

the strains ordinarily required of

boats of its class, it was held that

recovery could only be had for

half the damages sustained. De

Lelle v. The Atalanta, 34 Fed. R

918.

* The Columbus, 1 Abb. Adm. 384;

The Nacooche, 28 Fed. R 462; The

Have'rton, 31 Fed. R. 563: The Clara,

102 U. S. 200; McCabe v. Old Do
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not presume that any damages have been received ; and to

entitle a recovery the injured party must show the nature

and extent of the damages received.1 Where a statutory re

quirement or a precaution demanded by good seamanship

has been omitted immediately preceding the collision, and

the omission is one well calculated to bring about the same,

the law will presume that the collision occurred as a result

of such neglect, to remove which presumption the burden of

proof is upon the one omitting such precaution or require

ment to clearly show that the thing omitted did not con

tribute to or produce the collision.2

minion S. S. Co., 31 Fed. R. 234; as similar vessels usually carry

Ward v. The Fashion, 6 McLean, without proof of what stores were

152; The Colorado, 91 17. S. 692; actually on board.

Griswold v. Sharpe, 2 Cal. 17. 2 The Genesee Chief v. Fitzhugh,

iThe City of New York, 23 Fed. 12 How. 443; Gaslee v. Shute, 18

R. 616. In this case it was held How. 463; The Emily, Olc. 132;

that the court would not make an 1 Blatch. 236; Cohen v. The Mary

allowance for a presumed loss by T. Wilder, Taney, 567.

the injured vessel of such stores
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DAMAGES.

Sec. 187. Negligence.—Negligence is defined as "failure

to observe for the protection of the interests of another per

son that degree of care, precaution and vigilance which the

circumstances justly demand, whereby such other person

suffers injury." * The supreme court have defined the term

as " the failure to do what a reasonably prudent person would

ordinarily have done under the circumstances, or the doing

what such a person, under the existing circumstances, would

not have done." 2 The term, in its application to maritime

conduct, has the same signification it has at common law—a

failure to perform some duty which the law requires to be

performed. When collision results from neglect to observe

the rules of navigation, such violation is, in contemplation

of law, negligence; and in the absence of circumstances

rendering such violation excusable, the vessel guilty of such

neglect is liable for the damage it inflicts.5

The first requisite for a libelant seeking to maintain an

action based upon the alleged negligence of another is to

show the existence of the duty which he alleges has not

been performed; and having shown this, he must clearly

show a failure to observe this duty on the part of the other.

The omission of a well-known legal duty is such evidence of

carelessness, that, where collision occurs by reason of such

omission, the court will require clear and strong proof of

the facts tending to relieve the delinquent vessel from the

liabilities attending its unlawful acts before it will shield it

i Oooley on Torts, 630. Woods, 58; The Niagara, 3 Blatch.

2 The Railroad Co. v. Jones, 95 37; The City of New York, 15 Fed.

U. S. 441. R 624; The Scotia, 14 Wall. 170;

3Sherley v. The Richmond, 2 The America, 29 Fed. R 304.
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from the penalties following its unlawful conduct.1 Where,

however, it appears that the vessel charged with negligent

navigation has taken all precautions that should be taken

by ordinarily prudent and skilful seamen to avoid danger,

no recovery can be had, as no higher degree of care is re

quired of any vessel than such caution and skill as a reason

ably prudent and skilful navigator would exercise under

all the circumstances.2

Sec. 188. Proximate cause of collision.— In determin

ing the question of the liability of ships and their owners,

in admiralty, as at common law, only proximate causes of

collision can be taken into consideration ; were the rule other

wise, the indefinite extent to which the court's attention

might be directed would so embarrass and distract it that

consideration of the real question at issue would often be

rendered difficult if not impossible ; so that as at common

law, admiralty courts look only to the direct and proximate

cause of the collision, and remote or contingent possibilities■

are not taken into consideration.' Liability for the imme

diate damages resulting from the negligent acts of a vessel,

together with the damages resulting from the reasonable

and proper efforts of the master and crew of the injured

vessel to save it, together with the consequential damages

immediately resulting, and fairly attributable to such negli

gence, are such damages as may be recovered ; but damages

accruing to the injured vessel subsequently, and resulting

only as indirect consequences, are too remote for considera

tion.4 Where, however, the damages sustained are a direct

1 Taylor v. Harwood, Taney, 437. Wall. 377; The Union, 2 Biss. 18;

2 McCabe v. Old Dominion S. S. Mould v. The New York, 40 Fed. R.

Co., 31 Fed. R 234. 900; The Reba, 22 Fed. R 546.

'The Maria Martin, 12 Wall. 31; Where a schooner came into col-

The Leland, 19 Fed. R 771. lision at sea, and was towed in a

4 The Grand Trunk R. R. v. Grif- water-logged condition to Fortress

fin, 21 Fed. R 733; The S. O. Pierce, Monroe, and there left in charge of

40 Fed. R 767; The Narragansett, 1 the master, who afterwards em-

Blatch. 211; The Ballamore, 8 ployed a tug to tow it to Norfolk,
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consequence of the collision, even though inflicted by others,

recovery may be had against the offending party responsi

ble for the collision.1 The originator of a train of circum

stances subjecting a vessel to injury is responsible, though

done through the medium of others; "where such primary

cause is clearly shown it will be considered the proximate

cause. A master of a vessel may not proceed in a careless

manner, and when circumstances afterwards arise, when it

is too late to do what he ought to have done, escape responsi

bility. The law requires him to act seasonably.2

a distance requiring but a couple

of hours to complete, during which

it was sunk, held, that the subse

quent expenses arising from the

sinking of the schooner were too

remote to be considered, and were

not properly chargeable against

the offending vessel. Gilky v. The

Beta, 44 Fed. R 389.

1 The Oler, 2 Hughes, 12; The Ice

land, 19 Fed. R 771.

Where a boatman remained on

board voluntarily after collision,

and by reason of the exposure fol

lowing his health was materially

affected, it was held that damages

for such personal injury were not

properly assessable against the of

fending vessel, the cause of the in

jury being too remote for consid

eration. The Brinton, 50 Fed. R

581: Railroad Co. v. Reeves, 10

Wall. 176; Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railroad Co. v. Kellogg, 94 U. S. 469.

Where the proximate cause is

the misconduct of the colliding

vessel, it is not shielded from lia

bility by proof of negligence or

fault on the part of the other ves

sel, which had no connection with

the act that produced the injury.

Mills v. The Nathaniel Holmes, 1

Bond, 352.

Where the previous fault. if com

mitted, does not directly involve

the risk of collision, it will be

deemed immaterial, and not the

proximate cause of collision, if

there was sufficient opportunity for

the other vessel to have avoided

collision by the use of ordinary

skill and judgment. The Nereus,

23 Fed. R 448.

2 The Juliet Erskine, 6 Notes of

Cases, 634.

In the case of The Austria, 9 Fed.

R 917, it was held that where a

vessel free from fault itself is

obliged to move by the fault of an

other from a position assumed by

it, and in doing so sustains an in

jury, the fault should be deemed

to be that of the vessel by whose

fault it is compelled to incur the

risks of a change of location; but

where a vessel is endangered by

the fault of another, and is unable

to secure safety through the want

of the usual and proper appliances,

it itself is as much at fault as if

wanting in the proper skill and

diligence on the part of her offi

cers and crew; but if its inability

to act is the result of a peril of the

sea, or vis major, the consequences

of which it has been unable to rem
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Sec. 189. Where ouly one is at fault.— Where only one

of two or more vessels is at fault, it is solely responsible for

edy, then the defective appliances

should not be imputed as a fault.

In determining the question of

liability, only the proximate cause

is to be regarded. If that proximate

cause is found in the improper at

tempt of the colliding vessel to land,

or the inexcusable violence with

which it is landed, the vessel at

fault is not shielded from liability

by proof of negligence or fault on

the part of other vessels having no

connection with the act producing

the injury. The Maria Martin, 12

WalL 31.

Where a boat was run into and

sustained damages, and was towed

away for repairs, and while waiting

for them broke from its moorings

and sustained further damages, it

was held that such subsequent

damages sustained by it were too

remote to be chargeable to the ves

sel responsible for the collision.

The Reba, 22 Fed. R. 546.

Where a vessel was disabled in

collision and suffered further in

juries in the course of reasonable

and proper efforts to save it from

total destruction, it was held that

such further damages were prop

erly chargeable against the wrong

doer. The Narragansett, 1 Blatch.

211.

Where a vessel was injured in

collision, and in raising it, to deter

mine the extent of the injury, other

and further injuries were received,

it was held that, where it appeared

that ordinary care was used, such

further injuries were properly

chargeable against the wrong-doer.

Mason v. Rhinelander, 8 Ben. 163.

In The Narragansett, Olc. 246, a

colliding vessel was not relieved

from damages where the cargo of

the injured vessel was injured

through the efforts of a third ves

sel to save it.

Where collision took place be

tween a sailing-vessel and a

steamer, whereby the sailing-ves

sel lost its compass, log and chart,

and had no means for the success

ful navigation of the ship, and

thereby in navigating to the near

est port run aground and was dam

aged, held, that such subsequent

grounding was the natural and

reasonable consequence of the col

lision, and the steamer and its

owners were liable. The City of

Lincoln, 15 Prob. Div. 15.

Where a canal-boat loaded with

ice was caused to leak by the neg

ligent passing of a steamer that it

was attempting to take to New

York for repairs, some distance

from the place of accident, there

being no facilities for repairing at

the latter place, and the canal-boat

foundered before reaching New

York by reason of its old and leaky

condition, under such circum

stances that a boat seaworthy and

sound would not have foundered,

it was held that the loss of the

cargo of ice was not the proximate

result of the collision, but of the

canal-boat's unfit condition. Mould

v. The New York, 40 Fed. R. 900.

Where the owner of a vessel,

brought into collision through the

negligence of another, received no

direct injury from the force of

the blow, but voluntarily remained

22
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all damages directly resulting from its negligent conduct.1

The fact of such fault will not, however, justify another for

inflicting an injury that can be avoided by the observance

of ordinary care and skill.2

Sec. 190. When both are at fault — Contributory neg

ligence.— To charge a vessel with negligence contributing

to produce the collision or injury received, such negligence

must proximately contribute to produce the result. Bad

management on the part of a vessel, not the proximate cause

of the collision, will not subject it to damages, nor will any

antecedent misconduct not directly connected with the in

jury charge it with contributory negligence.3

Contributory negligence must be clearly shown. Where

the fault on one side is flagrant, and on the other so trivial

as to leave it doubtful whether there was fault or not, the

courts give the benefit of the doubt to the vessel charged

with such contributory negligence.4 Where both parties

are found guilty of intentional wrong, the court will leave

them where it finds them and will not afford relief to either.5

aboard the disabled vessel after The Morning Light, 2 Wall. 550;

collision, thereby receiving injury The Clara. 102 U. S. 200; The

to his health from the exposure, Sciota, Davies, 859; The Golden

it was held that the personal in- Rule, 20 Fed. R 198; McReady v.

juries received could not properly Wells, 18 How. 89; The J. S. Neil,

be charged as an item of damages 8 Fed. R 713; Pope v. The R B.

to be assessed against the vessel Forbes, 1 Cliff. 331; The Scotia, 2

at fault; that while it was the Ware, 359; The Golden Grove, 13

duty of an owner to take reason- Fed. R 674; Reeves v. The Consti-

able care of his property to pre- tution, Gilp. 579.

vent its becoming a total loss, he 2 The Maria Martin, 12 Wall. 31.

is under no legal obligation to en- 3 The Eliza and Abby, Blatch. &

danger his life or health for that H. 435; The Thomas Carroll, 23

purpose ; that the consequence of Fed. R. 912.

such exposure was too remote and * The Ward v. The Dousman, 1

uncertain and dependent upon too Neb. 236; Ralstin v. The State

many intervening circumstances Rights, Crabbe, 22; The Grace

to warrant a recovery. The Brin- Girdler, 7 Wall. 196; The Great Re-

ton, 50 Fed. R. 581. public, 23 Wall. 20; The Lord

1 Union Steamship Co. v. New O.Neill, 66 Fed. R 77.

York, etc. S. S. Co., 24 How. 307; 3The Sylph, 4 Blatch. 24.
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The fact that a vessel does not comply with the law in all

respects is not of itself sufficient to charge it with damages,

unless it is clearly shown that the act complained of is such

as contributed, or tended to produce, the resulting injury.1

To establish contributory negligence on the part of a

vessel in collision cases, it must be clearly shown that it

omitted to do something which it ought to have done, and

that such omission produced, or tended to produce, the in

jury resulting, and that the act complained of was of such a

nature that good seamanship would not have adopted it

under the circumstances.2

It is the duty of a vessel not otherwise at fault to use

every measure at hand to avert or abate the consequences of

another's wrong-doing, and neglect to do so will make it

liable for contributory negligence.'

Sec. 191. Division of damages.— The maritime law, pur

suing somewhat the principles of natural justice and equity,

departs from the rule adopted by common-law courts in

cases of contributory negligence, where it appears that the

resulting collision is in part imputable to the negligence of

the party seeking redress. The maritime law, instead of re

fusing all relief, allows some compensation, notwithstanding

the party seeking it may have contributed to the injury re

ceived.

The doctrine of an equal division of damages in collision

cases, where both are at fault, had long been the rule in the

English admiralty courts when our constitution was adopted.

1 Perkins v. The Hercules, 1 Fed. The Young America, 1 Brown,

R 925; The Bermuda, 17 Fed. R Adm. 549; The Victor, 1 Brown,

397; The Margaret v. The C. Whit- Adm. 449; The Atlas, 4 Ben. 27;

ing, 3 Fed. R 870; Faute v. Hally, The Pennsylvania, 9 Blatch. 451;

38 Ala. 76; The Buckeye, 9 Fed. R The Empire State, 2 Bias. 216.

666; Law v. Baker, 26 Fed. R 164; 2 The Clarion, 27 Fed. R 128; The

McCabe v. The Old Dominion Athabasca, 45 Fed. R 651 ; Ionian

Steamship Co., 31 Fed. R. 235; Shir- v. Reck, The City of Antwerp, 37

ley v. The Richmond, 2 Woods, 58; L. J. Adm. 25.

The Nellie, 2 Low. 494; Chapin v. » The B. & C, 18 Fed. R 543; The

The Hattie Ross, Fed. Cas. 2598; Galileo, 24 Fed. R 386.
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The doctrine was first established in this country by the

supreme court in the case of The Schooner Catherine v.

Dickinson,1 and has been followed in a number of cases

since;2 so that the law has long since been settled that in

collision cases, where there is mutual fault, the damages will

be equally divided. It is because of this policy of admiralty

courts, to hold both parties responsible for their wrongful

conduct, that they will not permit a vessel guilty of negli

gent acts to escape the damages resulting therefrom by

showing that the other was also guilty of misconduct. Even

gross fault committed by one of two approaching vessels

does not excuse the other from observing every precaution

proper to prevent collision.' As before stated, admiralty

courts are not bound by the harsh rule of the common law

denying all relief to the injured party, where it appears that

his own conduct contributed, or helped to bring about, the

circumstances resulting in the injury received. It has been

said that admiralty courts are governed by principles of

equity and natural justice to do strict right between the

parties, and when it appears that both are negligent the

court will order a division of damages.

It is doubtless true that the doctrine of an equal division

of damages is more equitable in its results than is the com

mon-law rule denying all relief in case of mutual fault. It

can hardly be said, however, that admiralty courts in col

lision cases are governed wholly by principles of equity and

1 17 How. 170. Stephen Morgan, 94 U. S. 599; The

2 Rogers v. Steamer St. Charles, Virginia Ehrman, 97 U. S. 309;

19 How. 108; Chamberlain v. Ward, The City of Hartford, 97 U. 8. 323;

21 How. 548; The Washington, 0 The Civilita, 103 U. S. 699; The

Wall. 513; The Sapphire, 11 Wall. Connecticut, 103 U. & 710; The

104; The Ariadne, 13 Wall. 475; North Star, 106 U. & 17; The Ster-

The Continental, 14 WaLL 345; ling, 106 U. 8. 647; The Manitoba,

Atlee v. Packet Co., 21 WalL 389; 122 U. S. 97.

The Teutonia, 23 Wall. 77; The 'The Maria Martin, 12 Wall. 31;

Sunny Side, 91 U.S. 208; The Amer- The Sunny Side, 91 U. S. 208;

ica, 92 U. S. 432; The Alabama, Wheeler v. The Eastern State, 2

92 U. 8. 695; The Atlas, 93 U.S. Curt. 141; The Ann Caroline, 2

302; The Juniata, 93 U. S. 337; The WalL 538.
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natural justice to do right between the parties, as the lan

guage of some of the authorities would indicate ; for if strict

justice were done, the party guilty of the greatest degree of

negligence should receive the least consideration, and the

party guilty of slight neglect or inadvertent failure to com

ply with the law, on the principles of natural justice, should

merit greater consideration than another guilty of a greater

neglect. The doctrine of comparative negligence, however,

does not apply in admiralty in collision cases, and it is not

believed to apply to any case in that court.1 The rule re

quiring a division of damages equally, in collision cases, is

as strictly adhered to in cases of mutual fault as is the rule

at common law denying all relief; and this without regard

to the equities of the case, and without regard to the degree

of neglect either party may be guilty of.2 The rule of the

equal apportionment of the loss where both parties are at

fault, it has been said, seems to have been founded upon the

difficulty of determining the degree of negligence in such

cases. It is said by Cleirac 3 to be a rule of " rustic sort of

justice, such as arbiters and compromisers of disputes com

monly follow where they cannot discover the motives of the

parties, or where they see faults on both sides."

There has been much uncertainty, and many conflicting

decisions in the lower courts, as to whether the rule for

division of damages applies in any other than collision cases.

The case of Peterson v. The Chandos,4 in the district court

of Oregon, was a case against a vessel for personal injuries.

It was held by Judge Deady that the libelant could not re-

i In The Victory, 68 Fed. R. 395, 2The Hebe v. The Arratoon

the circuit court of appeals for the Apcar, L. R 15 App. Cas. 37: The

fourth circuit, in a collision case, David Dows, 16 Fed. R. 154: Reeves

adopted the rule of comparative v. The Constitution, Gilp. 579: The

negligence. Judge Simonton, in Morning Light, 2 Wall. 550: The

delivering the opinion of the court, Clara, 102 U. S. 200; The Union

says: " If the spirit of the rule be Steamship Co. v. New York S. S.

adopted, and the liability of each Co., 24 How. 307.

vessel be measured by its degree of 3 Us et Coutumes de la Mer, p. 68.

fault, exact justice will be done." 4 4 Fed. R 645, 649.
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cover for an injury caused by Ms own negligence which

contributed to the result, even though there was fault on

the part of the vessel. The same ruling was followed in the

same court in the case of Holmes v. Oregon Railway.1 The

same view was entertained by Judge Hughes, in the district

court for the eastern district of Virginia, in the case of The

Manhassett.2 On the other hand, a number of the lower

courts have held that, in cases of mutual fault, admiralty

will give or withhold damages upon enlarged principles of

justice and equity ; and that the awarding of damages in

cases of tort other than collisions is not hampered by the

rule of equal division for mutual fault.

The question as to whether damages should be divided in

other than collision cases, where there is mutual fault, came

before the supreme court in the case of The Max Morris,'

and the court, after a full discussion of the question, held that

damages should be divided in cases of marine tort founded

upon negligence, and prosecuted in admiralty; but as to

whether the rule adopted in collision cases, making an equal

division of the damages sustained, prevails, the court did not

determine. In delivering the opinion of the court Mr. Jus

tice Blatchford says : " Whether in a case like this the de

cree should be for exactly one-half of the damages sustained,

or might in the discretion of the court be for a greater or

less proportion of such damages, is a question not presented

for our determination upon this record, and we express no

opinion upon it." So that the question is still an open one,

whether in cases of maritime tort other than collisions,

where mutual fault is shown, admiralty courts should allow

exactly one-half of the damages sustained, or whether tho

doctrine of comparative negligence should prevail, and dam

ages be allowed in a greater or lesser amount, in the dis

cretion of the court.

In the case of The Explorer,4 and again in The Wanderer,5

1 5 Fed. R 523, 538. « 20 Fed. R. 135.

2 19 Fed. R. 430. * 20 Fed. R. 140.

3 137 U. S. 1.
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Judge Pardee, of the eastern district of Louisiana, in actions

for damages for personal injuries, laid down the rule that,

in cases of maritime torts, courts of admiralty may exercise

a conscientious discretion, and give or withhold damages

upon enlarged principles of justice and equity, considering

all the circumstances of the case. In the case of Olson v.

Flavel,1 where an action was brought in the district court,

district of Oregon, for damages for personal injuries, Judge

Deady concurs in the rule as stated in The Explorer2 and

The Wanderer,3 and as stated by Judge Brown in The Max

Morris.4 This principle of comparative negligence, it is con

tended, is sanctioned by the language of the supreme court

in The Marianna Flora,5 where the court says : " Even in

«ases of marine torts, independent of prize, courts of admi

ralty are in the habit of giving or withholding damages upon

enlarged principles of justice and equity, and have not cir

cumscribed themselves within the positive boundaries of

mere municipal law ; " and again in The Palmyra : 6 "In the

admiralty the award of damages always rests in the sound

discretion of the court, under all the circumstances."

The weight of authority in the lower courts for maritime

torts other than collisions seems to be in the direction of

awarding damages, in the discretion of the court, for a

greater or less proportion of the damages incurred, as may

seem to the court equitable under all the circumstances of

the case. There are very grave doubts, however, whether

the supreme court will, when the question is presented for

its final determination, establish a different rule for other

maritime torts than now prevails in regard to collisions.

The rule is too well established in collision cases that dam

ages will be equally divided, in case of mutual fault, to even

surmise that a different one will be adopted; and it is diffi

cult to see how the court can apply the rule of comparative

negligence, and award damages to one class of litigants as

i 34 Fed. R. 479. * 24 Fed. R. 860 ; 28 Fed. R. 881.

2 20 Fed. R 135. « 1 1 Wheat. 1-54.

3 20 Fed. R 140. • 12 Wheat. 1, 17.
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their negligence appears to be great or small, and to another

class arbitrarily award only one-half the damages incurred.1

In case of joint liability, when several are at fault, the

rule in collision cases is to divide among the whole number

at fault, pro rata, the aggregate amount of damages, subject

to the limited liability of the owners, as provided by stat

ute. And where by reason of the operation of the statute

the amount assessed against a vessel is not recoverable, the

balance may be recovered from the others at fault, if the

amount does not exceed their value.2 Where two or more

1 In the case of Atlee v. Packet

Company, 21 Wall. 389, the court

awarded damages to the owner

of a barge injured by running

against a stone pier built by the

respondent in a navigable part of

the Mississippi river. Mr. Justice

Miller, in delivering the opinion of

the court, says: "But the plaintiff

has elected to bring his suit in an

admiralty court, which has juris

diction of the case notwithstand

ing the concurrent right to sue at

law. In this court the course of

proceeding is in many respects dif

ferent and the rules of decision

are different. The mode of plead

ing is different, the proceeding

more summary and informal, and

neither party has a right to trial

by jury. An important difference

as regards this case is the rule for

estimating damages. In the com

mon-law courts the defendant must

pay all the damages or none. If

there has been, on the part of

plaintiff, such carelessness or want

of skill as the common law would

esteem to be contributory negli

gence, they can recover nothing.

By the rule of the admiralty court,

where there has been such contrib

utory negligence, or, in other words,

where both have been in fault, the

entire damages resulting from the

collision must be equally divided

between the parties. This rule of

the admiralty commends itself

quite as favorably in its influence

in securing practical justice as the

other; and the plaintiff, who has

the selection of the forum in which

he will litigate, cannot complain

of the rule of that forum. It is

not intended to say that the prin

ciples which determine the exist

ence of mutual fault, on which

the damages are divided in admi

ralty, are precisely the same as

those which establish contributory

negligence at law that would de

feat the action. Each court has

its own set of rules for determin

ing these questions, which may be

in some respects the same, but in

others varying materially."

2 The "Washington and The Greg

ory, 9 Wall. 513: The Virginia

Ehrman, 97 TJ. S. 309; The City of

Hartford, 97 TT. S. 323; The Ala

bama and The Game Cock, 92 TJ. S.

695; The North Star, 106 U. S. 17;

The Max Morris, 137 U. S. 1.

The Brothers, 2 Biss. 104. In
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vessels are equally at fault, and liable in damages to another,

the owner of the latter or its cargo may proceed against

the offending vessels, jointly or separately, to recover the

entire loss, and no apportionment of the loss between the

offending vessels will be made so far as the right of entire

recovery of the injured vessel is concerned; but as between

themselves the offending vessels may require an apportion

ment of the loss.1 The right of apportionment of damages

between offending vessels liable to third parties is a sub

stantial right, not dependent upon the caprice of the injured

party in looking to one only for his damages, and may be

enforced whenever a joint liability is incurred.2 Any bal

ance not collectible from one of the several joint wrong

doers may be recovered from the others.' And when one

of two vessels has suffered more than the other, the court

will render a decree against the one suffering least for one-

half the difference in their respective losses.4

this case a tug and tow constituted

one party, and a steamboat the

other. All three being at fault,

the court held that the damages

should be equally shared by all,

instead of charging the steamboat

with half and the tug and tow

with the other half.

In The Dorris Eekhoff, 41 Fed. R

156, it was held that, where several

vessels were all at fault, the dam

ages should be divided pro rata,

subject, however, to the limited

liability of the owners; and where

in any case the amount recovered

from one is less than its share of

the loss of the cargo, the amount

so received should be applied on the

loss of the cargo, and the other ves

sels charged up to the limit of

their liability for the balance of

the whole loss of the cargo belong

ing to third persons not in fault,

and for their proportion of the loss

of any other vessel.

1 The Franconia, 10 Fed. R 149;

Briggs v. Day, 21 Fed. R 727; The

Troy, 28 Fed. R. 861; The New

Philadelphia, 1 Black, 62; The Bri

tannia, 39 Fed. R 395.

2 The Hudson, 15 Fed. R 162.

' The Sterling, 106 U. S. 647.

*The North Star, 106 U. S. 17.

Where one of two vessels was a

total loss, it was held that the

owners could not claim a decree

for half the damages without first

deducting the damages to the

other vessel. The North Star, 106

U. S. 17.

Where one of two vessels mutu

ally at fault receives no injuries

from the collision, it is neverthe

less liable for half the damages sus

tained by the other. The Sapphire,

18 Wall. 51; The Kolon, 9 Ben,
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Sec. 192. Gross negligence.— Gross negligence on the

part of one of two approaching vessels does not excuse tho

other from observing every precaution possible, under the cir

cumstances, to prevent collision; and where it fails to ob

serve such conduct as the rules require, the fact of the greater

degree of negligence on the part of the other will afford it

no relief against a division of damages.

To secure a division it is sufficient to show that the vessel

least at fault is guilty of negligence contributing to the col

lision,1 but such contribution must be clearly shown.2 Where

it appears that both vessels are guilty of wilful fault, the

court will leave them where it finds them, to suffer the loss

they severally incur, and will not interfere to relieve one

because it suffers a greater injury than the other.

Sec. 193. "What damages may be divided.— The dam

ages that may be divided are not limited to the actual dam-

197; The Pennsylvania, 12 Fed. R.

914.

Where both vessels in collision

are at fault, the rule is to deduct

the lesser loss from the greater,

and to require the vessel sustaining

the lesser to pay one-half of the

remainder to the vessel sustaining

the greater loss. The Oregon, 45

Fed. R 62.

In Pettie v. The Boston Tow-boat

Co., 49 Fed. R 464, the court held

that, where it did not appear that

there was any concealment of the

weak condition of the barge to in

duce the contract of towage, and

the loss having in no wise been

brought about by the weak condi

tion of the injured vessel, the fact

that the vessel was too rotten

above deck to admit of it being

raised did not affect the owner's

right to recover; nor was the re

spondent entitled to an apportion

ment of the loss on the ground

that but for the weakness of the

injured vessel the loss would have

been small.

In The Gulf Stream, 64 Fed. R

809, it was held that where a decree

is rendered dividing damages be

tween both parties to a collision

because of mutual fault, the par

ties stand in the position of sure

ties toward each other as respects

claim of owners of cargo lost by

collision. And where, pending suit,

one of the parties purchases claims

of such cargo for less than the

value of the same, the other party

is responsible only for his propor

tion of the amount paid.

1 The Maria Martin, 12 WalL 31 ;

The Pegasus, 19 Fed. R 46; The

Franconia, 16 Fed. R 149.

2 Reid Towing & Wrecking Co.

v. The Athabasca, 45 Fed. R 651 ;

Pierce v. The J. R P. Moore, 45

Fed. R 267.
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ages to the vessel itself, but include the collateral damages

received,—those necessarily resulting from the collision ; such

as may be recovered wholly from the offending vessel in the

absence of contributory negligence.1

The evidence clearly showing that both vessels are at

fault, the court will, irrespective of the degree of such con

tributory negligence, order an equal division of the dam-

Sec. 194. Where neither is at fault.— By the early

maritime courts the rule dividing damages was applied, in

cases where neither was shown to be at fault, where the

cause of the collision was inscrutable, as well as when both

parties were at fault. To hold a vessel liable for a fault not

proven was so anomalous, so foreign to the spirit and gen

eral practice of admiralty courts, that in England the rule

has been changed by statute, and no division of damages

can be had there, where both vessels are not shown to be at

fault.

1The Memphis & St. Louis

Packet Co. v. The H. C. Yeager

Trans. Co., 10 Fed. R 395; The

Mary Patten, 2 Low. 196.

2 The Schooner Catherine v. Dick

inson, 17 How. 170; The Bolivia,

49 Fed. R 169; The Pennsylvania,

12 Fed. R 914; The Hercules, 17

Fed. R 606; The Rhode Island, 17

Fed. R 554; The Dorris Eckhoff,

41 Fed. R 156; The Gray Eagle, 9

Wall. 505; The Sapphire, 18 Wall.

51; The North Star, 106 U. S. 17;

The Rival, 1 Spra. 128; The Park-

ersburgh, 5 Blatch. 247; The Pe-

Kasus, 19 Fed. R 46; The Louisi

ana, 2 Ben. 371; Foster v. The

Miranda, 6 McL. 221; The Broth

ers, 2 Biss. 104; The John Henry,

3 Ware, 264; The America, 32 Fed.

R 845; The Samuel H. Crawford,

■6 Fed. R 906; The Roman, 12 Fed.

R 219; The J. S. Neil, 8 Fed. R

713; Green v. The Steamer Helen,

I Fed. R. 916; The Farnley, 8 Fed.

R 629; The Canima, 17 Fed. R 271 ;

The Jeremiah Godfrey, 17 Fed. R.

738; The Pierrepont, 12 Fed. R 791 ;

The Monticello, 15 Fed. R 474; The

B. & C. 18 Fed. R 543; The City of

New York, 15 Fed. R 624; The City

of Macon, 20 Fed. R 159; The Ant,

10 Fed. R. 294; The State of Ala

bama, 17 Fed. R 847; The Warren,

II Fed. R. 443; The Chas. E. Soper,

19 Fed. R 844; The City of Green

ville, 22 Fed. R 347; The S. B.

Hume, 24 Fed. R 296; The Wings

of the Morning, 5 Blatch. 15; The

Bedford, 5 Blatch. 200; The S.

Shaw, 6 Fed. R 93; The Standard,

23 Fed. R 207; The David Dows,

16 Fed. R 152; The Mary Ida, 20

Fed. R. 741.
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In the United States there are some decisions maintaining

the ancient rule.1 The supreme court, however, has never

coincided with the views of the lower courts in this respect;

and it may now be considered as well settled that division

of damages cannot be had where neither party is shown to

be at fault. In the case of The Grace Girdler2 the supreme

court held that no recovery can be had where there is reason

able doubt as to which party is at fault. Again, in the

case of The Union Steamship Company v. The New York

& Virginia Steamship Company,' the court, by Mr. Justice

Clifford, held the rule of liability to be, that where one party

only is at fault he must suffer the damages alone ; where

both parties are at fault, the damages are apportioned ; and

where neither is at fault, nothing can be recovered. To en

title a recovery it must be clearly shown that the party

seeking redress has suffered loss, and that such loss was

caused by the failure of the other to perform some duty im

posed upon him to perform. Until this is done the pre

sumption of law is that the vessel is innocent of offense ; and

where there is a failure to show such neglect of duty, the

loss must rest where it falls.4 Where there is doubt or un

certainty as to the mutuality of the fault, or where it ap

pears that some slight error of one is caused by the original

and flagrant fault of the other, no apportionment will be made.

Having voluntarily encountered the usual hazards of naviga

tion, in the absence of proven fault the loss must be borne

by the one incurring it.5 In the absence of proof of negli-

iThe John Henry, 8 Ware, 264; Morning Light, 2 Wall. 550, 561;

The David Dows, 16 Fed. R. 154; The Athabasca, 45 Fed. R. 651;

The Breeze, 6 Ben. 14; The Sum- Pierce v. The J. R. P. Moore, 45 Fed.

mit, 2 Curt. 150. R. 267; Ward v. The Fashion, 6

- 7 Wall. 196. McLean, 152; Reeves v. The Con-

' 24 How. 307. stitution, Gilp. 579; Stainback v.

4 The Rebecca Shepard, 32 Fed. R. Rae, 14 How. 532; The Atlas, 3 Otto,

926; The Clara, 102 U. S. 200; The 302: The Sciota, 2 Ware. 360.

Sylph, 4 Blatch, 24; The Conti- 'The Grace Girdler, 7 WalL 190. ;

nental, 14 Wall. 345; The Brig Jerrome v. The Floating Dock, 3

Verona v. Clark, 1 Tex. 30; The Hughes, 508; Ward v. The Dous
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gence the court will presume that the collision occurred

from inevitable accident.1

Sec. 195. Inevitable accident.— Inevitable accident, as

defined by Mr. Justice Swayne in the case of The Grace

Girdler,2 "is where a vessel is pursuing a lawful avoca

tion in a lawful manner, using the proper precautions against

danger, and an accident occurs." Again, in the case of The

Union Steamship Company v. The New York & Virginia

Steamship Company,' the supreme court defines the term

as " a collision which occurs when both parties have endeav

ored by every means in their power, with due care and

caution, and a proper display of nautical skill, to prevent the

occurrence of the accident."

Where the collision occurs wholly from natural causes,

without negligence or fault on the part of either of the re

spective vessels, or, as is said in the case of The Nicholson

and The Adams,4 "where safe navigation is rendered im

possible from causes which no human foresight can prevent,

when the forces of nature burst forth in unforeseen and un

controllable fury, so that, man is helpless and the stoutest

ship and the wisest mariner are at the mercy of winds and

waves," it is inevitable accident. The rhetoric of the learned

judge may perhaps have somewhat overstated the definition

of the term, as it is not always necessary to show that the

collision was brought about by some superior force, vis

■major, to make the defense of inevitable accident tenable.

AVhere no negligence or fault can be imputed to either ves

sel, the law presumes that both are navigating in a lawful

manner, and the collision will be presumed to be the result

man, 6 McLean, 231; The Bayard ' 24 How. 307; The General

v. The Coal Valley, 3 Pitts. Rep. 165 ; Clinch, 21 How. 184; The Austria,

The Kallisto, 2 Hughes, 128; The 9 Fed. R. 916; The Louisiana, 3

Joseph W. Gould, 19 Fed. R 785. Wall. 164; Van Dyke v. The Bridge-

1 Ward v. The Fashion, 1 Newb. port, 35 Fed. R. 159.

8; The Morning Light, 2 Wall. 550; 4 28 Fed. R. 889; Killam v. The

The Java, 14 Wall. 189. Eri, 3 Cliff. 456.

2 7 Wall. 196, 203.
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of inevitable accident, even though it is not shown that it is

caused by storm or vis major.1 Where inevitable accident

is shown, the loss must remain where it falls, on the prin

ciple that no one should be held to be in fault for results

produced by causes over which human agency can exercise

no control.2 Where it appears that either party or both

are at fault, that everything was not done that could and

should have been done, that the collision might have been

prevented by the use of known and proper precautions, by

the display of proper nautical skill and judgment, it no

longer becomes inevitable accident, but one for which one or

both vessels are responsible.' The defense of inevitable ac

cident cannot be sustained unless it appears that both par

ties have endeavored by all means in their power to prevent

the collision ; nor can the defense be maintained where a

vessel voluntarily puts itself in a situation where it receives

the effect of natural forces, the results of which should have

been foreseen, and might reasonably have been anticipated.4

By inevitable accident is not meant one which it was ab

solutely a physical impossibility to have prevented. The

most that is meant is an occurrence which could not have

been avoided by that prudence and forethought which care

ful men would exercise under the circumstances.*

1 Ward v. The Fashion, 1 Newb. 8 ;

The Morning Light, 2 WalL 550, 561 ;

The Java, 14 WaR 189.

- Steinback et aL v. Rae, 14 How.

533; The Austria, 14 Fed. R 298;

Reeves v. The Constitution, Gilp.

579; The Morning Light, 2 WalL

550;. The Chickasaw, 38 Fed. R 358;

The Moxey, Abb. Adm. 73; The

Java, 14 Wall. 189; The Brooklyn,

4 Blatch. 365; The Avid, 3 Ben. 434;

Beam v. The Mayurk, 2 Curt. 72;

Ward v. The Fashion, 6 McLean,

152; Jerrome v. A Floating Dock, 3

Hughes, 508; The Louisiana, 3 Wall.

' The Union Steamship Co. v. The

New York & Virginia S. S. Co.,

24 How. 307; The Nacooche, 22

Fed. R 855; The Clarita and The

Clara, 23 WalL 1; Ladd v. Foster,

31 Fed. R 827; The David Dows,

16 Fed. R 154.

*The C. P. Raymond, 26 Fed. R

281 ; The Minnie R Childs, 9 Ben.

200; Bodin v. The Thule, 3 Woods,

670.

5 The Olympia, 61 Fed. R 120;

The Michigan, 52 Fed. R 501; The

Morning Light, 2 Wall. 550.

164.
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Sec. 196. In extremis.— The international rules of 1890,.

as well as all rules that have ever been adopted for the pre

vention of collisions at sea, recognize the impossibility of

framing regulations applicable to every situation that may

arise. The regulations of 1890, therefore, provide that "In

obeying and construing these rules due regard shall be had

to all dangers of navigation and collisions, and to any special

circumstances which may render a departure from the above,

rules necessary in order to avoid immediate danger." 1

Where vessels are suddenly brought close together, and

the ordinary rules of navigation will not apply to prevent

collision, it is the duty of each to act according to the emer

gency, and to take any measure likely to attain that object,

whether it is provided for by the rules or not, even though

it may be in direct violation of them under ordinary cir

cumstances.2

Where a vessel comes suddenly and without warning into

imminent peril of collision, without antecedent fault on its-

part, the courts will take into consideration the attending un

certainty and confusion, created by the surprise, in determin

ing whether the management of the vessel is proper or

blameworthy.' They do not require that degree of good

judgment and careful consideration required of a ship's com

pany when not face to face with instant and impending peril.

Where an injudicious order is given, or there is a failure

to adopt the most prudent measures for safety, or error is-

committed by a vessel not otherwise at fault, and is brought

into immediate jeopardy by the fault of another in a mo

ment of alarm, such error or mistake will not subject the

vessel to damages or prevent a recovery from another.

Mere error of judgment under such circumstances is not a

126 U. S. Stat, at L. 320, art. 27; pin v. The Hattie Ross, Fed. Cas.

Art. 23, Rules 1885, 23 U. S. Stat. 2598; The Robert Holland and Pa-

at L. 442; Rule 27 of Rules for the vonia, 59 Fed. R 200; The Genesee

Great Lakes. Chief v. Fitzhugh, 12 How. 444;

2 Peck v.Sanderson. 17 How. 178; The City of Paris, 1 Ben. 174; 9

The Havanna, 54 Fed. R. 411. Wall. 634; The Iron Chief, 63 Fed,

a The Columbus, 1 Abb. 384; Cha- R 289.
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1

fault.1 To enable a vessel to avail itself of the plea of mis

take, made in extremis, it must appear that the situation

was induced by the fault of the other.2 Where the evidence

shows that the antecedent misconduct of a vessel has brought

it into a situation where there is no time for judicious action,

the fact that an injudicious order is given, under the excite

ment of the moment, will not relieve it from the antecedent

fault, and it may not avail itself of the plea of imminent

peril as an excuse.'

1 Mosley v. The Nacooche, 137

U. S. 830; The City of Springfield,

29 Fed. R 923; The Belle, 1 Ben.

317; Bartlett v. Williams, 1 Holmes,

229; The Jupiter, 1 Ben. 536; The

John Mitchell, 12 Fed. R 511; The

Nichols, 7 WalL 656; The Ella B.,

19 Fed. R 792; The John H. Abeel,

4 Ben. 58; The Elizat>eth Jones, 112

U. 8. 514; The Fairbanks, 9 Wall.

420; The Dexter, 23 Wall. 69 ; The Co

lumbus, Abb. Adm. 384 ; The State of

Alabama, 17 Fed. R 847; The Cadiz,

20 Fed. R 157; The Renovator, 30

Fed. R 194; The Genesee Chief v.

Fitzhugh, 12 How. 443; Ward v.

The Fashion, 6 McLean, 152; The

F. W. Gifford, 7 Biss. 249; The

Northern Indiana, 3 Blatch. 92;

The Norwalk, 11 Fed. R 922; Or-

hanovich v. The Steam-tug Amer

ica, 4 Fed. R 337: The Osceola, 33

Fed. R 719; The Galileo, 28 Fed. R

469; The Carroll, 8 Wall. 302; The

New Orleans, 8 Ben. 101 ; The Agnes

Manning, 44 Fed. R 110; The Harry

White, 50 Fed. R. 624; The Blue

Jacket v. Tacoma Mill Co., 144 U. S.

371.

* The Elizabeth Jones, 112 U. S.

514.

' Ward v. The Fashion, 1 Newb. 8.

Where an action was brought for

injuries to a wharf, and it was

sought to show negligence on the

part of the vessel because it did not

put to sea when it observed the

storm approaching, and because it

was not properly attached to its

buoy; and it was shown that the

vessel did all that nautical skill

could do to prevent the accident,

and that it would have been peril

ous to have put to sea, it was held

to have been inevitable accident.

Stearns v. Hooper, 20 Pac. R 734.

Where a collision occurred on a

bright starlight night between two

canal-boats going in opposite di

rections at a speed of less than

three miles an hour, it was held

not attributable to inevitable ac

cident, especially as each was dis

covered in time to have avoided

the accident. The Thomas Carroll,

23 Fed. R 912.

Where a collision occurred in the

Detroit river by reason of the break

ing of a steamers tiller rope, and

it appearing that the tiller rope

was of a suitable size, had been,

purchased of a reputable dealer,

and at a price sufficient to have se

cured a good article; and it appear

ing that it had not been in use a

sufficient length of time to injure

it, and that it had been inspected

but a short time before, it was held
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Sec. 197. Partial loss.— The measure of damages in case

of a partial loss is the amount necessarily incurred in repair

ing the vessel and in restoring it to a condition as good as it

was before the collision, with interest on the amount so ex

pended, together with the damages incurred by reason of

the loss of the services of the vessel from the time of its dis

ability until again restored to a seaworthy condition, to

gether with such disbursements and expenses as directly

result from the collision and are incurred on behalf of the

to be inevitable accident. The

Olympia, 52 Fed. B. 985.

Where two sailing-vessels came

in collision outside New York har

bor in a blinding snow-storm, ren

dering it impossible for either ves

sel to be seen in time to avoid the

accident, and it appearing that the

vessel whose duty it was to avoid

the other was proceeding under

shortened sail, it was held to be in

evitable accident. The Atlanta, 41

Fed. R 639.

Where a floating-dock was shown

to be moored to resist any storm of

wind or sea ever known in the lo

cality, but which was lifted from

its moorings by a storm so violent

that it caused the water of the har

bor to rise to a height greatly be

yond that ever known before, and

caused it to drift against a schooner

and injure it, held, that it was in

evitable accident, and each must

stand its loss. Jerrome v. A Float

ing Dock, 3 Hughes, 508.

A steamer proceeding through a

fog at a reasonable rate of speed,

taking the usual and necessary

precautions to avoid accident, was

held not at fault and the collision

the result of inevitable accident.

Van Dyke v. Bridgeport, 35 Fed. R.

159.

Two schooners came into collis

ion in a fog; neither could hear the

other.s whistle, and when collision

was imminent both acted with

promptitude. Held, to be inevita

ble accident. The Rebecca Shep

herd, 32 Fed. R 926.

In The George W. Childs, 67 Fed.

R. 269, it was held that a sloop at

anchor at night without having

displayed an anchor-light was not

in a position to complain because

a tow brought into collision with

it did not drop its anchor or cut its

hawser as it might have done,

owing to the excitement of the

moment.

In the case of Sampson v. The

United States, 12 Ct. of Cl. 480,

it was held not to be inevitable

accident where a steamer was run

ning through a fog at the rate of

three or four knots an hour, after

it had became known to her offi

cers that a fleet of sailing-vessels

was ahead, sufficiently near to re

quire great watchfulness.

Where a collision occurred by

reason of the cutting loose of a

vessel from her moorings in order

to save it from sinking at that

place, it was held that it could not

be attributable to inevitable acci

dent. Sherman v. Mott, 5 Ben. 372.

23
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injured ship in restoring it to the condition in which it was

prior to the injury inflicted. Ordinarily the damages that

may be allowed for injuries cannot exceed the value of tho

ship at the time of collision. To recover more, where the

vessel has been repaired instead of abandoned, special cir

cumstances must be shown that the excess occurred not

withstanding the exercise of good faith and ordinary pru

dence in making the repairs.1

Restitution for the loss sustained and no more is the rule

for determining the amount of damages in case of partial

loss.2

For damages sustained by the vessel alone, the rule does

not permit of a recovery beyond the amount of the full

value of the vessel at the time of the collision, except as

above stated. To the cost of the repairs, however, may be

added such reasonable charges as are necessary to ascertain

whether the vessel is a total loss or not, and such expenses as

are incurred in removing the wreck, where this must be done.

Courts require the injured party to show clearly that such

special circumstances exist as justify the allowance of an

excess over its valuation at the time of the collision, and that

the utmost good faith and prudence have been exercised in

incurring such additional expenses.3

Sec. 198. Repairs.— As before stated, the effort of ad

miralty courts is to restore the injured party to the condi

tion in which he was prior to the injury, and the measure of

1 Halderman v. Beckwith, 4 Mc- 3 The Venus, 17 Fed. R. 925.

Lean, 286; Williamson v. Barrett, Where a vessel was sunk in water

18 How. 101 ; The Narragansett, 1 so shallow that it could be raised

Blatch. 211, 217; The Catherine v. and repaired for much less than the

Dickinson, 17 How. 170; The Rhode value of the ship at the time of

Island, Olc. 505; The Minnie, 26 collision, it was held that recovery

Fed. R. 860; The Mary Eveline, 14 could only be had for the cost of

Blatch. 497; Seabrook v. Raft of raising and for necessary repairs.

Ties, 40 Fed. R. 596; The Fanny The Thomas P. Way, 28 Fed. R.

Tuthi11, 17 Fed. R. 87. 526.

2 The Venus, 17 Fed. R 925.
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his damages for injury to the ship is the cost of restoring

the vessel to as good a condition as it was at the time of the

injury. The owner must, however, promptly take such steps

as are necessary to restore the vessel. He may not dispose

of it as it lies without effort to restore it, when repairs can

be made, and sue for the difference between its value at the

time of the collision and the amount so received.1

In making repairs to an injured vessel reference is always

had to the usual and most economic method of making them,

taking into consideration the object to be attained— the res

toration of the vessel to its former condition; and where it

is shown that unusual and needless expense is incurred in

making such repairs, no recovery can be had beyond the fair

value of the cost of making them.2 While indemnity only

for the loss sustained is the rule of compensation, where

the actual cost of repairs is relied upon as the proof of the

amount of damage, it is necessary that the repairs be made

within a reasonable time after the injury is received. Where

the injured party has been unreasonably dilatory, and the

repairs for that reason are unusually expensive, or where in

tervening voyages increasing the injuries already received

have been made, the court will make a reasonable deduction

for such increased damages.'

Where the wrong-doer takes the injured vessel into his

1 The Catherine v. Dickinson, 17 Where repairs were so impru-

How. 170; The Cambridge, 2 Low. dently made that their cost

21; O'Neil v. The J. M. North, 37 amounted to more than the value

Fed. R. 270. of the vessel after they were made,

Where a vessel was damaged by the court only allowed libelant for

reason of the unsafe condition of demurrage during the time neces-

the bottom of a pier, it was held the sary to ascertain the cost of re-

measure of damage was the cost pairs and the cost of such exami-

of repairing, and not the difference nation. A Scow Without a Name,

between the value of the vessel 8 Ben. 181.

before injury and her value after- ' The Russia, 4 Ben. 572; The

wards. Union Ice Co. v. Crowell, Henry M. Clark, 22 Fed. R. 752;

55 Fed. R. 87. The Thomas P. Way, 28 Fed. R.

»The J. T. Easton, 24 Fed. R 95; 526; Clarke v. The Fashion, 2 WalL

The Venus, 17 Fed. R. 925. Jr. 339.
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'1

possession to repair, he will be required to show that it is in

as good condition as before ; and where the repairs are im

perfectly made, the wrong-doer is liable for such further

amount as may be necessary to place it in the condition it

was in before the accident.1

Where the vessel on the whole is worth as much as it was

before the injury, no allowance for depreciation should be

made unless such depreciation is clearly shown, and the dif

ference in value must be substantial and real. Mere con

jecture that the vessel is not as valuable as before, or that

some damage may appear in the future, not apparent at the

time, is too vague and uncertain for allowance.2

The owner is entitled to recover as damages whatever

sum is found necessary to restore the vessel to the same de

gree of efficiency and usefulness it was before the injury,

irrespective of the fact that, in making the repairs, new and

more valuable material is used than was in the vessel at the

time of receiving the injury.'

The actual cost of repairs, rather than the estimated cost,

is the true measure of damages ; and where the actual cost

is less than the estimated value, allowance can be made only

for the amount actually expended.4 The sum for which

repairs are actually contracted, although prima facie evi

dence of the cost, is not conclusive, and any excess of the

contract price, if shown, is properly chargeable against the

offending party.5 In estimating the cost of repairs it is

proper to add to their cost the damages suffered by the dis-

1 The Uncle Abe, 9 Ben. 502.

2 Petty v. Merrell, 9 Blatch. 447;

Coffin v. The Osceola, 34 Fed. R

921.

In Sawyer v. Oakman, 7 Blatch.

200, it was held that when repairs

made rendered the vessel as good

as before, the fact that the general

market price of the vessel was less

than before, such depreciation not

being due to the character of the re

pairs, did not entitle the owner to

recover for such general deprecia

tion where the repairs restored it

perfectly to its former condition.

' The Fannie Tuthill, 17 Fed. R

87.

♦ The City of Chester, 04 Fed. R

429.

5 The Fannie Tuthill, 17 Fed. R

87; The North Star, 44 Fed. R 402;

The Alaska, 44 Fed. R 408.
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ablecl vessel in consequence of the condition in which it is

left by the wrong-doer. The expense of putting the vessel

in condition that repairs may be made is a proper item of

expense, and may include the expense incurred in raising,

cleaning and pumping out the injured ship.1 The expense

of taking it from the place of collision to a suitable place

for repairs, and such other expenses as are actually and

necessarily incurred in putting the vessel in condition for

repairs, are proper items of expense. Where the owner

incurs expense in raising the injured vessel, or in investigat

ing its condition to ascertain the extent of the injury, such

expense may be recovered in addition to the actual repairs

made, and in addition to the total loss, if repairs cannot be

made,2 as it is the duty of the owner to ascertain, when pos

sible, the extent of the injuries before declaring it a total

loss; and where it is necessary to raise it to determine

whether it can be repaired or not, the expense of doing so

is properly chargeable against the wrong-doer, even though

it turns out that the vessel is not worth repairing,' and even

though such added expense amounts to more than the full

value of the ship when repaired, or more than its full value

at the time of the collision.4 In the absence of fraud, such

1 Halderman r. Beckwith, 4 Mc

Lean, 286; Barrett v. Williams, 4

McLean, 589; The Havilah, 50 Fed.

R. 331 ; The Morning Star, 4 Bias. 62 ;

The Narragansett, 1 Blatch. 211;

The Seabrooke v. Raft R R Ties,

40 Fed. R 596; The Mary Eveline,

14 Blatcli. 497; Fitch v. Living

stone, 4 Sandf. 492; The America,

11 Blatch. 485; Williamson v. Bar

rett, 13 How. 101 ; The Nebraska, 3

Ben. 261.

In the case of The Benjamin F.

Hunt, Jr., 34 Fed. R 816, a vessel

received such injuries that it could

not proceed with the voyage, and,

being unable to navigate without

assistance, hired a tug to tow it to

the home port. Held, that the

towing charges were proper items

of expense chargeable against the

offending vessel, there being no

evidence of bad faith on the part

of the master in going to the home

port rather than stopping at the

nearest port for temporary repairs.

2 The America. 11 Blatch. 485;

The Mary Eveline, 14 Blatch. 497.

'The Nebraska, 3 Ben. 261; The

Chauncey M. Depew, 59 Fed. R.

791 ; Mason v. Rhinelander, 8 Ben.

103.

* The Bristol, 10 Blatch. 537.
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expenses may be recovered, even though upon more mature

investigation the repairs might have been matle at a lesser

rate, where the circumstances at the time require prompt

action.1 But expenses not directly resulting from the col

lision, nor incurred in restoring the vessel to its former con

dition, cannot be charged as damages.2

The fact that a vessel is old does not preclude it from re

covery, unless it is guilty of some unlawful act, actual or

constructive, such as failure to give notice of its weakness,

where there is opportunity to do so, in time to avoid col

lision, when in a place of danger. Where the collision is

unexpected, and without fault ou the part of the injured

vessel, it is entitled to full indemnity, and repairs that will

place it in as good condition as before.3

i The Alaska, 44 Fed. R. 498.

2 The Memphis& St. Louis Packet

Co. v. The C. H. Yager. 2 McCrary,

165; Vantine v. The Lake, 2 Wall.

Jr. 52.

Where a collision occurred be

tween a steamer and a sailing-ves

sel, and the steamer towed the

sailing-vessel into port after collid

ing with it, it was held that an

allowance to the steamer of a rea

sonable amount for towage serv

ices was proper, as part of the

damages suffered by it. The Mary

Patten, 2 Low. 190.

3The Howard, 30 Fed. R 280;

The Reba, 22 Fed. R 546; The

Atlas, 8 Otto, 302; The Baltimore,

8 Wall. 377.

Where another vessel belonging

to the same owner was substituted

for the disabled vessel during its

detention, the right of the owner

to compensation is not affected;

nor is it a cause for awarding less

than if such vessel were not sub

stituted. The State of California,

54 Fed. R. 404.

Where a part owner voluntarily

devotes a portion of his time to

overseeing repairs on a vessel in

jured by collision, and there was

no proof that such services were

necessary or valuable, nor that

they had been paid for by the re

maining owners, it was held that

no allowance should be made there

for. Id.

Where a vessel was injured by

collision, and, without estimating

the cost of restoring it to its former

condition, it was altered and re

paired into a condition wholly dis

similar to its previous state, it

was held that libelant could only

recover the value of his vessel at

the time of the accident, with the

cost of five days. pumping neces

sary to render it fit for estimating

the damages done, together with

damages for loss of his personal

property. A Scow, 8 Ben. 181.

Where it appeared that several

of the items in -a bill of repairs of

an injured vessel were exaggerated,

with the knowledge and consent
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Sec. 199. New for old material.— The owner is entitled

to recover as damages whatever sum is found necessary to

restore his vessel to the condition it was in before the col

lision, notwithstanding that in making the repairs new and

more valuable materials are used than were in the vessel at

the time of receiving the injury ; subject, however, to the

general provision of law that the owner may not captiously

insist on repairs where such repairs would equal or exceed

the value of the vessel at the time of the collision.

In all cases the measure of indemnity is co-extensive with

the injuries received ; and the fact that new and better ma

terial entering into the repairs may render it better than be

fore the collision, affords no reason for an allowance for such

of the master, for the purpose of

imposing upon the underwriters,

and the district court reduced the

value of the items so exaggerated

to the lowest estimate, on appeal

it was held that such reduction

was proper. The Sampson, 4

Blatch. 28.

Where it appeared that repairs

were not all made at once, but at

different times, several voyages

intervening between, this circum

stance was taken into considera

tion in the measurement of dam

ages, and a deduction made, as it

appeared the repairs could have

been made more cheaply had they

been completed at one time. The

Henry M. Clark, 22 Fed. R. 752.

The testimony of the master as

to the amount paid for repairs, the

testimony of the vessel agent as

to the payment of the repair bills,

together with the production of

the receipted bills, held to establish

prima facie the cost of repairs

without calling the men who did

the work. Orhanovich v. The

Steam-tug America, 4 Fed. R. 337.

Where the raising of the vessel

and cargo was delayed by the in

ferior plan adopted by the owners,

the court refused to allow dam

ages beyond the actual time it

would have taken to perform the

work in the usual and more ap

proved method. The Russia, 4 Ben.

572.

Good judgment should be shown

in the matter of making repairs;

and where the owner of an injured

vessel got no estimate before re

pairing, and contracted for no

limit of time .for repairing, and it

appeared that the items of repairs

exceeded the value of the boat, it

was held that such excess could

not be recovered. The Venus, 17

Fed. R 925.

Where an anchor was shipped to

avoid collision, in the absence of

proof to the contrary, the court

will presume that to recover it

would cost all it would be worth

Johansen v. The Eloina, 4 Fed. R.

573.
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bettered condition. In making repairs in collision cases, a

different rule prevails than in insurance cases, where an

allowance is usually made for new material ; in collision cases

no such allowance is permitted.1 In the repairing of old and

wornout vessels, the courts scrutinize very closely the re

pairs made, and nothing is permitted beyond those repairs

made necessary to restore it to as good a condition as it was

in before the injury.' Where the value of personal effects of

seamen is sued for, a deduction may be made from the market

value of similar articles, for their depreciation by reason of

use.'

Sec. 200. Total loss.— Eestitution is the rule in all cases

where repairs are practical, and compensation when the loss

is total. The measure of damages in case of total loss is the

market value of the vessel at the time of the collision, to

gether with its cargo and freight, and such other losses as

are a direct result of a collision. The market value of the

vessel, and not its real or intrinsic value or cost of construc

tion, is ordinarily the measure of damages. The recovery

is limited to the market value, and damages in excess of such

value may not be assessed by reason of additional value to

the owner, owing to peculiar fitness for the trade in which

it is engaged, or otherwise ; nor is the market value to be

determined by what the Owner would have been willing to

take for the vessel, but it is the amount for which the vessel

would have sold in the open market.4 The party at fault

may not diminish the damages to be assessed against him

by showing that the real value of the ship is less than its

market value, by reason of its age, the defective nature of

its construction, or other causes.5

i The Baltimore, 8 WalL 377 ; The 697 ; Williamson v. Barrett, 13 How.

Fannie Tuthill, 17 Fed. R 87. 101.

2 The Quaker City, 19 Fed. R 141. 'The New Jersey, 01& 444; The

' Leonard v. Whitwell, 19 Fed. Venus, 17 Fed. R 925; The Ant, 13

R 547. Fed. R 91; Parsons on Ship. 542;

4 The Laura Lee, 24 Fed. R 483; The Granite State, 3 WalL 310;

The City of Alexandria, 40 Fed. R. The Baltimore, 8 Wall. 377; The
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"When the conditions are such that no market value can

be shown, where there is no market value, or, if shown, it is

so manifestly disproportionate to the intrinsic value of the

vessel that to order a sale at such a price would be a hard

ship, the court may adopt as the value of the ship the cost

of construction with proper deduction for the deterioration

in its value from the time of construction ; especially may

this method be resorted to if the vessel is but recently built.*

The owner may not abandon his vessel, and recover for a

total loss, when it is sunk in such shallow water that it can

be raised and repaired at an expense much less than it is

worth ; recovery in such cases being limited to the cost of

raising and repairing.

The mere fact that a vessel is sunk by collision is not suf

ficient to charge the one at fault for a total loss. The owner

of the sunken vessel must employ reasonable means to in

vestigate its condition, and mitigate the loss if possible, be

fore he is in position to claim a total loss. He must first

show that the vessel cannot be repaired,1 or that the expense

of doing so would equal or exceed its value after the re

pairs, if made.' Where the sunken vessel is so situated that

it cannot be determined whether or not repairs can be made,

without raising it, the expense of raising or other investiga

tion may be recovered in addition to the total or partial

loss.4

Ann Caroline, 2 Wall. 538; The

Colorado, 1 Brown, 411.

1 Leonard v. Whitwell, 19 Fed. R.

547; The Cayuga, 2 Ben. 125.

Where a vessel damaged by col

lision was sold at auction, and it

appeared that the auction sale was

fully attended, and was fair, and the

owners permitted it to be sold and

pass into other hands, it was held

that the price received on such

sale was the most certain evidence

as to what the market value of

the vessel was. The Benison, 36

Fed. R 793.

* Pratt v. The Havilah, 50 Fed. R

331 ; Clark v.The Fashion,2Wall. Jr.

339.

» The Baltimore, 8 WalL 377.

*The America, 11 Blatch. 485;

The Mary Eveline, 14 Blatch. 497.

Where a pilot-boat was sunk by

a collision, being cut half through

on the port bow, and one wrecking

company had refused to attempt

to raise it, and another had refused
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To recover as for a total loss it is not always necessary to

prove to a point of demonstration that the vessel is a total

loss or sunk, and that recovery is impossible. Where the

damages received are of a sufficiently serious nature that a

master exercising ordinary lirmness and nautical skill, under

reasonable apprehension that the lives of the crew will be

jeopardized by trying to save his vessel, abandons it, the

loss will be regarded by the courts as a total one, unless it

is shown that it actually did not founder, and is still in con

dition to be repaired.1 The law does not require the master

or crew of a vessel to incur greater perils in the navigation

of their ship than ordinarily attend this hazardous occupation,

for the purpose of preserving a damaged ship from total

destruction, when by so doing the lives of the vessel's crew

would be imperiled ; nor can the liability for total loss bo

avoided by showing that had a different policy been pursued

by the injured ship, it might have been preserved, where it

appears that the master and crew acted in a reasonably

seaman-like manner.2

Sec. 201. Valuation.— Usually the measure of damages

is the value of the ship at the time of collision. In deter

mining this the evidence of competent persons familiar with

it, having knowledge of the value of vessels of its age, class

and condition, is usually the best evidence; but when the

market is in such condition that it affords no fair cri

terion as to what would under ordinary conditions be the

reasonable value of such a vessel, the court is not bound to

accept, as the market value, a price so low as to bear no fair

relation to the cost of construction; and the court may, in

the case of comparatively new ships, take the cost of con

struction as the fair value, making a reasonable allowance

to attempt to raise it for less than • Swift v. Brownell, 1 Holmes,

$3,000, without regard to value 467; The Ontario, 2 Low. 40.

when raised, it was held sufficient 2The Rebecca, Blatchford & H.

to warrant a finding that the loss 347; The Nellie, 2 Low. 404.

was total. The Normandie, 58 Fed.

R. 427.
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for deterioration.1 "Where the evidence shows that the vessel

can be duplicated for a less sum than the original cost, a

full recovery of the original cost cannot be allowed.2 The

general rule is that the value of the vessel is the open mar

ket value at the place where the collision occurred. This

has no reference to what it is worth to the owner, nor what

lie could have sold it for, but what it would have brought

offered unreservedly in open market.3 The general rule is

that the valuation of the vessel is to be computed at the

place where the collision occurs. In applying this rule the

courts make an exception in the case of foreign vessels de

stroyed in American waters, where by reason of our naviga

tion laws the market value is less than the real value, in

which case the courts allow the market value at the home

port of the ship.4 Where no evidence is offered showing

the value at the home port, the value at the place of collis

ion will prevail.5 By the term " market price " is not meant

the price paid by the owner, but the sum for which it would

sell in open market.6 The fact that the actual value of the

ship, by reason of age or other cause, is less than the market

value will not relieve the party in fault from full payment

of the market value of the vessel destroyed. It may and

does very often happen that the vessel, owing to some pecul

iarity of build, reputation or establishment in a given trade,

has acquired a market value that a new or different vessel

would not have, and that the substitution of a new or differ

ent ship, even of equal or greater value, would not recom

pense the owner for his loss. Where from such or other

circumstances the price the vessel would have brought in

1 Leonard v. Whitwell, 19 Fed. R by the original cost, making proper

547. allowance for depreciation by use.

2 The City of Alexandria, 40 Fed. La Normandie, 58 Fed. R 427.

R697. *The Blenheim, 17 Fed. R 608;

3 The Laura Lee, 24 Fed. R 483. Guibert & Sons v. The British Ship

Where the vessel is of a kind that George Bell, 8 Fed. R 581.

is seldom bought or sold, so that 5 The Utopia, 16 Fed. R 507.

there is no established market 8The North Star, 15 Blatch. 532.

value, its value may be determined
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the open market is in excess of the amount it would cost to

reproduce it, the law affords the wrong-doer no redress for

such excess,—he must pay the full market value.1 The con

verse of this rule is true : that the owner of the vessel lost

can only recover the market value of his ship, although this

may be less than the price paid for it or less than the cost

of construction. Where, by reason of any circumstance af

fecting the market value of the vessel, it brings less than it

otherwise would, the selling price is the measure of value,

unless this is so manifestly disproportioned to the cost of

building as to bear no fair relation to the original cost or

intrinsic worth, and that a sale at such a price would, in ef

fect, be practical confiscation. Under such circumstances

the court may adopt a higher valuation. No fixed rule of

depreciation can be safely adopted for the valuation of

water-craft. The kind and quality of the materials and

method of construction, the care, use and repair in which

the vessel is kept, are all to be taken into consideration in

determining its value.2

Sec. 202. Loss of freight.— Loss of freight is an item of

damages properly chargeable to the offending vessel. In

the allowance for loss of freight a distinction was sought to

be created in the early decisions between total and partial

losses. In case of partial loss of the vessel, both the English

and American authorities agree in allowing as damages,

against the offending ship, such profits as would have ac

crued had the voyage been completed, less the expense attend-

1 The New Jersey, Olc. 444. twenty per cent, less than when

Where the total loss of a Missis- first built. The second year twenty

sippi river steamer occurred, the per cent. should be deducted from

court, in estimating the value of its valuation at the end of the first

the boat at the time of collision, year, and in the same manner de-

found that for vessels engaged in ductions should be made during

trade on the Mississippi river on the entire age of the vessel, the

which all necessary repairs had amount left being the value at the

been made from time to time as date of collision. The Laura Lee,

required, the rule is that after the 24 Fed. R 483.

first year such boats are worth 2 The J. E. Trudeau, 54 Fed. R 907.
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ing the completion of the same, even though such added

damage exceed the value of the vessel injured.1

In cases of total loss the decisions have not been uniform

as to the allowance of freight as an item of damage; some

of the early English cases holding that the probable earn

ings of a vessel on an incompleted voyage are too remote

and uncertain for allowance ; ! interest on the value of the

ship being allowed from the date of the loss in its stead.3 It

is difficult to see any real objection to the allowance of freight,

in case of a total loss, that cannot with equal propriety be

urged where only partial loss is sustained. Even in England,

where the doctrine of non-allowance of freight has prevailed

in case of total loss, the decisions are not by any means har

monious, many decisions sustaining the right to recover

freight instead of interest in total losses.4

It is now well settled that the admiralty courts of the

United States do not recognize the distinction between total

and partial losses, and allow in both cases, as part of the

damage sustained, the net freight which the ship at the time

of the collision is in process of earning.5 The freight so re

covered must, however, be freight actually arising from the

carriage of goods. And where the vessel-owner is the owner

of the cargo, the freight not constituting a separate interest,

the owner cannot recover for loss of freight an estimated

amount which the vessel could have earned were it carrying

a similar cargo for others.6

1 The Consett, 5 Prob. Div. 229; « The Rebecca, 1 B. & H. 347; The

The Heroine, 1 Ben. 226; The Min- Amiable Nancy, 3 Wheat. 546; Will-

nie, 26 Fed. R. 860; Williamson v. iamson v. Barrett, 13 How. 101; The

Barrett, 13 How. 101; The Cayuga, Heroine, 1 Ben. 226; The North

14 Wall. 278; The Utopia, 16 Fed. Star, 44 Fed. R 492; The C. P. Ray-

R 507. mond, 28 Fed. R 765; The Balti-

'The Columbus, 3 W. Robb. 164. more, 8 Wall. 386; The Cayuga, 14

3Guibert v. The British Ship Wall. 278; The Hope and The Fred-

George Bell, 3 Fed. R. 581. die L. Porter, 5 Fed. R. 822; 8 Fed.

* The Betsey Carnes, 2 Hagg. 28; R. 170; Egbert v. B. & O. R. R Co.,

The Yorkshireman, 2 Hagg. 30; 2 Ben. 223.

The Canada, Lush. 584; The Ga- <>Crowell v. The Beatrice Have-

zelle, Wm. Robb. 279. ner, 50 Fed. R 232. In this case it
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Restitution to the condition before collision being the ob

ject sought, the wrong-doer being held to make good the

damages resulting from his negligence, no good reason can

be urged why the net freight which the vessel would have

made, had not the voyage been interrupted, should not be

allowed, together with the actual expenses incurred. In

case of partial loss or detention, reasonable efforts ought

always to be made by the injured vessel to secure other

cargo for the voyage.1 Where cargo is secured, the measure

of damages is the difference between the freight lost by col

lision and the freight on the cargo secured in its stead, to

gether with such reasonable costs and expenses in securing

the same as the vessel has incurred.

It is no ground for reducing the allowance for detention

that the vessel-owner does not hire another ship to complete

the voyage of the one disabled, or continue the business con

templated by the charter. The injured party is not required

to look beyond his own vessel to carry out its engagements,

and where these are interrupted, the party in fault cannot

insist on the substitution of another.2 Where it is impos

sible to secure fresh cargo, dead freight may be allowed, and

it is a proper item of damages.'

How far, beyond the voyage entered upon, damages may

be recovered, as for loss of anticipated profits, is not wholly

a settled question. The most of the reported cases where

anticipated profits have been allowed have been where there

was a charter for a specific voyage, and where the elements

was held the measure of damages thereby losing its charter; repairs

was the market value of the cargo taking less time than would have

and vessel at the port of sailing, been consumed in the voyage, and

with interest from time of sailing, there being no evidence of a want

together with any item of expense of other employment, the court re-

for equipment or other expendi- fused to allow net freight for the

tures that may have been incurred, voyage.

with interest on them from the 2 The Transit, 4 Ben. 138; The

date of incurring the same. Cayuga, 14 WalL 270; The Belgen-

1 The Gorgas, 10 Ben. 666. In this land, 36 Fed. R. 504.

case a vessel was injured by col- 'The Cayuga, 14 Wall. 270; Th&

lision and detained for repairs, C. P. Raymond, 28 Fed. R. 705.
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of uncertainty as to whether the voyage would be com

pleted in safety were no greater than in most business vent

ures. Where, however, the vessel is chartered for a definite

period beyond the voyage upon which it is engaged when

collision occurs, requiring perhaps many successive voyages,

attended by the perils and uncertainties of the sea, the gen

eral rule has been, in case of total loss, to allow the full

market value of the vessel at the time of collision, together

with the freight for the pending voyage, and interest on

these amounts from the estimated date of the completed

voyage.

There are some American authorities, however, asserting a

broader rule than has been generally followed by the courts ; 1

but it is difficult to reconcile them with the doctrine of the

supreme court as laid down in the case of The Amiablo

Nancy,2 in which the probable profits of a voyage yet to be

undertaken were disallowed. It is a safe rule not to allow

damages for prospective profits, beyond the voyage entered

upon, that cannot with reasonable certainty be shown to be

likely to be realized; and it is doubtful if the supreme court

will ever enlarge the rule here stated, limiting the freight

recoverable to the voyage upon which the vessel has en

tered* when collision occurs. Where the collision is shown

to have been malicious, the court may in its discretion relax

the strictness of the rule as to proof of anticipated profitsr

and permit them to be shown to a greater extent than is

permissible in the absence of malice, or negligence so gross

as to amount to malice.4

The law in this country is well settled that where the in

jured party can with reasonable certainty show that profits

would have resulted had not the voyage been interrupted,

recovery can bo had for such anticipated profits of the voy

age as are shown, with a fair degree of certainty, likely to

1 The Freddie L. Porter, 8 Fed. R.

170; The Siberia. 46 Fed. R. 301;

The Argentine L. R App. Cas. 519.

= 3 Wheaton, 546.

' Fabre v. The Cunard S. Co., The

Iberia, 53 Fed. R. 288.

4 The Harriet Newhall, 3 Warer

105.
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result from it.1 For profits anticipated beyond the voyage

upon which the ship is engaged, the weight of authority is

-clearly against recovery. There must of necessity be some

limit beyond which recovery for prospective profits cannot

be permitted— beyond which inquiry as to probable results

would partake too much of the fanciful and speculative to

afford a safe guide to conclusions. In the absence of a bet

ter limitation of inquiry, the courts have limited recovery

to the voyage entered upon when collision occurs, and only

then upon proof so clear that it is divested of all substantial

doubts that, had the collision not occurred, profits for the

voyage would have resulted to the ship.2

Sec. 203. Damage to cargo.— For injury to the cargo of

a vessel in collision the cargo shares the fate of the vessel

on which it is shipped, and recovery against the offending

ship can only be had when the circumstances are such as

entitle the carrying vessel to recover for injuries sustained

by it.s While the owner of the cargo may be an innocent

party and not participate in the navigation of the ship, yet

his goods are affected by its conduct, and he can recover

1 Jolly v. The Terre Haute Draw- ter being a profitable one, and

bridge Co., 6 McLean, 237; La which had to be abandoned by rea-

Champagne, 53 Fed. R. 398. son of the collision. The court

- In the case of The Freddie L. held that recovery could be had for

Porter, 5 Fed. R822; 8 Fed R.170, the net profits that would have

it was held that the net profits been realized by its completion but

which the libelants would have for the collision.

realized from the agreement for In the case of The Iberia, 46

the employment of the lost vessel, Fed R. 801, a vessel under charter

for the season under which it was which ended at New York was

sailing, was a proper allowance for sunk before reaching that place.

part of the damages sustained. Before the collision she had been

It is not necessaiy, to entitle re- rechartered on her arrival at New

oovery, that the ship should at the York to take a cargo to the port

date of loss be earning freight. In of Cadiz. Held, that recovery for

the case of The Cousett, 5 Prob. freight from New York to Cadiz

Div. 229, the vessel was in ballast, could be maintained.

on a voyage from Antwerp to 3 Duggins v. Watson, 15 Ark. 118.

Montreal, to load grain, the char-
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only when it can recover for the damages inflicted. The

inability of the cargo owners to recover from the other ves

sel, when the carrying vessel is at fault, does not prevent a

recovery from the latter for all the damages the cargo sus

tains by reason of its misconduct. Where one or both ves

sels are at fault the owners of the cargo may sue both jointly

or each severally, as may be preferred. Where, however,

the cargo owner sues jointly and recovers judgment, it has

been held that such judgment is a bar to an action against

them severally ; and where suit is brought against the offend

ing vessels severally and judgment rendered, the several

judgment is a bar to an action jointly.1 Where injury is

done to the cargo and expense is incurred in caring for and

rescuing it, such expense, if the charge is reasonable, is a

proper item of damage.2

In determining the value of the cargo the measure of dam

ages is determined by adding to its cost at the place of ship

ment the cost of loading and the cost of transportation to

the place of injury. The market price at the port of destina

tion, and the probable profits there would have accrued but

for the loss, are considered as too remote for computation,

and the courts refrain from entering into their considera

tion.3 The application of the general rule confining the

1 Murray v. Lovejoy, 2 Cliff. 191. 489; The Mary J. Vaughn, 2 Ben.

2 The Alexandria, 10 Ben. 101. 47; Dyer v. National Steam Nav.

In case of mutual fault each Co., 14 Blatch. 483; The Ocean

vessel is liable in solido for the full Queen, 5 Blatch. 493.

amount of damages to the cargo Where the owner of a cargo en-

of either. The Britannia, 39 Fed. deavored to recover for delay in

VR 395. its delivery, the market for the

3 Guibert & Sons v. The British goods being passed by reason of

Ship George Bell, 3 Fed. R. 581 ; the ship.s delay through collision,

The Amiable Nancy, 3 Wheat. 546; it was held that the price at the

The Lively, 1 Gall. 315; Smith v. port of shipment was the price by

Coudry, 1 How. 28; The Vaughn which damages should be esti-

and The Telegraph, 14 Wall. 258; mated, and that no recovery could

The Aleppo, 7 Ben. 120; The City be had for loss of market price at

of New York, 23 Fed. R. 616; The the port of destination. Smith v.

Umbria, 46 Fed. R. 927; 59 Fed. R. Coudry, 1 How. 28.

24
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value of the cargo to the prime cost at the place of ship

ment, and excluding all conjectural profits, is often a diffi

cult matter. To apply the general rule in such a manner

as to exclude profits, but so as not to deny substantial resti

tution to the injured party, is often a difficult matter, and

the courts have adopted much ingenuity in the application

of the rule. In the case of cargoes accumulated at sea, often

representing large expenditures of capital, time, labor and

risk, the courts, in the absence of an established value, there

being no port of shipment, have adopted the market value

of the product at a place where it has a market value, after

deducting the expenses of transportation thither.1

Sec. 204. Demurrage.— Damages chargeable to the ves

sel at fault are not limited to actual injuries to the vessel,

nor to the actual amount of money necessary to restore it

to its former condition. Such a limitation of damages would

manifestly work a hardship where the damaged vessel is at

the time engaged in a lucrative trade, which it is obliged to

forego by reason of the wrong-doing of the other. The ob

ject sought to be attained by the admiralty courts is a resti

tution of the injured party to its original condition, as nearly

as may be, with the least loss possible to the innocent ship.2

bourne v. Ashley, 1 Low. 27; vessel; and the owners of the re-

Bartlett v. Budd, 1 Low. 223; Taber maining ship, on a decree against

v. Jenny, 1 Sprague, 815; Swift v. them for the full value of the lost

Brownell, Holmes, 867; Dyer v. cargo, were entitled to retain out

National Steam Nav. Co., 14 Blatch. of the share coming to the owner

483. of the lost vessel their proportion

Where two vessels were in col- of the amount to be contributed

lision and one of them sunk and by the lost vessel for damages to its

its cargo was a total loss, and both cargo. Duncan v. The C. H. Foster,

vessels were adjudged mutually in 1 Fed. R 733.

fault, it was held that the owners ^The Cayuga, 14 Wall. 270; The

of the sunken vessel were bound, Rhode Island, Abb. Adm. 100; The

as between themselves and the Blossom, Ola 188; The New Jersey,

owners of the other, to contribute Olc. 444; The Fannie Tuthill, 17

for the cargo lost out of the dam- Fed. R 87; Cannon v. The Potomac,

ages due them for the loss of their 3 Woods, 158; The Baltic, 3 Ben.
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To attain which, the injured party may recover for the loss

of the use and services of his vessel during the period of re

pairs, such reasonable allowance for detention as the vessel

is shown to have lost for the time when it otherwise could

have been profitably engaged.1 Where the injured vessel is

employed at the time of the collision, or where it appears

that it would have been beneficially employed during the

period of its detention, whatever actual loss is shown to

have been incurred by reason of the interruption of its en

gagements by the collision may be recovered of the vessel

or party at fault.2 The damages thus sustained must, how

ever, be the direct and certain result of the injury, and not

a remote or uncertain effect, and must be shown to be the

reasonable value of the net earnings of the ship for the time

actually detained. The court will not allow an exaggerated

claim for demurrage, nor one greatly in excess of the rea

sonable value of the services of the vessel for the period of

detention.3

When the proof clearly shows that at the time of the col

lision the ship was chartered for a definite length of time at

a price above the current rates, no reason can be urged

why the claim should not be allowed, although the damages

sustained are greater than they would be at the current

price for ships of its class.4

The measure of damages in all cases is the net amount

195; The Thomas Kiley, 3 Ben. 228; Margaret J. Sanford, 37 Fed. R

Coffin v. The Osceola, 34 Fed. R 148.

921; The Potomac, 105 U. S. 630. Where a vessel damaged by col-

1 The Fannie Tuthill, 17 Fed. R lision became fast in the ice, by

87; Williamson v. Barrett, 13 How. reason of which it was unable to

101; Sturgis v. Clough, 1 Wall.269; reach a dry-dock for repairs, held,

The Cayuga, 2 Ben. 125; 14 Wall. that demurrage for such deten-

270; The Joseph Nixon v. The tion should not be allowed, the de-

George Lysle, 2 Fed. R 259; The tention not being the direct result

State of California, 54 Fed. R 404. of the collision. The Mina A. Reed,

2 Williamson v. Barrett, 13 How. 30 Fed. R 287.

101; The Cayuga. 7 Blatch. 385; 3 The Excelsior, 17 Fed. R. 924.

The Joseph Nixon, 2 Fed. R 259; *The Margaret J. Sanford, 37

The Stromless, 1 Low. 153; The Fed. R. 148.
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1

which the vessel could have earned during the period of de

tention plus the expenses actually incurred. It is the amount

the vessel is worth to the owner during the period of de

tention, and not the market value of the ship's services.1 It

is only when there is no fixed charter rate that resort is

properly had to the opinions and estimates of witnesses to

fix a value ; nor is an amount computed on the value of the

vessel detained a proper measure of damages,2 where it is

shown that the vessel is chartered at a rate in excess of the

market price. Where the charter-party provides a rate of de

murrage, the courts hold that such provision affords no ex

clusive rule for the determination of the damages incurred.'

It often happens that the vessel-owner, for reasons of a spe

cial nature, in the charter-party provides for a smaller rate

of damages for detention than the vessel would otherwise be

entitled to. While this rate of demurrage might be binding

between the parties to the contract, no logical reason can

be urged why this rate of damages should be extended to a

wrong-doer, a stranger to the charter-party. In such cases,

as in all others not provided for by special contract, the loss

actually incurred is the measure of damages.4 2ior is the

general demurrage rate prevailing or generally accepted by

i Grubbs v. The John C. Fisher,

22 Pitts. L. J. 122; The Cayuga,

14 WalL 270 ; 7 Blatch. 381; The

Favorite, 18 Wall. 598; The Emma

Kate Boss, 46 Fed. R. 872; 50 Fed.

B. 845.

In The Emma Kate Boss, 50 Fed.

B. 845, the circuit court of ap

peals for the third circuit modify

the decision in 46 Fed. B. 872, in

this respect. When another ves

sel is substituted in place of the

one damaged, the measure of dam

age is the cost of the one substi

tuted, and not the value of the

damaged vessel, computed on a

basis of her charter contracts dur

ing the period of detention.

2 The B. L. Maybey, 4 Blatch.

439 ; Williamson v. Barrett, 13 How.

101.

' The Hermann, 4 Blatch. 441.

4 The Sam Brown, 29 Fed. R. 650.

In the case of The Margaret J.

Sanford, 37 Fed. R 148, it was held

that neither the demurrage rate

specified in the charter, nor the

customary demurrage rates at the

port of New York, supplied a satis

factory criterion by which to de

termine the amount of the damages

sustained by detention, where it

appeared by the evidence that the

vessel would have earned §70 per

day over and above expenses, the

charter stipulations being for de-
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a mercantile community evidence of the damages sustained,

where there is other and better evidence showing the exact

or approximate amount of the damages sustained. In the

absence of other evidence of actual loss, such established

rules of demurrage, or the provisions of the charter-party,

may afford some criterion, and often the best evidence as to

what the actual damage by detention is.1 Where other evi

dence is obtainable, the rate of demurrage prevailing at

the port of detention is not conclusive, and should not be

given controlling weight where better evidence of actual

loss can be obtained.2 Some of the authorities, in discussing

the matter of rates for demurrage damages, have commented

upon the extreme difficulty experienced by courts in arriv

ing at the exact and actual amount of damages sustained by

the detention of vessels.3 This being a question that must

largely be determined by the opinions of experts, it is sub

ject to the same difficulties experienced in the determination

of all questions where the market value of an article arises.

As before stated, the injured party is not necessarily limited

in his recovery to the amount of the market value of his

vessel during the period of detention, where he is able to

show an actual loss in excess of the market value.4

A convenient method of determining such loss, and one

often resorted to by the courts, is by ascertaining what the

murrage at the rate of $45 per day. notwithstanding the substituted

the customary rate at New York vessel belonged to the same owner

being $262 per day. and might otherwise have been

i The Silica v. The Lord Warden, idle. The Cayuga, 7 Blatch. 385.

30 Fed. R 845. See, also, The State of California,

2The Margaret J. Sanford, 37 54 Fed. R. 404.

Fed. R 148. * The Margaret J. Sanford. 37

3The Rhode Island, 2 Blatch. 114. Fed. R. 152; The Phila., etc. Rail-

Where an injury was sustained road Co. v. Howard, 13 How. 307;

by a ferry-boat by colliding, and United States v. Behan, 110 U. S.

another was substituted in its 338; Williamson v. Barrett, 13

place, it was held that the owner How. 101 : The Rhode Island, 2

was entitled to recover the fair Blatch. 113; The Cayuga, 7 Blatch.

value of the use of the injured ves- 385.

sel during the period of detention,
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vessel was earning at the time of or immediately before the

collision, and by ascertaining what, if any, provision had been

made for a continuance of such earnings. Where there is no

other evidence of the earning capacity of the ship than is

shown by the charter or contract under which it is employed

at the time of the collision, the average daily earnings under

it may be taken as a standard of measurement.1

It is not necessary to entitle a recovery for damages to

show that the injured vessel was actually under charter dur

ing the time of detention. If it is clearly shown what the

market value of the use of vessels of the class in question is

during the time, recovery may be had for such sum,2 where

it is shown with a reasonable degree of certainty that the

vessel would have been actually employed but for the de

tention, and that it would have actually earned the owner

something over and above the expenses of its operation.'

To entitle a recovery for damages for detention while re

pairs are being made, no notice of an intention to demand

such damages is essential, nor is it necessary that the master

or owner of the injured vessel should inform the party at

fault at the time what opportunities for chartering are pre

sented during the time repairs are being made.4 It should

be shown that the repairs were made within a reasonable

time, and at a place not so remote as to incur unnecessary

delay and expense in reaching it.5

1 The Mayflower, 1 Brown, Adm. was taken to a place at some dis-

376; The Jas. A. Dunion t, 84 Fed. tance from the place of collision,

R. 428. and while repairs were being made

'The Mayflower, 1 Brown, 376. was frozen in and detained a con-

s Sturgis v. Clough, 1 Wall. 269. siderable length of time. It ap-

The daily earnings of the ship pearing that the repairs could as

should be shown for a period of well have been made at the place

sufficient length prior to the col- where the collision occurred, and

lision to enable the court to esti- that had they been made there no

mate a fair average of its net damages from freezing could have

earnings. occurred, it was held that no re-

*The Baltic, 10 Ben. 631. covery could be had for the added

5 The Thomas Kiley, 3 Bon. 228. delay by reason of the freezing.

In this case the damaged vessel
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The allowance of interest on demurrage claims is largely

a matter of discretion on the part of the court. In the ma

jority of cases reported such allowance has not been granted.

There is no reason, however, why it may not be done where

it appears to the court that by such allowance substantial

justice would be promoted.1

Where it is not shown that any profits would have ac

crued, or where it is shown that they would not have ac

crued had the vessel not been detained, there yet may be a

recovery for demurrage sufficient to cover the expenses act

ually and necessarily incurred by the vessel during the

period of detention.2

1 Johanssen v. The Bark Eloina,

4 Fed. R. 573.

5 Where a tug was injured in col

lision and was detained for a

period of twenty-one days, it not

appearing that the crew left aboard

was necessary to the prosecution

of the work of repairs, it was held

that the wages and expenses at

tending the keeping of the crew

for that period were not properly

chargeable against the offending

ship. Thomas Tow-boat Co. v. The

Sarah Thorpe, 46 Fed. R 816.

Where it was shown that the

crew was necessarily kept aboard

during the period of repairing, the

items of expense for keeping them

aboard were held to be proper

charges for allowance against the

offending party. New Haven

Steamboat Co. v. The Mayor, 36

Fed. R 716.

Where both vessels were at fault,

it was held that no allowance could

be made for the detention of the

one injured during the time neces

sary to make repairs. Meigs v.

The Northerner, 1 Wash. Ter. 91.

Where a vessel lost her jib boom

and one of her chain plates was

broken in a collision in which it

was not at fault, held, that it was

justified in putting back for re

pairs, and that it was entitled to

damages for the detention during

the time repairs were made. Wells

v. Armstrong, 29 Fed. R 216.

Where a vessel sunk by the fault

of another was subsequently raised

and repaired, and other evidence

disclosed the fact that there was

no established charter value of the

vessel at the port, and the owner

was unable to show the market

value of its use during the period

of detention, it was held that the

value of the services of the vessel

to the owner in . the business in

which it was engaged at the time

of the collision was the proper basis

for estimating demurrage dam

ages, and that the value of such

service might be proved by the

books of the owners showing pre

vious and subsequent earnings;

that whatever hardship this rule

of estimating the loss entailed

must be borne by the party in

fault. The Mayflower, 1 Brown, 376.

For a seventy-ton schooner, six

years of age, $15 per day was held
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See. 205. Appraisement.— To afford the party sought to

be charged an opportunity to determine the value of the

injured vessel, or any of its appointments, in case of loss

the value of the vessel, cargo, and all other items of property

chargeable as damages, should be appraised by competent

persons having a knowledge of such matters, and the party

sought to be charged notihed of the same where it is possi

ble to do so.1

Survey of damages: The cost of a survey of the damages

done, and the cost of superintending the repairs, when nec

essary to the economical prosecution of the repairs, are

proper items to be taken into consideration in computing

the damages sustained ; but where the necessity of a survey

is not shown, and no order of court is made requiring it, the

expense of the same is not assessable as damages.2

to be unreasonable demurrage;

that $r> per day was ample allow

ance. The Excelsior, 17 Fed. R 924.

Compensation for demurrage

while a vessel is undergoing re

pairs should bear some reasonable

proportion to its value. Where a

canal-boat was worth $350, an al

lowance of $3 per day for fifty-nine

days was held reasonable. The

Venus, 17 Fed. R. 925.

Where there is no direct proof

as to the amount of the damages

suffered by detention, the court

may in its discretion allow interest

at the legal rate for the time so de

tained. The Manitoba, 122 U. S.

97, 100.

In the case of Orhanovich v. The

America, 4 Fed. R 337, it was held

that the rate of demurrage fixed

by the vessel's charter-party, ac

companied by evidence that it was

the rate adopted by the maritime

exchange of the port, was prima

facie evidence of the amount of the

loss.

The fact that the repairs made

on a vessel damaged in collision

render it more valuable than it was

before the injury is not a sufficient

reason for disallowing demurrage

damages for the period the vessel

was wrongfully detained. The

Santee, 6 Blatch. 1.

1 Where a boiler was removed

from the wreck of a vessel de

stroyed by collision and sold at

private sale without the knowledge

of those sought to be charged, and

without appraisement, the court

allowed the party to be charged

the full value of the boiler, instead

of the price for which it was sold.

The Warren, 17 Fed. R 704.

2Sawyer v. Oakman, 7 Blatch.

290, 306; The City of Chester, 34

Fed. R 429; The Alaska, 44 Fed. R.

500; The New Haven Steamboat

Co. v. Mayor, 36 Fed. R 716; The

Golden Rule, 20 Fed. R 198; The

Venus, 17 Fed. R 925.
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Sec. 206. Interest.— In computing the amount of dam

ages to be allowed the party entitled to recovery, it is

proper to allow interest on the amount expended for repairs

and on the amount of demurrage charges that the prevail

ing party is entitled to, from the date when the various

items of expense were incurred, and from the last day of

detention where demurrage is recovered.1

Where no direct proof as to the amount of damages by

reason of the detention during the making of repairs is ad

duced, the court may, in its discration, allow interest upon

the full value of the vessel for the time detained.2 Interest

is usually allowed on the value of the vessel, in case of total

loss, from the date of collision to the date of judgment,' to

gether with interest on the net freight from the probable

date of the completion of the voyage;4 and where the

owner, taking advantage of the act limiting his liability, ob

tains a release of the vessel by giving a stipulation for its

assessed value, interest on such valuation may be allowed.5

The allowance of interest on the various items of damage

in a collision case is wholly a matter of discretion on the

part of the court. In the matter of demurrage damages

the practice in the New York district courts, and in most

others of this country, has been not to allow interest ; but

there is no known rule of law preventing such allowance if

a case meriting such action is presented.6 The allowance of

interest in all matters of tort, where recovery is had, must

rest entirely within the discretion of the court, to be deter

mined by the circumstances of the case. Where substantial

justice cannot be done without such allowance, courts uni

formly allow it.7 Where such allowance would increase

1 The Baltic, 3 Ben. 195 ; The Alex- ' The Morning Star, 4 Biss. 62.

andria, 10 Ben. 101; The America, 4 The Baltimore, 8 WalL 386.

11 Blatch. 485; The Celestial Em- 5 The Favorite, 12 Fed. R 213.

pire, 11 Fed. R 761; The Jas. A. 6 Johnson v. The Bark Eloina, 4

Dumont, 34 Fed. R 428. Fed. R 573.

*The Rhode Island, Abb. Adra. 'The Aleppo, 7 Ben. 120: The

100; The Mary Eveline, 14 Blatch. North Star, 44 Fed. R. 492; The

497; The Manitoba, 122 U. S. 97. Grapeshot, 42 Fed. R 504.
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the damages beyond what appears just, as between the

parties, courts will decline to allow it.1 In all cases, how

ever, its allowance is a matter of damages, and is to be

added to the amount recovered, and cannot be in any sense

considered as part of the costs in the case.2 Upon the final

entry of the decree by the trial court, interest runs at the

legal rate, unless upon appeal the court for sufficient cause

orders otherwise.'

Sec. 207. Insurance.— It is no defense to an action for

damages for collision that the injured party has received

insurance for the damages incurred. The party at fault

may not shield himself by showing satisfaction for the dam

ages received through payment by another. The insured

in such cases may recover as fully as though no insurance

had been received. The insurer, however, has the right to

claim whatever damages are recovered, the insured being

his trustee for an amount equal to the insurance paid.4 The

insurer may, if he sees fit, maintain an action in his own

name against the vessel at fault.5 The item of insurance

on a cargo lost is to be taken into consideration in comput

ing its value at the place of collision.6

Sec. 208. Wages of crew.— Ordinarily, in case of partial

loss, the wages of the crew cease where the repairs extend

over any considerable period of time. To entitle a recovery

1 The Alaska, 44 Fed. R 498.

2 The Wanata, 5 Otto, 600.

'The Jose E. More, 87 Fed. R 122;

The Umbria, 59 Fed. R 475; The

Blenheim, 18 Fed. R 47.

*The Potomac, 15 Otto, 630; 3

Woods, 158; Fritz v. Bull, 12 How.

466; The Ann C. Pratt, 1 Curt. 380;

The Sarah Ann, 2 Sumn. 206.

5 The Manistee, 5 Biss. 381.

Where an insurance company

paid a loss caused by the stranding

of a lighter by reason of the negli

gence of a tug, and took an assign

ment of the claim against the tug

for the loss, it was held that the com

pany was not estopped from alleg

ing negligence on the part of the

tug, by reason of an exemption of

liability specified in its policy for

all losses arising from want of or

dinary care and skill in navigating

the vessel assured. In re Harris,

57 Fed. R 243.

« The Umbria, 59 Fed. R 489.

Where two vessels collided and
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for wages and expenses of the crew left aboard during the

period of repairs, it must clearly appear that there is a neces

sity for the crew to remain aboard, or that the vessel is under

such contract relations with them that they cannot be dis

charged without liability on the part of the vessel.1 Where

it is shown that the repairs can more speedily and more

economically be made by keeping the crew aboard than

otherwise, recovery for their expenses and wages may prop

erly be allowed as an item of damages. The right of sea

men to recover damages is dependent upon the right of their

ship to recover. When no recovery can be had for dam

ages sustained by their vessel, by reason of its negligence,

no recovery can be had by the crew for damages sustained;

and where both are at fault the crew can recover from the

other ship but half the loss sustained by them.2

Sec. 209. Personal effects of seamen.— Loss of the per

sonal effects of seamen engaged on board a vessel injured

by collision is a proper item of damage to be assessed against

the offending ship, where the vessel to which the seamen be

long is not guilty of negligence or misconduct ; where their

vessel is at fault, no right of action accrues, by reason of

such fault, except in case of mutual fault. The interests of

each was adjudged to be in fault terest to date; that insurance on

and required to pay one-half the the value of the cargo at the place

joint damages sustained, it was of shipment formed a part of the

held that insurance money re- charges to be allowed. The Aleppo,

ceived by one was not to be de- 7 Ben. 120.

ducted from the share which the 1 The Sarah Thorp, 46 Fed. R

other was required to pay, even 816; New Haven Steamboat Co. v.

though the underwriters volunta- Mayor, 36 Fed. R 716; The Belgen-

rily released her from all claims for land, 36 Fed. R 504.

her fault. Cannon v. The Potomac, Where the court allowed the cost

3 Woods, 158. of a vessel employed to take the

Where a cargo was partially de- place of the disabled vessel, it re-

stroyed by collision, the court held fused to allow the wages of the crew

that the true rule of damages was of the disabled vessel during the

to allow the cost of the cargo at period of making repairs. The

the place of shipment, with ex- Santee, 48 Fed. R 126.

penses, charges, insurance and in- 2 The Queen, 40 Fed. R 694.
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the mariner and his ship are so far identical that he is af

fected by its conduct ; where both vessels are at fault, recov

ery for one-half the value of their personal effects may be

had against the one to which the mariner seeking to recover

does not belong.1 Seamen are not liable to have their re

covery for loss of personal effects applied to make up their

vessel's share of the loss of cargo, in a case of collision re

sulting through its negligence. As to the personal effects of

the master a different rule prevails. He being personally

responsible to the cargo-owner for the negligence of his sub

ordinates, his personal effects are liable for the damages

assessed against his vessel for the negligence of his crew.2

Sec. 210. Set-off.— Where there is a joint liability on.

the part of two or more vessels for damages suffered by an

other, the latter may at its pleasure elect to proceed against

all jointly, or against one only, for the entire damage.

Where recovery has been had against one only of several

jointly liable, the one against which the action is brought

may recover from the other its proportionate part of the

amount for which the vessel is held. In an action between

the vessels at fault, subsequently arising, or tried at the

same time, the owners of the vessel against which damages

have been assessed may set off against the others their pro

portionate amount of the total damages incurred.3

Sec. 211. Miscellaneous charges.— Wharfage and stor

age charges during the time repairs are being made;4 salvage

1 The City of New York, 25 Fed. against the amount decreed by the

R 149; The Minnie, 26 Fed. R 800; court for it to pay, one-half of the

The Queen, 40 Fed. R 694. damages already recovered against

2 The City of New York, 25 Fed. the steamer by the owners of the

R 149. schooner's cargo. The Hercules,

'TheCanima, 17 Fed. R. 271. 20 Fed. R 205.

Where a schooner was lost in a * Vantine v. The Lake, 2 WalL

collision with a steamer, by the Jr. 52; The James A. Dumont, 84

fault of both, and the damages Fed. R 428; The Fannie Tuthill, 17

were equally divided, it was held Fed. R 87; The City of New York,

that the steamer could set off, 23 Fed. R 616.
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expenses incurred by an injured vessel in being rescued

from the perils resulting from the negligent acts of another;1

towage made necessary by collision;2 expenses incurred in

saving the surviving crew of a vessel at fault for their sup

port and return to land ; 3 average charges,4—are all properly

chargeable as damages against the offending vessel.

Costs: The matter of pronouncing costs is largely dis

cretionary with the court. As a rule the prevailing party is

entitled to his costs ; but where there is no ground for dis

crimination between the parties, both being equally at fault,

the court may, if it deems the ends of justice to be fur

thered, equally divide the damages. The circumstances of

each case must govern the court in the matter of awarding

costs.5

1The Cepheus, 24 Fed. R 507;

The Ackerman, 8 Ben. 496; The

Narragansett, Olc. 388; Seabrookv.

Raft R R Ties, 40 Fed. R 596; La

Champagne, 53 Fed. R 398; Green

wood v. The Fletcher and The

Grapeshot, 42 Fed. R 504.

2 The Fannie Tuthill, 17 Fed. R

87; The Alaska, 44 Fed. R 498; The

Benjamin F. Hunt, Jr., 84 Fed. R

816.

3Leonard v. Whitwell, 19 Fed. R

547.

* The Mary Patten, 2 Low. 196:

Kirk v. The Osseo, 8 Rep. 328;

Vanderbilt v. Reynolds, 16 Blatch.

80; The Pennsylvania, 15 Fed. R

814; The Hercules, 20 Fed. R 205;

The Robert Jenkins, 22 Fed. R 797;

The Warren, 25 Fed. R 782.

« The Energia, 61 Fed. R 222.



CHAPTER XIV.

LIMITED LIABILITY OF OWNERS.

Sec. 212. History of the act.— The act of congress of

March 3, 1851,1 provides that "the liability of the owner

of any vessel for embezzlement, loss or destruction by any

person of any property, goods or merchandise shipped or

put on board of such vessel, or for any loss, damage or injury

by collision, or for any act, matter or thing lost, damage or

forfeiture done, occasioned or incurred without the privity ox

knowledge of such owner or owners, shall in no case exceed

the amount or value of the interest of such owner in such

vessel and her freight then pending." By the civil as well

as the common law the owners of a ship were responsible to

the whole extent of the damage done, whether inflicted by

the direct and personal negligence of the owner or by the

wrongful act or neglect of the master or crew.2 By the

maritime law prevailing both in ancient and modern Europe,

the liability of the owner was limited to his interest in the

vessel and freight if free from personal fault.' It will there

fore be observed that the act of congress of March 3, 1851,

defining the ship-owner's liability, and which is the founda

tion of the system of the limited liability prevailing in the

United States, is substantially declaratory of the maritime

rule prevailing in most European countries, although it ap

pears never to have been adopted in this country prior to

the passage of the statute ; and although it is now a part of

19 U. S. Stat, at L. 635; U. S. 2 Norwich Co. v. Wright, 13 WalL

Rev. Stat., sees. 4283-4289; Act 116; In re Long Island Transp. Co.,

June 26, 1884, 23 U. S. Stat, at L 5 Fed. R 599.

57; Act June 19, 1886, 24 Stat, at ' The Rebecca, 1 Ware, 187, 188;

L 81; Act February 13, 1893, 27 The Scotland, 15 Otto, 24; Norwich.

Stat, at L 445; Moore v. The Am. Co. v. Wright, 13 WalL 104.

Trans. Co., 24 How. 1.
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the general admiralty law of this country, it is nevertheless

statute law, and is to be interpreted as such. Its efficacy

depends upon the statute and not upon any inherent force

of the maritime law, this being operative in the United

States only so far as it is adopted by the laws, usages and

customs of the country.1

It has repeatedly been held that the adoption of the rule

was not an attempt to enlarge the jurisdiction of the admi

ralty courts, but was the enactment of a law which the courts

were qualified to enforce and which congress had the consti

tutional right to enact.2

The first section of the act relates to liability arising from

loss or damage by fire. The second section relates to liabil

ity for loss or damage to precious metals and other articles

named, this section having been somewhat modified by the

act of congress of February 28, 1871.3

The third section of the act is the one above quoted in

full, and has never been altered or amended. The scope of

the act has been enlarged, both by the decisions and rules

of the courts as well as by subsequent acts of congress, until

now the terms of the act, and the exemptions from liability

afforded by it, are applicable to all sorts and conditions of

vessels and water-craft, whether engaged in the navigation

of the external or internal waters of the country, regardless

of the nationality of the owner.4

The object of the law was to encourage ship-building, and

to relieve owners from the common-law liability imposed

upon them, placing them upon an equal footing with foreign

competitors in the carrying trade in so far as their general

liability is concerned.5

iThe Scotland, 15 Otto, 24; The «U. S. R S., sees. 4281-1289; Act

Lottawanna, 21 Wall. 558. June 26, 1884, 23 U. S. Stat. at L.

* Providence & N. Y. S. S. Co. v. 57; Act June 19, 1886, 24 U. S. Stat.

Hill Mfg. Co., 109 U. S. 578; Long at L. 81; The Propeller Niagara, 21

Island North Shore Passenger How. 26.

Transp. Co., 5 Fed. R 599; The » Moore v. The American Transp.

Garden City, 26 Fed. R 766. Co., 24 How. L

3 16 U. a Stat. at L. 458; U. S.

Rev. Stat., sec 4281.
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On the 13th of February, 1893, congress passed an act l

entitled "An act relating to navigation of vessels, bills of

lading, and to certain obligations, duties and rights in con

nection with the carriage of property." The act appears to

have been drawn without a very clear idea of the object

sought to be remedied, the language of the third section, taken

by itself, being broad enough to annul substantially all liabil

ity and responsibility of carriers by sea. It is hardly sup-

posable that congress intended to enact a law so radical and

wide-sweeping in its effect as the language of the act would

imply if literally construed. So far the adjudications limit

it to the objects expressed in the title, and hold that it does

not limit or modify the owner's liability for the negligent

navigation of his ship.2

Sec. 213. What courts have jurisdiction.— The act of

1851 makes no reference as to what court may be resorted

to for the relief provided by it, except that " the parties, or

any of them, may take appropriate proceedings in any court

for the purpose of apportioning the sum," etc. The sub

stance of the act being in the nature of an admiralty pro

ceeding, the supreme court, in the case of Norwich Co. v.

Wright,' held that it was within the admiralty jurisdiction

of the district courts to administer the provisions of the act ;

and to facilitate this the court prescribed a system of rules

regulating the procedure on the part of suitors seeking to

avail themselves of the benefit of the act.4 The right of the

court to prescribe such rules as were necessary to carry into

effect the acts of congress and the general maritime law has

never been questioned.5 The act being declaratory of the

maritime law,6 and these courts vested with exclusive au-

1 27 U. 8. Stat. at L. 445. * Admiralty Rules 54 to 58; The

2 The Guild Hall, 58 Fed. R 797; Benefactor. 103 U. S. 244; Ex parte

The Concord, 58 Fed. R. 913; The Slayton,105 U. S. 452.

Viola, 59 Fed. R 913; 60 Fed. R »The Mary Lord, 31 Fed. R. 416.

296; The Berkshire, 59 Fed. R 1007. 'The Scotland, 105 U. S. 28; Ex

313 Wall. 104; National Steam- parte Phoenix Ins. Co., 118 U. S. 610.

ship Co. v. Dyer, 1 Sup. Ct. R 58.
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thority to take cognizance of this class of cases, it was early

held that the district courts were well qualified to adminis

ter the provisions of the act, and have jurisdiction over the

subject-matter, and power to enforce its provisions; 1 in pur

suance of which it may enjoin the prosecution of any suit at

law wherein the personal liability of the owner is sought to

be enforced.2 It has been a question of much uncertainty

whether the act is to be limited to the liability arising under

those cases cognizable in admiralty courts exclusively, or

whether the act is broader in its scope than the mere limita

tion of a liability for acts strictly maritime in their nature.

Were the authority of the court to administer the provisions

of the law derived from the maritime law alone, there would

be little doubt but that the admiralty courts alone could,

under the constitution, administer its provisions. But the

source of the law is not the general maritime law; it is

statutory in its nature, and may be broader in scope than

the general maritime law, so far as anything in the act indi

cates. The supreme court have not yet decided the question

whether district courts alone have power to act, or whether

the relief granted must be confined to cases strictly mari

time in their nature. The nearest approach to a decision of

the question is in Ex parte Phoenix Ins. Co.,3 where the court

held that it was impossible, by the form of proceeding then

invoked by the owner in the case at bar, to afford relief pro

ceeding as an admiralty court. All the court pretended to

decide was that the district courts of the United States, pro

ceeding as admiralty courts, have no jurisdiction for the lim

itation of liability, where they would not have cognizance in

admiralty originally of the cause of action involved. The

court say : " In this case our decision against the jurisdiction

of the district court is made without deciding whether or not

1 Norwich Co. v. Wright, 13 Wall. Black v. Southern Pac. R. Co., 39

104; The Providence, etc. S. S. Co., Fed. R. 565.

6 Ben. 124; Providence & N. Y. S. S. 2 Long Island North Shore Pas-

Co. v. Hill Mfg. Co., 109 U. S. 578; senger Transp. Co., 5 Fed. R. 599.

3 118 U.S. 010,618.

25
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the statutory limitation of liability extends to the damages

sustained by the fire in question, so as to be enforceable in

an appropriate court of competent jurisdiction."

In the case of Elwell v. Geibei et al.1 Mr. Justice Wallace

of the circuit court for the southern district of New York

held that the circuit courts of the United States have no

original jurisdiction by bill in equity or otherwise to enforce

proceedings for limitation of the ship-owner's liability ; that

the statute created a new right, and by implication prescribed

that it should be enforced in the district courts, and the rem

edy is confined to the jurisdiction provided by the statute

which gives the right. In The Mary Lord2 the same con

clusion was reached. Jurisdiction depends upon the de

termination of the question as to—

Sec. 214. What acts limitation of liability may be asked

for.— If the exemption from liability is to be confined

strictly to maritime offenses, then undoubtedly the admiralty

courts have original and exclusive jurisdiction; but if the act

is broader in its scope and is to be so construed as to include

losses of whatsoever nature, regardless of the inquiry as to

whether they fall within the category of maritime losses or

offenses, no real reason can be urged why any court having

jurisdiction of the cause of action and the parties should

not so administer the law as to afford the relief intended to

be given by the act. In the case of The Goodrich Transpor

tation Company against Gagnon,3 Mr. Justice Harlan, with

much care, discusses the question and concludes that the

losses with respect to which congress designed the act to

apply are those maritime losses over which admiralty courts

have jurisdiction; and where the loss or injury arises under

such circumstances that an admiralty court has no jurisdic

tion to enforce a liability, or to afford relief under the

general admiralty jurisdiction, no limitation of liability can

be invoked. While the weight of the learned judge's argu-

1 33 Fed. R 71. 3 36 Fed. R. 123.

* 31 Fed. R.416.
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meat is admitted, and while we hesitate to criticise tho

opinion of so eminent an authority, the author is constrained

to believe the act is broader in its scope than the court was

disposed to concede in the case referred to. In construing

the statute the manifest intention of congress in framing the

act ought to be of paramount weight in determining its

scope. The terms of the act are as broad as language can

express them. It provides that " for any loss, damage or

injury by collision, or for any act, matter or thing lost,

damage or forfeiture done or occasioned, or incurred with

out the privity or knowledge of the owner, the owner shall

only be liable to the extent of the value of his interest in

the vessel and freight pending." So that unless there is

some constitutional reason why the act is not applicable to

other than maritime causes of action, it would seem that no

substantial reason can be urged why it should not be as com

prehensive in its application as its language indicates. It is

urged that the act is but declaratory of the ancient maritime

law, and that no act of congress can add to or detract from

the jurisdiction conferred by the constitution; that the act

is cognizable in admiralty only, because it deals with a sub

ject of a maritime nature, and admiralty courts are more

convenient than any other to enforce its provisions and bet

ter adapted to do so. It is doubtless true as a general

proposition that congress cannot enlarge or decrease the

jurisdiction of admiralty courts. It must be borne in mind,

however, that the power of admiralty courts to act at all in

this matter is by virtue of the statute, without which they

are helpless, the ancient rule of admiralty limiting the own

er's liability, having never been adopted into the laws of

this country prior to the adoption of the statute; so that in

exercising jurisdiction at all under the act, the courts act

upon conferred jurisdiction. There is manifestly as much pro

priety in the federal courts assuming jurisdiction and apply

ing the relief prescribed by the statute, not as admiralty

courts but as law courts, in cases where the act complained

of does not come within the cognizance of admiralty, as
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there is in admiralty courts acting at all under the jurisdic

tion conferred by the statute, as their jurisdiction at best

is but a conferred one. No greater anomaly is perpetrated

than is done in holding that admiralty courts have juris

diction over actions in rem for causing the death of a person

where the state statute gives a lien. This the supreme court

has held can be done. In other matters not strictly mari

time in their nature, where liens have been provided by the

state legislature, admiralty courts have not hesitated to as

sume jurisdiction. If there is reason to doubt the power of

admiralty courts to apply the act to torts not maritime,

under the general provisions of the constitution conferring

admiralty jurisdiction upon them, no substantial reason can

be urged why the appropriate state or federal courts, as

courts of law, cannot take jurisdiction of such actions where

the vessel is engaged in interstate commerce, under the

provisions of section 8, article 1, of the constitution, which

authorizes congress to regulate commerce with foreign na

tions and among the several states. The supreme court

have decided that the district courts cannot, as admiralty

courts, administer the provisions of the act where the cause

of action is not maritime.1 This decision does not, however,

necessarily preclude the federal or state courts, as courts of

law, from administering relief under the statute.

The situation of docks, warehouses, bridges, abutments

and other structures erected on the banks of or in the midst

of navigable waters, rendering them the common source of

collisions with vessels, but which are not within the admi

ralty jurisdiction of the courts, constitute one of the common

perils of navigation. No other than a technical reason can

be urged why the ship-owner, whose vessel collides with

one of these, should not be entitled to relief as fully as one

whose ship collides with anothor vessel. In both cases they

are common perils of navigation, and should both be en

titled alike to the relief afforded by the statute, whether the

i Ex parte Phoenix Ins. Co., 118 U. S. 010, 618.
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person or thing damaged is upon the water or upon the

land.1

In the case of a non-maritime tort, where the vessel is not

employed on public navigable waters, the loss is not within

the terms of the statute, and its owners cannot claim the

benefits of the act.2 While the weight of authority un

doubtedly is to the effect that the act is limited exclusively

to matters over which admiralty courts have jurisdiction,5

the author is of the opinion that the supreme court will not

sustain the limited interpretation this view imposes upon a

final determination of the question, and that the court will

hold that the act was intended to cover not only all liability

arising from maritime losses, but also all other losses to

which vessels are subject while employed on public naviga

ble waters; that the statute created a new right, and that

appropriate state or federal courts, as courts of law, are qual

ified and have the power, under the statute, to adopt such

means as may be necessary to carry out the evident intent

of the act. The terms of the statute do not limit it to mari

time causes of action. Its object being to encourage ship

building, it should be liberally construed. It cannot be

urged that, because congress by implication gave the dis

trict courts jurisdiction to apply the act, that therefore it

limited it to matters over which admiralty courts are accus

tomed to assume jurisdiction. It is within the power of

congress to confer on the district or other courts jurisdiction

over any matter it sees fit where there is no constitutional

provision to the contrary.

The act is sufficiently broad to cover all losses where the

personal negligence of the owner does not contribute to it.4

1 In re Vessel Owners. Towing Falls Mfg. Co. v. Tangier, 6 Am. L.

Association Co., 26 Fed. R. 169, 172; Reg. 504; Elwell v. Geibie, 3a Fed.

The St. Nicholas, 49 Fed. R 671. R. 71; King v. American Transp.

2 The Garden City, 26 Fed. R Co.. 1 Flip. 1.

766. * Craig v. Continental Ins. Co., 26

3 Goodrich Transportation Co. v. Fed. R 798.

Gagnon, 36 Fed. R 123; Salmon
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Losses by fire,1 collisions,2 personal injuries,3 are all such.

as ma}' be relieved against by application to the proper

court. ,

Sec. 215. Proceeding in rem.— The nature of the action

under the statute partakes of the features of an action in rem.

Although neither the statute nor the rules of the supreme

court directly authorize a seizure of the vessel on filing the

petition prescribed by the court, yet there can be no doubt

of the authority of an admiralty court to so proceed under

the general method of procedure characteristic of these

courts.4 The manner of procedure suggested by the act is

the one usually adopted,5 viz., by conveyance of the vessel

to a trustee ; the supreme court having held that a seizure

under a process from the court is not necessary.6 The pro

cedure further partakes of the nature of an action in rem;

as where there is a fund in court, to be divided among the

creditors of the ship ; 7 or where the ship is itself surrendered,

and is in custody of the court. In so far as it is sought to

restrain the personal actions of the creditors, it partakes

of the nature of an action in personam. It may therefore

be considered as a mixed action, partaking of the properties

of an action in equity.5 The jurisdiction of the court does

not depend upon the possession of the ship or the proceeds

of its sale. It may take jurisdiction over the action although

i Salmon Falls Mfg. Co. v. Tangier, 3 The John Bramall, 10 Ben. 495.

6 Am. L. Reg. 504; Providence, etc. • In re Morrison, 147 U. S. 14, 34.

Steamship Co. v. Hill Mfg. Co., 109 7The Goodrich Transp. Co., 26

U. S. 578. Fed. Rep. 713.

2 Norwich Co. v. Wright, 13 Wall. s In re Morrison, 147 U. S. 14, 34;

1D4; Thomassen v. Whitwell, 9 Ben. In re City of Norwich, 6 Ben. 330;

403; The Manitoba, 122 U. S. 97; In re Prov. & N. Y. S. S. Co., 6 Ben.

The North Star, 106 U. S. 17; The 124.

Bristol, 29 Fed. R 867. The proceeding to limit the lia-

3 The Epsilon, 0 Ben. 378: The bility is not an action against the

Amsterdam, 23 Fed. R 112; The vessel or freight, except where

City of Columbus. 22 Fed. R 400; they are surrendered to a trustee.

The Marine City. 0 Fed. R 413. In re Morrison, 147 17. S. 14.

4Benedict.s Adm., sec. 557.
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the ship or the proceeds of its sale are without the district

where the court is situated, where the petitioner stipulates

for its value in compliance with the rules of court, or offers

to surrender his interest in the vessel.1 The proceeding to

limit the owner's liability is not an action against the vessel,

-or her freight, except where they are surrendered to a

trustee. In this respect the proceeding differs from the or

dinary case of an action in rem. The fund arising from an

action in rem for the loss of a vessel represents the vessel

itself. The same is true in a proceeding to limit the owners

liability,— the fund paid into court, or stipulated for as the

value of the ship, represents the vessel itself.2

Sec. 216. When the act may be invoked.— Neither the

statute nor the practice of admiralty courts limits the time

within which the owner may avail himself of the provisions

of the law. As the supreme court says in the case of The

Benefactor : 3 " Precisely when the owners of a ship in fault

ought to be regarded as precluded from instituting proceed

ings for a limitation of liability might be difficult to state in

a categorical manner. Perhaps they can never be precluded

so long as any damage or loss remains unpaid. But in a

particular case relief should not be granted except upon con

dition of compensating the other party for any costs and

expenses he may have incurred by reason of the delay in

claiming the benefit of the law. The institution of proceed

ings for limitation of liability must, however, be subject to

some limitations growing out of the nature of the case. They

must be regarded as ineffectual as to any specific party if

not undertaken until after such party has obtained satisfac

tion of his judgment. The doctrine of laches, as applied in

admiralty courts, would be properly applicable to such a

case. The court would justly refuse its aid in compelling a

return of money received. But the omission to take the

benefit of the law in reference to a particular party ought

1 In re Morrison, 147 U. S. 14; 2 In re Leonard, 14 Fed. R. 53.

The Mendota, 14 Fed. R. 358. 3 13 Otto, 239.
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not to preclude the owners of a ship from claiming its bene

fit as against other parties suffering loss by the collision.

There may be many persons who have sustained but trifling

losses, which the owners may be perfectly willing to payr

whilst at the same time they may have just ground for re

sisting the claims of others. In such cases a concession to-

the demands or a failure to resist the claims of one party

ought not to conclude them as against the demands of the

other parties." In the case of The Alpena 1 it was held by

the district court of Illinois that " each voyage or trip, each

separate journey which the ship makes from one port to an

other, must be treated as a separate venture, involving ite

own particular hazards, losses and earnings; and that when

each voyage is ended, it is for the owner to decide whether

the losses have been such as to make it expedient for him to

invoke the protection given by this act of congress. If he

does not decide to do this, but sends his ship upon a new

voyage, he thereby concedes his personal liability for the

damages incurred on the past voyage."

It is hardly to be conceived that congress, in passing the

act for the relief of ship-owners, intended to impose upon

them the hardship the above reading of the Law would in

flict. There is nothing to indicate that the supreme court,

in promulgating the rules of practice under this act, intended

to prevent a party from having the benefit of the law, unless

initiatory steps are taken for that purpose before the neces

sity for such a course arises, and before it appears that he

is liable at all. Indeed it would be questionable if the court

could exercise such power. Neither the law nor the rules

of practice prevent a party from invoking the benefit of the

act at any time prior to actual payment of the owner's lia

bility and satisfaction of the injured party's demand. The

rule stated in The Benefactor 2 affords the owner the most

liberal opportunity to enjoy the provisions of the statute,

1 8 Fed. R. 280. See, also, The 3 13 Otto, 239.

Percy Birdsall v. The Invertros-

socks, 55 Fed. R. 683.
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and nothing short of actual payment has yet been held suffi

cient to preclude an owner from claiming the benefits of the

act. And the petition for such limitation may be filed after

as well as before the commencement of an action for dam

ages against the vessel.1 The rules of the supreme court in

this class of cases were made for the purpose of facilitating

the proceedings of parties applying for relief under the stat

ute, without regard to the time when such proceedings are

commenced, whether before or after the owner's liability is

determined.2 But they afford no exclusive remedy, nor do

they restrict any right of action that existed before their

adoption; their purpose being wholly to facilitate the dis

patch of business in those courts, and in those cases to which

such rules may properly apply.

It would be a hardship to require the owner of a vessel

to incur the expense of a proceeding to limit his liability

before the injured party seeks to enforce any right of action

he may have, and the owner may well treat the neglect of

the injured party to prosecute his claim as an acknowledg

ment that there is no liability for the injury on the part of

the ship or its owners. The injured party assumes the risk

of subsequent loss of the ship and the attaching of superior

liens by failure to prosecute his claim, and possibly assumes

the risk of deterioration in value by unreasonable and long-

continued delay. The law requires a reasonable degree of

diligence on the part of an injured party to assert his rights,

and enforce his lien if he have one. Where, through neg

lect to prosecute, the vessel is lost, or other liens superior

to those of the injured party attach, he may not look to the

owner for a personal contribution, where such subsequent

losses are equal to the value of the ship and the freight

earned on the voyage when the claim arose. The measure

of the owner's personal liability is the value of the ship and

freight at the end of the voyage on which the liability arose ; *

•Black v. Southern Pac. R. R. 2 The Benefactor, 103 U. S. 245.

Co.. 39 Fed. R. 565; Ex parte Slay- sThe City of Norwich, 103 U. S.

ton, 105 U. S. 451. 490; The Great Western, 103 U. S,
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unci from this should be deducted such other liens as may

have accrued subsequent to the voyage when liability arose,

and which are superior to those of the party injured.

A ship-owner's liability is not a continuing or fixed obli

gation, measured by the amount of capital he may have in

vested in it, which remains after the vessel is lost, but is a

variable liability, depending wholly upon the value of the

ship and freight; and as this value diminishes or is wholly

lost by collision or otherwise, the personal liability of the

owner in like manner diminishes or is wholly extinguished,

and all personal liability may at any time be avoided by

surrendering the ship and her earnings. Where the liability

of the owner is determined by the value of the ship and

freight at the end of the voyage when the obligations arose,

this liability may be wholly extinguished by subsequent and

superior liens or by loss of the ship. Otherwise each sub

sequent loss would impose an added liability, which by con

tinued use of the vessel might extend beyond its value at

the end of the voyage, and the object of the statute be de

feated. It was manifestly the intention of the statute that

the Owner's liability at no time should exceed the value of

the ship and freight. The object for which the statute was

enacted, and the liberal construction given by the courts to

its application, warrant the belief that in determining upon

the value of the ship and freight at the end of the voyage

upon which collision or loss occurs as the measure of the

owner's liability, the courts do not even inferentially hold

that by subsequent navigation the owner assumes such es

tablished value as a personal obligation, irrespective of sub

sequent losses and claims arising from navigation after the

voyage is ended upon which liability arises.1

In the case of The Alpena,2 before referred to, Judge

."525; The Dorris Eckhoff, 30 Fed. R R 891; The North Star, 16 Otto

140; Gokey v. Fort, 44 Fed. R 364; (106 U. S.), 17; Ex parte Slayton.

The Anna, 47 Fed. R 525. 105 U. S. 451 ; Henry's Adm. Juria-

1 The Scotland, 105 U. S. 31 ; diction, sec 106.

Thomassen v. Whitwell, 12 Fed. 28 Fed. R 280.
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Blodgett held that by any navigation of the ship after com

pletion of the voyage upon which she is engaged at the time

of collision, the owner concedes his personal liability and

waives his right of limitation under the statute. I can

not concur in the conclusions reached by the learned judge.

Such an interpretation appears to me to be too narrow

and not in harmony with the liberal construction given the

statute by the supreme court, and at variance with its man

ifest intent. If this reading of the law is correct, each

subsequent loss would impose upon the owner an added

liability which might amount to many times the value of

the vessel. It is the general policy of the law that ships

are to be kept employed, that they shall " plow the sea in

stead of rot at their dock; " and to require an owner to sur

render his vessel, or take initiatory steps to limit his liability

at the end of the voyage, when loss occurs, before any at

tempt is made to enforce a liability, unliquidated, undefined

in amount, and often wholly unknown, would be a hardship

that the courts will be slow to inflict. It would appear the

better rule to permit the owner to take proceedings to limit

his liability at any time subsequent to the voyage, the ex

tent of which to be measured by the value of the freight

and ship at the end of the voyage when collision occurs,

subject, however, to such liability being extinguished in

whole or in part by subsequent and prior liens. This we

believe is in harmony with the intent of the statute and

the weight of the decisions.1

The ship-owner has under the statute, at least, two methods

of availing himself of its benefits : one by transferring his

interest in the vessel to a trustee appointed by the court, or

stipulating for its value ; and another by a plea setting forth

as a limit of liability his interest in the vessel and freight.

Failure to embrace one remedy does not preclude the right

to invoke any other the statute or the rules of court afford.

1The Benefactor, 103 U. S. 239, Western, 118 U. S. 525; The Dorris

245 ; 9 Ben. 44, 47; The City of Nor- Eckhoff, 30 Fed. R. 140.

wich, 118 U. S. 468, 491; The Great
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In the absence of any limit of time prescribed by the statute

within which the owner desiring to take advantage of the

act roust assert his right, the only limitations are those to be

derived from the general maritime law and practices of courts

administering the same, and from the general purposes for

which the statute was enacted. In The Benefactor, Mr.

Justice Bradley intimates that, where the relief sought is by

a surrender of the vessel, the surrender ought to be made

within a reasonable time after the liability arises; and that

so long as this liability is uncertain and has not been de

termined, the time is not an unreasonable one within which

to claim the exemptions of the act. Where such subsequent

use of the vessel is short and not such as to diminish its

market value the delay is not unreasonable. It no doubt is a

reasonable requirement that where the act is invoked by a

surrender of the vessel, such transfer should be made or its

value stipulated for before anything has intervened amount

ing to a waiver or forfeiture of the right to make such sur

render; 1 and where depreciation has occurred through sub

sequent use, the owner should be required to stipulate for

the payment into court of the value of such depreciation,

unless it is the result of causes affording a lien superior to the

one from which limitation is asked. Where the owner may

not be required to do so, mere continuance of the use of the

ship after collision, where no effort is made to determine the

liability of the ship or its owners, is believed not to be such

conduct on their part as to amount to a waiver or a for

feiture of the right to surrender, so long as by their conduct

they have not shown an intention to become personally re

sponsible. The weight of authority is to the effect that the

owner may abandon the vessel at any time, so long as he

has not expressly renounced his right to do so, or has not

pursued a line of conduct incompatible with the exercise of

the right.

A new voyage undertaken after suit has been begun to de

termine the owner's liability ma v be a waiver of the right to

1 Thonwssen v. Wliitwe11, 12 Fed. R. 801.
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surrender when the voyage is of such a nature as to imply

an intent to waive the right ; but when the subsequent voy

age is made under such circumstances that no implication

of a waiver of the right to surrender can arise, the right

continues. Where navigation is engaged in, subsequent to

action commenced to determine the liability of the ship and

owner, it is not unreasonable to require the owner to as

sume all risk attending the same ; and when the vessel is

lost or deteriorates in value, the loss or shrinkage in value

must be made good.1 Navigation subsequent to action

commenced to test liability is not a bar to a surrender

of the vessel, if made within a reasonable time thereafter,

where the owner makes good any loss or diminution in value

that may have occurred by reason of such subsequent navi

gation.

Where the vessel is lost on the voyage on which collision

occurs, or the voyage is otherwise broken up before arriving

at the port of destination, the voyage is terminated for the

purpose of fixing the owner's liability.'

While the courts thus liberally interpret the statute, they

are not unmindful of the rights of the injured party. In

limiting the owner's liability to the interest he has in the ves

sel and freight, it is quite improbable that congress contem

plated an indefinite time within which the owner can run

his vessel and then come into court and surrender it, and

have his liability measured by the value of the vessel at the

date of surrender; and, as before stated, the authorities are

to the effect that the limitation is to be measured by the

value of the vessel and freight at the completion of the voy

age upon which the vessel is entered at the time of the col-

1 The Rose Culkin, 52 Fed. R 328. was then libeled for damages aris-

2 The City of Norwich, 118 U. S. ing from the collision, it was held

468. that the owner's liability was meas-

Where a vessel in collision took ured by the value of the vessel as

fire and sunk before the comple- she lay sunk, and that her value

tion of her voyage, but was subse- after repairs were made was not

quently raised and repaired, and the true measure of damages. Id.
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lision.1 And where intervening voyages have occurred and

the vessel has depreciated in value, a conveyance of the shij>

to a trustee is not to be considered as complying with the

statute, unless the owner pay into court such further sum as

may be sufficient to make up for the shrinkage in value, un

less such depreciation is the result of causes which constitute

a lien superior to the one from which limitation is asked.

This rule can work no hardship and is equitable, but should

lie limited to those cases where the injured party pursues

his remedy within a reasonable time, and is not guilty of

such laches in prosecuting his suit that the court is required

to treat his neglect in this respect as an implied consent to

the continued use of the ship with the consequent liability

of its value being decreased. Where there is such delay,

the court in the furtherance of justice may require the in

jured party to take the vessel subject to the loss following

the failure to prosecute within a reasonable time. Where

superior liens have arisen by reason of the failure of the in

jured party to prosecute, the loss rests upon him ; and where

the vessel is entirely lost, either upon the voyage where col

lision occurs or afterwards, the liability of the owner ceases.1

It is doubtful if any navigation of the vessel subsequent to

collision or subsequent to action brought to determine the

owner's liability can prevent him from pleading his limited

liability, even though he may not be able to surrender the

ship. The value of the vessel and freight at the close of the

voyage when collision occurs marks the extent of his lia

bility ; and when this value is shown, the subsequent use of

the vessel does not increase the liability.

Sec. 217. Where the act may he invoked.—The statute

is silent as to the place where the benefit of the act may

iThe City of Norwich, 118 U. S. Norwich, 103 U. S. 490; The Dorris

468; The Alpena, 8 Fed. Rep. 280; Eckhoff, 30 Fed. R 140; The Bene-

Gokey v. Fort, 44 Fed. R. 364; The factor, 103 U. S. 239; The Great

Anna, 47 Fed. R 525; The Great "Western, 118 U. S. 525.

Western, 103 U. S. 525; The City of 3The North Star, 106 U. S. 17.
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be invoked. To facilitate the practice in admiralty courts

the supreme court formulated and adopted rules 54 and 57;

the latter rule providing that "the said libel or petition

shall be filed and the said proceedings had in any district

court of the United States in which said ship or vessel

may be libeled to answer for any such embezzlement, loss,

destruction, damage or injury, or, if the said ship or vessel

be not libeled, then in the district court for any district

in which the said owner or owners may be sued in that be

half. When the said ship or vessel has not been libeled to

answer the matters aforesaid, and suit has not been com

menced against the said owner or owners, or has been com

menced in a district other than that in which the said ship

or vessel may be, the said proceedings may be had in the

district court of the district in which the said ship or vessel

may be, and where it may be subject to the control of such

court for the purposes of the case as hereinbefore provided.

If the ship have already been libeled and sold, the proceeds-

shall represent the same for the purpose of these rules." *

The rule as it now stands provides for the application of

the statute in three cases, viz. :

First. In the district where " the ship or vessel may be

libeled to answer for any such embezzlement, loss, destruc

tion, damage or injury."

Second. In the district where " the owner or owners may

be sued in that behalf."

Third. When the ship has not been libeled and the owner

has not been sued, " said proceedings may be had in the dis

trict in which the said ship may be."

The rules of the supreme court are not exclusive, and other

rules will no doubt be adopted as occasion for doing so may

arise.2

Fourth. A fourth case may properly be added to those

mentioned in the rule,— as where the vessel has been libeled

and the owner has been sued.

1Promulgated May 6, 1872, 13 * The Benefactor, 103 U. S. 244.

Wall. xiii; amended April 22, 1889,

130 U. S. 705.
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Under ordinary circumstances the proper place to petition

for a limitation of liability, where action has been commenced

to determine the liability of the ship and the owner has not

been personally sued, is in the district where such action is

pending.1 The fact that the proceeds of the ship, in case of

sale or any part of it, as in case of salvage, if lost, is in any

district, is sufficient to give the district court of that district

jurisdiction over the proceeding.

Where the vessel has not been libeled, but action has been

brought against the owner, he may petition the court for a

decree limiting his liability either in the district where the

action is pending to determine his personal liability, or in

the district where the vessel then is, regardless of his resi

dence. Where the vessel has not been libeled and no action

has been brought to enforce the owner's liability, the pro

ceeding may be instituted in the district in which the vessel

or any part of it then is,2 or in the district where the port is

situated to which the vessel is destined at the time of col

lision. The owner may, without waiting for the injured

party to first proceed, surrender the ship wherever it may

be, and petition the court for an order determining the

amount of her responsibility in case judgment is rendered

against him ; and such a decree when pleaded is a bar to

further personal liability in subsequent or pending litigation.3

It is not essential that the owner first surrender the vessel

or pay into court its value, in order to entitle him to the

provisions of the act. When sued he may set up in defense

his limited liability by way of answer, and be entitled to re

lief as fully as though he had first surrendered his interest

1The Alpena, 8 Fed. R. 280; In Scotland, 118 U. S. 507; Quinlan v.

re Leonard, 14 Fed. R 53; In re Pew, 56 Fed. R 111; The Manitoba,

City of Norwich, 6 Ben. 830; The 122 U. S. 100; Miller v. O'Brien, 35

Lukenbach, 26 Fed. R 870. Fed. R 779; Dwyer v. National S. S.

* The Alpena, 8 Fed. R 280; Ex Co., 105 U. S. 504; Wallace v. Prov-

parte Slayton, 105 U. S. 451 : In re idence & Stonington S. S. Co., 14

Morrison, 147 U. S. 14; The Bene- Fed. R. 56; The Benefactor, 9 Ben.

factor, 108 U. S. 234. 44; The City of Norwich, 6 Ben.

a The Rosa, 52 Fed. R. 132; The 330.
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in the ship.1 It is not necessary that any action shall have

been instituted against the vessel or owner in order to afford

him an opportunity to invoke the act. The benefits of the

statute may be asked at any time and in any district where

the vessel is, or where its remains may be, or in any district

where his liability is sought to be enforced. And where the

owner has not been sued and the vessel is not within the

United States, there appears no reason why the owner may

not invoke the benefit of the act in the district of his resi

dence, or in any district most convenient, where he offers to

stipulate for the value of the ship ; nor is it essential that

the persons entitled to or claiming damages be personally

notified of the pendency of the proceeding to limit his liabil

ity.2 Where the vessel has been libeled and the owner has

also been sued in another district, it has been held that the

proper place to apply for such limitation is in the district

where the ship is libeled and not in the district where the

owner is sued.3

iThe Scotland, 105 U. S. 24, 83;

The Great Western, 118 U. S. 526;

The Dorris Eckhoff, 41 Fed. R156;

Black v. The Southern Pac. R R, 39

Fed. R 565.

3The Benefactor, 103 U. S. 245;

In re Morrison, 147 U. S. 14.

In the case of The Job M. Leon

ard, 14 Fed. R 53, a vessel had been

lost at sea and the owners had not

been sued, but were prosecuting

an action in the district where the

owners of the vessel that inflicted

the injury resided. Held, that the

district court of that district had

jurisdiction over the action.

sThe City of Norwich, 118 U. S.

468; The Luckenback, 26 Fed. R.

870.

Where a libel was filed against a

tug for damages in the eastern dis

trict of New York, upon which

appeal was taken to the circuit

court and thence to the supreme

court, and subsequently other suits

were instituted in the state courts

of the southern district of New

York, and the owner petitioned

for a limitation of his liability in

the southern district, it was held

that he should have petitioned

the district court in the district

in which the original suit was

brought. In re Luckenback, 26

Fed. R 870.

Proceedings may be instituted

in the district where a fund or

claim representing the vessel is in

litigation though the petitioner re

sides in another state. In re Leon

ard, 14 Fed. R 53.

The riling of a petition by the

owner of a vessel with an offer to

give the proper stipulation confers

26
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I

Sec. 218. Surrender of the vessel.— The act contains

two provisions : one being that the ship-owner shall be liable

only to the value of the ship and pending freight; the

other being that he shall be discharged altogether by sur

rendering the ship and pending freight. It is not necessary

that a surrender of the ship should be made in order to en

title the owner to take advantage of the other provision.

Failing to take advantage of one provision, he is entitled to

follow the other.1 Where the vessel itself cannot be sur

rendered, but wreckage is saved, the liability of the owner

is restricted to the value of the remains, and when the loss

is total the liability of the owner is likewise extinguished.2

A surrender of the wreckage, or an offer to do so, is a suffi

cient surrender of the vessel within the meaning of the act.5

Sec. 219. Appraising owner's interest.— The extent of

the owner's liability in no case can exceed the amount of his

interest in the vessel and freight in process of being earned

at the time of collision. The fact that his interest is insured

does not increase his liability ; nor can the injured party re

quire such insurance to be subjected to his claim further

than the appraised value of the owner in the ship and

freight, and only then in such manner and form as any

other creditor of the owner can subject the claim.4 Insur

ance is no part of the owner's interest in the ship or freight,

within the meaning of the law, and does not enter into the

amount for which the owner is liable. A surrender of the

vessel to the underwriters is not a waiver of the right to

jurisdiction, and no subsequent act 2 Thomassen v. Whitwell, 12 Fed.

of the parties or irregularity of the R. 891.

proceedings can deprive the court 3The John Bramall, 10 Ben. 495.

of power to act. In re Morrison, *The City of Norwich, 118 U. S.

147 U. S. 14. 468; The City of Columbus, 22

i The Scotland, 15 Otto, 24; Nor- Fed. R 460; Watson v. Marks, 2

wich Co. v. Wright, 13 Wall. 104; Am. Law Reg. 157; The Peshtigo,

The Great Western, 118 U. S. 521; 2 Flip. 466; The Great Western,

The Benefactor, 103 U. S. 239. 118 U. S. 520: The Bristol, 29 Fed.

R. 867; The Ontario, 2 Low. 40.
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c laim protection under the statute.1 In appraising the ship,

only such tackle, apparel and furniture can he taken into

consideration as is usually considered a part of a ship. It

does not include appliances placed on board for the purpose

of pursuing a particular trade, occupation or other pursuit,

independent of the ship's navigation and general use.2 The

owner's interest includes his proportion of the freight in

process of being earned.'

Where under the rules of court a stipulation is given for

the value of the vessel instead of a transfer of it, the amount

of the stipulation can only be determined by an appraise

ment of the vessel, which is had by the appointment of suit

able persons to ascertain its value.4 The liability of the

owner is measured by his interest in the ship. By this is not

meant his equitable interest in the vessel after all liens and

incumbrances are paid, but his liability is measured by the

value of the ship and freight, to be estimated as if the ship

were clear of all liens or other incumbrances.5 That is, " the

owner's liability is limited to such a proportion of all debts

and liabilities of the ship as his individual share of the vessel

bears to the whole ; and the aggregate liabilities of all the

owners of a vessel on account of the same shall not exceed

the value of such vessel and freight pending." 6 In case of

prior liens arising either from operation of law or from the

personal contract of the owner, they may be adjudicated

and determined in such proceeding, and be required to be

paid in the order of their priority, either out of the proceeds

arising from the sale of the surrendered vessel, or its stipu

lated value. But such proceeding does not limit the liability

of the owner on those contracts made by him, or which

i Thomassen v. Whitwell, 30 U. S. 5 The Leonard Richards, 41 Fed.

(L. ed.) 156. R 818; The Giles Loring, 48 Fed.

'Swift t. Brownell, 1 Holmes, R 463: Gokey v. Fort, 44 Fed. R

467. 364; The U. S. Grant, 45 Fed. R 643.

» The H. F. Diraock, 52 Fed. R 6 Act of Congress, June 26, 1884.

,598. U. S. Rev. Stat. Supp., p. 443; In re

4 Id. Garrett, 141 U. a 12.
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have been adopted by him as bis personal contracts, although

his liability for damages may amount to the full value of the

ship and freight. Under the maritime law the lien arising

from collision takes precedence of liens for loans, repairs,

and those of a similar character. The appraisement is of

the value and freight pending; and where a vessel is sunk by

collision, and has not been raised, the appraisement is of her

value as she lies; but where the vessel has been raised before

appraisement is made, her value after raising, less the ex

pense of raising,1 is the measure of liability ; and the value

of the pending freight is to be determined by first deducting

the expenses necessary in the earning of it.

Sec. 220. At what time value of the vessel is to be de

termined.— The statute early gave rise to the inquiry as

to the time at which the value of the vessel is to be deter

mined in proceedings to limit the owner's liability. In the

case of Norwich Company against Wright,2 the supreme

court held that the act of congress adopted the maritime

law as distinguished from the rule adopted by the English

courts on the subject, and that the value of the vessel and

freight is to be determined after, and not before, collision ;

1 Pet. of N. & N. Y. Trans. Co., 8 the wreck by the insurer. Thoic.-

Ben. 812. assen v. Whitwell, 12 Fed. R. 891.

An ex parte appraisement is not "Where a tug met with collision

void; rule 54 of the supreme court and the owner petitioned for a lim-

not requiring prior notice of the itation of his liability, it was held

appraisement to be given to any that the towage was not freight

one; the only requisite being that pending, within the meaning of the

a monition issue after surrender of statute. Pet. of the Owners of The

the vessel, or a stipulation is given Young America and The John

for its value. In re Morrison, 147 E. Berwind, Eastern Dist. N. Y,

U. S. 14. Benedict's Adm. 381.

Where a vessel after collision Demurrage has been held to be

was lost in the continuance of its a species of freight. The Giles Lor-

voyage and abandoned to the un- ing, 48 Fed. R. 473; Whitcomb v.

derwriters, the liability of the Emmerson, 50 Fed. R. 128.

owner was held to be limited to .l 13 Wall. 104

the amount realized by the sale of
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but at what precise time subsequent to the collision was

never fully established until the same case again came be

fore the court in The City of Norwich,1 nearly twenty years

later, when the court, after a full consideration of the mat

ter, held that the voyage upon which the ship is entered at

the time of the collision defines the limits to which the law

is to be applied ; that it is at the termination of the voyage

entered upon when collision occurs that the value of the

vessel is to be appraised, and the freight be added, to deter

mine the owner's liability ; and if the ship is lost and the

voyage is not completed, the owner's liability ceases ; or if

the voyage is broken up, and the vessel sunk or injured, the

value of the vessel at the time of the breaking up of the

voyage measures the owner's liability ; and where the ves

sel is subsequently raised and repaired, the added value by

reason of raising it and making such repairs does not in

crease the owner's liability, it being fixed by the value of

the remains of the vessel at the time of the breaking up of

the voyage.2 In case of salvage only, the liability of the

owner is measured by the value of the salvage.3

Sec. 221. "Who may institute proceedings.— Either the

owner of the ship or any damage creditor may institute pro

ceedings against the offending ship and may have it arrested

and have the amount of all damages ascertained and distrib-

1 118 TJ. S. 468. not just after she sunk. The Anna,

2 The City of Norwich, 118 U. S. 47 Fed. R. 525.

468; Dyer v. National Steam Navi- 3 The Scotland, 105 U. S. 24.

gation Co., 118 U. S. 507. In the case of The U. S. Grant,

Where a vessel ran on a snag 45 Fed. R. 642, it was held that in

and sunk in shallow water near order to claim the limitation of

the landing for which she was des- liability provided by the statute

tined, but after part of the cargo respecting claims arising upon a

had been taken off she was raised, voyage subsequent to the accru

it was held that the owner.s lia- ing of previous liens, the ship-

bility should be determined by her owner must surrender the vessel

value when she reached the dock, or her proceeds free from such

liens.
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utccl according to the methods of the admiralty courts of

this country.1

The fact that a vessel is chartered so that the charterers

become the owners pro hac vice does not exclude the general

owner from claiming the benefit of the act whenever there

is a liability on his part.- The number of adverse or con

current claims against the ship makes no difference as to the

right of the owner to claim the benefit of the act,— one only

is sufficient to enable the owner to claim its benefits.3 All

owners are not permitted to take advantage of the act, the

statute in express terms limiting it to those who have no

privity or knowledge of the damage incurred.4

Sec. 223. To what waters limitation of liability extends.

The act of 1851 as amended by the act of June 19, 168C,5

extends to the owners of vessels engaged in inland naviga

tion. The benefits of a limited liability now extend to the

navigation of all waters over which admiralty courts enter

tain jurisdiction,6 as well upon the high seas as in the do

mestic waters of the United States.7

The fact that liability arises within the limits of a county

of a state is not sufficient to deprive the admiralty courts of

jurisdiction, if the liability arises by reason of a maritime

tort.5 The act does not, however, extend to vessels navigate

ing waters exclusively within a state over which admiralty

has no jurisdiction.9

1The H. F. Dimock, 52 Fed. R wich Co. v. Wright, 13 Wall. 104;

598; The Maria & Elizabeth, 11 Fed. Butler v. Boston & S. Steamship

R 520. Co., 130 U. S. 554; Moore v. Transp.

2Quinlan v. Pew, 56 Fed. R 111. Co., 24 How. 1; Walker v. Transp.

3 Contra, The Rosa, 53 Fed. R. Co., 3 Wall. 150.

132. 7The Scotland, 15 Otto, 24; Ex

*The Maria & Elizabeth, 11 Fed. parte Garrett, 11 S. Ct. 480; Craig

R 520. v. Continental Ins. Co., 141 U. S. 638.

»24 U. S. Stat. at L. 79; U. S. » Butler v. Boston & S. S. Co., 130

Rev. Stat. Supp. 494. U. S. 554; Lord v. Steamship Co.,

« Wallace v. The Prov. & Ston. 102 U. S. 541.

S. S. Co., 14 Fed. R 56; Ex parte » Clyde v. Grover, 54 Pa. St. 251.

Garrett, 141 U. S. 12; Lawton v. Where a vessel ran between

Comer, 40 Fed. R. 480; The Nor- ports of the same state in conneo
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Sec. 224. To what vessels applicable.— By the act of

June 19, 1886,1 the provisions of the act of 1851 are made

applicable " to all sea-going vessels, and also to all vessels

used on lakes, rivers or inland navigation, including canal-

boats, barges and lighters." 3 The act of 1851 is declarative

of the general admiralty rule on that subject prevailing in

most European countries, although never adopted into our

system of admiralty jurisprudence until the enactment of

the statute. By the enactment of that law and its amend

ments the rule became a part of the admiralty system of

this country, applicable to all waters and to all vessels over

which these courts have jurisdiction, except those especially

reserved from its operation.

In the case of The Vessel-owners' Towing Co.,' Judge

Blodgett held that a vessel must be engaged in interstate or

foreign commerce to entitle her owners to claim the provis

ions of the limited liability act. The language of the learned

judge was doubtless intended to be restricted in its applica

tion to the case under consideration, which did not consti

tute a marine tort. In its application to the state of facts

existing in that case, it is doubtless true, as stated by the

learned judge, that the power of congress over the subject

of limiting an owner's liability is only found in the provis

ions of section 8, article 1, of the constitution, which author

izes congress to regulate commerce with foreign nations and

among the several states. But, as a general proposition ap

plicable to all cases, it would seem that the principle is not

correctly stated. The correct interpretation of the statute

is to be found only by basing it upon the constitutional pro-

tion with a railroad engaged in

interstate traffic, it was held to be

within the terms of the act. In re

Long Island Transp. Co., 5 Fed. R.

599; The Epsilon. 6 Ben. 378.

A vessel making voyages on a

river between ports of different

states is subject to the limited lia

bility legislation of congress. The

Katie, 40 Fed. R 480.

124 U. S.Stat.at L79; U.S.RS.

Supp. 494.

2 The Katie, 40 Fed. R 480.

' 26 Fed. R 169; In re Petition of

the Long Island North Shore Pas

senger & Freight Transp. Co., 5

Fed. R 599.
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vision which extends the judicial power of the United States

to all cases of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction, and

which authorizes congress " to make all laws necessary and

proper for carrying it into execution," as well as upon the

provision authorizing congress to regulate commerce be

tween the states and foreign countries. The subject of the

act is one of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction, and, so far

as maritime torts are concerned, it is applicable to all such

vessels, and over all waters subject to the general admiralty

jurisdiction of the federal courts, irrespective of the question

as to whether the vessel is engaged in foreign or interstate

commerce.1

In cases where the act does not constitute a maritime

tort, the doctrine laid down in The Vessel-owners' Towing

Co.2 is doubtless true,— that the vessel must be engaged in

interstate or foreign commerce to enable the owners to avail

themselves of the act limiting their liability where the tort

is not of a maritime nature.

The provisions of this act do not apply to vessels navi

gating waters wholly within a state which are not naviga

ble waters of the United States, the commerce on such

waters not being within the admiralty and maritime juris

diction of the United States, and not within the constitu

tional provision giving congress power to regulate commerce

between the states. The act can only apply to those vessels

which are engaged in foreign or interstate commerce, or

upon waters over which admiralty has jurisdiction.3

It is not necessary that the vessel should be registered to

entitle the owner to the provisions of the act.4

1 The Katie, 40 Fed. R. 480; In re 24 How. 1; In re Long Island

Petition of Long Island, etc. Transp. North Shore Passenger Transp.

Co., 5 Fed. R. 599; Providence, etc. Co., 5 Fed. R 599; The Vessel-own-

Co. v. Hill Mfg. Co., 109 U. S. 589; ers' Towing Co., 26 Fed. R 169;

The Garden City, 20 Fed. R 760; Lord v. Goodall, etc. Steamship

The Hazel Kirke, 25 Fed. R. 601; Co., 4 Saw. 292; The Katie, 40 Fed.

United States v. Burlington, etc. R. 480.

Ferry Co., 21 Fed. R 331. « Wallace v. Providence & Ston-

2 26 Fed. R 169. ington S. S. Co., 14 Fed. R. 56.

3 Moore v. American Transp. Co.,
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The statute has been held not to extend to the owners of

pleasure crafts, but is confined to the owners of vessels en

gaged in commerce.1

Sec. 225. Foreign vessels and owners.— In administer

ing justice admiralty courts usually determine the rights

and liabilities of the parties according to the law of the

forum. Where the parties seeking redress are both sub

jects of the same foreign power, or where they belong to

different countries having the same law, the law of the flag

being shown, the court will apply it ; but where the foreign

law is not shown, or where the laws of the litigants are not

the same, the laAv of the forum prevails, and the courts

apply the general maritime law as administered in this

country.2

"Where collisions occur on the high seas between foreign

vessels where the law of no particular country prevails, the

law of the forum will be applied unless it is shown that the

laws of the flags are the same and different from the law

l The Mamie, 5 Fed. R 813.

Where a steam-vessel was

■wrecked and abandoned to the

insurers, and the vessel was taken

in tow by a wrecking-master, but

sank while in his charge and one

of the crew was drowned, it was

held that the steamer was still a

"vessel" at the time of sinking,

within the meaning of the limited

liability act. Craig v. Continental

Ins. Co., 141 U. S. 638.

The exemption from liability of

arrest given to the owners of canal-

boats under section 4251 of the

United States Revised Statutes

extends only to those actually en

gaged in navigating canals, and

does not include vessels built for

that purpose but not engaged in

that form of navigation. The

Wm. L. Norman, 49 Fed. R 285.

A scow-platform, used as an ad

junct to a wharf which was mainly

stationary and seldom moved,

though capable of being moved by

towing from place to place, hav

ing no motive power of its own,

was held not a vessel within the

meaning of the act. Ruddiman v.

A Scow-Platform, 38 Fed. R 158.

A barge, without motive power,

used for excursion purposes about

the harbor of New York and wat

ers adjacent, was held to be within

the provisions of the act, and might

be surrendered under the act with

out the surrender of the tug by

which it was towed. In re Myers

Excursion & Navigation Co., 57

Fed. R. 240.

2 The Scotland, 105 U. S. 24; The

State of Virginia, 60 Fed. R 1018.
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of the forum, when they will prevail if shown. The lim

ited liability act is general in its terms, extending to all

owners alike without distinction, and forms a part of the

general admiralty law of this county, to be administered

by our courts as any other part of our admiralty system is

administered, although its efficacy as a rule depends upon

the statute rather than upon any inherent force of the gen

eral maritime law, as that particular feature had never been

adopted by our courts prior to the passage of the act.1 By

navigating American waters a foreign ship subjects itself to

the laws of this country, if bound to or from a port of this

country ; and when sued in the courts of the United States,

or when appealing to them for protection, it must submit to

the laws as administered here, and is entitled to all the re

lief our laws afford, subject to the limitations before stated.4

As between foreign and American ships on the high seas or

elsewhere, when resorting to our courts, the limited liability

of the owners will be applied to each alike.3 While it is

true that the force of a statute cannot be extraterritorial,

the limitation of liability has always been a rule of the gen

eral maritime law, although never adopted in this country

until the passage of the limited liability act, when it became

a part of our system of maritime jurisprudence, to be ad

ministered to the same extent and by the same methods that

all other general maritime laws are administered; and the

courts apply the rule regardless of the source whence their

authority is derived, as well when it operates in favor of

foreign owners as when it operates against them. It is well

settled that American courts apply the general rule of lim

ited liability, permitting the owner to surrender his vessel

and freight and be exempt from further responsibility, re

gardless of the residence or nationality of the suitor.4

iThe Lottawanna, 21 Wall. 558; 2The John Bramall, 10 Ben. 495;

Lewiston v. Oceanic Steam Nav. The Scotland, 105 U. S. 24.

Co., 17 Alb. L. J. 285; In re Leon- 'In re Leonard, 14 Fed. R. 53.

ard, 14 Fed. R. 53; Thomassen v. «The Scotland, 105 U. S. 24;

Whitwell, 9 Ben. 403, 458. Churchill v. The British America,
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Sec. 228. Losses by personal injuries and death.— The

act affords exemption from losses for injuries to persons 1

and for death resulting therefrom.2 Where the owner has

taken appropriate proceedings to obtain the benefit of the

act, such proceedings are a bar to the maintenance of a

separate action for such injuries.'

Sec. 227. Limitation of losses on contracts.— The lim

itation of liability afforded by the statute as it now is, is not

confined to liability arising from the torts of the ship, but

includes all liability arising from the contracts of the mas

ter and to all debts and liabilities incurred by the ship, where

there is no privity to such contracts on the part of the

owner. Except as to seamen's wages, the creditor's redress

in all cases is limited to the value of the ship and pending

freight, and the owner's liability measured by his interest

therein.4 The owner is not relieved from liability upon his

own personal contracts5 or such as he adopts as his con

tracts 6 by ratification.

9 Ben. 516; Dyer v. National Steam

Nav. Co., 118 U. S. 507; In re Peti

tion of The Long Island North

Shore Passenger and Freight Co.,

S Fed. R 599; The John Bramall,

10 Ben. 495.

1 The Epsilon, 6 Ben. 378; The

Amsterdam, 23 Fed. R 112; The

City of Columbus, 22 Fed. R. 460;

The Marine City, 6 Fed. R 413.

2 Craig v. Continental Ins. Co.,

141 U. S. 638; In re Long Island

Transp. Co., 5 Fed. R 599; The

Epsilon. 6 Ben. 378.

» Butlier v. Boston & S. S. & Co.,

130 U. & 527. •

The act of February 28, 1871,

providing for the better security

of life on board of steam-vessels,

does not supersede or displace the

provisions of the act of 1851. Id.

*The Giles Loring, 48 Fed. R

463; In re Garrett, 141 U. S. 12;

Miller v. O'Brien, 35 Fed. R 779;

The Amos D. Carver, 35 Fed. R,

665; Whitcomb v. Emerson, 50

Fed. R 128.

5 Laverty v. Claussen, 40 Fed. R.

542; McPhail v. Williams, 41 Fed.

R 61; The Amos D. Carver, 35

Fed. R 665.

In Re Liverpool & Great Western

S. S. Co., 3 Fed. R 168, it was held

that the act does not apply to re

lieve the owner from a claim for

freight advanced but not earned

by the ship.

« Gokey v. Fort, 44 Fed. R 364.

In The Giles Loring, 48 Fed. R

463, it was held that the limited

liability of the owner extended to

an unjustifiable sale of cargo by
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Sec. 228. Freight.— The owner of a ship seeking to

limit bis liability is required not only to surrender the ves

sel or stipulate for its value, but also to surrender or stipu

late for the amount of freight earned.

For the purpose of measuring the owner's liability, the

value of the ship and freight at the end of the voyage upon

which the loss occurs is the standard of measurement,

whether the voyage is stopped by reason of disaster or is

continued after collision occurs; but ordinarily no freight

is earned until the port of destination is reached, and where

no freight is earned, there is no liability therefor on the

part of the owner.1 As Judge Nelson, in The Abbie C.

Stubbs,' says, " when a ship-owner sends his ship to sea, so

far as his liability for collisions and other losses happening

through the fault of those in charge of her, and without his

privity or knowledge, is concerned, he puts at risk only his

ship, the expense of navigating her, and the freight she

may earn on the voyage. His responsibility is limited to

the capital embarked in the adventure, and the profit he

may gain from it in the form of freight or its equivalent.

If the ship is sunk or destroyed, and no freight earned, his

whole responsibility is at an end. If either or both are

saved, in whole or in part, to that extent his liability re

mains; the words ' her freight then pending,' as used in

section 4283, must at least include freight earned at the end

of the voyage, for cargo on board at the time of the collision.

Any deduction from the freight in the nature of an ap

portionment is therefore disallowed." ' But where the con-

the master on the coast of Africa 1 Place v. Norwich & N. Y. Trans.

after the vessel was condemned as Co., 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1150.

unseaworthy. 2 28 Fed. R 719.

In Laverty v. Claussen, 40 Fed. R 3See, also, Thomassen v. Whit-

542, it was held that where a car- well, 12 Fed. R 891.

rier contracts to insure a cargo he In Sumner et al. v. Caswell, 20

cannot claim the benefit of the Fed. R 249, Judge Brown, of the

limited liability act, its provisions southern district of New York,

not exempting him from his direct held that the statute not only re-

personal contracts. quires the surrender of the ship,
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tract of affreightment provides for an apportionment of

freight, or where freight is actually received for transporta

tion to place of injury, there appears to be no reason why

the liability of the owner should not attach to the extent

of the freight received or earned.

Sec. 229. Privity of owner.— The act provides for the

limitation of the owner's liability only when " the loss done,

occasioned or incurred is without the privity or knowledge

of the owner or owners." Only those who are free from

personal negligence are exempt from personal liability under

the statute. The act does not extend to the personal con

tracts of the owner, nor to the acts of the ship or crew when

done under his direct command. It extends only to the

debts and liabilities arising out of the navigation or business

of the ship, or the contracts of the master or other agents of

the vessel occurring without the personal knowledge of the

owner.1

but also the freight pending, which

includes the freight earned up to

the time of loss.

In The Giles Loring, 48 Fed. R.

463, it was held that freight to be

due and payable upon delivery of

cargo at port of destination could

not be added to the value of the

vessel before the arrival of the

vessel and delivery of the cargo,

the freight not being earned until

then.

The liability of the ship-owner

for freight pending extends to

passage money and to freight pre

paid at port of departure. The

Main, 122 U. S. 133.

Where a vessel carrying cargo

sunk in shoal water near a landing,

after which a portion of the cargo

was taken off and she was raised

and taken to the landing and the

balance of the cargo removed, it

was held that in ascertaining the

owner's liability under section 4283

of the statutes, the value of the

vessel should be determined at the

time when she actually completed

the voyage, when she reached the

dock, and not just after sinking.

The Anna, 47 Fed. R 525.

In the case of a fishing vessel

the season's cruise was considered

as a single voyage, and her earn

ings for the whole season were

computed as pending freight in a

proceeding to limit the owner's

liability. Whitcomb v. Emmerson,

50 Fed. R 12a

1 The Amos D. Carver, 35 Fed. R.

665; McPhail v. Williams, 41 Fed.

R. 61; The Maria and Elizabeth, 11

Fed. R 520; The City of Para, 44

Fed. R 689; Gokey v. Fort, 44 Fed.

R. 364.

Where injuries were received by
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When the owner is guilty of negligence in fitting out a

vessel, in failing to supply the necessary and usual appli

ances, or fails to provide competent officers and a sufficient

crew, or is guilty of other personal neglect in the equipping

or navigation of the ship, he may not invoke the provisions

of the statute. The term " privity " in the act means some

fault or neglect in which the owner personally participates,

or which he knowingly permits to occur.1 Where, there

fore, the owner trusts the fitting out to a suitable person

competent to inspect and make proper provision for the nav

igation of the vessel, he is not barred from claiming the

benefit of the act by reason of the failure of such agent to

properly inspect the vessel, or because of his failure to pro

vide the necessary and usual appliances.2 In case of corpo

rate ownership the rule seems to be tbat the privity or

knowledge must be that of a managing officer of the corpo

ration.' The negligence of the master or agent of the ves

sel, although a part owner, is not sufficient to charge other

owners not personally participating, or to prevent them

from claiming the benefit of the act.4 When the master is

a part owner and is in actual command of the vessel at the

time of a collision or loss, he is not entitled to the benefit of

the statute.5 When he is not on duty and collision or loss

excursionists on a barge by reason The Whistler, 2 Saw. 348; Chis-

of the inability of the barge to holm v. Northern Transp. Co., 61

withstand a storm of no unusual Barb. 363; The Marine City, 6 Fed.

severity, it appearing that the de- R. 413; Laverty v. Claussen, 40 Fed.

fects were easily discernible, and R. 542.

that the president of the corpora- 2 Quinlan v. Pew, 56 Fed. R. 111.

tion himself examined the barge 5 Philadelphia, etc R. R. Car.

before the excursion started, it Quigley, 21 How. 202. 909; The Re-

was held the corporation could public, 61 Fed. 109; Craig v. Con-

not escape liability, because the tinental Ins. Co., 141 U. S. 638;

defects were such that they should Lord v. Goodall S. S. Co., 4 Saw.

have been known to the president 292.

in making such examination. The 4 In re Leonard, 14 Fed. R. 53;

Republic, 61 Fed. R. 109. Keene v. The Whistler, 2 Saw. 34a

i Lord v. Goodall, etc. S. S. Co., 4 » The Dorris Eckhoff, 41 Fed. R.

Saw. 292; Walker v. Transporta- 156.

tion Co., 3 WalL 150; Keene v.
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occurs without his personal presence or participation in the

act complained of, no reason can be urged why he should

not be entitled to the protection of the statute.1

The owner, however, cannot avail himself of the plea

that he is not in privity with the cause producing the injury,

where the loss is occasioned by his personal neglect to in

form himself of the defective condition of his vessel, it being

under his personal supervision.2 The intention of congress

was to relieve against imputed negligence but not against

the owner's personal acts.3

1The Maria and Elizabeth, 12

Fed. R. 627.

2The Republic, 61 Fed. R 109.

3 Moore v. Transportation Co., 24

How. 1; Walker v. Transp. Co., 8

Wall. 150; Craig v. Ins. Co., 141

U. S. 638; Quinlan v. Pew, 5 C. C.

A. 438; 56 Fed. R. 111.

A master running a vessel on

shares, paying all wages and ex

penses, and having sole control of

its navigation, is owner pro hac

vice, and for collision resulting from

the negligence of the master and

crew the owners are not personally

liable. Webster v. Disharoon, 64

Fed. R. 143.

In the case of The Maria and

Elizabeth, 12 Fed. R 627, it was

held that, where the master was

asleep in his berth at the time of

collision, that he had no privity or

knowledge of the loss within the

meaning of the statute, although

he was a part owner of the vessel.

It has been held that a material

man does not lose his right of

action in personam against the

owners of a ship by their taking

advantage of the limited liability

act, where they had knowledge of

such materials being supplied. The

Leonard Richards, 41 Fed. R. 818.

The privity of a wrecking-master

employed by an insurance com

pany, a. corporation, to rescue an

abandoned vessel, is not such priv

ity of the owner, his employer, as

will prevent the owner from claim

ing the benefits of the statute.

Craig v. Continental Ins. Co., 141

U. S. 638.

When the unseaworthy condi

tion of an excursion barge could

have been ascertained by the

owners upon examination, which

was neglected and injury to a pas

senger results from such unsea

worthiness, it was held that the

loss was not " without the privity

or knowledge " of the owners so as

to entitle them to the benefit of

the act limiting the owners' lia

bility. In re Myers Excursion &

Navigating Co., 57 Fed. R. 240.

In the case of The Anna, 47 Fed.

R. 525, it was sought to be shown

that the master was an habitual

drunkard, and that the owners

knew this when putting him in

command of the vessel. The evi

dence was held insufficient to hold

the owners liable by reason of

their knowledge of this habit.
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Sec. 230. Claiming limitation and contesting liability.

Under the English law the ship-owner may only avail him

self of the statute limiting his liability by confessing the

fault of his ship. This our supreme court, after careful con

sideration, held to be an unjust requirement, and, in framing

the rules of procedure under the act, deemed it proper to

allow the ship-owner, seeking to avail himself of the bene

fits of the law, the right to contest any liability on the part

of the ship ; that such application for relief under the act

is no admission of liability or wrong-doing on the part of

the vessel.1 These rules of procedure were adopted by the

supreme court for the purpose of affording some well regu

lated method of obtaining the benefits of the act and for

giving the ship-owner full protection, the act being silent as

to the details by which its provisions were to be put into

effect. The rules were not intended to prevent the owner

from invoking any other remedy afforded by the laws, nor

were they intended to prevent any defense to the claim that

the ship-owner would otherwise be entitled to. The court

has the power to prescribe all rules necessary to carry into

effect the provisions of the act.2

Sec. 231. Effect of proceedings under the act.— The

effect of instituting proceedings under the act is to suspend

the prosecution of claims for the same loss against the owner

in other courts, state or federal, and the court in which such

application is made may enjoin the further prosecution of

such actions in other courts within its district ; and if there

be such actions brought outside of the district where the

owner applies for limitation of liability, the pleading of such

application for limitation of liability is a bar to further pro

ceedings therein.' The effect of limitation proceedings in

i The Scotland, 105 U. S. 24; Nor- 2 Providence & New York S. a

wich Co. v. Wright, 13 Wall. 104; Co. v. Hill Mfg. Co. 109 U. S. 57&

The Benefactor, 103 U. S. 239; » Providenw, etc. S. S. Co, v. Hill

Walker v. The Transp. Co., 3 WalL Mfg. Co., 109 U. S. 578; The City of

150; The Maria and Elizabeth, 11 Columbus, 22 Fed. R. 460; Church-

Fed. R. 520. ill v. The British America, 9 Ben.
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superseding other actions and suits does not depend upon

the award of an injunction, but upon the object and intrinsic

character of the proceedings themselves.1 Whenever a case

involving the question of the general liability of the ship or

owner has proceeded to linal determination, the court having

jurisdiction of such primary cause, on application, will re

strain the parties from attempting, by execution or other

process, to collect any amount awarded them in excess of

the amount of the liability as determined by the court ad

judicating that question; and where such adjudication is not

determined at the time of rendering judgment in any other

court, such other court will restrain the execution of its de

cree until the court determining the owner's liability under

the act has rendered its decree.2 The effect of pleading the

statute limiting the owner's liability, in a cause where all

having the right of action are not parties, is not effective as

against any other than the parties to the action. To obtain

a limitation as against all persons, separate proceedings to

limit the owner's general liability must be taken in the proper

court, accompanied by a surrender of the vessel and freight

as provided by the act.' To these proceedings the whole

world are parties, and the decree of the court is final and

binding upon all persons.4

Sec. 232. Giving stipulation.— The giving of a stipula

tion for the value of a vessel in an admiralty cause is not a

bar to subsequent proceedings in limitation of liability, nor

does it prevent a subsequent surrender of the vessel itself in

that proceeding. But where succeeding voyages have been

516; In re Prov. & N. Y. S. & Co.,

« Ben. 124; 109 U. S. 578; Norwich,

etc Transp. Co., 10 Ben. 193; The

Tolchester, 42 Fed. R 180; Black

v. Southern Pac. R R Co., 39 Fed.

R565.

1 Providence & New York Steam

ship Co. t. Hill Manufacturing Co.,

109 U. S. 578.

2 The Benefactor, 13 Otto, 239;

The Amsterdam, 23 Fed. R 112.

» Norwich Co. v. Wright, 13 WalL

104.

4 Thomassen t. Whitwell, 9 Ben.

458; Place v. The City of Norwich,

1 Ben. 89; The John Bramall, 10

Ben. 495.

27
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made, any depreciation of the vessel from its value at the

time of giving the stipulation should be paid into court.1

Sec. 233. Costs.— It is not altogether a settled question

what costs and expenses are properly taxable against the

funds in court, and what should be chargeable to the par

ties. The costs usually follow the decree. And where the

owner claims a total exemption from liability, and this is

contested, no reason is apparent why the costs of the con

test should not be awarded the prevailing party as in other

cases.'

In the case of The City of Norwich ' the district court held

that the costs of all the parties are to be deducted from

the fund in court. There appears to be no reason why this

is not an equitable method.

Sec. 234. Lien on funds in court.— The owners of ves

sels cannot determine for themselves the priority of liens

upon the fund representing the ship and their liability under

the act. This can only be done by the court. The fact

that the owner has paid out part of this fund in discharge

of supposed liens does not reduce his liability to discharge

such other claims as the court may determine are liens to

the extent of his interest in the vessel and freight, or its

representative, the fund paid into court.4

i The Rose Culkin, 52 Fed. R 328.

*The Leonard Richards, 41 Fed.

R. 821; The Thingvalla, 1 U. &

App. 82; The Giles Loring, 48 Fed.

R.463.

* Pet. of Norwich & N. T. Trans,

Co., 10 Ben. 194; 118 TJ. S. 468.

*The Giles Loring, 48 Fed. R. 463.



APPENDIX.

ADMIRALTY RULES OF THE SUPREME COURT

OF THE UNITED STATES.

1.

No mesne process shall issue from the district courts in

any civil cause of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction until

the libel or libel of information shall be filed in the clerk's

office from which such process is to issue. All process shall

be served by the marshal or by his deputy, or, where he or

they are interested, by some discreet and disinterested per

son appointed by the court.

2.

In suits in personam the mesne process may be by a sim

ple warrant of arrest of the person of the defendant in the

nature of a capias, or by a warrant of arrest of the person

of the defendant with a clause therein that if he cannot be

found to attach his goods and chattels to the amount sued

for; or if such property cannot be found, to attach his cred

its and effects to the amount sued for in the hands of the

garnishees named therein ; or by a simple monition in the

nature of a summons to appear and answer to the suit as

the libelant shall, in his libel or information, pray for or

elect.

3.

In all suits in personam where a simple warrant of arrest

issues and is executed, the marshal may take bail with suffi

cient sureties from the party arrested by bond or stipula

tion, upon condition that he will appear in the suit and abide
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by all orders of the court, interlocutory or final, in the cause,

and pay the money awarded by the final decree rendered

therein in the court to which the process is returnable or in

any appellate court. And upon such bond or stipulation,

summary process of execution may and shall be issued against

the principal and sureties by the court to which such pro

cess is returnable, to enforce the final decree so rendered, or

upon appeal by the appellate court.

4.

In all suits in personam where goods and chattels or cred

its and effects are attached under such warrant authorizing

the same, the attachment may be dissolved by order of the

court to which the same warrant is returnable, upon the de

fendant whose property is so attached giving a bond or stip

ulation, with sufficient sureties, to abide by all orders, inter

locutory or final, of the court, and pay the amount awarded

by the final decree rendered in the court to which the pro

cess is returnable, or in any appellate court ; and upon such

bond or stipulation, summary process of execution shall and

may be issued against the principal and sureties by the court

to which such warrant is returnable, to enforce the final de

cree so rendered, or upon appeal by the appellate court.

5.

Bonds or stipulations in admiralty suits may be given and

taken in open court, or at chambers, or before any commis

sioner of the court who is authorized by the court to take

affidavits of bail and depositions in cases pending before the

court, or any commissioner of the United States authorized

by law to take bail and affidavits in civil cases.

6.

In all suits in personam, where bail is taken, the court

may, upon motion, for due cause shown, reduce the amount

of the sum contained in the bond or stipulation therefor;

and in all cases where a bond or stipulation is taken as bail,
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or upon dissolving an attachment of property as aforesaid,

if either of the sureties shall become insolvent pending the

suit, new sureties may be required by the order of the court,

to be given, upon motion, and due proof thereof.

7.

In suits in personam, no warrant of arrest, either of the

person or property of the defendant, shall issue for a sum

exceeding $500, unless by the special order of the court,

upon affidavit or other pr oper proof showing the propriety

thereof.

8.

In all suits in rem against a ship, her tackle, sails, apparel,

furniture, boats, or other appurtenances, if such tackle, sails,

apparel, furniture, boats, or other appurtenances are in the

possession or custody of any third person, the court may,

after a due monition to such third person, and a hearing of

the cause, if any, why the same should not be delivered over,

award and decree that the same be delivered into the cus

tody of the marshal or other proper officer, if, upon the

hearing, the same is required by law and justice.

9.

In all cases of seizure, and in other suits and proceedings

in rem, the process, unless otherwise provided for by statute,

shall be by a warrant of arrest of the ship, goods, or other

thing to be arrested; and the marshal shall thereupon arrest

and take the ship, goods, or other thing into his possession

for safe custody, and shall cause public notice thereof, and

of the time assigned for the return of such process and the

hearing of the cause, to be given in such newspaper within

the district as the district court shall order; and if there is

no newspaper published therein, then in such other public

places in the district as the court shall direct.

10.

In all cases where any goods or other things are arrested,

if the same are perishable, or arc liable to deterioration,
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decay, or injury, by being detained in custody pending tbe

suit, the court may, upon the application of either party, in

its discretion, order the same or so much thereof to be sold

as shall be perishable or liable to depreciation, decay, or in

jury ; and the proceeds, or so much thereof as shall be a full

security to satisfy the decree, to be brought into court to

abide the event of the suit ; or the court may, upon the a]>-

plication of the claimant, order a delivery thereof to him

upon a due appraisement to be had under its direction,

either upon the claimant's depositing in court so much money

as the court shall order, or upon his giving a stipulation

with sureties in such sum as the court shall direct, to abide

by and pay the money awarded by the final decree rendered

by the court, or the appellate court, if any appeal intervenes,

as the one or the other course shall be ordered by the court.

11.

In like manner, where any ship shall be arrested, the same

may, upon the application of the claimant, be debvered to

him upon a due appraisement, to be had under the direction

of the court, upon the claimant's depositing in court so much

money as the court shall order, or upon his giving a stipula

tion with sureties as aforesaid; and if the claimant shall

decline any such application, then the court may in its dis

cretion, upon the application of either party, upon due

cause shown, order a sale of such ship, and the proceeds

thereof to be brought into court or otherwise disposed of as

it may deem most for the benefit of all concerned.

12.

In all suits by material-men for supplies or repairs or

other necessaries, the Mbelant may proceed against the ship

and freight in rem, or against the master or owner alone in

personam.

13.

In all suits for mariners' wages, the libelant may proceed

against the ship, freight and master, or against the ship and

freight, or against the owner or the master alone inpersonam.
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14.

In all suits for pilotage, the libelant may proceed against

the ship and master, or against the ship, or against the owner

alone or the master alone in personam.

15.

In all suits for damage by collision, the libelant may pro

ceed against the ship and master, or against the ship alone,

or against the master or the owner alone vn personam.

16.

In all suits for an assault or beating on the high seas, or

elsewhere within the admiralty and maritime jurisdiction,

the suit shall be in personam only.

17.

In all suits against the ship or freight, founded upon a

mere maritime hypothecation, either express or implied, of

the master, for moneys taken up in a foreign port for sup

plies or repairs or other necessaries for the voyage, without

any claim of marine interest, the libelant may proceed

either in rem, or against the master or the owner alone in

personam.

18.

In all suits on bottomry bonds, properly so called, the suit

shall be in rem only against the property hypothecated, or

the proceeds of the property, in whosesoever hands the same

may be found, unless the master has, without authority,

given the bottomry bond, or by his fraud or misconduct has

avoided the same, or has subtracted the property, or unless

the owner has, by his own misconduct or wrong, lost or sub

tracted the property, in which latter cases the suit may be

in personam against the wrong-doer.

19.

In all suits for salvage, the suit may be in rem against the

property saved, or the proceeds thereof, or in personam

against the party at whose request and for whose benefit

the salvage service has been performed.
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20.

In all petitory and possessory suits between part owners

or adverse proprietors, or by the owners of a ship, or the

majority thereof, against the master of a ship for the ascer

tainment of the title and delivery of the possession, or for

the possession only, or by one or more part owners against

the others to obtain security for the return of the ship from

any voyage undertaken without their consent, or by one or

more part owners against the others to obtain possession of

the ship for any voyage, upon giving security for the safe

return thereof, the process shall be by an arrest of the ship,

and by a monition to the adverse party or parties to appear

and make answer to the suit.

21.

In all cases of a final decree for the payment of money,

the libelant shall have a writ of execution in the nature of

a fierifacias, commanding the marshal or his deputy to levy

and collect the amount thereof out of the goods and chattels,

lands and tenements, or other real estate, of the defendant

or stipulators.

22.

All informations and libels of information upon seizures

for any breach of the revenue, or navigation, or other laws

of the United States, shall state the place of seizure, whether

it be on land or on the high seas, or on navigable waters

within the admiralty and maritime jurisdiction of the United

States, and the district within which the property is brought

and where it then is. The information or libel of informa

tion shall also propound in distinct articles the matters re

lied on as grounds or causes of forfeiture, and aver the same

to be contrary to the form of the statute or statutes of the

United States in such case provided, as the case may require,

and shall conclude with a prayer of due process to enforce

the forfeiture, and to give notice to all persons concerned in

interest to appear and show cause at the return-day of the

process why the forfeiture should not be decreed.
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23.

All libels in instance causes, civil or maritime, shall state

the nature of the cause; as, for example, that it is a cause,

civil and maritime, of contract, or of tort or damage, or of

salvage, or of possession, or otherwise, as the case may be ;

and, if the libel be in rem, that the property is within the

district ; and, if in persona.m, the names and occupations and

places of residence of the parties. The libel shall also pro

pound and articulate in distinct articles the various allega

tions of fact upon which the libelant relies in support of his

suit, so that the defendant may be enabled to answer dis

tinctly and separately the several matters contained in each

article ; and it shall conclude with a prayer of due process

to enforce his rights, in rem, or in personam (as the case may

require), and for such relief and redress as the court is com

petent to give in the premises. And the libelant may fur

ther require the defendant to answer on oath all interrog

atories propounded by him touching all and singular the

allegations in the libel at the close or conclusion thereof.

24.

In all informations and libels in causes of admiralty and

maritime jurisdiction, amendments in matters of form may

be made at any time, on motion to the court, as of course.

And new counts may be filed, and amendments in matters

of substance may be made, upon motion, at any time before

the final decree, upon such terms as the court shall impose.

And where any defect of form is set down by the defend

ant upon special exceptions, and is allowed, the court may,

in granting leave to amend, impose terms upon the libelant.

25.

In all cases of libels in personam, the court may, in its

discretion, upon the appearance of the defendant, where no

bail has been taken, and no attachment of property has been

made to answer the exigency of the suit, require the de

fendant to give a stipulation, with sureties, in such sum as
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the court shall direct, to pay all costs and expenses which

shall be awarded against him in the suit, upon the final ad

judication thereof, or by any interlocutory order in the

progress of the suit.

26.

In suits in rem the party claiming the property shall

verify his claim on oath or solemn affirmation, stating that

the claimant by whom or on whose behalf the claim is made

is the true and bona fide owner, and that no other person is

the owner thereof. And where the claim is put in by an

agent or consignee, he shall also make oath that he is duly

authorized thereto by the owner ; or if the property be, at

the time of the arrest, in the possession of the master of a

ship, that he is the lawful bailee thereof for the owner.

And, upon putting in such claim, the claimant shall file a

stipulation, with sureties, in such sum as the court shall di

rect, for the payment of all costs and expenses which shall

be awarded against him by the final decree of the court, or,

upon an appeal, by the appellate court.

27.

In all libels in causes of civil and maritime jurisdiction,

whether in rem or in personam, the answer of the defend

ant to the allegations in the libel shall be on oath or solemn

affirmation ; and the answer shall be full and explicit and

distinct to each separate article and separate allegation in

the libel, in the same order as numbered in the libel, and

shall also answer in like manner each interrogatory pro

pounded at the close of the libel.

28.

The libelant may except to the sufficiency, or fullness,

or distinctiveness, or relevancy of the answer to the articles

and interrogatories in the libel ; and, if the court shall ad

judge the same exceptions, or any of them, to be good and

valid, the court shall order the defendant forthwith, within

such time as the court shall direct, to answer the same, and
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may further order the defendant to pay such costs as the

court shall adjudge reasonable.

29.

If the defendant shall omit or refuse to make due answer

to the libel upon the return-day of the process, or other day

assigned by the court, the court shall pronounce him to be

in contumacy and default ; and thereupon the libel shall be

adjudged to be taken pro confesso against him, and the court

shall proceed to hear the cause ex park, and adjudge therein

as to law and justice shall appertain. But the court may,

in its discretion, set aside the default, and, upon the appli

cation of the defendant, admit him to make answer to the

libeL at any time before the final hearing and decree, upon

his payment of all the costs of the suit up to the time of

granting leave therefor.

30.

In all cases where the defendant answers, but does not

answer fully and explicitly and distinctly to all the matters

in any article of the libel, and exception is taken thereto by

the libelant, and the exception is allowed, the court may, by

attachment, compel the defendant to make further answer

thereto, or may direct the matter of the exception to be

taken pro eonfesso against the defendant, to the full purport

and effect of the article to which it purports to answer, and

as if no answer had been put in thereto.

31.

The defendant may object, by his answer, to answer any

allegation or interrogatory contained in the libel which will

expose him to any prosecution or punishment for crime, or

for any penalty or any forfeiture of his property for any

penal offense.

32.

The defendant shall have a right to require the personal

answer of the libelant upon oath or solemn affirmation to

any interrogatories which he may, at the close of his an
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swer, propound to the libelant touching any matters charged

in the libel, or touching any matter of defense set up in the

answer, subject to the like exception as to matters which

shall expose the libelant to any prosecution or punishment,

or forfeiture, as is provided in the thirty-first rule. In de

fault of due answer by the libelant to such interrogatories,

the court may adjudge the libelant to be in default, and

dismiss the libel, or may compel his answer in the premises,

by attachment, or take the subject-matter of the interrog

atory pro confesso in favor of the defendant, as the court,

in its discretion, shall deem most fit to promote public justice.

33.

Where either the libelant or the defendant is out of the

country, or unable, from sickness or other casualty, to make

an answer to any interrogatory on oath or solemn affirma

tion at the proper time, the court may, in its discretion, in

furtherance of the due administration of justice, dispense

therewith, or may award a commission to take the answer

of the defendant when and as soon as it may be practicable.

34.

If any third person shall intervene in any cause of ad

miralty and maritime jurisdiction in rem for his own inter

est, and he is entitled, according to the course of admiralty

proceedings, to be heard for his own interest therein, he

shall propound the matter in suitable allegations, to which,

if admitted by the court, the other party or parties in the

suit may be required, by order of the court, to make due

answer; and such further proceedings shall be had aud de

cree rendered by the court therein as to law and justice shall

appertain. But every such intervenor shall be required,

upon filing his allegations, to give a stipulation, with sure

ties, to abide by the finai decree rendered in the cause, and

to pay all such costs and expenses and damages as shall be

awarded by the court upon the final decree, whether it is.

rendered in the original or appellate court.
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35.

The stipulations required by the last preceding rule, or on

appeal, or in any other admiralty or maritime proceeding,

shall be given and taken in the manner prescribed by rule

fifth as amended.

36.

Exceptions may be taken to any libel, allegation or an

swer for surplusage, irrelevancy, impertinence or scandal;

and if, upon reference to a master, the exception shall be re

ported to be so objectionable and allowed by the court, the

matter shall be expunged at the cost and expense of the

party in whose libel or answer the same is found.

37.

In cases of foreign attachment the garnishee shall be re

quired to answer on oath or solemn affirmation as to the

debts, credits or effects of the defendant in his hands, and

to such interrogatories touching the same as may be pro

pounded by the libelant ; and if he shall refuse or neglect so to

do, the court may award compulsory process in personam

against him. If he admits any debts, credits or effects, the

same shall be held in his hands, liable to answer the ex

igency of the suit.

38.

In cases of mariners' wages, or bottomry, or salvage, or

other proceedings in rem, where freight or other proceeds of

property are attached to or are bound by the suit, which

are in the hands or possession of any person, the court may,

upon due application by petition of the party interested, re

quire the party charged with the possession thereof to ap

pear and show cause why the same should not be brought

into court to answer the exigency of the suit; and if no

sufficient cause be shown, the court may order the same to

be brought into court to answer the exigency of the suit,

and, upon failure of the party to comply with the order, may

award an attachment, or other compulsive process, to com

pel obedience thereto.
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39.

If, in any admiralty suit, the libelant shall not appear

and prosecute his suit, according to the course and orders

of the court, he shall be deemed in default and contumacy -r

and the court may, upon the application of the defendant,

pronounce the suit to be deserted, and the same may be dis

missed with costs.

40.

The court may, in its discretion, upon the motion of the

defendant and the payment of costs, rescind the decree in

any suit in which, on account of his contumacy and default,

the matter of the libel shall have been decreed against him,

and grant a rehearing thereof at any time within ten days-

after the decree has been entered, the defendant submitting

to such further orders and terms in the premises as the court

may direct.

41.

All sales of property under any decree of admiralty shall

be made by the marshal or his deputy, or other proper offi

cer assigned by the court, where the marshal is a party in

interest, in pursuance of the orders of the court ; and the

proceeds thereof, when sold, shall be forthwith paid into the

registry of the court by the officer making the sale, to be

disposed of by the court according to law.

42.

All moneys paid into the registry of the court shall be

deposited in some bank designated by the court, and shall

be so deposited in the name of the court, and shall not be

drawn out, except by a check or checks, signed by a judge

of the court and countersigned by the clerk, stating on

whose account and for whose use it is drawn, and in what

suit and out of what fund in particular it is paid. The clerk

shall keep a regular book, containing a memorandum and

copy of all the checks so drawn and the date thereof.
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43.

Any person having an interest in any proceeds in the

registry of the court shall have a right, by petition and

summary proceeding, to intervene pro interesse suo for a

delivery thereof to him; and upon due notice to the adverse

parties, if any, the court shall and may proceed summarily

to hear and decide thereon, and to decree therein according

to law and justice. Ami if such petition or claim shall be-

deserted, or, upon a hearing, be dismissed, the court may, in

its discretion, award costs against the petitioner in favor of

the adverse party.

44.

In cases where the court shall deem it expedient or neces

sary for the purposes of justice the court may refer any mat

ters arising in the progress of the suit to one or more com

missioners, to be appointed by the court, to hear the parties

and make report therein. And such commissioner or com

missioners shall have and possess all the powers in the prem

ises which are usually given to or exercised by masters in

chancery in reference to them, including the power to ad

minister oaths to and to examine the parties and witnesses

touching the premises.

45.

All appeals from the district to the circuit court must be

made while the court is sitting, or within such other period

as shall be designated by the district court by its general

rules, or by an order specially made in the particular suit ;

or in case no such rule or order be made, then within thirty

days from the rendering of the decree.

46.

In all cases not provided for by the foregoing rules, the

district and circuit courts are to regulate the practice of the

said courts respectively, in such manner as they shall deem

most expedient for the due administration of justice in suits

in admiralty.
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47.

In all suits in personam, where a simple warrant of arrest

issues and is executed, bail shall be taken by the marshal

and the court in those cases only in which it is required by

the laws of the state where an arrest is made upon similar

or analogous process issuing from the state courts.

And imprisonment for debt, on process issuing out of the

admiralty court, is abolished in all cases where, by the laws

of the state in which the court is held, imprisonment for

debt has been or shall be hereafter abolished, upon similar

or analogous process issuing from a state court.

48.

The twenty-seventh rule shall not apply to cases where

the sum or value in dispute does not exceed $50, exclusive

of costs, unless the district court shall be of opinion that the

proceedings prescribed by that rule are necessary for the

purposes of justice in the case before the court.

All rules and parts of rules heretofore adopted, inconsist

ent with this order, are hereby repealed and annulled.

49.

Further proof, taken in a circuit court upon an admiralty

appeal, shall be by deposition, taken before some commis

sioner appointed by a circuit court, pursuant to the acts of

congress in that behalf, or before some officer, authorized to

take depositions by the thirtieth section of the act of con

gress of the 24th of September, 1789, upon an oral exami

nation and cross-examination, unless the court in which such

appeal shall be pending, or one of the judges thereof, shall,

upon motion, allow a commission to issue to take such depo

sitions upon written interrogatories and cross-interrogato

ries. When such deposition shall be taken by oral exami

nation, a notification from the magistrate before whom

it is to be taken, or from the clerk of the court in which

such appeal shall be pending, to the adverse party, to be

present at the taking of the same, and to put interroga
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tories, if he think fit, shall be served on the adverse party

or his attorney, allowing time for their attendance after

being notified, not less than twenty-four hours, and, in ad

dition thereto, one day, Sundays excluded, for every twenty

miles' travel ; provided, that the court in which such appeal

may be pending, or either of the judges thereof, may, upon

motion, increase or diminish the length of notice above re

quired.

50.

When oral evidence shall be taken down by the clerk of

the district court, pursuant to the above-mentioned section

of the act of congress, and shall be transmitted to the cir

cuit court, the same may be used in evidence on the appeal,

saving to each party the right to take the depositions of the

same witnesses, or either of them, if he should so elect.

61.

When the defendant, in his answer, alleges new facts,

these shall be considered as denied by the libelant, and no

replication, general or special, shall be allowed. But within

such time after the answer is filed as shall be fixed by the

district court, either by general rule or by special order, the

libelant may amend his libel so as to confess and avoid, or

explain or add to, the new matters set forth in the answer ;

and within such time as may be fixed, in like manner, the

defendant shall answer such amendments.

52.

The clerks of the district court shall make up the records

to be transmitted to the circuit courts on appeals, so that

the same shall contain the following :

1. The style of the court.

2. The names of the parties, setting forth the original par

ties, and those who have become parties before the appeal,

if any change has taken place.

3. If bail was taken, or property was attached or arrested,

the process of the arrest or attachment and the service

28
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thereof; alt bail and stipulations; and, if any sale has been

made, the orders, warrants and reports relating thereto.

4. The libel with exhibits annexed thereto.

5. The pleadings of the defendant, with the exhibits an

nexed thereto.

6. The testimony on the part of the libelant, and any ex

hibits not annexed to the libel.

7. The testimony on the part of the defendant, and any

exhibits not annexed to his pleading3.

8. Any order of the court to which exception was made.

9. Any report of an assessor or assessors, if excepted to,

with the orders of the court respecting the same, and the

exceptions to the report. If the report was not excepted to,

only the fact that a reference was made, and so much of the

report as shows what results were arrived at by the assessor,

are to be stated.

10. The final decree.

11. The prayer for an appeal, and the action of the dis

trict court thereon ; and no reasons of appeal shall be filed

or inserted in the transcript.

The following shall be omitted :

1. The continuances.

2. All motions, rules and orders not excepted to which are

merely preparatory for trial.

3. The commissions to take depositions, notices therefor,

their captions, and certificates of their being sworn to, unless

some exception to a deposition in the district court was

founded on some one or more of these; in which case, so

much of either of them as may be involved in the exception

shall be set out. In all other cases it shall be sufficient to

give the name of the witness, and to copy the interrogatories

and answers, and to state the name of the commissioner, and

the place where and the date when the deposition was sworn

to; and, in copying all depositions taken on interrogatories,

the answer shall be inserted immediately following the ques

tion.

2. The clerk of the district court shall page the copy of
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the record thus made up, and shall make an index thereto,

and he shall certify the entire document, at the end thereof,

under the seal of the court, to be a transcript of the record

of the district court in the cause named at the beginning of

the copy made up pursuant to this rule ; and no other cer

tificate of the record shall be needful or inserted.

3. Hereafter, in making up the record to be transmitted

to the circuit court on appeal, the clerk of the district court

shall omit therefrom any of the pleading, testimony or ex

hibits which the parties by their proctors shall by written

stipulation agree may be omitted ; and such stipulation shall

be certified up with the record.

53.

Whenever a cross-libel is filed upon any counter-claim,

arising out of the same cause of action for which the original

libel was filed, the respondents in the cross-libel shall give

security in the usual amount and form to respond in dam-

ags, as claimed in said cross-libel, unless the court, on cause

shown, shall otherwise direct; and all proceedings upon the

original libel shall be stayed until such security shall be

given.

54.

When any ship or vessel shall be libeled, or the owner or

owners thereof shall be sued, for any embezzlement, loss or

destruction by the master, officers, mariners, passengers,

or any other person or persons, of any property, goods or

merchandise shipped or put on board of such ship or vessel,

or for any loss, damage or injury by collision, or for any

act, matter or thing, loss, damage or forfeiture done, occa

sioned or incurred, without the privity or knowledge of such

owner or owners, and he or they shall desire to claim the

benefit of limitation of liability provided for in the third and

fourth sections of the said act above recited, the said owner

or owners shall and may file a libel or petition in the proper

district court of the United States, as hereinafter specified,

setting forth the facts and circumstances on which such
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limitation of liability is claimed, and praying proper relief

in that behalf; and thereupon said court, having caused due

appraisement to be had of the amount or value of the inter

est of said owner or owners, respectively, in such ship or

vessel, and her freight, for the voyage, shall make an order

for the payment of the same into court, or for the giving of

a stipulation, with sureties, for payment thereof into court

whenever the same shall be ordered ; or, if the said owner

or owners shall so elect, the said court shall, without such

appraisement, make an order for the transfer by him or

them of his or their interest in such vessel and freight, to a

trustee to be appointed by the court under the fourth section

of said act ; and, upon compliance with such order, the said

court shall issue a monition against all persons claiming dam

ages for any such embezzlement, loss, destruction, damage

or injury, citing them to appear before the said court and

make due proof of their respective claims at or before a

certain time to be named in said writ, not less than three

months from the issuing of the same ; and public notice of

such monition shall be given as in other cases, and such fur

ther notice reserved through the postoffice, or otherwise, as

the court in its discretion may direct ; and the said court

shall also, on the application of the said owner or owners,

make an order to restrain the further prosecution of all and

any suit or suits against said owner or owners in respect of

any such claim or claims.

55.

Proof of all claims which shall be presented in pursuance

of said monition shall be made before a commissioner, to be

designated by the court, subject to the right of any person

interested to question or controvert the same ; and, upon the

completion of said proofs, the commissioner shall make re

port of the claims so proven, and upon confirmation of said

report, after hearing any exceptions thereto, the moneys

paid or secured to be paid into court as aforesaid, or the

proceeds of said ship or vessel and freight (after payment of
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costs and expense), shall be divided pro rata amongst the

several claimants, in proportion to the amount of their re

spective claims, duly proved and confirmed as aforesaid, sav

ing, however, to all parties any priority to which they may

be legally entitled.

56.

In the proceedings aforesaid, the said owner or owners

shall be at liberty to contest his or their liability, or the lia

bility of said ship or vessel, for said embezzlement, loss, de

struction, damage or injury (independently of the limitation

of liability claimed under said act), provided that, in his or

their libel or petition, he or they shall state the facts and

circumstances by reason of which exemption from liability

is claimed; and any person or persons claiming damages as

aforesaid, and who shall have presented his or their claim to

the commissioner under oath, shall and may answer such

libel or petition, and contest the right of the owner or

owners of said ship or vessel, either to an exemption from

liability or to a limitation of liability under the said act of

congress, or both.

57.

The said libel or petition shall be filed and the said pro

ceedings had in any district court of the United States in

which said ship or vessel may be libeled to answer for any

such embezzlement, loss, destruction, damage or injury ; or,

if the said ship or vessel be not libeled, then in the district

court for any district in which the said owner or owners

may be sued in that behalf. If the ship have already been

libeled and sold, the proceeds shall represent the same for

the purposes of these rules.

58.

All the preceding rules and regulations for proceeding in

cases where the owner or owners of a ship or vessel shall

desire to claim the benefit of limitation of liability provided

for in the act of congress in that behalf, shall apply to the
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circuit courts of the United States where such cases are or

shall be pending in said courts upon appeal from the district

courts.

59.

In a suit for damage by collision, if the claimant of any ves

sel proceeded against, or any respondent proceeded against

in personam, shall, by petition, on oath, presented before or

at the time of answering the libel, or within such further

time as the court may allow, and containing suitable allega

tions showing fault or negligence in any other vessel con

tributing to the same collision, and the particulars thereof,

and that such other vessel or any other party ought to be

proceeded against in the same suit for such damage, pray

that process be issued against such vessel or party to that

end, such process may be issued, and, if duly served, such

suit shall proceed as if such vessel or party had been origi

nally proceeded against ; the other parties in the suit shall

answer the petition ; the claimant of such vessel or such new

party shall answer the libel; and such further proceedings

shall be had and decree rendered by the court in the suit as

to law and justice shall appertain. But every such peti

tioner shall, upon filing his petition, give a stipulation, with

sufficient sureties, to pay to the libelant and to any claim

ant or new party brought in by virtue of such process, all

such costs, damages and expenses as shall be awarded against

the petitioner by the court upon the final decree, whether

rendered in the original or appellate court ; and any such

claimant or new party shall give the same bonds or stipula

tions which are required in like cases from parties brought

in under process issued on the prayer of a libelant.
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PILOT EULES FOE THE GEEAT LAKES AND THEIE

CONNECTING AND TEIBUTAEY WATEES AS

FAE EAST AS MONTEEAL

Exile I. When steamers are approaching each other

" head and head," or nearly so, it shall be the duty of each

steamer to pass to the right or port side of the other; and

the pilot of either steamer may be first in determining to

pursue this course, and thereupon shall give, as a signal of

his intention, one short and distinct blast of his steam-

whistle, which the pilot of the other steamer shall answer

promptly by a similar blast of his steam-whistle, and there

upon such steamers shall pass to the right or port side of

each other. But if the course of such steamers is so far on

the starboard of each other as not to be considered by pilots

as meeting " head and head," or nearly so, the pilot so first

deciding shall immediately give two short and distinct blasts

of his steam-whistle, which the pilot of the other steamer

shall answer promptly by two similar blasts of his steam-

whistle, and they shall pass to the left or on the starboard

side of each other.

Note.— In the night, steamers will be considered as meeting " head

and head " so long as both the colored lights of each are in view of the

other.

Eule II. When steamers are approaching each other in

an oblique direction (as shown in diagrams of the fourth and

fifth situations), they shall pass to the right of each other,

as if meeting " head and head," or nearly so, and the signals

by whistle shall be given and answered promptly, as in that

case specified.

Eule III. If, when steamers are approaching each other,

the pilot of either vessel fails to understand the course or

intention of the other, whether from signals being given or

answered erroneously or from other causes, the pilot so in

doubt shall immediately signify the same by giving several

short and rapid blasts of the steam-whistle ; and if the ves
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sels shall have approached within half a mile of each other,

both shall be immediately slowed to a speed barely sufficient

for steerageway until the proper signals are given, answered,

and understood, or until the vessels shall have passed each

other.

Vessels approaching each other from opposite directions

are forbidden to use what has become technically known

among pilots as "cross signals"— that is, answering one

whistle with two, and answering two whistles with one. In

all cases, and under all circumstances, a pilot receiving

either of the whistle signals provided in the rules, which for

any reason he deems injudicious to comply with, instead of

answering it with a cross signal must at once observe the

provisions of this rule.

Rule IV. Whenever a steamer is nearing a short bend

or curve in the channel, where, from the height of the banks

or other cause, a steamer approaching from the opposite di

rection cannot be seen for a distance of half a mile, the pilot

of such steamer, when he shall have arrived within half a

mile of such curve or bend, shall give a signal by one long

blast of the steam-whistle, which signal shall be answered

by a similar blast, given by the pilot of any approaching

steamer that may be within hearing. Should such signal be

so answered by a steamer upon the farther side of such bend,

then the usual signals for meeting and passing shall immedi

ately be given and answered ; but if the first alarm signal

of such pilot be not answered, he is to consider the channel

clear and govern himself accordingly.

When boats are moved from their docks or berths, and

other boats are liable to pass from any direction toward

them, they shall give the same signal as in case of boats

meeting at a bend; but immediately after clearing the

berths so as to be fully in sight they shall be governed by

Eulel.

Rule V. The signals, by the blowing of the steam-whistle,

shall be given and answered by pilots, in compliance with

these rules, not only when meeting " head and head," or
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nearly so, but at all times when passing or meeting at a dis

tance within a half mile of each other, and whether passing

to the starboard or port.

Rule VI. When steamers are running in the same direc

tion, and the pilot of a steamer which is astern shall desire

to pass on the right or starboard hand of the steamer ahead,

he shall give one short blast of the steam-whistle as a signal

of such desire and intention, and shall put his helm to port ;

or if he shall desire to pass on the left or port side of the

steamer ahead, he shall give two short blasts of the steam-

whistle as a signal of such desire and intention, and shall

put his helm to starboard, and the pilot of the steamer ahead

shall answer by the same signals; or if he does not think it

safe for the steamer astern to attempt to pass at that point,

he shall immediately signify the same by giving several

short and rapid blasts of the steam-whistle, and under no

circumstances shall the steamer astern attempt to pass the

steamer ahead until such time as they have reached a point

where it can be safely done, when said steamer ahead shall

signify her willingness by blowing the proper signals. The

boat ahead shall in no case attempt to cross the bow or

crowd upon the course of the passing steamer.

Every vessel coming up with another vessel from any di

rection more than two points abaft her beam — that is, in

such a position with reference to the vessel which she is

overtaking that at night she would be unable to see either

of that vessel's side-lights — shall be deemed to be an over

taking vessel, and no subsequent alteration of the bearing

between the two vessels shall make the overtaking vessel a

crossing vessel within the meaning of these rules, or relieve

her of the duty of keeping clear of the overtaken vessel until

she is finally past and clear.

N. B.— The foregoing rules are to be complied with in all cases, ex

cept when steamers are navigating in a crowded channel or in the

vicinity of wharves; under such circumstances steamers must be run

and managed with great caution, sounding the whistle as may be nec

essary, to guard against collision or other accidents.

In construing and obeying these rules due regard must be had to all
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dangers of navigation, and to any special circumstances which may ex

ist in any particular case, rendering a departure from them necessary

in order to avoid immediate danger.

Rule VIL All double-ended ferry-boats on. the Great

Lakes and tributaries thereto shall carry a central range of

clear, bright, white lights, showing all around the horizon,

placed at equal altitudes forward and aft; also such side

lights as specified in rule 3, paragraphs (b) and (c), act of

congress, approved February 8, 1895, regulating navigation

on the Great Lakes.

Local inspectors in districts having ferry-boats shall, when

ever the safety of navigation may require, designate for

each line of such boats a certain light, white or colored,

which shall show all around the horizon, to designate and

distinguish such lines from each other, which light shall be

carried on a flagstaff amidship, fifteen feet above the white

range light.

Rule VIIL When steamers are running in a fog or thick

weather, except steamers with a raft in tow, it shall be the

duty of the pilot to cause three distinct blasts of the steam-

whistle to be sounded at intervals not exceeding one minute.

A steamer with a raft in tow shall sound at intervals of not

more than one minute a screeching or Modoc whistle of

from three to five seconds.

A steam-vessel hearing, apparently not more than four

points from right ahead, the fog-signal of another vessel,

shall at once reduce her speed to bare steerageway, and

navigate with caution until the vessels shall have passed

each other.

Rule IX. Tugs under thirty tons register (net) and small

steamers navigating Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence

river, except open boats, shall carry the red and green lights

prescribed by law for other lake steamers ; and, in addition

thereto, a central range of two white lights, the after-light

being carried at an elevation of at least fifteen feet above

the light at the head of the vessel ; and, when towing other

vessels, shall carry an additional white light aft not less than

three feet vertically below the after-range light.
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Except as provided for in the preceding paragraph of this

rule, steam-tugs under thirty tons register (net) whose prin

cipal business is harbor-towing shall carry the red and green

side-lights carried by other steamers ; and, at the foremast

head, or, if the steamer have no foremast, then on top of

the pilot-house, a white light so constructed as to show a

uniform and unbroken light over an arc of the horizon of

twenty points of the compass, and so fixed as to throw the

light ten points on each side of the vessel, namely, from

right ahead to two points abaft the beam on either side, and

of such a character as to be visible at a distance of at least

three miles; and when towing, except when towing a raft,

shall carry an additional white light hung not less than three

feet vertically above the foremast head-light. When tow

ing a raft, the two head-lights shall be hung horizontally

not less than four feet apart.

Open boats on the Great Lakes and their tributaries east

as far as Montreal shall not be obliged to carry the side

lights required for other vessels, but shall, if they do not

carry such lights, carry a lantern having a green slide on

one side and a red slide on the other side ; and on the ap

proach of or to other vessels, such lantern shall be exhibited

in sufficient time to prevent collision, and in such a manner

that the green light shall not be seen on the port side, nor

the red light on the starboard side.

Rule X. Barges or canal-boats in tow of a steamer

shall carry the red and green side-lights, which shall be

placed in the same manner as required on other vessels be

ing towed.

Rule XL Produce-boats, canal-boats, fishing-boats, rafts

or other water-craft navigating any bay, harbor or river, by

hand-power, horse-power, sail or by the current of the river,

or which shall be anchored or moored in or near the chan

nel or fairway of any bay, harbor or river, and not otherwise

provided for, shall carry one bright white light forward, not

less than six feet above the deck.

Rafts shall carry, in each case, on a pole not less than six
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feet high, a bright white light, visible all around the horizon,

as follows :

Rafts of one crib and not more than two in length shall

carry one such light. Rafts of three or more cribs in length

shall carry one such light at each end of the raft. Rafts of

more than one crib abreast shall carry one such light on

each outside corner of the raft, making four lights in all.

Bag or boom rafts navigating or anchored in the fairway

of any bay, harbor or river shall carry a bright white light

at least twelve feet high at each end of the raft, and one of

such lights on each side, midway between the forward and

after end.
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ABANDONMENT -

of tow, 188.

total loss, in case of, 200.

casting vessels adrift; 113.

ACCIDENT—

inevitable, 105.

ACT—

limiting owners' liability, 213.

establishing navigation rules 1864, 24, 19, page 49.

establishing navigation rules 1885, 24, 19, page 55.

establishing navigation rules 1890, 24, 19, page 63.

as to navigation of Great Lakes, 34, 19, page 72.

as to supervising inspectors, 24, page 80.

as to navigation of harbors, etc., 34, page 79.

ACTION (see Laches)—
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admiralty rule 3, page 419.

in rem, 8.

in rem for causing death, 15.

distinguishing feature of, 8.

admiralty rule 8.

to limit liability of owner, 215, 217.

in rem to limit liability of owner, 215.

who may claim limitation of liability, 221.
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petitory suits, admiralty rule 20.
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bar, to, subsequent navigation, 216.

maritime tort, 14.

personal injuries, 17.
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ADMIRALTY LAW—

origin of, 1.

rules of practice in, page 419.

courts may limit liability, 214.

jurisdiction in, 1.

ADRIFT—

vessels, 105.

casting, 118.

see Abandonment.

collisions by, 105.

AGE—

of vessels, 198.

AGROUND—

vessels, 117, art 11, page 67.

lights by, 37.

see Rules of Navigation.

AMENDMENT—

admiralty rule 24.

ANCHORING —

unlawful, 106, 110, 111.

fouling, 16.

displaying light when, 82, 83, 107. .

in frequented waters, 107.

omission of light, 107.

in improper place, 34.

flare-up, when at, 36.

at rest, but not at, 116.

at a distance, 115.

dragging. 112.

in navigable channels, 111.

in exposed situations, 108, 110.

duty to move, when, 109.

in foggy weather, 51.

inspectors. rules for, page 81.

lookouts, when, 177.

collisions with vessels at, 106.

watch, 35, 10a

in fairway, 33.

ANSWER-

admiralty rules 27, 30.

signals, 77.

APPAREL—

admiralty rule &
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APPEAL—

circuit court of, see Courts.

admiralty rule 45.

further proof in, admiralty rule 49.

rules in, admiralty rule 52.

APPENDIX, page 419.

APPLIANCES, 119.

defective, 17, 179.

see Personal Injuries.

for giving signals, 43.

inspecting, 105.

APPORTIONMENT (see Damages)—

of damages, 191.

for joint liability, 17.

for mutual fault, 191.

APPRAISEMENT—

of damages, 205.

in limitation of liability proceedings, 219.

at what time value is to be determined, 220.

admiralty rule 11.

on arrest, admiralty rule 10.

ARREST—

in actions in personam, admiralty rules 2, 7.

warrant of, in rem, admiralty rule 9.

ASSAULT—

admiralty rule 10.

ATTACHMENT—

admiralty rule 4.

dissolution of, admiralty rule 4.

of defendant's goods, admiralty rule 2.

see Action In Rem, 3.

B.

BAIL—

admiralty rules 5, 0.

marshal to take, admiralty rule 3.

reduction of, admiralty rule 0.

BAR—

subsequent navigation not, in limitation of liability proceedings, 21 0.

see River Navigation.

BARGES—

see Jurisdiction, 11.

lights for, see Inspectors' Rules, page 8a
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BEATING OUT COURSE, 90.

see Collisions Between Steam and Sail-Vessels ; Collisions

Between Sail-Vessels.

BEND—

collision at bend in river, 154

BERTH —

obstructing entrance to, 100.

collisions between vessels at, 94.

leaving vessel in, unattended, 102.

liability of dock-owner, 104.

breaking from, 105.

giving wide, 87.

vessels to keep at a distance, 87.

to anchor at a distance, 115.

BOATS (see Collisions).

BONDS —

admiralty rules 3, 4, 5.

bottomry, admiralty rule 18.

BREAKING (see Inevitable Accident)—

from moorings, 105, 106.

defective appliances, 17, 179.

BRIDGES—

jurisdiction over, 11.

no lien on, 11.

collision with, 169.

approaching, 143, page 86.

inspectors' rule, page 86.

injuries to not cognizable in admiralty, 11, 169.

injuries by, to vessels, 11, 169.

BURDEN OF PROOF—

as to lights, 41.

as to breaking from moorings, 105,

upon vessel leaving slip, 94.

failing to see lights, 27.

departure from rules, 85.

presumptions, 93, 120, 139.

negligence, 180.

c.
CANALS —

jurisdiction over, 9.

boats within admiralty jurisdiction, 11.

collision with, 166.

lights for, inspectors' rule, page 88.
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CARGO—

carriage of, 202.

damages to, 203.

CHANGE OF COURSE—

by steamers, 74.

constructive, 91.

apparent, 91.

by sail-vessels, 60, 91.

in extremh, 60.

CHANNELS—

anchoring in, 111.

CHARTERER—

liability of, 17a

CLAIM —

admiralty rule 26.

CLOSE-HAULED —

sailing, 56.

COAST WATERS—

international rules apply to, 19.

CO-LABORER, 17.

. see Fellow-Servant.

COLLISIONS—

defined, 10.

admiralty rules 14, 59.

between steam-vessels, 65.

by steamers in passing, 71.

duty of leading vessel, 70.

duty of overtaking vessel, 67, 68, 69.

meeting end on, 65.

crossing courses, 66.

in narrow channel, 83.

sudden sheer, 84.

by suction and displacement-wave, 72.

right of way, 82.

speed, of, 81.

reducing, 79.

stopping and reversing, 79.

holding course, 73, 74, 82.

change of course, 74.

departure from the rules, 85.

between steam and sail-vessels, 88.

duty of steamer, 86.

(giving wide berth, 87.

29
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COLLISIONS (continued) —

stopping and backing, 88.

duty of sail-vessel to hold her course, 80.

to beat out its course, 90.

change of courso by sail, 91.

exceptions to rules, 92.

presumptions, 93.

steamer to avoid sail-vessel, 89.

between sail-vessels, 55.

sailing free and close-hauled, 56.

both close-hauled, 57.

both sailing free. 58.

meeting end on, 59.

change of course, 60.

overtaken by another, 61.

crossing courses, 62.

disabled, 63.

in stays, 64.

by vessels adrift, 113.

by vessels dragging anchor, 112.

with vessel at anchor, 106.

with ice, 10.

in narrow channels, 111.

on high seas, 13.

in harbor navigation, 157.

at bend of river, 154.

on western rivers, 140.

on East river, 155.

at Hell Gate, 156.

on eastern rivers, 153.

with fixed structure. 109, 214.

at docks and piers, 94, 96, 154.

with wrecks, 104.

obstructions, 171.

docks and piers, 170.

barges, 169.

ferry-boats, 159.

pilot-boats, 163.

fishing-boats, 164.

flat-boats, 165.

sail-boats, 161.

rafts, 167.

skiffs, 17.

small boats, 160.
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COLLISIONS (continued) —

with row-boats, 100.

canal-boats, 166.

dredges. 118.

vessels entering slip, 96.

vessel moored at dock, 94.

vessels at rest, 94, 1 18.

vessels aground, 117.

when getting under way, 114.

between foreign vessels, 13.

by charterer, 178.

duty of vessel after, 24.

damages by —

total loss, 200.

sinking, 200.

partial loss, 198.

valuation of vessel, 201.

survey, 205.

division of damages, 191.

when one is at fault, 189.

when both are at fault, 190.

proximate cause of, 188. ,

inevitable accident, 195.

damages to cargo, 203.

demurrage, 204.

salvage, 211.

repairs. 198.

new for old material, 199.

wages of crew, 208.

towage, 211.

wharfage, 211.

loss of freight, 202.

personal injuries from, 17.

use of ship after, 216.

in extremis, 196.

limitation of liability, 212.

COMMERCE —

power of congress to regulate, 18.

international and interstate, 18.

domestic 7.

COMMISSIONERS —

reference to, admiralty rule 44.

COMPARATIVE—

negligence does not prevail, 191.
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CONGRESS—

power to prescribe-rules, 17, 18.

act of 1845, 7.

act of 1864, establishing navigation rules, page 49.

act of 1885, establishing navigation rules, page 55.

act of 1890, establishing navigation rules, page 63.

act of 1895, establishing navigation rules for the Great Lakes, page 72.

act of 1895, establishing rules for river and harbor navigation, page 79.

CONSTITUTION—

gives congress power to make sailing rules, 18.

see Jurisdiction.

CONSTRUCTIVE—

total loss, 200.

change of course, 91.

CONTRACTS—

for ship building, not within admiralty jurisdiction, 8.

limitation of liability on, 227, 229.

carriage of cargo, 202.

CONTRIBUTORY—

negligence, 190, 192.

see Division of Damages.

CONTUMACY—

admiralty rule 29.

CONVEYANCE—

of vessel in limitation of liability, 215.

CORPORATION—

privity of officers in limitation proceeding, 229.

COSTS —

in limitation of liability proceedings, 323.

in general, 211.

follow decree, 333.

stipulation for, admiralty rule 3.

COUNTER-CLAIM—

admiralty rule 53.

COURSE—

change of by sailing-vessels, 60, 91.

constructive change, 91.

crossing, 62.

duty of sailing-vessel to hold, 89.

to beat out, 90.

holding, 7a

change of, by steamer, 74.
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COURTS—

having admiralty jurisdiction, 2.

district courts have, 2.

circuit court of appeals, 2.

supreme court, appellate jurisdiction, 2.

state courts have no admiralty jurisdiction, 8, 4.

what courts have, in limitation of liability proceedings, 213.

rules of, see Appendix, page 419.

having exclusive jurisdiction, 8.

CREW—

wages of, 208.

see Fellow-servant.

CROSSING—

steamers, 06.

by sailing-vessels, 60, 62.

beating out tack, 90.

CROSS-LIBEL—

admiralty rule 53.

CURRENTS—

vessels must observe, 96.

see Tuas and Tows.

CUSTOM—

see Departure from Rules, 86 ; Usage, 22.

state laws, 23.

D.

DAMAGES—

in general, 211, 187.

appraisement of, 203.

apportionment, 191.

to cargo, 203.

costs, 211.

demurrage, 204.

division of, 190, 191, 19a

when both parties are at fault, 190.

contributory, 190.

joint, 191.

where one alone is at fault, 189.

when neither party is at fault, 194.

in gross negligence, 192.

loss of freight, 202.

measure of, 197.

new for old material, 199.

insurance, 207.
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DAMAGES (continued)—

intentional wrong, 190.

interest, 206.

see Personal Effects of Seamen, 209

towage, 21 1.

total loss, 200.

partial loss, 197.

proximate cause of, 188.

repairs, 198.

set-off, 210.

salvage, 211.

in extremis, 196.

survey, 205.

wages of crew, 208.

limitation of liability, 212.

DEATH (see Tort Resulting in Death), 15.

of human being, 4, 15.

state statute may give lien for, 4.

limiting liability for, 226.

DECREE— r

for costs, 211.

DEFAULT—

admiralty rules S2, 39.

DEFECTIVE—

appliances, 105, 119, 179.

see Equipment.

DEFECTS —

in pleading, admiralty rule 24.

DEMURRAGE, 204.

DEPARTURE—

from rules, 85, 92.

DETENTION, 302.

DISABLED (see Distress) —

vessels, 63.

DISPLACEMENT-WAVE—

damages by, 72.

DISSOLUTION—

of attachment, admiralty rule 4.

DISTRESS—

signals of, rules 1885, page 63.

signals, rules 1890.

signals in, pages 63, 72,
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DISTRICT COURTS—

jurisdiction in admiralty, 2.

in limitation of liability, 214.

DIVISION —

of damages, 191, 193.

DOCKS AND PIERS—

collisions with, 169, 214.

not subject to admiralty jurisdiction, 11.

navigating near, 95.

owners' warranty as to condition, 104.

liability of owners, 104.

moving from, 154.

collision at private dock, 96.

public, 96.

moving from, inspectors' rule, page 81.

collisions at docks and piers, 94, 96, 154, 170.

DRAGGING—

anchor, 112.

DRAW-BRIDGES, 143, 169.

vessels approaching, 143.

DREDGES. 11.

collisions with, 118.

within admiralty jurisdiction, 11.

DRIFTING —

vessels cast adrift, 113.

breaking from moorings, 105.

when getting under way, 114.

DROWNING—

of minor child, 17.

E.

EARNINGS—

loss of, 202.

see Damages.

EAST RIVER—

navigation of, 7, 155.

see River and Harbor Navigation.

EASTERN RIVERS—

navigation of, 153.

see River and Hardoh Navigation.

EMBEZZLEMENT—

admiralty rule 54,
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END ON —

meeting, 59.

steamers meeting. 65.

8ee Navigation Rules.

EQUIPMENT—

must be sufficient. 179.

vessel to be well manned, 105.

defective, 180.

anchors. 11?.

appliances, 17. 105, 119, 179.

disabled, 63.

for giving signals, 43.

EVIDENCE—

of negligence, 137.

of usage, 22.

EXCEPTIONS—

to rules, 92.

to libel, admiralty rules 28, 86.

EXCLUSIVE —

see Jurisdiction, 3.

EXECUTION—

admiralty rule 21.

on bond to marshal. admiralty rule 3.

on stipulation of surety, admiralty rule 4.

P.

FAD2WAY —

anchoring in, 108, 111.

anchoring near, 33.

see Anchoring.

lookouts, when in, 177.

collision in, 35.

see Collisions.

FASTENINGS —

breaking, 105.

adrift, 105, lia

FAULT—

when one is at, 189.

when both are at, 190.

when neither is at, 194.

gross, 191.

mutual fault. 190.

see Contributory Negligence, 190.
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FAULT (continued) —

division of damages, 191.

see Damages. 187.

inevitable accident, 195.

in extremis, 190.

see Defective Appliances; Death of Human Being; De

parture prom Rules ; Equipment.

FELLOW-SERVANTS—

master not, 17.

injury by, 184.

personal injuries by, 17.

FERRY-BOATS —

within admiralty jurisdiction, 11.

collisions with, 159.

navigation of, 159.

inspectors' rules for, page 83.

FIERI FACIAS —

admiralty rule 21.

FIRE —

limitation of liability by, 212.

FISHING-BOATS —

collision with, 164.

see Navigation Rules.

FITTING OUT, 181, 229.

see Defective Appliances.

FIXED STRUCTURE—

collision with, 109,

FLAG—

law of, 10.

FLARE-UP—

light, when at anchor, 36.

when displayed, 34.

failure to exhibit, 40.

FLAT-BOATS—

collision with, 165.

see Inspectors' Rules.

FOG —

rules of 1864 for navigation in, 52.

for 1885, page 59.

for 1890, 63, 68, 69.

for Great Lakes, page 72.

harbor navigation, 157.
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FOG (continued) —

navigating in, 42, 44, 123,

anchored in, 51.

navigation of Great Lakes, pages 75, 76.

sound signals for, pages 43, 52, 59, 08, 75.

speed in, 44, 45, 46.

stopping and reversing in, 47.

near docks and piers in, 49.

error in locating signals in, 48.

sailing-vessels navigating, 50.

substitution of signals in, 52.

vessels anchored in, 51.

signals for vessels towed iu, 53.

passing signals in. 54.

inspection rules for, 81.

western rivers, inspectors' rules, page 87.

FOREIGN VESSELS—

jurisdiction over, 11, 12, 13.

subject to municipal regulations, 4.

owner may limit liability, 225.

FOREIGN WATERS—

jurisdiction over, when, 10, 11, 12, 13.

FORUM—

law applies when, 13.

in limitation of liability, 225.

FREE —

sailing, 56, 58.

see Close-hauled.

FREIGHT —

loss of, 202.

apportionment of, 202.

surrender of, in limitation of liability proceedings, 218, 228

G.

GARNISHMENT—

admiralty rule 37.

GETTING UNDER WAY, 114.

GREAT LAKES—

are high seas, 7, 19, 20.

navigation of, 73.

lights for, 73.

rules for navigation of. page 72.

navigation of steam-vessels, 77.

display of torch, 75.
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GREAT LAKES (continued)—

boundary line of, 20.

international rules 188,5, application of, 10.

lights for produce boats, 75.

within admiralty jurisdiction, 7.

GROSS NEGLIGENCE, 101, 102.

GROUNDING. 104.

see Aground.

H.

HARBORS—

navigation of, rules, pages 10, 71, 70, 157, 140.

local navigation, 158.

application of international regulations to, 10, page 71.

within admiralty jurisdiction, 5.

in fog, 107.

secretary of treasury may define limits, page 70.

anchoring in, 110.

see Local Ordinances, 158; Bridges.

inland navigation, 140.

HATCHES—

open, 17.

see Personal Injury.

HAZARD —

promoting dangerous situation, 127.

HELL GATE —

navigation of, 82, 156.

see Inspectors' Rules.

HIGH SEAS —

collisions on, 13.

torts on, 10.

Great Lakes are, 7, 10, 20.

application of international rules to, 10.

see Coast Waters.

HOLDING COURSE, 73.

exceptions to rule, 92.

sail-vessels not bound to, in face of danger, 91.

sail-vessel bound to, 89, 91.

steamers to, 731.

sail-vessel to beat out, 00.

see Change op Course ; Course.

HYPOTHECATION —

admiralty rule 17.
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L

IMPRISONMENT—

admiralty rule 47.

INDEMNITY —

rule of damages, 198.

IN EXTREMIS, 196.

chnDge of course in, 60, 91.

INEVITABLE ACCIDENT, 195.

breaking from moorings, 105.

INFORMATIONS—

admiralty rule 22.

INJUNCTION —

in limitation of liability, 231.

INJURY (see Personal Injury) —

party not to delay action, 216.

INLAND NAVIGATION —

rules for, 140.

INLAND WATERS—

does not include Great Lakes, 140.

jurisdiction over, 8.

navigation of, page 79.

what are, 8.

secretary of treasury may define, page 79.

IN PERSONAM—

action in, admiralty rule 6.

action, 8.

to limit liability, 215.

injuries to fixed structures, 11.

IN REM —

actions in, 8, 8.

to limit liability, 215, 217.

for causing death, 15.

admiralty rule 8.

personal injury, 17.

see Action.

INSPECTORS' RULES, 85, 141.

for western rivers, page 8o.

speed for rivers, 148.

passing in river, 147.
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INSPECTORS' RULES (continued) —

navigating in fog, pages 87, 146.

in narrow channels, 143.

near docks, 154.

approaching bridge, page 86.

bend in river, 145.

Hell Gate, 156.

INSPECTING—

appliances, 105.

IN STAYS—

sailing-vessels, 64.

not bound to remain in, 90.

INSURANCE—

no defense to action, 207.

INTENTIONAL WRONG, 190.

INTEREST—

damages, 206.

in total loss, 202.

INTERNATIONAL RULES—

history of, 19.

rules of 1864, page 49.

rules of 1885, page 55.

as to speed, page 59.

as to lights, page 55.

as to narrow channels, page 62.

signals for steamers approaching another, page 61.

steamship to keep out of way, of others, page 61.

as to steamers crossing, page 61.

as to vessels overtaken, page 59.

as to sound signals in fog, page 59.

vessels not under command, 58.

lights for pilot-boats, page 59.

for small boats, pages 57, 58.

for steamers, page 55.

for sailmg-vessels, page 57.

for steamer towing, page 56,

for vessels at anchor, page 57.

vessels overtaking each other, page 62.

steering and sailing rules, page 60.

steamers crossing, page 61.

steamers meeting, page 60.

vessels laying telegraph cables, page 56.

distress signal, page 03.
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INTERNATIONAL RULES (continued)—

international rules 1890, page 03.

as to lights, page 64.

as to sound signals for vessels in sight, page 71.

sound signals for vessels not in sight, page 71.

sound signals for fog, page 68.

steering and sailing rules, page 69.

distress signals, page 72.

INTERROGATORY—

admiralty rules 27, 31, 37.

INTERVENTION —

admiralty rule 43.

stipulation for, admiralty rule 34.

J.

JOINT LIABILITY, 191, 210.

of tug and tow, 125.

for personal injury, 17.

JURISDICTION—

locality determines, 7.

maritime law and courts, L

over what causes, 1.

courts having, 2.

what courts have exclusive, 3.

over maritime torts, 3.

in rem, 3.

concurrent with law courts, 3.

of state laws and courts, 4.

municipal ordinances, 4.

over what waters, 5.

navigable waters, 6.

navigable rivers, 6.

the Great Lakes, 7.

inland lakes and waters, 8.

canals, 9.

foreign waters, 10.

navigability the test of, 11.

over what things, 11.

small boats 11.

public vessels, 11.

barges, lighters, floating dry-docks, 11.

dredges, bridges and piers, 11.

over what persons, 12.

over foreiguers, optional, 12.

foreign vessels, 10, II, 13.
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JURISDICTION (continued)—

maritime torts. 14.

torts resulting in death, 15.

various torts cognizable in admiralty, 16.

personal injuries by collision, 17.

over all vessels on navigable waters, 18.

in limited liability proceedings, 212, 213, 214.

cannot be conferred, 23.

L.

LABORER, 17.

see Fellow-servant.

LACHES—

in limitation of liability proceedings. 216.

LAUNCHING, 119.

LEADING VESSEL—

duty of, 70.

LEAVING—

vessel unattended, 102, 104.

slip, 94.

LIABILITY —

joint, 191, 203.

several, 203.

joint and several, 17.

of master, 182.

of seamen, 183.

of dock-owner, 104.

for wages, 17.

for collision resulting in death, 17.

collisiou resulting in injury to persons, 17.

measure of owners', 219.

loss of cargo, 203.

of tow, 124.

of tug, 122.

of tug and tow, 123.

LIBEL—

when filed, admiralty rule L

to contain what, admiralty rule 23.

LIEN —

for supplies and repairs, 4.

by state statutes, 4.

recognized in admiralty, 4

from collision, see COLLISION'S.

for subsequent use of ship, 210.
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LIGHTERS —

jurisdiction of admiralty over, 11.

LIGHTS—

rules of 1864, page 49.

rules of 1885, page 55.

rules of 1890, page 6a

navigating Great Lakes, page 72.

in general, 25.

when aground. 37.

by vessel at wharf, 38, 97.

when at anchor, 33. 107, 108.

when anchored near fairway, 83.

anchor-light, 33.

anchor-watch, 35.

defective, 29.

doubtful, 25, 26.

by dredges, 118.

failure to see, 26, 27.

for ferry-boats, inspectors' rule, page 83.

wrong light, 28.

visibility of, by overtaken vessels, page 67.

by vessels towing, pages 31, 49, 73.

by vessels towed, 82.

torch, pages 36, 39, 40, 59.

when to be used, 40.

on Great Lakes, page 75.

by wrecking-vessels, 118.

for barges, etc., inspectors' rule, page 83.

for produce-boats, etc., page 75.

burden of proof, 41.

for rafts, page 91.

LIMITED LIABILITY—

history of act, 212.

what courts have jurisdiction, 213.

for what limitation may be asked, 214.

nature of proceeding, 215.

proceeding tit rem, 215.

when act may be invoked, 216.

two methods of, 216.

where act may be invoked, 217.

surrender of vessel, 218.

appraising owner's interest, 219.

at what time value is to be appraised, 220.

who may commence proceedings, 221.
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LIMITED LIABILITY (continued) —

to what waters limitation extends, 223.

to what vessels applied, 224.

foreign vessels and owners, 13, 225.

to losses for personal injuries, 226.

to losses on contracts, 227.

surrender of freight, 228.

privity of owner, 229.

claiming exemption and contesting liability, 230.

effect of proceeding in, 231.

stipulation in, 232.

costs in, 233

lien on fund in court, 234.

court may enjoin prosecutions of actions in other courts, 231.

admiralty rules 54, 56.

LITIGATION —

costs of, 211.

LOADING VESSEL—

duty of, 70.

LOCAL—

regulations, 21, 158.

LOCAL REGULATIONS—

vessels subject to, 94.

LOCALITY —

determines jurisdiction, 7.

LOOKOUTS. 172.

when at anchor, 177.

absence of, 176.

vigilance of, 175.

absence of, excused, 170.

failure to observe, 175.

where stationed, 174.

who are competent, 173.

sufficiency of, 173.

LOSS —

limitation of, 227.

towage, 211.

salvage, 211.

wages of crew, 208.

insurance, 207.

survey of, 205.

demurrage, 204.

3

80
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LOSS (continued)—

appraisement of, 205.

of cargo, 20a

of freight, 202.

valuation of, 201.

total, 191.

partial, 197.

see Inevitable Accident.

apportionment, 191.

repairs, 198,

M.

MANNING —

insufficient. 180.

MARINE WAYS, lia

MARITIME—

contracts, 4.

law, origin and history, 1.

lien, for supplies and repairs, 4.

maritime tort gives lien, 4, 11.

no lien on docks and piers, 1 1.

forf, jurisdiction over, depends upon place, 14.

defined, 14.

various kinds of, 16.

limited liability for, 214.

maritime losses, limiting liability for, 214.

MARKET PRICE —

damages. 201, 203.

see Total Loss.

MASTER—

negligence of, 229.

not fellow-servant, 17.

liability of, 182.

see Limited Liability.

MATERIAL—

new for old, 199.

MEETING—

end on, 59, 65.

in narrow channels, 83, 111, 148.

bend of river, 154.

see Collisions; River Navigation: Harbor Navigation.

MISSISSIPPI RIVER —

navigation of, 141, page 85.

see Supervising Inspectors' Rules.
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MOORED—

duty of vessel when. 97.

alongside another, 98.

lights by vessel, 97.

vessel to move, when, 97.

liability of dock-owner, 104.

vessel not to obstruct passage, 97, 93.

obstructing entrance to slip, 100.

in exposed situation. 99.

in unlawful place, 99, 105.

not to use machinery in slip, 97.

at bank of river, 103.

breaking from moorings, 105.

vessel leaving moorings, 94.

to keep watch, 102.

leaving unattended, 102.

projecting beyond slip, 101.

see Narrow Channels; Fairway; At Anchor; Harbor

Navigation.

MUNICIPALITY —

ordinances, 4, 158.

local regulations, 21, 94.

vessels owned by, not liable to seizure, 11.

not liable for negligence, 11.

see Rules as to Lights; Harbor Navigation.

MUTUAL FAULT—

joint liability, 17.

division of damages, 190, 191.

see Contributory Negligence; Inevitable Accident; In

Extremis.

N.

NARROW CHANNEL—

obstructing, 130, 152.

anchoring in, 111.

navigation of Great Lakes, page 78.

navigation of, 86, 143.

speed in, 148.

tugs and tows in, 127.

steamers in, 83.

see Fairway; Inspectors. Rules; Hell Gate; At Anchor.

NAVIGABLE WATERS—

regulated by congress, 4.

not4iigh ways of state, 7.
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NAVIGABLE WATERS (continued)—

riven, 6.

when 8tate9 may make rules for, 4.

canals are, when, &

use of, 169.

tide not a test of navigability, 5.

jurisdiction over, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.

foreign waters, 10.

see Limited Liability ; Rules fob Navigation.

NAVIGATION —

of narrow channels, 143, 86, page 78.

of harbors, 19., 157

rules of 1864, page 49.

rules of 1885, page 55.

rules of 1890, page 63.

for navigation of Great Lakes, page 72.

navigation of western rivers, inspectors' rules, pages 79, 85, 141, 148.

Hell Gate, 82.

in bend of river, 145.

near docks and piers, 49, 154.

eastern rivers, 153.

East river, 155.

hugging shore, 144, 149.

in fog, 146, page 87, 44, 42, page 68, page 59.

navigable channels, anchoring in. 111.

contrary to law, 155.

of rafts, page 91, 137.

near bridges, page 86, 143.

inland, 140.

NEGLIGENCE—

defined, 187.

comparative, 191.

contributory, 190.

imputed, 229.

gross, 192.

evidence of, 187.

presumption of, 186.

burden of proof, 186.

of lookouts, 172, 175, 176, 183, 184.

failure to observe approach, 175.

of charterer, 178.

defective appliances, 179.

insufficient manning, 180.

of officers, 181. '
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NEGLIGENCE (continued)—

of master, 182, 229.

of seamen. 183.

of fellow-servants, 184.

unseaworthiness. 185.

proximate cause, 188.

when one is at fault, 189.

when both are at faulty 190.

division of damages, 191, 193.

when neither is at fault, 194.

inevitable accident, 195.

in extremis, 196.

privity of owner, 229.

of tugs and tows, 122, 126, 128.

change of course, 60.

NOTICE—

of arrest, admiralty rule 9.

NEW FOR OLD —

repairs, 199.

NEWSPAPER—

publication of arrest, admiralty rule fll

o.

OBSTRUCTING —

narrow channels, 130, 152.

navigable waters, 100, 152.

collisions with obstructions, 171.

liability of dock-owner for, 104.

vessels required to know, 90.

OFFICERS—

negligence of. 181.

see Privity op Owner.

well manned, 105.

OMISSION

of anchor-light, 107.

watch, 35, 10a

of signals, 43, 52.

of lights, 27, 41.

to beat out course, 90.

to avoid sail-vessel, 89.

to obey rules. 85, 92.

to properly fasten, 105, 113.

to exhibit flare-up light, 40.
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ORDINANCES—

municipal, for navigating harbors, 108,

OVERTAKING —

steamer, 67, 69.

duty of leading vessel, 70.

defined, 6a

duty of vessel overtaking, 69.

see River Navigation, 147 ; Suction and Displacement Wave.

OWNERS —

limitation of liability of, 212.

of docks and piers, 104.

in personal command of ship. 17.

appraisement of interest of, 219.

personal negligence of, 229.

privity of owner, 229.

P.

PARTIAL LOSS 197, 202.

insurance, 207.

appraisement of, 205.

Teasel sinking. 200.

demurrage, 200.

see Damages.

PASSING—

duty of steamer, 67, 71.

duty of leading vessel, 70.

duty of vessel following, 69.

overtaking vessels, 69.

suction and displacement wave, 72.

consenting to, 77.

at a distance, 72.

signals iu fog, 54.

to give wide berth, 87.

inspectors' rules, 147, page 82.

on western rivers, 141,

PERSONAL INJURY—

by collision, 17.

right to recover for, 17.

falling into hold, 17.

state statutes giving lien for, 4

limiting liability for, 212, 226.

measure of liability, 216.

perils of the sea, 105.

petition for limitation of liability, 817 ; admiralty rule 57.
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PIERS —

navigating near. 49, 95.

Bee Jurisdiction ; Collision ; Fixed Structures.

PILOTS—

boats, pages 57, 60, 67 ; 163.

on western rivers, 142, page 83.

inspectors' rules, page 81.

pilots. 162.

pilotage, admiralty rule 14.

POLICE REGULATIONS, 4, 21.

see Harbor Navigation.

PORT REGULATIONS, 21, 158.

POSSESSORY—

actions, 4.

admiralty rule 20.

PRECEDENCE—

tugs and tows, 138.

PRESUMPTIONS. 120.

in favor of vessel complying with the law, 93.

tugs and tows, 139.

PRIVITY OF OWNER—

limited liability, 229.

PROCESS—

admiralty rule 9.

summary, 4.

in personam, admiralty rule 2, page 419.

issuance of, page 419.

service of, admiralty rule 1.

PRO CONFESSO —

admiralty rule 29.

PROFITS—

estimated on cargo, 203.

anticipated, 202.

see Total Loss.

PROOF —

of claim, admiralty rule 55.

PROXIMATE CAUSE, 188.

PUBLICATION —

' of arrest, admiralty rule 9.

PUBLIC VESSELS—

not liable to seizure, 1 1.
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R.

RAFTS —

collision with, 167.

jurisdiction over. 11, 167.

navigation of, inspectors. rules, page 91.

towing, 37.

RAISING —

vessel for repairs, 108.

RECOVERY —

partial loss, 197.

total loss, 191.

wages of crew, 203.

REFERENCE —

admiralty rule 44.

REMOTE—

cause of collision, 188.

REPAIRS, 198.

partial loss, 197, 198.

cost of, 198.

appraisement of, 201, 205.

survey, 205.

towage, 211.

new for old, 199.

interest on, 206.

see Total Loss, 200.

REPLEVIN, 4.

REPLICATION—

not allowed, admiralty rule 51.

REST—

collision with vessel at. 1 16.

RESTITUTION—

rule in total loss, 200, 202.

rule in partial loss, 197.

demurrage, 204.

REVERSING AND STOPPING —

rule 21 of rules of 1864, page 54.

article 18, rules of 1885, page 61.

article 23, rules of 1890, page 70.

rule 21, for navigation of Great Likes, page 77.

duty of steam-vessel to, 47, 49, 79, 88.
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RIGHT OF WAY—

sailing-vessels have, 86.

as between steamers, 82.

in narrow channels, 83. 80, 129, 143.

in river navigation, 141.

tugs and tows, 129.

RIVERS—

river and harbor navigation, 140, page 79.

jurisdiction over, 6.

western rivers, 141.

speed in, 148.

narrow channels, 83, 143, page 86.

obstructing channels, 152.

navigating in fog, 146, page 87.

right of way, 141.

usage, 151.

navigating near bar or shore, 144.

bend of, 145.

Mississippi, page 85.

Hell Gate, 150.

East river, 155.

eastern, 153.

to keep middle of, 150.

hugging shore, 149.

moored at bank of, 103.

ROW-BOATS—

collisions with, 160.

RULES —

navigation, of 1864, page 49.

of 1885, page 55.

of 1890, page 63.

of Great Lakes, page 72.

supervising inspectors'. pages 20, 80, 141.

river and harbor, page 79.

power of congress to prescribe, 18.

actions in personam. page 419.

in admiralty, page 419.

departure from, 85.

violation of, 155.

local regulations, 21.

s.

SAILING-VESSELS (see Rules of Navigation) -

sail and steam, meeting, 86.

navigating in fog, 50.
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SAILING-VESSELS (continued) —

steering and sailing rules, 55.

sailing free, 58.

both close-hauled, 57.

both sailing free, 58.

change of course by, 60.

overtaking, 01.

disabled, 63.

in stays, 64.

one free, one close-hauled, 56.

speed in fog. 50.

meeting end on, 59.

holding course, 91, 92.

change of course, 60, 91.

to beat out tack, 90.

right of way, 86.

sail-boats, 161.

crossing course, 62.

fog signals by, 50.

SALE—

admiralty rule 41.

SALVAGE, 211.

SEAMEN—

wages of, 208.

fellow-servants, 17, 184.

negligence of, 183.

personal effects of, 209.

SEAWORTHY, 185.

see Fitting Out; Tugs and Tows, 126, 134, 185.

SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY —

may define harbor limits, page 79.

may make rules, page 79.

SEIZURE—

admiralty rule 9.

SET-OFF. 210.

SHEER —

sudden, 84.

of tow, 124.

SHIFTING—

at dock, 105.

see Teas and Tows.
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SHIP BUILDING—

see Limited Liability, 212.

SICKNESS—

liability of vessel for, 17.

SIGNALS—

fog, 4a

for sailing-vessels, 50.

danger, 78.

answering, 77.

to be certain, 70.

to be timely, 76.

when leaving slip, 94.

passing in fog, 54.

by vessels towing and towed, 51

substitution of, 52.

when anchored in fog, 51.

failure to locate in fog, 48.

see Rules.

distress, see Rules.

in narrow channels, 143.

alarm, 142.

for western rivers, 141.

see Inspectors' Rules.

for vessels in sight of eacli other, 75.

SINKING—

see Shallow Water, 200 ; Partial Loss.

SKIFF—

collision with, 17.

SKILL—

of officers and crew, 179.

SLIP-

obstructing entrauce to, 100.

collision in, 94, 96.

vessels moored in, 97, 98.

vessel projecting beyond. 101.

liability of dock-owner, 104.

SMALL BOATS—

damages to, 72.

collisions with, 160.

SPEED—

on entering slip, 94, 96.

of steamers, 81.

reducing, stopping and reversing, 79, 88.
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SPEED (continued) —

of sail-vessels in fog, 50.

in fog, 44, 45. 46.

river navigation, 148.

dangerous rate, 148.

in narrow channels, 148.

state may regulate, 4.

see Rules.

STATE LAWS—

can create no maritime rights, 4.

may regulate use of waters, when, 4.

cannot confer jurisdiction, 23.

vessels to observe, 23.

giving lien for injuries, 15.

STAY-LINES —

vessel to use, 90.

STEAM-VESSELS —

meeting end on, 6o, 66.

crossing courses. 66, page 53, page 61.

overtaking, 67, 68.

duties of overtaking vessel, 09.

duty of leading steamer, 70.

passing, 71, page 82.

suction and displacement wave, 72.

to hold course, 73.

change of course, 74.

sound-signals by, when in sight, 75.

signals to be timely, 76.

answering signals, 77.

danger signals, 78.

stopping and reversing, 47, 79, 80, 88.

speed, 81.

right of way, 82.

in narrow channels, 83, page 78.

sudden sheer, 84.

departure from the rules by, 85.

must avoid sail-vessel, 89.

to know waters navigated, 90.

to keep out of way when, page 61.

approaching, page 01.

see Rules.

STEAM AND SAIL —

duty of steamers, 86.

to give wide berth, 87.
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STEAM AND SAIL (continued) -

to stop and reverse, 88.

sail-vessel to hold course, 89.

to beat out course, 90.

change of course, 91.

exceptions to rule, 92.

presumptions of fault, 93.

t

STEERING AND SAILING RULES (see Rules).

STIPULATIONS—

in limitation of liability proceedings, 215. 219, 232.

given when, admiralty rules 4, 5, 85.

for value of ship, 11.

on arrest of ship, 11.

by intervenor, 84.

STOPPING AND REVERSING—

by steamer, when, 47, 79, 80, 8a

STRANDING, 10.

SUCTION —

damage by, 72.

SUDDEN SHEER—

damage by, 84.

SUMMARY—

process, admiralty rule 4.

SUPERVISING INSPECTORS —

authority of, 20.

to make rules for Great Lakes, page 79.

rules of, page 80.

see State Laws, 23.

SUPPLIES —

maritime contract, 4.

admiralty rule 12.

SURETY —

admiralty rules 3, 4.

SURRENDER—

of vessel in limitation of liability proceedings, 218.

SURVEY —

of damages, 205.

SWELL 72.
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T.

TACK—

beating out, 90.

TIDE—

jurisdiction does not depend on, 5, C.

TORCH—

exhibition of, 39, 40.

see Rules: Flare-up.

TORT (see Jurisdiction) —

locality determines jurisdiction, 7, 14.

to be maritime, must be committed on navigable waters, 6, 11.

committed on high seas, 10.

various kinds of, 16.

resulting in death, 15.

see Limited Liability.

TOTAL LOSS—

measure of damages for, 200.

appraisement of, 201, 205.

interest on, 202, 206.

by sinking, 200.

freight, 200.

TUGS AND TOWS —

relation of tug to tow, 121.

liability of tug. 122.

when treated as a single vessel, 123.

liability of tow, 124.

joint liability, 125.

negligent towing, 120.

promoting dangerous situation, 127.

excessive length of tow-liuef 128.

right of way, 129.

obstructing narrow channels, 130.

making up tow, 131.

dangerous tow, 133.

unseaworthy tow, 134.

shifting tow, 132.

leaving tow exposed, 135.

abandonment of tow, 136.

towing rafts, 137.

striving for precedence, 138.

presumption of fault, 139.

signals for vessels towed and towing, 53.
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TUGS AND TOWS (continued) —

lights to be displayed, when, 81.

towage, 211.

navigating in fog, 128.

when liability begins, 135.

tug to be adequate, 127.

starting out in face of storm, 127.

 

U.

UNDER WAY, 30.

collisions with vessels not, 94.

UNLOADING —

liability of dock-owner, 104.

UNSEAWORTHY, 185.

of tow, 184.

see Negligence.

USAGE 152.

evidence of, 22.

river navigation, 151.

state laws, 23.

as to anchor-watch, 108.

USE—

of ship after collision. 216.

see Limited Liability.

 

VALUE—

measure of owner's liability, 216.

computation of, 201.

market value, 200, 201.

partial loss, 197.

total loss. 191.

of cargo, 203.

VERIFICATION—

admiralty rule 20.

VESSEL—

defined, 11.

public, 11.

disabled, 6a

under way, when. 30.

El, foreign jurisdiction over, 10.

leaving slip, 94.

approaching bridges, 143, 109.

breaking from moorings, 105.
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VESSEL (continued) —

at anchor, 106.

dragging anchor. 112.

to move when at anchor, 109.

drifting, 113.

abandoned, 113.

liability of for wages, 17.

grounding, 117.

moored, 97.

liable for collision, 17.

repairs. 198.

valuation of, 201. 203.

conveyance of in limitation of liability proceedings, 215.

surrender of, 21&

old, 19&

see Rules; Lights; Signals; Tugs and Tows.

VICE-PRINCIPAL. 17.

see Fellow-servant ; Master,

VIOLATION —

of rules, 155.

VIS MAJOR, 195.

VISIBILITY —

of lights, 25.

VOYAGE—

profits on, 202.

uncompleted, 202.

new after collision, 216.

see Limitation of Liability.

w.

WAGES—

of crew, 203.

admiralty rule 38.

WAIVER—

of right to limit liability, 216.

WATCH —

when at anchor, 55.

for vessel moored, 102, 108.

see Lookouts.

WATER—

jurisdiction over, 5.

jurisdiction not affected by tide, 5.

inland lakes, 8.
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WATER (continued) —

high seas, 10, 13.

Great Lakes, 7, 19, 20.

limitation of liability, 22a

WARNING—

by vessels at anchor, 109.

see Signal-lights.

WARRANT—

of arrest, admiralty rule 7.

WARRANTY—

by dock-owner, 104.

WAY—

getting under, 114.

not under, 94.

at rest, 116.

WESTERN RIVERS —

see Navigation of, 141 ; Inspectors. Rules.

WHARFAGE, 211.

WHARF-BOATS —

jurisdiction over, 11.

WHARVES—

navigating near, 95.

collisions at, 94.

collisions with, 169, 214.

jurisdiction over, 11.

warranty of condition, 104.

see" Docks and Piers.

lights by vessels at, 38.

WIDE BERTH, 87.

WILFUL—

negligence, 190.

WIND —

duty of vessel to observe, 96.

WRECKAGE—

surrender of, to limit liability, 218.

WRECKS—

jurisdiction over, 11.

failure to remove, 168.

vessels wrecked, 118.

31













 



 


